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EXTRATERRITORIALITY IN CHINA*
BY H. G. W. WOODHEAD, C.B.E.
I BHALL not keep you very long with the history of extra-territoriality, but shall pass on as rapidly as possible to the practical
aspects of a problem which is to-day exercising the minds of so many
Chinese and foreigners who reside in Chinese territory. Extraterritoriality has been defined as an exemption from the operation of local
law, granted either by usage or by treaty, on account of the differences
in law, custom, and social habits of civilized nations from those of
uncivilized nations."t I n Europe and the Near East it has been
known for many centuries, but has arisen from usage rather than

* This lecture was first delivered in Chicago, under the auspices of the Harris
XIernorial Foundation in the University of Chicago. I t is being published by
the University of Chicago Press in a volume entitled, " Occidental Interpretations of the Far Eastern Problem."
It was first given in London a t a nleeting of the Central Asian Society
held on Thursday, October 8, 1926, a t the Royal United Service Institution,
Whitehall, S.W. I n the absence of Viscount Peel the chair was taken by Sir
Michael O'Dwyer.
The CHAIRR~AN
: Ladies and Gentleinen-the subject on which we are going t o
be addressed thiv evening is " Extraterritoriality in China." I t sounds something very formidable. I wish our Chairman, Lord Peel, were here to preside
on this occasion, because I
conscious of not knowing a great deal about
China and still less about extraterritoriality : ~ r o b a b many
l~
of you here are in
the same position RS myself. However, we are very fortunate i n having with us
8 gentleman well calculated to enlighten us, Mr. TVoodhead, who has spent
twenty-three years in China. Hc has lived in Tientsin during most of that
time, hae edited the most inflllential paper in China, and is responsible for that
monumental work which gives all the accurate infor~nationabout China that is
available-that is, the Cllina Ycn.r Book. H e h ~ come
s
here and is going to
introduce the discussion this evening. I see here various gentlemen who have
&knowledgeof China from within, and I hope they will reinforce the discuseion
Joining in and giving us the benefit of their experience. We all want
enlightenment on this subject, and an ounce of practical experience is worth a
ton of theory; therefore I hope that natural modesty and reticence will not
them back from joining in the discussion. (Applause.)
Afnore's" International Law," II., p. 699.
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treaty rights. I n China it is based entirely upon treaties. You will
find in Morse's " International Relations of the Chinese Empire," and
in Wellington Koo's " The Status of Aliens in China," accounts of its
origin from the foreign and the Chinese points of view respectively,
You will be convinced by the former that it was an essential condition
of foreign residence and trade in China. You will be asked to believe
by the latter that it originated in the contumacy and lawlessness of
British and other foreign adventurers, who " early began to withdraw
themselves, by open defiance, from the operation of local
The
reasons given by foreign authorities for its introduction in China are
numerous, but I will confine myself to a few. First I would place the
attitude of the Chinese official towards foreigners during the early days
of foreign intercourse. To the Chinese the foreigner was a barbarian,
to be treated "like beasts, and not ruled on the same principles as
citizens. . .
Therefore to rule barbarians by misrule is the true and
best way of ruling them."::' Foreigners, therefore, were restricted to
trading a t a single port-Canton ; and with an officially recognized
monopoly, known as the co-Hong. I n Canton they were permitted to
reside only in the Factory district, a confined space on the river front.
They were not permitted to engage Chinese servants (though this rule
was generally relaxed), to bring women or arms into the factories, to
use sedan chairs, or to enter into any direct relations with the local
Chinese officials. They were not allowed to row for pleasure on the
river, or to enter the city, and only on three days per month were they
permitted, under the escort of an interpreter, to take the air at the
flower gardens across the river. They had to return to Meceo after
each trading season. t They were held collectively responsible for the
misdeeds of individuals. And the local Chinese authoritiee would
not recognize, or have any dealings with, foreign officials entrusted
with the protection of their interests.
Secondly, I would place the difference between Chinese end foreign
law, especially in relation to homicide. Except that decapitation was
the punishment for murder, and strangulation for mmslaughter, there
was no distinction between the two offences. A typical instance ifl
that of the gunner of the country ship Lady Htbghcs, who was sccueed
of causing the death of a Chinese by firing a saluting gun, in November!
1784.: His surrender to the local authorities was immediately
manded, and when it was refuaed the supercargo of the ship ws'
arrested and carried off into the city as a hostage. ~ v e n t u a l lthe
~
gunner was aurrendered, and on January 8, 1785, was strangled under
orders from Peking, which must have been sent before there hbd been
semblance of a trial. When Chinese writere refer to British conturnecy
and lawlessneas, it aeema pertinent to point out that in the century

.

'

*

BIorsels " International Relations," I., 111, 112.
t Morse, op, cit., I., 69-71.
$ Ibid., 10%
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1833 not more than half a dozen cases have been recorded
in which!'homicide was alleged against British subjects, including
several which were obviously accidental.*
Thirdly, there was the Chinese doctrine of collective responsibility.
Again and again all commerce was stopped, and foreigners were
subjected to all kinds of restraints and indignities, because of the
alleged misconduct of one or more of their number. As the East India
Company's Select Committee recorded, in one case in which an attempt
was made to hold it responsible for a fracas between British Bluejackets
and Chinese villagers :
"Thus we see our situation clearly made responsible for the acts of
between two and three thousand individuals who are daily coming in
contact with the lowest of the Chinese, and are exposed to assaults so
wanton, and often so barbarous, as well as to robberies so extensive,
that self-defence imposes upon them the necessity of attacking their
assailants in a manner from whence death must ensue. A great and
important commerce is instantly suspended, whole fleets a t times
detained, ourselves liable to seizure, and to be the medium of surrendering a man to death whose crime is only self-defence or obedience
to orders, or else to lend ourselves to the most detestable falsehoods, in
order to support a fabricated statement which may save the credit of
the officers of the Chinese Government."t
As early as 1833 the British Parliament passed an " Act to Regulate
the Trade to China and India,"i which included provision for the
establishment of a Court of Justice with Criminal and Admiralty jurisdiction, but it was not until the conclusion of the so-called Opium War
that Britain's extraterritorial rights were recognizsd by China.
The Treaty of Nanking of 1842 did not itsel! concede extraterritorial
rights, but the General Regulations attached to that Treaty provided
that :
"Regarding the punishment of English criminals, the English
Government will enact the laws necessary to attain that end, and the
Consul will be empowered to put them into force ; and regarding the
punishment of Chinese criminals, these will be tried and punished
by their own laws, in the way provided for by the correspondence
which took plaoe at Nanking after the concluding of peace." 5
The Treaty did, however, provide for the cession of Hongkong and
the opening of five ports-canton,
Amoy, Poochow, Ningpo, and
Shanghai-to British trade. I t is noteworthy that Sir Henry Pottinger,
the British Envoy who negotiated that Treaty, was instructed constantly to bear in mind " that we seek for no exclusive advantages, and

* " Studies in Chineee Diplomatic History," by C. L. Hsin, 6.
t Morse, op.'cit., 1 0 6 ~ .
$ KOO,;" Status of Aliens in China," 95 sqq.
3 KOO,op. cit,, 134.
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demand nothing that we shall not willingly see enjoyed by the subjects
of all other States." *
The American Envoy, Caleb Cushing, who reached China in
March, 1844, with instructions to negotiate a treaty that was just,
with no unfair advantage on either side, learning what the British had
done, and having actual proof of what submission to Chinese jurisdiction might involve, as the result of some American citizens firing on &
mob in self-defence,t secured a definite grant of criminal jurisdiction
over American citizens in Article XXI. of the Treaty of Wanghia.
The extraterritorial rights of the Treaty Powers were more clearly
defined in subsequent treaties, from only one of which, the Chefoo
Agreement of September, 1876, between Britain and China, need I
quote here :
8.

Section 11. (ii.) The British Treaty of 1858, Article XVI., lays
down that " Chinese subjects who may be guilty of any criminal act
towards British subjects shall be arrested and punished by the Chinese
authorities, according to the laws of China.
'I British subjects who may commit any crime in China ehall be
tried and punished by the Consul, or any other public functionary
authorized thoreto, according to the laws of Great Britain.
" Justice shall be equitably and impartially administered on both
sides."
The words '' functionary authorized thereto " are translated in the
Chinese text '' British Government."
I n order to the fulfilment of its Treaty obligations, the British
Government has established a Supreme Court at Shanghai, with a
special code of rules, which it is now about to revise. The Chinese
Government has established a t Shanghai a Mixed Court; but the
oficer presiding over it, either from lack of power or dread of unpopularity, constantly fails to enforce his judgments.
I t is now understood that the Tsungli Yamen will write a oircular
to the Legations, inviting foreign representatives at once to consider
with the Tsungli Yamen the measures noeded for the more effective
administration of justice a t the ports open to foreign trade.
(iii.) I t is agreed that, whenever a crime is committed affectingthe
person or property of a British subject, whether in the interior or at
the open ports, the British Minister shall be free to send officerstothe
spot to be present at the investigation.
To the prevention of misunderstanding on this point, Sir Thoma0
Wade will write a note to the above effect, to which the Tsungli Yemen
will reply, a5rming that this is the course of proceeding to be adhered
to for the time to come.
I t is further understood that so long as the laws of the two countries
differ from each other, there can be but one principle to guide judicill
proceedings in mixed cases in China-namely, that the case ia to be
tried by the oficial of the defendant's nationality; the offioialof the
plaintiff's nationality merely attending to watch the proceedingfJin the
interests of justice. If the officer so attending be diseatisfied
the proceedings, it will be in his power to protest againat thern lo
detail. The law administered will be the law of the nation~lityof
* Morse, op. cit., 668.
t l b i d . , 827.

officertrying the case. This is the meaning of the words hui tlung, indicating combined action in judicial proceedings in Article XVI. of the
Treaty of Tientsin ; and this is the course to be respectively followed
by the officers of either nationality.
As a consequence of extraterritoriality, therefore, a Chinese or
American or any other national who charges a British subject with any
crime, or wishes to sue him for any civil cause, must institute proceedings before a British Court. The latter, however, cannot, in a
civil suit, entertain a counter-claim against a national of another State.
Nor has it any authority, other than that accorded by courtesy, over
non-British witnesses. And it is easy to understand that complications may arise in which three or more parties of different nationalities
may be involved, requiring decision by three or more different tribunals.
Moreover, it not infrequently happens that persons of different
nationalities are implicated in the same crime, in which case separate
trials must take place under their respective laws in the Courts exercising jurisdiction.
I shall now briefly describe the situation to-day. The so-oalled
Treaty Powers, either under definite Treaty stipulations or by virtue
of " most-favoured nation treatment," still enjoy extraterritorial
privileg&, to the exclusion of Chinese jurisdiction. These Governments are : Belgium, Brazil, Denmark, France, Great Britain, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal, Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United States. Austria-Hungary and Germany '':
lost their extraterritorial rights as a result of the abrogation of their
treaties with China, following the latter's participation in the Great
War. Russians were deprived of extraterritorial rights by a Presidential mandate suspending recognition of the Tsarist Minister and
Consuls, promulgated on September 23, 1920.t
British jurisdiction is exercised, in ininor criminal and civil cases,
in the outports by Consulsr officers, and in Shanghai by an Assistant
Judge and Police Magistrate. Serioue criminal charges, and civil cases
in which serious issues are involved, are heard by the Supreme Court
sitting in Shanghai (or elsewhere) with appeal to the full Court and
eventually to the Privy Council. American jurisdiction is exercised
loc~llyby American Consular officers, m d in important cases, civil
and criminal, by the U.S. Court for China, which was established
by Act of Congress of June 30, 1906. The French and Japanese have
judicial officialsin China. I n the case of other Treaty Powers jurisdiction is exercised by their Consular officials, usually with right of
appeal to some home tribunal.
A curious feature is the Shanghai Mixed Court. 1 The International
* China Ycar Book, 1921-2, 739, and 1925, 783, 785.

t

:

Ihid.,1921-2. 626.

For further L f o r i s t i o n see I<ot,enev's Shanghai : Its Mixed Court and
Council ."
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Settlement at Shanghai was an area set apart for foreign residenceand
trade, and consists to-day of the former British and Amerioan Settle.
ments and an extension thereto, administered by an International
Foreign Municipal Council. There was an influx of Chinese refugees
during the Taiping rebellion, end the Chinese population has since
increased until it numbers nearly one million. There were obvious
diEculties in the way of permitting a purely Chinese Court to function
in a foreign-administered Settlement, and at first jurisdiction was
exercised by the British Consul-General. I n 1864 a so-called Mixed
Court was established, presided over by a deputy of the Shanghai
hlagistrate, with a foreign Assessor on the bench in oases in which
foreign or municipal interests were involved. The history of the
development of the Mixed Court would take too long in the telling,
and I can only say here that its authority gradually increased, in
spite of Chinese opposition and obstruction, until 1911, when the
outbreak of the revolution compelled the Treaty Power Consuls to
take over control of the tribunal. I t is to-day staffed by magistrates
whose appointment is subject to the approval of the foreign Consuls,
and who sit in rotation with foreign Assessors, the records being kept
by the municipal police. Prisoners sentenced to imprisonment serve
their term in gaols controlled by the Municipal Council. Criminals
sentenced to capital punishment are sent to the Chinese City authoritiee
to be executed. The Mixed Court probably handles a greater volume
of business, civil and criminal, than any other tribunal in the world.
Its jurisdiction now extends to Germans, Russians, and other nonTreaty Power nationals in Shanghai. The Chinese now claim that the
fitired Court ought to become a purely Chinese institution, instead of,
as to-day, remaining under Consular and Municipal control.
Before dealing in some detail with the objections to the abolition
of extraterritoriality, I propose briefly to refer to some of the argument@
against its perpetuation. I n the first place, it is argued, and quite
correctly, that it co~lstitutes an infringement of China's sovereign
rights and independence. Secondly, it leads to e multiplicity of lurik
dictions, and, as I have already mentioned, the application of different
laws, even where the same issues ere involved, and uncertainty as to
the issue of any ;particular case. But the main objection to
perpetuation, and the one most diffioult to answer, is its abuse, ohiefly
by Governments which have infinitesimal, or a t least insignificant,
interest8 in China. The worst offenders have been the gprnieh,
Cuban, Brazilian, and other South American Consulates. The gpanFh
Consulate of recent years appears to have made a speciality of e ~ t 0 ~ ~ ' ~ g
its protection on the flimsiest of pretexts td Chinese who desire to
evade the jurisdiction of their own authorities. Its latest ~ e r f o ~
has been to claim jurisdiction over
Jew born of Turkish pBrentO
in Indis, who repudiated his British nationality Home years .Boi sought
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French protection as a Turk, and now claims that he has become entitled
to Spanish protection as the result of an ordinance restoring Spanish
eationality to Sephardic Jews who like to avail themselves of it. The
Brazilian Consulate seems t o exist solely for the purpoee of extending
its protection over public gaming establishments, which are a t present
functioning under Brazilian protection in Shanghai and Tientsin. The
Cuban Consulate used to exist for the same end. The scandal of
foreign protection of Chinese has attained such proportions that a t the
annual Conference o f . British Chambers of Commerce in 1921 a
resolution was adopted unanimously which read :
"That this Conference deprecates the growing tendency of certain
foreign Consulates in China to afford protection to Chinese by process
of naturalization or other means, as it is notorious that in the majority
of cases the applicants for nttturalization are not actuated by any
desire to leave their own country to take up their residence in a,
foreign State, but take this simple means of evading their just
obligations and liabilities, and escaping from the jurisdiction to which
they would otherwise be amenable."
It is only fair to say that the Spanish Consul, who was the most
notorious offender, was dismissed, and the naturalization certificates
issued by him were cancelled. B u t other Consuls-notably those of
Portugal, and more recently of Chile-have also been offenders.
Finally, there is the objection that as long as extraterritoriality
prevails it is impossible for the Chinese Government to throw open the
whole country t o foreign trade. The necessity of sending every
foreigner entitled to extraterritoriality who commits the most trivial
offenceto the nearest Treaty Port a t which one of his Consular officers
functions for trial, is cited as an insuperable obstacle to permitting
foreign residence and trade outside the fifty Treaty and Open Ports.
To this day foreigners are not entitled by treaty to reside in Peking
for business purposes, or to own or lease business premises elsewhere
than in the open ports.
I now turn to the problem of abolishing extraterritoriality and the
objections to such abolition.
Grand Secretary Wensiang in 1869 said to the British Minister,
Sir R. Alcock : Do away with your extraterritoriality clause, and
merohant and missionary may settle anywhere and everywhere ; but
retain it, and we must do our best to confine you and our trouble to
the Treaty Ports." Extraterritoriality has always been resented by
patriotic Chinese; but it was not until the signature of the AngloChinese Commercial Treaty of 1902 that any definite stipulation was
made regarding its abolition. Article XIII. reads :
" Chinn having expressed a strong desire to reform her judicial
Bystem, and to bring it into accord with that of Western nations, Great
Britain agrees to give every assistance to such reform ; and he will
also be prepared to relinquish her extraterritorial rights when she
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is satisfied that the state of the Chinese laws, the arrangements
for their administration, and other considerations, warrant her in
so doing."
Great Britain had relinquished exbraterritorial rights in Japan a few
years previously. Similar provisions appeared in the American and
Japanese Commercial Treaties of 1903, while Sweden, in the Corn.
mercial Treaty of 1908, agreed to relinquish Consular jurisdiction
soon as all other Powers have agreed to relinquish their extraterritorial
rights." The last Treaty signed by China in which extraterritorial
rights were conceded was that with Switzerland, signed in Tokio in
June, 1918. I n treaties eince signed with Bolivia, Persia, Germany,
and Soviet Russia, China has retained jurisdiction over their nationals.
China's first formal claim for the abolition of extraterritoriality was
presented, in 1919, to the Peace Conference at Versailles. It was
included in the " Questions for Readjustment submitted by China to
the Peace Conference," * which, among other things, demanded the
renu~ciationof Spheres of Influence or of Interest, the withdrawal of
foreign troops from China, and of foreign wireless stations and postoficee, the relinquishment of Leased Territories, the restoration of
Foreign Settlements and Concessions, and tariff autonomy. Some of the
objections I have already mentioned were set forth, and it was urgedthat China now had a National Constitution, prescribing, among other
things, the separation of Government powers, and assuring to the
people their inviolable fundamental rights of life and property, end
guaranteeing the complete independence and ample protection of
judicial officers and their entire freedom from interference on the pert
of the executive or legislative powers ; that China had prepared a
number of Codes, some of which were provisionally enforced, end
which had been carefully adapted from those of the most sdvenoed
nations ; that new courts and procuratorates of various kinde had been
established, etc. ; and that, in view of the usatisfactory results China
has already obtained, and the progress she has been making from day
to day in the domain of legislative and judicial reforms, ' consular
juriediction should be abolished by the end of 1924." This question
was not taken up a t Versailles, but was again raised at the Washington
Conference, and supported by much the same arguments in 1921. In
this instance the Chinese Delegation had not the audacity to name
date for its abolition, but asked the Powers to agree to relinquish their
extraterritorial rights in China a t the end of a, definite period.
The Washington Conference adopted a resolution,t which, after reciting the provisions of the Commercial Treaties of 1902 sod 1903, sod
expressing sympathy with China's aspirations, provided for the

* For full text see China Year Book,

t

China Year Book, 1924, 1164.

1921-2, 719 8 q q .
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establishment of an International Commission, to which each of the
should appoint one member " t o inquire into the present
practice of extraterritorial jurisdiction in China, and into the Laws and
the judicial system and the method6 of judicial administration of
China, with a view to reporting to the Governments of the several
Powers above named their findings in fact in regard to these matters,
and their recommendations as to such means a s they may find suitable
to improve the existing ,conditions of the administration of justice in
China, and to assist and further the efforts of the Chinese Government
to effect such legislation and judicial reforms a s would warrant the
several Powers in relinquishing, either progressively or otherwise, their
respective rights of extraterritoriality." This Commission was to be
constituted within three months after the adjournment of the Conference, and to submit its findings and recommendations within one
year from its first meeting. Each of the Powers reserved the right to
accept all or any portion of its recommendations, and China reserved
the right to a seat on the Commission, and undertook to afford it every
possible facility for the successful accomplishment of its tasks.
The Commiesion should have met on or before May 6, 1922, but in
the meantime China was involved in another civil war, and since then
she has made repeated requests for a postponement.
It will be remembered that Great Britain, America, and Japan, in
1902 and 1903, undertook to relinquish their extraterritorial rights
when satisfied that1. The state of the Chinese Laws ;
2. The arrangements for their administration ; and
3. " Other considerations " warranted them in doing so.

A Law Codification Commission has been a t work since 1914, in
collaboration with the Ministry of Justice, and since the Washington
Conference a Commission on Extraterritoriality has also been organized
to prepare for the visit of the International Commission. With the
assistance of French and Japanese experts a number of new codes
have been drafted, of which the Criminal Code,* the Code of Criminal
Procedure,l and the Civil Procedure Code have, after several revisions,
been promulgated. English translations of these codes are now
available. A number of other new laws, criminal, commercial,
mining, Trade Mark 1 and Copyright, and labour, and regulations
relating to courts and procedure and prisons, have also been promulgated- Mr. Eecarra, (French) Adviser to the Ministry of Justice, is my
authority for the statement that 6' apart from a few special texts, the
provisions of which are often very poor from the technical point of

*

C l b k n Yrnr Dooh:, 1921-2, 372 8qq.

1 Ibid.,1926,816.
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Ibid., 1924,267 sqq.
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view, the civil codification remains in its infancy. Several years, at
least, are required to provide China with a body of civil and corn.
mercial laws exhaustive enough to meet the needs of the foreigners,
Till then, should the training and goodwill of the judges be out of die.
cussion, nothing can be said about a, proper administration of justice."*
H e mentions that in 1920, when a crisis in the piece-goods trade
occurred a t Shanghai, resulting in numerous bankruptcies among the
Chinese, it was impossible for the Mixed Court "to deal with the
Chinese law on the matter, because the latter had been regarded as repealed by a decision of the Supreme Court," and " a speoial procedure
of winding-up " had to be devised. f
M. Georges Padoux, a distinguished Frenchman, who is a member
of the Commission on Extraterritoriality, more recently wrote :
" The present administration of civil and penal justice in China
affords a striking illustration of the difficulties attending the application of legislative provisions which are not in harmony with the
customs and prevalent ideas of the population. I n civil matters the
law in force is mostly the Ta Ching L u Li, many parts of which have
become practically obsolete. The judges of the Supreme Court have to
display a great deal of ingenuity in order to adapt these old rules to
the needs of contemporary China, and to the evolution which takee
place now in the organization of the Chinese family. The adaptation
sometimes goes so far as to almost entirely set aside the old rule (see
the recently published summaries of Judgments of the Supreme Court).
I n penal matters a new Code has been enacted in 1912, but it is far
ahead of the social conditions of a large part of the territory. It is not
applied in the remote corners of most of the provinces, and it is sometimes ignored even in Peking. During the last few years, for instance,
it has been a common practice to order by Presidential mandate the
confiscation of the property of overthrown political leaders, although
general confiscation has been expressly abolished by the Penal Code."t

The fundamental law of the Republic is, or should be, the Constitution. No one knows which of the various constitutions that have been
promulgated from time to time is a t present supposed to be in force
though that, perhaps, is not a matter of very great importance, as at no
time during the history of the Republio has any constitution been more
than e, scrap of paper.
There are two other features of China's laws to which I must direct
your attention. The first is the immunity of the civil official from the
the
ordinary courts of the land. There is a special court, known
Administrative Court, whose duties are to try all illegal acts of public
officials with the exception of cases expressly placed by law under the
jurisdiction of other organs."§ An attempt is thus made to apply the
French system of droit administrati/, but without the safeguard of the
t Ibid., 16.
* " The Extraterritori~lit~Problem," 20.
t6

f Chinese Social and Political Science Review, April, 1926, 360.
5 China Year Book, 1925, 609 nqq.
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Tribunal of Conflicts, whose duty it is to decide which cases come
within the scope of the Administrative Court. M oreover, the Adminis
trative Court is expressly prohibited from entertaining claims for
damages.* The plaintiff can only ask for rescission of the ruling of an
or such modification thereof as the court may consider equitable.
It is not the custom to accept oral testimony, but to try each case on
written arguments. A civil official charged with a criminal offence is
to be brought before the ordinary court, but this is seldom
done if he is a man of any status, immunity being conferred by extending
the definition of what constitutes an " administrative act." I t is not,
therefore, possible in the usual way to secure redress for the wrongdoings of civil officials.
Secondly, there is the peculiar status of the military man in China.
Soldiers, from the lowest to the highest ranks, who commit offences
against the Military Penal Ordinance, the Criminal Code, the Police
Regulations, or any other law for which punishment is provided, are
tried, not by the ordinary courts, but by a, court-martial. Any claim
against them for damages must also be tried by a court-martial. There
are at present nearly one and a half million men under arms in China,
and they are the most notorious breakers of the laws of the Republic. Yet
a civilian plaintiff or complainant can only secure the trial of a military
man as an act of grace on the part of his superior or commanding
officer. The proceedings, if allowed, are heard in camera, no lawyer
being allowed to the plaintiff, no access to the record of testimony
being permitted, and the decision of the court being subject to confirmation or annulment by the officer who authorizes the convening of
the court-martial. Many Chinese officials, occupying what we should
regard as civil posts, have military titles, and are thus removed from
the jurisdiction of the civil courts and the Administrative Court.

I now turn to the actual administration of the law in China. I t is
a sweeping but nevertheless accurate statement that, under existing
conditions, no attempt is or can be made to enforce the laws of the
Republic. The Law Codification Commission may work overtime
compiling new codes;sorne of which are not altogether unsatisfactory,
but even in Peking itself the courts are unable to enforce them. China
has had three Constitutions since the establishment of the Republic.
No one can say definitely which of them is supposed to be in force a t
the moment, as the present Government does not even claim to be
constitutional. But a t no time have the rights and privileges which
these oonstitutions are supposed to guarantee to her citizens been aught
but a myth. The most glaring example of the wholesale violation of

* Law on Ad~ninietrativoCases,

Art. 3, China Year Book, 1925, 611.
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the law is to be found in the present position of opium. The Criminal
Code promulgated in March, 1910, and amended in December, 1914,
contains a whole chapter * devoted to penalties for cultivating, smoking,
trafficking in, or transporting opium. Yet it is estimated that, in 1923,
China produced between thirteen and fourteen thousand tons of opium,
more than twelve times as much a s India, and nearly eight times 8s
much as the whole of the rest of the world (India included).t And in
most provinces this opium was produced, sold, and smoked, not against,
but in accordance with, the orders of the local officials, chiefly the
militarists, who derived the bulk of the revenues for the support of
their overgrown armies from this source.
I am now going to give you a series of cases, a few among those
which have come to my notice, to give you some idea of the manner in
which Chinese laws are actually administered.

THE TIENTSINLANDCASE.
There lives in Tientsin a wealthy family, known as the Chang
family, which had inherited a quantity of property from their father,
the late Chang Yen-mao. This property had been acquired by
purchase between the years 1898 and 1904. Last year the Chang
brothers were told by the Police Commissioner of the Province, a most
powerful official, that he would like to acquire a large tract of their
lend a t a nonlinal price. This land happened to be mortgaged to a
French bank, and the brothers refused to sell it below the ordinery
market price. A few days later the elder brother was practically
kidnapped from a restaurant in the ex-German Concession in Tientsin,
taken down to the Police Headquarters in the city, and there detained
until he had, under duress, signed a document, a facsimile of which is
in my possession, to the effect that a with the desire to assist and
promote the development of the municipality in the city" he would
sell his land " a t a price which the police authorities might considor
reasonable." This undertaking he repudiated after his release, and
the Police Commissioner thereupon took possession of his land, and
charged him with claiming ownership on forged title-deeds. The
Chang brothers then had to leave Tientsin to escape arrest. What is
their remedy? They cannot sue the Police Commissioner in an
ordinary court, as he is an offioial, and not amenable to its jurisdiction. They cannot take proceedings in the Admiuistrstive Court,
because he holds the rank of a General in the Chinese Army. And if
they were able to induce the higher military authorities to convene a
court - martial - which is extremely unlikely - they would not be
permitted to be represented by a lawyer, to examine or cross-examine
witnesses, or to see the reoord, while all the proceedings would be

*
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held in camera. They have, therefore, been unable to obtain any
redress for what, on the face of it, appears a most glaring outrage on
the part of a high official.

Tientsin is the centre of a large export trade in raw cotton. It has
been the custom locally for years past to contract forward in July and
August-when some idea of the extent of the crops can be obtained-for
cotton to be delivered in October, November, and December. There
were good cotton crops in 1923, and forward contracts a t Tls. 23 to
28 per picul were made by foreign exporters for some 250,000 piculs.
Then came the Japanese earthquake, with the destruction of large
quantities of cotton and cotton goods in Japan, with the result that
there was a sudden and unexpected demand for cotton in that country.
The price soared from Tls. 23 to 28 to Tls. 43. The dealers repudiated
nearly all their forward contracts in order to take advantage of the
Japanese demand, and resorted to every conceivable form of trickery
to get their cotton through Tientsin without delivering it to the original
buyers. The Civil Governor, Police Commissioner, and Chinese
Chamber of Commerce were appealed to for aid in preventing this wholesale fraud. But the Police Commissioner maintained that the best he
could do would be to secure 50 per cent. of the cotton contracted for.
The Civil Governor declared that forward purchase of cotton was an
illegal gambling transaction. The foreign buyers, who naturally
sustained heavy loss from their failure to meet their own obligations in
Japan and America, then endeavoured to sue the defaulting dealers.
Writs were applied for, through the foreign Consulates, in the ordinary
way, but the Chinese courts refused even to serve them, and to this
day no proceedings have been permitted against the defaulters.

On February 1,1924, when the afternoon express train from Peking
was about to leave Pengtai, about seven miles from the capital, a passenger car, which had come through from the Peking-Hankow Railway,
carrying ono of the President's concubines with a military escort,
suddenly appeared, and it was demanded that it should be coupled on
to the express. The latter was already carrying its full load, and the
couplings of the special car were not of the type required by the regulations for a passenger express, so the demand was refused by the
British Traffic Inspector. Thereupon one of the military escort drew
apistol and pointed it a t his head, and the Inspector had to agree to
couple on the car. There was some misunderstanding at this point,

* I'roceeding~at the Annuel Conference of British Chambers of Commerce,
Shanghai, Pebruary, 1934.
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the train moving further up the platform, presumably to make room
for shunting the oar into position. Thereupon, under instruotions
from their superior officer, the military escort set upon Mr. Bessell,
knooked him down, struck him with a pistol, and brutally kicked him,
The train then went on its way with the car attached, and Colonel
Chen, the concubine's brother, who was in charge of the escort, proceeded to Taku. Mr. Bessell Was seriously injured, and had to undergo
two operations. A strong protest, with a demand for the trial of the
officer in charge of the escort, was made by the British Legation,
Mr. Bessell was a servant of the Chinese Government, who had been
assaulted in the execution of his duty, and while endeavouring to carry
out the Government's railway regulations, and one would naturally
have expected it to take prompt action. Instead, it resorted to every
form of mendacity and procrastination to shield the culprits. It we0
pretended, at first, that Colonel Chen was a t Wuchang, in Mid-China,
and that the Hupeh Tuchun had been instructed to deal with him.
Though the fact that he was a t Taku, witbin a few miles of Tientsin,
could no longer be concealed, it was not until February 25, after
repeated evasions, that action was taken. On that date the Chief
Judge of the Military Court of the Ministry of War, the Chief of the
Medical Department of the same Ministry, and a personal representetive of the President, proceeded to Taku, where they interviewed
Colonel Chen without the presence of any of the witnesses to the
assault, reported that he was too ill to be moved, and subsequently
announced that he had been sentenced to twenty-eight days' detention in his own quarters." This farcical decision the British Government refused to recognize, demanding the formal trial of Colonel Chen,
in the presence of a British official, in accordance with the Treaties.
The Chinese argued that the Treaties did not provide for the presenoe
of a foreign official at a court-martial upon a military offender,
delayed, and prevaricated, and it was not until June 3, 123 days
after the assault, that Colonel Chen was actually brought up for
trial. I heard some details of that trial subsequently from Mr. Beasell.
H e was, of course, not permitted to be legally represented. He Was
still suffering from the injuries he had reoeived, and unable to stand
for more than a few minutes. But the Military Court announoed that
it could not accept testimony unless the witness stood up to give
and Mr. Bessell, therefore, had to give his evidenoe fragmentarily,
retiring to rest whenever the p j n of standing became unendurabible
The o t h e r who ordered his assault on February 1 was in uniform, ~ q d
wore a moustache. The oeioer who appeared as Colonel Chon On th'8
occasion was in mufti, and without a moustache. Mr. Be@@el1
meen him only for a few moments in the twilight, four month'
previously, and was therefore unable to make positive identificrtiont
and Colonel Chen, who had been found guilty a t the faroioal inquiry
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February 25, was acquitted on this occasion, scapegoats being made of
the soldiers and a subordinate officer who were alleged to have participated in the assault, and several Chinese railway officials being dismissed for alleged breaches of regulations.

As a final instance of the immunity of the militarist from the law
of the land, I may refer briefly to the case of the Christian General,
Feng Yu-hsiang. He had been invited, on February 16, 1924, to dine
with the American Minister, Dr. Schurman. The regulations of the
Legation Quarter, which is administered and policed under the orders
of the Diplomatic Body, prohibit motor-cars from entering the Quarter
at excessive speed, with blinding headlights, or with armed escorts on
the footboards. All these regulations were violated by the Christian
General on the night in question, and after wild blowing of police
whistles, his car was eventually compelled to pull up by a policeman
who stood directly in its path. The Christian General thereupon
blighted in a fury, struck the policeman, took away his baton, and,
according to the statements of the police and an eyewitness, ordered
his escort to kill the policeman, and he would be responsible.
Fortunately, this order, il actually given, was disobeyed. The car
then proceeded on its way to the American Legation, two more policemen being struck with the captured baton e n roz~te. Needless to say,
no redress was given, nor apology offered, by the perpetrator of this
assault.

I have in my possession notes of two cases in which German doctors
in Tientsin were defendants iu criminal charges, which throw oonsiderable light upon the treatment to which foreigners deprived of their
extraterritorial rights are now subjected. I n the first case the doctor
was charged, under Article 32G of the Chinese Criminal Code, with
causing the death of a boy patient upon whom he had performed
an operation. The Article in question reads :
"Whoever fails to give the necessary attention to his occupation,
and in consequence causes death or injury to any persou, shall be
punished with imprisonment for a period not severer than the fourth
degree (i.c., more than one year, but lees than three years), or detention,
or fine of not more than two thousand yuan" (dollars).
The operation which was the basis of this charge was performed on
the neck of the patient, under an anasthetic, on June 3, 1922. The
patient died during the operation, and the doctor testified that the
amount of chloroform used was very smtlll, that it was quite fresh,
having been purchased the day before, and that the heart of the
patient was probably too weak to support an mmsthetic, though this
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weaknese wae not apparent in the examination that took plaoe previous
to ite adminietration. H e ascribed the death to one of those rare
oseee of inability to support ohloroform, which should be conaidered a
miafortune for which no one was to blame. On the death being
reported, the Chinese ooroner made an ex~mination. This funationsry
was a barber-who in China oomee from the lowest clase-without any
eoientifio training. H e made a superficial examination of the body,
doolared that the boy was doad, and that he had died not from hhe
operation, but from the anroethetic-whioh was what the dootor had
told him. The doctor was then charged before the local oourt, whioh
gave judgment on July G , condomning the accused to a, fine of 2,000
9unn (the maximum) for a violation of Article 326.
An appeal wae taken to the Higher Provinoial Court, whioh on
September 38, 1923, gave a judgment upholding the deoision of the
looal court. The oaee wae then oarried to the Taliyuan, or Supreme
Court, in Peking, which on Llecember 1 4 ordered a retrial. This took
plaoe in the IIigher Provincial Court, which on April 3 again found the
accused guilty, but lowered tho fine to $1,000. The oase was again
appealed to the Supreme Court, which on August 9, 1923, diemiseed
tho socond judgmont of the Provincial Court, and ordered yet another
trial. The third judgment of tho Provincial Court was delivered on
Mey 12,1924, accused onco more being condernnod to a fine of $1,000.
The Supremo Court on October 27 ordered yet another trial, and on
January 21 of this year the case against the accused was withdrawn
by virtue of the general atnnouty proclaimad by the Provisiond Chief
Executive. I t is undorstood, howevor, that a oivil aotion for damage0
is still pending. During tho trials of this caso, faota, the opinions of
the oornplainants, and arguments, were inextricably mixed up by the
court. Much of the ovidonco offered by the defendant was refused.
Tho roport of the coroner, who, as alroady statod, had no aoientific
experience, and made no attempt to perform an autopsy, was .coopted
as definite evidence, altllough it contained R quantity of superatitioufl
nonsonso. Expert evidenoe from compotont ~nedioalmon was rejected.
I n the IIigher Court the oauao of tho donth and the hlarno for bringing
it about were treated as ono and the sarne thing, the onus of proving
that thero had heen no nogligonce boing plaoed on the aooused. In the
sixth judgment (May, 1024) the court refuaed to take into con@iderstion
evidence favourable to tho accused ; and tho coroner's roport
Msin
made use of, though its introduction had been ono of the reasone
of the Hupreme Court for ordorirlg a rotrial. As further evidence
r ~ c u s e d ' sguilt the relativea on this oocn~ionstated that they hhd not
been willing that ohloroform sllould be usod. The Elupreme court
in its fins1 judgment held that there wae no proof of the lack of
ooneent of the relatives.
The other oaee wee similar in the oouree it ran, but even more
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glaring in its continuous miscarriages of justice. For in this case the
woman who died had been successfully operated upon and had made
satiafaotoryprogress for seven days, when a friend called upon her and
upbrfiided her for undergoing the operation. There was,
to the evidenoe, a heated quarrel, as a result of whioh the
patient's heart oollapsed, and though every effort was made to undo
the lnisohief she became weaker and wcaker, and died the following
afternoon. In this instance the original penalty of $2,000 was imposed
at successive retrials until the case was terminated by the amnesty.
And it is alleged that the accused was found guilty mainly as a result
of a mistranslation of the evidence of a foreign medical practitioner.
The evidence of the quarrel which caused tho patieut'e collapse was
ignored.
It is not surprising, I think, that one of thcee German doctors, who
was in attendance on Dr. Sun Ytlt-sen during his stay in Tientsin, told
mo that under no oirculnetances would he undertake a, serious operation
on any prominent Chinese.
These cases nre also of interest as revealing the reluotance of the
Supreme Court, probably for fear of being defied by provinoial tribunals,
finally to quash proceedings in which there has obviou~lybeen a
miscarriage of justice.
I inight go on Liere to quoto eoine ridiculous instances whioh
followed the aseurnptio~lof jurisdictio~lover the Russians in Manchuria,
where a marl charged with breaking a window found that he was being
tried for murdering Mr. Window," where co~nplainantssometimes
found that they had been ~ ~ i e t a k efor
u the acoused, and sentenoed
acoordingly ; and on one occasion nt least judgment was given in a
oivil oase against one of the witnesses, the judge remarking, when this
was brought to his attention, that l 1 the Court knew what it was doing."
I hnve time only to oite one case in whioh Russinns are involved,
whioh will show how hollow are china'^ protensions that the judioiary
is independent and freo from all interference on the part of the
executive or legislative powers.

After tho failure of the Koltcli~krhgirne in Siberia, the Chinese
(jovernment reaohed an agreenlont with the Russo-Asiatic Bank
regarding the operation of the Chinem Eastern Railway, then virtually
bankrupt, aR a rosult of whioh it was to be controlled by a board
consi~tirlgof five Chinese and three lluesian members. Following thie
aureerncmt, 13. V. Ostrournoff, an engineer of considerable experience,
who had hoen conoorned in the construotion of the Biberiao, South
Siberian, and 13okham hail way^, a a e appointed General Manager.
Under his management, and with the fipproval and authority of the
board, ho introduaed raforn~swhioh had the result of oonverting the

a
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railway from a virtually bankrupt concern into a paying enterpriee,
with trains and rolling-stock excelled by few other railways in any
part of the world. Ostroumoff was no politician, and was not in
sympathy with Bolshevism, and accordingly incurred the animosity
of the Soviet, who were only biding their time to revenge themselves
upon him. On May 31, 1924, China ~ i g n e dan agreement with Soviet
Russia, under which she recognized the Russian Government, and
agreed to the control of the Chinese Eastern Railway by a Board of
Directors, composed of five Chinese and five Russians, nominated by
their respective Governments. This agreement Chang Tso-lin refused
t o recognize, with the result that it was inoperative in Manchuria and
over the Chinese Eastern Railway. During the civil war of the
autumn of 1924, however, Chang Tso-lin realized that the Soviet
might make themselves troublesome in his rear, and accordingly he
entered into a separate agreement on much the same terms as that
signed in Peking. This agreement was signed at Mukden on
September 20. On October 3 Ostroumoff was summarily dismissed
from his position, arrested, and placed in solitary confinement, the
same treatment being meted out to Gondatti, chief of the land
department of the railway. No charge whatsoever was preferred
against either of them, although the Chinese Criminal Procedure Code
prescribes that no person may be arrested without a charge being
formulated. H e was questioned from time to time by the public
prosecutor, who pretended that he had been arrested to save his
extradition to Russia. I cannot enter into the numerous violations of
the Code of Criminal Procedure that have been perpetrated since his
arrest. I t was not until December 20 t h a t he was summoned before
the examining magistrate and told the nature of the charges against
him. Tbese charges related to transaotions which bad been inquired
into and sanctioned by the old Board of Directors (which had a
majority of Chinese), and their refutation required access to numerous
documents in the railway company's archives. This access 08tro~moff
has been consistently denied, though on several occasions the judge
has undertaken to secure and produce the documents required-&
promise he has never fulfilled. Ostroumoff, a Inan certified to be in a
dangerous state of health, has been kept i n solitary confinement,
and treated little differently from e, condemned crilninal ever since
October 3. The general amnesty which, as promulgated, unquestionably applied to his and Gondatti's cases-though they asked not
pardon, but for justice-has
been overruled by the Manchurisn
atlthorities. Sucee~sivejudges have been entrusted with the conduct
of tile case, and have pleaded illness, obtained a transfer elsewhere!Or
resigned. Bail, which would have been forthcoming to the extent of
hundreds of thousands of dollars if neoeassry, has been refueed. ~ n d
1 understand chat an appeal to the Soviet Ambassador, who is
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unquestionably responsible for this travesty of justice, met with the
curt response that he would intercede for Ostroumoff only if he underto& to stand his trial in Moscow--for offences, be it noted, which are
alleged to have been committed outside of Russian jurisdiction during
a period when the Soviet Government was not recognized by China,
alld under orders of a Sino-Russian directorate.
I may sum up the present condition of the administration of justice
in China by saying that if the rule of law is understood to mean, as
Dicey says, that 'I no man can be lawfully made t o suffer, excapt for a
distinct breach of a law established in the ordinary manner, before the
ordinary courts," and that " no man is above the law," it is non-existent
in China. The provincial courts are for the most part under the control
of the militarists in power in the particular locality. Peking will issue
a Trade Mark law, prescribing the levy of substantial fees for the
protection of trade marks throughout China, and Canton will retort
with a Trade hlark law of its own, which prescribes local registration
and payn~entof fees to secure protection within its jurisdiction. Peking
will order the establishment of certain Courts of Justice which the
Governor of Chekiang will abolish a few months later because he does
not approve of them.* All the leading authorities agree that, far from
the state of Chinese laws and the arrangements for their administration
having improved of late, there has been serious retrogression.

" Indeed, so far as the control by the Central Government of China
of the Courts in the Provinces is concerned, the sit,uation is not as
satisfactory under the Republic as it was under the Empire." -1.
" Although circumstances have not altered, except for the worse, the
extraterritoriality problenl enters upon a new phase with the decision
now reached. . . . Now and for a remote future abolition of extraterritorial jurisdiction is out of the question." f
" Save that the necessity to the Chinese people of European and
American commodities has immeasurably increased, there is little, if
any, improve~nentin the situation a t the present time " (compared with
that in 1840).fj
The law to the contrary notwithstanding, torture is still in general
use in Chinese tribunals. As a Chinese oficial put it, in attempting to
justify the use of torture in a case in which it had admittedly been
employed :

" If YOU are going to adopt foreign metllods you will nuver recover
the stolen property ; you can never get evidence, and you can never

" Willoughby'e LbBoreigllItights nl?d Interests in Chine," 69.

t I . , 6 . (Dr. TVilloughby was Legal Adviser to the Chineee Republic,
1916-17.)
1 Raccarra, 01,. c i t . , 1 and 18.
Escarra is Legal Adviser to the Chinese
aovcrnment.)
?': Sir Hnvillnnd de Soumarez, Chief Judge, H.M.
1905-21, in n lecture at King's College, April, 1923.
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depend on it. We have got a code of regulations, but underneath the
surface we have to carry on in our own old way." *
Summary executions are still frequent. A despatch from Shangsha,
dated May 18 of this year, records the execution of a newspaper editor
there, after a summary trial by court-martial, because the local General
was enraged a t the publication of an article alleging extortion on the
part of the Army. The unfortunate man offered to bring evidence in
support of this allegation, but permission to do so was refused, and he
was shot.+
I have here a photograph of the scene following a round-up of
alleged bandits in Lintsing county, not more than a day's journey from
Tientsin, early in 1924. I t is a, harrowing picture, but the fact is that
scores of men, women, and children were butchered in cold blood, and
subsequently mutilated by the troops, who were so proud of their work
that they suspended the butchering for an hour or two while half a
dozen of the victims were still living, in order to have a photograph
taken of this massacre. I t was openly sold in the vicinity.

1 come, finally, to the " other consideratione " which must be taken
into account when discussing the question of the abolition of extreterritoriality. I shall do no more t h a c mention the fact that it is to
extraterritoriality that the foreigner in China owes his immunity from
the arbitrary and haphazard taxation imposed by the loca1'~hinese
authorities upon their own countrymen, and from the exactions and
levies of the militariste. I t is to extraterritoriality that he owes the
existence of foreign settlements and concessions, where he can reside
under hygienic regulations and in conditions of reasonable safety, free,
as a rule, from incursions of Chinese troops and bandits (often it is
difficult to distinguish between them), end enjoy a measure of selfgovernment. These are privileges not lightly to be sacrificed. But I
am going to urge in conclusion that the most important of those "other
considerations " are not foreign but Chinese interests. Irresponeible
Chinese may clamour for the abolition of extraterritoriality, but they
flock into the Concessions for safety whenever a civil war is in progress.
And it is, after all, not unreaeonable that the Treaty Powers 8hould
demand that certain standards of justice should be applied to the
Chinese themselves, before their courts are permitted to experiment
upon foreigners. The only foreign advocates of the abolition of extraterritoriality that I know of are small groups of missionaries, who are
actuated more by the spirit of martyrs than by practical oonsiderstions
in advocating this step. Their view is not shared by the rn~jorityof
the missionary body. I cannot, perhap., do better than con~ludethiO
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lecture with a quotation from a n address given by a veteran missionary
in a lecture at Kuling, in August, 1910 :
But the thought which I am anxious to emphasize in closing this
lecture is this-that China cannot come to deal fairly, rightly, and
humanely with foreig~zers alone. Every guarantee given to foreigners
for their proper treatment as dwellers in China must soon become a
guarantee also to the people of China that they, too, shall henceforth
receive for themselves a like justice and consideration to t h a t which the
superior power of the Western nations has demanded as n vight in the
case of overy citizen coming from Western lands. . . . L e t every
patriotic Chinaman . . . think with himself :
This state of liberty, this security for life and property in China,
this immunity from torture and from official oppression, corruption, and
injuatice which foreign Governments to-day demand from China for
their respective countries, enforcing the demand where necessary through
foreign consuls and by diplomatic pressure-this, and nothing less than
this, is what we Cl~inesehave to seek to obtain a s a matter of course
from our rulers for ourselves. W e shall not get it, however, by first
depriving the foreigner of it, or by subjecting him t o all the injustice
to which our own nationals subject us."*

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
will
Mr. H. G. S I M: ~
not detain you very long. When I was asked to say a few words on
this question of extraterritoriality I did not know what my friend Mr.
Woodhead would say, so I wrote down n few words on this question.
I have listened with great interest to what he has said on the question
of the abolition of extraterritorial rights iu Chiua, and a m glad to find
they are consistent with the views to which 1have often given expression in various capacities in Shanghai. Events which have happened
since the deplorable incident of May 30 last in Shanghai, however disconcerting those events may be, must not be allowed to prejudice our
outlook, and we must not allow ourselves to be stampeded by intensive
propaganda. Even the p r o p a g a ~ d i s t swho are busy broadcasting their
own peculiar commentary on British history in China to suit their own
ends must admit that in 1902 Great Britain, and subsequently the
United States and .Japan, made a real gesture towards adopting a just,
liberal, and sympathetic policy towards China. I n 1902, a s Mr.
Woodhead said, China expreseed a strong desire to reform her judicial
system and to bring it into accord with that of Western nations. At
that time the Government in Peking was able to speak for China a s a
whole. In the most statesmanlike way Great Britain availed herself
of this opportunity to prove her friendliness to China by offering her
every assistonce in effecting reforms she very much desired. I n
addition she was prepared to relinquish her extraterritorial rights as

* " Extraterritoriality in Chins," by Arnold Foster, B.A., London Missionary
8ociety.
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soon as she was satisfied that the state of Chinese laws, the arrange.
men ts for their administration, and other considerations warranted her
in so doing. I n the interests of the British communities in Chine,
those safeguards mere prudently incorporated in the terms of the
Nackay Treaty. Since 1902 China has had amplo opportunity to make
substantial progress in carrying out the reforms she so much desired,
but the unpalatable truth is t h a t she has squandered those years ot
opportunity, and notwithstanding what the Chinese Information Bureau
circulates, the position in 1925 is worse than in 1902, because there is
no Goverument to-day which can speak for China as a whole, and what
is most extraordinary to us who have lived in China and have heard so
much about China's sovereign rights, there are at the present timewild
men from Moscow misruling her second greatest city, Canton, and
those men have no extraterritorial rights. If they were citizens of one
of the Powers possessing those rights their own Government would
make short work of their antics in Canton. China not having what the
w , turn them out herstudents call an unequal treaty with ~ ~ o s c o must
self, and the sooner she does it the better for the citizens of Canton.
Young China raves about their country's humiliation and unequal
treaties, but her humiliation is not due to what they call unequal
treaties ; it is due to the rapacity of her own officials who have done
nothing to help their country and have totally ignored the 1902 gesture.
With all the goodwill and syrnpathy in the world no Conference of the
Treaty Powers, having in mind the interests of their own nationals,
could take the responsibility of recommending to their respective
Governments the abolition of extraterritorial rights until China makes
an honest and sincere effort to fulfil the eminently reasonable conditions under which the Powers are prepared to relinquish those right8
as laid down in the Mackay Treaty ol 1902. She knows well that the
Treaty Powers are friendly disposed towards her, that they have no
territorial ambitions, that all they insist on is to be able to carry on
their long-established trade, which has been of such immense benefit
to Chine herself. I n 1921 the considered opinion of the British
business men in China waa expressed in a resolution phased at
meeting of the Associated British Chambers of Commerce. Thht
was a t the time of the Washington Conference. I would like lust
to iead that resolution to you now. I t was sent to our delegates
in Washington :
That this Conference of British Chambers
Commerce in China, Shanghai, and Hong Kong, consisting of representatives of British banks, shipping and insurance companieg, manufacturers and merchants, who by reason of their widespread business
interests and the considereble capitel invested in this country,
deeply concerned with the commercial and induatrisl development of
China, desire to place on reoord their conviction that the CBuse
China will not be advanced if, as is reported on good authodty,
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Chinese delegation to the Washington Conference put forward farreaching demands for the abolition of extraterritoriality, tariff
of existing agreements regarding railways,
autonomy, and
mines, etc., which are not justified in view of the present inability of
the Chinese Government to maintain order in the country, to protect
the lives and property of foreigners, to establish a course of law where
justice shall be freely and impartially administered, and to devote
the revenue accruing from the taxation of trade t o t h e development
of the country's resources." That was the considered view of every
foreigner in the East a t that time, 1921. Since 1921 the position has
become actually worse, and I think what we have got to do is to be
consistent in our policy. Our Government lnust have one policy :
unless there is very good reason to change what is laid down in t h a t
resolution we must stick to it, no matter what has happened since. I n
my own remarks, when I moved that resolution a t the Associated
Chambers of Commerce, I said it was not helpful t o content ourselves
with flattering Young China on the progress she is making. China must
frankly realize the difficulty of trying to develop on modern lines by
her own efforts only, and it behoves her t o consider seriously what
course other Eastern nations have adopted under similar circumstances,
and to follow their example. With the natural impulsiveness of youth
the Western-educated Chinese have desired to have complete control
of their own tariffs, and to see their country free from the humiliation
of extraterritoriality and foreign control of railways, etc. Who is
there that does not sympathize with their aspirations? Like the word
itself, extraterritoriality is cumbersome alike to Chinese and foreigners.
It retards commercial and industrial development. On the other hand,
who, viewing the state of China to-day, would have the courage t o
advocate the abolition of extraterritoriality ? I n the most friendly
way we would strongly urge those representatives who have gone t o
Washington in the name of China not to prejudice her case by putting
forward demands which cannot be conceded. We would warn them
that the path they have to tread is a long and arduous one. They
must begin at the beginning. If they desire to adopt Western methods
they must think Western, and one of the fundamental principle8
underlying Western administration is the subordination of self-interest
to the service of the State. Building on that sure foundation, corruption! dishonesty, and many other obstacles which hamper their progress
will disappear, and all those things which they so ardently desire today *ill be added to them. Those, gentlemen, are the remarks made
in 1921, which showed that we had great sympathy with China; bub
we are business people, and we are not going to give up any rights
until we are sure we have got equally good safeguards from China.
(Appleuse.)
HAROLD
BALMB
: Mr. Chairmsn, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
do
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not intend to detain you for long this evening after the very interesting
and illuminating lecture that we have listened to. But there are two
or three aspects of this subject in which I venture to differ from our
lecturer, and it seems to me that we want to consider all sides in
an audience such as we have here to-night. The first point that I
want to emphasize is the fact that, whatever we may quote of happenings in previous years, we are dealipg with a new situation to-day in
China, and a situation in which the psychological element is probably
one of the most important. Underlying the whole of this difficulty of
extraterritoriality as seen from the point of view of the Chinese (end,
unlike Mr. Woodhead, I live among them in the interior), the
important fact which is impressing all of us who are concerned about
the restoration of good relations, is the sense of inferiority to which
Mr. Woodhead alluded when remarking that the existence of extreterritorial rights is a stigma upon sovereignty. We cannot forget that
the main article of the Washington Conference of 1921 was a frank
recognition on the part of the signatory Powers of the full sovereignty
and independence of China, and until extraterritorial rights are
abandoned by those foreign Powers that are dealing with Chins in trade
and in other forms of mutual intercourse, you have the acknowledged
fact that that sovereignty has not yet been fully restored. There may
be a thousand reasons against the restoration. Mr. Woodhead ha8
supplied us with some very lurid ones this evening, and I have no
doubt that he could produce more-I could produce a few myself from
my knowledge of the interior-but even those excellent and melodramatic reasons do not get away from the major fact, that so long 86
these rights, or whatever you may call them, are withheld, you heve a
psychological condition which is always apt to exprees itself in boycottel
anti-foreign disturbances, or a t least in that form of misunderstand in^
which, unfortunately, has poisoned our relationships with China on
many occasions. We were reading in The Times to-day, most of
us. Lord Willingdon's remarks a t Eastbourne yesterday. Speaking of
the great India problem, he said that there is only one solution to it!
and that is a frank recognition that the day of superior races and
superior domination is over. Although there may be Inany differences
of civilization-and I think sometimes we are apt to forget that the
Chinese oan point to as many defects in our civilization from their
estimation of values, as we are able to do in theirs-this greater
problem cannot be satisfactorily solved until this full relation of equJity
is established. I want to suggest, in the first place, thst the big
problem in extraterritoriality is the fact that you have a discontented
China to-day, whereas the greatest asset we know in trade and in
w c h relations is the goodwill and confidence of the people. In
the second place, I want to suggest that when people talk aboutthe
abolition of extraterritoriality it does not necesssrily involve, is often
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euggeated, the immediate sweeping away of those precautions which
llave had to be set up in the past in order to make commerce stable. I
thillk there is no question about it that in the past it has been a
necesssry modus operandi to have some form of extraterritorial rules.
~s to the suggestions made to-day by the more reasonable of the
Chinese, euch as the educators, with whom I am more particularly in
contact, immediate abolition is the last thing they want to see. What
they want is to see a definite series of stages by which mixed courts
and mixed tribunals shall be set up in the larger centres, so that
whenever a matter occurs affecting the Chinese and foreign nationals,
it can come before the mixed tribunal, whose two members for the first
few years should both adjudicate, and then, when the new laws have
been put in practice so far as these foreign cases are concerned,
a further stage should be developed in which the foreign assessor or
co-judge should merely listen in to protect the interests of his fellow
national if occasion demands, the major responsibility being put on the
Chinese judge, this again paving the way for the Chicese judge to
take full possession. Those of us who believe that Chinese extraterritoriality must go in the near future, believe that this is the natural
process. I was sorry to hear Mr. Woodhead close his lecture with
that series of incidents. 1 do not doubt th9 truth of any one of them.
I know of some of them, but it seems to me that to-day we have
to get to larger principles, and not continue to exacerbate the already
strained relationships by the use of these various unhappy events. As
I listened to him I could not help thinking of a talk which I had with
Mr. Alfred Sze a few years ago, when he was Chinese Minister to Great
Britain. I wae asking him to take the chair a t a meeting on the
development of Chinese education. H e replied : '' I am sorry to refuse.
I would gladly do so, but on more than one occasion I have had to
listen to men of influenoe and repute using incident after incident
culled from the sordid side of Chinese civilization, and saying hardly a
single word on the other side. I could very easily produce such a
lecture about life in England, as I have seen it in Limehouse and other
placee, full of very unfortunate incidents of English life ; but it would
not be a fair picture of the England in which I have lived." I really
feel to-day that we are faced with such an enormous problem that we
have got to look upon it in the largest and most generous way, never
forgetting that unless we can secure the goodwill and confidence of the
Chinese people no kind of rights that are guaranteed by treaties will
ever take their place. (Applause.)
General 9ir NEILL MALCOLM
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlenlenl-I cannot pose as an authority on so complicated and vast a
8s this one of extraterritoriality in Chins, but I should like, if
I
to express the pleasure with which I listened to the words of
the last speaker; because I think the most important aspect of this
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whole question is the one which he emphasized. I t is that r e are not
only in China, but throughout the East dealing with a vast problem of
anti-Western feeling. I t is a stirring in the East of a consciousnessof
nationality which is comparatively new, a great feeling of patriotism
throughout the East which is new to us too, a sinking of individualisln
in the general sense of consciousness of race and racial rights. That ie
a movement which we cannot face with an absolutely rigid nonpossumus. We cannot simply face that demand with a flat No. We
have got to realize that if we do not act reasonably, give way here and
give way there, the problem will get bigger, and we shall probably, I
will not say be forced by armies or military strength, but sooner or
Iater we shall give way, and probably go much further than we should
have to do if we dealt with it on the lines suggested by the last speaker.
I may say that the knowledge of the Chinese which I have acquired
during the last two or three years in Singapore bears out the words of
the last speaker. On municipal councils and elsewhere-we have
Chinese on the Legislative Council also-their co-operation with the
British is undoubtedly of the greatest possible value. They know
their problems in a way the British could not, and their advice is
undoubtedly a very considerable source of strength to the Executive
Government. I speak with great diflidence on question0 affecting
China itself. I t is many years since 1 was there last; but I feel that
in this problem of dealing with four hundred millions of people we
must seek for co-operation and gradually give way as gracefully
as possible. (Applause.)
: I have not a great deal to say in reply to w ~ the
J
The LECTURER
speakers subsequent to myself have said. 1 agree to a certain extent
with Dr. Balme that we have got to give way gradually on the question
of extraterritoriality. The question is how far we are to give way, and
when we are to begin. I hope I have persuaded you t h ~ tnow is
hardly a fortunate moment to go so far as to fix dates or principlegt
when there is no Government capable of fulfilling a single obligstiou
into which it enters. That lies at the root of China's troubles. You
can enter into what engagements you like with the Government st
Peking. I t does not follow it will be obeyed in Canton, or Hankow,Or
Manchuria. I believe that a t Washington one of the strongest reasone
actuating the Conference in agreeing to go as far as it did in the
question of tariff autonomy was the fact that the Government a law
months previously had entered into an arrangement with the foreign
cigarette companies that on payment of certain taxes to the Centrr'
Government all forms of illegal taxation on cigarette0 in tramit would
cease, and if this regulation was ignored or evaded by any of
Provinces the Central Government was to refund the amounts illeg811~
exacted. But the ink was hardly dry on the agreements before,
Chekiang, and then province after province, proceeded to enforce
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illegal cigarette taxation, which in the aggregate must amount to far
more then the Government can collect and refund. W e are always up
a problem of that kind. I t is all very well t o talk about
Chinese co-operation in Singapore. Of course the Chinese will cooperate with the British if he is assured of safety of life and propertyhe will do it even in foreign Concessions in China-if h e is not intimidated. But you cannot expect that where he is constantly liable to
the exactions and coercion of his own officials. I have only tried to
put pactical aspects of extraterritoriality before you. (Applause.)
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-Before we separate I a m
sure you would like me on your behalf to thank the lecturer, and the
other gentlemen who have taken part in the discussion, for all the
information they have given us. I have rarely heard so lucid and clear
an exposition of a diflicult subject a s we have heard to-night from
Mr. Woodhead. (Applause.) H i s remarks were very appositely and
eloquently supplemented by what Mr. Simms has told us. I was
particularly glad to hear hIr. Simms, because he represents British
capital in China. That British capital is represented sometilnes a s
rapacious, but we have had ample proof, not only from what he said
to-day, but from what he quoted from the resolution passed by t h e
Associated Chambers of Commerce in 1921, that the British capitalist
in China, eo far from being a bloodsucker, or thinking nothing of t h e
welfare of the people amongst whom he lives, has the keenest interest
in their welfare, and the greatest sympathy with their aspirations
economical and political. B u t we have to remember that the British
capitalist in China is one of us. H e goes there under the protection
of the British flag. Before we ask him to sacrifice t h e protection
that flag affords him we are entitled to demand, and he is entitled
to ask, of tho Chinese Government, " What guarantee do you give
this man representing Britain abroad that he shall receive justice and
fair treatment from the tribunal to which you propose he shall be
made amenable?" That practically is the key to the situation between
us and China. From 1902 down to to-day we have told the Chineue,
" We sympathize with your desire to get rid of extraterritoriality. It is
a stigma on your ~overeigntyand cumbersome to our trade ; but before
we can allow it to be got rid of, before we can make our subjects
aLnenable to your tribunals, satisfy us that your tribunals are honest,
fair, impartial ; that your laws are reasonable laws, and not laws which
allow of torture and coercion. Give us assurances on these points, and
then we will dispense with tho present ssfeguards." B u t I think i t
would be folly at this stage, when such authority as there has been
in China has since 1902 made absolutely no step or gesture to comply
any of the conditions we have laid down, that we should come
lorward voluntarily, end from so-called psychological reaaons-forgetting
the practical issues a t stake-say, " We renounce these safe-
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guarde. We follow the Bolsheviks." I t is all very well for the
Bolsheviks to eay they are content with the Chinese tribunals. N~
doubt these ere better than the Cheka. They benefit by the change,
But it is a different thing to ask British subjects to run the risk of the
judicial atrocities which are perpetrated in China. The lecturer put
before us the situation as it is to-day. We do not wish to dwell unnecessarily on the abuses in the administration of justice and law, but
while those abuses not only exist but flourish, our people may at any
time come up against them. I t was right, therefore, in explaining the
position to-day, that the lecturer should give recent instances showing
how justice is administered in China, and what our people would have
to fear if we give away those safeguards by which at present they are
protected. That is quite consistent with our desire that Chine, should
justify us in removing those safeguards. Therefore those of us-and I
think we are all-actuated by a spirit of goodwill to China, should say,
" For heaven's sake try to put your house in order ; establish a strong
Government, establish a decent judiciary, pass laws which will not be
so much waste paper, but which will be capable of being and will be
enforced. When you can do something practical and tangible, come
forward, and your claim, if a reasonable one, will be met and satisfied."
That is what we said to Japan fifty years ago, and Japan accepted the
advice, with the result that Britain was the first Power to renounce extrsterritoriality in Japan over twenty years ago. If we were to renounce
it in China 7zozo we should be exposing for an indefinite period, not only
our own people, but the four hundred l~lillionsof Chinese to the evils of
one of the ~nostbackward and corrupt judicial systems in the world.
Of all nationalities who have dealt with China I: think our hands are
cleanest. We may have some flaws on our escutcheon, but it ie the
irony of fate that the Government wbose attitude towards China
been the most sympathetic, and whose dealings have been the fairest1
should be the one most malignantly attacked by Young China. !Chat
is not o spontaneous movement, but a very clever exploitation of the
present Young Chinese psychology by our friends the ~olsheviks
(Applause.) I would ask you to thank the lecturer, and those who
have taken part in the discussion, for the very interesting evening we
have had. (Renewed applause.)

RECENT PERSIAN HISTORY "
BY LIEUT.-COLONEL
W. G. GREY
SIR GEORGE
MACMUNN,
Ladies and Gentlemen,-I must first express
regret that we have been unable to get together a sufficient number
of interesting slides for this lecture. We have done our best, but
it does not amount to very much. I hope the subject-matter will
be sufficiently interesting to atone for the lack of illustrations.
The title of the lecture is " Recent Persian History." I suppose it is
correct to say that until the latter part of last century Great Britain's
pouition as chief guide, counsellor, and friend to Persia was not
menaced ; but when the Russians occupied Trans-Caspia, and the line
extending from the Caspian Sea to Penjdeh, which lies along the
Persian border, it was inevitable that Russian influence in Persia
should make itself felt in increaued measure. This commenced in the
North, and when I first came to Persia in 1902 there were already
visible signs of every effort being made to extend it to the South. So
much so that I was once or twice called away from Bander Abbas,
where I was stationed, to find out whether such and such a place close
by had not been leased to a Russian company. The report turned out
in each case to be nonsense, but it kept one busy and amused, and
interested the natives of the place very largely. This attempt of the
Russians to establish their influence throughout the country naturally
led to a great deal of friction with British representatives. This
friction got worse and worse at the beginning of this century. So

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on Thursday,
November 12, 1925, at the Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W.,
when Lieut.-Colonel IV. O. Grey delivered a lecture on " Recent Persian
History." I n the a.bsence of Lord Peel (Chairman of the Society), Major-General
sir George MacMunn presided.
The C E A I ~ M A: NLadies and Gentleinen,--I feel sure that in the constant
interest that Persia and Persian subjects arouse in everyone who cares for the
East, and the recent constitutional change in Persia having brought the Persian
subject once again to the front, you will welcome very much a lecture from Colonel
Grey-whom I have the pleasure of introducing to anyone who does not know
him-who has been a great many years of his life in Persia and Arabia, and can
tell us a great deal of the internal happenings there during the lest few years, of
which very few of us know the inner history. I will ask him to address t h e
meeting. (Appl~u
ee.)
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acute was it on occasions that it prejudiced the continuance of cordial
relations in Europe; and in 1907 a n agreement was signed between
England and Russia which it was hoped would put an end to this
partioular form of trouble. I t divided the country into #(spheresof
influence." This is colnlnon knowledge. I need not dwell on it except
to state the effect it had on the three Powers concerned. The British,
of course, complained rather a t first because it was said that Russia
had got the best of the bargain. This in a sense was true, in that
nearly all the more populated and flourishing towns and districts were
included in the Russian sphere. However, this criticism died down
gradually when it came to be more and more realized that a real act of
statesma.nship had been performed, and that on the whole this agreement would be beneficial. I t was pointed out that as we had no intention of making it a prelude to the partition of :Persia between the
Russians and ourselves, it was not really of much consequence that
they should have the best of the bargain. I never heard any complaint
of this agreement on the part of any Russian. No doubt they were
quite satisfied, and in the light of their subsequent conduct in Persia,
which I will come to presently, it is likely they had no complaint to
make. T h e Persians, of course, were very much upset indeed, as they
naturally would be. Suspicious by nature, they naturally thought that
this was merely the prelude to tho partitioning that they had been so
afraid of ever since the Russians appeared on the scene. They were
quite convinced on the point ; one said that this was all right for a time,
and then the Powers concerned would find that it was not sufficiently
satisfnctory, and would have to replace it by something else until
Persia and her people were a t the mercy of foreigners, and their
existence as an independent nation would altogether cease. Between
this time, 1907, and the outbreak of the war, the conduct of the
Russians in Prreia was certainly such as to lend strong colour to this
view. They hanged mullahs and mujtahids in Tabriz and elsewhere,
and in May, 1912, in spite of the vigorous protests of Sir Percy Sykes,
then Consul-General at Meshed, they actually bombarded the sacred
shrine of Meshed. This created a great deal of feeling, for it is the lnost
sacred place in Persia, and after Mecca and Medina the most sacredin the
world, with the exception of Kerbela and Nejd, to the Shia Moslem. The
Persians became more and more convinced that the Russians were going
to take part of their country, and regarded the act as something done to
promote disturbance which would compel the Russians to take over the
country in the interests of law and order. Another difficulty at thi8
'Ow
time was the conduct of the German officials. They sought
what ill-feeling they could between the Russis,os and ourselves This
is no vain accusation. I t was admitted by a German consul. When
asked what was the occt~pationof himself and friends in Persia, he 8sid1
" Oh, it is quite simple ; in the Bussian sphere we support the B~~~~~~~
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and in the British sphere we support the Russians." (Laughter.) I
think one is justified in assuming now that it was the result of their
not to see too close relations come into existence between
Great Britain and Russia. If we asked a t the Foreign Office here
whether they thought the Russian Government had any idea a t that
time of dividing Persia with us, we usually received the reply which I
have already received more than once, " Oh, I don't think so."
They may or may not have had such a view, but in 1916, when
through Petrograd on my way t o take u p the position of
consul-General at Meshed, I was asked to go and call on the head of
that part of the Wreign Office there which dealt with Persia, as he
give rue some interesting hints and information. I had an interest,iogconversation with this gentleman. As I was going away he said,
You will find your colleague a t Meshed a very pleasant fellow. Don't
quarrel with him, it is not a t all necessary that you should ; because,
as no doubt you know, we are going to partition the country : we are
only waiting for a convenient opportunity, so try and keep the peace all
the more-try and keep the peace until it comes." I was very much
surprised. I did not malie any remark, but might have told him t h a t
i I there was any such idea it was entirely confined to Russia, I was
quite certain. As a result of various things, principally the 1907
agreement and the conduct of the Russians t h a t followed it, we found
ourselves and the Russians very unpopular in Persia a t the beginning of
the war. Of course we were not as unpopular as they were, because
they had been the actual authors of those actions which inspired the
Persians with so much fear. But we were also blamed because we had
not, in Persian opinion, restrained them sufficiently, and it was not
surprising when war broke out that a large number of the educated
classes in Persia were more inclined towards our enemies than
towards ourselves. I n spite of this the British and Russian Legations succeeded, with what I may say was great skill, in inducing the
Persian Government to maintain an attitude of benevolent neutrality
towards the Allies during the first two or three years of the struggle ;
although in July, 191G, when the enenly forces advanced beyond
Hamadan and it looked as if they were threatening the capital itself,
there was a panic, and the Shah decided to run away with his court
and throw himself into the arms of the invaders. Well, fortunately,
within two or three days there was a set-back to the invading force, and
80 this project was not carried out ; but it was considered to be near
enough at hand for numbers of European ladies and children to be sent
away down to the coast of the Caspian Sea and for some Legation-say
l t was the Russian Legation-to
send one night a chauffeur to put all
tile Shah's auto~nobilesout of condition. (Laughter.) Very shortly
after this, our successes in llesopotamia changed the situatiou altogether and that particular fear ceased to exist. When the revolution
(1
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broke out in Russia, of course that meant a decline of Russian influence,
and it was followed a little later by the departure from Northern PereiR
of Russian troops. These troops had been strongly disliked by the
public. I saw a good deal of them when I was in Mashed; they
behaved in a very high-handed fashion. If there was any dispute
between a Persian and a Russian subject, Cossacks were always on the
spot and took possession of the property in dispute without any hesitation. I n their possession it remained, because the Karguzar, or whoever
tried the case, was always sufficiently intelligent to give a decision in
favour of the Russian. When I asked one of these officials one day
why he did this, he said, " Well, you see, it is their sphere of influence."
(Laughter.) However, in the course of a very short time after the
departure of the Russian troops, it was obvious that Russian influence
had entirely disappeared and that all questions of spheres of influence
had ceased to exist. The troops in Northern Persia were replaced by
our own, and the Persians soon came to understand that there was s
great difference between their behaviour and that of the Cossacks who
had preceded them. During the whole of the time troops were with me
in Meshed I never had one serious complaint against them, and when
they went away there was whole-hearted regret. This was partly
because the Persians had made some money out of them, but there was
honest regret that they should be going; and one or two people-I
think they were contractors-asked
whether they could not stay.
When the war came to an end the position so far as we were concerned had very greatly improved. We had regained some of our
popularity, thanks to the conduct of our troops and our officials
generally, and I think then there was a very good opportunity for Us to
do something for Persia if we had happened to take a line which was
suitable to the occasion. I n 1919 the Persians sent a deputetion to
the Peace Conference a t Versailles, and this deputation was eent in the
hope that in the general settlement that was expected to be made,
so~nethingmight be done for Persia which would at all event8 ensure
her continuance as an independent nation. While this deputation was
there, the Prime Minister of the time was engaged, with two of his
colleagues and the representative of Great Britain, in preparing
secret convention-known afterwards as the Anglo-Persian Conven.
tion. What was going on, so tar as I have been able to make out
asking nearly everybody in Persia, who is of any importance, Wss
known only to five people. I n the meantime the delegation to the
Peace conference was refused a hearing, on the very natural and
reasonable ground that Persia, not having perticipeted in the wer,
not qualified to be represented at the Conference. There W M no
to be found with that. I n August, 1919, the Convention waflsigned
and the matter oame to light. Immediately the whole of the Demo.
orate and Nation~lista-large and
politioel bodies in Perai8
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and elsewhere-rose up against i t and used very strong language. I a m
sorry to say that in this they were backed up, perhaps not with the
same language, but with equal force, by certain Allied legations in
Tehran, who apparently thought they ought to have been consulted in
connection with any arrangement t h a t might be made for a settlement
of Persia.
This Convention provided for a, great deal which was beneficial to
Persia. The Government was to receive a loan from Great Britain of
two million pounds ; Persia was t o be provided with advisers in finance
and
departments; and a joint military commission was afterwards set up-its President was my friend General Dickson, who had
previously been commanding the forces in Eastern Persia-with the
object of drawing up a report on what was required for the reorganization of the Persian army. At the same time Mr. Armitage-Smith, the
oficer selected by the Government in London as Financial Adviser t o
the Persian Government under this Conventiou, came out with his
staff,and they were ready to begin work. The military report was
actually drawn up, and a copy of it is in my possession. T h e Prime
Rlinister, seeing the opposition aroused among the Democrats and
Nationalists, tried to stem it by deporting some of their leader0 to
undesirable places in Southern Persia, and it was considered possible
that this heroic nleasure would help in putting in force the conditions
of the Anglo-Persian Convention. I t was, however, specially laid down
that the Convention had t o pass the Mejlis or Persian Parliament
before such could be done. Time passed and the Mejlis was not
assembled, although it had recently been elected. For one reason or
another its assembly seemed to be impossible. The matter therefore
was at a standstill for some time, and the fate of the Convention was
ultimately sealed by events which perhaps could not have been-at all
events they were not-foreseen. I refer to the evacuation of the Caucasus
and Baku by British troops, and the landing without opposition from
us of a Bolshevik force a t Enzeli on the Persian shore of the Caspian
Sea. Tho Persian Prime Minister gave out on one or two occasions
that after these events it was obvious that he would not be able to
proceed with the Convention, and until the May of the following year
nothing further was done. At that time Sir Percy Cox, who had aoted
on behalf of the British Government for the Convention, left Persia,
and was relieved by Mr. Norman. Before Mr. Nornlan left England
he asked Lord Curaon what policy his Lordship desired him to pursue
when he arrived in Persia. Lord Curzon said : I want you to follow
sir Percy Cox's policy." Mr. Norman came out to Tehran, and according to my information was told nothing by Sir P. Cox. Colonel Sir
W. Haig, who had nerved under the late charge d'affaires a s Counof Legation, remained t o advise Mr. Norman, and recommended
him to Press the Prime Minieter to proceed with the Convention. B u t
3
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this seems to have been impossible, as the Premier had already
remained quite inactive for a considerable time. I t is hard to imagine
a more diflicult position than that in which Mr. Norman found himaelf
on taking over. So far as he knew this Anglo-Persian Convention was
still to be brought into force, and yet it was, on the spot, as cornpletely defunct as if it had never existed. After two or three months,
seeing that the Prime Minister did nothing for the Convention, Mr,
Norman consented to his replacement by another, in whose goodwill he
had more confidence. This was Mushir-ed-Dowleh, one of the leading
Nationalists of the country. This mau, however, so far from doing
anything to put the conditions of the Convention in force, or helpingin
any way in the extrication of Mr. Norman from his dilemma, sent away
the military officers who had come for the reorganization of the army,
and deputed Mr. Armitage-Smith to Europe to arrange some matters
which were outstanding between the Persian Government and the
Anglo-Persian Oil Company. Mr. Armitage-Smith had no objection to
going, but Mushir-ed-Dowleh told him when he left that he was afraid
he would not be able to ask him to return, as the feeling against the
Anglo-Persian Convention in the country mas so strong. Mr. ArmitageSmith therefore departed, and it was some time before he came beck,
in circumstances I shall relate presently. For some time Mushir-edDowleh carried on in the fashion of many Persian Premiers-that is to
say, he did nothing. At the end of the autumn of 1920, the General
Ollicer commanding the troops in North-Western Persia had reason to
consider it advisable that the Russian officers (belonging, of course,
to the old regime) who were entrusted with the work of training end
advising the Cossack division stationed a t Kazvin, about eighty mile8
to the west of Tehran, should be dismissed and replaced by British
officers. His reasons were entirely military, and, so far as one whohe9
done no military service for some years can tell, they were exceedingly
sound. The matter was represented to the Mushir, but he feared to carry
it out and preferred to resign office. H e resigned and was succeeded
by another Nationalist, the Sipadar. This man carried out the measure
required. The Russian officials left, and were replaced by Colonel
Smyth and some other British officers. The Sipadar, however, ahowed
after this, if possible, more signs pf weakness and inertness then hi8
predecessor, and after three months another of those upheavals in the
country occurred which are always to be expected-even if they do not
occur they may be expected-when you have a Prime Minister of that
kind. I\ C O I ~ ~d'dtat
I
was organized, mainly by a Persian journdi8t,
the editor of one of the best daily papers in Tehran, a person of great
intelligence, and, so far as one can see, an honest well-wieher for the
good of hie country. This man, in conjunction with the Coe8wk
Division a t Kazvin, organized a march on Tehran, snd perhap@
British military officers with the Cossack Division thought it advigablef
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on being applied to, to give advice as to how this expedition should be
carried out. I asked Colonel Smyth, when passing through Kazvin
shortly aftarwards, whether he did not think it was a little queer his
taking part in political movements in the country. His reply was :
6' I was asked for military advice, and a s Instructor I had to give it."
~t is certain that if a thing like this is going to take place, it is
better that it should be carried out in a n orderly manner, as it was.
The Cossack Division occupied Tehran, there was practically no bloodehed, they sent the Sipadar about his business, and they set up Saiyid
Zia-ud-Din, the journalist, as Prime Minister. The Shah accepted the
position, and Saiyid Zia-ud-Din was entrusted with the formation of a
Cabinet. His rule began very well-too well, there is no doubt about
it; for he proceeded to imprison a number of the Conservative party,
the only party, you may say, who could have been believed to remain
friendly to us. H e put a number of them in prison ; they were all
pople who were supposed to have robbed the State and he desired to
squeeze them. Unfortunately they were not sent out of the country,
but were kept in Tehran, and one or two of them managed by the
judicious manipulation of certain causes of friction between Saiyid
Zia-ud-Din, his War Minister, who was in command of the Cossack
Division on the occasion of the expedition from Kazvin, and His
Majesty the Shah, to bring about the fall of Saiyid Zia-ud-Din
towards the end of hlay, 1921. After a reign of only three
months he was obliged to quit the country in a hurry, and so
far as I know he is at the present moment in Switzerland. When
it was necessary to appoint an officer of ability to command the
Cossack Division in their march from Tehran, Riza Khan had
been at once selected, and the selection seems to have been an
admirable one, because he has since shown a very great deal of power
and influence as an individual, not to speak of his qualities as a
military commander. This man twenty-two years ago was in the
ranks OF the Persian Cossacks, and used to present arms a t the public
buildings when on sentry in his turn. H e is now Prime Minister, War
Minister, and Commander-in-Chief. H e is Dictator for the moment,
and has a very strong chance of becoming Shah before many days are
over. This man, when Saiyid Zia-ud-Din formed his Cabinet, had no
difficulty in obtaining, after some little delay-there was someone, I
think, before him for a few weeks-the
post of War Minister in
addition to that of Commander-in-Chief. H e made it his business to
attach all the soldiery to himself personally. I n a country where money
is always short and eupplies deficient, he saw to it that every month a
very large percentage of she money that happened to be in the Government Treasury wee handed over to him for payment of the troope.
The troop0 saw that their wants were looked after before any other
employe of the Government was paid, and therefore they recognized
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they must have a man of some consequence and distinction as their
Commander-in-Chief.
When Saiyid Zia-ud-Din fell, the prisoners to whom I referred just
now were a t once let out. I arrived in Tehran on May 18, Mr. Armitage-Smith having arrived a few days before in response to a telegraphic
invitation from Saiyid Zia-ud-Din. I went to Mr. Armitage-Smith'e
house, as I was to be his Political Assistant. I found that he Was
about to appoint a man as oflicer in charge of the military finances. I
had heard something about Riza Khan on the way up from Colonel
Smyth and others, and asked, " H a v e you the consent of the War
Minister?" H e said, " I and So-and-so will see him this afternoon to
arrange. So-and-so talks Persian, and if the Minister cannot understand that we will have an interpreter in and we will talk French." In
the evening I asked how they got on. Mr. Armitage-Smith said, "It
is all right, So-and-so is to go on Saturday afternoon at two o'clock and
take charge of his duties." The man went a t two o'clock on Saturday
afternoon accordingly. I was away that Saturday, but came back in
the evening; Mr. Armitage-Smith said t o me, " I have been insulted.
So-and-so went there a t two o'clock this afternoon, and he waited
for two and a half hours, but nobody came." I suggested that the only
thing to do now mas to get an interview for me with the War Ministor*
This was done, and it was arranged for Monday a t ten o'clock. I went
up to the place appointed punctually a t ten o'clock, and was shown
with great ceremony into a small room where two men were sitting.
One was a distinguished-looking person in military attire, and the
other n, very foxy person alongside him. They rose, shook hands without speaking, and pointed to a chair, in which I sat. I waited for half
a minute for someone to begin the conversation, but nobody did SO. 1
told them who I was, where I had been, and the precise reason for my
waiting upon them t h a t morning. I said that Mr. Armitage-Smith h ~ d
been very much hurt, and did not understand how it was that after
His Highness had accepted the service of one of his ofticera the
oficer had been treated in this manner. The War Minister did
not open his mouth. After slight hesitation the other man said, " He
is not a diplomat." I said, There is nothing aboub diplomacy here,
this is simply a friendly conversation." Then the War Minister found
his tongue. H e said, " I don't want anybody serving with the army
I can run the finances of the army myself. Please don't send anybody
'to that." I said, ' 4 That is splendid ; now we know where we are. M ~ Y
I tell my friend that you are quite agreeable to his reforming the finrnceO
of the country generally ?" ~e said, Please do, provided he doe0 not
interfere with military affaire." I said, Now we know where we ere,
and I hope we shall have four support." By this time he h d thawed
a little. H e said, .'The Cabinet is about t o fall ; who do you think
ought to be the next Prime Minister 1" I aaid, "What is the use of asking
6g
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me I have only just come to the place and do not know anybody." H e
said, " Never mind that ; who do you think ought to be the next Prime
Minister ?" I have a shrewd suspicion that he wanted me to say, You
ought to be "; I said, ('I do not know anybody except one man who is
in prison." H e said, " That is out of the question if he is in prison."
I said, " I don't know ; this is Persia-queer things happen here. Why
not take him out of prison and make him Prime Minister?" They
laughed, we became friendly, and I went back to Mr. ArmitageSmith. He still felt sore, but understood the position, and was prepared to make the best of it. My suggestion may, or may not,
have had something to do with it, but the next morning we heard
sure enough that the Government had fallen, that Saiyid Zia-ud-Din
was going, that these prisoners had been released, and that my friend
had been asked to form a Cabinet. The friend I had alluded to mas
called Ghavam-us-Sultaneh, brother of the Vasough-ed-Dowleh who
signed the Anglo-Persian Convention. I knew him very well, and
was certain that if anybody could help us in regard to the continuauce
of Mr. Armitage-Smith in his work it would be he, although of course
one knows perfectly well that because a man has been friendly to you
in one place that is no reason why you should count on his friendship
in another, especially if he is in a different situation. But I thought it
the best chance we had, and recommended him. As soon as I heard
the prisoners had been let out I went and called on my old friend. H e
said, " This is funny. I only came out of prison this morning, and they
have already asked me to form a Cabinet." (Laughter.) I said, " How
did you like being in prison ?" He said, '(I did not mind that so much,
but I did not like the rough manner in which I was treated by the
Cossacks. When they arrested me and put me in a carriage to go to
Tehran they would not let me sit on a seat, but kept me down on the
floor, and when I tried to get up they prodded me with their bayonets.
They stole not only the gold watch out of my pocket, but the gold
stopping out of my teeth." Of course, the Persian never has been
known to lose an opportunity of making any money. I paid frequent
visits to the Ghavam during the next few days. H e said, " I am in a
very difficult position as regards you people, because you positively
have not got a friend in the country except myself, and what can one
parson do ?" I replied, I t cannot be as bad as that." H e said, " I t
is- The Anglo-Persian Convention estranged from you the Denlocrats
and Nationalists, and now the Conservativos suppose you have been
putting then1 into prison "--the rumour had got about that the ~ 0 2 ~ 1 1
d'btat was our doing. No doubt that mas chiefly because the Cossack
Division was under the tuition of British officers. I t was rather natural
that such a report should get about, but it was most unfortunate and
added still more to hlr. Norman's extremely difficult position. The
Ghavam having said this to me, continued : Never mind, I am going
((
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to form a Cabinet of the best people I can get. Go round and call on
them, and convert them to British friendship." I called on them and
found them all very sore. One of them had been deported. He said,
" DO YOU think I have anything to complain of against the British or
not ? I was asked by your Minister what I thought of the Convention.
I said, ' Do jou want me to tell you what I think, or what I think mill
please you ?' H e said, ' I want you to tell me what you think.' I ssid,
' I t is a bad thing for us, and bad for you.' H e walked away, and three
days later I was arrested by the Persian soldiery, and sent down to Kum,
a very unpleasant place where I certainly did not want to go." I commiserated with the man, and said it was the Prime Minister's doing. I
advised him to let bygones be bygones, and so forth, and he was friendly
enough. However, it was decided that the Mejlis must aseemble before
we could find out whether the people were really agreeable to putting the
English Financial Adviser to work, and after two or three weeks' delay
the Nejlis was assembled and opened by the Shah. That evening I
was with the Prime Minister, and he said, Go down and listen to the
speeches to-morrow, and come back and tell me what you have heard,"
I went down and got into the visitors' gallery. The first thing on the
programme was an examination of the qualifications of Prince
Nusrat-ed-Dowleh-the Foreign Minister who had signed the AngloPersian Convention and subsequently been imprisoned by Saiyid
Xia-ud-Din-to
enquire into his qualifications to sit as a Member
of Parliament. An opponent got up, abused the British, and abused
the Prince. His object was to show that the Prince was not at all e
fit person to be in the Parliament. H e accused him openly of having
endeavoured to sell his country to foreigners, and he told him that he
had received for signing the Anglo-Persian Convention one hundred
thousand tomans.
I came back and told the Prime Minister this. I said that nobody
seemed to mind the English being abused in this fashion, and that the
general feeling of the place seemed to be against us. H e said, " I
afraid you would find that. Go down and see if any of the other
speakers are better." Everybody who could possibly bring in 8Ome.
thing unpleasant for us did so, and although all the members of this
Mejlis had been supposed to be friends of the heroes of the AngloPersian Convention, all their ideas had changed, and they Were
violently anti-British. The Prime Rlinister said, " I will get gome
lnembera together every night, and you visit them all singly one after
another, and try to convert them." We tried for some time, but it wee
nseless, and finally the Prime Minister had to dispense with
services of Mr. Armitage-Smith and his staff. They all left the place*
but 1 remained on to try and help the Prime Minister in his relations
with the British Legation. H e did not remain in power Very long.
gaining in strength
R i m Khan, the War Minister, was
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influence, and getting together the amount of experience that he
required in other departments to enable himself to be Prime Minister,
which was undoubtedly his ambition. After a few months he detected,
or imagined he detected, the Ghavam in an intrigue against himself and
forcedhim to resign. One or two other Nationalists followed him, but
and then the Ghava~nreturned to office. This brings us
did
up to the autumn of 1923, and by this time the War Minister saw that
his time had come, and imagining another intrigue, he dismissed the
Ghavam from office, and ordered him to leave the country-which he
did, and is still in France. Riza Khan then became Prime hlinister
himself, which frightened the life out of the Shah ; he almost a t once
left for Europe, and has not yet returned. In the following spring Riza
Iihan made a rather serious mistake. H e had been long an admirer of
Mustapha Kemal, the President of the Turkish Republic, and thought
the time had come to eject the Shah and his dynasty from office and
have a republic. H e therefore arranged for telegrams to be sent to
Tehran, and to the Government and Parliament, demanding a change
of rkgime, and it looked as if this was coming off, and that there would
be a republic with him as President. But fortunately, or uufortunately, the Clerical party were afraid that subsequent events in Persia
would much resemble those which had followed the republican movement in Turkey, and as they did not want to lose their influence and
position in the country they opposed this, and Riza Khan was obliged
to issue an edict, which he did after a few days, that it would be an
offenceagainst the State for anybody to say that a republic would be
a good thing for Persia. I have often wondered how he performed
such a complete vohte-fncc. At the time I wondered what he was going
to do next. I t seems now that he was drawing back to jump betber
next time, and sure enough that is what he has done, as a few days
ago we heard that the Shah had been dethroned and that the Icajar
Dynasty was no more. A Provisional Government has been set up to
carry on until the Mejlis meets to consider who shall be the next Shah,
or what kind of government they shall have. We have heard various
rumours since as to what is likely to happen, and many think that
the Soviet authorities will contrive ~ o m e h o wto prevent Riza Khan
remaining in power. I t is rather difficult to see what they can do, but
the Persians are very apprehensive, and although I am told that the
Soviet repreeentative in Tehran was the first to call upon Riza Khan
and congratulate him on the dethronement of the Shah, there is great
fear of them, because Riza Iihan has shown from the first such definite
hostility to Bolshevik ideas, and such disgust at their proceedings, that
they regard him not only as a barrier to the extension of their influence
in Persia, but also to the spread of it in the East a t all. I t is believed
that the Soviet will not only try to get rid of Riza Khan, but that they
afterwards take further steps beyond what they have done hitherto,
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to get a Government in the country which will be subject to Bolehevik
direction. Riza Khan has not been altogether successful in his dealing
with some of the influential tribes. But those tribes from time
immemorial have been very difficult for successive Persian Governments
to manage. There is nothing extraordinary in that. My own opinion
is that in the event of an offensive movement on Persia they would join
with the Persian soldiery, especially if the soldiery were properly led
and their morale not affected by the removal of this leader who has
inspired them with such devotion. One thing is certain, that he is the
lllost remarltable man that has arisen in the country since the time of
Nasr-ed-Din Shah, and it would be a good thing on the whole for the
country if he remained in power.
Sir Lours DANE: I can only voice what I am sure is the general
feeling of the Society, that it is a thousand pities that the Anglo-Pereian
Convention was perhaps rushed a little hurriedly, and that it did not
remain as stable as its originators hoped for. But I think that was
not altogether the fault of the framers of the Convention, because the
conditions of the world are such that I am afraid instability is the
general rule, and stability is the very rare exception. Persia being
always an unstable country, the Convention that q e all hoped so much
from did not realize its full fruition. However, since then Persia eeems
to have fallen into strong hands, and history always shows, ae the
lecturer told you, that the strong man is what is required in Persia, as
everywhere else in the world at the present time.
MELLOR: I have a question or two to ask thelecturer.
Mr. DONALD
Could he give any information with regard to the state of the country
for anyone wishing to go there, say, for sight-seeing or on bueinees?
Could he say whether the main roads are in such a condition that you
san go comfortably by motor from the frontier to Tehran, and then
down to the Caspian a t Resht, or could you go across country to Kum,
or in the direction of Meshed ? Then again as regards Shirar, is it
possible to go to Shirnz without much difficulty? I know the road is
extraordinarily difficult. The road Was built during the war ; and I
ehould be glad if the lecturer could tell us whether' the roads are kept
in passable condition.
The LECTURER
: First of 811 as regards security. Generally speaking, Persia is in a more secure position for travellers than it has been
for years. I t is a long time since we have heard of anything happening to a traveller in Persia, such a s happened when General Do%1as
and a companion were plundered. That is one of the things RizaKhrn
bae done in the country. He ha8 completely changed the question of
security. Aa regards transport, from Khnriskin on the frontisr
there is a motor service up to Tehran ; whether it is continued to
Caspian I cannot say. The road from Meshed to Tehran is bad,
and it ie not advisable to traverse it by motor; but 1 think some
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steps are being taken, or will be talcen, to put it in order. I n the
meantime the journey can be done in eight or ten days by good carriage.
There is no difficulty in getting from Shiraz t o Tehran or Bushire, but
I cannot tell you what the road is like. There is a good deal of talk
just now among the American advisers of making transport companies,
end so on. But nothing more has yet been done. Whatever difficulties there may be, I think you can always hire a motor in each place
to get to the next one, provided the road is traversable, and as
regards the question of security you may be perfectly happy about
that.
A MEMBER: Might I ask the speaker if he knows whether
Riza, Khan has any plans for railway development, and if so, does
he think it probable that Riza Khan would be guided by British
officers in the matter rather than by American or some other
nationality ?
The LECTURER
: SO far as Riza Khan is concerned I do not think he
has any choice between English and American, provided as good terms
can be offered to the Persian Government. B u t , of course, you nlust
remember that the gentleman in charge of Persian finances is Dr.
Millspaugh, who has been on leave to America, and is supposed to have
come back with a very good thing in his pocket, and promises from
financiers in America to give a loan for the express purpose of railway
construction if the terms are suitable.
The MEMBER:Would there be any connection with the Chester
concession in Anatolia ?
The LECTURER:
I have never heard anything of the kind, and I
think I should if there had been any suggestion of it.
The CHAIRBIAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-I think you ill agree with
me that we have had a most interesting lecture from a man who knows
this complicated story of recent events in Persia from the inside. I
happened to have the privilege of being Commander-in-Chief in Rlesopotamia and North Persia a t the time of the Convention, and was in
Tehran with Sir Percy Cox shortly after its promulgation, and met
most of the Ministry. I t seeined then as if the Convention was going
through and would be a success, and it must have been a very great
disappointment to Lord Curzon, the Foreign Office, and to Sir Percy
Cox's successors in the Ministry at Tehran, that through causes
perhaps beyond anybody's control-through the disturbed condition of
the world, and the long delay after the Arinistice in settling peace
terms-it was almost impossible t o keep things in Persia, in hand. I a m
quite sure what the lecturer told you is true, that the Convention, or
something analogous, was full of promise for Persia, but the jealousies
of the other Powers allowed it t o fall through. Personally, I feel
flure that in due course Persia must come back n8 friendly disposed
towards Great Britain, because I look upon Great Britain as the only
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adjacent friend Persia has-at
any rate, the only really disinterested
friend. Whether or no Riza Khan is going t o be able to make good
in whatever capacity he can develop himself I am not in a position,
and I do not suppose anybody else is, to know, but undoubtedly he is
what Persia, wants, a strong man. H e can keep things going. This
absurd succession of tumbling bogus Cabinets leads to nothing. Under
his control there is some hope of railways and roads being developed.
Such roads as have been made, chiefly by the British Government or
British enterprise, in the country are not being kept up in decent condition. We had a fine motor road from Baghdad to meet the Russian
1.oad at Hamadan, but I hear it is pretty bad now. Without a, strong
control the whole thing is hopeless. Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure
yon will join with me in thanking -the lecturer heartily for the eatrsordinarily interesting lecture me have had, and for the interesting
slides. (Applause.)
1

GAUCASIA AND THE COMMUNISTS
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BY MR. G E O R G E YOUNG, M.V.0.

My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen,-It

is a great pleasure, although in
some ways a little alarming, to find myself, so t o say, bringing Soviet
Central Asia into Mayfair. I hope t h a t we may all agree this afternoon, if only in view of the heat, t h a t we will not take a fire in our
hands in thinking of the frosty Caucasus, and that we will approach
this rather burning question of Russian Communism from the cool and
remote altitudes of Kasbek. L e t us see if we cannot get a dispassionate
bird's-eye view, in the short time that I intend to keep you, of the
broad plain of the social system of the Russian regime t h a t surrounds
that island of the Caucasus.
Now, I do not propose for a moment to appear before you either as
an authority on Central Asia or on the Caucasus. I have, t o a certain
extent, ever since the war, made a s close a study a s I could of the
Russian social system. I was, I think, the first Russian-speaking
Englishman, other than in the Secret Service, to get into Russia after
the Revolution. I was out with the first Labour Delegation in 1920, a t
the time when the Russians had got their W a r Communisln screwed
up to its very highest pitch, probably the nearest thing t o straight,
theoretic Comlllunism t h a t any State, certainly in this stage of
civilization, will ever reach. It was obviously a hopeless experiment.
We told them so a t the time, and about two months after we had
left that whole experiment was abandoned, and they started their new
system, which is not Communism really a t all-although I have referred
to it as Communism for convenience-but
State Socialism. I t is,
therefore, purely as an observer of the relation between this State
Socialism and the very peculiar condition of affairs in Caucasia, that I
am speaking to you to-night. I want you to look upon me rather as a
member of the rank and file, who has gone out across the front into the
fog of war, and comes back with certain impressions-as he believes
certain facts-which he is a n x i o u ~to put before you a s the Intelligence
service. I t is for you to see the significance of these facts, and to
draw your conclusions from them. My principal purpose is not to put
own conclusions before you. I merely want to give you the
impressions that I got during this short visit, quite a, short visit, to the
C~ucasuswith the Trades Union Delegation last winter.
" Lecture given at 74, Grosvenor Street, on June 12, 1925.
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CAUCASIA AN11 THE COMMUNISTS
One of the difficulties in reporting about the Caucasus is that you
go there, not only through the fog of war between races and religions,
the smoke screens of various propagandas, and the poison gas of
manner of press reports ; but you also go there in a sort of pink.cloud
of romance. I t is the most romantic region, I suppose, that still exists
on the face of the earth. You sae this a t first glance, when you get
among the mountains, those magnificent snow-clad peaks, rocky
gorges, and tremendous precipices, clothed with primeval forest, where
are remote valleys in which relics of ancient races are living their own
lives as they have lived since they first went there ages ago, entirely
cut off from the world and one another. You have there, in fact, in
these valleys of the Caucasus, cold-storage chambers in which are
preserved specimens of the civilizations of Central Asia and Asia Minor
for the past two or three thousand years. " Cold storage " may, indeed,
be not a mere metaphor : I was told, when I was up there, that there is
inside a glacier a Persian army of two hundred years ago. They
n~archedin there, got frozen up in the snows, and drifted down into the
glacier. They say that in a few years' time this army of centuries ago
is going to come out at the foot of the glacier in perfect preservation,
and that you can already see the advance guard behind the ice. I
cannot say I saw them, so you need not accept them as one of the fact8
I have to report. Another more authentic cold storaging is that of the
Second Crusade. That crusade, you may remember, happened to be
conducting a great many of the leading ladies of Europe out to join
their brothers and husbands in Palestine, but was overwhelmed in Asia,
Minor, and is generally assumed to have perished, been made prisonera,
or, in the case of the ladies, been put into harems. But it seems that
some of them escorting many of the ladies fought their way through to
the Caucasus. I n one of the remoter valleys there is a tribe that once
a year puts on ancient crusading armour and holds a medireval tournament. That gives you an idea of the medievalism of the ~eucasua-of
the sort of contrast that you get there between mediaeval feudalismand
tribalisin and ultra-modern Socialism.
Moreover, man is not the only wild animal in the Caucasus. It
refuge for fauna as formidable as any l L White" Cossack or "Red"
Communist. The aurochs survives there, and I believe it is the last
place in Europe where there still are tigers. Indeed, most of the
specie8 are peculhr. A few weeks ego I was asked by a young man if
I would help him to go out there, as he was collecting for a museum. I
am rather suspicious of people who go out shooting for museums, so I
asked him what he was intending to shoot, and he told me thfit what he
wae after was a unique sort of wild white mice. (Laughter.) He W"
prepared to contract a reciprocity treaty with R u s s i ~by which he
to trade off a rhinoceros for a supply of these white mice. Let hope
he won't find they have been turned red. (Laughter.)

CATTCASIA ANL) THE COMMUNISTS
There are about sixty distinct tribes in the Caucasus, but there are
only four races that really count politically. Those four a r e : the
Georgians, the Armenians, the Tartars of Azerbaijan, and the Russians.
The problems of the Caucasus are a curious interplay of the rivalries
between these races intertwined with the economic collisions between
the world elnpires interested in the natural resources of that region.
The Caucasus is generally considered a s a citadel of Empire on which
sits the Great Russian Bear and from which he descends imperially into
Central Asia. But it would be more correct to look on it aa a n island
of Nationalism that has never been quite submerged by t h e rising tide
of Russian Imperialism. A hundred years ago the Russian tide flowed
over the lowlands between the Caucasus and Caspian to Baku, and
so round to the south of the range. Another tidal wave flowed
more slowly between the Caucasus and Black Sea to Batoum. Fed
by these two streams the Russian inundation spread swiftly southwards, gradually settling the fertile country with colonies of Russian
exiles and other emigrants, until checked by the barren lllountains of
Armenian Turkey. But the more mountainous regions of the C a u c ~ s u s ,
such as Daghestan, even after fifty years' fighting still remained
practically unabsorbed. The Russian tax-collector, even under Tsarist
military despotism, had hardly penetrated it, and even the British lady
tourist hardly ever set foot in the remoter regions.
The three main Caucasian races are the Georgians, the Armenians,
and the Tartars. When the Great W a r broke up the Tsarist control all
these races went off' on their own lines. The Georgians a t the beginning
went in with the Germans because they were ageinst the Russians. For
the Georgians had been fighting Russia for a century, and went
with anybody who seemed willing and able to support them against the
Russians. So they looked to the Germans. The Tartars, on the other
hand, turned to the Turks, for racial aud religious reasons. Nevertheless, Georgians and Tartars were never working together. The
Armenians, having been terribly persecuted by the Turks and a t times
protected by the Tsar, were pro-Russian. Indeed, the Russian front
in Asia Miuor was largely supported by Armenians fighting for their
national existence. When this front collapsed a t the Russian Revolution, the Russian armies flowed back in a mob and their Russian rank
and file filtered off into Russia, spreading the revolutioo to the Russian
coloni8ts as they went. But the Armeniau soldiers, of which there was
a considerable force, stopped in Baku and set up the Soviet System in
that industrial region. On the other hand, a good many of t h e
R u ~ i a nofi:ers stayed in tDheCaucasus, among the Cossaoka s o d
Caucasian tribes, and organized the White " armies under Denikin
and Korniloff which subsequently invaded revolutionary Russia. T h e
following slowly up behind the retreating Russians, advanced a s
far as Batoum and Baku. But the Georgians, who are extraordinarily
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clever diplomats, had an agreement with the Germans by which the
latter kept the Turks out of Tiflis and Batoum. So they pushed up
between the Caucasus and Caspian, abolishing the first Soviet
Governnlent in Baku, and pressed on up the railway on the Russian
side of the Caucasus. Incidentally, they drove out of Baku a detachment of our Dunsterville force. Then came the Armistice, the British
took charge of Tranacaucasia, and the Turk-German forces were all
evacuated southwards. They took with them a good deal of loot, but
it was a creditable feat that our snlall detachments should have cleared
such a country of such armies without bloodshed.
There followed then the allied occupation of Transcaucasia, rt
system of British political officers working with middle-class, or, as they
call them now, Menshevist Governments in all the Caucasian Strttes.
TheBritish occupation might have lasted indefinitely had it been possible
to eetablish relations of confidence between London and Moscow.
But we could not maintain our occupation once it became a military
menace to bloscow, and in our operations against Soviet Russia we
were easily discomfited because we had not made up our minds what
our policy was to be. We had two points of view following different
policies. This is what the Russians told me. There are those here
who know much better than I do our view of what happened-I am
reporting the Russian view. There were, then, two centres of British
policy : one in Meshed aiming at a pan-Islamic resistance to the Russian
Revolution by getting all the Turcomans and Tartars and Turks
together ; and another centre of policy in Tiflis aiming at using the
Nationalist movements of the Transcaucasian races, Armenians,
Georgians, and Tartars, against the Russian Revolution. The reason
we were forced to evacuate by the Russians was because we could not
make up our minds as to which possible allies to work through. For,
of course, a direct conflict between our small detachments end the Red
Army was out of the question.
So the allied occupation came to an end, and our policy changed
into supporting " White " raids and White " risings against Revolutionary Russia. The raid that came nearest to success, that of Denikinp
started from the Caucasus and got within a few miles of MOSCOW.
But
this policy, the military coup having failed, contributed to our discomfiture politically in the Caucasus, because in supporting Denikin our
idea was to restore a liberal, constitutional, Russian Empire. Thst
made it impossible for us to recognize the full national statue claimed
by the nationalist Georgians, Armenians, and Tartars. We therefore
gave the Russians the opportunity of saying : We Russians willmbke
you nations ; we are the people to look to if you want to retain Your
liberties. The British are for restoring the Russian Empire, whiohYoU
fought for a hundred years." That is the appeal that brought
Russians back, first to Baku, where in 1919 they re-eetabli~bedthe'*
(I
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soviet System with the help of the Tartar proletariat. The Tartar
industrial population, working in the oilfields under conditions digctraceful to that very wealthy industry, easily abolished the hlenshevist
of the commercial middle-class and oil millionaires. These
latter were Tartar oil magnates, who had not reached the stage of
becoming public benefactors, and who were even more hated than the
foreign companies.
~t &bout the same time the Armenians and the Turks fell out. The
Armenians having most of their territory in Turkey and only a small
part in Russia, were primarily dependent on the new Angora National
Government, not on tho new Moscow Social Government, in respect of
thsir national State. It had looked as though Europe might take on
this task of establishing Armenia. Relying possibly on Europe and
America, the Armenians now had a quarrel with Angora about their
frontiers. We had lost all hold over the Turkish Nationalists, and could
do nothing when the Turks simply overran Armenia. The Tartars then
joined forces with the Turks, and got the unfortunate Armenians
between two fires. W e could do nothing for them in spite of our
obligations. The Russians, to whom the Armenians have always been
useful allies, did their best for them, but were hampered by the difficulty
that at that time the Turks were the allies of Russia in resisting AngloFrench action in the Black Sea and Bosphorus. At t h a t time the
Russian Communists mere still fighting against our White" proteges
for the possession of Moscow, while the Turkish Nationalists were fighting against our Old Turk protbgks for the possession of Constantinople.
So when the Russians made their Treaty of Kars with the Turks, they
had to give up to Turkey the greater part of Armenia, including
Kars and neighbouring Armenian districts. All t h a t was left of Armenia
was the old Russian-Armenian province, and even t h a t rather reduced.
This remainder of Armenia within the Russian frontier then set itself
up as a Soviet State and entered the Russian system. Thus there were
these two Soviet States of Tartars and Armenians almost encircling
Georgia, which still retained a middle-class Government. For the
Georgians were so anti-Russian that they would have resisted the Soviet
System, if for no other reason, because it was Russian. B u t this
middle-class Government in Georgia found itself in a very dificult
position. It was continually a t war with the Soviet States on its frontier.
It was also sitting on the pipeline from the oilfield to B a t o u ~ nwhich it was
essential for Moscow to hold, or to have in hands it could trust. Further,
it controlled some of the most valuable manganese mines in the world,
whose foreign owners were suspect to Russia of working for an allied
occupation. Finally, its own industrial population were very much
attracted by the Soviet Socialism they saw all round, and were continually
to set up a Soviet State in Georgia. So the middle-class Government of Georgia had about two risings every year, which they repressed
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with ever greater difliculty, driving the insurgents for the most
into the neighbouring Soviet States.
W h a t finally brought Georgia into the Soviet federation is very
controversial, and I a m not going to go into that ~ ~ n t r Ad ~ ~ ~
Soviet State was set up in Georgia, without serious fighting, with the
sympathy and support of MOBCOW.Exactly who did it, whether it
was Georgian citizens who had been driven out of Georgia for being
Communists, as tha Georgian Communists say, or whether it was Red
Army soldiers, more or less disguised as Georgians, as the Georgian
AIenshevists say, is still an open question. B y insurrection as I believe,
by invasion as you probably believe, there was established a, Soviet
State in Georgia that has lasted to the present day. It was that State
which more particularly we were concerned in inspecting during the
short time we were in the Caucasus.
I think there is no doubt a t all t h a t from the material point of view
all these Caucasian States have been better off under the Soviet System
than ever before. Georgia is financially, commercially, industrially,
and socially better off than under t h e bankrupt Menshevist Government.
I t is not a point on which one can have any great hesitation in speaking, because it ia a, thing t h a t is pretty obvious, even to a casualvisitor.
Figures, of course, one does not trust very much nowadays, but there
are obvious facts t h a t one can see. Moreover, not only did we
come to t h a t conclusion-that
is t o say, the Labour Delegation,
who might be supposed to have been anxious to see the best-but
Mr. Hodgson, our representative in Moscow, with Mr. O'hlrtlley of the
Foreign Oftice, now in the Caucasus, have subsequently come, in respect
of material prosperity and progress, to the same conclusion. Therefore,
I think Lve may consider that question of material improvement settled.
The illoral advantages of Soviet rule in Georgia are not 80 clear.
'1s against great improvements in education of the town workers and
their social condition, combined with improved policing of the wild
tribesmen and peace on the frontiers, we have to set the subterranean
conflict between Georgian nationalist and individualist sentiment and
the Rueeian Socialist and Centralist authority. The Georgians, as en
autonomous State in a federation, resent Russian control as paseionately as when not only their laws and liberties but even their lan€Page
~ v a ssuppressed by Tsarism. I think there is no doubt that the
majority of the pure Georgians, the Georgian race, earnestly desire
an independent Georgian State with full sovereignty. On the other
hand, there is no doubt that s, majority of the industrial population,
which is mostly of Russian stock, would fight very hard indeed to
n~aintainthe present system. T h e Georgians are not s race to
long odds, and I doubt much whether the Georgian ~etionslifltg,
the
landed gentry and the peassotry who follow them, will go on rising "
t h e Communists did in order to upset s Government they dislike.
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example, there was a little rising just before we got there, of which we
were able to see some of the melancholy results. That rising gives
that the present system will have t o be accepted by those
who dislike it, as having the support of rt majority of the inhabitante
of Georgia. The insurgents could only raise small bands in certain
remote districts, perhaps some few thousand altogether, and that only
by the most grossly fraudulent misrepresentations. Thus the leaders
of the rising sent, in hearing of their followers, telephone messages-I
did not get this from the Russians, but from one of the insurgent
leaders-telephone messages that there was a French fleet coming up
the Black Sea to Batoum and a British force from India detraining
at Baku to help them. Further, they made the most unscrupulous
use of messages of sympathy sent to the previous middle-class (Menshevist) Government by various British and French statesmen, as
indications that the British and French Labour Governments would
support them. The unfortunate Georgian peasants were so far deceived
that they welcomed the first Russian aeroplanes as being French and
British scouts. The result of that rising was a strong reaction against
the emigre Menshevists who had misled them, and a very severe
repression by the Communists-severer
than circumstances a t all
justified; though there is always the argument in the case of repressions that it is kinder to be cruel-an argument that I do not hold
myself. The repression of all opposition in Georgia was much severer
than anything else we saw in the Federation of Socialist Soviet Republics. Even the old Tcheka, was at work there, though it had been
abolished in Russia four or five years before. The very name of the
Tcheka is almost enough in itsolf to constitute a reign of moral terror.
Therefore, no impartial observer could consider the moral atmosphere
of Soviet rule in Georgia, as satisfactory, even though it has given
Georgia peace at home and abroad.
On the other hand, if we want to help the Georgians-and those of
us who are most in sympathy with the Russian Revolution want to
help the Georgians as much as anyone-we must avoid doing anything
that will enoourage them to insurrect or intrigue against the Russians.
All the Russians want with Georgia is to feel safe there. They want
to feel safe as to the oilfields and the pipeline, and they want to feel
safe &@insttho risk of further foreign intervention raising the Caucasus
and Cossacks against them again. They realize that the C~ucasus,
which they have never assimilated, and never will assimilate, is a weak
spot. They want to feel safe, and as soon as they feel safe they are
Prepared to give the Georgian State a, larger freedom from interference
have already adopted one recommendation the Trades Union
urged upon them, that they should amnesty the prisoners
taken in the insurrection. They also told us they were ready to withdraw the small gsrrieon of Russian troops in Tiflia and leave Georgia
4
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as they have left other Autonomous States, entirely to its own national
militia. That could, I believe, be got now from the Russian Govern.
ment by a British Government who could make them feel safe,
We must now leave Georgia, although I know that is what especially
interests most of you, because the results of Soviet rule in Baku
really more interesting. The Communists have there got a very free
scope for experiments in Socialism, and it is the result of such experiments that interests one most when one goes to Russia. It is no use
reporting what they write about what they are doing-one wante to see
what they have done. Well, here they have not had to rebuild from the
foundations a ruined industry and restore its markets. The oil flows,
and the world wants it, no matter how Russia is ruled. So in the oilfields they are a stage ahead of elsewhere. They began by entirely
centralizing the whole management of the oilfields. The scheines of
t:lectrification and general centralization and co-ordination that were
being discussed under private ownership, are now all in force, and are
on an average about half finished. They have been able to do this
because they take all the profits that previously went in dividends,
mostly abroad, and put them back into reconstruction. A considerable
proportion of those profits and a considerable part of that reconstruction is devoted to bettering the condition of the worker. This, at leaet,
those of us who have known Baku will look upon with a great deal of
sympathy. Tho position of the worker in Baku was very bad indeed
under the old rdgime. H e was generally a Tartar or a tribesman, 8
man of a very low type and standard of civilization, He lived in the
Black Town of Baku under perfectly appalling conditioss. They are
gradually abolishing the Black Town and rebuilding it as what they
cell the White Town, a garden city of decent workmen's dwellings. It
seems fair to assume that E
i they continue s t the rate of progress thbt
they have been working at for the last two years, in the course of the
next five or six years they will have made Baku, not only industrially
but also socially, the equal, if not the superior, of soule of the Americsn
oilfields. That seems to rne a very great feat, and inay seem to you some
compensation for any material sacrifices imposed on foreign investors
and moral sacrifices imposed on Georgian Nationalists.
I cannot take you further into Central Asia, into States further wt,
because I did not go there. But undoubtedly the Central Asian Statgal
like the Caucasian, a11 conform to the peculiar comprolnise that the
soviet System has established between Nationalism and Socialism
have got to remember that what we talk about still s e Ihegia is the
Federation of Socialist Soviet Republics, of which the Russian R
~
P
is only the largest constituent containing the Central ~ o ~ e m ~ ~
But there are four other federations, or sub-federations, associated 'ltb
the Ruseian Federation, which have an equal sovereignty with it'
Below that there is a whole hierarchy of various forms of .utonomy
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home rule. For the Communist theory is this-that if you get people
bound together by any relationship so strong as their Socialist system,
then, without any great risk, you can allow them a measure of home
rule which need only stop short of complete sovereignty. I t is the old
conception of the Christian super-state with Communists for clergy.
The Federal Government retains control of foreign affairs, but the
autonomous Republics manage their own national or local affairs,
cultivate their own language and literature, raise their own finances
and forces, and all this without the smallest hindrance, and even with
every encouragement.
When you go to the Caucasus, and still more in Ceiitral Asia, you
will readily see how far this works out-how far they are really able to
sllow lesser nations within their system to run their own show, and how
or why the central authority intervenes. For example, after the
Delegation left, I staged on in Russia, and went down into Moldavia.
There I found them starting up a new little Moldavian Republic, a
State that was to cultivate the Moldavian language and literature, and
be a little Moldavia within Russia. The experiment had some political
importance because most of Rumania, and all Bessarabia now annexed
to Rumania, is Moldavian. Not only were the Communists giving the
Moldavians mithin Russia a right of running their own show, but they
were also making it very awkward for the Rumanian Governinent,
which was holding down by military force the 11oldavians of Bessarabia.
That is just the situation you find all along the frontier of the Soviet
Syetem. You find that this system, by being able to give these
borderlands complete rights to run their own affairs, can make themselve~far more unpleasant if they like to neighbouring Governments
who are oppressing minorities than ever could the old Tsarist
Imperialism by massing and moving troops. People often ask me
whether the Russian Soviet System is becoming imperialistic. The
answer is " No." They are becolning far more dangerous to people who
caunot get on with them than was the old military imperialism, because
they are able to enlist against a neighbour the nationalism of communities of which a large part are within the territories of that neighbour.
You get such a situation in Armenia. The Russian-Armenians are
absolutely devoted to the Russian system, and are prepared to fight for
it to any extent. They prosper exceedingly under Russian Socialism,
and hope that it will solne day spread over Asia Minor at the expense
of Turkiuh Nationalism, and recover for them their Armenian homelands
in Turkey. And as Turkey has not been able to come to terms with
the Armenians--for Turkey has not got any Socialiem, only pure
Nationalism, and is fighting both the Armenians and the Kurds-I
think it ia quite possible some day there will be a larger Armenia
included in the Russian Federation. You find the same thing when
You cross the Caspian Sea into Central Asia. The Communists
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have lately rearranged the States in Central Asia eo as to be more
effective exponents of this moral penetration of neighbours. They have
set up an Uzbek State, for example, of which the authority is confined
to a small territory, but the attraction affects all Uzbek tribesmen far
across the Soviet frontiers. There you have the Nationalist method of
the Russian menace in Asia. I t must not be confused for a moment
with any menace there may be to European Governments from Russian
Socialism. This working on the new Nationalist forces of Asia is
entirely a different thing from the poesibility of the Russian Soviet
System spreading into countries like Germany, or still more, countries
like Great Britain. Panics as to this possibility have their origin in
press stunta and party tactics. No one, who like myself has been e
student of Communiem ever since it sprang full-armed from the Great
War, could really fear a Communist coup in England. On the other
hand, our Empire in Asia may suffer considerably from Russian eupport
of Nationalist and Socialist forces.
If you want to understand what the Soviet policy is towards
European Governments you must look to the Commissariat of Foreign
Affairs under Tchitcherin, which is pursuing a restoration of commercial
and political relations under the stntzbs quo. But if you want to understand what tho Soviet power in Asia amounts to, you can best do it by
studying the methods of the Comin tern under Zinoviev. The Comintern
is a mi~sionaryorganization which is having great effect in Central
Aeia, and which comes consequently into collision with the Commieseriat
of Foreign Affairs very much in the way as do our Foreign Missions
with our Foreign Legations.
Now I have spoken for as long as anybody could be expeated to listen
on so hot an afternoon as this. But there is one thing I want to put
before you before I conclude. The Russians, of course, are supposed to
be very hostile to us in Central Asia ; and one hears a good desl about
the propaganda they are making against us. I heard a great many of
these libels on our rule in India, Persia, and Transcaucasia during the
short time I was in Baku and Tiflis. But there was only one story
that had made any real impression on the minds of ~ranscaucaaia~
and Transcaspian peoples. When you said to them of any Y&rn,
" This is absurd ; you know perfectly well that is not the sort of thing
that Britieh troops do," they always returned to this one story. They
said, "This story anyhow is true ; and if you can do this You are
capable of doing anything; and if you doubt this story, if YOU doubt
that it was the British that murdered the twenty-six Cornmiseare, you
have only got to go to the central square at Bsku, and there You
see where they are buried, and you will Bee the plan of the monument
that ie to be put over them, and the inscription that ie to be put On the
monument."
This story that it was the British authorities in Central Asis who
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murdered twenty-six Russian Commissars has done a n infinity of harm
to British prestige. The absence of any attempt to refute it has been
most unfair to British officers of the highest standing, especially to
certain British political officers in Transcaucasia and Transcttspia.
It has made it impossible for some of them to continue earning their
living in the Middle East. One in consequence lives under a false
name. For tihose twenty-six Commissars were some of them men who
had acquired the affection and admiration of the wild peoples they
governed, by whom their murder has never been forgotten. Now the
story that British officers were responsible for the murders rests, I
ascertained, entirely on the report of spy-propagandists who were sent
by the Central Asian Communists on a secret mission during our
occupation to intrigue against us. One of these two men on whose
evidence the report rests has now thrown over the Communists, fled to
Paris, and entered the service of the principal counter-revolutionary
organization. I had a n opportunity recently of confronting him with
his report on the Commissars and forced from him a retraction. W e
are now therefore in a position to clear it up, and some of us of all
parties are trying to get something done. I t has gone on now for
nerqrly five years, that story taking deeper and deeper root. Moscow, I
believe, would now join in a joint enquiry, and would subscribe t o a,
report that would exonerate the British Army of this charge. They
would, I think, do this no doubt for diplomatic reasons ; but anyway,
if we could get them to join in such a report, then the story would be
definitely and finally killed. I consider this is our duty, not a s a party
matter at all, but as a inatter of pure patriotism. I t is our duty a s
civilians to clear the good name of British officers and officials who cannot do so themselves. It is our duty as Englishmen to clear our good
name as a nation. I have been very glad to have this opportunity of
speaking to this rtudience, in order that I might bring this particular
matter forward as uomething we might all join in doing. (Applause.)
Among other speakers in the discussionMrs. HAROLDWILLIAMSs ~ i :d My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen,I wanted to point to two mistakes. First, Russia has never had a
in the llistory of Russia. The first
single war with Georgia-never
war with Georgia mas during the Soviet rkgime, and if you look UP the
history of Georgia and Russia you will see there was never any war
between t h e two countries. Russia waR fighting the other nations of
Cnucasia, but never Georgia, The second point is t h a t I think in a
scientific lecture it is best to be very strict in terminology. The
lecturer used two words, Ruspia and Soviets, and Russian Government
and Rusaian people ioterchangeably. B u t it is not the same. You
know that the Soviet Government has not the name of Russia on their
officialGovernment document^, and Mr. Ramsay hlacllonald, when he
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was Foreign Btinister, followed their example, and gave an order in the
Foreigu Ofice not to use the word Russia when speaking of the Hoviet
Republics ; and he was quite right. I n the same way the lecturer seye
the Georgian people do not like the Russian rulo; it is the Bolshevik
rule they do not like. I want to make things clear and not give
different meanings to the same word. The word Russia is not to be
used when you speak of the Soviet Government, and the words Russian
people should not be used until the Russian people have some possibility
of explaining. As they have no freedom they have no voice, and you
do not know what is the Russian nation. Those are the only two
points I wanted to make. (Applause.)
: My Lord, Ladies and Gentlemen,-Nobody else
Sir Lours DANE
seems to have a local knowledge of Caucasia ; perhaps, as one who has
studied in the past for a good many years the Eussian system of advance
in Asia, I may be able to add something to what the lecturer has told
you, showing that names may change and systems of government may
alter, but the intention of Russia is the same as it has been for centuries,
and I do not believe has altered a, little bit.
In addition to making a general study of this part of the country,
which is very important from the Indian and othor points of view, I had
occasion to make a special study of what was going on there, as in the
a u t u n ~ nof 1913 I was asked by Prince Sayid Halim, the Grand Vizier
of Turkey, to tako up the post of Governor-General of the six or twelve
eastern vilnycts of Anatolia. I t was said to mean a real attempt on
the part of Turkey to introduce reforms, and I wns to have a staff of
twelve British officers, six military and six civil, no one over me except
the Grand Vizier, and a separate budget provision in the Ottoman
Bank. I t was said that Russia would accopt such a proposal, but our
engagements with her blocked it. The Turks appeared to be very
keen on the proposal, and suggested that I might go as Special Adviser
to Talaat Pasha, Minister of the Interior, with practically the same
powers. There were demurs even to this, and then the war broke out.
1 ofton wonder if this handful of British officers could heve kept
Turkey out of the war. gtranger things have happoned. At any rate
I can olaim a special interest in that part of the world, and my opinion
ie, with great respect to the lecturer, that a great deal of the intriguea
and measures and those devices of holding out flattering promiaea
of autonomy and almost entire independence, which are no doubt
granted when the matters are not important, is very much what Rumi&
has always practised throughout the ages on its neighbours in the East.
It has l~appenedin Afghaniatan, Persia, China, India-the samedevices,
the same tlinge, under the Tsare and under the ~ovietg-and am
afraid that will go on. Because in one or two places they have 8howa
~ u E c i e n tintelligence to leave the people to manage things in their Own
way, and make them comfortable, you muet not euppose fromthst
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the idea of the country is changed in the least thing as regards internal
autonomy, and as regards its interests in the Mediterranean and the
East, As regards those three cardinal points, I believe Russian policy,
what the government may be, will be more or less the same.
no
I believe under the somewhltt disorganized Soviet System which now
exietsit is even more difficult to cope with than it was under a more
regular and more ordered government under the Tsars. Tho lecturer
has referred to one rather shining instance of Soviot good government
(I think it almost amounted to that), and it was a t Baku. No doubt
it is exceedingly desirable that they should have made excellent buildings
on the cliffs above, a White City for the Tartar workmen in tlle oil
wells, but I would rather like you to observe the way it has been done.
I speak subject to correction, but I believe that the wells have been
practically expropriated, and the buildings and improvement of condition of the workmen have been carried out a t the expense of the former
wretched proprietors. Is that so, sir ?
The LECTURER
: Oh, yes. (Laughter.)
Sir LOUISDANE: I am afraid that even an Indian administrator
with such admirable arrangenlents as that for expropriating the great
tea, jute, cotton and coal industries could make tho most excellent
advances in the material uplift of the nlasses of India, but, unfortunately, we have not yet seen our way to carry out such things. As
regards the Armenians, I am very glad to hear that the wretched
fragment in the East of that portion of an ancient and brave old nation,
which I hoped to be more intimately associated with a t one time, is
now fairly conhont. I can imagine they will be. They are rather well
out of the way for the moment, and exceedingly useful to the Soviets ;
I have no doubt that they will be treated as well as can be expected.
The LECTURER
: I do not intend to be drawn into controversy, for,
as I said before, it is very llluch too hot. Besides, I am not here
a9 Devil's Advocate. If you consider the Bolshevik as Diabolos it is
not my businoss to defend him-I am only here as a witness to throw
light on any point that I can. A speaker at the back of the room
asked how the present system affected the tribes. Of course it does
not affect the wild tribes a t all anywhere within the Federation of
Socialist Soviet Rspublics. The wild tribes are as yet unaffected,
though already they have come up against the Communists' sanitary
campaigns. There was found one tribe, for instance, that never had
known any use for water except to dilute strong drink. They got one
man to wash himself as an experiment, and he died of fright.
More important tribes like the Avkhazes of the Caucasus
have no complaint against the system. They are not Socialist in the
lesett and all it means to them is that they run their own show with
'Uch an amount of help as they ask for. One reason why the Georgians
in the end would inevitably have been defeated if they had tried to
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fight the Russians, is that the Avkhazes, Tchetchens, and
Caucasian tribes all support the present system. There were two
technical questions raised by Mrs. Harold Williams : one was whether
Tsarist Russia had ever gone to war with Georgia. I am quite prepared to let it go at this-that if the invasion of Georgia and overthrow
of the Georgian kingdom by Tsarist armies a century ago and the
suppression of subsequent risings was not war, then certainly the overthrow of the Georgian Republic by a few thousand irregulars of
mixed race three years ago was not war, but revolution. The fact
remains that Georgians hate Russians. As regards nomenclature and
the use of the word Russian," it is very difficult in speaking colloquially always to be perfectly accurate, and I dare say I have sometimes said Russian when I should have said Federation of Socialist
Sovietic Republics. But I explained the difference very fully, and, in
speaking of Georgia, I intended to speak of the Russians and not of
the Socialist Soviet Federation. Georgia is a Republic of the Transcaucasian Federation, which is one of the four Sovereign Federations.
Georgia has an autonomy within that Transcaucasian Federation
which enables it to have an army of its own, and its own budgetwhich is as much as the Irish Free State hae. But that does not
satisfy the Georgians. They don't like the Russian race, and it is
because there are a lot of Russians in Georgia, settled there intentionally by the Tsarist Government as Cromwell settled Ulster, that
the present difficulty has arisen. Imagine a Communist Ulster,
supported by London and the Dublin workers, ruling all Ireland within
the Empire, and you get an idea of the split in Georgia. Sir Louis
Dane raised the question of the oilfields. Of course there is no
question about the Russian system being based on expropriation,
and expropriation is very unpleasant to the interests expropriated.
Nobody is questioning that a t all, What one has to find out is
whether anybody benefits by it, whether the money that is taken away
from shareholders and proprietors, whether Tartar and American
millionaires, or British and French middle-class investors-whether that
money is being spent to good advantttge. The question of compensation is a different matter and does not concern Balru.
Finally, I want to thank you for the very patient hearing given me
by numerous dissentients among you. Although I hope I have deJt
with Communism in the Caucasus from the altitudes of fi remote
objectivism, I have no doubt some of the things I may have said have
given offence to some of you as unreasonable or possibly nonsensical.
The Council wish to express to Mr. Young their regret that in a
report of his lecture, which appeared in the press without their
authority, currency was given to a misunderstanding which arose at
the meeting regarding a portion of his lecture.

CHINESE NOTES
CHINESE POINTS O F VIEW
" Divided long-unites,"

so runs

a,

Chinese proverb.

LATTERLY
many eyes have been turned towards China, and a few
remarks from one who has had nearly twenty yearo' intercourse with
them may be of interest.
The Chinese are a proud and, some say, a conceited people, but
they have very good reasons for both their pride and conceit. They
have for thousands of years been living their own life with their
own civilization, while other races have been striving to better the
world with a so-called civilization and a set religion.
The main idea of Chinese cult is filial piety, and in no other country
has the commandment " Honour thy father and thy mother " been so
fully given effect to ; it is the foundation of their family, social, and
netional life.
The Chinese possess quite as many admirable qualities as other
nations which are characteristic of the race. They are well behaved,
intelligent, economical and industrious, they can learn anything, and
there is nothing under the sun they cannot do. They are most polite,
admire talent, and believe in right so firmly that they do not comprehend why it requires t o be supported by might.
They rarely if ever forget a favour, and make rich return for kindness shown them; they are wonderful workers, greatly gifted with
common sense, and are famed for good faith in their commercial
dealings.
Many people look on China as a land with an enormous population,
but so wanting in all that other nations possess as to be ready and
eager to purchase whatever is offered for sale. The reverse is true, for
Chins needs neither import nor export trade, and she can do without
foreign intercourse.
The Chinese can produce any kind of food ; their soil is most fertile.
The climate is such that any class of fruit or vegetable can be produced; and agriculture, the industry which feeds end clothes, is their
principal occupation. They have the best of clothing-cotton, silk and
fur; one of the best of drinks-tea, and a tea that has no tannin, and
therefore harmless ; and rice, one of the most sustaining of all cereals.
The Chinese are born traders ; their population is so great that the
alee to each other make up an enormous trade in itself alone, and
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foreigners can only hope to dispose of their wares by creating new
wents.
Taxes are very light, and if they become too burdensome the traders
have merely to close down, when a remedy is soon found by the
officials.
With the advent of the foreigner, however, changes began; and
though a t first these changes only affected the coast towns, they
gradually made themselves felt inland.
Treaties have had unwholesome effects ; foreigners approached the
Chinese in a more or less submissive manner, and the Chinese agreed
to treaty relations, which, once exchanged, the advantages became
"treaty rights," and China has to look out for herself if she does not
live up to the letter of the treaty. These treaties are, therefore, a,
thorn in the side of the Chinese, and the native population will always
feel sore when supplanted in business by privileged foreigners. The
fact that concessions made in one part of China are applicable to the
whole, without the general consent, causes ill-will.
Time on time the railways constructed by foreign enterprise have
been torn up and destroyed, which is a clear sign of the resentment of
foreign intrusion.
China has an immense trade of her own, beside which foreign trade
is a mere fleabite, and although foreign commerce is growing, there is e,
tendency for it to pass finally into the hands of the Chinese themselves.
There would seem to be no bounds with such a huge population to
the demands of consumers; but teste for novelty has to be cultivated
and customers' wishes consulted ; eagerness on the part of the foreigner
to supply does not mean a corresponding demand, and succese will
only be attained by the consideration of native prejudices and
sentiment.
TO live and let live is a common ideal with Chinese traders; their
strength lies in business organization and combination, and they are quite,
if not more than, a match for the foreign trader who is incliued to the
idea that competition is the very thread upon which the life of trade
hange. I t will be difficult for China and the foreign Powers to come
to a better agreement unlees a better understanding exists between
them.
The Chinese are suspicioue, and naturally eo, of the aims and objects
and demande of foreign Powers. At present she is in a state of chsoe,
and some people are inclined to think that the only salvation for China
is to divide her up-poasibly because they believe the Chinese easily
ruled-and that such a suggestion would meet with welcome from the
Chinese. Anyone who knows their character will, I think, agree that
all the so-called progrese, civilisstion, and liberty that foreigners could
offer would be nothing more than a curse ; the only oivilizationl libertl',
and progress that the Chinese really appreciate is their own*
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A divided China will ultimately be the means of cementing the will
of the people against the foreigner,. and if the joint Powers were to set
up an omperor, and later withdraw their support, the imperial edicts
would have no attention paid them. The whole idea of a divided
China must ultimately meet with failure and futility in the end. The
detestation of the foreigner will not cease until we treat China and the
Chinese in just the same way that we treat other civilized Powerslike the French, for instance.
We desire that our people shall be safe, and receive as much protection in China, as in other foreign countries.
Missionaries, who from the medical side do admittedly a great
deal of useful work, have from time to time irritated the people and
officialsin many provinces by giving support to the scheming of certain
unscrupulous converts, and again by the intervention of the priests
between their converts, the non-Christians, and the oficials.
A more friendly attitude towards China by the Powers is desirable,
and something done to remove the sting of humiliation which the irritating privileges given to foreigners undoubtedly have on the Chinese.
The Chinese are not a military race, and a Chinese once said to me,
The Chinese, as you know, axe a peace-loving nation, and I think we
make more of learning and learned peoplo than you English do. When
in London I noticed that the majority of statues set up to great men
seemed to be chiefly on account of the fact that they had won some
great victories, entailing, of course, the killing off of a great number of
people."
If there is to be a Yellow Peril " it is because China is being
forced to change, though it cannot be her real wish ; in just the same
way that businesses successfully started by Europeaus in China usually
fall into the hands of the Chinese, so may the Powers govern this
or that part of China for a while, and she will a t the stert probably not
be able to object, yet all the while she will be assimilating knowledge
and Western information likely to be of use, and without any ostentation quietly developing herself, then one day the European will wake
UP to realize that he who laughs last laughs best. That last laugh
will come from the intelligent, sober, industrious, cultivated Chinese
living peaceably in their own fertile and well-watered land ; who, after
thousands of years, have been forced by circumstauces into relations
with the rest of the world, a position from which they can see no
benefit. They are only looking to the day when they may do away
foreign intercourse and interference, and revert to that seclusion
they have enjoyed for thousands of years.
Common sense will doubtless keep the Chinese from going to extremes. They never invited foreigners to enter China; when they
came they agreed to allow them to trade-opium smuggling was the
result. The Chinese kicked against that-war was the outcome ; they
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loat and Hongkong fell into our hands, and this island has become
a refuge and home for many Chinese who have flown from justice
in their own country.
I n many of our Government officials in the past we have been
lucky. The most acceptable and successful in dealing with Chineseis
he who is a gentleman always in the best sense of the word, polite and
tactful, avoids fussiness, and only steps in with a touch that settles
and does not upset, who can readily sympathize with the Chinese;
who will not be constantly ramming down their throats that foreign
methods are best, appreciating the fact that all crops will not grow on
the same soil, and realizing that with the Chinese there exists an
innate pride of race, pride of civilization and intellect.
Those who know the Chinese and admire them can only hope that
the present differences may soon come to an amicable settlement, and
that our officials may tactfully bring round matters to a successful
and closer understanding with this most ancient and civilized of races.
One reads in tho papers that our trade with China is at a standstill ; can anything be more deplorable? Chinese are by no means an
impossible people to deal with, and left alone to manage their own
affairs in their own way will be in the long run the better for all concerned, but the fact that the present trouble is very real must not
be lost sight of.
Everything, it appears, is being dooe by the Bolshevik agents in
Canton to enrage the Chinese against the British, and a3 China is in a
state where no responsible Government can be appealed to, little or
nothing can be done. The majority, the ignorant labouring classes,
will naturally listen to the various war lords holding power in their
districts, and disobedience to orders would a t once meet with the
severest punishment.
Those who can read the paperg are swa,yed by the lies with which
they are filled, and they read only about the worst side of the British.
The Bolsheviks naturally introduce all sorts of laws directly f%bin8t
the Chinese ideale of life and their customs, and let it be known that
such are British ideals, striking a t the very root of Chinese ideals.
Though our trade has been so enormous with Chins, it is surprising
how little the people a t home know about the Chinese, and how little
they realize the great neceseity of sending out gentlemen who will
only interest themselves in their businese, but in the people with whom
they come in contact.
I have seen Europeans coming to the East as travellers who bve
gone out of their way to make friends with the Chinese trfbder%entertaining them and being entertained in return : they studied the ~ ~ ~ p ' ~
and by their friendly manner and the way they went about their
business were always welcome on their annual visitfl, while
simply went about their business ~ i t h o u tassociating or trying to
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associato with the poople with whom they desired to trade. Such
men though handsomely treated by their firms in t h e matter of
travelling expenses and allowances, are, from a business point of view,
of little value to their firms.
The enormous amount of damage done to our trade in China is
a good example of the benefits t h a t Bolshevism and Communism, etc.,
are to us, for it is chiefly through their medium t h a t the present conditions of China and t h e hate of the British are fostered.
The introduction of all that is bad is ascribed to the British. The
loss of our big trade with China will throw more people in England
out of work and cause further discontent, and they will probably be
the last to realize the real cause.
MALACCA.

THE VIEWS O F A CHINESE STATESMAN ON THE FAR
EASTERN PROBLEM (1921)
BY W. G. S T I R L I N G
SHORTLY
after the conclusion of the Great W a r a correspondent put
certain questions before an eminent Chinese statesman since deceased.
This statesman's answers throw considerable light on the points of
view of the educated Chinese, and the Council consider t h a t they may
be of interest to Members of the Society.
Q. 1.-Can Japan exist in the world without contact with the rest
of the world ? I venture to think in the negative, for she must expand.
A. 1.-The community of interests among the different nations
of the world being so close, can any nation now exist in the world without contact with the rest of the world ? There is plenty of rooin for
Japan's surplus population in the undeveloped northern part of J a p a n
and Formosa. The assertion that Japan must have room for expansion
is merely an excuse for her aggressio~lin China and Siberia.
Q. 2.-If, however, she asserts herself and goes so far as to take
control of Northern China, can she then exist ? The chances would
appear to be in her favour, because China can be self-supporting, and
she does not need contact with the outside world to keep her going.
A, 2.-Even if Japan went so f a r a s to take control of Northern
China by force she could not hope to remain there permanently, for
the Chinese people are now unlike the people twenty years ago. They
are now too patriotic and nationally conscious to tolerate foreign
usurpation.
Moreover, Japanese people are accustomed to warm
climate and picturesque surroundings, and the cold plains of Manchuria
are not suited to Japanese colonization, where they cannot compete
euccessfully with the Chinese either as farnlers or traders, as experiences have shown.
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Q. 3.-New China, having no traditions, has a very different task
to perform compared with the former Empire. Tradition no doubt
had a great deal to do with the success of the Manchus. But New
China would appear to be purely superficial. The New Chinese retain
all the old and inborn characteristics, which may be temporarily set
aside but to which they will inevitably revert.
A. 3.-The Chinese have traditions, and they have not set aside
any inborn characteristics. I t is generally believed that their retention
is the f ~ c t othat
r
keeps China intact and makes an insolvable problem
for Japanese swallowing.

Q. 4.-China would seem to be a conquered nation for many years
of its history, but it remains like a huge piece of blotting-paper, conquered as it were by the colour of the liquid it absorbs, but remains
blotting-paper all the same. If the Japanese took possessiou they
would ultimately become absorbed into China. China is a huge
helpless country ; her vastness makes government difficult, and the
northern people appear different to the southern. Certain national
traits make unity seem impossible-one of them seems to me to be
mutual suspicion.
A. 4.-Japan may have encroached in many parts of Chinese
territory, but as Japanese morality and equity have not won the
Chinese heart and spirit, which are the essentials of conquering a
nation, her encroachments will only become sources of trouble and
danger to themselves. China is, no doubt, a vast country, but she
never had, and will not have, any difficulties in government if she is
not hampered by foreign intrigues and interference. " North " and
"South " must be understood as political terms and denote no
geographical division ; for the people of the North and those of the
South have no quarrel with each other.
Q. 5.-As a business people of high moral repute, the Chinese rank
in the first line. Would not the combination of English and Chinese
businese seem to be impregnable ?
A. 5.-There are no two opinions on this-viz., that the combination of English and Chinese business would be impregnable.

a. &-It

is surprising to me that as Japan would appear to be
a danger to China, so many officials have Japanese advisers One
cannot help wondering whether these Japanese do anything in the
ehape of fomenting trouble between the North and South to serve
their own ends.
A. 6.-Japan
will be no real danger to China for long, for her
methods are too disagreeable to the world. Japanese advisers are in
most cases appointed owing to diplomatic pressure. Except the ProJapaneee crowd, most Chinese officials do not have Japanese advisersThe Japanese may mean to foment trouble between North and South
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to serve their own ends, but the gulf is not deep, and China will soon
be reunited when a few of the northern militarists are removed.
&, 7.-How can one have much sympathy in its present state with
this great nation, who were civilized long before a nation like the
English could read, write, and do anything but behave like the savage
people they were ?
A. 7.-It is a great mistake for one to judge the Chinese a s a savage
nation by taking a few things which may be different to his own,
eepecially at a time when she has trouble and there is so much intrigue
directed against her own free will and action. Could Europe be called
civilized in the Chinese idea during the last Great War ? Those socalled civilized Great Powers of the world do not seem to show any
sympathy to any country which is militarily weak, though exceedingly
civilized-e.g., Korea. On the other hand, England's sympathies with
Japan have not resulted in any protest against her action in face of
the savagery and atrocitiee inflicted upon the poor Iioreans by t h e
Japanese. The world seems only to sympathize with might.*
Q. 8.-The Chinese would not appear to relish foreign assistance.
Certain Chinese state that a tranquil China is essential to peace in the
East, and yet there are so many examples which only prove that the
Chinese cannot manage their own affairs, such as the government of
the country.
A. 8.-The Chinese have a great relish for foreign assistance in the
ways of modern developments. So far no foreign countries have
offered it in an unselfish, fair, and honest way. " Tranquil China "
should be interpreted in the sense that China should be militarily
strong enough to keep tranquillity herself-i.e., to ward off foreign
grabbing; otherwise there will be a scramble for interests by foreign
~owers. What are the other examples that the Chinese cannot
manage their own affairs? She has beon maaagiug her affairs for
thousands of years quite smoothly.
Q. 9.-It would seem that even to-day many Government officials,
Consuls, etc., are able to purchase their posts, whether fit or unfit, and
have eventually (or rather do eventually, or are tempted) to recuperate
themselves for the initial outlay.
A. 9.-No official posts can be bought nowadays. Foreigners may
mistake some of the farmers of monopolies for officials.
Q. 10.-Mauy Chinese officials seem to be strongly influenced by
Japanese ; Japan must be a far greater source of danger to China than
America or England ?
A. 10.-Some oE the of5cials in the North aro no doubt influenced
Japanese because they are corrupted by Japanese money. America

" The question here was misunder~tood; the questioner referred to Englen$ as
a once savage country
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or England may not be a greater aource of danger to China, but they
have been weak and selfish enough to help or allow Japan to exercise
her sinister designs.
Q. 11.-It is diecult to understand why Japan does not now take
the upper hand in China. What is to stop them ? She can force her
will on China a t the point of the bayonet step by step ; she can deal
with those in power; the masses can be overpowered in a drastic
way ; she can repeat her policy in Korea on a more cruel basis.
A. 11.-The answer is very simple. Prudence stops them. Japan
knows her own morality and China's real strength. Overpowering a
nation a t the point of the bayonet is one thing, and keeping the people
in peaceful working order to their benefit is another. Japanese policy
in Korea has begun already to show indications of its failure.
Q. 12.-Presumably Japan is not afraid of England or America;
they cannot interfere. They have no bases, ships, or army in the
East. Japan has everything near a t hand, with the finest fleet in the
Eastern waters. She will, it may be expected, take a large lump
of China very soon, and no doubt is playing for this at the Washington
Conference. England or America can say or do nothing.
A. 12.-It is a n open secret that Japan is not afraid of England or
America, for she knows their positions. The Washington Conference
was prompted by the anxiety of America and England to find out the
way of how to grease Japaneee hands or to prevent her from giving
trouble.
Q. 13.-It would appear that possession or control of the Yengtze
River for the North, and of the Canton River in the South would
go far to stop any export from the intsrior.
13.-Possession or control of the Yangtze and Canton Rivers
may go far to stop any export from the interior. But the Chinese can
do very well without exportation or importation.
Q. 14.-If England starts building a naval base in Singapore, it
will take ten years to complete anything of any use. ,Japan is not
going to stand by and wait till England is ready to argue the point
A. 14.-Japan will not permit England to do anything of the kind.
Q. 15.-America may build ships till she is black in the face; it
will avail her nothing at all, having no supply base in the Jhflt.
~ ~ a n i l liss , not n factor to be reckoned with, and would be seized by
Japan easily should war break out between these two nations.
A. 15.-If Arnerics once begins to build ships, Japan will challenge
her to fight.
Q. 16.-England is approaching a stage when she will be too big
and unable to control her own house. Her interest in Chins would
appear to only maintain business relations with, and the concesgions
she has in that country ; but I do not think she would care to be out
Ad.
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of it and allow Japan sole rights in China.. I also do not think England
is anxious to have any more.
A. 16.-It is doubtful that England can prevent Japan from getting
more concessions out of China in spite of England not getting any.
Japan is obtaining them now.
Q, 17.-The Chinese dislike the Japanese and other foreignersprobably the Japanese most of all-as they, the Japanese, understand
them better than any other nation in the world.
A. 17.-It is a natural instinct for one to dislike another who robs
him of his properties. On the contrary, the Chinese would like
foreigners better if they studied their institutions without prejudice.
Q. 18.-The average Chinese is so keen on business and making
money that they have no time, so to speak, for Government matters.
It is a remarkable thing that an individual Chinese can run a huge
business in the most capable way in the world. But set down in a
Government office, he fails hopelessly.
A. 18.-The average Chinese is getting to be as keen in governmental matters as in business. But as the foreign Governments support n, few corrupt officials by recognition and loans in order to create
chances for them, it will take some time for the honest Chinese to
adjust matters. Withdraw the recognition and loans, China will soon
be in order. I t is dangerous for foreigners to generalize about China
without seeing recent changee.
Q. 19.-Can education alter the ingrained national characteristics
of the Chinese ?
A. 19.-Chinese national characteristics are not at fault. They
need no alteration, but modern education will prepare the Chinese to
meet modern circumstances and environments.
Q. 20.-Can the Chinese prevent the action of the Japanese ? With
the almost fanatical patriotism imbued in the Japanese, who put t.heir
backs into anything for the benefit of Japan, the Japanese would, by
degrees, force themselves on China, to be eventually absorbed. The
history of China inakes one think that they are used to being conquered. They cannot help themselves, and I cannot help but think
that the Japanese will gain from the Washington Conference a large
slice of China, the resources and wealth of China being far too great a
temptation to them. A very old friend of mine who was on the
staff of a mission in Paris told me, when I enquired how the Chinese
military experts were getting on, that they stayed a t their hotels the
whole time gambling and enjoying themselves, paying no attention
O r trying to learn anything from the War, while the Japanese were
eearching about for every kind of information.
A. 20.-The Chinese are no less patriotic than the Japanese, but
believe that patriotism in disregard of justice will eventually
6
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b r i ~ ~demoralization
g
of the race. The Chinese strictly observe justice
and will invariably survive. Japan cannot possibly conquer Chine,
but in time will be absorbed by latter in accordance with the Law
of Mass. The Japanese may gain through the Washington Conference
a large slice of China, but it will only be a temporary metter. ~t
is wrong to say that the Chinese are used to being conquered. I n four
thousand years of history they have had foreign rulers but twice,
aggregating about 350 years. Compare that with the history of any
European country, say England. Your friend must understand that
the so-called Chinese military experts sent to Paris by the Peking
Government were the old mandarins whom the progressive Southern
Government have been striving so hard to eliminate. To put the
matter in a nutshell, if China is left alone without interference in any
v a y by foreign Powers-and the continued recognition of the Peking
Administration should be withdrawn by the Foreign Powers-Chine
would soon be reunited and peace be restored.

REVIEWS
MANUEL DE POLITIQUEB~USULMANE. Editions Bossard, 43 Rue Madame
Paris. 1925.
The writer of this remarkable book hides his identity under the lzom depluqne
of "Un Africain," having spent many year8 in the French African EmpireMorocco, Algeria, Tunis.
His siln is to define the policy which should guide France in dealing with her
African Islalnic subjects and with independent Islamic states. H e does this with
a precision of thought and clarity of style characteristic of the best French
writers. Incidentally he refers frequently to the British experience in handling
silllilar problems in Egypt and India, and the book is therefore full of interest
and instruction to all who are concerned with the politics of the Near and
Middle East. The policy advocated by " Un Africain " is one based (to use his
own words) on a knowledge of Islamic sentiment and aspirations, and at the
same time calculated to further the moral and material prestige of France.
He defines the four cardinal principles of that policy as follows :
1. To understand Islam and its followers and thus steer clear of the perils of
an Islama mania, founded on ignorance and sentimentalism. I n this connection he makes scathing comments on the general ignorance of French official
and political circles ; on the false sympathy with Islam derived from the misleading pictures of the Sheikh and the desert presented by the bazar and the theatre ;
on the folly of those who, having come in contact with a few cultured Musulmans, hastily conclude that all the Arabs and Berbers are ripe for full citizen
rights. He points out that the ignorant masses, often steeped in superstitions of
an earlier date than Islam itself, are France's most loyal subjects and bravest
soldiers, if tactfully handled and capably led; while the young Intellectuals of
Algiers and Tunis, who talk so big about their national rights and " war services,"
took good care not to risk their skins in the war. (In this he finds a striking
parallel with Egypt and India in the same crisis.)
2. To establish by material force and moral superiority France's influence
over Islamic peoples, whether subject, protected, or independent. This principle
the author su~nsup in the phrase, " wtenzento tli regere "-i.e., ('govern or go."
He rightly points out that European conquest lllust fro111 the nature of the case
be unpopular to start with. The force behind it causes it to be accepted with
resignation; and pacific penetration, with the material advantages it brings,
tends to overcome the hostile sentiments with which it is at first regarded.
The author has some interesting remarks to make on (a) the relative
advantages of direct French administration, as in Algiers and Tunis, and ( b ) the
protectorate system so successfully worked in Morocco since 1912 by Mnrshel
L ~ a u t and
e ~ othcre. On the whole he is inclined to favour the latter as being
more elastic and offering an economy of time, labour, and money. H e vigorously
~ t t ~ c kthe
a French legislature for having, in 1919, deprived the heads of villagea
in Algeria of their sunlmnry powers of punishing evil doers, and for having given
the people at the salne tirue the rights of French citizenship, including tho unrestricted possession of firearms. The results were a wave of crime and lawless67
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ness which shook the whole administrative fabric and drove many French
colonists to sell out their property and leave Algeria.
The rights of summary punishment were then restored ; indeed, the village
headmen insisted on exercising them, whether the French agreed or not, and the
restrictions on firearms were reimposed. But in the meantilne immense mischief
had been done by the levity of the French Chamber.
H e further describes how, as the exploiting trader and the annoying petty
civil oficial take the place of the conquering soldier, respect for the conqueror
diminishes. This tendency is furthered by the fact that in broadcasting French
education, France has raised up a discontented Intelligentsia who already look
on themselves as equal, if not superior, to their rulers.
Hence has arisen an unrest (malaise) from the contact of two different
civilizations, in which a eentimeilt of nationality, hitherto non-existent, at least in
Algiers and Tunis, and only very vague in Morocco, may grow strong and may
prove very dangerous in a time of crisis. To meet this, French policy, while
benevolent and just, must always be based on the principle, memento tu regere.
3. To grant to those under France's rule or protectorate their reasonable
claims in a form suited to their needs and mentality-i.e., bienfaits niceueaires.
These are :
(0)Religious liberty ; respect for all religious rites, customs, and institutione ;
no interference with religious grants or with the authority of religious hetlds;
but a close surveillance of educational institutions which may be used to promote
fanaticism and racial hatred. (We have the example of E l Azhar to reinforce
this.)
Not to encourage Islamic propaganda among heathen tribes. Your new convert is often the most dangerous fanatic.
(b) Security and honest, efficient administration. To start with, a netional
system of taxation and the restraint of the gross abuses in collection associated
with the grossly oppressive indigenous system. Later, material development by
roads, bridges, irrigation works, medical relief. These are what the masses
desire and appreciate.
(c) Allow all equal justice-which is the more appreciated as it is commonly
sold and bought all over the East. But the author does not advocate European
judges, for they nre presuinably ignorant of Muhammadan law and local custom.
(11) To carry out the above theories France must ~ r o v i d eexecutive and supervising officers, who understand the people, speak their languages, love them without
being duped by thein and thus win their confidence. Frequent transfers of
officinla are t o be avoided.
The failure of Spain in Morocco is, according to thc author, trsceable to
neglect of those principles. H e r attitude there ha8 been that of I'iearro towards
the Peruvians.
4. To avoid granting the people bienfaita piriZle~ts-i.e., institution8 which
they do not n.9 n tuhole want and the working of which they do not understand.
Among the dangerous "gifts of Artaxerxes " the author notes :
cn) Education, distributed in the pant broadcrtst lilte cluinine, inste~dof being
reserved as an honour for the limited number who could profit by it. The results
of fifty years of the system in Algeria have not been encouraging, and this
been frankly admitted by successive Governor-Generals. Tho tone of the nntive
press before the war gave testimony to this ; the hostile attitude of the " YO''^^
Algerians " and " Young Tunisiansw during the war underlined it. A surfeitof
weetern education may well become a poison, stimulnting vanity and idleness,
creating dkclnssis.
( b ) Electoral rights. Foolish theorists think that education alone
tbs
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native for liberty and civic rights. To impose on a n old social system, baaed on
authority, Western liberal and individualist principles is to bring about a revolution and to prepare a whip for our own scourging. France should have taken
warning from the ever-recurring scandals attending on the elections in French
India, based on so-called universal suffrage.
But in an orgy of sentiinentalism and in crass ignorance of Isla~nicmentality
the French Parliament of 1919 (compare the Montagu-Chelmsford reforms of
the same year) gave the franchise and civil rights to the majority of male adults
in Algeria. The result was that a t the ensuing elections all candidates welldisposed to France were denounced as renegades and were beaten at the polls ;
French influence was largely shattered by appeals to fanaticism and race-feeling.
The author quotes the remarks of the great Governor-General, Jules Ferry :
"We must have the strength of mind to recognize that French institutions
cannot be transported blindly; they do not possess the magic quality of
'francising' the soil to which it is sought to import them."
5. France's rdle in Islam is that of tutor and guide. The prenlature application of doctrinaire liberalism is infinitely dangerous. The masses are not yet ripe
for the direction of their own destinies, their only conception of the liberty which
foolish idealists would force on them is as a means of gratifying passion or
oppressing weaker peoples. The so-called i l i t e only want power for the personal
advantages it will bring them. Such powers as can be suitably transferred should
certainly be given, but without undue haste and after prior training and
experience to prevent its abuse or nlisuse.
I t was froin the want of such preliminary training of the electorate that the
1919 reforms in Algeria broke down (many will say the same of the Indian
reforms of 1819). The more cautious policy followed in Tunis of granting the
native population increasing control of local adnlinistration is proving Inore
successful.
6. Conclusion. France's future is in Islam, or a t least with Islam. The day
when she allows her African provinces or protectorates to rally to a RIuhalllmadan federation headed by Turkey, and become again Turkish' dependenciee,
her existonce as a Mediterrnnean power and a great power will come to an end.
Turlce,~aims at the hegemmy of a reawalcened Islam. With Islam behind her,
with the open or secret support of Russia, and, if Gerinany wants to throw in
her lot with Mongol and Slav, the vanquished powers of the Great War would
fling theinselves against an over-civilized extreme TTest. The remedy is to bring
Turltey into the Western European sphere by wide concessions. The author
envisnges a Mediterranean alliance of France, Italy, and Turkey, which would
dominate the grent hfediterrni~eanbasin. Rut strangely enough he leaves-Great
Britain, the greatest Muhainmadan power, out of the picture.
Apnrt fro111 this oinission the boolc is a lnost forcible and convincing
expositioi~of the policy which should guide France in North Africa and the
Near East.
hI. F. O'D.

T I ~ EHEARTOF ARYAVAI~TA.
Hy the Earl of Ronaldshay, P.C., G.C.S.I.,
(3. C.1.E. Constable and Company Ltd. 14s.
If,as inay be hoped by nnyolle honestly desirous of seeing a serious effortmade
t o vapple with the problem of inodern India, Lord Ronaldshay goes to Delhi next
Year as Viceroy and Governor-General, he will go to his task equipped as none
of hi8 predecessors has been-not even e x c e p t i n g ~ o r dCurzon. A successful and
dietinguished term of oflice as Governor of one of the great Indian proviilces
'"83' or may not of iteelf indicate the pos~essionof those rare qualities which are
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requisite to e successful tenure of the highest office under the British Crown,
But Lord Ronaldshay has not rested on the laurels he ga,theredin Benga], H~ha8
had the courage to place on record the results of a deep and sympathetic studg
of the problems which are agitating modern India-the India, of the twentieth
century-which have hitherto completely baffled the statesmanship of Greet
Britain. And it will readily be conceded by serious students of the subject that
his trilogy, the last volume of which is the subject of the present review, marke
him out not only as one of the greatest administrative philosophers of our time,
but as the person most obviously suitable to be entrusted with the task of carrying out a policy-his policy-which
alone affords any hope of a satisfactory
solution of the greatest problem confronting the British Empire.
I V h ~ t s v e rthe distant future may hold in store for us and India,
ment within the British Empire is and must, perhaps for a generation, remein
the one and only practical aim to which the statesmen of this country and its
great dependency should direct their efforts. That is, for a11 practical purpoees,
the declared policy of H i s Majesty's Government. But their failure to secure
the active co-operation of Indian statesmen to that end has been the result of e
radical and genuine divergence of opinion as to the methods to be pursued. We
have during the last twenty years been content to pursue a negative course. We
have step by step sought to dam the flood let loose by a century's evolution on
Western lines, and step by step we have had to recede before the impact of the
unmanngeable waters. W e have persisted unwisely in regarding the problem ee
" what it originally was, a mere question of administration
. one with which
British genius is particularly well adapted to cope." I n other words, we have
been working on wrong data a t a n impossible task, and Lord Ronaldshag'e
greatest service to this country has been to point out and to explain in theee
pages that " a factor of fundamental importance in the present problem ie the
spirit of nzodern India."
With skilful touches of a master's brush he has portrayed the basic elelnente
of Indian psychology as it has developed through the ages out of e maze of
dialectic and metaphysics, whose ultimate bedrock is after all the same divine
inspiration to which all other religions appeal, postulating a God whose existence
cannot be proved by any method of human reasoning. H e then chows-in
point of fnct he reverses the logical sequence and deals with this a~pectbefore
considering the sources of Indian psychology-how the spirit thus fashioned
amid the forests and glens of old India came, about a century ago, into violent
collision with the material civilization of the West. H e is inclined to minimize
the blameworthiness of M a c a u l a ~and his associates, who, being utterly unable
and unwilling to understand the art, literature, and philosophy of a country incapable of turning those assets to material account, deliberately connived at the
process of soul-destruction to which India in the first glamour of a widened
knowledge of the world delivered herself with whole-hearted contempt for her
own great traditions. Great indeed is the blame attaching to them; P e t e r
even than that attaching to our modern statesmen, who have failed to *eelize
that not Indin but their own predecessors sowed the harvest which has dready
too lorig awaited the reaper.
Lord Ronaldshay then tells us of the inevitable reaction ageinst Western
civilization and of the frantic efforts of the leaders of Indian thought torescue
their country from the toils which can never be altogether thrown off. A century
of European influence has left an indelible mark on the genius of the country'
The old religion is restored only to provide s sanction for anarchy and a
~
tion-it ia only through religion that the messes can be approwbed Yet
Tolatoy is shown to be the real g r r a of Gandhi ; Rebindra N8th TWore, for I'
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hie world-wide reputation as the poet of India,, is but the interpreter of his own
country on Western lines ; while Sir J. C. Bose has shown how European
6, analytical methods of experimental science can be grafted upon the genius and
character of the Indian nation." Indian psychology can never again be what it
The real danger is that it may lose its native characteristics. Reactionary
lnovelnents in the direction of archaic simplicity cannot but be artificial and
even detrimental to a'n India already irrevocably oommitted to membership of
the civilized world. At the best they but illustrate the striving of all that is best
in the country towards the ideal of Indian nationality. I n the peaceful realms
of art, literature, and philosophy they have already produced substantial and
admirable results in alliance with the ideals of Western ~ivilizat~ion.I n the
troubled field of politics they have produced murder and arson, not for the sake
of crime itself, but in the name of a n ideal in conflict with a Western point of
view, which will not yield its ground or yields it only grudgingly.
Lord Ronaldshay is not deterred by the obviously undesirable effects of such
a movement from seeing the ideal behind the veil, and realizing how that ideal
can be brought out and encouraged for the permanent benefit of humanity.
For him the conflict between Britain and India is as unreal as is the material
universe to the Vedantin. F o r all the importance attached by the British
Government and the British Press to the oscillations of the political balance
between the d i extremists " and tho " inoderates "-the ideals of both parties are
essentially the same, as has been shown time and again when the " moderates"
have been temporarily in the ascendant-the real conflict is in the Heart of
Aryavarta itself, where the consciousness of essential good in that which is
Indian struggles with inevitable recognition of the fact that there is also good in
the Western civilization which has come to stay.
And so Lord Ronaldshay, out of the depths of his experience and sympathetic study, draws the inevitable conclusion that Great Britain, instead of
struggling vainly with the task of tempering Indian participation in the government of India to the imagined but evanescent requireillents of the nloment,
should devote her ef'forts to the achievement of a inore positivo object-the
direction of the blended good of East and West into a channel which has already
been dug, and which leads to the goal long since inarked out for itself by the
idealism of Inclia under the sanction of an Inlperiul Government which has
directed the destinies of that country for two centuries. The spirit of India
muat be conciliated and nourished into self-realization by n policy of positive
effort on educational lines rather than girded into an attitude of hostility and
intransige~nceby what it cannot but regard as the arrogance of the West.
In the space of n few pages it is quite impossible to do full justice to Lord
Rona1dshny's great effort to educate his countrymen to n, true understanding of
the Indian problem. H e deliberately limits his field to the Heart of Arynvarta
or Hinduism, and necessarily draws his illustrative material froin his rich experience of Bengnl. But his ~ n a l y s i snnd his conclusions are none the less
generally applicable tlo Jndin nu n, whole. Whether or not the inodel constitution suggested for Mysore, by which he is obviously impressed, will provide the
basis of a settlement for all India i t is get too early to judge, and Lord Ronaldehay himself would probably not desiro to be understood as accepting it in
advance of that further study of the Indian problem which-let us hope-he is
yet to make. No one will gainsay his general conclusion that the Parliamentary
institutions evolved in a W e ~ t e r n~ t m o s p h e r eare unlikely to provide e suitable
framework for the web of self-government whych is envisaged for India. The
framework must be essentially Indian in design, and must be sought in the
golden mean which lies somewhere between the philosophy of the Vedas and the
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materialism of the modern world. To find that mean is the task to which the
future Viceroy must devote himself with singleness of purpose, disturbed neither
by the clamour of the extremists nor by the diffidence of the old British administrative school.
A

H. ST. J. B. P.

THROUGHKHIVA TO GOLDENSAMARKAND.
By Ella R. Christie.
Service. 21s.
This is the record of two journeys in Russian Turkestan. The first, which
occupies the greater part of the book, was from I-hasnovodsk, by the TransCaspian railway to Charjui on the Oxus ; thence by river steamer to Khiva and
back; then on by rail to Bokhara, Samarkand, Khoknnd, and the remote
terminus of Andijan. The authoress was impelled, as she writes, "by the
desire to see for herself what lay on that bare part of the map east of the
Caspian, and lured by the magic names of Bokhara and Samarkand."
Bliss Christie's enthusiasm as a n explorer survived the difficulties and
discomforts of Central Asian travel. Both journeys were made before the war,
so the reader must not expect any lifting of the veil that is now drawn over
Turkestan ; only the concluding chapter relates, by hearsay, the ruin wrought
by Bolshevik rule.
I n her descriptions the writer has interwoven her personal experiences with past
history in such a manner as to give realistic impressions. The simple narrative
of her intercourse with Russian officials and their families gives a good idea of
Russian life in Central Asia before all was changed by the revolution, while
visits to native dignitaries and wanderings in the bazaars gave the writer en
insight into the life and manners of the indigenous races.
The story opens with the dreary journey from Krasnovodsk to Ashkabad-8
journey that illustrates the Russian railway enterprise and engineering skill in
constructing a line through a desert of shifting send. The engines are not run
on petrol as is stated, but on crude oil, known as " mazut."
A true picture is given of the typical Russian settlement at Ashkab~d,but
my recollection does not bear out the statement that the town ha's a river, the
Murghab. The stream that waters Ashkabad may have the same name 8s
the river of the hlerv oasis, but it does not attain the dignity of a river.
Passing on to BIerv, over ground that has acquired new fame by the
subsequent campaign of 1918, the writer relates how the ~ n c i e n tglories of the
L'
Queen of the World " have crumbled till little more remains than a desolate
expanse of shapeless mounds. The mausoleum of Sultan Sanjar stands U P alone
and conepicuous, and it, too, was falling into ruin when I visited it seven Years
ago. Modern Merv is, indeed, in sharp contrast, and still more 80 the Enlperor
Alexander 111. model settleinent of Bairam Ali, with its up-to-date 8yfltell1of
irrigation. Some features are so conspicuoos that their omission from the
auggelts the possibility that they were not completed at the titno of
Christie's visit. The golden dome of the beautiful Russian church forrued a
landmark viaible from afar. A well-equipped power stntion twenty-five mile8
UP the Murghab river lit Merv and Bairam Ali by electricity and worked
the modern machinery of the oil and soap factory nt the latter place. The
handsome stone residence mentioned on p. 42 was occupied by British He'dquarters in 1918-19. I t w~ built as an Imperial Palace, the furniture and
appointments bearing the Ruaaim double eagle. A rnnrble pedestal in front
formerly borne a statue of the Tsar Alexander III., destroyed by the B ~ '
in their insensate fury. A first visit
to have been made by the late
Emperor Nicholas in February, 1918.
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The journeys by river steamer between Charjui and Khiva were a n experience
that, can be known to few of Miss Christie's fellow-countrymen. More notice is
given to the amenities of life on the crowded steamer than to the country on
either bank, and it may be inferred that the lack of inspiration to be derived from
the desolate regions of the lower Oxus led the writer to fall back upon romantic
quotations from others who knew it only by ancient tradition. I n the visit to
Khiva perhaps the most interesting incident is tho introduction to the colony of
the strange Mennonite sect. A chapter entitled, " Battle, Murder, and Sudden
Death," exposes a murky page of Russian ruthlessness in their Asiatic
conquests.
A graphic picture is drawn of the bazaars of Bokhara, but it is in the description of Samarkend's wonderful market square, " the R,egistan," that the writer's
enthusiasm rises to its highest pitch. There is a womanly touch in the abrupt
transition from sublime heights of admiration before the soaring nloiluments of
ancient splendour down to-the contents of the food stalls in the market below I
The second journey is narrated briefly in the latter part of the book. I t was
made by the Orenburg railway to Tashkent, with General Sukhomlinoff, the
Minister of War, as a fellow-traveller.
A description oE the capital city and of the neighbouring "town of
Turkestan" brings to a close the story of a lady's plucky adventures, in which
she was hampered rather than helped by her inefficient interpreter couriers.
There are numerous illustrations froill photographs.
J. I<. T.

THE PEOPLEOF THE STEPPES. By Ralph Fox. Twelve illustrations and map.
Constable and Co. 1925. Pp. 246. 8s. 6d.
Here we have a book which might well have been notable-at least amongst
which
the deeoriptions of Central Asia. I t is, however, spoilt by the
permeates nearly every page. The author, who has the gifts of observation and
sympathy, has ~tllowedhimself to be mazed by the " brittle intellectualisin "
which nowadays trots a n s m i c and ~ u k i n ga t the coat-tails of red-blooded
revolution. He deals it out to us in all its mawkish nastiness, its elllasculate
sneers at virile ideals and loyalties and its palavering with internationalism.
Mr. Fox has very clearly allolved himself to be blinded by the sentimentally
harilllees and good-natured aspect of the Russian peasant taken superficially
as an individual. H e makes lnuch of this, and cannot see any evil in the
"mujik." Patently he has not encountered the " mass-psychology" of that
seine Russian peasant, otherwise he could not but realize the savage ferocity
of the Russian crowd. H e has llever seen the queer worlrings of that mongrel
half-Mongol mind, when it reverts as it does to the brute beast.
This is one of Mr. FOX'S
~nistakes,aild a sufficiently big onc. H e adds to it
by a hearty illisconception of the abyss between the theory of comlnunislll,
depicted as it ia as a sort of early Christian Garden of Eden or New Jerusalem,
where all are good nnd unselfieh and the reality of its praotice, the spates of
blood, the ~~nimaginabletortures, the stupendous injustices, violations, and
robberies which are the real Bolshevism.
Curiouely enough, our autllor appreciates the existence of the spirit of
Cllangiz, Timur-Leng, and IIulaku to-day, both in Central Asia and in Moscow.
aPPenage. He oven seems to be able to tram tho tradition of slaughter by
H ~ l a k uattacked urbanization and capitalisin down to its renascence
under Lenin.
He fails, howeyer, to see and point the 1nora1. Yet again, he displays some
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perception in appreciating the almost idyllic life of the Kaizak-Kirghiz of the
Steppes. H e sees the beauty of its primitive simplicity, its lack of individnelietio
emulation and competition betweon m a n and man, its aloofness from bhe corrup.
tion of unclean gold and its close affinity to Nature.
H e blunders again in hinting of such e mode of life as being applicable to
Western Europe, merrily oblivious of the fact that five-and-twenty million
English stomachs are every day fed by means of a foreign imperial trade whose
very being is capitalism and imperialism.
Perhaps, however, Mr. Fox, with the "pacifist" ruthlessness and fiendish
cruelty of the humanitarian of the idealistic intellectual sort, would like to
alter England to suit Communism.
H e is, perhaps, a n advocate of the method of both Procrustes and Lenin.
Apart from the author's maniacal ideas on sociology, the book has its points,
It contains a charming picture of the Central Asia of the Steppes, those levela
which spread over three million square miles from Afghanistan to the Arctic.
It hints, as we have seen, a t the psychic origins of those outbreaks of frenzy
which really have their home in these same Steppes, and are born, perhaps, of
the bottled energy which their endless monotony, not century long, but cycle
long, accurnulrttes.
Central Asia, is to-day moving and seething again with the great forces that
impelled Attila and Chsngiz, and Central Asia is now no more remote from the
hearths of the English people than was Frisia or Aquitaine in the days of the
third Edward. Chaucer had cause to write of " Tamburlaine " as a very present
affliction. Mr. Fox begins, dimly it is true, to realize that our writers of the
next ten years may find that Moscow will make the Steppes once more the place
Karmes of the " Scourges of God."
L. V. S. B.
~

----

A THOUSAND
YEARSOF THE TARTARS.BY E. H. Parker, Professor of Chinese
in the Victoria University, Manchester. Fourth Edition. Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trubner and Co. 1924.
Tartmy lies north of 4 6 O of longitude, and extends from the Caepien to the
P a c i h ; it consists of rolling plains, sparsely diversified by mountain ranges.
A third of this vast region, now a waterless desert, in prehistoric times was
thickly peopled. I t is probable that the cosmic upheavals of the third millenniulll B . C . , which drove our Aryan ancestor^ from their lush paeture-groundfl,
were equally felt in Tartary. Professor Parker has undertaken the stupendous
task of tracing the history of its inhabitants from Chinese records. His narrm.
tive opens in the third century B,c., when Tartary was occupied by nomad tribes
which had much in common. They lived on horseback, moving from place to
place with their herds of cattle in eearch of freeh grazing grounds. They were
e v e r t bowmen, and in the brief intervals of peace they hunted essiduousl~e
Raiding was, however, their normal pursuit, and their young warriors ell1oJ'ed
the lion's share of booty, the aged being relegated to menial ernploylnentk The
Tartars were loosely organized in tribes, each of which had a recognized territory until it fell under the dominion of a more powerful neighbour.
All were ranlifications of two hordes, known 88 the Hiung-nu and the Sienpi : Professor Parker believes that the Ycythians and Huns of old and the Twka
of our own day were different phases of the Hiung-nu. Them freeboobrs
developed s royal or imperial caste Byatem, which afforded ample mope
enpermen born in the purple. The history of Asia was moulded by conquerors
whose exploits rivalled those of Alexander and of imperial Rome. Arnonpt
them W 8 0 a Hiunp-nu chieftain named Baphdur, who, ere his death in
B*o*
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an empire extending over the whole of Northern Asia. The
had
followingcentury witnessed the rise of a great empire in the south of Tartary.
A chieftain named T'sin succeeded in crushing the innumerable feudal clans
scattered over the territory which is now known as China, and founded the Hen
dynasty, which lasted from 206 B.C. till 220 of our era. One of his generals
M&ngT'ien pushed the Tartars far northwards, and consolidated previous
barricades into a fortified wall, which often proved a n effectual check to their
inveterate raiding. This, however, is not the "Great Wall " of our day, which
dates only from A.D. 555. The Chinese custom of beheading failures in war and
diplomacy furnished the nomads with a succession of able advisers, who joined
them in order to escape from death. Moreover, Chinese Emperors were wont to
plant a princess of their house in the harem of a Tartar leader; but their hopes
of paceful penetration were often defeated by the clainls to the imperial throne
which thus arose.
'(Western civilization," writes Professor Parker, " possessed much in art
and science for which China never cared, but, on the other hand, the
Chinese developed a historical and critical literature, a courtesy of demeanour, a luxury in clothing, and an adillinistrative system of which
Europe might have been proud. I n one word, the history of the F a r East is
quite as interesting as that of the F a r West ; it only requires to be able to read
it. When we brush away conteinptuously from our notice the tremendous
events which took place on the plains of Tartary, we must not blame the
Chinese too much for declining to interest themselves in the doings of what
to them mould appear insignificant states dotted round the Mediterranean
and the Caspian."
The Sien-pi, or Tungus horde roamed ovcr a vast territory eastwards of the
Hiung-nu empire. They were able, vigorous, open to new ideas, and in every
way superior to their neighbours. Supreme command over their tribes passed
by election, and the democratic principle seems incompatible with unity or
lasting empire. But it brought a great conqueror to the front in the person
of Dardjegwe, at whose death in A.D. 190 the Sien-pi hacl ousted the Hiung-nu
from their far-flung realm.
In the fifth century of our era the Turks emerged from obscurity as a
conquering race. They were a branch of the old Hiung-nu, and inherited their
ancestors' ineptitude for administration. However, they inade short work of the
decadent Sien-pi, but wore soon rent by schism. A branch, and that the weaker
of the two, founded a dynasty in Northern China, but their empire fell to pieces
after 8 stormy career of two centuries. They were succeeded by the Icitans,
a ramification of the Sien-pi, whose designation was popularised by Marco Polo
a3 " Cathayans."
They overrnn the Turkish Empire, but fell under the d l conquering sway of Oenghiz Khan (A.D.1162-1227).
Professor Parker's work, though u monument of industry and lingui~tic
attainment, fails to give the Western render any connectcd view of Tartar history.
The task was, perhaps, impossible of achievement, for, as he says with perfect
trllth, " no nomad empire waN ever more thnn an ill-digested political agglomeration," and their kaleidoscopic changes become wenrisolne in the extreme. The
for exotic religions which chnracterised early Chinese chroniclers
Rervesto explain his raticence with regard to Islam, which so profoundly inpu"ced the course of Asiatic history from the seventh century onwarda. I t
IR to be hoped that in future editions of this valuable work dates will be substituted for the meaningleas proper names which appesr in the margins, and that
will be remodellcd to serve the purpose of reference.
F. H. S.
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M o s u ~ A N D ITS MINORITIES. By H a r r y Charles Luke. Martin Hopkinson,
10s. 6d.
Until a few years ago Mosul and its Vilayet was an inaccessible province of
the Turkiah Empire. The world war, however, which changed so mmy frontiers
and affected so many remote region^, has brought this province into closer
contact with the West. The dispute between this country and Turkey as to the
disposal of this town which has now been referred to the League of Nations for
decision, has given this region a n additional interest ; so that Mr. Luke's book
appears a t a n opportune moment. I n the opening chapter the author describes
briefly his journey to Mosul. H i s reference to the Crusades reminds us how
long the Europea~iPowers have been concerned with the fate of Chri3tianity in
the East.
was Charlemagne who, after the victorious Arabs had been checked
a t Poitiers, hrst obtained from Baghdad the right of protection over the Christian
minorities in the Holy Land. The author insists on the essentially Eastern outlook of Damascus and traverses Maurice Barrhs saying
that "LA Damas se
.
rencontrent, non pour tffcherde se dktruire l'un et l'autre, mais pour se comprendre
et s'unir l'0rient et l'occident." Recent events in that city give considerable
point to the criticism. I n the chapters on Mosul is included a short account of the
strange mosaic of races which inhabit that part of the world. They constitute an
ethnographic puzzle which no one has succeeded in unravelling as yet. Evenof
such an important race as the Kurds, who number five-eighths of the population,
the RIosul Commission was fain to remark that " its ethnical composition was ee
obscure as its history." I n the long era of conflict and racial intermixture, in
the chequered history of this region, the origin of many of its inhabitants has
been completely lost. The Assyrians claim, for instance, that large numbers of
so-called Armenians who perished in the massacres were, in reality, Armenianspeaking Assyrians. I t is a pity the author has included no illustrations of the
churches in Mosul.
I n the two following chapters are traced the causes of the separation of the
Eaatern and Western churches and the rise of the Nestorian Church. At this
distance of time it is surprising to read of the angry passions which were
aroused by the controversy between the Monophysites and the Nestoriane.
I t was apparently a conflict between two opposing schools of theology, that of
Syria and Egypt, which was heightened by the rivalry of the Patriarchate4
when Constantinople was elevated to the second place in order of importanceI t is not an edifying story in the history of Christianity, and resulted in 8
disastrous division of the Eaetern Church.
The author next deals with the missionary enterprises of the Nestorian
Church. Their mission to China in the seventh century to spread the
" Lllminous Religion," as the Chinese called it, is surely one of the most remarkable
undertakings of this kind the world has seen. Though they must have made a
considerable number of conversions all trace of them seems to have disappeared
and their very existence was forgotten until the discovery of the famou8
Nestorinn monument by the Jesuits a t Hsi-an-fu in A.D. 1626. A replica of
monument has been set up on the top of fifoont Koya-the Holy Land of Japanand the reviewer was informed by a member of the Assyrian Delegation to the
L a u s a ~ Conference
e
that the Japanere representative was SO interested to
the Assyrians were the descendants of the Nestorinns referred to in the
luonunlent that he did all he could to help their cause. The author doe8 not
seem to be aware of the important work of the Japanese scholar, profe980r Yaek'l
on this subject.
In chapter vii. the author brings down the story of the Nestorians
"
Present time. The Assyrian mountaineers are a brnre and hardy race
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the writer reinarks, are very much a Church militant. The reviewer, who was
on the Repatriation Staff during the Arab rebellion in Irak, can testify that they
set out for war with much the same light-hearted zest that the Englishman sets
out for his cricket and football match. They are ready not only to fight their
enemies, but also to quarrel among themselves, as there is a good deal of tribal
jealousy. The author offers no suggestion as to the future of these people. The
question is of considerable importance to the future of Irak. At the Conference
at Constantinople in May, 1924, it was the claim made by our representative for
the cession of the Hakkiari country to Irak that largely caused the breakdown
of the negotiations. Since Mr. Luke's book was written the Turks have cleared
these unfortunate people out of this country. After an interesting chapter on
the monasteries of Monophysites the book deals with the Yezidies. This curious
people have excited much interest, but their religion and origin remain very
obscure. They have suffered much persecution at the hands of the Turks and
Layard describes how on one occasion the Great Elchi intervened successfully
on their behalf. How much more might have been done for the minorities in
the Turkish Empire if in these later years we had possessed a t Constantinople
an Ambassador with the personality and commanding influence of Stratford
Canning! Professor Bittners' book on the Yezidees, " Dei Heiligen Biicher
der Yeziden oder Teufelsanbeter," might have been included in the Bibliography. Mr. Luke's interesting book should prove welcome to those who wish
to study the problems connected with our mandate in Irak.
F. F. R.
-- .
-
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WITHLAWRENCE
IN ARABIA. 13y Lowell Thomas. Hutchinson.
21s.
Mr. Lowell Thomas does not profess to be s historian of the Arab campaign
(1916-1918) of the Great War, and one must not expect to find in the volume,
which is the subject of this review, either a complete account or even a n accurhte summary of the events which led up from the revolt of the Sharif of Mecca
in June, 1916, to Faisal's triumphal entry into Damascus with the vanguard of
his Arab army in October, 1918. And yet Mr. Thomas' story is far from being
a romance of the " Books for Boys" type with which G. A. Henty used to
entertain the British schoolboy of a quarter of a century ago. H e has to some
extent sought to combine the iliethods of Henty with those of the serious
historian and the journalist to create a legend round the person of a young
Englishman of extraordinary distinction, who did in fact play the lending rble in
n campaign as strange as any that has ever been recorded in the annals of war.
Lawrence's reputation is safe for all tiine without the legendary halo with which
an importunate biographer has sought to proclaim it abroad, and it is a pity that
the true and unadorned narrative of the part he and his fellows played in the
Arab campaign has been reserved by him for the delectation of a generation yet
unborn and of n few discreet persons who are prepared to read and hold their
tongues. I n the circunlstances he has only himself to blame if others step in to
glean in n field that is peculiarly his own, and the tale told by Mr. Thomas, for
all its frequent nnd excessive fnlsolneness, is not unpleasant reading.
Tt would be interesting to know where Mr. Thomas got the story, which he
first ~ m d epublic in his travelogue and with which he persists in this volume, of
I~awrence'selrvation to the rank of Prince of Mecca and of his admission into
the already by no means snlnll circle of the family of the Prophet. There would
Seen] to be no solid foundation for it, and the mere fact of his wearing princely
=ainlent-for which he seems indeed to have had a very human weakness to
ludge by the admirable series of photographs of his hero with which the author
'bdorns his book-~rovidep no authority for such an assumption. Nor would
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there seem to be any solid reason for believing Mr. Thomas' tales of the wholesale reconciliation by Lawrence of tribes long separated by blood-feudsand
other differences. If such reconciliation ever took place it was but skin-deepand
temporary, as anyone knows who had any experience of those same tribesRuwalla, Huwaitat, Bani Sakhr and the rest-during the years immediately
following the war. The appearance of reconciliation, which deceived the
author, was due to another cause than the new-born spirit of k a b unity under
the segis of a Sharifian prince-save the mark !-it was due to the simple fact
that Lawrence was for the time being a n inexhaustible gold-mine to which the
Arabs flocked from far and near to receive of his bounty regardless of their own
petty feuds, which could be looked to a t leisure in the future. I n truth the outetanding feature of Lawrence's personality was not so much his knowledgeof the
Arab character and his ability to turn that knowledge to good account, eu his
supreme contempt for British gold and British red-tape. He had a single
object in riew-the urgent military necessity of keeping the Turks on the
Arabian frontier in a state of constant alarm and nervousness, while Allenby
dealt with their positions in Palestine. I n that object he succeeded brilliantly
by methods entirely his own-by riding roughshod over the restrictions inherent
in the methods of British officialdom. His triumph over British officialdom
was by no illeans the least of his triumphs, but such methods were only possible
under abnornal conditions ; and Mr. Thomas, in what is perhaps the bestpart of
his book, tells us how the triumphs of wartime were followed by the disappoint.
ments of the peace, when his hero found the drafts he had made on British good
faith dishonoured by the oecials, who had by then once more come into
their own.
The Lawrence drama has ended on a tragic note. I t is true that Faisel has a
throne in Iraq to console him for the loss of his Syrian crown, but the Sharifian
foundation on which Lawrence built the Arabian empire of his dreams ha8
already, within seven years of the great victory, been swept into the sea by the
TVahhabi flood presaged even in those days by a cloud no bigger than a man's
hand afar off above the deserts of Central Arabia. There is no doubt whatever
that the Allied cause profited very substantially by the revolt of the Sharif of
Mecca against the Turks, and by the subsequent operations of the Ainir Faiaal
guided by Lawrence, but it was a blunder of the first magnitude to suppose that
the Arab campaign could be the starting-point of a new era in the history of
Arabia. New eras generally begin with apparently insignificant events, and the
new Arabian era had in point of fact started in 1912 with the founding of the
first Iklwan colony a t Artawiya. But these matters nre beyond the purview
Mr. Thomas, whose tale--1i1uited to the adventures of a certain Arabian I(night
and other Arabian Knights with occasional Knights of the Air end sons
Iehmael and othere-may be commended to the attention of the reador. And if
it 00 be that he played hiillself any part, however insignificant, in that atrange
campaign he will find himself suitably commended for his exploits Or his acumen
or his good looks or, maybe, the colour and texture of his beard. Mr. Loweu
Thomas knows how to use paint and he puts it on in great daubs. E V ~
he can think of is a hero, but the hero of heroes is Lawrence.
T E I R ~ U GINNER
H
DESFCRTS
TO
~ I E D I N * . B~ the Countess ~ a l m i g n n t ~ ,
Philip Allan and Co. los. 6d.
In Part I. of the Central Asian Society$ ,Jowrnal for 1914 it was announced
that " the exploration of the Rubs el I(hnli desert . . is the object of en
expedition by the Countess Molitor." The book, which is the subject of
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is by the Countess Malmignati, whose primary object was to traverse and
explore the sallle desert, and who appears on her own showing to h a r e consoled
hereelf for failure in that object by making a remarkable journey through the
16 Inner Deserts " to Madina, where in the motley throng, which one would
expect to find in that famous centre of Muslim pilgrimage, she finds a sprinkling
of Chinamen and Japanese. The book is so full of mistakes or misprints that
one is tempted to read "Javanese" for "Japanese." I t is natural enough to
speculate whether the Countess Molitor and the Countess Malmignati are in
f ~ cone
t and the same person. And a careful reading of the book forces one instinctively to echo a question asked of herself by the author in the closing paregraph : " Those lest three months-were they but a dream ?" One is tempted
to answer in the aflirmative, while applauding the brave words with which
she takes leave of her readers : "And the Rubs-el-Kali will still be m y goal.
Inshalla !"
Countess Malmignati is a romantically-minded lady, always ready to find a
page or chapter of the " Arabian Nights " in the least likely places. She feels
herself "transported back into the times of Abraham," and her heart is
" gripped" by the sight of Arab women marching by their camels " barefooted,
with elastic step, singing their wild, passionate Bedouin songs." She is mildly
put out at discovering that the Shararat are not "too proud to beg," but is consoled to find that the fellow who had offended her "really only wanted a new
abba." The Ruwalla Arabs are her beau ide'al of what mankind should be, and
she admires their " clean-living " manliness. She does not appear to be, and
does not claim to be, a fluent speaker of Arabic, but she explains the fact that
she conducted her conversation with the Sultan of the Ruwalla through her
dragoman, a Syrian dentist by profession, solnewhat naively : " First of all,
because it is not considered good for111 for persons of inlportance to speak directly
to one another, but always to use an interpreter; and, secondly, because on
these evenings . . . the language was of such great beauty and eloquence .
that I felt it impossible sometimes even to understand, much less to answer
in the same words." Golden bowls are produced in the Rumalla tents for her to
wash her hands in after meals, which even in mid-desert consisted on special
occasions of " a regiment of roasted chickens swimming in brown butter." Rut
these are minor blemishes in a work which is open to criticism on far more
serious grounds.
The author is as sparing of chronological and geographical details as she well
could be. I t is not quite obvious whether she lneails her travel record to be
taken seriously or not, but no serious student of matters Arabian can afford
to dismiss as nonsense the claiin of a Europcan lady to have travelled from
Ihmascus to Zilfi and thence to hfndina-Zilfi and RIadina have never yet been
visited by n European lady-without subjecting the personal narrative of her
journey to the closest esamination. Countess Malmignati's book provides the
evidence on which one would aceill to be justified in believing that she has not
lnade good her clninl to have visited these places. And the carelessness with
which it has been written (or published) adds to the exasperation of the rcader
who knows anything about A r a b i ~ . The well-ltnown town of Horns, Eor instance, defies idontificntion in the guise of Houss on p. 61 and elsewhere. And
it take8 soine tllinlting too realize that the " T&dem" (11. 61) and the " Tedan
(P. 73) tribe i3 nonc other than the Fad'an, while 011 p. 73 the Saba'a tribe
beconlea the " Gabin." And we hear a great deal about the " Ualma Desert "
(~.!7-, in the hending of Chapter IX.) before we realize that the author mcans the
Dahna. Minor inistakes are too freqnent to notice in detail-e.g., Snhiya (for
Salihi~a),Rach~ncd(? Ahmad), cvaci (p. 20, 7 vnpi), bcben (p. 208,for l i b n n ) , etc.
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Finally, the climax of the story turns on the attitude of a certain tribe described
as the Ruwalla " Sultan's fierceat enemies, the E l Faidassi." Who are they? fi
is iillpossible to identify them even though we are told they were camphg
a t some wells south of Zilfi.
The Countess does not tell us in what year her travels took place, though she
gives us a date or two within that year-unfortunately for her. Internal evi.
dence helps us to fir the year as 1914 or possibly a year or two earlier. ~t any
rate, there was still a Wali a t Damascus, and the guide, philosopher, end friend
selected by the Countess to share her adventures was no other than that delight.
ful individual, Muhainmad a1 Bassam (she invariably refers to him as hIahmoud),
who, as we are told on p. S7, was considered to be "absolutely trustworthy," as
he had previously been with Gertrude Bell. The latter certainly, therefore,
penetrated the " Inner Deserts " before the Countess, whose travels, whatever
lllay have been their extent, preceded the Great War. We take her at her
word, and are prepared to believe (1) that she went to Zilfi, (2) that she went to
Rladina, and (8) that she started from Dalnascus during the month of Ramdhan.
We are not prepared to accept any one of these three claims as established
in preference to any of the others, and sho gives us ample reason to believe that
two of then1 are inconsistent with known facts.
RLuhail~inada1 Bassam having gone off to buy camels for the great adventure,
the Countess "really did not mind very much having two weeks longer in
Damascus as the Ramadan had just begun." A few days later, being " rather sick
of Damascus by this time," ehe goes off on a visit to Mount Hermon. And on
June 5 she leaves Damascus to join Muhammad a1 Bassam at Adra, whence ehe
would start on the grent expedition. At Adra she stays a few days, on one of
which she " heard the cry of the muezzin, announcing that the time of fasting
Was over." We are justified, from the Countess's account, in assuming at the
least that June 5 fell in that particular year during the inonth of Rnnrdhnn, but
we know that in 1914 the month of Rajndhan did not begin till about July 21.
I n any year earlier than 1914 it would have begun later still, and the earliest year in
which June 5 could have fallen in Ranzdhnn would be 1919, when the War wee
over and there was no longer a Wnli at Damascus. I t is quite obvious either
that the Countess is romancing about her Rnlndhan experiences at Damascus or
that she did not start on her greet adventure on June 6 . I n either case her
credit is seriously shaken.
At any rate, she gives us an itinerary of her five days' march from Adhra
Palmyra via lUossul (sic) and Horns. At Palrnyra she finds the house of the
local Sl~ailih16builtlike n fortress, surrounded by four strong wallfl~but Once
inside it was a dream of beauty and peace. I t was a small onsis, full of the
moat exquisite fruit and fl owerg, with fountains and small lakes everywhere."
That is all she has to say about Palmyra I
Leaving Palmyra after a sojourn of soine days she nrrivcs with the nuralla
after three days' inarch at tho northern border of the Hamad, and camps in
Wadi Majsar (8ic). Thence moving in a 6011th-westerly (rie) direction1 she
enters the desert of E l Wadian, crossing Wadi el Puhr (sic) and Wsdi Handn
(air),to reach the wells of Mbehnra (sic). After that-presnmnbly in the month
of July-she passes " many IVadis which would have supplied the whole caravan
with sufficient water to reillain for weeks nt a time." She then enters a etOnJ'
desert east of Wadi Sirhan, marching with all the impedimenta of a &reat tribe
at the rate of sixty miles a day towards the ' 1 vapid desert." I n due course the
inprocession heads for Wadi a1 Umstarri (shown as Wadi a1 Mustawi in a
adequate sketch-map), and the Ruwalla Sultan takes it into his head to go to
Zilfi to exchange camels for horses, and at Zilfi they duly arrive On septernber
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The Countess here presents us with an initialled sketch of the mosque of Zilfi,
whichl to say the least, is a pure fiction of her imagination. Zilfi is entirely
innocent of anything so beautiful as the dollle and minaret of the sketoh.
From Zilfi, recognized as a European and a Christian, she is conducted
by ill-mannered Shaikhs to Buraida and across Arabia to Madina. Before
entering that holy city she had " to take off m y Arab dress, and adopt that of a
Moslem woman." Her troubles were now over. She was able to visit the
Prophet's tomb, and after a bout of severe fever she returned to Damascus
by the Hijaz railway. And then apparently she woke up to write a n account of
her experiences which leaves us entirely in the dark as to how much of the
"Inner Deserts " she ever really saw. I t would certainly be interesting to have
Muhammad a1 13assam's account of the same adventure. But perhaps Countess
Malmignnti dous not intend us to take her story too seriously.
H. ST. J. B. PHILBY.
.-
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THE LOSTOASES.By A. M. Hassenein Bey. Messrs. Thornton Butterworth,
Ltd. 21s.
In this book Hassanein Bey, who holds the Founders' Medal of the Royal
Geographical Society, describes his memorable journey over some two thousand
miles of desert from the Mediterranean coast down into the Sudan.
Starting from Sollum, Egypt's most western port, he travelled to Kufra,
which he had visited in 1921 with Mrs. Rosiba Forbes, now Mrs. A. McGrath.
Leaving Kufra, he struck south into desert which had never previously been
traversed by a civilized man. I t was his ambition to locate and to fix upon the
map the two oases of Arkenu and Ouenat, whose whereabouts were unknown to
geographers, and whose very existence was almost a legend among the Arabs of
the Libyan Desert. He discovered these "lost oases," and found in them a
permanent water supply and a population of Tebu and Goran tribesmen. From
there he trekked southwards, through the eastern edge of Wadai, through
Darfur, and to El Obeid in I<ordofan, the terminus of the Sudan Railway, which
he reached almost seven months after his start from Sollum.
The journey was an ilnportant geographical achievement, and much valuable
scientific information was collected by the author, which is contained in the
appendices at the end of the volume, and the separation of this technical inforination makes the body of the book all the more interesting to the general
reader.
Only a brave inan and a n intrepid traveller could have attempted and
succeeded in iilaking such a journey, but it has 'been the ambition of several
men to accomplish this feat which Hassanein has performed. I have heard
it discussed many times on the Western Desert, and soine time before Hassanein
visiterl Kufra in 1921 the Governmellt refused per~llission for an attempt to
make this journey.
The difficulties and the d ~ n g e r swhich were met with are so modestly
described that people with no experience of the desert would hardly realize how
serious they were. There wns the constant possibility of the caravan losing its
way in that trnckloss desert which is so often swept by terrific sandstorms, and
t h l ~ twould have nlcnnt a certaill and terrible death.
Although the Senussi
chiefs were friendly to Hassanein, many of the Arabs resented the idea that he
Was epying out their lnnd, and the dellleanour and the number of the tribesmen
in the two oases were unknown. Heasanein's caravan never contained more than
twenty men.
The deacript'ion of the journey is an illtensely interesting and human story.
6
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It is written in plain, straightforward English, without any of those literary
flourishes which one associates with books which are written in a language
which is foreign to that of the author. There is a careful etudy of the historyof
the Senussi, and many descriptions of local customs and superstitions, which ere
of great ethnological interest.
But, perhaps, the most interesting feature of the book is the point of view of
the author. H e is an Egyptian gentleman, a sincere Mahomedan, and of Bedouin
descent ; at the same time he is a scientist, a scholar, and a man with not only
a n English University education, but with many of those traits which are typicd
of English University men. I n the Middle Ages there 'were many famous Arab
travellers, but in later years Egyptians have not been so much associated with
enterprises of this description. Hassanein Bey's journey is eventful not only in
itself, but also as a sign of the new spirit of Egypt to-day.
The book is dedicated to His Highness King Fouad of Egypt, who was
largely responsible for the expedition, and it contains an appreciative introduction by Sir Rennell Rodd. I t is illustrated by numerous excellent photo.
graphs ; those of Arkenu and Ouennt remind one of some of the small uninhabited,
oases which lie south of Siwa. There is only one photograph of the author,
which is rather a change from many travel books, in which photographs of the
authors appear in almost every chapter.
The discovery of the oases is of military and political importance, According
to Hassanein Bey, Arkenu is within the Egyptian frontier and Ouenat lies inside
the borders of the Sudan. These places are valuable because they contain a
water supply, and because of this they could be used as a base, possibly for
further exploration of that part of the desert which lies between the oases and
the Nile, which is now one of the few unexplored parts of that country. NOW
that they have been marl<ed upon the map, it is possible for a camel carevan to
travel from the Mediterranean coast to Darfur, and where camels have gone
motors may follow. During the war British forces were fighting against the
Senussi on the coast and against the army of the Sultan of Darfur in the
Western Sudan. One wonders whether this route was used at that time for conveying arms, which were landed on the coast, down to the Sudan.
Altogether " The Lost Oases" forms a valuable contribution to the literature
of the Libyan Desert, and Hassanein Bey is to be congratulated on a moat
fascinating and admirable book.
C . DALRYMPLE
BELORAVE.

1. TEE EARLYHIBTORYOF BENQAL.By the late F. J. MONAHAN,
Indian Civil
Servant. Oxford Ullivorsity Press. 1925.
2. T H EEARLY
HISTORYOK BENQAL. By R. C. Mazulndar, Professor of History
in the University of Dacca. Dacca University Bulletin No. 8. Oxford
University Press. 1925.
A book and a pamphlet on the Early History of Rengnl. Profeflflor
BIazullldsr's pamphlet is of twenty-seven p n g ~ sonly. I n the absence of BnY
explnn~tionas to the ground which a Dacca University llullctin is intended lo
cover, it is difficult to see what useful purpose this bulletin is intended to merve!
Its perusal leaves one with
unless as a cram book for the P r o f e s ~ o rstudents.
'~
a sense of confusion. The opening pages Bppear unintelligible except to
sanscrit scholar or student, and such scholar would expect eomething more
detailed. I n the abeence of definite information regarding the details of e d y
Beng.1 and Rihar history, social or
the ethnologicsl oridnfl the
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peopledeserve lnore than the passing notice given. No effort has been made to
explain the political geography of early Eastern India, until, two-thirds through
the
and dealing with the seventh century A.D., the author has " placed "
certain petty lringdoms under their modern divisional and district names.
For the rest, the pamphlet, confining itself t o a record of the rise and fall of
obscure dynasties, without telling the general reader anything about the religious,
and political developments of the people, appears neither up to the
standard of a learned psper to a historicnl society, nor sufiiciently clear and
interesting to act as an introduction to the study of the history of an important
part of India. Altogether it is a disappointing production for the Dacca
University. The bibliographical referencing is well done.
It is refreshing to turn from the pamphlet of the professional to the book of
the amateur historian. The late Mr. Monahan, of the Indian Civil Service and the
Bengal Presidency, had the reputation of being a revenue officer of deep and
estensive knowledge-and revenue officers are generally credited with the clearest
insight into the r e d India. His sympathies, his abilities, and his opportunities
all tended towards a study of the language, religion, and social life of the people
rather than towards administrative success, although at the close of his career he
wns Member of the Board of Revenue, Bengal. After his retirement he set
himself to the taslr of writing a history of Bengal from the earliest times covered
by historical records rather than legends a n 3 religious myths. His unexpected
death set a quick limit to this task, and in the result all that had been completed
was a history of the institutions, manners and customs of the Maurya Empire,
with its capital at Patna in Bihar, and of which Bengal was but an unmentioned province, though doubtless extremely high in the estimation of the
Maurya Treasury officials. The book is a delight to read and should appeal to
a wider circle oE readers than those immediately concerned with Indian pcility
and problems, and its survey of Bfnurya institutions should form a useful
corrective to such as are carried away by sympathy for the anti-Government
diatribes of certain Indian political groups.
After a conlparative study of the geography of Eastern India and a brief
rfhurnd of outstanding events in the reigns of Candragupta, BindusRra, and
Adoka, Mr. Monahan hns dissected the I(auti1ya ArthaBRstra, a handbook for
Princes by I(auti1ya or CFi~~akya,
the Minister of Candragupta. This as a
dissertation on the eleluents of politics ca~lnotc o ~ t ~ p awith
r e Aristotle, but as a
picture of the Mnuryn governmental machine and of the manners, custon~sand
trade of Bihar and Eastern India genernlly, it is mo3t illuminating, and
Mr. Monahnn has trcnted it with sympathetic hu~llourand historical perspective.
He hns then compared Greelc and Roman aczounts of India with what ho found
in the Arthal~stra,n'nd finally has briefly cxamincd the evidence to be obtained
from A4olm's Edicts, Rock, Pillar, and Care.
The picture is one of a bureaucratic despotism, not too scrupulous in its
metllodg, yet worlting for the people, when the Icing's interests are not contrary.
an astonishing amount of royal interference with the flow of trade
rind the level of prices. Other features that have iml~ressedthemselves upon the
reviewor are the privileged position of the Brahman, and the power of the
priesthood gcnwally ; the cynical frankness about tho di~honestyof ministers
officials,the activities of the C.I.D. and of ngcnts provocntet~rsand spies, and
the striking similarity--which on analysis is not really so striking-between the
menAuresto be taken for dealing with badmashes in Maurya times and under
eection~
109 rind 110 Criminal Procedure Code to-dny. The description of how a
bod ~llarncterbrhnved in 300 B.a. reads like the final report of a bad livelihood
in 1920 ; which mnkos one all the lnore amused nt the support given to the

anti-Government ngitation to wipe out 100 and 110 froin the Criminal Prooedure
Code.
I n Service gossip Mr. Monahan wns often oredited with a distrust of the
police. This distrust, if it 1-onlly oxisted, inay have had its origins in Mr.
Monahnn's nationality nnd in his early experiences in llengal before Polioe
Reform had gono very far. I t must havo tickled his senso of humour, therefore,
to hnve trnntrcribad the pnssages in tho Arthasilstra about the utility to the
Mauryn, polity of ngantr, provoca.te~~,rs,
politionl assassins and spies. It is pleasing
to think of tho clcannoss of the Dongal Police in these days.
Mr. Monnllnn's roferonoing is exoellent.
-.
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Val. IV. : BALUCHISTAN.
By Major T, C. Fowlo
nnd Rni nnhndur Diwan Jnmiat Rai, C.I.E.
"Ench suocessivo census advances towards the idoal of statisticians, but
porfect records cannot bo expeotod without tho employment of well-trained and
intelligent oflicinls."
Beluchistan could not hnve secured a higher-trained, more intelligent or
enthusiastio official than Diwan Jamiat Rai, whose every interost is bound
up with what mny well bo callod the country of hi8 adoption. Trustod by high
and low, ho is equally a t horne with Dnlnch or Pnthnn. Major lqowle had n
congeninl tnsk to one of his literary ability nnd doep interest in the poople of tho
frontier. We cnn syrnpathixo with him in his desire to have had ohargo of
operations f r o n ~the beginning of tho consns to tho final report, but he will never
regret the knowledge he ha^ gathered in the cornpilntion, even though the data
wore collected undor another's authority.
The interoat of the report under review lios when read in conjunction and
compnrcd with thnt of tho 1911 census, and will well repny such a study to
anyone intcre~tedin Tndin frontior problems. Ono might oven suggest that all
snocessful Hritish candidntos nt the India Civil Service evnminntions ~houltl
attend a few lectures on the psychology of tho poople based on the gazetteers
and oensuH reports of tho provinco to which thoy were to be posted. They
would probably be able to rend, mnrk, lenrn and inwardly digest theme valuable
but, when unexplained, forbidding tornos with pleasure as well es profit to themselves and the poople they will Ir~toron have to rule over.
I t is true that tho roport of 19 11 warn lrlost oomprohensive, nnd the compiler
has quoted freely therefror~l; howover, one onnnot but think that some fre~h
material for "descriptive rrlattnr of interest " must have beon forthcoming
during n decode of such exceptional interest. The World War, the Afghnn War,
two or three tribnl outbrenlto havo flurely loft some marlc worthy of note even in
a census roport. For one tliirig tho war cauaed a grent revivnl not o n b in the
province, but nll along the borderlnnd, in relidon, and the condition of the
Muulim faith throughout tho world ; this interest will not easily be IJdaflide.
and will nffect the numbers of the priestly olass.
The M ~ r r and
i Jnlnwnn outbroska, as well ns the rnids on the Porflisn bordnr,
c a u ~ e d~nlich dinlocation of tribnl life ns well as definite louaee in live0 find
prisoners.
l
When the innntn prnjodice~agningt conatla operntiona pravalent ~ m o n the
more hackwnrd tribeamon nro taken into account, the fnct thnt the cenRusWAR
completed without nny untownrd incident gives get mothor proof of tho Oxoellenco of tho Hnndo~nanpolioy, llndnr which the ndlnini~tration oondu0ted
poaaible by nnd tlrroiigh the natural leadera of tho people.
The n~ithorneod not exoilso hinlaolf for following in the foot8tflpflof
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hnndmnslor who only just ant nbout a n d sinoked cigars whilo subordinatos
O , t h a t 8 f ~ l l l Oheadinnster, got
cnrried on. One Inny bo sure that Major P O W ~ like
good wor]t out of his staff bocauso they ltnow ho was all tho tilno watching and
noting their lobours without too I I I U C ~~~U R Ennd unnoccssary interforcnoo. If
only solno of our super-otlioiont ndministrators would learn this usoful lesson,
how muoh g r o ~ ~ t would
or
bo tho content nnd hnppinoss not ollly of tho harnssod
oflicials, but of tho poor, ovor-administorod peoplo.
popuIl~,tionof India is tho most oxtoi~sivonggrogeto i n tho soopo of
urliforllloonsus, nnd probnbly nowhore, evoii in Indin's widoly diil'ering lnnds,
fire suoh
physicnl diflicullio~to bo encountered in onurnerntion worlc
as in 13nluahietan, reinemboring a t tho same tilllo that tho lnrgor portion of tho
population is nomadic.
In these oiroui~istancosthe iii~portancoof e, preliininary rooord, even with n
vory eilllplitiod sol~edulo,a s woll a s tho nocossity for non-eynohroi-rous arone, cnn
bo readily undorstood. Coneidoring all tho ditficultics, tho inforinntion obtninod
is truly wondorful, and reflocts tho grentost credit on all thoso who havo lnbolirod
in this importnnt work.
An innovntion, nnd a usoful ono, i n this ooneus was tho onunierntion of cnttlo.
The maps also aro of groat value.
I t is well to noto that "though t h e province is distinctly l n r ~ n rthnn the
Unitod king don^, its total population is only nbout that of T~iverpool." This
population is pructicnlly sttbtionnrg, excopt for n docrcaso, ns in this doondo, d u r
to war, postilonco, nnd famino, chief of which was tho osc~optionnll,yvirulont
outbroalc of inlluon~n. I t was not the nul~lborof now grnvce thnt cuught o n o ' ~
eyo passing nonr solile lonely villago after the visitntion, but nil ontiroly new
" Uod's ocro " with a full harvest.
Although thoro nre plenty of fino open plains in I3nlnchietn1-1 wniting for
ngriculturo, thoy are nll valuoloss t l ~ r o u g htho leclc of wnter for irrigntion, nnd
desiccation is going on ayaco. T h e dosort is ndvnncing, not rotronting, nnd t l i i ~
over somo of tho illost fortilo valloys, such ns Mastung.
Orent intorost in tho roport of 1811, nnd continued in tho p r o ~ o n tono, wnm
shown in Rex cluostione ; porl~nps nnothor ronson, in nddition to all tho
h~pothotiofilonos ~nontionodfor tlio pauoity of folnnle birth^, l l i ~ ~LOy that well
known to tho I~~alucli
horse-breoder in dcterrniiiing sex I
Tho porson who probably ltrlows moro about tho wol-rien of nn,lllchistnn than
anybody 0180 ie t h ~ woll-bolovod
t
nnd devoted inissionnry doctor, Mius Btownrt,
and fi note by hor would illumino nny futaro r o p o ~ t .
I t does not npponr to hnvo boon noticot1 thnt si~iiilnrlyto tho ~onsonnlinigrntion to ]inchhi fro111tho highlands thoro is n eiinilnr rni~rrbtionto Sind hy lnnrlnd
pro~rietors-that is, n consitlornblo nunibor of Sna.dnr~nnd t r i b ~ ~ l l l oown
n hnd
in Milla well ns in l~nlnchiutr~n,
t l ~ eforriier 1)oing I)n,rl,nris in both provinces.
The bout term in tlio " Annlysie of O c o u p r ~ t i o n ~nsod
"
by tho nlltlhor 1~ thnt
of " *Tf~clc
of all trndea," ns nppliod to tlio indignnouu triboslrlnn, for this lio truly
is. I'rirnary lrlnlilc of hi# own plot, ns 110 prefors to on11 h i l l l ~ ~ lhe
f , ie fjookownor, cnniel-ownor, Iovy uown,r, rnilwny on~ployoo, potty trndor, transport
workor, or in fnct gootl Tor nny jinlllo thnt p n p . ~f only thoso oonRus roporte
h o l ~townrdn n bottor u n d o r s t n n d i ~ ~ofg tho p r o b l o i l ~concorning
~
the tribosinon,
rind clo~ornnd Inoro ~*yl~ipntliotic
hond betwoon tho provinciril ntlininistrntion
Rnd tho flovnrnl~lontof Intlin, thoy will he worth ~ ~ ~ lnoro
u c h tllnn only their
~ ~ f i t i ~ tvnlno.
i ~ n l Wo I I ~ U R11ot
~
forgot to conllnond tho vnlunble ~ppondicos,
''R~o~ially
NO.t l , by 1)iwnn .Tnl~iiatllni.
A ~ , T I ?~ ~ I I A I ~ N A M .

REVIEWS
ENCILISH-BALUCHI
COLLOQUIAL
DICTIONARY.By Major George Waters ~ i l b ~ ~ son, assisted by Ghiino-Khbn Haddiani. Published by the Author,
Those to whom the study of Baluchi is a necessity will with m c u l t y
liquidate their debt to the author, already great on account of '[The ~ ~ l ~ ~ h
Language." H e has evidently laboured long and with care to compile a work
so full of detail. Departing from the system used in an ordinary dictionary,he
has presented what might perhaps be better described as e live dictionary. ~~~h
English word carries a Baluchi sentence embodying that word, or ite lneaning
when no particular Baluchi word is available, and thus prevents the
of
translating a word in a wrong sense.
This system is surely sound if it is true that 'I The influence of climate and
of religion have to be considered, as well as the character of the people, if we
wish to obtain a real hold on the language of our study." I t is only by learning
the everyday idioms and context in which words are used that a language can
be truly mastered. Leitner always maintained that the ethnographical study of
a people best explained the grammm of its language. I n fact, the present work
recalls to mind Leitner's I' Languages and Races of Dardistan."
I n the foreword it is stated that Baluchi has no literature; but in all
primitive languages literature in its early stages is chiefly in verse, and thie is
not only so with the Baluch, but practically all ths poetry, history, and records
of that quaint conglomerate, called " The Confederacy of the Kalat Brahui Clans,"
contained in its sagas, such as " The Brahui-Jadgal War," are in the Baluchi
language.
Baluchi is the household speech of many Brahui chiefs, as well as that of
H.R. the Khan-either western or eastern, according to the recruiting centre.
I n the Khan's house the western, since all the slaveu came from Mekran; in that
of the Raisani Sardar's the eastern, because, originally Pathans, their wealth and
property is chiefly in Kachhi and Sind.
Baluchi took its rise in Baluchistan maybe, but in Persian Baluchistan-not
the British Baluchistan of to-day. The Baluchi-speaking tribes are not a large
proportion of the population of Bsluchistan. We may note that nearly all
Baluch are bilingual, mostly speaking Jatki or Lahnda, as a second language.
I t is certainly correct in a general sense that idioms and not words indicate
nationality, and this is probably because the idioms are acquired with the
original mother-tongue. Take the Marris and Bugtis, recruited originally by
" Hamsayahs " from anywhere, and, having m roved their fitness, were then given
women and became clansmen, the offspring naturelly learning pure Baluchi from
their mothers.
The author has no doubt lllade en exhaustive study of the connecting link
between the Iranian and Indian languages, but it would be h u d to forgo o n e I s
lifelong opinion that the Baluch is originally of Iranian stock. It is doubtfo'f
of course, if a race like the Raluch are not destined to be absorbed by Other
people unless carefully fostered by Government, and one of the best W8Ya
ensure a future for these very interesting p o p l e would be a confederac~
embracin#
all B ~ l u c hfrom Dera Ghaxi Khan to the Mekran border. Perhaps this
hardly be hoped for from a foreign and utilitarian administration.
I t is perhaps more difficult to agree entirely with the author on the subject
of Appendix V.-one on which opinions widely differ, more especially 0 0 amongst
the lenders in pedagogics. We join isme with him on the subject of Bora"'9
which is yet in its early stages and needs improvement, but has done a wodd Of
good in many inutances. The stick is no more infallible than other methods1
tho records of the time of its general use prove, keeping in mind, of courSef
increase in the population. Probably the truest word in this sermon on how
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learn is at page 817 : " I t is the one and only key to a knowledge of a people.
~f you would govern a people you must know them. And the better you know
them the easier the thing becomes." One might also say that a living language
can only be learnt thoroughly by living alllongst the people whose mothertongue it is.
We may hope that Major Gilbertson will meet his loyal and helpful companion
later on, even without the aid of Messrs. Oliver Lodge and Conan Doyle, and the
present writer trusts they will not mind his sitting on a lower step to hear a
Baluchi hymn of praise sung by professors in the language :
" Wath-i chana &n jaw& 'en gushokh e i . "
ALIF SHABNA~I.

NOTICES
The following books have been received for review :
t i Mosul and its Minorities," by H. C. Luke.
84" x 5%". Pp. 161.
Illustrations. (London : Martin Hopkinson. 10s. 6d.)
" Things Seen in Constantinople," by A. Goodrich-Freer.
5Q" x 4i". Pp. 158. Illustrations and plan. (London : Seeley
Service and Co. 3s. 6d.)
" The Lost Oases," by A. M. Hassanein Bey.
9" x 6". Pp. 316.
Maps and illustrations. (London : Thornton Butterworth.
21s.)
" Periods of Chinese History." Chart, folded in manila container. 8s. 6d. Also obtainable on stick as wall map. 22s. 6d.
(Messrs. Gunn and Co., Boston and London.)

The Council wish to thank Mrs. Frazer for a copy of " Un Manuel
de Politique iYlusulmane," by Un Africain. Bditions Bossard, 43, Rue
Madame, Paris.
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MILITARY OPERATIONS IN TRANSCASPIA,
1918-1919 :it
BY BREVETLIEUT.-COLONEL
D. E. KNOLLYS, D.S.O.
(Lecture given before the Central Asian Society on Dccember 10, 1925.)

BEFOREstarting on the operations we must briefly review tho
circumstances that led to their being undertaken.
During the war the Indian Government was called upon to supply
large forces in many theatres, and in order to comply a s far a s possible

* The CHAIR~IAK(Lieut.-General Sir George MacMunn): Ladies and
gentlemen, before I iiltroduce the lecturer to you, the Hon. Secretary has a n
announcement to make.
The HON.SECRETARY
: I have to announce that nine new nleinbers have been
elected by the Council. On each occasion when t h e Council has met, five, six,
or eight have been elected, and our members now amount to 850 or 860, leaving
a small margin for us to attain t h e number we should like to attain, of 1,000,
and I am sure there are amongst t h e audience those who are not already
illembers who are lilrcly recruits.
Ladics and gentlemen, Colonel I<nollys, of the 1/14th,
The CHAIRMAN:
formerly 19th Puiljabi liegiment, is going to lecture this evening on the inilitary
operations in Transcaspia in 1918 and 1919, and before I call upon h i m I should
like to say a few words for the benefit of anyone who is here to-night, who
doe8 not happen to know what these ~ s t o u n d i n gadventures i n Transcaspis
amounted to. IVhile in the Western theatres of war inillions were opposed to
millions, and while Lord Allenby's forces were gathering in Pnlestine for their
final smnvh up of the Turkish nrmy, and ~ v h i l cseveral divisions were on the
Tigris, there was a snlnll force in 1918 and 1919 that had been pushed up
hllrldrede and hunrlrcds of ~ n i l e sawny into Central Asia, and hardly anybody
knew what was going on. There were two dangerous anti-civilization and nntiBritish inoveinents going on. Firstly, Pan-Islamic, becnuse though the Young
Turk had thrown Islnin by tho board, yet nt the same time they were not slow to
use Islainic propaganda as n means of disturbing India generally ; and, secondly,
1)ecause the Turks had tried to throw their i n f uence right, across into Manchuria
and form a Pan-Turlc association with the Cen1,rnl Powers and Turkey. To
this a force wae gradually pushed u p into T r a n s c n ~ p i ato interpose a cordon
hetween Afghanistan and the West, and also if need be to help a n y Russian
Party t h ~ could
t
contribute to the same end. T h e story is one of great advenof
intense
difficulty
a t the time, when the resources of the Government
ture$
VOL. X111.-PART
11.
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with these demands it adopted a policy which I think was described as
that of maintaining a minimum force in India for the passive protection
of her frontiers. How dangerously low this minimum was may be
judged from the difficulty experienced in bringing to a conclusion the
Third Afghan War, which took place after the Great War had ended
and India's obligations had been greatly lessened elsewhere. Had
Afghanistan attacked us during the critical period of the war we can
imagine how very seriously she would have embarrassed us. It was,
therefore, of paramount importance to keep peace with Afghanistan
while the Great War lasted.
Fortunately the Amir, Habibullah, was a far-seeing ruler, who
realized that his best interests lay in peace with India, and who kept
loyally to his treaty with her throughout the war. The autocratic
powers of the Amir are, however, more apparent than real, and Kabul
exercises but little control over Herat or other distant centres. Communications are bad, orders travel slowly, and punishment follows
disobedience a t a long interval, and there are many and various ways
of diverting it. There was already in Afghanistan an anti-British
faction headed by Nasrullah, the Amir's brother, and Germany
established two notorious Indian agitators, Mahendra Pertab and
Barkatullah, the uelf-styled President of the Provisional Indian
Government, in Kabul, which they used as a centre to foment trouble
in India.
ESTABLISHMENT
OF CORDON.
Afghanistan was for all practical purposes only approachable for
agents and propaganda work from the north or the west-that ie to
say through Transcaspia or Persia. The former route was closed by
the Russians, but the latter was an easy and open road. In order to
close this as far as possible a cordon called the East Persisn Cordon
was established along the eastern boundary of Persia, and, in accordance with the pre-war division of that country into spheres of
influence, Russia held the northern part of this line and we the
southern. Several Indian revolutionary agents from Kabul were
csptured hying to get through this cordon.

I n 1917 came the Russian Revolution, shortly followed by the first
signs of Bolshevism, and by the beginning of 1918 the Russian troops
---

-

-

-

--

-

-- - -- -

.-

and the Indian a r m y were strained to the utmost, the operations deman[link!
llundreds of miles of railway, hundretla of miles of motor roads, on whicll every
sort of heterogeneous motor transport alone was available, and tbousnnda of
calllels were alsn required, which died in large nurrlber.q. I have great pleasurc!
in introducing to you Lieut.-Colonel Knollya, of a regilnent that was the mninstay of that force, the 19th Punjabis, and I will now ask him to tell yo11 f l ~ n ~ ~
the adventures the force m e t with.
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in Persia had decided it was time they went to look after their own
homes, and incidentally to share in any loot t h a t might be available,
and walked out of Persia.
We accordingly extended our line north to Meshed, and by March
one cavalry regiment (29th Light Cavalry) and one infantry battalion
(19th Punjabis) were spread out from Khwash t o Meshed, a distance
of 800 miles.

GEOGRAPHY.
As regards the geography and nature of the country over which the
operations took place.
From Meshed a reasonably good road runs to Askabad, a distance
of about 160 miles. I n addition there are alternative routes, suitable
with more or less difficulty for mules or camels, running directly
north through the mountains from Meshed to Dushak and from
Kuchan to Mohomedabad, but very little inforlnation seemed t o
be available about these a t t h a t time.
The portion of Turkistan with which we are concerned consists of a
flat sandy desert with here and there areas of small sandhills. I n t h e
few places where water is available it is extremely fertile, producing
grain, cotton, and grapes of excellent quality. The two main oases a r e
those of Tejend and Merv, watered respectively by the rivers Tejend
and Murgab, which, flowing down from the Persian hills, lose thernselves in the sand after most of their water has been taken for
irrigation.
The climate is one of extremes, varying from about zero in winter
to somewhere round 100" in the shade in summer, and no rainfall a t
all so far as I know. The railway is a broad-gauge single line running
from the Caspian a t Iirasnovodsk through Askabad, Merv, across the
Oxus, and so up to Samarkand and Tashkent.
Water is only available a t a few stations along it, and the
remainder are supplied by the trains for which oil was the main
fuel used.
The country had made a remarkable development in the forty
years or so the Russians had been in possession of it, and from the
point of view of creature comforts, such as electric light and accommodation for troop^ and the railway en~ployees,compared very favourably
with India.
IN TURKISTAN.
SITUATION
13y the beginning of August, 1918, a strong Bolshevik centre had
been established at Tashkent, and, being dissatisfied with the mildness
of the rule of their brothors in Askabad, they sent a commissar to insti1
the new gospel into their backward brethren. This he proceeded to do
in accordance with the best tenets of Bolshevism by shooting down the
representatives of the railway workmen who had come to discuss
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matters with him. Thereupon t h e Askabadis gave a practical demonstation of their readiness to learn and shot both him and his wife and
set up their own committee, calling themselves Mensheviks. This
committee was, however, just a s Bolshevik a t heart as those against
whom they were fighting.
These Mensheviks got together a scratch force and the Bolsheviks
were driven back beyond Bairam Ali. Reinforcements were sent down
from Tashkent, and it was obvious t h a t the Mensheviks could not keep
them back.
At this point they approached the British missions which had been
established in Meshed under General Malleson, asking for moral
support.
IN PERSIA.
SITUATION
Now let us look a t the position as it affected us. The end of the
war had not arrived in sight. T h e Turks were advancing on Baku on
the western shore of the Caspian, where another mission had .been
established under General Dunsterville but was obviously in great
jeopardy. With Baku captured, Transcaspia Bolshevik right up to the
Caspian, we have the realization of German dreams-an open road to
Afghanistan and the East, and a very serious situation for India.
L e t us look a t the local situation. Troops in Meshed: two
squadrons cavalry, one battalion infantry less one company ; and troops
moving up the line : two squadrons cavalry, one company infantry, all
practically un trained-anyho w the infantry, owing to three years
work as road-construction coolies. Meshed itself in a disturbed state.

First one company and one sub-section Vickers guns were sent up
to the border a t Mohomedabad to supply moral support as requested,
but, somehow, moral support seemed to have no effect on the Bolshevik
advance.
I t was therefore decided that all available troops should be sent to
give practical support, and the available troops were assessed at
bhe battalion of infantry, less one company, and one section field
ambulance.
Accordingly we received orders to march as quickly as possible and
endeavour to get astride the railway and do our best. If the Bolsheviks had got past us on the railway when we got there we must try
to harry their communications.
We should be nominally under the Russian commander, but could
agree to differ if we found it advisable. W e should have no line of
communication, our sick and wounded must accompany u* the
Russians would feed us, and no maps were available-a very pleasant
roving commission from which, I fancy, more was hoped than
expected.
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The route selected for us to take was via Kuchan and the Allahoa
Akbar Pass to Mohomedabad on t o the border.

On arrival at Mohomedabad we found that the company we expected
to be waiting for us there had already gone on ahead, and had joined
the Mensheviks a t Iittaka, where they expccted to be attached rlcxti
day, and were not at all sanguine a s to the result; the sub-section
of the machine-guns had returned t o Mohomedabad 1201s
, onzbat
from influenza and casualties, as the result of a short campaign they
had already had with our allies, and from their description of this we
were able to gather some inkling of what was before us.
The march was continued to Artik, the nearest station on the railway, and on the way we were met by the British liaison o f h e r , who
painted us a very gloomy picture of the state of affairs.
He reported that an attack on Kaaka was in progress, and our
presence urgently required. Accordingly a train-load of fighting troops
was immediately made up, and baggage, animals, etc., were left t o
follow. I t was late in the afternoon oE August 24 when we reached
Kaaka, where we found the Mensheviks full of self-congratulation iu
having beaten off the attack. All that had really happened was a
reconnaissance on the part of the enemy to find out our position ; but
that would probably have been quite sufficient excuse for continuing
the retreat had it not been for the presence of our one company and
the knowledge that more were coming.
The weather was very hot, so we elected to bivouac in a n orchard
next door to the railway station in preference to the railway berracks
that were offered us.
:;(,

We now learnt solnething of the composition of the forces and the
method of warfare adopted, though much of what, for the sake of
clearness, I will say now was only learnt by slow degrees and bitter
experience.
The Menshevik force with whom we were to ally ourselves consisted
roughly of about 1,000 infantry, of whom a very small number, about
one hundred, were either old Russian officers or soldiers. The rest
were almost entirely Armenians, about whom the less said the better.
The artillery consisted of four modern field-guns, of which one was
on the armoured train, manned a t first entirely by ex-officers, and
extremely good. Later, the Committee said this was contre-).e'volution?mire,and had the officers dispersed. I n addition were four old
muzzle-loadera which helped to make a noise, quite a n important
factor.
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Then came the Turcoman, a 'more or less wild race that was gradu.
ally settling down t o peaceful pursuits, such as growing cotton, corn,
and fruit, living under the tribal system, and most bitterly opposed to
Bolshevism, whose houses had been destroyed, crops looted, women
and children outraged and murdered. They were mounted on small
wiry ponies capable of covering immense distances, were utterly undependable, came and went as they liked, were of no use in attack or
defence, but had their value. They would go miles to scupper a small
Bolshevist looting party or any stragglers, thus making it hard for
them t o collect supplies from the outlying villages. They could collect
information, usually very belated and very inaccurate, as, during the
Bolshevik advance, they spread outwards from the railway, and took
t o their nomad life in the desert, keeping close to the flanks and
stretching f a r to the rear. They were, in fact, poor friends, but unpleasant enemies.
Now we come to the most important item of all-the armoured
train. Ours was armoured by means of bales of compressed cotton
and wooden sleepers, carried one 16-pound field-gun and two machine:
guns. I n addition we had a subsidiary train, armed with one machinegun, for protecting the line in our rear from our friends. The armament was later improved, and by the end we had two reasonably
good trains, but we never got anything in the way of guns to equal
those possessed by the enemy a s regards range.
The nominal Commander-in-Chief of this formidable army was Oraz
Sirdar, a Turcoman chief, son of Tokme Sirdar, who put up such a
good fight against the Russians and was finally defeated by them at
Geoke Teppe. H e was a very charming man, who had had a superficial military education a t the Russian Military School, where he had
been left by his father when he returned to his country after heading
the deputation to lay the homage of tho Turcomans at the feet of the
Czar. The appointment was more political than anything, as he was
the only man who could in any way hold together the Turcoman, and
he made little pretence of commanding. H i s staff, mostly Russians,
were hopeleen, and had not the most rudimentary knowledge of tactic8
or organization-this
appears only to have been taught to officers
specially trained for the staff. There was no pretence of discipline;
men chose their own officers and N.C.O.'s, but never dreamt of obeying
them, nor were they allowed to weas any distinguishing badges. Men
came and went as they liked, generally liking the former on P ~ Y - ~ B Y
and the latter on all others. You never knew the size of the force, not
that it mattered much, nor whether any picquets that might have been
posted were there or not, though you could pretty safely assume that
they were not.
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Against this what was opposed ? An army made up truly of a
heterogeneous collection, but stiffened by a large number of released
Austrian prisoners who had been imprisoned in Tashkent and
Samarcand, and told t h a t once they reached the Caspian they could
go home. Ruled with a n iron discipline, supplied with almost
unlimited material which they had obtained from t h a t enormous
Russian fortress and, arsenal, Kushkh, on t h e Afghan border, which
the Mensheviks had let them take complete without an effort to save
it or to destroy or remove the material. I n fact, it seemed t o change
hands, complete with garrison, etc., each time the ebb and flow of the
tide passed it.
On their armoured trains they had 4.5-inch guns, also field-guns
and machine-guns as many a s they could man, and all manned by
Austrians.
As regards aeroplanes each side had one a t intervals, but they were
usually out of order. The Bolshevik pilots were ex-officers and when
one went out the remainder were imprisoned, to be killed if he did not
return. Our aeroplane only reached us on the fall of Baku, having
been flown across the Caspian by its Russiac pilot, and we got very
little use out of it.

The method of warfare adopted to date had been a s follows :
Each side lived entirely in trains. These moved about in long
processions, headed or tailed, as the case might be, by their armoured
train or trains. On these trains water was carried in huge butts,
field-kitchens on open trucks, men, horses, food, guns, and, in the case
of the Bolsheviks, all their loot, a supply of women for use of the
troops in accordance with Bolshevik principles, and a printing press to
produce the pay of the army. There were also hospital trains with a
statr of nurses, and, incidentally, I may here remark that had the
Menshevik army had one-quarter of the pluck of the nurses who
accompanied it it would have been a fine army. When the retiring
force thought it time to make a stand they would get out of their
trains and take up a position on either side of the line. The advancing
force would see them halted, fire a few rounds from the armoured
train, R I I ~if, this had no effect, get ready to attack. The procedure
for this was to disembark your guns and troops during the night and
advance at dawn. When you got close to the enemy, say, 1,000 yards,
one of two things happened-either the retiring side bolted for their
trains, scrambled on board, leaving behind what couldn't be got on
quickly enough, and steamed away ; or the attacking side, being met
with firm resistance, which meant anything other than a precipitate
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bolt, quietly returned to their trains, retired to a convenient distance,
and considered what they should do next.
The arrival of the Austrian prisoners on one side, and of ourselves
on the other, somewhat modified this procedure, but it remained
substantially the same. You will now begin to see the immense
advantage to the side with t h e greatest range from its armoured train,
Except in certain circumstances, which I will explain later, it could
compel the weaker train and all the others behind it to retire without
coming within its range; you could not leave your trains and fight
i~dependentlyof them, a s you had no other means of transport for
supplies and nowhere else to get your water.
Both sides were expert railway men. They could repair a, line
quicker than you could destroy it ; culverts and small bridges were
replaced with incredible rapidity by building up piers either of crossed
railway sleepers or even cotton bales. The trains were csrefully
guarded a t night, and a certain length of rail removed in front of them
in case you should send down a runaway engine to try what a collision
would do. All tricks for laying mines, etc., seemed useless; they
were not to be caught. T h e most successful device I saw was a, very
slight and gradual widening of the distance between the rails just
sufficient to drop the engine between them, by which the Bolsheviks
nearly caught our armoured train but just didu't.

On the morning of the 25th we had a look round the position. I
have here a rough map of Kaaka and its surroundings. The railway
station was full of trains but these were now insufficient to accommodate the whole force, so in the event of things going wrong it was
obvious we should not have much of a look in. We appropriated
enough trucks to carry our kits, spare baggage, and rations, and if the
worst came to the worst could probably extricate ourselves and get
across the frontier into Persia.
The railway station, together with its associ~ted buildings.
Comprises a group of solid well-made buildings, and includes large
barrack for the railway employees. Surrouudiog this is a fair-sized
village consisting mainly of rnud-built houses, and surrounding the
whole are orchards and vineyards enclosed in mud walls. The streets
are narrow and tortuous and not remarkable for cleanliness. To the
north, about 2,000 yards from the station, is an old mud Turconlsn fort,
consisting of a wall about twenty feet high in a very fair state of repair*
To the east, and dominating the whole position, is a large f l a t - t O ~ ~ e d
hill rising sharply from the plain a t a distance of about two miles lrom
the railway station, and extending for about a mile north and south and
perhaps two miles east and west. The railway runs round the gouther*
elope8 of this, and south of the railway, about 1,000 y ~ r d swest
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large feature, is a long low ridge running north and south. A
stream, which the railway crosses on a n iron girder bridge, runs below
the western slope of this and out into the plain to the north, where it
causes a considerable area of broken ground. South of the village is
another hill, but this did not come into the picture.
The disposition of the troops was somewhat remarkable and gave
us our first hint of the Russian staff's idea of tactics. The ridge south
of the railway was packed with all the availablt: Russian troops and
heavily entrenched, and one machine-gun section was placed on the
extreme right. The company which had gone on in advance was in socalled reserve at the bridge across the s t r e a ~ n . The Comrnander-inChief's personal bodyguard, whose equivalent in our Army would
perhaps be the Chelsea Pensioners, were in general reserve a t the railway station, and the remainder of the Turcomans were in the old fort.
The three Russian field-guns were south of the railway behind the ridge
and the muzzle-loaders just north of the bridge. Two points were a t
once obvious. Firstly, an attack was practically certain to come
against our left flank, and this was entirely unprotected except for t h e
Turcomans in the f o r t ; secondly, in view of the weakness of the left
flank the reserves should be back by the station and not pushed forward
as they were. The first point was noted for remedy, but the second was
ruled out by the Russian staff, and we had not yet assumed command.
The occupation of the large plateau north of t h e line was altogether too
big a business to be undertaken, but I have not time to go into that
here, and we had to risk it being used by the enemy a s a n artillery and
observation posit,ion.
I now want to emphasize this question of the arnloured train, to
which I have already briefly referred, a s on this t h e whole operations
hinged. I t is obvious that if two trains carrying guns of unequal
range are matched against one another on a straight line of rail across
an open plain tho weaker lnust always be driven back. I t is therefore essential, if the weaker is to hold to its position, t h a t it be under
cover from view and able to fire over t h a t cover. This can only be
atiained when the line curves round a hill, such as it dbes a t Kaaka.
The procedure then was for the train to lie behind the hill with an
observation post ou it, or to one bide, and fire over it. Further, an
engine must breathe-so it did this after the manner of a whale, letting
off great puffs of steam a t intervals, then retiring or advancing, SO ae
to be out of harm's way while the enemy had shots a t the smoke.
should the opposing train be brave enough to poke its nose round the
corner it would immediately be within close range and a t a great disadvantage, as the other would be sitting ready for it.
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L a t e that same afternoon, before steps could be taken to strengtheo
the left flank, news arrived t h a t the Bolsheviks were dieembarking
from their trains behind Arman Sagat, the next station up the line.
W e were asked to proceed to the bridge and join the company there
as reserve. On arrival we found t h a t the company had been sent up
further to strengthen the right flank, a s the attack was expected there,
This was rather too much, and we insisted on the Vickers guns and
one company being sent to extend the left flank and on keeping two
companies in reserve. This change had to be made in complete
darkness. I propose to describe the small action that took place next
day in some detail, a s it gives a clear insight into the difficulties against
which we had to contend, both a t the moment and throughout the
operations, and which had rr, considerable influence on our future actions.
The attack began to develop a t about 7.30 a.m. with considerable
gun and rifle fire from the top of the hill. This was carried on throughout the day and several half-hearted attempts were made to advance
down the hill but were promptly stopped by artillery and rifle fire and
the roar of the muzzle-loaders. I t was estimated that twelve guns
mere in action on the hill, but their fire was very badly directed and
they did little damage. Needless to say, no attack was attempted
against our right flank.
A t about eight o'clock a large turning movement against our loft
flank began to develop, and was directed on the old fort held, or rather
occupied, by the Turcomans. W e watched this with considerable
interest from our position a t the bridge, and saw our worst fears
realized as it came on and o n , without the slightest sign of a check,
past the fort and into the orchards where we were told, with the usual
Russian optimism, the bodyguard would doubtless stop it. It was,
however, as we learnt afterwards, held up for some considerabl~and
very valuable time by a party formed by our Quartermaster from the
details left in our camp. Urgent messages for assistrnce now reached
US,and the reserve company was immediately despatched. This was
directed so a s to strike diagonally into the orchards with it9 left flank
on the station. We reached the station a t the psychological moment,
just as the enemy also entered it and began to throw bomb9 at the
trains behind which the bodyguard and all the rest of the mob were
seeking shelter. The company charged straight in with fixed b a ~ o n ~ ~ ~ 1
and the enemy, completaly taken aback by this unprecedented form
of warfare, immediately started to retire. The line wheeled north, and
a running fight ensued through the orchards and over the lnud wa'1s9
where p r ~ c t i c a l l ynothing could be seen. Our line was continuedto
the left by such of tho Russians and T ~ ~ r c o m a nass could be
by two of the Misslon officers, who were attached to the force
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liaison officers, and-this I want to emphasize-such
of the enemy a s
had not got away fast enough also joined this line, since there was
nothing to distinguish friend from foe where all were probably friends
except the former officers and the Turcornan. On clearing the orchards
we saw a party of men standing up in the open ; some said they were
friends,others enemies. The only available interpreters a t the moment
were a Punjabi-speaking sepoy, who could speak a little Persian, and
a Russian, who also knew a little of that language. This did not get
us very far towards the solution of who were our friends and who
our enemies, but presently one of t h e liaison officers ,arrived, and i t
transpired that the Bolsheviks wished to inform us that they had no
desire to fight against the Indians, and that if we would surrender
they would be very kind to us. I t was therefore decided that the
battle had better continue, and each side made ready by occupying the
most convenient positions t h a t were handy. During this friendly
discussion the water inules and other first-line transport, and also
Russian hospital nurses, had arrived on the scene, and before things
were properly straightened out someone let off a rifle and the battle
continued. The enemy soon cleared off and vanished into the desert,
abandoning four machine-guns. Now all this sounds very comic, but
it had also its serious side. Firstly, there was the question of casualties.
Out of the one weak coinpany and camp details engaged these
amounted to 3 British oficers and 24 rank and file killed and wounded.
Secondly, there was the question of treachery. The casualties amongst
the British officers included both the liaison officers-one oE whom died
of his wounds-who as you remember advanced with the mob, and
there was no room left to doubt that both of these were shot from
behind. Thirdly, there was the question of how this would affect
further operations, and the one point t h a t stood out clearly was t h a t
in any future fighting we would keep ourselves to ourselves. Lastly,
it brought out the urgent necessity of a proper supply of interpreters,
but this we were never able to obtain as they were not available.
Next morning a welcome reiilforcelnent arrived in the form of a
company of the 114thHampshire Regiment from I<rasnavodsk.
After the bad fright they had received the previous day, the staff
Were only too willing to fall in with our suggestions. Accordingly we
reorganized the position ns follows : Our troops took over and made
themaelves responsible for the left flank, and also kept one company to
the Russians as required nt the bridge. This served the
double purpose of having men on the spot t o stiffen and encourage the
Russians in case of a frontal attack, snd also, if necessary, to stop them
runnillg away before we were ready snd taking all the trains.
The left flank was protected by constructing a series of posts, and a
barbed-wire fence waa erected which eventually reached all round the
left flank
front of the position. This part of the work was carried
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out by t h e Russians and was extremely well done. The reserves were
kept in our orchard by t h e railway station. Our posts were, for +,he
most part, situated in vineyards or melon gardens ; the grapes were
excellent a n d t h e mclons superb, being treated somewhat after the
manner of vintage wines, t h e choicest being kept for a considerable
time in dark cellars t o mature. W e did not, however, reap
benefit from these excellent fruits a10 cholera was nearly
present among t h e Russian troops, owing to their insanitary methods,
a n d our medical officer p u t fruit on t h e forbidden list. Tantalus could
scarcely have been tried a s highly a s we were, living, as we did, in the
midst of it in that heat a n d with very little variety of food.
W e also established a line of conlrnunication to Askabad, where we
put all our sick and wounded in Russian hospitals, where they were
well looked after.
Two further attacks were launched against the position on
September 11 and 28. T h e general plan was similar in all three but
t h e turning movements grew wider, the last reaching the line in rear of
our position, and t h e number of guns brought against us increased
considerably. These attacks were eaaily dealt with and never reached
our position, but a n attempted counter-attack came to nothing, owing
t o t h e refusal of t h e Russian troops t o advance. For the third sttack
t h e enemy arrived in eighteen trains.
Between t h e two attacks our force was again increased by the
arrival of one section of t h e 44th Battery R.F.A., which, like the
company of t h e 114th Hampshire Regiment, had come across from
Mesopotamia, and aftor the last attack by two squadrons of the
28th Light Cavalry from E a s t Persia. This was the most important
nddition we received, a s t h e lack of cavalry in this open country had
absolutely paralyzed u s both for reconnaissance and for counterattack. On the debit side, however, we had to place the toll taken by
a severe epidemic of influenza, which, a s you rob ably remember, Was
a t t h a t time sweeping over t h e world, and deprived us for the time of
t h e services of 10 per cent. of our already somewhat inadequate force.
At this time also t h e Committee began t o add to our troubles, and
continued to do so till we got beyond their reach to Merv, reaching
their climax while we were actually engaged in the action which led to
our obtaining possession of t h a t place. I shall not, however, allude
t o them again, so must say a few words about the111 now.
AS YOU know, of course, everything in Bolshevik Russia is nominally
run by a Committee or Soviet and, a s I have tried to point O u t , Our
allies were, to all intents a n d purposes, Bolsheviks. The president
a butcher, the vice-president a n engine-driver. A very small minority
were engaged in trying t o defeat t h e enemy, and these were
removed under one pretext or another. The remainder were occupied
in lining their pockets and arranging for t h e d i s p o ~ a lof the ex-0ffic0r0
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at the front and the Turcomans as soon a s the campaign had been
brought to a succeseful conclusion through their instrumentality. They
openly avowed their intention of doing this, and retained a t Askabad
both men and ritles, which should have been a t the front, for this express
purpose.
AGREEMENTTO ADVANCE.
This Committee now became most insistent that we should attack,
and related all sorts of terrible things that would happen if we didn't
advance. The most convincing of these, and one which had the
appearance of truth, was that unless we could get the oasis, a t least of
Tejend, they could not feed the force through the winter. Lies and
half-truths were well mixed up, and finally having, after a very stormy
interview with them, obtained their promise to carry out a long list of
demands, and a new chief of staff, with some pretence to knowledge of
his job, having arrived, and above all the arrival of our cavalry, we
agreed.
While carrying out preliminary reconnaissance for the advance, a n
incident occurred that will show that our enemy could not be despised
as entirely incompetent, though he had clearly shown he was not
formidable in attack. It also illustrates the advantage of command
of the railway. A cavalry patrol had gone to reconnoitre towards
Dushak. They were spotted by the armoured train, which was standing near Aman Sagat ; the news was telephoned in to Dushak, whence
a strong mounted patrol was i ~ n ~ n e d i a t e despatched
ly
with their horses
by train. These detrained near Arman Sagat and rode across to cut
off the patrol, who escaped with great difficulty, and the loss of one
horse.
Now I want to draw your attention to the problem offered in
making a plan for the attack, 0,s it sums up the whole tactical difficulty
against which we were competing. Our objective was the enemy's
force, not his position, as Dushak could never be held if we took
i t unless the enemy waR first beaten, a s it did not possess the essential
corner for the armoured train. Anyhow it was useless as we wanted
Tejend, and nothing short of that was of any use to us.
The enemy's force was to all intents and purposes as if it were
cont~inedin a movable fortress armed with guns which far outranged
anything that could be brought against it. If you marched against it
in force it moved away. If you ~ o a t e dyour guns within range a t
night it merely moved out of range and shelled you a t leisure, as there
war absolutely no cover for theln. If you marched round into the rear it
would ]move forward, and, a s you could get neither water nor supplies,
You had to return whence you came, if you could. A night bombing
attack or any similar achelno was impossible.
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The plan finally adopted for the a t tack consisted of a double night
march north of the railway for the artillery and infantry, and south of
the railway under the cover of the foothills, where they could more by
day, for the cavalry ; the northern force was to spend the intermediate
day concealed in a ruined village north of Arman Sagat. The attack
was t o be delivered simultaneously a t dawn on the second day by the
artillery a n d infantry from the west and the cavalry from the east,
Somewhat elaborate arrangements were also made, through the
medium of the aeroplane, for the destruction of the line east of Dushak
by a party of reinforced Turcoman, in order to prevent the enemy
from escaping, or reinforcements from being sent to them from Tejend.
These, however, for reasons which you will shortly appreciate, did not
work out according to plan, so I will not elaborate them. Taking into
consideration the knowledge we had so far acquired of the enemy,
this appeared to .offer some hope of success, but we were as yet
f a r from plumbing the depths t o which our allies could descend.

All started well, and the northern column was not more then four
hours late in getting under way. The ruined village was reached, the
troops remained apparently undetected throughout the day, and the
cavalry set out on the second stage of their journey. That ie all that
did go well. When the time arrived for the start of the second night
march the Russian troops refused to move on the ground, very possibly
true, that they had no food.
Steps had then to be taken to recall the cavalry, which fortunately
extricated itself before it had come to any harm ; but any possibility
that may ever have existed, with so many enemy friends in our own
camp, of surprising the enemy had, of course, gone, as also the plane for
destroying his line to Askabad. Outposts were put out, food obtained,
and it was finally decided to carry on with the original plan three
days later.
ACTIONAT D U S H A I ~ .
Now, in case you should think that I am not doing juetice to our
allies, I propose to read you the Russian oficial account of the action
a s publiehed in their papers, making a few comments at the end to
point out the main olnissions and inaccuracies.
* ' Our detachment received orders to make a large detour round the
enemy forces between Armao Sngat and Ilushak with the object of
destroying the enemy in Duellak. On the night of October 13-141
.bsolutely unnoticed by the enemy, they attacked 1)ushak from the
south-west a t 6.30 a.m., and by 8.30all Dushak and neighbourhoodwhg
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in our hand& The enemy, seeing his hopeless position, blew up his
ammunition dumps, stores, etc. At Dushak station seven trains were
retiring to Tejend, was stopped by our artillery
; the
fire, and being surrounded by Turcomans, the enemy in the train,
.300 in number, were killed. When Dushak was taken, the Bolsheviks
left alive fled to the hills, but by our earlier dispositions they were met
by Indian cavalry, and every man was destroyed. I n Dushak we
captured 152 prisoners, 3 guns, 22 machine-guns, 300 rifles, 200 riding
horses with saddlery, and much small-arm ammunition. Thus ended
the operation of destroying Dushak and its war material.
When this operation was finished the troops began to search for
food in two of the captured trains loaded with stores. Many were now
found to be very busy looting, so that when a t 11.30 the enemy attacked
from two sides-from the east new forces from Tejend and from the
west those who had been cut off towards Arman Sagat-we were forced
to take up a defensive position, facing two ways, and were unable to
hold it owing to many free citizen warriors boing occupied looting the
captured booty and loading it on the horses captured from the enemy,
and then making off towards Kaaka. Owing to this, from 11.30 to
4.30 p.m. the only troops resisting the enemy were the Indian sepoys,
some Russians, and a small number of Turcomans. These troops were
under fire from 12 guns and 22 machine-guns of the enemy. The
enemy attacked twice in large numbers. We resisted for five hours,
when, seeing ourselves beset on three sides, we were forced to retire.
The captured guns and some machine-guns were destroyed by us and
left. The remaining machine-guns were carried away by our cavalry.
We burnt the enemy's trains. Covered by the Indian cavalry the
troops returned to their original positions, where they arrived a t
G p.m.
" Our losses were about 170 wounded and 40 killed ; the great
majority of these were allnost entirely the heroic sepoys and Indian
cavalry. The enemy lost about 1,000 men.
" Giving their due to the heroic sepoys and Indian cavalry and part
of our troops, one nus st with sorrow remark on the conduct of those
who by their disgraceful conduct spoilt such a great chance, and prevented further extension of such a golden opportunity, which might
have made it possible to annihilate the enemy."
Well, you mny have noticed that, a t the beginning of the report,
the enemy was annihilated. What really happened, however, was as
lollows : 1)elnys in the night march resulted in dawn finding the force
about a milo fro111 i h s h a k . I t therefore deployed at this point and
nlfide hn ilnmrdinte advance in the following order : Russians on the
" ~ h t ' , two compnnies of the Punjabis in the centre, with the third in
SUPPort,and the Turcomaus on the left. The ground to be covered
absolutely Hat and afforded no cover, except for mattered bushes
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about 2 feet high, a few cultivation channels close up to the station
and one or two nullahs which ran in the wrong direction. The attac;
was supported by the British and Russian guns, firing in the open,
The enemy was not taken unawares, but appears to have madA his
dispositions very hurriedly, with his guns on the higher ground
i~llmediatelyeast of the station, a line consisting mainly of machineguns, of which not less than thirty were in action, occupying a line
along the fringe of the trees west of the station, and a line of
skirmishers thrown forward in advance.
At about 1,000 yards the attack came under very heavy fire from
guns and machiue-guns, whereupon the Russians, with the exception
of the 100 or so officers and old soldiers whom I mentioned earlier in
the lecture, went to ground in the nullahs, the Turcomans vanished,
and the Punjabis were left to advance unaided.
The station in the meantime had suffered severely from our guns,
and, together with much of the rolling stock in it, was going up in
flames, and the Punjabis were soon amongst the guns and machineguns with their bayonets to the acconlpaniment of a terrific explosion,
caused by a shell detonating some trucks full of explosives. The enemy
fled towards the hills, where they fell into the arms of the cavalry, and
the rest of the army arrived and proceeded to loot as described in the
Russian report. While this had been taking place, a large portion of
the enem) force, still in their trains, pulled out of the station to the
west under cover of their arrnoured train, probably because the line to
the east had already been blocked by wrecked trains, etc. This movement of the trains could not be prevented by our armoured train for
reasons I have already explained, and had been anticipated by us, and
we had insisted on the Russians placing a reserve on the right rear of
the attack to deal with this very contingency. Needless to say this
reserve could not be found when wanted, and it was from these trains
and fresh troops brought up from Tejend that the counter-attack came.
By this time everyone except the remnants of the original attackers
had left the field. The retirement was most admirably covered by the
28th Light Cavalry and the artillery, both Russian and British. All our
wounded were got away. The actual figures of the casualties tell their
own tale : 28th Light Cavalry, 6 killed and 11 wounded ; 19th Punjabis,
47 killed and 139 wounded, which represented 100 per cent. of the
British officers and between 40 and 50 per cent..of other ranks of the
regiment actually taking part in the attack ; Rusei~ns,7 killed and
30 wounded, practically all from among the 100 previously n~entionedA small force was left a t Arman Bagat to watch the enemy, as it
was thought he would not be able to remain in Dushak, and the
remainder withdrew to Iiaaka.
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Three days later news was received that Dushak had been
evacuated, as wae indeed almost inevitable considering the state to
which it had been reduced. The delay had been caused by the
difficultyof clearing a line by which the trains that had moved west of
the station could be got away.
Our troops were in no condition to follow up the retirement, but
the Russians got into their trains and were quite prepared to advance
as long as the enemy retired. B y the 23rd Tejend was reported to
have been evacuated, and it became evident that the enemy was even
more demoralized than we had thought, and the British troops moved
up to that place.
The retirement continued slowly, and the Russiacs were not prepared to do anything to hasten it, nor, indeed, could they do much in
the circumstances, owing to the superior range of the enemy armoured
train. I t hung fire seriously just short of Merv, so a party of our
cavalry and Turcomans were sent to make a large detour and threaten
their rear. This had the desired effect and Merv was apparently
evacuated in a hurry, as no damage was done to the town or the
important railway centre. They had, however, delayed the advance
long enough to empty Kushkh, but did no damage there either, not
even to the powerful wireless station. The retirement continued, and
the British troops moved to Bairam Ali, leaving the company of
114th Hampshire Regiment to keep order in Merv. Bairam Ali was a
model estate made by the Czar to instruct the Turcomans in growing
cotton, etc., and was equipped with a n up-to-date ginnery. I t afforded
excellent accommodation for the troops, which was badly needed, a s
by now the weather was extremely cold. Orders were now received
that no further offensive action was to be taken by the British troops
beyond Merv.
At this juncture one of those unfortunate accidents occurred which
show the utter uselessness of undisciplined troops in an emergency.
The Bolsheviks had retired steadily, with no sign of turning, for nearly
two hundred miles. They were now half-way between Merv and the
Oxus, and ~ h o w e devery appearance of meaning to cross the river and
evacuate Turkistan. They had additional troubles in their rear from
Bokhara, Ferghana, and Orenberg. Suddenly the gun on our
armoured train had a premature burst, which set fire to the truck and
did considerable damage. The army turned and fled to a man, and a
advance was changed in a moment to a rout. A very serious
now arose. Between Annenkova and Ravnina were the
essential corners for the armoured train ; behind this there appeared
he no position we could hope to hold short of going back to Kaaka.
I f Merv, therefore, was to be held, this appeared to be the only place
H
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from which it could be held. Accordingly, a squadron of cavalry was
despatched to Annenkova to restore confidence, and a British officer
was placed on the armoured traia for the same purpose. This had
the desired effect, and the armoured train endured two days' constant
bombardment most gallantly.
The ~ o s i t i o ngradually stabilized itself by our holding Annenkora,
with our trains and escort about six miles in front of it, aud the
Bolsheviks Ravnina with their trains west of it. The country here
is a mass of sand dunes, heaped up anyhow, and very favourable
to the attack. Both sides were back a t the old game of living in the
trains, which stood in a long line on the single railway. Every third
day or so the armoured train required refilling, and since this involved
the whole row moving behind the station, the night would be spent in
shunting trains backwards and forwards. On these nights the army
virtually ceased to exist, a s it would not be separated from its trains.
The weather now was extremely cold, the temperature falling at night
to the neighbourhood of zero, the Russian morale was getting lower
and lower, and the night picquets would not remain at their posts,
with the result that the train crew, the hardest worked unit in the
force, got none of their much-needed rest. The only solution, therefore, was to send up some of our infantry for night picquet duty, and
this was arranged.
Such wae the position a t the end of December, and a very unsatisfactory one it was. The Bolsheviks were receiving reinforcements,
and could attack us when it suited them, knowing, as they well did,
that the British troops were forbidden to take further offensive action,
and that the Russitlns would certainly not do so alone. The advance
troops were more or less isolated forty miles from the main force, the
severity of the weather making it ossential to have the men decently
billeted when back from their turn a t the front, and there was no
suitable intermediate position which could be occupied.
At this point General Beatty arrived a t the front with his staff,the
forerunner, I believe, of a larger force which it had been proposed to
send up, but which was stillborn, and the force wae transferred to the
control of the War Office, coming under General Milne, commsnding
the Army of the Black Sea. Shortly before this proper supply arrangem e n t ~had been made, and we ceased to be dependent on the Rumisns
for our daily bread.

On January 1G the inevitqble occurred. At the front
one
company of infantry and half a squadron of cavalry, with the usual
motley assembly of our allies, which had now been reinforced by
small detachment of swaggering and blustering D~gastsniCossacksThe morning was bitterly cold and misty. At about 8.30 loud
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explosions were heard in rear of t h e position a n d also west of
Annenkova station. Cavalry patrols were a t once sent out along the
line and also to the north a n d south-east. The line was reported t o
have been destroyed, and a German, captured from the demolition
party, stated that a large attack had been organized from the north
and east, and should have taken place simultaneously with t h e demolition of the line. Information was sent t o Bairam Ali, a n d one
colnpany was immediately ordered to move u p by train a n d the
remainder of the cavalry by road. I t was not till noon t h a t the
cavalry patrols reported the enemy concentrated in force about
three miles to the north. Armenian and Turcoman infantry were
sent out to attack them, but were soon reported to be retiring before
the enemy, who were outflanking then; t o the west. At the same time
the enemy armoured trains opened fire from out of t h e mist, and riflefire was heard along the railway. Thereupon all the Turcoman
cavalry were sent to protect t h e armoured train, and two platoons of
the 19th Punjabis to stem the advance from the north. This they
succeeded in doing, meeting the enemy in the mist about 700 yards
from the line and driving him back some distance in their immediate
front, but were still outflanked on their left, and a third platoon sent
up to extend this flank suflered a similar experience. The enemy guns
with the northern attack were busy all this time, but fortunately,
owing to the mist, were firing by guess-work, and guessed wrong, and
their shells fell over the position. I t was now about 3 p.m., and there
appeared to be nothing to prevent the enemy from reaching the
railway and rolling up the left flank. At this critical juncture the train
bearing the company from Bairam Ali arrived on the scene. The
company disembarked under a storm of bullets and went straight for
the enemy. I t was not, however, till all four platoons had been
deployed that the enemy's right flank was eventually found, and even
then contact had not been made with the company on the right. B y
5 p.m., however, the enemy retirement became general, and was
followed up so long a s light lasted, but it was only on reaching t h e
camp that the two coinpanies had sight of each other. I n the meantime the enemy had been attacking the armoured txain and its supporting picquet positions in a most determined manner, and it was not until
the latter had heen captured and the crew of the fortner had left their
train and charged the enemy in a most gallant manner, worthy of t h e
gallantry with which they had fought throughout the operations, and
the last plntoon and the last troop of the original escort had gone t o
their assietance, that they were finally driven off.
Thus ended a most critical day, for the saving of which tbe honour
due to the troops who put up such a stubborn defence must be shared
with the God of War who sent down the mist.
Our casualties were comparatively light, amounting to 10 killed
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and 36 wounded out of the two companies ; while of the enemy,
176 corpses were found next day on the scene of the flank attack
and many more were known to have perished from frostbite duriog
the retirement.
I t was afterwards discovered from prisoners and deserters that a
most elaborate plan had been devised for the complete destruction of
the force. Transport had been collected to carry three days' rations,
large reinforcements brought up the strength of the enemy to 11,000,
and the plan was to destroy the line in the rear of the advanced troops
so as to prevent a retirement or the bringing up of reinforcements.
The trains and their escort having been overwhelmed, the force was to
ignore Bairam Ali and march right round it to Merv, where the
in habitants and the railway men would undoubtedly revert to
Bolshevism, and Bairam Ali be completely isolated. Fortunately the
scheme miscarried in its first phase, so there is no need to speculate on
the f a t e of the force had it been successful. The result it did have was
finally to convince the Bolsheviks that they had better let well alone
till the British force had been withdrawn, and we were left in peace
till, in March, orders were received t o evacuate the country.
H a d general policy permitted, there is little doubt that we could
have driven the enemy across the Oxus without appreciable loss to
ourselves, such was the terror the sowar and sepoy had instilled into
them both here and a t Dushak, and so suitable was the ground for the
offensive. I t was not, however, to be, and we withdrew unmolested to
Meshed a t the end of March, and in a few months all our work was
undone and the Bolsheviks were in Krasnovodsk, but too late for the
Germans to make any use of their success. And so our task was
accomplished.
DISCUSSION.
General DUNSTERVILLE:
Sir George MacMunn has asked me to
speak, and I do so with pleasure, but as I do not wish to occupy too
much of your time 1 will make my remarks as brief as possible.
I t is a great pleasure to me to be here to-night, and to hear, for
the first time, something of what was happening in my own immediate
neighbowhood seven years ago, when I was busy on the west and
south of the Caspian Sea, while Colonel Knollys was carrying out the
exploits he has just described to us to the east of the Caspian.
I t is interesting to note the points of similarity between my
and Colonel Icnollys' force, the principal one being that both were run
entirely on mechanical transport.
I was running about in motor-cars, but he went one better and
carried out his operations entirely in railway trains. When 1 speak
sometimes of my own experiences while conducting an expedition in
motor-cars, people have naturally, but quite wrongly, assumed a
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cushy job." We had very little in the way of roads, and I think I
had to push my car a good deal of the way between Baghdad and
Enzeli. I hope the lecturer did not have to get out and push his train,
but very likely he did.
My own experiences under extraordinary and incredible conditions,
with a very small number of troops, often remind me of " Alice in
Wonderland," but the fascinating account of the operations which
Colonel Knollys has just given us seems more like a page out of " The
Hunting of the Snark."
Another point of similarity is the difficulty of dealing with revolutionaries. When all men are equal no one does any work, and
soldiering
- becomes impossible.
On one occasion I complained to the Russian Commander-in-Chief
in Baku that a certain battalion of the town troops had not put in its
appearance a t a certain point where it had been promised. H e replied
to me : " I am very sorry, but what can I d o ? I have told him to go
there three times, and he won't go."
War becomes impossible under such conditions. Farcical situations
such as I have just described make us smile, but we must not forget
that it is just these " funny " incidents that cost us the lives of many
brave men.
Another serious difficulty from which we both suffered was the
impossibility of telling friend from foe ; there is nothing to distinguish
a Bolshevik from a Menshevik.
Revolutions appear to run on resolutions. Instead of taking action
-such as an attack on a position-the apostles of freedom unanimously resolve to attack," and by the time the resolution h a s been
carried the opportunity for attack has gone.
I thank the lecturer for his lucid account of the battle of Dushak,
the details of which I do not think any of us had heard before-a very
brilliant episode, bringing out the finest qualities of our best Indian
troops snd their gallant leaders.
I n conclusion, while I repeat how very much I have enjoyed Colonel
Knolly's lecture, I am sorry that he does not tell us why he chose
to support one side instead of the other. Both Mensheviks and
Bolsheviks are tarred with the same brush, and there is hardly a pin
to choose between them. The only difference appears to have been
that the Bolaheviks had the only long-range gun, which made the
artillery duel rather uphill work for Colonel Knollys and his
Mensheviks.
Colonel Too : I am very glad to have the opportunity of making a
few remarks, though I was not with Colonel Iinollys during the earliar
and more interesting stage of the operations.
There is an historical importance in the events that have been
narrated from the fact that it was the first time that British troops
dl
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have ever been employed in Turkistan. I t was well that the British
army was represented by such regiments a s the 19th Punjabis and the
28th Light Cavalry, for they left a lasting impression of
good bearing. I t is well known t h a t t h e events in the main theatres of
war overshadowed those of minor operations. Nowhere was this more
t h e case than in this campaign in Transcaspia. If the gallant deed8
of Colonel Knollys and his little band of Punjabis had been done in
normal times, their fame would have rung from end to end of the
Empire.
With regard to t h e incident of t h e Camp Quartermaster, who
rallied the camp followers to oppose the Bolsheviks' turning movement
a t Kaaka, and so saved the situation, I believe I am right in saying
t h a t the ofher's name was Captain Stewart of the Madras Civil Service,
who joined u p for the war.
Towards the end of the time a t Bahram Ali there was an act of
gallantry on the part of the 28th Light Cavalry that deserves special
mention. The fog that enabled the Bolsheviks to make their surprise
attack on January 16 made it possible for them to bring up their troop
trains from t h e rear unobserved by the reconnoitring patrols that used
to be sent out from our front. The lack of water and supplies in the
desert made it impo~siblefor more than a very limited number of
troops to be maintained permanently a t the front. Therefore warning
of a n impending attack could always be obtained, unless there were
fog, by patrols reporting the arrival of enemy troop trains behind their
front. On one occasion a patrol of about a dozen men of the 28th
Light Cavalry under a duff'adar was thus reconnoitring, when on topping a sand-dune they found thenlselves face to face with a party
of Bolshevik cavalry about ten times their number. Without hesitation
they charged through them, turned and charged again, and then scattering made their way back t o our front by ones and twos. All came
back within the next few days except two, who were talten prisoners
to Tashkent, but eventually escaped and rejoined us at Meshed. The
Russians marked their admiration of the feat by conferring the Cross
of St. George upon all members of the patrol. (Applause.)
The meeting closed with a very hearty vote of thanks to the k d ~ ~ r e r .

INDIA'S DEFENCE AS A N IMPERIAL
PROBLEM*
BY E. HAWARD
ITie not easy to say exactly when the position of India as a factor in
Imperial strategy began to be realized. The early doings of the British
in India were, of course, mainly concerned with the almost accidental

* A meeting of the Central Ssian Society

was held a t 74, Grosvenor Street,
London, W. 1, on Thursday, January 21, 1926, and a paper read by Mr. Edwin
Haward entitled " Some Thoughts on India's Defence."
Lieut.-General Sir
George MacMunn presided.
: Ladies and Gentlen1e11,-I
have great pleasure in introducing
The CHAIRMAN
to-night Mr. Haward of the Pioneer who is just going out to India to take up
the position of editor of that paper. You who know India know what an important paper in India is the Pioneer, and you all know that of all the English
papers it is the most read by Indians. H e is going to talk on the defence of
India, a subject of which he has made a great study ; indeed, a pamphlet of his on
the subject is used officially a t the Indian Staff College ; and I need hardly say,
from the official point of view, and the British point of view, how very important
and satisfactory it is that a man who is the editor of the Pioneer should take
so much interest, and make the great study that he has made of the very difficult
question of the dcfence of India. You all know what a very great strain this
problein has put on the finance of India froin time immemorial, and at a time
when the Government of India wants every penny it can spare for internal
development, for the many things in which India is behindhand in the modern
amenities of civilization--which the people of India are beginning to want more
and more-the Government of India is still compelled to have a very heavy
nlilitary budget. When the Great War was over India hoped for an easement ;
when the Russian Ernpire crashed we hoped that the very great expense which
Iiussian movement had put India to for many years-we all know how n ~ u c h
Lord I(itchenerYsorganization to meet the advance towards India cost-would
be unnecessary. We thought peace was coining, but instead of that the s i t ~ ~ ~ t i o n
allowed the Aniir of Kabul to inarch his armies into India when we were in the
throes of demobilization : when almost every class of unit was in the process of
demobilization it pleased His Highness to launch his unprovoked attack on India.
BY so doing ho upset the work of allnost generations, and disturbed the whole of
that great mass of frontier tribes, so much 60 that it will be a generation more,
if ever, before the frontier gets into that state of comparative peace and content
that it Was i l l before the war began. Because the old frontier raids on the
~enccfulinhabitnnts inside the border have changed from the small raids that
we knew of for NO many years to almost inrasions; because the Mahsud ie
~ l e n ~ ctodcome down in organized bands leaving behind him an alley-way to go
b ~ c khy with all the point8 dcfended by his own riflemen, we are compelled to do
what is really a very l ~ n m i l i t a rthing.
~
To prevent this Government has been
coln~elledto open np in tho iliiddle of Waxiristan t - ~large and expensive canton111
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purpose of trade ; conquest, with the object of pacifying areas in which
good trade results could be obtained, came later. Then eventually Great
Britain was confronted with her possession of what was practically an
oriental Empire; Disraeli, some time after the Mutiny, did the rest. And
Disraeli, too, perceived the importance of the Suez Canal in the Imperial
Chain. He acted on that perception." During the Greet War India's
chief military value to the Empire lay in her release of large numbers of
highly trained troops for service overseas, her ability to swell those
numbers, and her provision of bases for the campaigns in Mesopotamia,
Arabia, and E a s t Africa.+ H e r strategic position could not be endowed
with more importance. The protection of her frontiers, involving, as it
did, the employment of large numbers of troops, did not directly influence
the main currents of the struggle. I t may be doubted whether, in the
event of there being another world war, India would be able to occupy so
comfortable a detachment.
The pact of Locarno has been signed; it is not world-wide in its
direct influence. Ostentatiously hostile to it is the Soviet Government
at Moscow. That Government is using all the power of its dictatorship
to carry on in Asia a campaign avowedly directed against the British
Empire. It is endeavouring to dominate the chaos in Chine, where it
has already annexed Mongolia and obtained control of the Red
C$overnment at Canton. I t is also extending into Afghanistan the very
policy which has enabled it to overrun what once were Turkistan and
Bokhara, and which, but for the enlightened patriotism of that remarkable man Shah Reza Khan Pehlevi, might have reduced Persia to the
level of a Soviet Republic stringed up to Moscow. A glance at the map
will make clear the significance of this. India stands as a, breakwater
against
the waves of Red Communism which the Moscow oligarchy
seeks to send rolling over the territories to her north-west, north-east9
and east. Furthermore, the currents of world politics have, since the
war, moved rapidly and restlessly in the direction of the Pacific. An
Asiatic Russia in the throes of the Bolshevik upheaval, a China in chaos,
Japan troubled by economic and labour difficulties, are all importsnt
figures on that stage. I t is most improbable that the British Empire
-

----

--

-.-

-

merit. and troops which *nay be wanted against Afghanistan and

I possible
w i e t menace have to be locked u p on the frontier. These are points on which
the lecturer proposes to tell you. He h a s the advantage of having been on the
frontier lately a s military correspondent,
also when trouble was po88ible he
was himself serving in a defence force unit which held the Punjab in the days
of the Punjab rebellion which took place illst before the Amir launched his
invasion. I will ask the lecturer to begin. (Applause.)
* Indian troops were first employed i n 1842 in Chins, in 1850 in Persia. in
1868 in Abyssinia, and in 1885 in Malta.
t India, in the event of a European war, was expected to provide 3 divisions
8 divisions, 7 infantry brigadeg,
and 1 cavalry brigade. A c t l ~ d lshe
~
2 cavalry divisions, 2 mixed brigades, and other troops.
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can ever afford to be indifferent to the developments which may, from
time to time, occur in the F a r Fast. And in the Imperial Chain from
London through Aden, Singapore, to ~ o n ~ k o nand
g ' Australia, India is a
nlost important link. The importance can perhaps best be gauged by
imagining what would be the position of the Commonwealth of Australia
in the event of trouble in the F a r E a s t in which a hostile Power held
control in India.
How would East and South Africa fare? The base a t Singapore,
the defences of Aden, the wonderful harbours of Ceylon.
Ceylon would be of little avail were the Indian Ocean and Bay of
Bengal able to give their spacious hospitality t o hostile armaments and
forces. The severance of the Mother Country from her Australian, if
not her African, Dominions, would be practically complete. Still, the
defence of a country is primarily a matter of importance to the country
itself. Putting politics aside, the obvious conclusion is that India herself, in her own interests, must regard the creation of a sure policy of
defence as essential and vital. Briefly, what is the problem of her
defence Possessed of a land frontier of some five t o six thousand
miles and a sea frontier of about the same length, she is confronted by
difficulties experienced by no other country in the world. H e r sea
frontier-thanks to the British connection-is protected by the British
Navy at an annual cost to her of £100,000, the price of a gunboat.
Moreover, the construction of the Singapore base has probably relieved
her of further expense in strengthening her harbour defences. But the
land frontier is a different matter. To the north and north-east the
gigantic Himalaya Range presents a comfortable barrier against the
invader. In the East the continued disruption in Yunnan, the friendliness of the relations between the British and French in Tongking, and
the neighbourliness of the progressive kingdom of Siam give India little
cause for anxiety. The uncertainty of the Chinese situation, however,
has made it necessary for more attention to be paid to the conditions on
the Sino-Burman frontier, and the latest official report of the Government
of India, in noticing the establishment of a Burma Frontier Service in
1923, says, l 1 Prom time to time the peace of this section of the Frontier
is threatened by occasional incursions ; for the state of lawlessness in
Yunnan has increased during the present unsettled condition of the
Cllinese Republic, and brigand bands are numerous. Until such time as
the course of Chinese politics brings into power a Government strong
enough to reassert its authority over the outlying provinces, minor
incursions into Burmese territory are always possible. Nor must we
that, at the present time, there are over a million armed soldiers
in China. I t is true that these are divided among a number of provinces
and under numerous leaders, mostly fighting against each other ; but if
the time should come when China is again welded into some measure
unity1 these large armies may constitute s potential danger." The
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report observes t h a t t h e official relations between the British and
Chinese administrators on t h e borders remain cordial.
T h e real frontier problem in India to-day is that which has perei8ted
for centuries. I t is geographically expressed in a line drawn from the
Pamirs south-weat t o t h e point on t h e outer entrance to the Persian
Gulf where Persia meets Baluchistan, and therefore British Indie,
This tract is divided into four sections : First from the Pamire to the
Kabul River, a rugged mountainous country comprising Chitral, Gilgit,
Swat, and Dir, governed by powerful chieftains who, as they war
among themselves, are united in their friendliness towards British
ail ministration in India, and therefore give hardly any special consideretion a s part of the Frontier problem.
South of the Kabul River is t h e Tirah country, which has a turbulent history, but is for t h e moment comparatively peaceful, notwithstanding its dangerous potentialities, because the tribesmen in that
territory have so many material interests in British India, as distinct
from their independent area, t h a t hostile action on their part is
plainly impolitic. Their independence and their possession of an
ample supply of arms make them, however, a constant source of
danger. The southern boundary of the Tirah is roughly the Kurram
valley, whence to t h e Zhob valley stretches Waziristan, which to-day
really enshrines the main problem of the Frontier, for, from the Zhob
t o the Persian border by t h e sea, British Baluchietan is administered
right up to the Durand Line-or Afghan a n d Persian Frontiere-and
quietness and ordered progress reign. Mention of the Durand Line
usefully comes here. I t is t h e agreed-upon boundary between Afghanistan nnd India, but, except for its coincidence as the boundary of
Baluchistan, it is not coterminous with the administrative frontier of
British India. Between the administrative border and the Afghan
border there is a belt of territory inhabited by independent tribeemen
owing but a loose allegiance t o t h e British administration, allied by
kinship, not only to the inhabitants i o the settled districts, but alflo to
tribeemen in Afghan territory, which is theoretically, if not actually,
administered by the Kabul Governrr~entright up to the Afghan eide
of the Durand Line along its whole length. I n this belt there are
500.000 fighting mon, about a quarter of whom are armed with modern
ritlee and supplied from various sources with adequate quantities Of
ammunition. I n a rugged country the uproductiveness of which
persistently fights with the forces of nature against tile primitive
husbandry of the tribesman, t h e occupation forced upon its inhabitants
by economic conditions is obviously t h a t of raiding the more ~
r
and less warlike settled districts in British edn~inistered territorym
T h e independent tribesmen breedhfseter than tlley can increase
natural productivity of their land, to which they are nevertheless
ardently attached.
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In 1919 the outbreak of the third Afghan W a r showed their
dangerous potentialities. They swept away the militia posts in t h e
Tochi, and it took the British administration more than two and a half
years to restore order and bring them to their senses. The campaign
little attention a t the end of a great world war, but it was the
costly and arduous in our Frontier history.
This brings us to consideration of the different schools of Frontier
policy. On the one hand, there have been those who maintain that the
best course is to hold the administrative border, and when serious tribal
misdeeds occur carry out swift punitive expeditions and retire. On the
other, there are those who, condemning what they call the burn and
scuttle " policy, believe in occupation and administration up to the
Durand Line, contending that is logically and psychologically impossible to condemn half a million men to a life of perpetual savagery, and
that' to acquiesce in the perpetual existence on the Frontier of so serious
a menace in the time of invasion by the enemy still furtber without the
gate, is the negation of statesmanship. I n Baluchistan the second
policy has been long adopted with complete success, but conditions
were specially favourable. Now it is generally recognized that an immediate advance to the Durand Line along its whole length would involve
very costly military operations beyond the bounds of practical financial
policy. Therefore, after restoring order in Waziristan, the Government
have adopted the " half-forward" policy. That means t h a t they have
established a t Rrtsmak (7,000 feet) a healthy cantonment - still
requiring fortification from hostile tribal attention-a garrison including
British iufantry and artillery, a n d they have linked it up with Jeudola
and Dera Ismail Iihan by a road running through Piclza Rageha and
Sorrogha. The road is protected by scouts and khassadars, and the
garrison at Rasmak is held as a striking force in the event of tribal
developo~entsrequiring swift and drastic action in order to prevent a
more formidable rising. This circular road, a s it is called, is supplemented by one from Jandola to Sarwakai, which eventually will stretch
to Wana, and in the long run, by extension to Makin, form an outer
circle more effectivelydominating Mtthsud country. The scouts and khassadars are irregulars recruited from among the tribesmen. The scouts
are more lllilitary in character, officered by British oficers, and are a
really effective force. The khassadars provide their own arms, obtained
in circ~~matances
about which no indiscreet enquiries are made, and
command themselves. They are paid allowances, and at the best m a y
he regarded as being an improvement on the old levies, a t the worst,
successful blackmailers. They are, however, cheap as compared with
the regular garrison which would be required in their place in a
which has little to recommend it from the poiut of view of the
serviug soldier.
The Royal Air Force must not be forgotten. Situated a t coo-
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venient places in the administrative territory are ihe headquarters
of squadrons of the Royal Air Force, and they have already
their usefulness in bringing the tribes to heel by day and night
bombing, both independently and in co-operation with troope. They
have also contributed t o the record of heroism which the Frontier has
collected in full measure. The dangers of flying across a country
intersected by deep gorges a n d ravines, and averaging in height 4,000
to 6,000 feet above sea-level, will be appreciated. The Royal Air Force
does not advertise ; if it did, some of the doings of its officere and men
on the Frontier might challenge the achievements of our world flyers
for attention and admiration. I do not propose to say how far the
use of the Air Force on the Frontier might be extended to effect that
economy for which Indian critics are pressing. Whether the operation
of aeroplanes is more effective independently rather than in close
co-operation with ground troops is a matter for settlement by experts,
and, as the last despatch of the Commander-in-Chief shows, there is
some difference of opinion on t h a t question. I t should, however, be
emphasized-and
the point will be elaborated further on-that the
adequacy of the strength of the Royal Air Force in India needs careful
examination. From what I have said, it will be noted that Indie, on
one part of her Frontier is always in a state of war. Waziristan is
now a " peace" area officially. B u t the hard facts of the situation
have compelled the authorities to treat the officers and men of the
units engaged there as on active service for certain purposes, among
them concessions regarding pay, leave, and rations. Waziristan as the
happy hunting-ground of lawless tribesmen is not merely a danger in
itself. I t also constitutes a factor to be seriously taken into account
in considering the problem of defence against aggression from without
the borders of India across the Durand Line. The history of India is
one of successive invasions, sweeping from the north-western passes
on the fertile plains of the Punjab. Three times a t Panipat, a little
village to the north of Delhi, the fate of India was decided in a single
battle. Each time the invaders won, mainly because the faculty of
support of a common leadership had been denied to the races which
were loosely united to form the dominant power in India at the time.
There was no lack of bravery or strategic skill. The centrifugal forces
which, to quote the Government of India's apologist, have been the
bane of Indian politics were thus early exerting their evil influence.
The consolidation of India as a nation is still a, dream, but it has been
made a dream not beyond the bounds of possibility by the genius Of
the British who, replenishing their stock from across the 6 0 4 have
avoided those deteriorating influences of climate and atmosphere which
have broken the Empires of the past and merged the conquerore in the
feeble and less virile peoples whom they overcame.
In their gradual conquest of India the British relied on their Own
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soldiers and on the indigenous troops which they had trained. They
never used the sons of the soil in their warfare against any particular
section of the population. Thus the Mahrattas were conquered by t h e
Bengal Army; the Gurkhas were used against t h e Sikhs, and the
latter, in their turn, to suppress the mutinous Brahmin regiments.
Yet when the country came under British control from the Khyber to
Cape Cornorin, the army in India was in the process of being evolved,
and its composition gave representation to nearly all the martial races
in tke country, with the addition of the Gurkhas, who, coming a s they
do from the independent kingdom of Nepaul, by virtue of our treaties,
form battalions in a class by themselves. The army in India is charged
with the duty of maintaining internal security-peace between the
various races-and preventing aggression from without. The troops
have therefore been divided into three categories : (1) The field army
or striking force to be moved against a potential invader; (2) the
covering troops engaged in defence of t h e Frontier and charged with
the duty of covering the mobilization a n d concentration of the field
army ; and (3) the internal security troops which, assisted by irregulars
in the shape of local auxiliary force units, are responsible for the composition of civil disturbances which have reached dimensions beyond
the capacity of the police forces to tackle. The pressure of financial
stringency has reduced the strength of all three categories to a minimum,
and the army in India to-day is on a peace footing which, a s t h e late
Commander-in-Chief admitted, involved the acceptance of risks only
justified by the existence of the paramount need to secure equilibrium in
the finances of the Central Government.
Yet it will be seen, if the facts of India's geographical position
are clearly understood, t h a t the dangers of war a r e for India very
real. To lsrgin with, a n outburst of fanaticism on the Frontier may,
notwithstanding the vigilance of the troops a n d of the devoted
oficere of the Political Department, be a t any moment fanned into
a portentous rising. Then the weakness of Afghanistan, already
sorely tried by a tribal rebellion which was with difficulty suppressed last year after much fighting, makes of serious moment the
alarums and excursions always present where the Soviet methods are
active. In fact, the Iiussian " menace," so familiar to students of
recent Indian history, is to-(lay real and insistent. The reorganization
of the formel-ly semi-independent kingdoms of Bokhara, Ichiva,
Perghana, and Turkistan into the Soviet republics of Turkmanistan,
Uzbegietan, and Tajik has been carried out on an ethnological basis.
The adjacent countries have all of them elements of population allied
to the people of the new republics, and thus the idea of peaceful
Penetration, assisted by a very unpeaceful propaganda, is plain. Turkmenistan on the Russian side lies next to Persian Turkistan, where
the Turkomans have been giving Reza Khan some anxiety. Uzbegistan
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and Tajik both have their kinsmen in Afghan territory to the south, and
the history of the last year has been that of the infiltration of Russian
subjects into the northern provinces of A f g h a n i ~ t a n - ~ etraders,
~~~~l
political adventurers, and men combining the characteristlics of both of
the other two classes. The desire of Great Britain is to see Afghanistan strongly united under the Amir, who is believed to realize the
danger of too close a n entente with Russia. But the Amir's difficulties
are great ; not the least are the conservative prejudices of the Mullahs
against his well-meant attempts t o improve the administration of his
country and to further its commercial development and reaction of the
prejudices on the tribesmen, who are no less unruly than their counterparts in our own independent tribal territory.
Fortunately, the Amir realizes that the idea of British penetration
of Afghanistan is not regarded with the slightest degree of favour by
any responsible statesman, whether a t Delhi or London. Indeed, it is
difficult to conceive of any circumstances in which an aggressive policy
n
be framed by any British Government.
towards ~ f ~ h a n k t awould
Whether, however, he will be able to withstand the influences which
have been so inimical, the lesser potentates on his borders, is a matter
for conjecture. If Shah Reza Khan is spared to complete what he has
so well begun in Persia, the friendship of that country may mean much
to Kabul, a s also will the friendly advice of the British Minister, who
has been a conspicuous success in a very difficult post.
The experts, I believe, do not regard the Russian menace at the
moment to be serious from the military standpoint. Propaganda and
intriguing agents are now the most active of Russian manifestation8 of
ill-will towards the British Empire. B u t it must not be overlooked
that the Ruseian Air Forces in Turkmanistan have been vastly improved
in quality end increased in quantity during the last year. The Afghan
Air Force (chiefly machined and manned by Russians) now has thirteen
machines, twelve serviceable, and the proposal is to increaee it to thirty
fighting machines. India has no anti-aircraft guns, no anti-gas measures
(the Russians are specializing in gas), and her aeroplanes are not as fast
a s the best of the Russian machines in Kabul. Competent observersin
India consider that there is urgent need of an additional squadron of
modern fighting machinee. So it is better not to be too complaisant ln
discussing the actual military potentialities of Moscow's declared~olic~a
90 far I have tried to establish the following facts regarding India'e
defence problem :
1. I t is really an Imperial problem.
2. I t is unique in that it involves the defence of India again~t:
( a ) Formidable armed tribesmen dwelling in Iodia'a own borders(6) Potential invaders from the north-west who may have the
backing of a big European power.
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3. he factors favourable to India are :
(a) The friendliness of Tibet and Nepal.
( b ) The impassability of much of the north and north-eastern
borders,
( c ) The realization by the Amir of the intrinsic value of neighbourly relations with India.
4. Unfavourable factors are :
(a) The difficulties confronting the Amir in advancing the condition of his people.
(b) The aggressive policy of the Russian Soviet Government.
(c) The difficulty of finding a speedy economic solution for the
Waeiristan problem. The task of luring the Mahsuds and
others to peaceful pursuits has been well begun, but it must
be a slow process.

I will now bring this paper to a close with an attempt to set this
problem in correlation with Indian politics.
Political India looks upon the Military Budget from two conflicting
points of view. First, it has from the days of the old ~ounLi1sinveighed
against the "burden " of military expenditure. As the report already
referred to rightly points out, it is no good proving that the figure is
governed by actual geographical and political factors beyond control
and not by comparative statements extracted from the statistics of
other countries. The insurance premium, says the Indian politician, is
too heavy a one for India to pay. I t is useless, apparently, to tell him
that if it were not paid his lot might not be as happy as it is now.
Again-this is a later cry-Indian
politicians demand defence on a
national basis. They want to have an army which, in course of time,
will be oflicered from top to bottom mainly by Indians as Indians and
manned as an Indian Army. They profess themselves willing to vote
whatever sums are required to create Indian Sandhursts, to bring into
being Territorial battalions, Indian Artillery, Engineers and Air Force.
They consider that the policy of Indianization ae approved is too halting and will take too long to develop. The British Government, having
first of all created the Indian intelligentsia and subsequently given it a
certain amount of political power, cannot very well treat its opinion as
negligible, even if it he wildly indifferent to facts. Add to this demand
for a National Army the strong feeling that an Indian Navy should also
be created, and you will perceive that on the face of it the decay of
militarism in the West finds no echo in the East, even atnong the
classes once regarded a s pacifist in the extreme. Yet, obviously, the
Govarnlnent cannot play ducks and drakes with defence. If they
decide to experiment in Indianioation they must, a t the same time,
secure the Frontiers of India by maintaining the army in as efficient a
Condition as possible. The eight units " scheme initiated by the late
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Lord Rawlinson h a s not yet proved itself. A unanimous report by a
mixed (i.e., English a n d Indian) Committee on the Territorial F~~~~~
declared quite recently that until a national spirit were really and truly
established in India the rapid extension of the Territorial system was
impracticable. T h e t r u t h is t h a t the political classes which, quite justifiably, look to the creation of a national India-the logical outcomeof
British policy-desire to establish the existence of a national spirit by
the creation of a national army and navy, are not the classes from which
naturally the fighting stock of the country comes. That this anomaly
may be removed is not necessarily beyond the bounds of possibility, but
plainly its removal will not be as rapid as the fervent advocates of
Indianization hope. They were told this very clearly by Lord Rawlinson in the last speech made by him in the Legislative Assembly, and
they resented the bluntness of the statement, even if they could not
deny i t s accuracy.
I t is permissible to suggest t h a t the exposition of Indianization has
been lacking in historical perspective. J u s t as the idea of an Indian
nation has been made possible only by reason of the cementing influence
of the British element in the population, so the eventual creation of a
national Indian defence force will depend, not so much on the gradual
elimination of the British, but rather on the judicious blending of
India's different races, not forgetting that race which, while not
indigenous, maintains its virility and unifying force by constant
replenishment from overseas. I n other words, Indianization can only
be successfully applied to the defence of India if the British element,
perhaps in diminished quantity, but never in diminished quality, is
retained. I n this connection a suggestion made in the Nineteenth
Century Meviezc by a distinguished ex-Governor, Sir Reginald Graddock,
is worth mentioning
Realizing 'the strength of the cry against
military expenditure in India, in ao far as that expenditure is incurred
on the maintenance of the British garrison, he seeks to reconcile the
Indian politician to its incidence by ruaking the British taxpayer
responsible for it to the extent of £10,000,000 annually, and in return,
to give British goods a preference in the Indian market, the resources
of which are still far from being codpletely explored.
This proposal cannot a t the first blush be attractive either to the
Indian politician, who is imbued with the idea that India is exploited
for the benefit of the British manufacturer, or to the British taxpayer,
who has burdens enough and to spare. But both sides might be confidently advised to examine it coolly and judge whether it is altogether
impracticable. Two things seem certain : one is that unless India Is
adequately defended the aspirations to a Dominion of India
must remain idle dreams ; the other is that if India is to be held with'o
the Empire a s a vital strategic link in Imperial defence agJnst the
dangers of the future the responsibility for her defence must in the
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main be Imperial, and so involve a n amicable adjustment between the
Governments at Whitehall and Delhi. India is not averse from a
bargain, provided she can be assured t h a t the benefits are not all on
one side. She can be convinced t h a t the inviolability of her frontiers
is an asset for which payment must be made. She wants also to be
convinced that the price she pays does not also cover a n asset beneficial
to others as well as to herself.
There is much to be said on both sides, and the frank discussion of
the problem can surely do no harm. Indeed, it may materially assist
in the education of young India in the school of Imperialism.

Admiral RICHMOND
: I have listened with very great interest to
what the lecturer has said, and I a m particularly glad to hear that one
who is going out to the Pio~zce~-which exercises such a great deal
of influence in India-is going out with ideas concerning defence, and
is interesting himself in that important subject. B u t I should like him
to extend his conception OF defence beyond the land. W h a t we have
heard this afternoon mostly concerns the land. There is also the sea.
He has referred to the navy, but I do not think he has laid the emphasis on sea defence that the matter deserves. I have just come
home a month ago from India, where I have been two years in command of the squadron, and naturally the question of the defence of
India's interestas at sea has come my way pretty closely. I think the
defence of any country is not merely a defence of its territory against
invaeion, but is also a defence of its interests in trade ; and the defence
of the Indian interests in trade appears to me to be a very important
matter indeed. Of course, it does not come up normally in the ordinary
course of things. Tho problems the lecturer has been discussing are
the events of every day, a trouble going on continually, although there
is peace in Europe. But when we corne to a large war the defence of
the trade of India bulks large. The Indian export and import trade
reaches a figure of some £400,000,000 a t the present time, and I was
always exercised with the thought of what would happen in the event
of an enemy being in command of the waters of India, and thereby
being able to stop up that trade. When you come to think how extraordinarily vulnerable it is, you realize, I think, what a big part naval
defence ought to take in your consideration oi the defence of India.
I n India you have only got five ports if you include Burma-Barachi,
Bombay, Madras, Calcutta, and Rangoon for Burma. Through those
five ports you have got to get, practically speaking, the whole of
~400,000,000worth of trade. Compare t h a t with Bngland, which for
forty odd million of people has twelve major ports and a vast number
of minor ports. For the 315,000,000 people of India you have only five
9
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ports to n~aintainsupplies and export the products of the country, ~t
an enemy is in command of the sea in those waters there is nothing
more easy than t o shut up the whole of these ports with a ship or two
off each of them. That is one thing. The lecturer referred to the
price India pays at the present time, £100,000 a year; it is actually
a shade over £134,000, but it is not worth while quarrelling about half.
pence. I think if more emphasis were laid on this important matter of
Indian trade, and the trouble of its defence, we should get more atten.
tion paid to it, and a more proportionate expenditure. We should not
get the question of defence considered as an absolutely one-sided one.
The lecturer referred in the course of his early reinarks to the effect of
a hostile power occupying India. H e said it would be the practical
cutting off of Australia and Africa. I cannot agree with that statement
a t all. I n order to do that you must have command of the sea. Th9
mere fact of a hostile power being in India would not cut off communications with Australia; it is a question whether a hostile power can
maintain a fleet in India to defeat the British fleet in those waters. It
is an extraordinarily difficult thing to maintain a fleet in India, to get
the food and fuel required; besides which, any powerful fleet which
may have got into the northern harbours of Calcutta and BombayMadras would not hold anything at all-would be in the extraordinarily
uncomfortable position of being flanked in its line of communications
by the British forces. So that a hostile power in India of itself, unless
it is able to maintain a very powerful naval force, is not a serious
threat to the communications of Australia or Africa. It is a threat, of
course, because all the extra harbours supply means by which ships
can go out to attack trade. To that extent it would be a worry, but
not anything like so bad as the lecturer made out. I t is very natural,
I think, that people when they talk about the defence of India, should
concentrate upon the land defence. But if we are talking about big
trouble in the East a t some future time, we may have naval trouble
as well, which we have not had since 1810; and if there should be a
bigger naval power fighting, then the defence of India will be, as it was
in the past, as much a naval as a military problem. In fact, the fundamental question will he purely a matter of who has command of the
sea and who can put the troops in. I do not think so little attention
should be paid to the sea as was aid by the lecturer. An to the rest
the lecture, I know too little to express an opinion. (Applause.)
Sir LOUISDANE: I did not expect to have to speak, hecause One is
always told that when he has left India for two years his information
is entirely out of date, and more or less useless ; but I am very glad to
hear from the lecturer that as regards the defence of India the French
adage applies, Plzcs il se c h n n g c plzcs il reste la nzi,nc chose. All that he
those
has said to-night has been extraordinarily interesting but
who have spent s good many years in India-since 1876 in my
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it is not new. I think we have heard all the problems debated, and all
the suggested solutions put forward on previous occasions. I should
like, first taking the senior service, to notice what the Admiral has just
said about the sea defence of India. I do not think it has been entirely
neglected in the past ; in fact, it has bulked very largely on one or two
I remember very well when there was a proposal, not so
very long ago, to allow the Germans and Russians both to come down
to the head of the Persian Gulf with railways. That proposal was
very strongly urged at home. The Government of India resisted the
proposal to the best of its ability, although in a subordinate capacity,
and not at that time allowed to express any opinion on a question
of policy. The line they took was that, if the Germans and Russians
came down to the head of the Gulf, they would undoubtedly have
neval squadrons in those waters, and the Government of India would
be compelled to keep up in the most unhealthy waters of the world a
squadron of counterbalancing strength to the two foreign squadrons.
The result would have been that instead of paying 3134,000 a year for
naval defence," we should probably have had to spend three or four
millions for a great many years before there was any necessity. Fortunately, whatever else the Great War did, for the time being it has relieved
us of the possibility of German or Russian squadrons cruising in the
Persian Gulf and that immediate neighbourhood. Also, thanks to the
happy accident of Lord Curzon's presence at Koweit in the Persian Gulf
in 1903, the great Maidan-i-Naftun oilfield of the present Anglo-Persian
Oil Company was discovered, and it is not likely that anyone in the
near future will propose to abandon our interests there. I quite agree
with what the Admiral said, that you have got to look to sea-power for
the general defence of India, but there is no doubt that the operations
of foreign naval powers in Indian waters with squadrons there can
mabe themselves exceedingly unpleasant, as was shown by the history
of the E ' n ~ d e ~atz the beginning of the Great War. For about six months
the whole of the trafiic of India was held u p ; there was the greatest
difficulty in moving troops or anything a t all. That was what one
cruiser could do. Eventually the nuisance was put down and things
put right, but I believe, from what I hear froin sclne of my native
friends and others, that the effect produced on the Indian mind of the
holding up of Indian trade by one German cruiser on the sea, where
Great Britain had hitherto from the Mutiny downwards been supposed to be invulnerable, was rather disastrous.

* prom T h c T I : ~ ,ofI ~I'ebrunr;y
$
10, 1925, it appears that thc Hoyal Indian
Marine is ngnin to becolne n fighting force ~s the lloynl Indian Navy, which is,
I think, n sound move, n~ India will now have to contribute more reasonably to
her defence hg sen. i\'lth greater financial and general autonomy she m a y even
bare a policy-in auch nlatters a s foreign defence, oven though it be n subordinate
policy.
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A s regards the defence of India by land, it all comes round again to en
eye on China, which we have always kept, and a close watch on Russia
and the North-West Frontier. AS regards the North-West Frontier,one of
the latest developinents is the founding of a cantonment at Raemtlk, ~~t
t h a t is not a new i d e a ; it was suggested a great many years ago now,
more than twenty-five years ago, and the outer circle road by Datte,
Khel, Drehaktar Narai, and Wano, which is apparently again conkemplated-I
a m very glad t o hear it is-was
also advocated by the
Punjab Government with a view of controlling the movements of the
Waziris and their connections with Afghanistan. And it is the same
with nearly all these things ; the same old problems exist, and they
have to be met more or less in the same way as circumstances admit.
I think t h a t what has been done in the way of lateral communications
on the frontier-speaking as a civilian-has been excellent; it is a
policy that was for a long time urged, and it will, I a111 sure, very
greatly conduce to the peace and quietude of the frontier. I quite
agree with what t h e lecturer said, t h a t it is almost impossible throughout the whole length of the frontier to work up to the Durend line.
E a c h section of the frontier must be treated in the manner which is
suited to that particular section, and that is why it is an absolutely
false analogy to say that what you can do in Baluchistan you can do all
along the frontier. The two countries are under totally different conditions. I do not wish to depreciate the great work Sir Robert SandemRn and his successors have done in Baluchistan, nobody has e, greeter
admiration for him than myself ; but there you are working with large
tribes, controlled by tribal leaders, through whorn you can work to
a great extent. On the Afghan frontier the whole thing is totally
different. Each tribe is more or less a small Soviet, and each men is
a s good as another, which makes it impossible to deal with them. In
Afghanistan, I can claim a rather special interest. I think most of
you know I was the happy or unhappy person who concluded the treaty
with tho late Amir Habibullah on March 21, 1905. Of course it ifl a
matter of great satisfaction to me that through great difficulties and
dangers he managed to adhere t o his treaty, and I am afraid that big
adherence to that treaty cost him his life-at which, I may say1 he
himself would not have been surprised. I t is perhaps worth mentioning that the Amir Habibullah had a great defence policy. It Wan
he should give us the land and we should make a railway by the
Helmand to Afghan Seistan, and a road thence north to the RusnoAfghan frontier, with cantonments in Seistan and a t Haehtsdun we
were also to give him the worn-out Martinis to arm his men in his
northern frontier, and he would give a railhead at Dhakhb
scheme did not fit in with the idea8 of Government or 01
Iiitchener and the military authorities a t the time, but i t is curious
t h a t in the Great War we had to do
what he proposed Our
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to the Persian frontier with a metalled road to the
way was
north, He said : "If you do what I wish, you will serve as a shield to
Afghanistan, and I with my hillmen can guard the hill passes to the
north and east. Your Khyber railway is a spear pointed a t my heart."
Judging from the papers his ideas still hold in Kabul. His son,
Amanullah, unfortunately, apparently sought to establish his position
in Afghanistan by an unprovoked and sudden attack upon India. His
name means " the peace of God," but there was not much peace in this
case, though his conduct certainly passed all understanding.
I have seen it stated tha,t we had nearly 300,000 troops involved in
repelling that attack. Of course, I am out of date and antediluvian, but
I must confess that on the Indian frontier my experience, such as it is,
that of a civilian from outside, has led me to deprecate very strongly the
use of very large bodies of troops. I t seems to me that the conditions of
communications and the general conditions prevailing there are such
that the moving of these large bodies becomes practically impossible
without getting in each other's way, and very little result is obtained.
Something of the kind happened in the Tirah expedition, and I dare
say if we had had fewer troops on the frontier we might have had
a more satisfactory and quicker issue of this last campaign. But there
again there may have been reasons which rendered it necessary, of
which I am entirely ignorant.
As to the Khyber, perhaps we shall get some day an explanation
why Lord Kitchener's carefully thought out and in part executed plan
for a railway along the Kabul River, with the Khyber road flanking
it on the south, has been rejected for a line through the Pass with
an unnecessary rise and fall of 1,800 feet and very poor carrying
capacity, not to mention other drawbacks.
However, there is one thing, I was very pleased to hear the
lecturer speak up for the volunteers. I was a private in the
Punjab Volunteers for a good many years, and then honorary
colonel of three regiments, and I was glad to see that in the early
Part of 1915, when we had only two British divisions intact and
remnants of othere, and the defence of India fell to a great extent on
the 36,000 volunteers then extant, they did not do a t all badly. Yet
the policy of Government as regards the force was curious. Lord
Kitcbener in 1909, a t the request of the Punjab Government, himself
selected on the spot a defensive post at Lahore in the case of a serious
riot or rising. Yet the Punjab Government could never induce the
Government of India to construct this nor to let the Punjab Government do it. The 1st Punjab Volunteers had raised Rs. 10,000 for
but they were not allowed to buy them in the open market,
the military authorities would not supply until the last regular
regiment in the south of India had got its complement. There was
a want of vision about this which nearly led to a disaster in 1919.
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Speaking a t my last parade of the Lahore Volunteers in 1913, I gave
them the old advice to " trust in God and keep their powder dry,*.as
they never could tell when they might be wanted. I t was, as events
showed, sound advice, and I can give no better. At any rate, I hope
t h a t the force which takes the place of the volunteers will not be depreciated or inadequately supplied, and that it may do as well as thsy
did. (Applause.)
Sir EDNUND
BARROW
: I did not contemplate speaking on this occasion, but one or two remarks have been made regarding which I must
either endorse what has been said or correct it. Sir Louis Dane has
just told us there were 300,000 men employed by us in the recent
Afghan war, I a m surprised to hear it.
Sir Lours DANE: I asked how many.
BARROW
: I should think you might certainly halve
Sir EDIVIUND
that number, if you mean troops only.
Sir LOUIS DANE: I saw the statement made. I t was very surprising.
Sir EDBIUND
BARROW
: It was very surprising ! and it is unfortunate
that such statements are frequently made ; it is only for that reason
that I venture to correct this figure. On the other hand, when people
talk of the vast number of troops we employed during the recent Afghan
war, I a m in agreement with Sir Louis Dane that if our troope had
been efficient, and really mobile troops, on whom we could thoroughly
rely, any such number would not have been necessary. I hope I am
not hurting anyone's feelings by saying there was serious deterioration,
but I have heard on good authority that there was a marked deterioration in the native troops left in India a t the end of the Great Wbr,
apart from those employed in active warfare in Europe, etc. It Was
a natural deterioration, for a s all know who are connected with India,
the fighting races of I n d i a are not unlimited, rather the number of
fighting men available ie few, comparatively to the population. It
absurd to expect t h a t we can draw on India for immense masses of
men, and I have always thought and said so. Certain politicians in
this country urged t h a t we should have half a million Indian soldiers
added to the establishment, as if you could raise unlimited hosts of
reliable soldiers in India on an emergency! The ides is absurdIf you did, you would only get a mob together, and that is what actually
happened. Therefore the analogy of the recent Afghan war is not
really very important. I t was quite different from any other occasion On
which we have had to defend the frontier. I do not think really there
is any other point that I would care to enter upon, more es~ecisllyas
others are waiting to speak.
Sir MICHAELO'DWYER: Like Sir Edmund Barrow, I had not meant
to say anything, but I would like to express the satisfaction we
that the future editor of the Pioneer has made this subject his specla'
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,tudy, (Hear, hear.) All Governments, including even the Government of India, are the better for informed criticism. I know when I
was ~ i ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ n t - G oinvae small
r n o rway in the Punjab, I was the better
for the criticism I occasionally received from Mr. Haward, then the
able editor of the Civil a~zdMilitary Gazette. (Laughter.) Two speakers
who have already addressed you have spoken of the land front, and
Adlniral Richmond has referred t o the sea front; there is only one
point I would like to say a few words about, and that is what we may
call the home front. Speaking a s a detached outsider I a m bold
enoughto say that, seeing what our military resources are in India and
here, and knowing what the strength a n d efficiency of our navy is all
the world over, as long a s you have a n efficient Government in the
Indian Empire and here, capable of prompt decision and quick action,
I do not think anything is to be feared from external enemies either by
sea or land. (Hear, hear.) To my mind the only serious situation
would arise when an invasion by land or sea synchronized, as it probbably would, with serious internal disturbances in India. An illustration of that was in 1919, when t h e Afghans either promoted the
disturbances in India, or took advantage of them to make their
treacherous aggression. Therefore we must look to the security of our
home front. How to secure that is the most vital question, and its
importance was brought home t o me in April, 1919, when I had to
deal with the situation which then arose in the Punjab, from the efforts
which were being made by a small, but dangerous, revolutionary party
in India, to co-operate with the foreign enemy. That co-operation took
the form not of armed force-that we could easily have dealt with-but
the more insidious forms of cutting our conlmunications by railwey,
telegraph, and telephone ; making attempts to burn aerodromes and
barracks, and to immobilize our forces and prevent the concentration of
troops on the North-West Frontier, where they were then so urgently
required to hurl back the Afghans I t was very difficult to deal with
those attacks on our communications, which were simultaneous with
very insidious attempts to sap the loyalty of our Indian army. One
thing which set the Sikh troops in the Punjab in a ferment was the
malicious rumour sedulously circulated that during the disturbances in
Amritsnr a bomb had been dropped on the Golden Temple at Amritsar.
So alarming was the report that com~nandantsof Indian units had to
send down Indian officers to Amritsar, so that they could see with their
Own eyes that no bomb had been dropped and go back to reassure their
colnrades. I remember the Maharajah of Patiala wired to me to know
whether there was any truth in this rumour, which he said was having
11108t disturbing effect on the Sikhs ill his state.
Those are some of
the tllings we have to guard against, and in that connection there are
considerations to be borne in mind. I n the disturbances of
I919 we found that our task was made infinitely more difficult by the
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fact that among the subordinate Indian staff of the railwags, ot the
telephones and telegraphs, and of the post office, we had certain dieloyal people secretly working with the revolutionary party, and
them information of what was going on to such an extent that, in Lahore,
through which all the telegraphs and telephones to the north passed,
had to clear out the subordinate staff and put in members of the Paluable Defence Force, of which the lecturer was a prominent member.
We also found that these disaffected members of our railway and telegraph staffs were, in some cases, actually either cutting the lines themselves or inciting others to do so, and were in direct communication
with the extremist leaders outside. I mention this for the reason that
the railway, postal, and telegraph staffs are very largely drawn from
what you call in India the Babu class. They are, as a rule, loyal but
often credulous and ignorant, and very easily got at by outside seditious
agitators. For this reason we ocght to consider whether it is desirable
to have all our eggs in one basket, and to leave these very essential
security services almost entirely in the hands of one section of the community. I n the past we have been able to rely on the fact that we had
in our Anglo-Indian community in India men whom we could trust in
times of crisis, but owing to the Indianization of the services the unfortunate Anglo-Indian element has been largely crowded out. There is
a, cry that these departments must be made more and more accessible
to Indian control. That change is being hastened as the railways, one
after another, have been removed from Company control and brought
under State control, and the result is that we have to face the situation
that our internal security may be very seriously endangered by this
fact. I had proof of that in 1919, when a general strike on the allimportant North-Western Railway was only averted by the nunour
that martial law had been extended to the railway, as it in fact had been
to certain districta. The fact that for long periods in 1920 and 1921-I
think the lecturer will bear me out, as I had then left India-& large
section of the North- Western Railway, the only line of access to the
frontier, was held up by a ~ o l i t i c a lstrike, shows the importance
the consideration which I venture to place before you: secure Your
home front and you can face any attack by land or sea with 4uanimity.
(Applause.)
The CHAIRMAN
: I think you will agree with me that we have
very remarkable lecture, dealing in a, very interesting Way with ""
very big subject. We are also very grateful to those spe&kerswho
elaborated the subject afterwards. It I may, I would like to nlake One
or two points clear. Sir Louis Dane referred to the large number of
troops employed on the frontier in Waairistan and the Afghan
Sir Edmund Barrow has slso spoken of it, and shown quiterightly
there were not so many as imagined. There were, however, a 'OnOf
siderahle number, and, as Bir Edmund Barrow said, & great
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the troops were of very poor, quality. I t is no slur on them. The
Government of India in 1918 was asked t o raise half a million more
troops, but there were not half a million suitable men in India. The
best of the regiments were away, and the best of the remaining men in
the country were in drafts. There were a, great many useful troops
raised from, if I may use the expression, the half-martial races. The
best of the experienced officers were either killed or away. Those who
were left did their best, but there were not enough to make the
half-martial races into first-class troops for fighting on the frontier,
however eager and good the Indian Army Reserve oEcer was. The
lecturer said he was afraid that, in the matter of war preparation,
economy had been forced on the army very naturally and rightly ; and
rapid mobilization would not be possible. I am sorry to say that is
always the state of the army in India. It will always be very diflicult
to teach certainly the civil Government and finance department and
sometimes the commanders themselves what is necessary to get a n
army in the field and keep it there. There were magnificent assemblages of troops a t the Durbars of Lord Curzon and H i s Majesty :
masses of men marched past, with rows of bayonets and lances ; but
behind all that, the administrative services that kept an army in the
field were not organized. The things that don't march past have never
interested people. I t is, to a certain extent, the same in England, but
the resources of the civil population are more handy. Once or twice,
when I have had to draw up memoranda on this subject, I have taken
the liberty to use the following analogy : The tendency in India has
been the tendency of the daughter to whom you give a, dress allowance; she spends it on outside clothes, and when the winter comes,
there is nothing warm below. (Laughter.) That is what the military
authorities, and especially people like the Quarter-master-Generals, are
always anxious about. You have had a very full discussion, and I will
not trouble you with any more ; but I will call upon you to give a very
hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer, and also to all those who have
contributed to the subject by speaking afterwards. (Applause.)

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN PERSIA
TEHERAN,
February 15, 1926.

PARLIAMENT
has dissolved and left a rather colourleas Cabinet to cope
with a pressing dilemma. The concession for the valuable sturgeon
fisheries of the southern Caspian coast, for which the energetic little
Russian Ambassador has been fighting, was tabled apologetically at
the last moment by the Prime Minister, Furughi (an ex-schoolmaster
of amiable and philosophic disposition), and was deferred, after some
apprehensive criticisms, for the consideration of the Sixth Parliament,
to meet, after the elections, about June.
The Russians, under a pretext of balancing their foreign trade,
have prohibited imports from Persia, with the exception of cotton.
They have also stopped the export of Baku petrol to Persia, which will
impede the provisioning of Teheran with wheat by motor-lorry from
the neighbouring provinces. The Fisheries Concession was to be a
partnership affair between Russia and Persia, and the Persian share of
the capital was to be lent by Russia a t 8 per cent. The Pereians
objected that there existed equitable rights in the shape of a pre-war
concession, and that the stipulation for the employment of some
thousands of Russian workers on Persian soil was inacceptable. They
consider that Russia will be hit equally with Persia by a trade boycott,
and that surrender to Soviet pressure in this case might encourage
furtber interference with their liberties and rights, which already
suffer by Russia's refusal to accept the 1920 Customs tariff. It is
hoped that a way out may be found by negotiation without prolonged
trade hostilities. The caviare is dependent on Russia for its market,
and Persia has not a single naval unit on the Caspian.
The Shah is perturbed, as the security of his frontiers depend0
primarily on a friendly Russia, and he is presumably concerned for the
development of his native province, Mszanderen. The merchants of
Azerbeijan are invited to console themselves with the prospect of a
road between Tabriz and Moeul, for which budgetary provision has
been made.
The achievement oa which the Fifth Majliss pridea itself mOet i8
the Sugar and Tea Tax (actually an increase of Customs duty in
disguise) impoeed by it in May, 1925, The proceeds are strictly
earmarked for railway construction, and the receipts for the laet nine
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monthe amount to some £600,000. The Railway Bill passed last week
provides for the engagement of a n American and a German railway
engineer and for the costs of survey. I t is t h e Shah's long-cherished
desire that even the rails of whatever lines are built be made of Persian
steel-a product a s yet unknown. T h e idea of railways was immensely
popular with the people a year ago, when it was fondly imagined that
few trunk lines across a mountainous country twice the siza of Spain
and with a population of under fifteen millions would provide a panacea,
establish peace and prosperity, and give magic birth to another fifteen
millions in the course of a decade. Enthusiasm is waning of late a s
the question becomes a practical one, but t h e undoubted merits of the
project remain, and under the guidance of the American advisers much
may be achieved.
Some cogent remarks were made by the Administrator-Genera1 of
the Finances in a lecture on his return from leave last autumn, anent
the popular idea that America, being a fabulously rich country, would
make poor little Persia a large development loan without asking
awkward questions or insisting on more than a trifling quid pro quo.
Doctor Millspaugh made it unpalatably clear to his audience t h a t the
rich man gets his wealth by strict attention to business, t h a t t h e
American has as keen an eye for security and profits a s any other, a n d
that Persian railway construction is not on the charity lists of multimillionaires.
The work of the American advisers prospers, and their numbers are
being steadily increased. Their critics declare t h a t they have done
nothing but tax the country without assisting its development, t h a t
the expenses of their administration, with a n army of well-paid Persian
oficials, are disproportionate to the revenue, and that t h e credit of
their three years' work is mainly due to the present Shah, who, a9
Commander-in-Chief of t h e army, subdued the unruly elements in the
population and compelled the tribal chiefs and the powerful landowners
to pay their arrears of tax. The cost of the army is about two million
eterling annually, which is not excessive in view of the results obtained.
To have met this charge out of a budget which actually balances a t
five and a half million sterliug, a n d to have reduced the national debt
towell under two n~illioos,with a substantial sum set aside for development, is an achievement indicative of considerable tact, ability, and
hard work on the part of eight or ten individuals, supported, a s they
are,
the continued good work of the Belgian customs officials.
The crop failure of last year has necessitated the import of wheat,
and a few score inotor-lorries have been simultaneously imported by
the Government for its transport. The use of these heavy lorries is s
8erviceabl~reminder to Persians that even their few motor-roads are
of improvement. An advance towards rapidity of communicat'ona
lust heen made in the granting of a concession to the Junkers
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Company for regular services of all-metal aeroplanes between PehleVi
(Enaeli) and Bushire, and between Teheran and the western frontier,
to connect with the Baghdad-Khanikin railway. The concession
provides for the taking over of the Company's material in case of war.
The excessive road and towri tolls which vexed travellers and
traders have just been swept away by law, and in their stead various
imposts have been placed on merchandise and an annual tax on motor
vehicles.
The change of dynasty last December was not marked by any
spontaneous enthusiasm. The Persians respect and admire their new
Shah as much as they despised the last two of the Qajar line, but there
is in his five years of constructive work not enough of the grandiose
and spectacular to fire the emotions of his people with the ardent
hero-worship of a Napoleonic age. H i s smile is too fugitive, and his
frown too frequent to inspire affection in a soft-mannered race. Yet
Reza Pehlevi is of the stuff of which legendary heroes are made. He
is very tall and powerfully built--a Saul among men-of great personal
courage, magnificently savage in anger, and with the physical alertness
of a fighting animal. The most surprising part of his endowment is
the ready intelligence and mature judgment displayed in his statesmanship. He has carefully studied the best models, and he surrounds
himself with men whose talents are complementary to hie own. Hie
capacity for solid hard work is on a par with his other qualities. h
week or two ago, when two cases of highway attack were reported, he
stalked into the Cabinet Council, banged his fist on the table, and sent
the Minister of War trembling (not in his boots, for they were eenb
after him) post-haste to Kermanshah to wake the garrison there to a,
sense of its duties. Recently he paid a visit of inspection to the
Teheran barracks at five o'clock on a mid-winter morning. Much of
the country's future must surely depend on the effect, on such nature
as his, of the pomp and circumstance of monarchy to which he has
attained unaided.

a

THROUGH THE GORGE OF THE TSANGPO*
BY CAPTAINF. KINGDON WARD
MR. CHAIRMAN,
Ladies and Gentlemen,--Last

year, tbrough the
kiudness of the Indian and Tibetan Governments, Lord Cawdor
and I obtained permission t o go to Tibet for a year to botanize. Now
Tibet is generally understood to be a n extremely lofty plateau with
a cold, almost arctic, climate, scourged by very terrifying winds. This
idea of Tibet was particularly emphasized by the British expedition to
Lhasa, in 1904, and again by the several Mount Everest expeditions,
so that the general idea of Tibet, you might say, is that of a sub-arctic
desert; and it seems possibly the last place in the world to which anybody should go to collect plants. To-night I am going to try and give
you a totally different impression of Tibet. This is a country which
has always appealed to the imagination of travellers and men of
science, and will do so in the future, I think, more and more increasingly ; because although we have learned a great deal about it in the last
twenty years, since the British mission to Lhasa, there is still a great
deel about it that we do not know. I t is not so much its remotelless

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held a t the Royal United
Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W., on Thursday, November 26, 1925, and a n
address delivered by Captain F. ICingdon Ward, entitled " Through the Gorge of
the Tsangpo." I11 the absence of Lord Peel the chair was taken by Sir Francis
Pounghusband.
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-There is n o need to introduce
The CHAIRMAN
Captain Iiiugdon Ward to you because h e h a s already lectured here, just before
going out on this journey about wllich h e will speak to us this evening. The
part of the world he will dcscribe is, from the traveller's point of view, I should
thinlr, about as illtoresting a part of t h e world a s you could possibly be in. It is
a part where the greatest range of mountaiils in the world, the Himalajau, as it
were, collides with other mountains. There is a great tangle of mountains and
rivers. Also, perhaps in consequence, the varied flora and fauna as it were
collide, and consequently, just in that little sort of knot of illountains and rivers,
flowers and peoples, you get n inixture of the Indian mountains and the Indian
peoples ~ n the
d Indinn rivers, plnnts a n d animals and birds ineeting with the
Chinese. Captain Iiingdon Ward was well able to appreciate and make the
most of his opportunities, because h e hnd already travelled on the Indo-Chinese
border for many yenrs, and he it was who was able, with his compnnion, Lord
cnwdor, to put finnlly tit r w t what was practically certain already, the problem
of the identity of the Tsnngpo ltiver with the 13rahmaputra River, and how this
great river forces its way through the Hiillalaya mountains. I now ask him to
give 11s his address. (Applnuse.)
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a s it s inaccessibility, both political and geographical, which has fenced
i t off froin intercourse with Europeans for so long. A~ a matter of fact,
an air line from Calcutta to Lhasa is only about five hundred miles,and
the railhead in I n d i ~ends within a hundred miles of the frontierof
Tibet. The country is quite big enough for you to hold this very
general opinion of Tibet as a sub-arctic desert, and yet for some areas
of it to be totally different; and I am going to try and give you an idea
of its size by a process of comparison. To say that Tibet covers a
million square miles does not convey very much, but if I say it covers
roughly fifteen times the size of Great Britain, lifted to an average
height of fifteen thousand feet, without a single mile of railway in it,
and on three sides without a railway within five hundred miles of the
frontier, you will have a better idea of its inaccessibility. The population of Tibet one can hardly estimate, but it is certainly less than that
of greater London. T h e slide shows you Tibet and adjacent regions.
The particular region we are going to visit to-night is that little loop
u p on the Tsangpo River t o the east of Lhasa. What I wish to
emphasize is the great contrast between what we may call these two
Tibets. There is t h e Tibet of the plateau, which is the one that has
been so much emphasized by all the earlier travellers across Tibet and
north to Lhasa, by the Tibet expedition, and by the various Mount
Everest expeditions. That plateau covers roughly three-quarters of the
whole of Tibet, but it still l e ~ v e ssome two hundred thousand square
miles of what we may call the river gorge country, which is anything
but plateau. I t is a totally different type of country altogether. That
two hundred thousand square miles is covered with forests, flowers,
and meadows of all kinds. You will notice that the gorge country lies
in a comparatively narrow area. As a matter of fact, it is about two
hundred miles east t o west ; all these great rivers are attracted to that
one point as though by a magnet. Those rivers rise far up in different
parts of Tibet, and eventually flow to different seas; but they all of
them have to come rushing through t h a t very narrow gap in the
mountains, and that is the area which we are going to visit to-nightTo start on a journey like this it is generally necessary to arrange to
start two or three days before you want to, or you never get ofl to tirne.
AS soon as you leave railhead everything becomes very casual. Say
YOU have arranged to start a t ten o'clock on Monday morning, You
generally find that about nine o'clock the head muleteer comes and
YOU that all his mules are in pawn, and that he cannot start that
unless you give him an advance of wages. All these troubles being
overcome, you geuerally tart a couple of days later than was arranged.
The journey is from railherd ttlrough the jungles of Sikkim or Chine
as the case may be, with various rivers to cross by more Or less
primitive methods, generally in ferry boats. We, however, followed
the ordinary route from Darjeellug to Lhasa, and up through the
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forests of Sikkim, over the Himalaya on t o the great plateau of Tibet.
T~ travel on the plateau in the early spring or late winter is particularly
unpleaeant. The thing8 that one chiefly remembers about the plateau
are wind and dust. I n the winter snow takes the place of dust-snow
frozen and hard, which, of course, rasps the skin very badly wherever it
is exposed. I t is necessary, however, in order t o reach this river gorge
country to go over a certain amount of the plateau, and one has a vivid
recollection of this fearful howling wind, the dust in the summer and
the rasping snow in the winter-so that you very soon lose what the
hoardings call that schoolgirl complexion. You will notice that the
plateau is quite treeless, and in fact devoid of woody plants. B u t for
two or three months in the summer when the rains come it is covered
with flowers. As you get to slightly lower elevations and go down into
the valleys, particularly where water is flowing permanently, you begin
to get a few trees. The trees are generally, as in this case, of considerable
age and are protected by the inhabitants. They show very definitely the
prevailing wind, that is to say, they do not rise above a certain height
from the ground, and they are all very considerably curved. They are
generally rather stunted. This particular tree is a poplar. The photograph was taken in the middle of April, but t h e trees do not yet show the
sign of a leaf on them. Getting down to still lower levels you find the
trees become more frequent, and you sometimes meet with very fine
trees such as elms. Those who are interested in bird-nesting may like to
know that the nests are those of jackdaws and magpies. There are plenty
of birds on the plateau ; even in the entirely treeless parts you meet birds
like choughs, rose finches, and further down babblers and so on. Crossing the plateau, following the ordinary main road is a comparatively
simple matter. At the time of the British mission to Lhasa, twenty
years ago it must have been a very different proposition; but now there
are bungalows a t every stage, a telegraph-line from Calcutta to Lhasa,
and the post goes through into Tibet ; so that in some places you might
think that the romance of Tibet has passed ; but I do not think that
is so. These are simply comforts both for Tibetans thomeelves and
travellers, and there is no doubt that a very large part of Tibet will
always be devoid of these amenities. A telephone has also been
installed from Gyantse to Lhase, and I believe not so very long ago
the political officer a t Gyantse rang up Lhasa, asked to speak to
the nalai Lama, and received in excellent English a prosaic reply from
a clerk : '' His IIoliness goes to office a t eleven o'clock." T h a t seems
to take away the romance from Tibet, but that is a very narrow view.
After leaving Gysntee, where a British Trade Agent is stationed,
we left the Lhasa road and turned eastwards, and after travelling
about eleven days we reached the first big town on the Tsangpo, a
town called Tsetang, fifty miles south-east of Lhasa. These are such
1)uildings ae are found in most Tibetan cities. There are very few big
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towns in Tibet. Tsetang has a population very much leas than that
of a London borough. It is the principal town in these parts, but
although of some importance, is really only what we should call a
large village. W e now reach t h e Tsangpo, which was our objective,
and we follow t h a t river eastwards through the great gorges. ~t first
the going is fairly easy. We cross the river then, here flowing at
altitude of about eleven thousand feet; we cross it in coracles, ~h~
current is perfectly placid, and one may well imagine that the river
will go on flowing eastwards in this great trough of the plateau for a
good many hundreds of miles. I t might even flow to China, and o ~ e
begins t o appreciate the difficulties of the old geographers when they
tried to link up this river with some other in India or China. For this
reason : the river had been crossed by explorers on their way to
Lhasa, but it had not been followed eastwards. No one knew what
became of it. When it was followed down, it was found to enter a
tremendous gorge, and t h e following it had to be given up because
people could not get through t h e gorge. There was known in Assa~n
another river, the Brahrnaputra, which flowed down from the mountains to the north. I t came out through jungles which you could not
get into because they were inhabited by hostile tribes, and on paper it
seemed reasonable to suppose t h a t the one river was the other-that
the river which flowed away t o the east in Tibet was the river which
appeared in India. The difliculty of accepting that was that there
were several other rivers which it might be in India. There were
several rivers whose upper courses were quite unknown, and it seemed
a t first sight just as likely to be one as another. The whole story of
the exploration and final proof of identity of the Tsangpo and Brahmaputra is too long a story to go into, but it hangs on this: that all the
other unknown rivere were crossed by a native explorer, and when the
maps came to be plotted it was found that the Tsangpo could not
flow very far to the east, and that the only possible river which it
could be was tho Brahmaputra of Assam. However, there were ahout
two hundred miles of the gorge to be explored. A certain amount was
done by native explorers, and a good deal was done from the A ~ a m
side by the Abor expeditions of some years ago. I t was proved the
rivers were the same, but not demonstrated. The final demonstration
was undertaken twelve years ago by two oflicers of the Indian army.
They firat followed the Brahmaputr* up through Assam, and then
struck the Tsangpo higher u p and came down through the gorge.
They explored all but about forty or fifty miles of it, and eet the matter
finally a t rest. B u t there was another problem connected with th'8
river ; the river flowing on the Tibetan plateau was flowing an
altitude of about eleven thousand feet, and the river in Amam at about
one thousand feet. I t seemed very natural there would be great
on the river. One native explorer had reported great falls, but
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the two officers explored t h e river they found its course could be
accounted for without any great fall. They also showed successfully
that some mistake had occurred, through which t h e native explorer
had reported a waterfall 150 feet high which was not on t h e main
river, but on a side stream. There was no necessity to postulate a
fall, and they did not find one. There was t h e bare possibility that in
the forty or fifty miles which remained unexplored a fall would be
found. We followed this river down through the wide trough. The
river was flowing perfectly placidly a t a n altitude of 11,000 feet. There
were no big rapids and no great difficulty in crossing t h e river. This
is a, typical little village. As we get farther east the country gets less
and less barren, and more and more trees appear. This particular
village is of some interest, because in it was born, about fifty years
ago, the thirteenth Dalai Lama, the present ruler of Tibet, and I
suppose the greatest Tibet has ever had. The buildings met with in
and
Tibet are of two types, apart from private houses-monasteries
fortresses. The monasteries are sometimes of a very considerable
size, with several thousand inhabitants; but we found no very big
ones. There were probably not more than three or four hundred
priests in any of them. B u t in this particular place, when we arrived,
there was a certain amount of trouble going on. The monks had been
behaving in a rather unmoukish manner, and t h e lay authorities had
descended on the place and ordered t h e expulsion of about sixty
monks. The head lama of the monastery was very much disturbed a t
this, and came to us by night a11d asked us to interfere. Of course we
could not do anything of the. sort ; i t was nothiug to do with us, and
it would have been quite unwarranted. B u t we felt i t would have
been as well if the inorlks had not been expelled ; they were a n unprepossessing lot', and we felt t h e world would have been safer for
democracy if they had been kept shut up. When we arrived a t t h e
monastery again later on we found it allnost entirely deserted. The
fortresses are very fine buildit~gs, often I>ailt in strategic situations
overlooking the villages a t t b e ~ rfeet. They have very thick walls
and narrow windows. They are a medieval type of building. The
fortressre are inhabited by the civil magistrates, and t h e mouasteries, of course, by the ecclesiastical authorities. The people wore
extrenlrly delightful. The people of Tibet were always very friendly
and hospitable. W h e ~ ~ e v e we
r
came to a village or monastery,
as is usual in O r i e ~ ~ t acountries,
l
they used to send us presents.
'The~egenerally took on a severely practical form-a, sack of flour,
a bbg of rice, but particularly eggs. They were very fond of giving
us egtls, but we genernlly found these eggs exploded on contact.
Tibet is now maintaining a foreign-drilled army, which will probably
render a very good account of itself, but in t h e back blocks of
Tibet you find these more or less arr~ateursoldiers, who are not gener10
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ally quite so formidable a s they look. Although they have Besorted
rifles of various bores, and go about with those belts of cartridges, one
generally finds t h a t the cartridge will not fit any rifle. ( ~ ~ ~ ~ h t ~
I have said there are no railways in Tibet or anywhere near, Bod this
photograph will give you a n idea of the gorge cou~ltry. For a good deal
of the plateau it might be possible t o use wheeled traffic, and, in fact,
recently the Commander-in-Chief of the Tibetan army took up to ~h~~
from Calcutta a motor-car in pieces on the backs of mules. But in the
oorge country such a thing would be utterly impossible, and the only
0
transport is the ordinary Asiatic transport-by yak, pony, mule, donkey.
I n a great many of the river gorges it is not possible to take any
animals a t all ; one uses only coolies. I shall show you a few photographs to give you rather a different idea of Tibet, a few photographs
of plants and flowers, so t h a t you will not imagine that Tibef consists
entirely of this very bare, bleak, treeless plateau. The great feature of
the south-eastern corner of Tibet is the rhododendrons. These are very
fine. Sometimes they are very big trees, at other times bushes or even
creeping plants. There are many other trees, of course, besides the
rhododendrons, a n d as you get down still lower into the depths of the
gorges you begin to meet with sub-tropical jungle. The reason for
botanizing in these places I had better explain. If you look at the
gardens and parks of England, and particularly London, you will see a
great many interesting and pretty flowers, shrubs, and trees. It is extraordinary what a, very small number of them are really English; they
are nearly all aliens introduced from different parts of the world. Tibet
has given u s its quota, particularly of rhododendrons and certain poppies and primulas. Creeping rhododendrons are shown here, forming
an entire carpet over the rocks, and covering many square miles. These
are of all colours-scarlet,
amber yellow, purple, violet, and so on,
After the rhododendrons perhaps the most surprising flowers of Tibet
are the blue poppies, of which there a r e a great many. They Occur in
the harsher country a t higher altitudes, from 14,000 to 15,000 feet,
where there is very little vegetation of any sort. You get the carpet of
dwarf rhododendrons ; higher up near the glaciers you get nothing but
beautiful. These
scattered flowers, but those very often
are the blue poppies of this country. The flowers are sky blue with
golden centres. Sometimes they are sweetly fragrant. They are Perhaps the most surprising thing to find on these bare, treeless screesat
15,000 feet, where there seems to be nothing but the most barren
gravel for them to grow on. Sometimes these blue poppiesRroWin the
woods. That was originally discovered, I think, about 1913
Bailey, and bas heen called after him J I o e o ~ t o p s iIlaileyi.
~~
A yellow
poppy was found on tho rhododendron moorland, growing amongst the
dwarf rhoclodendrons, where they grow like heather i n scotland* After
the yellow and blue poppies and the rhododendrons, perhaps the
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beautiful flowers are the primulas. They also grow in very great
variety, and cover enormous areas. Sometimes acres and acres are
covered by one species of meadow primula. They occur generally in
which are found lining the streams below the level
the' Alpine
of the forest. You notice the forest growing on the upper slopes, and
down below these flowery meadows are very often full of primroses, a s
in the next photograph. That is a particularly fine one because it
grows about four feet high. I t is, perhaps, the biggest primula known.
It is something like e n English cowslip, but very much larger, with a s
many as a hundred flowers growing together in a sort of mop head.
These flowers grow so thickly in the eastern part of Tibet t h a t they
simply clog up the streams. Finally, we have a meadow of giant
sorrel-not the woodland sorrel of England, but more like the dock
family. These you sometimes find in great; colonies, sometimes one here
and another there on the hillside. You can see them a mile away ; very
often they look like cream-coloured Chinese pagodas. I shall now pass
to the gorge itself. Our botanical work was done round here. This is the
great loop of the Tsangpo. I t flows first eastwards, then turns to northwards, then goes to the south a s the Dihang of Upper Assam, and finally
flows practically back on itself westwards as the Brahmaputra of India.
The plant photographs which I showed you were all taken round here
where we were botanizing. Our route is shown in r e d ; that is the
China to Lhasa road, and this is the country we explored. W e did
that in summer while we were botanizing, and in the winter we started
from this place, Gyala, to follow the river through that great gorge.
On the plateau the river was flowing perfectly placidly eastwards. On
the plateau the mountains ere not particularly high, on every side they
go up to 18,000 feet or so ; but when you get to about here you see in
front of you an enormous range of snow mountains. The river coming
up against this obstacle tries to get out of the way by turning more to
the north. I n ~ t e a dof flowing straight through this great range it
edges away a little to the north-east. I t finds itself, however, still
more hemmed in by snow mountains on all sides, and takes the line of
least resistance. I t charges straight a t the obstacle, and cuts its way
clean through the great range of mountains. There is the river a t
Tsela 1)song still flowing in a broad valley, quite quietly, with a range
of mountains on either side; but after flowing in that direction for
another ten or fifteen miles it coines up against this great obstacle.
That range of mountains, which is presumably the great Himalayan
seems to stretch right across its path. and from this point the
river hegins to edge away to the north-east to try and turn the obstacle.
1 say, it finds itself still more involved among the snow mountains,
and instead of going right away to the north it turns on the range and
a way clean through. I t is here getting under way. You see
this great barrier range. These terraces are the remains of glacier
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moraines which have been pushed right across the valley by glaciers
which have long since retreated. The glaciers come down to withina,
mile or two of the river, but in ancient times they must have filled the
valley. The river has carved tt passage through the mountains, ~t is
still trying t o get round the flank of the snow mountains, and finds it
utterly impossible. I t now narrows very considerably, and
straight a t the range. The river in full flood chargee the snow mountains. The waves here leap u p fifteen or twenty feet. We have photographs taken of one rock-not
this particular rock-but we got the
rook simply covered with water in July, and when we came through
the gorge six months later the rock was standing up about as high as
this room above the water. T h a t will give you some idea of the
rise and fall during the rains. Of course the Tsangpo is at its
lowest about March and April, when the snows have not yet melted,
a n d there has been a considerable period of drought. About June
i t rises very suddenly, and all through July you get tremendous floods
coming dcwn and through the whole of August and September. Then
it begins to drop again. W e went through it about half-water in
November and December.
I n order to go through the gorge we had to abandon nearly all our
kit and take only porters. W e could only get twenty porters, half of
whom were women. Most of these porters were carrying rations for
t h e party ; the others were carrying bedding and scientific instruments,
surveying instruments, and so on. W e did not take any tents and
could not have put them up if we had done so. We Eound these women
excellent porters ; the only drawback was that whenever we got faced
with particularly awkward cliffs, they would generally sit down on the
top of the cliffs and weep. B u t t h a t did not disturb them. When they
got over it they invariably came on with us. They were extraordinarily
plucky and resourceful. The men, of course, were better still, carrying
the women's loads in the awkward places and helping then down by
hand. The garment these people are wearing is the typical garment of
the province, the gsshak. I n Tibet the most usual garment worn ia the
ckipn, e sort of loose dressing-gown. I n this part of Tibet they wear
another garment composed of a strip of cloth twelve feet long and three
feet wide, with a hole in the middle. They simply put their heads
through the hole, tie a belt round their waist, pulling it up a bit, and
forrne
there you are complete with garment. I t is a very
When dirty you simply turn it inside out, and when it is cold or when
i t rains you wear two. I t is made either of coarse cloth or mtsnned
skin of goats. I n rainy weather they generally wear it with the lor
,outside, and in fine weather with the leather outside. The leader
our porters was a fellow known to us as Captain Flint ; he lookarsther
a buccaneer, but, as a matter of fact, he was a, very stout fellow indeed.
B e also wears this q ~ i s h t ~ find
k , carries a knife. We took one rope with
of
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us, xvery man had a sword. We also had a hatchet or two. W e
bed to hack our way through the jungle, and when climbing up and
down the cliffs we had to attach the rope repeatedly. When we
reached the last village a t the mouth of the gorge, about the middle of
November, away we started on the sixteenth with our twenty porters,
and for the first four days we found a track. After the fourth day we
reached a little monastery in the gorge, and spent a day there reorganizihg the party for the more difficult part of the journey. This gorge is
about a hundred miles long and something like ten thousand feet deep.
We found it filled with forest from the water to the snows. As long as
we had a path it was fairly easy going, but after leaving this little
monastery at Pemakochung there was no trail of any sort. We had to
find our way as best we could. W e kept the river always in sight;
sometimes we were two or three thousand feet above it, sometimes
clambering over boulders in the river-bed. The boulders were enormous, as big as cottages and piled on each other, so that it was very
difficult to get through. Every three or four days the type of vegetation altered. We found ourselves first in pine forest, subsequently in
semi-jungle. The river became more and more riotous and more and
more confined botween these great cliffs ; but we found nothing in t h e
nature of a really big waterfall. That photograph was taken just near
this little monastery of Pemakochung and shows a small fall. Iiinthup,
the native explorer, reported a fall of 150 feet high here ; but that was
e, mistake ; he really meant a fall of 150 feet on a side stream. H e got
as far as this place, and spent some time looking for a way down the
gorge without success, and so had to return. I n 1913, Bailey and
Morshead got as far as P e ~ n ~ k o c h u nwithout
g
any difficulty and went
on some ten miles ; but it is rather difficult now to recognize the exact
spot where Bailey was forced to abandon the gorge and turn back.
The sort of obstacles we met with were generally cliffs of this nature.
Sometimes we climbed up and down chimneys, sometimes we were
right in the bed of the river. The river a t this season is fairly low, but
it had been a very wet year. We had no particular trouble. I t rained
sometimes. We slept under trees and cliffs, wherever we could find
water. This may sound strange, but when you are two thousand feet
above the river it is not always easy to find even a trickle of water
where you can form a camp. I t was on these places that the women
generally gave a good deal of trouble, aud the slide shows some of them
being helped down. At times we came to comparatively smooth
atretches of water, but there was a considerable current all the time.
Trees clothed the cliffs practically everywhere, except where these were
&bSolutelyvertical. At this time we found a takin trail. These takin
up and down the gorge. The takin is a sort of cross between
a goat and an ox. There used to be one a t the Zoo, but it died. I t is
a curious animal with a rather big lumping body on short stubby legs,
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but extraordinarily agile. We found its track up cliffs almost
with simply a slight scrub growth carpeting on them. I t bounds up
and down these tremendous cliffs. I t goes about in large herds
a track through the worst of the jungle. A t last we reached a point
where we found it was impossible to proceed along the river-bed any
more. The river filled its bed from cliff to cliff, and the
were
almost vertical. Here there was a waterfall of sorts, about thirty or
forty feet high; but we could not get any closer to it than that, and
eventually we had t o climb up this cliff here. We had to abandon the
river, in fact. T h e river a t this point doubles back on itself in a loop,
and flows almost due west ; it then wriggles round again and resumes
its normal course. I t is right in the heart of the Himalaya, still forcing
its way through the snowy peaks. As we went on through the gorge it
often seemed to us we were f a r from being six or seven thousand feet
above sea level, as we were really. I t seemed to us we were boring
our way into the bowels of the earth and would never come on to
a familiar landscape again. One could imagine a strange lunar landscape awaiting us a t the bottom : one could hardly imagine seeing
cultivation again. Here it happened we had to leave the river and
climb the cliffs, and three days later, having crossed the worst of the
mountains, we dropped down t o the lower foot of the gorge and found
a village and cultivation. T h e porters were so pleased with themselvee
a t seeing human beings again t h a t they gave a great feast and, I em
eorry to say, got disgracefully drunk. The result was that we started
very late the next day. As far a s the upper end of the gorge we had
been in Tibet proper, among Tibetans. W e now found ourselves at the
lower end OF the gorge among totally different people. They spoke
a certain amount of Tibetan, and had been influenced by Tibetens, but
came from different regions, and their own language was not Tibeten.
The people are of various tribes, and there is really a sort of jungle
no man's land between Assarn and Tibet-inhabited
by people of
Tibetan extraction, no doubt, but not Tibetan any more than Assamesee
Some of these people called themselves Monbas. The Monbas originally came from Bhutan. We rather came on them out of the blue.
They did not expect us, did not know who we were or where we were
going. While they were deciding what to do about it we hurried on to
Y
the next village. On the whole we found them friendly. T O ~saw
were harmless. The problem was now to see that part of the gorge we
had had to abandon. I n this case we had to go up the gorge instead
of down. We had abandoned it, as far as we could make out, about
twenty miles higher up. For a week the people would not help us
they said there was no way up the gorge; nobody ever went thaa;
there was no track. It we got on the top of the mountains we could
not see anything. W e argued and discussed for a week. We crossed
the river by a rope bridge. The rope is made of bamboo and fastened
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to rocks on either bank. A slider works on top of the rope, and the
ordinary Tibetan ties himself on to this slider and pulls himself across
with his hands, kicking with his legs. W e refused to work our passage
over, and were pulled over in this way with a lifeline. The river is
here just leaving the worst part of the gorge ; it still has some distance
to go before it reaches Assam ; but to all intents and purposes the worst
of the gorge had been pierced. There were twenty-five miles we had not
seen and wanted to see. W e reached a little native village, and above
us we saw this great snow peak and this forest, and from the position
we
that if we could get on to this ridge here, we should be
able to see and possibly reach the hidden part of the river.
We had followed up the river as far as we could in the river-bed,
but that was not very far. The natives told us there was no possible
way of getting up there, and that if we got up there, we should not see
anything. Then by a curious piece of luck we found a track for ourselves, end quite a good one. W e also saw up on this ridge one night
as it was getting dark the light of a camp-fire. We returned to the
village and told the villagers they had told a fairy story ; there was a
path, and people over there. They then admitted they had been
romancing; we could go and they would take us. I t transpired the
reason why they said we could not go was because all the country
belonged to a neighbouring tribe. I t was their preserve. The tribe we
were negotiating with were not allowed to go there. They wanted to
keep on good terms with the other tribe and not trespass on their
property. However, when we started off we found six of them had
brought guns. I n the final result they shot two of their neighbours'
tnkin, a couple of wild sheep, and some pheasants, all belonging to
their neighbours; and then got us to write a letter saying we had done
it. Eventually we got on top of the ridge and descended to the gorge
again in the narrowest part. Here we found the Tsangpo in places
only 50 feet wide, pushing through this extraordinary narrow rent
with alinost vertical walls thousands of feet high. At one point we
lllanttged to get down to the river, where there are a great many hot
springs in the river-bed. W e found there tt waterfall of no great
height, 30 or 40 feet, quite vortical. I n the distance of a quarter of
a lllile the river falls 100 feet. There were still four or five miles
that we could not see, but we satisfied ourselves that there could not
possit)ly be a waterfall on it, and that the thousands of feet between
Tibet and Assam could be accounted for without any very big fall,
as Bailey had demonstrated. We now left that gorge. W e had
passed through the Himalaya and had to get back to India. Our
route in the spring was through Sikkim on the main Lhasa
road, and then away to the east. Coming back we followed a route
further north, and then straight south, through Bhutan ; so that,
having penetrated iuto this top right-hand corner, we went up north
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on t o the plateau, once more rejoined the main body of the caravan,
loaded up the mules, and returned along the Lhasa road until we got
to this point. Froin that point we turned absolutely due south and
reached India a s rapidly a s possible. Going up north, this river is not
the Tsangpo, but the P o Tsangpo, a great tributary. That river is
more or less, in fact, almost completely unexplored ; but all we saw
was this junctiod with the Tsangpo and a little bit of the gorge as we
went u p north. T h a t river also seems to break through a great range
of snow mountains. Looking back for the last time upon these great
cliffa here on t h e right, we saw these great barrier ranges that we had
just penetrated. T h e peak on the extreme right is Namcha Barwa,
over 25,000 feet high ; the peak on the left is Sanglung, over 23,000 feet
high. They are the two great peaks of the Assam Himalaya; known
for a long time from the Assam side, here they are seen from tbe
Tibetan side. This picture shows the mules loaded up on the return
journey, but the photograph after t h a t shows these snowy peaks once
more. That was the last view t h a t we got of the Assam Himalaya and
the gorge of the Tsangpo, which is just the other side of that ridge,
Coming back across the plateau, of course, things were reversed. We
came from the jungles of the gorge into the sort of temperate conifer
forest of the temperate plateau, and then on to the barren wind-swept
plateau. Instead of the dust of summer we had to contend now with
frozen snow being blown about. The cold was very considerable; we
used to have 40 or 50 degrees of frost a t night ; but it was not the cold
so much a s the wind. Those who have travelled in Tibet alweys
remember with disgust the extraordinary savage winds which blow.
They spring up very suddenly in the winter about eleven in the
morning and finish a t nightfall. W e used to try to avoid them by
starting early in the day. These are glacier lakes of fresh water, and
found a t a moderate altitude, about 12,000 feet. They are not to be
c o n f u ~ e dwith the lakes of the great plateau, which are not glacier
lakes, are generally salt, and occupy fold valleys on the plateau- The
scenery of this part of Tibet is picturesque. That is another little
glacier lake, and you will see vegetation ; but in crossing one more
range of mountains we got on the plateau proper, and everything
bleak and hare. I n three weeks we crossed the plateau and came
down through the forests of Bhutan. T h a t was the last tuft of grasg
before we got back on the plateau proper, where you see it is ~ o m ~ ~ ~ ~
hare and devoid of trees. After recrossing tho Tsangpo and turning
south we got into Bhutan unexpectedly. However, we had no
there, and a t the end of February we crossed the frontier into Indlsl
and found ourselves once more proneically buying railway tickets'
(Applause.)

trouye
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Sir CHARLEEBELL: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-There
is, I am afraid, nothing of interest that I can add to the extremely
interesting and instructive lecture to which we have listened this afternoon, I have been on this river-which Captain Kingdon Ward has so
graphically described-only two or three times; once a t Shigatse, a
great many years ago, where I stayed a week, and again on my journeys
to and from Lhasa with Colonel Kennedy some four years ago.
The river i~ shown on our maps a s the Tsangpo, but "Tsangpo"
is merely the Tibetan word for any large river, being derived from
Tsang," which means clean or pure, and '' po," which is an agentive
&fix. So Tsangpo means the cleanser or purifier, and therefore any
large river. When Colonel Kennedy and I were a t Lhasa the river
there was always called the Tsangpo, and, as Captain Kingdon Ward
has shown us, the large river in the P o country is also called the
Tsangpo. The river which is the main subject of our lecture this
afternoon has various names in various parts of its course, just as
other rivers in Tibet have, and rivers in India so often have. I n the
vicinity of Lhasa and Shigatse it is known a s the Tsang-Chu-i.e., the
river from Tsang, the province immediately to the west of t h a t in which
Lhasa is situated.
From Lhatse, a town higher up its course than Shigatse, through
Shigatse and through the vicinity of Lhasa, on to Tsetang, and, as I
was informed, for about a day's journey beyond Tsetang, this great
river is navigable for those hide boats which Captain Ringdon Ward
showed us in one of his pictures. Thus we have the spectacle of a
large river navigable for some four hundred miles of its course a t an
elevation of 11,000 to 13,000 feet above the level of the sea. I think
that must be unique among all the rivers of the world.
We have this afternoon been shown the great difficulties that the
river has to encounter before it can break through the Himalayan
chain on its way down to India. When Colonel Iiennedy and I were
in Lhasa we were told by the Lord Chamberlain of the Dalai L a m a the
legendary explanation current among the Tibetahs themselves. H e
told us that in the old days before Tibet was inhabited the couutry
was all under water, and the reason for it was that this large river
flowed into the couutry, hut could not flow out of it, being blocked by
the Himalaya. However, Chenresi, the patron deity of Tibet, took
his sword and cleft the Hiolalaya, so that the river was able to flow
through.
Captain Kingdon Ward showed us a river called the Po Tsangpo
which comes from the country of Po. I do not know whether he
the Po country or whether he passed through a corner of it.
The inhabitants of Po are a very interesting people, something like the
people whose pictures he has shown to us. They are sturdy folk, a l o ~ o s t
of Lhssa. But, as so often happens in Tibet, although
11
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people are practically independent of the civil government of l-,hasr,
they are very much under the influence of the capital itself, when we
were in Lhasa, that dependence of the P o country was shown to us in two
ways. Its chief sent a deputation to ask for a girl from the Lhasa
nobility to be his bride. H e did not succeed in obtaining a girl from
one of the very best families, because they are averse to sending their
daughters away to a, country which is a t once so distant and also
so lawless. B u t he did succeed in obtaining a bride from a family
which had been recently ennobled. That was one way in which you
could see that Lhasa very often influences this o u t - ~ f - t h e - people,
~a~
who are Tibetan or semi-Tibetan by race; because a lady like that
going t o the country-and I understood that they usually take their
wives from Lhasa-would bring a retinue with her, and no doubt establish a centre of influence. B u t another, and even more potent, influence which Lhasa exercises on these tribes on the border of Tibet is
by t h a t power which in this country is by far the greatest of all, and
t h a t is the power of religion. I used sometimes when at Lhasa to visit
t h e great temple there, and especially on the fifteenth of a Tibetan
month, because the fifteenth, the day of the full moon, is the holiest
day of the month. Visiting it, then, in the late afternoon, when the
temple is thronged with worshippers, one could often see people from
these outlying parts of Tibet. They worshipped at the same shrines as
did the Tibetans of Lhasa, Shigatse, and the interior of Tibet, and they
were in no way less devout-perhaps rather more so. I n the East
religion is a potent factor, and is closely interwoven with politics; in
Tibet as much as in any Asiatic state.
I do not know whether it we8 Captain Kingdon Ward's fate to
come to any suspension bridges. H e showed us an example of an
interesting rope bridge, and you do occasionally also meet with the
remains of old iron suspension bridges, the origin of which affords an
interesting problem. There are very few of them standing now; I
have heen over one myself, but very few of them are pasrable. Some
have ascribed them to the Chinese, but the Tibetans put them down to
a Tibetan lama who lived a few hundred years ago, and is said to have
made 108 of these suspension bridges. One hundred and eight is
sacred number in Tibet. There ought to be 108 beads on a rosary;
the Buddhist bible, known as the Kan-gyur, ought to be printed in loR
volumes, and the man or woman who is ~ e r f e o t l yvirtuous is expected
to live for 108 years. (Laughter and applause.)
Mr. ARCHIBALDROSE: I believe that Captain Kingdon Ward aud
Lord Cawdor share the unique honour of having actually visited the
country so graphically described, and so wonderfully illustrated,
to.night. I can therefore offer no contribution to knowledge. But,
one of the little band of frontier workers and travellers to whom this
stretch of the Tsangpo and Brahlnaputra has 80 long been the 'ltinuL
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Tlzule of our dreams, I offer a tribute of appreciation and thanks. This
unknown stretch of country has been the theme of so many talks by
the
in every part of Central Asia, has been such a n inspiration and stimulus, that I find myself half sad to think that the job has
actually been finished, yet very proud to think that it has been done in
my own generation and by men like Ward and Bailey and Morshead,
who have endured so much, and for so mauy years, in unravelling the
secrets of that wild corner of Asia. I was fortunate enough to share
with them the thrills of anticipation, and this story of the journey has
fulfilled our best expectations. Our Chairman to-night, Sir Francis
Younghusband, was the first to stir my own imagination in regard to
the unknown stretches of Central Asia, and his travels and books have
been a guiding light to us all. I a m only glad to think that something
still lies ahead for the next generation, and that the P o Tsangpo ofiers
new field of exploration. May I add just one word about our speaker.
He has been so modest, and we have been so comfortably entertained,
that we might imagine the journey through these gorges, these peaks
and flowers, as one long romantic adventure. Those of us who have
seen Captain Ward a t work know something of the other side-the
physical endurance, the courage and the patience, that have been
expended in bringing the long years of effort to a successful conclusion.
I see a number of Central Asian travellers here to-night, and I am confident that I speak for all in expressing to Captain Icingdon Ward our
gratitude to him for enabling us to live over again, if only for an hour,
something of the wonder of our old frontier life.
The CHAIRMAN,
in closing, expressed his thanks to the lecturer for
his most interesting lecture and beautiful slides, which had recalled so
many rnenlories to the minds of some of his hearers.

A VISIT T O THE ANGLO-PERSIAN
OIL-FIELDS *
BY SQUADRON-LEADER A. R. C. COOPER
BEFORE
commencing on the more serious work of this evening, I want
to destroy a n illusion and disarm criticism. Mr. Webster, in his
Dictionary, says " to lecture " means " t o instruct" ; I am not going to
instruct you, but will merely try and describe to you a most interesting
visit my chief (Group-Captain Board) and I paid to the Anglo-Persian
Oil Company's fields last year, and tell you a little of its wonderful
organization in the quest of oil. I n disarming criticism, I wish to
point out that I claim no intimate knowledge of the recovery of oil, nor
do I know anything of the financial side of the question.
T h e fields are situated some 160 miles north-east from the head
of the Persian Gulf in a valley in the lower slopes of the Bakhtiari
mountains. The headquarters and refinery are s t Mohammereh and
Abadan respectively, and the line of communication from there to the
field is by the Karun river and across the desert. The whole country
to the foothills some 100 iniles north-east is alluvial desert end
part of the great Mesopotamian plain. No made road exists acrose
-

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on Thursday, February 11,
1926, a t the Royal United Service Institution, Whitehall, S.W., and a lecture
delivered by Squadron-Leader A. R. C. Cooper (Royal Air Force) entitled "A
Vieit to the Anglo-Persian Oil-fields." I n the absence of Lord Peel the chair
was taken by Sir hlichael O'Dwyer.
T h e CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and C3entlemen1-In the absence of our Chairman, Lord
Peel, it has fallen to 1ny lot to take the chair this evening. Lord Peel, I flee
from to-day's Times-he is Commifisioner of Works in our Cabinet-in appropriately occupied in inspecting the Parliament House in B e r m u d a ; no doubt
h e will bring back hints for the reconstruction of our Parliament House here.
I wish someone with more knowledge of the subject w ~ in
s the chair; but I flee
not only the Lecturer but m a n y others here who are able to speak upon it, and I
hope they will take part in the discussion. T h e subject is "A V i ~ i to
t the AngloPersian Oil-fields." T h e Lecturer ia fiquadron-Leader A. R. C . Cooperl ~vho
served for three yeare in the Air Force in Mesopotamia. H e came home a Year
ago, and is now serving a t home. H e has a unique knowledge of the conditions
of ~ e s o p o t a m i sand
,
also of the oil-fields, and be proposes to illustrate the lecture
with photographs which were entirely taken by himself. The p h ~ t o P " a ~ h a
the slides were p r e p r e d by t h e Royal Air Force Photographic section
Baghdad.
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this $,lain ; a track, merely following the line of least resistance, is
used only for passenger traffic a n d for inspection of the pipe line which
it follows.
The Karun river provides a n easily navigable route to Ahwaz for
paddle-steamers, where the rapids are m e t ; these are c i r c u ~ n v e n ~ e d
by three miles of light railway, and then smaller paddle-steamers
proceed to the river-head a t Der-i-Khazina. From here a 2-foot gauge
railway transports light goods through the mountains to the fields,
while the road takes the heavier traffic. This road is really a very fine
feat of engineering. For the first sixteen miles the route is flat ; then you
wind through the foothills and begin to climb the range of mountttihs.
Through these the engineers have constructed a n excellent road ; it is
faced with stone the whole way, and is kept in repair by a skilled staff.
It requires constant supervision ; the surface suffers severely from tho
heavy lorries, and the melting snow in the spring does a greal deal
of damage.
Approaching from the plains, the forbidding and inhospitable
aspect of the mountain passes might have easily discouraged the early
prospectors, who could, without undue pessimism, have quoted Dante's
well-known line :

" All hope abandon ye who enter here."
Fortunately for the shareholders they did not.
The area a t present upon which drilling operations are being
worked is roughly fifteen miles by five, but other prospecting is being
carried out much further afield.
The existence of oil had been known for hundred3 (possibly
thousands) of yeara, but it was not until 1908 that the first well
was sunk and oil produced. The pipe line wits laid in 1911. The oil
is held in a blue limestone formation; contra,ry to general thought,
it is not found in large underground reservoirs, but is retained in the
porous rock itself. I t is, of course, under enorlnouv pressure, and this
pressure forces the oil to the surface when the rock is tapped. All the
drilling is by percussion, and derricks are erected to enable this to be
carried o u t ; three types of engine for the drillinq are used-steam,
electric, and internal combustion. The drills very in size up to 2) tons
in weight, and the pounding of this heavy weight a t the rate of forty
beats to tho minute is deafening.
The bore-holes range in depth from 1,200 to 4,900 feet owing to
the underground contour of the oil-bearing rock. The strata is beaten
to powder by the drill working in water to a depth of 3 to 20 feet
according to the nature of the ground ; the drill ia then removed, and
a hollow piece of casting with a butterfly valve a t the end is inserted.
As this descends it fills with wttter end pulverized rock; on being
raised the valve closes, ellowing the waste to be lifted out and dumped.
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This process is repeated until t h e bore-hole is clear and drilling is
resumed. A careful check of t h e depth is kept by the driller.in-charge,
and when oil is expected the drill is frequently examined for any signs
of it. The process between the point when oil under enormous pressure
is struck and drilling ceases, the blocking of the bore and the sealing
of the well-head fittings, is a highly technical and risky process which
I am not competent t o describe in detail.
One instance will serve t o show what great care is necessl;ry.
The geologists periodically require a core from a bore-hole, and for this
purpose a tool with short projecting teeth is fitted in place of the
drill. This is rotated, and by a mechanical device these teeth are
forced inwards until the core breaks off. We were shown one of these
which had been rotated too rapidly; the teeth had been completely
reversed internally, and the heat generated had welded the heed into
a, solid mass of metal.
As the bore-hole sinks it is lined with casing to prevent it from
falling in. These c a s i ~ g sare let down piece by piece as the hole
deepens, and are cemented in until the final bore-hole forms a solid tube
for its whole length.
Contrary to expectation, you never see the oil which is being won
in thousands of gallons daily. As soon as the oil is tapped the well is
sealed until the well-head fittings have been placed in position. This
done, the seals are broken, and the oil, forced up under its own pressure
of about 150 pounds to the square inch, flows by gravity into the first
storage tank, when part of the gas is run off and burnt; the residue
then flows (again by gravity) through several control stations to the
main storage tanks a t the southern end of the fields. These tanks
have a capacity of 2,000,000 gallons each ; two are filling, two emptying, and one is in reserve. A very minute check is kept here, and the
control station can tell a t any moment exactly how much each tank
contains. Each producing well is inspected twice daily ; some of the
wells have been producing for years with no attention other than this.
One of the wells is historic ; this is F. 7, which alone kept our navy
supplied with oil during the whole war without once failing. It ie the
custom to raise your hat to it in acknowledgment of its service and as
a tribute to its loyalty.
From the main storage tanks the oil runs to the first pumpingstation, where it is boosted u p to a pressure of 500 lba to the square
inch, and forced across the mountains to the next station 40 miles
away ; this process is repeated a t the other stations until the oil
rehches the main storage tanks a t Abadan. The average capacity
the pipe-line is one 10-inch and one 12-inch pipe. Each station
intermediate control point is in telephone communication with
Abadan and the fields, and an hourly report is made giving the
of oil passed through. Ample precautions are taken to guard against
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breakdown, and reserve storage tanks are a t oach pumping-station,
to be brought into use in the event of a part of the pipe-line having t o
be closed down for repairs. The accepted axiom is that a regular
supply to the refinery must be maintained a t any cost.
w e were given interesting comparative figures for the years 1912-13
and 1922-23. I n the former a little under 83,000 tons of crude oil was
won, while in the latter period the figure had increased to nearly
3,000,000.
The oil is held in the rock under great pressure, and in its discharge is heavily laden with gas. I n the early days this was allowed
to escape naturally, with resultant danger to the workmen ; so much
so that men who could not return to their huts by sundown had to
remain where they were for the night, as the gas, being heavier than
air, hung in the low-lying ground and formed a n impassable barrier ;
several lives were lost in this way.
The burning off of part of the waste gas is a wonderful sight a t
night. I counted eleven flares burning a t once within a radius of a
few miles. Some of the flares were out of sight, and all you saw was
the reflection on the rocks ; others looked like tongues of flame belching
from t,he ground, and those on the distant mountain-tops gave the
impression of beacons for lost souls. They lit up the whole area, and
showed up the rocky country in contrast and relief, and the scene
would have given Gustave Dore a wonderful inspiration for an illustration to the Inferno." I t was an awe-inspiring sight.
The fields are on the route of the migrating birds escaping
from the hot deserts further south, and the field manager told us t h a t
in the migrating season geese aud duck could often be heard all night
circling round this spot, attracted by the wide-spread area of light from
these flares, and he had actually picked up in his own garden two
geese so exhausted that they could fly no further.
During drilling operations all possible precautions are taken against
danger from escaping gas, " No smoking " and laDanger-drilling in
progress " notices meet you a t every turn ; all dangerous areas are
enclosed with expanded metal 15 feet high ; matches are taken from
you by a Persian guard; all the bungalows are provided with gasmasks and safety-lamps. The smell of gas is a permanency in the
fields ; in some places it is worse than others, but you are never quite
free from i t ; it brought back many unpleasant war memories, and a t
night it was difficult to refrain from instinctively reaching out t o
make sure your gas-rnaslc was round your neck.
'There is neither wood nor coal in the fields, so part of the waste
gas is used for domestic purposes ; it is laid on to all bungalows, and
is used indiscriminately, without the necessity for a penny-in-the-slot
machine.
Pour pumping-stations convey the oil from field to refinery : the
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first a t Tembe, a t the southern end of the fields, and three others,
roughly forty miles apart, a t Mullasani, Kut Abdulla, and DDar-i-~uain,
E a c h ha8 its own engineer a n d staff, and the pumps are at work
and day. With SO much oil and gas about the danger from fire is
very great ; as a precaution, jet sprinklers, steam nozzles, and enormous
chemical extinguishers are installed a t each station, any one of which,
or all three, can be turned on a t a moment's notice. Practically
everything is duplicated t o avoid any possibility of a check in the
supply. E a c h department is isolated within a fenced enclosure, and
srrloking is prohibited.
Well-built and most thoroughly equipped hospitals have been
established a t the refinery a t Abadan and in the fields ; twenty doctors
and fifteen nurses are employed, and a highly skilled surgeon is constantly operating. T h e hospital we were shown in the fields had a
complete dental surgery and a most elaborate operating theatre. All
treatment is given free, and we saw a dental plate being made for a
Persian who had been without any teeth for many years; the surgeon
laconically remarked that he had the greatest difficulty in making his
patient understand that he was not t o remove it when he wanted to
eat. Segregation wards are maintained for the many unpleasent
diseases the Oriental suffers from, and in these the several classes of
natives are kept apart. I t was a curious sight to see a black native,
who is generally content to spend most of his days and nights in hie
only suit, lying in bed in a white nightshirt, with white sheets, tended
by a white nurse. I was tempted to quote for him the anonymous
poet : " Oh ! mother, couldst thou but see me now I"
One of the facts t h a t struck me most was the excellent sanitation. When it is realized that some 10,000 natives are employed in
the fields alone, and that not one of these has even an elementary
knowledge of the principles of sanitation, the danger from infectious
and contagious diseases is very great. Owing to the strictest sanitary
discipline and constant supervision and inspection by trained sanitary
squads, both European and Persian, the incidence of disease has been
small. One of the reasons for this is the abundance of incinerators
for destroying garbage and refuse. Scattered all over the fields One
finds lengths of 17-inch pipe casing, into one end of which the refuse
is tipped, and a t the other a very large jet of gas-another use for
much of this commodity which is going t o waste. Squad8 are employed in nothing else but this, and the incinerators are constantly it
work, complete destruction of the rubbish taking about fifteen minutes.
Again, there are frequent inspections by the medical people, and the
sick parade each day is no light task.
The Company hae a fleet of something like 600 vehicles working
in the fields ; nearly 115 miles of roads have been made, surfaced with
stone in most cases and the arteries macadamized ; and a transport
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section,with its workshops and inspectors, is most efficient. Ford cars
are generally used for the journey through the mountains and desert to
*badan, owing to their power and lightness. W e were told that the
future policy is to replace all foreign makes with cars manufactured in
England. I believe that to a very large extent this has now been
done.
of any kind is produced in the fields ; all food
No
stuffs,wines, clothing, and other necessities ofmodern life have to be imported from Home or India, and brought up from the base by river, road,
or rail, The stores in the fields would not disgrace any of our large
wholesale stores in town. Something approaching 15,000 people have
to be fed and clothed from these stores, so it may be imagined what
yantity of stock has to be held. The prices were most reasonable in
this out-of-the-way spot, and my chief caused no little heart-burning to
our suppliers in Iraq by securing a price list from the Company's stores
and comparing it with those charged t o us in Baghdad. Fresh meat and
vegetables are very rarely obtainable, but one heard little complsint of
the monotony of subsisting on tinned foodstuffs. Anything within
reason can be purchased, and the Company takes great trouble in this
most important department.
All repairs to machinery are carried out in the Company's own
workshops. These have been built on a very elaborate scale, and the
most up-to-date machinery has been installed. Each ton of this, like
everything else in the fields, has been imported from home, and carried
from the base 160 miles away. I n the carpenters' shop, where much of
the furniture is made, we saw an interesting comparison between the
methods of West and E a s t : alongside a modern machine turning out
table-legs by the dozen was an aged Persian carpenter using the
ident~calparing tool we read of in the Bible. H e told us that what was
good enough for his father was good enough for him.
The 2-foot gauge railway plays an important part in the organization of the fields. On au average seven trains daily are run, carrying
up 150 tons from the I-iver-heada t Dar-i-Khazina. It follows generally
the bed of the Telnbe river, and much care has to be taken to prevent
washaways 111 the flood sessou. The Tembe river, and its tributary
running through the fields, is of no advantage to the Company, as the
water is too brackish ; experiments have failed to purify it, so that all
water has to he pumped forty ~nilos. A new purnping-station was being
erectrd at the nortllern end of the fields, and here we were shown an
lateresting exltlnple of ~ r ~ c t i c aeconomy.
l
I n order to carry the
l1'"hin?l.y for this station over a rocky and very steep range, it was
Proposed to consfruct a roar1 costing mRny thousands of pounds, but the
manager, realizing that once the machinery was in sit?' there would
little llectlasity for t l ~ eroad, had designed and constructed a slide
'l200feet i l l length, and at nn angle of over 45 degrees, down the steepest
11
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part of the range into the valley below. This cost £900, and the Company
saved some £7,000.
The Company owns its own fleet of sixty-two tankers, and has constructed modern wharves on the Shatt-el-Arab which would do credit
to any port.
The average daily export from Abadan is approximately 3,000,000
gallons of crude oil, kerosene, and petrol.
I n the subsidiary but very important services, the Company employs
a highly skilled staff of chemists and geologists with their laboratories,
and a very efficient body of police for internal control. A private
wireless set has been set u p on which the owner has heard Big Ben
strike ; this is but a beginning of the great benefits which will accrue
to this isolated community from modern broadcasting. Recent scientific
improvements in wireless have indeed proved a boon and blessing to men
working some 160 miles from any form of civilization, and one can
imagine the feelings of hundreds of young men from home, many from
our Universities and Public Schools, listening to the Savoy band
playing the latest dance music.
The main impressions left on us were expansion; wonderful
organization ; capacity for hard work under trying conditions ; and an
overpowering smell of oil and gas.
The romance of t h e fields has yet to be written. The discovery of
the oil, the ramifications of its winning, and the colossal industry of
some 30,000 people of all races in the inaccessible wastes of Southern
Persia, would fill a most interesting volume. The heat of the eightmonths summer ranges between 100 and 125 degrees in the shade; the
loneliness of the life, the almost total lack of social intercourse, and
the absence of most of the ordinary amenities of life make work a
necessity a s a relief from utter boredom. They do work.
Sir LOUISDANE
: Sir Michael O'Dwyor, Ladies and Gentlemen,You have heard a most interesting account of the Anglo-Persian oil-fields,
and you have also heard a very interesting story of how the field was
discovered, from the Lecturer. I think I can perhaps carry the story
a little further back than 1905. The Anglo-Persian Oil Cornpany--I
dare say a good many of you have seen it a t Wembley-wrote a most
interesting booklet on the same subject, and it is an astoniehing thing
to think that on the very verge of success, in 1908, orders had actually
gone out from England t o stop all the boring and to remove the plant,
when the first big gusher came into flow-I think it was in May Or
*June, 1908. That was an extraordinary piece of luck for ua The
discovery of the Maidsn-i-Neftun was
a bit of p o d fortune for the
British nation. Lord Curzon, in the beginning of the century,
devoting all his great ability and wonderful industry to devising some
method of maintaining our interests a t the head of the Gulf; I happened
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to be at that time employed under him in the Foreign Department of
the Governnlent of India, and I had to saturate myself with all details
connected with the Persian Gulf. I n fact, we were actually compiling,
from very inadequate materials, a gazetteer of the Gulf and surrounding
countries which I believe, poor as it was, was of considerable use
during the war. Well, in the course of working up these details, I
came across in the accounts of old travellers, and also in the accounts
of one or two more recent travellers, who had been sent to look about
the country, references to the Maidan-i-Naftun, a n d the accounts that
were given there struck me as being remarkably like the accounts of
Baku. At the end of November, 1903, Lord Curzon, accompanied by
the East Indian Squadron, made a tour to inspect our consular posts,
political agencies, and stations in the Gulf. I n the course of that tour
we came to a place called Koweit, just a t the head of the Gulf, on the
western side, which was a t one time considered a suitable harbour for
the Baghdad railway. There was a wonderful Arab fantaeia there,
and we all had a very hard day, and in the evening my messenger
came in to say there was a European wished to see me. I t was rather
an extraordinary thing to find a European there, because there were
no Europeans anywhere near it. However, I naturally said, " Show
him in." H e brought in a Mr. Reynolds. I dare say a great many of
you have heard of Mr. Reynolds, who was a great oil engineer a n d
explorer : I am sorry to hear that he died last year in Spain. H e ie
dead, Lord Curzon is dead; and I a t the present moment am perhaps
the only person who knows exactly what happened a t Iioweit in
November, 1903. Mr. Reynolds said to me t h a t he had been marooned
at Koweit for some time, and he wanted to know if Lord Curzon would
allow him to have a passage in one of the ships accompanying him
across to Bushire, to catch the mail steamer for England. I said :
"Why are you leaving?" He said, " Well, Mr. D'Arcy has spent a
great deal of money, he is not prepared to spend any more ; we have
not found oil in payable quantities, and I must get home by this mail
steamer." I said, " Have you ever heard of the Maidan-i-Naftun, the
plain of naphtha?" H e said no, ho had never heard of such a place.
I showed him where it wns on the map, and said, " Why not go and
have a look at it ? You have three months' cold weather before you.
It seems a thousand pities to turn up what may be an immense
national benefit." At first he said, " I cannot go. I have no money ;
I have no caravan ; I have no tools." I said, " If the Viceroy will
engage to fit you out, will you go?" H e said he would. I saw Lord
Cur74onI and Lord Curzon said he was afraid Mr. D'Arcy had lost his
money, but it was worth while helping him. W e made Mr. Reynolds
Over to the Resident in the Gulf, who gave him such assistance a s he
H e went up to the Maidan-i-Neftun neighbourhood. The
he brought home in February, 1904, very much interested the
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Admiralty, and much interested the Government at home through the
Admiralty ; and eventually I believe it led to the formation of
syndicate with Lord Strathcona and the Burma Oil Company:
that was the beginning of the exploitation that led to the findingof the
first well, as I have told YOU, in June, 1908. I t was a curious ceee
and shows, a s often happens with the British nation, that our luck
helped ua, in the matter of the finding of this oil, throughout, ~f
Mr. Reynolds had left Persia a t t h a t time, and operations had been
stopped, I have reason to believe t h a t the whole of the concessions to
Mr. D'rlrcy over southern Persia would have lapsed, and we should
never have got them back gain, because shortly after that period the
Persian Government were not so favourably disposed towards us.
Another point of luck occurred in 1906-7. The relations of the
Company with the tribesmen have been wonderfully good, but at this
period there was trouble with the Bakhtiaris. A telegram from
Mr. Reynolds reached India to the effect that this tribe had come down
and wounded o, driller, and that, unless protection was afforded, the
men were about t o leave, and this was a pity as prospects were good.
On the same day we heard that a fresh consular guard of twenty-five
sowars had reached our new consular post a t Ahwaz, and Lord Minto
agreed that the old guard should be sent up to the oil-fields instead of
coming to India a t once. They got there within a couple of dtlys of
the attack, and the efYect was magical, so that all quieted down.
The British Government were very fortunate in getting a strong
British Company like the Burma Company to take up the matter.
The Burma Oil Company were exceedingly fortunate in being able to
depute on their behalf, a s manager, Sir Charles Greenway; for there is
no doubt whatever that Sir Charles Greenway's energy and perseverance
have had a good deal to do with the success that has been attained in
the Anglo-Persian oil-field. I a m afraid I have bored you, but 0110
never knows how long one may live, and I thought it just as well,
before you left the room, that you should hear what was, I believe, the
actual origin of the finding of the Maidan-i-Nttftun. (Applause.)
Captain ANTHONYEDEN,M.P. : Sir Michael O'Dwyer, Ladies tlnd
Gentlemen,-I think it a great privilege to have been invited to listen
to a lecture which, in common I am sure with every other person in the
room, I found both interesting and instructive. We owe very gratefu1
thanks for such a vivid and realistic account. I t has served for those
of us who have been to the fields as a stimulus to our memories, while
for those who have not been it has created a picture which I am sure
they will long remember. The Lecturer, very wiuely I think, laid
stress upon the work which the Anglo-Persian Oil Company has done
by means of its hospitals for the people of South-Weatern persia. It
is one of the Company's most remarkable achievements, and has con.
tributed to the excellent relations that have been established and
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maintained between the Company and the inhabitants of t h a t region.
~t is not too rnuch to say that the Company is not only a great business
enterprise, but a great humanitarian agency in South-Western Persia
(Hear, hear), and I do not think there is any Britisher who can go and
see those fields who will not come back with a sense of pride that it is
people of our race who have had the courage, the initiative, the energy,
and the staying power to build up what is perhaps one of t h e greatest
monumentsof British industry on the whole face of the world. We a r e
being told in these days by the voice of authority and by the voice
of the
on our letters every morning t o buy British goods,
Well, if that is the standard of achievement, we owe a great debt
to those who have made it possible not only for us to buy British
petrol, but for a very large measure of employment to be given directly
and indirectly, through manufacture of appliances and stores of every
kind, to many tens of thousands of British workmen. I hope this
Company will long continue, as in the past, to prove not only a great
commercial link with the Middle East, but also a link of friendship
between this country and Persia. (Applause.)
BRITTAIN,
M.P. : Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,
Sir HARRY
-I should like to associate myself with other speakers, more particularly with my colleague, Captain Eden, in thanking the Lecturer very
sincerely for a most interesting address. I had the privilege of visiting
the fields Muhammerah and Abadan a few weeks ago, and I also had
the privilege of coming home with my next-door neighbour, Group
Captain Board, who accompanied the Lecturer on this very tour. I
should like to repeat what I have said on more than one occasion since
my return from a tour of 35,000 miles round the British Empire, t h a t
this is not only the finest oil-field t h a t I have seen, but t h a t it is absolutely beyond all praise from the point of view of organization. You
ladies and gentlemen have seen on the screen something of the Godforsaken land in which these inen work, and if you hear anyone talking,
a8 solne people do, about the decadence of the British Empire, suggest
that if they want a tonic they should get out t o Southern Persia, and
see what Englishmen and Scots in co-operation can do together. J u s t
one little point as far as the Lecturer is concerned, if I may cavil
at a statement made in the very last sentence. I admit that all those
I met in the Anglo-Persian Oil Company-and more hospitable hosts
One could not wish to meet-work, and work hard. B u t I do not think
l t is right to say they have nothing else to do and no relaxation. When
I arrived on Christmas Day there was a very first-class race meeting
laking place. I happened incidentally to spot a winner, but I was
with admiration that people in this appalling-looking region had
the pluck and energy to get up what was really a first-class show.
found in my tour round this district everything in the way of tennia,
polo, athletics, even to n regatta on the miserable little pond you aaw
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by the first pumping-station, carried out by those who are responsible
for the health of their people. I must also who1ehelLrtedlyagree with
what has been said a s t o the progress of this great concern, in
the British Government has got one of the finest investmente it ever
made. There has been more than one attempt made by others to try
a n d get this great concern out of British hands, and it was owingto
the John Bull tenacity of the chairman-and his appearance will show
you that he is of the John Bull type-that it is still under the Union
Jack. (Applause.)
Sir CHARLESGREENWAY
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-I did not come
here prepared to make a speech, or even knowing what the subject
of the lecture was t o be. It has been extremely interesting to me
to hear the lecture t h a t has just been delivered because it brings back
to my mind very forcibly the experiences I went through in 1910 and
1911, when the conditions of life were ten times less civilized than they
are to-day. I would also like to express the very great pleasure I have
in hearing the remarks made by Sir Louis Dane, and I can confirm to
a very great extent his statement of what happened. From what
the lecturer told you, you will have gathered that the Anglo-Persian
Company is a wonderful institution. I do not, however, think I am
entitled to claim the credit that has been attached to me in regard
t o it, but a t the same time I a m very proud indeed to have taken the
part t h a t I have done in the development of such a very important asset
of the British nation. (Applause.)
Admiral RICHMOND
: I think everything I had to say has been said
by the people who have spoken already. But there is one point I
should like to mention : it is t h a t this great concern, the Anglo-Persisn,
must not be looked upon a s a purely business proposition. It is of the
greatest national importance. I would ~ a r t i c u l a r l yask people to look
st it from the national point of view-not only as giving work at home1
but from the point of view of imperial defence it is a matter upon
which too much importance cannot be laid. The only other thing
1 should like t o add is that when I was in Abadan last, nothing
struck me more than the very great care that was taken by the
Company to look after all their employees ; I think it is a very satisfactory thing, for anyone who has friends or relations out there1 to feel
that every effort is made by the Company to make their people cornfortable in every way. I t is a beastly place in itself. But everything
done is truly on a l ~ v i s hscale, showing that the Company have the
interests of their employees a t heart, and are not afraid to spend lnoney
on making them comfortable. (Applause.)
Wing-Commander W. T. WUNN
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and
men,--I think all we have heard to-night will leave no doubt in Our
It
minds as to the importance of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company.
oonstitutes the nucleus of our responsi1,ilities in that part of the
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includingIraq. We have been hearing a good deal about Iraq lately,
not exactly to its advantage, but we should think of Iraq as a missing
link that had been missing for a good many hundred years between
Europe and that part of the Middle Bast. I believe I am right in
sayingthat one of the motives underlying the First Crusade was to try
end reopen communications between Europe and the East, that had
been closed as the result of the Turkish invasion. Well, that communicationhad been closed until the end of the last war and, a s I said
before,Iraq is a missing link between Europe and India, and if we
think of the Anglo-Persian oil-fields, and all they mean to the British
Empire, we ought to interest ourselves in keeping that link of communication open. (Applause.)
Mr. J. M. WILSON: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I am
deeply indebted to Squadron-Leader Cooper for his lecture this evening.
It has revived very pleasant memories.
About three months ago, just prior to my final departure from Iraq,
I paid a visit to the oil-fields. I n spite of the fact that I had been
elmost ten years in Iraq, it was my first visit. I was immensely
impressed by the engineering organization of the Company. I realize
quite' fully, I think, the difficulties which a n engineer has to face in
that part of the world, and the Anglo-Persian Oil Company has undoubtedly accomplished an engineering triumph.
I went as a tourist and I was personally conducted round the fields
by Mr. Wright, the Fields' Manager, who took a keen delight in showing
me all the details of the work.
The very wasteful consumption of the natural gas, which has been
mentioned this evening, is, so I was informed, very shortly to be
avoided. I t is to be reduced into some medium and transported to
the refineries. This will prove a very great saving. I noticed a
peculiar thing in connection with this gas : it is used for firing furnaces
at a pressure of about 350 lbs. per square inch to generate steam at
120 lbs. This is a very technical point, and of course steam is being
rapidly supplanted by electricity.
1 lnay say that the whole engineering organization so impressed me
that on my return to Mul~ammerahI wrote to my old Ministry, the
Ifinistry of Communications and Works, and suggested that no Iraqi
~houldbe considered qualified to hold the post of Minister, particularly
Minister of Co~nmunicationsand Works, until he has seen, and to a
certain extent studied, the Anglo-Persian oil-fields.
M&JII{EI~
: May I ask two quite short questions of the Lecturer
I n connection with the weather-Have
you found any tendency to
an
of rainfall in that part of the world?
The I~rrcrultee: I am afraid I cannot answer that question ; I was
'l'ly in the fields about ten days in February.
The Mfl~l3.1r : I t is not just idle curiosity ; I have been for some
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time working out a theory which I put to Sir Aurel Stein some yearg
ago that there is a tendency now t o increase of rainfall right acrose the
desert area. If that should come it means a tremendous thing to the
whole of that part of the world. We saw that they had been flooded
out on the Syrian desert quite a short time ago, and a recent lecturer
on Morocco suggested there was an increase of water in the Sahartl,
I do not know whether you could give any information on that point,
The LECTURER
: I am afraid I cannot.
CADMAN: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-~lryI
Sir JOHN
add my tribute to the Lecturer for a very interesting aocount of a very
difficult subject, and to have done it after a visit of ten days shows no
mean talent for the collection of material. I should like to refer to
two points of more or less technical character. Although it has been
said that a, certain amount of luck attended the early development of
this field, I am perfectly sure that no one will go away from this room
to-night thinking that the development which we have heard of is
merely a matter of luck. Imagine for one moment the engineering
feat that has been accomplished in harnessing the forces which have
been found in this great Maidan-i-Naftun plain. Imagine a boiler some
fifteen miles long, as the Lecturer said, and five miles across, containing pressure a t one stage 800 lbs. to the square inch, into which
a number of these snaky-looking holes are punctured-and if the
Lecturer were back in Persia to-day he would see no oil and smell no
gas. Imagine, too, the quantity of oil which is moving out of that
field, something like 13,000 to 15,000 tons a day. To have harneeeed
an oil-field in that manner is no small engineering feat. Anyone who
has visited oil-fields in different parts of the world, mostly controlled
and carried on by foreigners, will have been struck by the dirty, slovenly
appearance of the spot from which the oil is obtained. You do not see
that in the Persian field. You see no oil and, as I say, you emell no
great
gas. All you see or hear is a busy hive of industry, and
volume of oil is belching forth down to the refineries at M ~ d m *
There is a tremendous amount of work going on which csnnot possibly
come to light. I will give two instances. I t has been a very difficult
problem to keep a pipe from corrosion on a deaert. The salts of the
deaert are continually attacking the metal of the pipe, and all kinds
material have been tried to coat the pipe and to prevent this corrosion.
But by the application of proper scientific thought a very a i m ~ l e
method was arranged. I t was found that by cutting out a trench in
which the pipe was buried, and having it open during the rainy part of
the year-and
for this particular purpose I hope the rainfa1' ln'Y
increase (laughter)-the rain washed the ground during that periodand
removed the salt from the soil. This done, the soil ia put back On the
top of the pipe. Not only is corrosion prevented, but along the pipe
line there grows a quite reasonable vegetation. One other phase "le
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oil-field I wish to speak of, and t h a t is the human side. I t is the conversion of a fairly crude material in the form of the Persian labourer
into the skilled artisan. The schools which the Company have set up
have introduced a method which would be difficult to introduce into
this country, I will a d m i t ; but the pay of a workman is dependent
upon his capacity to pass a test, and t h e schools a r e so developed t h a t
a man passes into the school and back t o the works, and by t h a t means
he can only get his increase of pay by increase of efficiency. The
such as boiler work, done by what appear to be quite crude
natives would astonish a Scotch dockyard skilled workman. I t is
remarkable how these people can be got t o work by proper training.
It is all done by carefully thought out plan. There is no luck in
producing these things. I t is a carefully studied piece of work, and I
was very glad to hear the reference made to Sir Charles, because his
capacity for stimulating activity amongst those who work with him is
stupendous.
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,,-'I
a m sure you will all
wish me to thank the Lecturer again on your behalf for the very technical lecture he has given us, and the very excellent photographs and
slides which have illustrated it. After what we have heard from him
and from those gentlemen who have joined in the discussion I have no
doubt many of us will want to go on a joy ride to this delightful spot of
Maidan-i-Naftun. (Laughter.) W e have seen t h a t several hlembers of
Parliament, who have all the world to choose from, select this spot for
their cold-weather pilgrimage ; also gentlemen from Baghdad, when they
want a week-end holiday, go to Maidan-i-Naftun. When they go there
they find excellent shows going on, races where they can back a winnera thing we have found difficult in our own country-and in fact the amenities of civilization in such abundance that in a year or two Maidan-iNaftun will draw people like Algiers or Egypt. W e are all proud of
this great outpost of civilization iu the E a s t ; nothing greater has been
done; it has all been done by private enterprise. As the Admiralty
has told us, it is a factor, and a most important factor, in our scheme
of imperial defence. We also realize that it is a great factor in the
future of our trade with the East, and, not least of all, it is a great
factor in the spread of British civilization and British ideas in the
Middle East. On all these grounds I think we have several reasons to
be proud of the work that has been done in the Anglo-Persian oil-fields,
and we are deeply grateful to the Lecturer this evening for having
given U S such an admirable description of that great work. (Applause.)

MOSUL
BY F. W. CHARDIN.
A MEETING of the Central Asian Society was held a,t the ~~~~lunited
Service Institution on J a n u ~ r y14, when Mr. Chardin gave an illustrated lecture on the town and cilayet of Mosul, Lieutm-GeneralSir
George MacMunn in the Chair.
Mr. Chardin pointed out that the name " Mosul " was derived
from the Arabic Al-Mausil," and signified a junction, for this place
was the natural junction of two important trade routes of the
Middle East. The town itself, adjoining the Nineveh of the Assyrian
Empire, in those days a great and flourishing city, is still a place of
considerable importance, a s it is the emporium for a, wide tlrea.
The vilnyet of Mosul is divided into two parts by the River Tigris;
on the west side are rolling plains and an Arab population, to
the east the foothills and mountain ranges of Kurdistan. In
Mosul all the races of Mesopotamia meet together-Arabe, of whom
there are roughly 166,940, Kurds (494,000), Turcomans (38,000),
Christians (61,330). Jews (11,890), Yezidis (26,000). These figures do
not include the Christian refugees, numbering about 11,000, who have
recently fled into the town and -vilayet. There are other emall elements
in the population on the plains to the east of the Tigris-Shebbakikis,
Badj wan, and Sarlis. For the most part the various nationalities keep
their own habits and characteristics, though the Turcomans, who are
probably of Seljuk descent, have adopted the Arab dress. The
Christians, who are of the ancient Eastern sects, Nestorian, Jacobite,
Chaldzean and Syrian Uniats, are, on the whole, able, industrious, and
enterprising, and a great part of the industries are in their hands.
The climate of the region varies between extreme heat in eummer
and a considerable degree of cold in winter, but the autumn and
apring are very pleasant. The fertile soil gives good crops-rice and
vegetables near the river, tobacco, cotton, and fruit in the hill
country, and wheat and barley on the plains. The minerals are good,
and there is probably oil to be found. There is also plenty of good
shooting to be had.
The lecturer then gave slides showing the town of Mogul, and
sketched briefly the problems of the present and the future, the need
of public security, the difficulty of finding sutticient labour for development-for the population is scanty--the need of good communications
and of a railway, and he spoke of what might be expected from Pen'
favourehle conditions. ~ i n s l l y he
, ended his lecture by giving
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why England should hold to her obligations, and why Mosul should
remain part of the Iraq kingdom.
Sir ARNOLDWILSON,who followed, s a i d : Mr. Chairman, Ladies
the last sentence of our lecturer's remarks, t h a t
and
our honour requires that we should remain in Mosul, I fancy there
are few who will disagree. I notice t h a t Lord Lamington has unfortunately left us, or perhaps we might have expected something on
the opposite side from him. I hope I shall not be regarded a s taking
up too much of your time if I offer a few observations on t h a t point
myself. Our lecturer mentioned the Christian Churches of Mosul ; he
did not lnention the tablet that h a s . been erected there to the
memory of twenty British officials of t h e Political Department who
were killed on that frontier during four years. There might have been
another monument, and I hope there will be some day, t o the
thousand or more British and Indian soldiers who lost their lives
in the capture and occupation of Mosul aud its vilayet. W e ought
not to forget them. All we have left now in the Mosul vilayet are
our honour and the international obligations we have assumed.
We are not there for what we can get out of it. I t is very difficult t o
foresee what the present Turkish Ministry will do a t any given
moment; but of one thing I a m perfectly certain, that but for the
tactics of the Beaverbrook press in this country the Turks would long
ago have accepted the inevitable, a n d would have realized that t h e
British Government meant what it said. (Applause.) The longer I
live the more I am convinced t h a t our avowed enemies do us very little
harm. I t is we who cause our own damnation and seek our own downfall by a lack of unity and by a passion for self-depreciation and selfexamination which, whilst very suitable for a private individual in the
conduct of his domestic business, is less satisfactory when applied to
international politics. (Applause.) W e are not in Mosul for oil, and
I do not think it is unfair to say we never have been. One only has
to look at the map to realize that oil is not, and never was, the prime
factor in our view of Mesopotamie. I do not say that other countries
have never cast envious eyes on the oil-fields of Moaul, but the British
Government knows more about these things than most, and has a t no
time held these views. Wretched as the Government is, according to
gome newspapers, it is still the I~estin the world, and better qualified
than any other Government I know of to express a reasoned a n d
sound opinion on a matter of this sort, more particularly with regard
to its strategical aspects. If there is oil in hlesopotamia it will inure
to the benefit of the Iraq Gorernment and we hope that Government
will derive a revenue from it. B u t I a m convinced that the principal
riches of Iraq will be always agricultural, derived from the induetry
its own people and the wealth of its own lands and rivers. There
ia no question whatever, to my mind, that we should remain in hlosul.

I was convinced of that soma months before the occupation, and have
never changed my views. We have to regard our position there
that of trustees, not merely for the Arab nation who live there, but for
Europe, and, indeed, for all those nations of Europe and Asia who
accept our ideas of civilization and do not agree with those of Russia,
The real problem to-day is the division of the world into two great
camps : those who come under the influence of Russia, and those who
remain outside the influence of Russia. The Russians may or may
not succeed in converting willingly other nations to their point of view.
I think myself it is doubtful whother they will effect any further
conversions. Of one thing I am quite sure, that the European
nations, and those great nations of the East, Japan, China, Persia,
India and Arabia, are far too firmly attached to the individualistic
ideal, to the rights of property and the right of an individual to his
own religion and his own way of life, to accept Bolshevism or the
system of the Soviet republics willingly. But unless we remain in
Mesopotamia we shall have no means of preventing the extension
southwards of tbe Soviet Socialist system of republics. The U.S.S.R.
are not without influence in Turkey. They are strategically in a strong
position in Persia, although the Persian Government is most decidedly
not under their influence. The Arabs have had a civilization always
highly individualistic. They have never been able to form an empire yet
for any length of time, because they have always split up into small
groups. Iraq is by far the most successful of all the Arab empires 01
the present day ; there is more unity in Iraq than I have seen in any
other part of Arabia. I visited it a few weeks ago, and was astonished
a t the degree of unity which the country had attained. The old
divisions between Sunni and Shia, Kurd and Arab, Arab and Persian,
are beginning to fade. The Iraqi is beginning to regard himself as a
member of a nation, rather than of a town or a tribe. King F a i ~ l
has done extraordinarily well; he has helped greatly to unite the
Iraqis and make them sink petty differences and religious differences.
H e is well qualified to do so, and it is our bounden duty to see the
work through to which we set our hand, not in 1920 or 1918, but In
1917, when we captured Baghdad. General Maude's
has not been forgotten. The Iraqis will regard U E in
years' time more favourably than they regard us now, Just as they
regard us far more favourably now than six years ago. Our honour
and interest8 alike damand that we should remain in Iraq, and the
League of Nations, to whom we have committed ourselves, would
receive the severest blow that I can possibly imagine if we failedtO-dey
to give effect to the undertakings which we have formally msde
vis-d-vis that body. (Applause.)
I n conclusion Major Bovill showed slides of the Mosul front'er
which had been kindly lent by the Air Ministry, and the
closed with a vote of thanks to the lecturer.

COLONEL LAWRENCE'S MANUSCRIPT
COLONEL

LAWRENCE'B
book is an unknown quantity, and he apparently

desires that it should remain SO. B y the courtesy of Dr. Cowley,
Bodleyls Librarian, I have been enabled to read this extraordinarily
interesting work. The book is in manuscript, containing about 420
pages, which are divided into ten books comprising 139 chapters. The
first nine chapters form the introduction, and there is an epilogue to
finish up with. It would appear t h a t Colonel Lawrence wrote his book
first of all for publication but afterwards changed his mind, and
throughout the manuscript changed the present into the past tense as
though to write for the future. H e made, when handing over the book
to Dr. Cowley, the stipulation that no extracts were to he made from it,
and that none of it was to be published; but t h a t it might be read.
It was to remain locked up, and in the Librarian's personal charge.
In commenting, therefore, upon the book, a proper interpretation of
these conditions operates a t present against any proper account of it
being written, and only a general description can of necessity be
embarked upon. I n course of time the conditions may lapse, but by
then, perhaps, interest in the book may have passed away.
In the December number of Blackwood, Edmund Candler wrote a
laudatory and most interesting article about the book. From his
description it might be inferred that he read it a t the Bodleian. B u t I
am confidently informed that this was not the case. Apparently,
therefore, he read another copy, which I gather is in the hands of a
famous &'Arabian " who was associated with Colonel Lawrence in the
Arab campaign of 1917-1918. As the writer in Blackzvood quoted
extensively from the text, it appears that he was not bound by the conditions placed upon reading the Bodleian copy.
In the early part of the book, Arab history, conditions, and aspirations are discussed by a master, whose knowledge of everything pertaining to the Arabs is profound. H e writes with all the sensitiveness
and understanding of an enthusiastic syo~pathizer against Turkish
misrule, and his championship of those whom he learnt to love esplains
the affection and respect in which they held him, and the power which
he undoubtedly exercised over them. His knowledge of their language,
customs, and religion, and his sympathy, were the twin rocks upon
which he stood. Lawrence shows hinlself to have been unuved to and
to dislike forma and ceremony, and in this he is completely a t one with
the delnocratic Arab. I I e shows himself, perhaps, rather too impatient
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with regard to those with whom he worked, who had, of course,
generally to observe these restrictions upon freedom of action. warfare against the Turks could not possibly be waged by an army of freebooters alone. But he speaks with gratitude and with underetandiog
of many who laboured with him to make the Arab
in the
Hejaz a most valuable asset for the Allied cause during the Great War,
I t is common knowledge that he seldom saw eye to eye with those
responsible for' the campaign in Palestine, and in his book Lawrence
docs not hesitate t o enlarge upon this. I t may, indeed, explain his
desire that the book be not published. I t is so interestingly and
excellently written, and in such epic terms, that it could not but create
a considerable sensation if published ; but before publication it would
need to be pruned, and in this process much that is interesting and
enlightening would have to go.
After the somewhat lengthy introduction, the remainder of the book
deals with Lawrence's and the Arabs' part in the Palestine and Hejaz
campaign.
Whether he was right in his ideas as regards the elasticity of the
methods of conducting the campaign so far as the Arabs were concerned,
it is difficult to say. H e suggests tha,t, if the Arabs in Mesopotamia
had been handled properly, they would have been actively friendly for
us against the Turks and would have duplicated those activities in
Palestine and Syria which contributed so greatly to the general overthrow of Turkieh rule. But the Arab of the Marshes in Mesopotamia
is an entirely different person from the Arab of the Hejaz, Transjordania, and Yemen. And it must be remembered that the greatest
cruelties inflicted upon the capitulated garrison of Kut were done by
Arab troops. The Turks were themselves guilty of negligence and
unconcern rather than of active cruelty. For the rest, the Mesopotamian Arab was a vulture who plundered and practised his native
cruelty upon Britieh, Indian, and Turk indifferently.
Much of the book is given up to descriptions of the captures of varioue
Hejaz towns and garrisons, deetructions of railways and trains, and 811
the other methods by which Turkish rule in the Hejaz was early made
impossible. I t can be contested that it is easy enough to blowup a
train and beleaguer a small garrison. This may be 80. But the
descriptions of these deeds as written by Lawrence make them most
interesting reading and portray a picture of movement and action
which it is impossible not to read with avidity. The way in which
many stirring incidents are deecribed is vivid in the extreme. There
no doubt that the cumulative effect of these inp pricks was considerable,
and that they helped materially to weaken Turkish morale and resietance. Now and again the author is too ~ r o l i xand
, he enters to0 much
into unnecessary detail. H e is introspective, sometimes almost the
point of wearinees, but his book is a human document, of interest both
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as a psycho~ogical
study and as a historical record. There is unfortunately throughout the work a general absence of dates, which is sometimes a disadvantage.
Colonel Lawrence, although a student rather than a soldier,
evidently possesses a very thorough knowledge of military history.
He disclaims being considered a soldier, and yet his military descriptions are in themselves professional. Besides showing himself to have
been an irregular leader of the highest order, Lawrence in his book
proves himself to have been no mean diplomat. It is well known that
our allies did not wholly approve of our methods with regard to the
Arabs. The political aspect with them often predominated over military
necessity, and their alarm a t and distrust of our intentions often
tended to add to Lawrence's difficulties. As he himself might have
said, if each man wrote his own despatches, rewards would be
extremely numerous. But he describes unaffectedly the way in which
he met intrigue. I t was simple and convincing. There was intrigue
also on the Arab side, and the manner in which Lawrence led his
irregular but united army into Damascus is sufficient evidence, for
those who know the Arab, of diplomatic ability beyond the average.
It is not generally known that for some time Lawrence was in effect
a, prisoner at Deraa, whither he went himself to spy out the land. His
identity was unknown, but he suffered a brutal flogging a t the orders of
a Turkish Bey for reasons which it is unnecessary to enlarge upon.
From his treatment on this occasion he took long to recover. One of
the most amazing things about Lawrence's conduct of his campaign
was that his enthusiasm remained undimmed by hardship and ill-health
and that his sufferings must a t times have been intense. To appreciate
fully what he did, this fact also must be appreciated: After he was
instrumental in blowing up Jemal Pasha'e train a, price of £20,000 was
oifered by the Turks for him as a live captive, and £10,000 as a dead
one. As the usual price for a British officer paid by the Turks was
g100, one can gauge what an instrument they considered that he was
against them.
Of the strategy in the Arab campaign there may be two opinious.
Lawrence was in favour of allowing the Turks to retain their
posts, scattered and difficult to provision as they were, for as long as
they could. H e favoured a national rebellion rather than isolated
military action. Military ideas were, perhaps naturally, against this,
but it is questionable whether the speedy capture of all the Turkish
forces in the Hejax would not probably have rendered Arab enthusiasm
a little weaker before the final advance to Damascus took place. There
is no value in flogging a dead horse, and to discuss such controversies
ie useful only for students of strategy in war. But this a t least may be
eaid, that the Arab is not in our sense of the word e soldier. Defeat
depresaee him, and one definite military victory against him might
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have rendered him eullenly defiant instead of actively hostile to the
Turks.
Lawrence was among the first to enter Dalnascus in 1918, H~
found the town in a state of indescribable confusion. The Turks left
no rule or order behind them, and a temporary system of government
for the place had to be improvised. The nuwber of Turkish wounded
and sick made part of the town a shambles, and the author describee
in detail the steps taken to avert the danger of pestilence. Doubtlese
much more was done than he describes, but he undoubtedly took the
first steps to reduce municipal order out of chaos while the military
command were directing their energies towards reorganization and
further advance of the army.
Lawrence must for all time, despite his critics, go down to history
as a very considerable factor in the defeat of the Turks in Palestine and
Syria during the Great War. H i s book as a record of his achievements
rnill also go down to history, and it is much to be regretted that he
has decided not to publish it, and has placed such restrictions as he
has done upon the use of it.
A perusal of this book makes the reader feel that Mr. Lowell
Thomas's eulogy was not overdrawn.

REVIEWS
B y H. G . Woodhead. London :
THE TRUTHABOUT THE CHINESEREPUBLIC.
Hurst and Blackett. 15s.
Mr. Woodhead has written a useful book. At a time when Senator Borah
and otller American politicians and Inany American missionaries are encouraging
hot-headed youths in China to think that all their troubles are due to unequal
treaties and foreign interference, it is important t h a t the other side of the case
should be presented ; and Mr. Woodhead, a s a n experienced journalist with long
knowledge of China, presents it very effectively. H i s descriptions of the present
condition of the railways, and of t h e country generally, appear to be i n n o way
exaggerated.
The chapter about extraterritoriality is particularly valuable. I n t h e conditions now existing in China, solve transitional arrangement of the nature suggested by Mr. JVoodl~eadwill have to be introduced before British subjects can
be left to the mercies of Chinese courts i n criminal cases ; though, personally,
I think that every foreigner residing in China m a y fairly be asked to make
some reasonable contribution to the revenue of the country.
The case against any sudden abolition of extraterritoriality is even stronger
than Mr. Woodhead has made it. H e says that, in Chinese law, t h e punishment
for manslaughter is strangulation I t should have been added t h a t manslaughter
in Chinese eyes includes what we should call justifiable homicide. T h e Chinese
Criminal Code-the T a Ching L u Li-is, in some respects, a very remarkable
work ; but the law of holvicide was flagrantly unjust, and the full measure of its
injustice has been overlooked by some foreign writers. I n a n Imperial Edict,
which was comnlunicated in 1822 to the servants of the E a s t India Company, it was
said to be " the fixed law of the Celestial Empire that, i n fighting with each other,
whoever ltills a man shall be sentenced to forfeit his life, without a t all regartling
whether he moved his hand first or last." This edict appears to describe quite
correctly Chinese law, an set forth in the T a Ching L u Li. T h e right of selfdefence was, in fact, not recognized.
I do not know how the nlntter has been dealt with i n t h e Code which has
been recently drnfted in Pelring, but t h e law above stated is deeply ingrained i n
the Chinese mind, nud it is t,he law that wc must expect will be administered by
Chinese courts in the interior of the country. Causing death by accident was,
by Chinese law, punisl~nblewith n fine ; but from cases t h a t occurred a t Canton,
before extrnterritorinlity was conccded, it is clear that a plen of accident would
be very ~paringlyndmitted. I n a country full of badly-paid and badly-disciplined soldiers, affrnys nre prccisely the cases i n which foreigners a r e liable t o
be involved, however well conducted they inay be.
It is also iinportant to note that extraterritoriality, except in homicide cases,
vol~~ltnrily
conccded by tho Chinese themselves. I n a n Imperial Edict,
i~slledin lHOH, this was stai,ed very clearly. " I n all cases," it was said, " of
offences by contrivance, design, or in affrays happening between foreigners and
wherel)y such foreigners are linble, according to law, to suffer death by
strangled," the n ~ a g i s ~ r n of
t e the district was to enquire into the case, and
hi8 finding to the Governor or Deputy-Governor for confirmation ; and if
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t h e finding was confirmed, h e was to take the offender to execution in conjus.
tion with the chief of the nation concerned. " I n all other instances," it wa
said, of offences committed under what t h e law declares to be palliatingcircumstances, the offender shall be sent away t o be punished by his countrymen in his
own country."
I thinli, however, t h a t t h e title of the book claims too much, and that M ~ ,
TVoodheed h a s not told the whole t r u t h about China under the Republic, ~h~
picture painted is too black. I a m unable to say how far the account of the progress of education i n the past decade, which was given by a special correspondent
of the Observer of J a n u a r y 3, is strictly accurate ; but I think it may be accepted
t h a t considerable progress h a s been made, and Mr. Woodhead makes no reference t o this. I n a t least two matters also, which are within my knowledge, the
Chinese, since 1911, have displayed considerable administrative capacity. Rlr.
TVoodhend says that t h e Salt Revenue i n China was placed under foreign supervision after the conclusion of the Reorganization Loan of 1913. This statement
is only partially correct. I t was provided i n the Loan Agreement that the taxes
on salt were t o be collected by District Inspectorates, established in the producing
districts, and t h a t the revenue collected was to be lodged in the foreign banks
which provided t h e loan or i n depositories approved by those banks. The District Inspectorates were in charge of a Chinese District Inspector and a Foreign
District Inspector, and were subordinate t o a Chief Inspectorate, which wae to
be established in t h e Chinese Salt Administration a t Peking. This also was
to be in charge of a Chinese Chief Inspector and a Foreign Chief Inspector: but
the Loan Agreement left it open to the Chinese Government to adopt any
system of Salt Revenue administration it might think proper. The bulk of the
Chinese Salt Revenue i n 1913 was derived from taxes, levied at the time of sale
in the districts of consumption, on salt transported by direct Government agency
or by privileged monopolists, and i t was the declared policy of the Chinese to
extend this system. This policy was so f a r recognized in the Loen Agreement
that 7,000,000 dollars were provided a s capital for the purchase and transportation of salt, and 5,000,000 dollars for advances to salt merchants. The District
Inspectors in the producing districts could not collect revenue in the consuming
districts, and the provisiona of the Loan Agreement, drastic though they were in
sollle respects, did not fit the facts. T h e result was a deadlock, and for some
months nothing was done. T h e Chinese were pressed by the Bankers and by
the Ministers of the Powers concerned to give efYect to the Agreement; and
I succeeded in ~ e r s u : ~ d i nthem
g
to discard the system of Government transportstion. which wns unsuited to China, and to collect the greater part of their Salt
Revenue through the District Inspectorates by a single direct duty onsalt when
removed from the salt works Or from depots, established a t suitable places for the
convenience of traders. I n the L)istrict Inspectorates, which at no time exceeded
thirteen in number, the Foreign District Inspector was the only foreigner em.
played, though foreignera rendered very valuable assistance in connection with
some foreigners were necessarily employed
the weighment and issue of
;
in the Chief Inspectorate, where the volume of correspondence and accounts
war enormous. T h e Chinese Chief Inspector was also the Head of the centrn'
s a l t Ad~ninistration,and the Foreign Chief Inspector acted afl Adviser of the
Ad~oinistration. All adminirtmtive measures, agreed upon by my Chinese
leaguer a n d ~ l ~ y s e lwhich
f,
did not fall within the scope of the duties the
through by the Central Salt Administration'
Dirtrict Inspectomtea, were
wllich conducted all correspondence with the Salt Colnrnissioners and with the
Provincid Governments which had formerly controlled salt administrmtion.
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~t was strenuous work, but i n two years a n efficient administration, on the
new lines, was substituted for t h e administration formerly conducted by the
provincial Governments in every province of China, except Kwangsi, and a net
revenue of 69,000,000 dollars was paid into t h e foreign banks i n 1915. T h e
administration was imperialized a s well as reorganized. T h e total number of
foreipers employed i n connection with the reorganization was about forty.
Nearly
of them did excellent work, but to ascribe t o the foreigners t h e whole
oredit for what was done is most unfair to the Chinese, a n d also to the foreigners
employed, as it makes them responsible f o r abuses they were powerless to prevent. Wealthy and influential holders of monopolies for the sale of salt were
to make large and unnecessary increases to the sale prices, which more
than recompensed them for the increase of taxation ilnposed by the Government,
and the poor consumers of salt suffered. If these monopolies could have been
abolished, the Government would have got more revenue, a n d t h e people would
have got better and cheaper salt ; but this reform was found to be impracticable.
The system of collection was good, and cases of defalcation a n d embezzlement were very rare. I n a few cases Chinese members of the staff were involved in cases in the courts; and what I saw of t h e working of these courts
certainly did not illlpress m e favourably.
Owing to the loss of authority of the Central Government, t h e fabric is
collapsing, and the provincial and military authorities are appropriating t h e
revenue ; but even in 1925 tho Central Government received from salt the substantial revenue of 32,000,000 dollars.
In India it was decided by the Government, after full enquiry, that t h e salt
administration of the whole country could not be conducted by one office. T h e
reorganization, notwithstanding its defects, was, therefore, a remarkable a d ministrative achievement.
The suppression of poppy cultivation tl~roughoutChina., except i n outlying
localities, occupied by Lolos and other tribesmen, was also a notelvorthy administrative achievement. Personally, I think the driving-power behind t h e campaign
of prohibition was the desire to get rid of foreign opium. But, whatever inay
have been the motive, the results were amazing. Recalcitrant farmers who
tried to prevent the destruction of their crops were freely shot, and, for a time,
Poppy cultivation practically ceased to exist. W h e n , early in 1915, I passed
through Yunnan, (where opium was produced i n large quantities before opiunl from
Bengal reached Canton), and Szechuan, where opium was produced i n enormous
quantities, I saw no poppy. Many Chinese are genuinely opposed to o p i u m ;
but in 1906-15, as in 1839, it was the connection of the foreigner with t h e drug
that lllade it so particularly obnosious. Now t h a t it is a domestic matter, it is
doubtful if prevention will ever be agnin prosecuted with the same pertinacity.
- sufficient credit, also, has not been allowed to the Chinese Ooverntnent, by
Mr. Woodhcad, for the ~ t t e n l p t smade to reform the currency in 1913-16. W h e n
I arrived in Chinn in June, 1913, the Chinese Government was trying to establ i ~ ha dollar currency. The foreign banks were not taking ninth notice of their
efforts, but I found, in the course of iny travels, that in places (notably
Canton) a dollnr currency was effectively established, and that in the interior in
mhnl plnces, whatever preliminary jaggling might be gone through with taels of
vlhrions denolninations, when nloncy nctunlly changed hands it did so in dollnrs
al'd dollar or tnel notes. I n all ~ n wanderings
y
in China only i n the extreme
north-west did I nctnnlly have to use weighed silver a s coinage.
*+om the ontsct the salt tnx was assessed in dollars and collected in dollars,
108s sustained, owing to a local dollar being of ~jomewhatless value t h a n a
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national dollar, being simply ignored. I n 1915 I believe that, with adeguata
foreign support, taels might have been superseded. Rut the nfaritime customs
Departnlent was entrenched behind the Haikwan tael, and the foreign banka
were not willing to sacrifice the profits they were making on the interport exchanges, and nothing was done.
I agreo with Mr. Woodhead that the present outbreak of anti-foreign,and
especially of anti-British, feeling is mainly due to Soviet propaganda, but this
propaganda would not have been so successful if the propagandiets had not had
material to work on. AS Mr. Woodhead says, the support gillen by Great Britain
and the other Allies to Japanese schemes of aggression, both during the war and
at the Peace Conference in Paris, caused great indignation among the Chineae.
The British, also, were in no hurry to forgo the Tariff edvantages they had
secured as the result of the wars between Great Britain and China.
I n the post-war conditions of the world, when Indians have been permitted
~
on British goods, some increase of the
to impose 33 per cent. ntl v a l o r e t ~duties
5 per cent. ad v a l o ~ e nduties,
~
especially upon articles such as winesand tobacco,
might well have been conceded to China, without making the enhancement
dependent upon the abolition of likin.
I n other matters, also, Britons have hardly been as careful as they might
have been to treat China with the "regard due to a great country." The International Settlement of Shanghai has been developed mainly by British money
and British brains, and it is still so predominantly British that the Chinese, not
unnaturally, hold the British responsible for any grievances that they may have
in regard to the municipal administration. For the reasons given by Mr. Woodhead, I think the reservation, for the exclusive use of foreigners, of the limited
area included in the public parts is justifiable. But the assumption by the
Foreign Consuls and the Municipal Council of jurisdiction, even in cases occurring among themselves, over Chinese residing in the Settlement, which is what
the retention of the Mixed Court against Chinese wishes amounts to, was an
affront to Chinese sentiment, and does not appear to have been necessary for the
protection of foreign interests. The construction, without permission, of road8
outside the limits of the Settlement, and the refusal to grant even a limited
representation on the Municipal Council to leading Chinese citizene, were also
resented.
The Maritime Customs Department is a fine service, and has maintained
the financinl credit of China throughout all her dificulties ; but it seems
pity thnt more was not done, when the matter was entirely in British hands9
to conciliate Chinese sentiment by the pro~notionof Chinese of capficity and
honesty to the higher administrative grades. Such men were to be found in
China in 1913. I n many of the Salt District Inspectorates the Chinem Distrlct
Inspector was the man who did most of the work: and it must have been
galling to the Chinese to see that a foreigner of almost any nationality
good enough to be a Deputy-Commissioner and Commissioner of Cu8t0ms1 and
thnt Chinese only were barred.
These grievances are, of course, in no way responsible for the present deplorable state of affairs in China, though they may have helped to accentuate
the bitterness caused by the unfortunate shooting incident et 8hanghai On
May 30. The Chinese themselves have created the misrule and the disorder
from which they are suffering, and they alone can put things right. It certsin'y
is doubtful if the Republican for-n of government is suitable for China or for any
other Oriental country, but it muat not be forgotten t h ~ China
t
ha8 alwap been
aubject to periodic violent upheavals. When such a large proportion of the popu.
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Intion is at starvation's edge, these upheavals are not surprising. The present
disturbances are child's play compared with the appalling massacres that occurred
during the Teiping rebellion in the middle of the past century. Fierce rebellions, ruthlessly suppressed, also occurred under the Manchus in Yunnan, I(ansu,
and Shensi, and the conquest of China by the Manchus was facilitated by a
rebellion against the Chinese dynasty which preceded them. Firm action a t
Canton for the protection of British interests would appear to be justified, but
for the rest of China e policy of benevolent neutrality appears to be the only
policy which Great Britain can pursue.
PEKING
TO LHASA:
THE NARRATIVE
OF JOURNEYS
IN THE CHINESE
EMPIRE
MADE
sy THE LATE BRIGADIER-GENERAL
GEORGEPEREIRA.Compiled by SIR
FRANCIS
Y OUNGHUSBAND. Constable. 18s. net.
It may safely be claimed for the late Brigadier-General Pereira that he had
more extensive knowledge of the physical characteristics of the Chinese Empire
than any other living man. Possessed of a n inborn passion for travel, he conceived the idea, when he was appointed Military Attache a t Peking in 1905, of
visiting every one of the 175 departmental capitals (i.e., Fu cities) of China,
and to the methodical accomplishment of this tremendous task he devoted
all his spare time and energy during the next seven or eight years. H e had
previously acquired a useful knowledge of the Chinese language, and, what is
almost equally important, of native etiquette, whilst serving with the Chinese
regiment at TVei-hai-wei in 1900, and these accomplishments, colnbii~edwith his
tact and charm of manner, secured him the friendly assistance of the officials
and immunity froin serious trouble during his subsequent wanderings. The
Great War recalled him to Europe ; but he returned to China in 1920 dominated
by a desire to follow in the footsteps of the intrepid Abbe Huc, who, with his
companion Gabet, penetrated Tibet and entered Lhasa fro111 the east in 1846.
Since that date many travellers of various nationalities had tried without success
to reach " The Seat of Divine Intelligence " from the saine direction. Pereira
hoped for better luck !
We see him, then, at the beginning of the present narrative, setting out from
Peking in February, 1921, across the dreary, famine-stricken plains of Chihli on
his long trek westward, never failing, however tiring the day's march, to write
up his diary ; and, as these entries include not only the record of his own
experieilces but unusual bits of information gleaned froin all and sundry, they
for111most fascinating reading. Of conditions in the interior of China he draws
8 sad picture. Time and ngain he refers to the terrorization of the people by the
soldiery, who, underpaid or not paid nt all, loot to live ; whilst on not a few
occasions he was aslted b y the officials to iilake considerable detours, because the
route he would hnve chosen lay through brigand-infested areas. Fro111Chengtu,
where he arrived at the end of May, he inade two expeditions not included in
his original plan-one to Mount Onlei, the other into the wild, hilly region of
Western Srechonn. His object in the latter cosa was to bag a " great pandar,"
species of bear ; bnt, though he reached a height of over 12,000 feet by
rough, uneven trails, and came across traces of pandar, taltin and serow, h e
failed in his particular q l ~ e ~ t .
neachillfi Tachienlu on Ilecenlber 26, Pereira changed his direction and made
detour of several hondred miles north to Lanchow, and thence to Tangar,
where he received the dispiriting news from Peking that the Government of
Indiahad refllaed to obtain a pass for him from the Tibetan authorities. H i s
h n ~ e ware
e
further 'shnken by his meeting with the Danish traveller Sorensen,

'
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who had tried to reach Lhasa but had been turned back, h'everthelaaa, 4' hoping
for t h e best yet almost expecting t h e worst," h e completed his preparations for
t h e final plunge into Tibet, a n d on May 11 continued his journey.
A fortnight
later, from a plain below the Chida Pass, h e saw the great mountain Amne
BLachin, which rumour says is higher t h a n Mount Everest. He describes it as
towering above everything else i n its snow-clad grandeur, and well over
25,000 feet. This giant peak, or t h e range to which it belongs, is mentioned by
Filchner and Tafel amongst other modern travellers. They saw it from the
south, but it is doubtful if they got a n y nearer to it than Pereira, and the whole
of that region would appear to offer rich possibilities for further exploration.
On J u l y 28 Pereira reached Chamdo, the crucial point of his journey, for its
continuation thence depended on the goodwill of the Tibetan authorities. This
h e was fortunate enough to secure in very tangible form-a letter from the
Kalon a t Lhasa inviting h i m thither-and on September 6 he started in high
spirits on his last lap of 670 miles. Of the four great passes that ley before
him, the Shiar-giing L a , 16,528 feet, bears the worst reputation amongst the
Chinese and Tibetans, and Huc, who crossed it in winter. testifies graphically to
its terrors. Pereira, however, found the Nur-giing L a much the more difficult
of t h e two. The descent, i n particular, over " a veritable sea of boulders, rocks
and stones," h e describes as appalling, and it is plain that he was beginning to
feel the strain of his long journey. O n October 2 the climb to the top of the
band:^ Pass " m a d e him gasp, and when h e rode h e shivered badly." Yet he
had spirit enough to note humorously i n his diary that his boy had brought two
cocks f r o m Charndo, " n o t for eating, but to call him in the morning as he had
n o watch !"
Pereira reached his goal on October 17, 1922, " the only white man living,"
a s his diary records, " w h o h a s been from Peking to Lhasa direct." He was
received by the Dalai Lama, and invited by t h e Tsarong ShapB, the Commanderin-Chief, to inspect the troops. H e notes that the rifles, khaki and equipment
were all of British pattern, and t h e words of command in English.
F r o m Lhass, Pereira crossed the Himalayas to India. But he had overtaxed
his strength, and a t Calcutta had to enter a nursing-home to rest his 1%. Yet,
n o sooner wns h e all right again than he forgot all the discomforts he had
suffered, and set off once more for China, this time by way of Rangoon and
Bhamo. Crossing Yunnan by the ordinary trade route through Yunnanfu as fer
a s Chaotnng, he nlade separate excursions froin that city into the i'dieoandNosu
(1,010) countries, after which h e continued to the Tangtse, taking boat at b f a ~ ~ ~
for Suifu, and so down to H a n k o w and Shanghai, reaching the latter place
on May 13, 1923.
t travel unassuaged, Pereira allowed himself no rest, but
H i s t h i r ~ for
again for that snow-covered, wind-swept land which only a few Short lnontbs
before h e had rleclared h e never wished to see again. This time his objective
was Lanchow, rvhieh h e hoped to reach from the south, through Batang and
Knntae. Leaving Hongkong on ,June 9, he proceedad to Haiphong, sodthence
bg rail through Tonkin to i.unnanfu, where h e was joined by Dr. H. Gordon
Thompson. No one travels in Y n n n s n during the aulnrner if it can be
and it is scarcely surprising that the party experienced difficulty in
transport. F r o m J u n e to September t h e monsoon rains rarely cease, and the
roads-never good-deteriorate into clllagmires. Pereira rernarkl on the
a suspension bridge near '"liu
On
state o f the Tangtse, when he crosqed it
August 7. It was " a wild tumult of r u ~ l ~ i nrapids
g
. . . not even the
Chu and othcr rivers in Tibet when in abnorlnal Hood could equal it.'' He had
never seen such n lnighty torrent.
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Arriving at Batang on September 21, Pereira, with the most strenuous part
of the journey before him, found the whole countryside in a state of disorder,
and the o$cials unwilling that he should proceed. This difficulty, however, he
overcame, and, having procured two small tents to shelter his party a t night,
left Batang on October 5, making for the T a So Shan divide, 15,610 feet.
Bitterly cold and snowy weather was experienced, and Pereira, who had been
ailing for weeks, felt seedy and wretched. On October 19 he suddenly collapsed,
and was brought with difficulty into Kantze, where, early next morning, his frail
body exhausted by the fatigue of continuous travel, he passed peacefully away.
Sir Francis Younghusband has performed the task entrusted to him with
sympathy and restraint. H e has allowed Pereira's own words to tell this tale,
and the result is a book of singular charm-a book to settle down with before a
blazing fire on a cold night, even as Pereira hinlself had visions of doing with
his memories of dangers and difficulties faced and overcome. This for him was
not to be. But who shall say that Providence (to Whom his diary inore than
once records his gratitude) did not continue to deal kindly with George Pereira
in ordaining that he should never know the tediousness and infirmities of old
age, but should pass on straight from his beloved strange places, leaving behind
the memory of au unassuming, gallant traveller and very perfect gentleman.

F. W. C .
INTHE HEARTOF ASIA. By Lieut.-Colonel P. T. Etherton.

London: Constable and Co. 9 x 64. 305 pp. 16s.
Colonel Etherton has every qualification wherewith to give us a first-class
book on the affairs of Chinese Turkistan, otherwise known as Sin-Kiang. I n
fact, as regards matters which occurred there between 1918 and 1923, no one
should be better able to enlighten us. The book opens mith a ~ l e a s a n t l ywritten
description, full of information, of a journey through Iianjut, Sarikol, and the
Gez valley to Icashgar. This was done as a member of our mission to Turkistan,
which was despatched to counter the German threats against India in the spring
of 1918. The author then has a great deal to tell us about the people and
customs of Kashgoria itself. H e includes an amusing description of the regime
under Ma-Ti-Tai, the brigand.Genera1 who tyrannized over the country for
a number of years until his deposition and decapitation in 1935, Colonel
Etherton naturally has much to say about the infiltration of the Bolsheviks
into Chinese Turkistan, regarded as ,z stepping-stone to India. This is especially
interesting at present, as it illustrates how, in foreign politics in Asia, Moscow's
activities nre nlerely a morc rigorous continuation of those of imperial Russia,
executed, however, with unclenn and insidious means such as imperial officials
(eve11Consul Petrovsk) would not have deigned to use. Picturesque vignettes
flit through the pages ; incidents of doings in Ma-Ti-Tni's harem alternating
with n page about the Swedish Mission or another about ancient conquests.
I'olitical activity and the repercussions of wild struggles did not cease with
the Armistice. Kashryar heard of the ~nassacreof the Romanoffs, and was
reached by ripples fro111 the Afghan war and by the rise and fall of opium smugding, in which the Bolsheviks took a hand. The downfall of Bokhara is
authoritatively described, together with the origins and progress of the Bas~nachi
insnrrection.
Colonel Etherton gives it as his opinion that in the spring of 1919 Russian
T11rkist.n wna ours for the tnhinp, being at the mercy of the three companies of
the 19th I'unjabis and two squadrons of the 28th Light Cavalry, who had pushed
Red arllties back nearly to the Oxus. Few who know the facts will be bold
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enough to disagree with this, and the next few years will show us what our
withdrawal and our abandonment of the loyal Turkoman has cost us, The
author very truly tells US that though MOSCOW
values Turkistan as 8 granary,
it sets still more store by the country, viewed as a stepping-stone for subversive
movements against British power in Asia. Besides this, he gives us a useful
sketch of the history of Chinese Turkistan during the last century, and one from
which there is a, good deal to learn of present interest. His sidelights on the
diplomatic and administrative methods by which China has so far maintained
her very precarious hold on the New Dominion should not be missed by those
who are seeking a solution of the Chinese riddle. The author's little sketches,
sometimes humorous but more often tragic, of Chinese methods of procedure are
not uninstructive, especially when one remembers that in Sin-Kiang the Chinese
were ruling a n alien race before the time of King Egbert. One cannot help
regretting that Colonel Etherton does not put forward some definite practical.
plan for staying the Bolshevik tide in Asia, but perhaps this might be considered
to be outside the scope of such a work. Briefly, it is a book which, when read
with discrimination, will be of the greatest service to every student of Mid.
Asiatic politics and of Russia's ceaseless and relentless advance against our
Asiatic frontiers.
L. S. V. B.
THRO'THE GATESOF MEMORY
: FROM
THE BOSPHORUS
TO BAGHDAD.
BY Betty
Cunliffe Owen. Messrs. Hutchinson and Co. 21s.
This is a book of travel of the lighter order. I t makes no pretence to being a
work of either a scientific or geographical nature, but has a slight historical
interest in that Mrs. Cunliffe Owen is able to give us thumbnail sketchee of life
in pre-war Constantinople and later on in Iraq.
P a r t I. deals with Turkey just before the war. We see Constantinople
struggling to recover from the Balkan Wars of 1913, the ascendancy of the
Germans becoming more and more marked, then the murder of the Archduke,
the outbreak of war between the Great Powers, and finally Turkey's entrance
into the war on the side of Germany. I t is just a series of sketches of everyday life.
Part 11. deals with post-war Iraq and gives a good picture of that country
during the unsettled period which followed the war. Mrs. Cunliffe Owen gives
a graphic account of the camp at Beclubah, where her husband was in command
of the camp for refugee Assyrians and Armenians. I t is a piece of W O ~ ] {done by
the British which is too little known, except by those who were directly or
indirectly connected with it, and it is as well that it should have been brought
before a wider public. If anything the difficulties and discomforts are llnder.
estimated. We see under what trying conditions the work of asfli~tingleal
fortunate people is carried out, how uncomplainingly and cheerfully, and with
attempt a t obtaining personal kudos. The life a t the Persian hill atation i~ well
depicted, and the unas.uming bravery of E n g l i ~ h women cornea plainly to
the fore. l v e have also an
vivid de~eriptionof the attempted
repatriation of the hill portion of the Asflyriana from Moaul, and of life there in
disturbed tinles. All that pertains to the life of the people ia a l w W of
n u t the whole book would have gained enor~nouslyhad it been written in
; the style is not e(lua1 to the
1e.s exclamatory and colloquirl
the story Mrs. Cunliffe Owen hag to tell, and whilst we can well believe th't I t
was a great gain to the little group of British officer# in .Mo~ulto hnre
chsrlning and sympathetic a lndy in their
we can hardly heliere that they
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care about her having " even for a fugitive moment ironed a crease or
two out of puckered foreheads. "
The poetry, too, is hardly up to the standard which one expects to find in e
book of this nature. The illustrations are quite excellent end give a good idea of
C. J. S.
the country and places.
--

By Stephen Helmsley Longrigg. Oxford :
FOUR
CENTURIES
OF MODERN
IRAQ.
Clarendon Press. 21s.
The history of Baghdad in modern times has been strangely neglected.
Whilst archreologists have been delving in the soil for the relics of a remote
antiquity, and Arabists have devoted themselves with considerable zeal to the
study of medisval Baghdad, the period which lies between A.D. 1600 and 1900
has not attracted any serious historical study. The dificulty of the task, and
the dull, hard labour it entails, might well alarm and discourage any writer, for
the sources entail reference to Arabic, Turkish, and Pereian manuscripts and
printed books, and to scattered references in books of travel which have appeared
in half a dozen European languages. Yet British soldiers and administrators
engaged in Iraq were bound some time to make good this deficiency in our
historical knowledge. That Mr. Longrigg has been a t exceptional pains to
master the sources is proved by the important Appendix I. to his book, which
cannot be too highly
- - -praised; and the result of his labour has been a history
which will always remain a standard work. Very few ~ioneers-and Mr.
Longrigg is a notable pioneer not only in his subject but in his strictly scientific
method-can claim so much.
The story, which is told in good English, strict in its accuracy and undefiled
by meaningless figures, is, it must be confessed, a dull one. I t is concerned
with the exploits of a few ambitious, sometimes stupid, rascals to control in their
own interest, with or without the consent of the iloininal overlord, a few cities
long corrupted by intrigue and quite incapable of fidelity, and to preserve some
sen~blance of order amongst the peasants, continually stirred to revolt and
internecine strife by the sheilthly fanlilies. I n all these four centuries there
appears only one man who claims unstinted praise from Mr. Longrigg's pen,
Uthmnn Pashn the L a n ~ e ,the conqueror and victiin of Nadir Quli; others,
Snlim, Sulaiman, Daud, who occupy solne space in the narrative, receive the
censure their defects of chnrncter warrant. But if the enthusiasin evoked
by personal nd~nirntionis laclting, there is a note, which runs throughout the
book, lending it a unity nnd serving to hold together the various narratives
which 11:tve to be told under separate headings, since the territory here included
as Iraq ranges frorrl IIardin to Dasrah. That note is the unity in disunion, the
essential coherence of the whole territory in modern times. If the history of
these centurie~be regarded as n forecast of the future, then nasrah, Baghdnd,
blosul, and even the district northwards, lnust infallibly be for the most part
under one administration ; any deviation fro111 that rule is a telnporary aberration nnd generally n clismster.
Now tllf~tthis worlc, the historical firstfruits, as it were, of the British adlllinistrntion, hns Inid down well nnd truly the main lines of recent history, is it
too ~lluchto hope thnt we muy soon see more detailed studies of this period?
In the archives of Iraq thcre must lie masses of information about the tenure
rights of land* which would be of nluch interest to the historian, but of

* Mr. E. 13. Howell, C.S.I., I.C.S., the first British official head of the
!levenue Department of Iraq, gave the Central Asian Society an account of the
rarkish land and land rcven~los stem 8s it was found in Iraq (see JOURNAL
OF
CENTRAL ASIAN SOCIETY, ~o!. 1X., Part I., p. 21).
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pritne iiuportance to the budding administrator. I n private correspondenoeand
papers doubtless still existing there must be evidence that Rich, R ~ w ~ a o n l
and other British residents a t Baghdad occupied a far more influential position
t h a n is to be guessed from Mr. Longrigg's reference to them in a footnote,
Amongst the tribes it would doubtless prove possible to trace the growth of some
quite recent septs of the great tribes, more especially of the Muntefik; and an
examination of the proportion of true Beduin to the so-called " marsh Arab"
would be invaluable. I n short, Mr. Longrigg's book illipels us to clamour for
more, the most sincere tribute it could possibly have. May he yet further
delight us by producing from the vast store he has so conscientiously assembled
more distilled information that shall aid those who have to administrate Iraq,
and those who would study the latest developments in that distressful land.
A few misprints-e.g., scis~non p. 199, Yaq'ab on p. 195 (surely for YaGqub),
are of little account. The volume is excellently printed, and the map of the
administrative areas invaluable.
S. S.

ADVENTURE^ I N TURKEYAND RUSSIA. By E. H. Keeling. John Murrag,
1924. 10s. 6d.
Under this plain and unassuming title is told a story so packed with dangers,
escapes, hnrdships surmounted, and unexpected sol~lersaultsof fortune that one
is a t a loss to recall its equal except among works of professed fiction. Yet this
is a sober narrative of facts, the author's personal experiences in Turkey and
Russia between April, 1916, and December, 1918. Many were taking their pert
in similar events during those years of war and great adventures, but few can
have had the good fortune of Captain Keeling. For two years and nine
months he passed unscathed from one danger to another in wild places andcame
through it all with his life when the odds against his doing so had become
elmost fan tnstic.
In a special sense his book is that of a survivor. Others may heve seen
as much in as short a time--though they cannot be many-but others heve not
survived. Of his English comrades in a brief stage of his adventures he
alone remains. Of the Turks, Circassians and Armenian outlaws, who, for
their own interests took part with him in the same episodes, they too, have gone,
save perhapa one.
The sto1.y begins with the surrender of Kut el Amars of April 29, 1916. The
author, hiillself an officer of the garrison, then describes the desert march of
son10 500 miles from Baghdad to railhead at Ras el Ain, done on foot, in the
heat of the BIesopotamian sumruer, by debilitated men always short of food and
water, always driven to the limits of physical endurance by their captors. The
2% miles frorn Mosul to Ras el Ain they marched in 83 d ~ y sunder these
conditions.
No story of the war is more heartranding than that of the gnrrison of Icute'
Amara after the fall of the town. Twelve thousand unwounded Inen, British
nnd Indian, there laid down their arms and became prisoners of war to the
Turks, whose General in command informed General ~ownshendthat
would be regarded as Turkey's sincere and precious guest8 "; how the P~~~~~~
was kept ('aptain Keeling's book shows without waste of words. Of the
prisoners nearly half had perished when the Armistice came in October, lglR,
and 3.000 had disappeared beyond the possibi]ity of ascertaining when, wherelOr
how they died. The ultimate responsibility for such mortality, due to
ill-treatment and neglect, the author rightly lays upon Enrer Pnsh. He pnsMd
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&long the line of route in his car when the rank and file of the garrison-whose
privations were always greater than those of their officers, who had been
,,psrsted from them-were dying in heaps by the roadside. H e was then Chief
of the Turkish General Staff and virtually Dictator ; his word would have
stopped the march or changed its conditions ; but he did nothing. H e was too
confident at this time of final success in the war to care what happened
to British prisoners. Yet after the Armistice the British Government abandoned
their purpose of brirlging to justice those who had caused t h e needless death of
niore than 5,000 British prisoners of war in Turkey.
Beyond Ras el Ain the journey was nlore tolerable for the author and
his fellow-officers. They were taken by rail and motor-car to Angora and thence
by carts to their place of internment at I<astamuni in the uplands of Paphlagonia.
Life there was monotonous, but healthy and by no means unendurable, and the
prisoners found their Turkish guardians more humane in their actions than had
been promised by earlier experience. One curious fact that the author mentions
sheds a strong light upon the British reputatiorl in Turkey, even during the war.
The prisoners were moneyless or nearly so ; remittances often did not reach them
or were reduced by the rate of exchange to one-fifth of their value ; and the sums
they received from the Turks as pay due to prisoners of war were elltirely
inadequate for their needs. Their difficulties were removed, however, by the
tradesmen of Iiastamuni, Moslem and Christian alike, who accepted cheques
from the prisoners, written on scraps of paper, in the conviction that the cheques
would be met. Almost unlimited advances were made in this way to strangers
who were also enemies. Nor were the cheques presented during the war
through a, neutral country, as they might have been. After the Armistice, however, a Kastamuni Greeli arrived in London " with a sackful of them on his back
for collection." Many of the drawers were dead by this time, but it is to the
credit of the War Office that in the end every cheque was paid, and the tradesmen
of Iiastamuni mere justified in their faith.
It was at Iiastamuni that the nlore exciting adventures which overtook
Ceptaill I(eeling began. With three British conlpanions he succeeded in escaping
and renched the coast of the Black Sea near Sinope. But it would be unfair to
the author to retell his story or even to outline it, for his adventures in
the Pnphlagonian nlountnins and on this classic coast are the lnost exciting and
romantic in the book. The reader must make his acquaintance with the outlaws
Raghib, Iieork, Rlusa, nnd Iiiamil through Captain Keeling himself, and
80 doing find himself among the band who hid among rocks and forests,
outwitted Turkish watchfulness, bound Greek boatinen to trees a t the boatmen's request, conlmitted piracy on the Black Sea, and eventually arrived
safely at Alupka thirty miles fro111 SevastopoI forty-nine days after leaving
Ktistainuni.
In Se17nstopol,Cnptain Iieeling encountered the Russian Revolution, which
the plrtns he lind innde for rescuing n number of his coinrades left in
Kastanlulli. Thereupon he went to Caacnsia, and returned thence through
to Englnnd. I n August, I M H , he left England ngnin for Mesopotamia, and
in D n ~ h d ~when
d the Arinistice of Rludros ended hostilities with the Turks.
Then~cforwfi~d
to the end of the year he was charged with the duty of collecting
and Prncu~tingBritish nnd Allied prisoners of war from the regions in which
had ~ffeel.pdmost-froln Turltish camps nnd construction works between
hleno~otalrlinnnd tlrc Taurus hfountrtins. Even now, however, his adventures
h'd not Yet ended, for more than once he found himself in an awltward
sitnntion.
ellough has been snid to how the unusual nature and interest of the book
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and the experiences which befel its fortunate author. The book itself is short-altogether too short for the material with which it deal.-and
is written in
a style of military brerity which sometimes dismisses a critical situation with
few curt words. Of this, however, there can be little doubt, that a hundred
years hence anyone seeking information upon certain Turkish aspects of the
Great War and side lights on the Russian Revolution will look upon this small
volume with gratitude, as containing the convincing evidence of an eyewitness.

W. J. 0.

FREIE
~ V E G EVERGLEICHENDER
ERDXUNDEN.
VODR. Oldenbourg, Munich and
Berlin.
This is a magazine of articles on geology and political geography. It is cornpiled in honour of the sixtieth birthday of Erich von Drygalski, who hss been for
twenty years professor of those subjects a t the University of Munich. All the
contributions are written by his former pupils, several of whom are well-known
men, as a n expression of gratitude for the labours of their instructor and as en
appreciation of the great benefits that the German Empire has received through
his stimulating efforts. It is rightly insisted that an intimate knowledge of
geography and the political conditions of foreign countries is of vital importance
to the people of a n Empire with interests abroad and a necessity for colonial
expansion. Of the twenty-three articles on subjects of world-wide interest four
are devoted to countries in which members of the Central Asian Society ere
particularly interested.
Dr. Oskar Ritter von Niedermayer, who accompanied von Hentig to Kabul
in 1915 on the mission sent to win over the Amir to the Turkish-German cause,
is the writer of a long article on the Middle East. As might be anticipated, the
article is marked by a n almost fanatical anti-British bias. I t opens with the
extraordinary postulate that the long rivalry of England and Russia in Asia was
the chief cause of recent wars in nlost quarters of the globe, even including the
Great War. This statement is no less astounding than the assertion that Constantinople was offered as a bribe to Russia before she entered the Great War or
the remark that the final collapse of Russia was mainly due to the intrigues of
the English, who were plotting to foment discord in Russia's Asiatic possessionsThere are other inaccuracies of a silllilar description in the article, but, when facts
of colllmon knowledge such as these fire so
distorted, further refutation
seems unnecessary.
y o n ?iiedermayer is more fortunate, however, in his diagnosis of the great
changes that the war has wrought in the minds and chsracters of the people
the bliddle East. H e rightly asserts that their longing for independence
become even more pronounced. They hnre also learnt that in order to maintrin
their independence under modern conditions they must adopt modern method8.
With this object they .re striving to acquire greater maatery of the machinery
of western civilization, which can be llsed for the development of the treasuresOf
the earth. The rapid growtll of these fimbitious ideas has enormously incr*sed
the difficulties of England, who baa never had harder problems to solvethnn
of the present day. I t has 8130 augmented the trials of Ruasin, who has
been SO inadequately equipped for the control of her Asintic po8see9ionr A' a
result of this sudden craving for progress in the hliddle East there
great
possibilitiea for development and
in every direction, but c'pitd is
urgently required. The on]. disintere.qted country (presnmabl~oermanJ')i8'Ow
no longer sble to assist as she has been knocked out and impoverished
late war.

REVIEWS
~h~ article concludes with the statement that Germany, powerful and
valuable though her influence was in the Middle East before the war, must now
that in the immediate future no useful field for political action lies open
to her enterprise in that direction. She must confine her energies to the development of her trade in those countries. On the other hand, her political energies
should rather be devoted to continental enterprises where her help can be of use
and where she may find means of building up her strength with a view to the
eventual rehabilitation of the German Empire. Von Niedermayer was apparently
not thinking of the advantages to be gained from the signing of the Pact of
Locarno.
Dr. Josef Mlirz and Dr. Hesse follow with articles on the problems of the
Persian Gulf and Mesopotamia. Both are academic studies giving a temperate
and accurate synopsis of the subjects reviewed. Dr. Marz gives a n historical
retrospect of events in the Persian Gulf. H e points out that the British have
been
masters of this inland sea ever since they assisted the Persians in
1622 to oust the Portuguese from the trading stations which they had established
on the islands of Iiishm and Ormuz. At the same time, he rightly observes t h a t
the British, while they have always been prompt to resent the interference of any
other Power in gulf questions, have always been satisfied with a nominal control,
unsupported by strong local forces. H e calls the British Resident a t Bushire the
uncrowned ruler of the Gulf, but adds that his authority, like that of the other
British residents in the Gulf, does not extend beyond the limits of the place
where he is stationed. H e agrees that the Gulf must be a n indivisible unity
in the control of one Power. I t s possession is not indispensable to any of the
countries bordering its coasts. The nation, however, which controls one shore
has always been conlpelled to bridge the Gulf and acquire command of the other
shore.
Dr. Hesse's article on Mesopotalllia is chiefly concerned with the geographical
and climatic difficulties of the country which impose a nomadic existence on a
large portion of the population. This necessity for annual migration relnains a
constant bar to civilization and regular progress. Nothing but the harnessillg of
the waters and an adequate systenl of canals under a settled governlnent can reintroduce a more satisfactory state of affairs.
The fourth article by Dr. Ullricll Bey on Armenia furnishes a melancholy
picture of the pnst trials and present hopeless condition of the cultured and
Christian Armenian race. H e recognizt s that the greater part of the blame for
the wholesale extermination of the Arlllenians by the Turks will be attributed to
Germans. At the end of tohe mar the League of Nations took the Armenians
under their protection with a flourish of trumpets, but so far all their efforts have
only served to render their situation more desperate and more hopeless. Their
future welfare lies now absolutely a t the mercy of the Turks.

A. M. S. E.

APPENDIX
" T H R O U G H THE I N N E R DESERTS TO MEDINA.'

HOTELCONTINENTAL,
BASSES
PYRENEES,
FRANCE.
February 26, 1926,

My attention has been drawn to the review about my book by
Mr. Philby, in your Joz~nzal,Vol. X I I I . , Part I., and I wiah to make
some statements regarding it.
I arrived a t Damnscus in May, 1914, and though I had letters of
introduction to the Turkish authorities there, I did not use them, as
Captain Wave11 the Arabian traveller had warned me not to do so.
All the same I had been signalled to the Vali at Damascus as suspect,
and before accomplishing my journey, I was taken priso'ner by the
Turks, who confiscated all my photos, notes and sketches. Those
circumstances alone limited the record of my adventures, and made it
impossible for me to give a more perfect account. The book published
contains, alas I but the tenth part of what I had originally written during
the journey !
Mr. Philby seems surprised that I met Chinemen and Javanese
(not Japanese) at Medina, and I regret more than ever the photographe
lost, on which he would have seen many of the latter amongst the
crowd.
That some namee are misprinted is regrettable, but does not seem
to me of such importance, once Mr. Philby found it easy enough to
recognize them I
"The guide, philosopher and friend selected by the Countess to
share her adventures was no other than that delightful individual
Muhammad a1 Bassam (she invariably refers to him as ' Mahmoud') ".
I never refer to him only as " Mahmoud," but called him as cllerybo(ly
there called him, Mahrnoud Bassam ! J have written to M.hmoud
Bassam asking him to send me a written statement of our journey
together, which I will send you at once when I receive it, md which I
hope will satisfy the public that I am not the " De Rougemont" Ir0
Philby makes me out to be, but that my book is true.
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NOW Mr. Philby seems t o give great importance to the date of
Ramadan. I must confess that I did not remember exactly the dates
when writing the book, but to prove t o him t h a t I did see the life of
Ramadan and was not dreaming it, I enclose a letter of Consul
Riahardson, at that time British Consul a t Hodeidah, sent to me during
my stay nt Damascus, in July, 1914, during the Ramadan.
L L That is all she has to say about Palmyra,"
he continues. About
Palmyra, Baalbeck, any town with ruins of historic interest, so much
has been written that I did not think it worth the while to repeat
things known to so many !
1 L In due course the procession heads for Wadi a1 Mustarri (shown
as Wadi a1 Mustawi)." My Arabs called it " Wadi a1 Mustawi," and
under this name it is also marked on the map of Arabia by Captain
Hunter (Survey of India, 1908).
Further, " The Countess here presents us with a n initialed sketch
of the mosque of Zilfi, which, to say the least, is a pure fiction of her
imagination."
But who says the picture of the mosque on p. 134 is t h a t of ~ i l f !i
It only says beneath: " and the Muezzin's cry was heard from the
tower of the Minaret." As a matter of fact, this sketch had been
joined with others to be used as tail-piece a t the end of each chapter,
but the publisher had it enlarged and put where he thought it would
fit in. But there is no pretence that the picture presents the Mosque
of Zilfi. I t was just put there to fill out the empty spaces marked
through the loss of the photos, and I am indeed very thankful to m y
publisher that he managed to make a presentable book out of the poor
skeleton he had to deal with, and I think he has done wonders in this
direction.
This journey of mine was only to be an essay, a light study, after
which I intended to make another one, using my experience and taking
my brother along, a known geologist. I t was also to be a proof that,
with courage, a great deal of optimism and casualness, one could take
obstacles lightly, which more ~ e r i o u sand pedantic men would find
impossible to do, just because they would see them too clearly.
If the war had not broken out, and the Turks had not made me a
prisoner, not1~i1z;lwould have hindered me to enter the Ruba el Kali
desert, because it was on account of the Turks that I was taken
prisoner at Bilfi ! But I have been asked not to publish the part of
my book relating to the Turks.
I am not a scientific traveller, but t h a t Mr. Philby should say that
I imagined all my adventures and drew on winged fancy alone could
nearly flatter me for the compliment paid to my imagination. But a s
such known Arab travollers as Palgrave and Mr. D. Hogarth had
also to undergo the critical doubt of Mr. Philby, I shall not mind being
added to victinls so highly esteemed and distinguished I
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At the same time I am very distressed not to be persona gratau
in the eyes of Mr. Philby, as I thought of asking him for a letter of
introduction t o I b n Saud. I intend to make another start for the Ruba
el Kali this year, which, after having read Mr. Philby's "Heert of
Arabia," seems to be ever so much easier than before. As also Mr.
Philby's ideal is to cross the Ruba el Kali, it would not be at all
impossible t h a t we should meet in the desert. I shall hope for it;
what better witness could I wish f o r ?
Begging you to forgive my poor English,
I am sincerely yours,
DONSHKA,
COUNTESS
MALMIGNATI.::

*

Mr. Philby's answer has been delayed owing to his absence abroad,

OBITUARY
HUGH SPENCER

ALL who served in the United Provinces some years back will be sorry
to hear of the death of Hugh Spencer, which occurred on January 14
after a painful illness of five months, which he bore bravely. Spencer
being posted to Aligarh. This was not his
joined the I.C.S. in 1888,
-. -first acquaintance with the country, for he was born there, his father
being Mr. Charles Innes Spencer, M . I . C . E . H e took kindly to the
country and his work, and till he retired, in 1915, served in various
executive posts. H e was a hot weather bird," finding pig sticking
and tiger shooting more to his taste than the quest of pleasure and
promotion in cooler regions, and during all his service he paid no visit
to the hills. The good work he did in the famine of 1908 was
recognized by the grsnt of a c.I.E., but the cadre of the United
Provinces must have been well filled with efficient men if the province
did not suffer by letting Spencer retire as a Dietrict Officer. From his
retirement till 191Q he held the post of Hindustani and Hindi censor
at Cairo, a post for which he was well fitted. During the last years of
his life he was a member of the Board of Studies in Law, London
University.
In 1!111 Mr. Spencer was married to the daughter of the late
William Smith, J . P . , of Bristol, who survives him.
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NOTICES
THE Council wish to express their grateful thanks to Mr. J, F,
Baddeley for a copy of " Russia, Mongolia, China : being some record
of the relations between them from the beginning of the seventeenth
century to the death of the Tsar Alexei Mikhailovich, A.D. 1602.1676,"
The following books have been received for review :
Thro' the Gates of Memory," by Betty Cunliffe Owen. 9 x 6".
Pp. 266. Sketch-map and illustrations. (London : Hutchinson and Co. 1926. 21s.)
I n the Heart of Asia," by Lieut-Colonel P. T. Etherton.
9" x 6". Pp. 302. (London : Messrs. Constable and Co,
1925. 16s.)
Four Centuries of Modern Iraq," by 8. H. Longrigg. (Oxford :
Clarendon Press. London : Humphrey Milford. 21s.)
Peking to Lhasa," by George Pereira. Edited by Sir Francis
Younghusband, K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E. 8 r x 6". Pp. 287. Mep
and illustrations. (London : Messrs. Constable and Co. 1925.
18s.)
" Syria," by Leonard Stein. 79" x 5". Pp. 94. (London :
Messrs. Ernest Benn, Ltd. 1926. 3s. 6d.)
The Chronicles of the East India Company trading to China,
1635-1834," by H. B. Morse, LL.D. Four volumes. 8 t " x 6".
(Oxford: Clarendon Prese. London : Humphrey Milford. 709.)
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THE PROBLEM OF AFGHANISTAN *
MUCHhas been written on the subject of Russian intrigues in Central
Asia, and the object of the present article ia not so much to expose t h e
machinations of the Third International in t h a t part of t h e world, a s
to draw atteution to the i~nportanceof t h e present Russian activities
in Afghanistan, and their probable effect upon the general situation,
more partiaularly as affecting British interests in those areas.
Forty-five years ago public interest was focussed on t h e Ruesian
advance in Central Asia. T h e general apprehension in this country
as z result of that advaucc o11ly died down when, in 1886, t h e Russiails
seemed to have reac:led the lilnit of their progress towards India, a n d
n permanent frcntler wss established between tlwlnstllves and Afghanistau.1 The frolitier wns a sound one gcographically, and t h e Russian
bogey gradually ceased l o haunt the minds of those responsible for the
safegunrding of British India.
Subsequently, with tho Anglo-Russian Agreacnent of 1907 t h e last
bone of contention between this couatry and ltussilt seemed to have
beer] rell~oved.
Then cwnc the IZusaian Revolution, and with the advent to power
of h e Soviet Government, with its far-rcachil~gdisruptive activities,
tile equilibriuul of the grenter portion of ,4si;l, was completely destroyed.
The now Government in nroscolv not o ~ l l yrufuscd to recognize any of
the previous agreelnenta niade betwecn Inlperial 13ussia and B r i t a i l ~ ,
but dofiuitely declared with a fraukncan unknown in previous diylolnacy that tho Soviets regarded us a s their no st dangerous euemy, and
wlletller or not they succeodpd in upsetting us in Europe, they would
certainly try and destroy our prestigo aud power in Aaie. Aud they
have sot themsolves to tho tsalc with untiring energy.
A ~licetiiigwas held ;~,t74, Orosvenor Street, IV., on Mnrch 11, 1926, wlloll
a l ) ~ ~ Pwns
e ~ road on Tllo l'roblclll of hfgll,znixt:bn," General Sir Edl~lurid
d1

])arrow prcsicling,
'1 Thollgh t h o AEgllnn 1:oalidnry Coluniit;sioii of 1886 scttlcd the wcsterll
section of the Ilnsso-Atgh:r]t uouticlnry, tllc cnstcrii scction relllaillocl unsettled
until sir I\Iortilllcr 1)urnncl's Mission of l$!js.
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From 1019 onwards, despite the Anglo-Soviet Trade Agreement,
a n d with utter disregard of whatever official or private trade negotiations may have been in progress between London and Moscow, some
of Soviet Russia's cleverest brains have been at work formulatinga
definite scheme of Asiatic policy in general, and Central Asian
in particular.
From the very first they found the task a most difficult one. For
while the first problem was the cousolidation of Soviet power in
Turkistan, such consolidation could only be effected by the use of
force, which in itself antagonized the bulk of the native population.
T h e first phases of Soviet rule in Turkistan were indeed so tyrannous
that with the slightest encouragement from outside the natives would
have fought to the bitter end. After the British withdrawal from
Trans-Caspis, however, all hope of outside assistance died, and save
for the continued activities of the Basmatclz, or guerilla bands, operating in the inaccessible mountain regions, the bulk of the natives
resigned itself to Soviet rule.
But though the Soviets had triumphed, they were by no means free
from anxiety. They lived in constant fear of some fresh outbreak, and
suspected every stranger of being a British emissary in disguise.
I t was felt in Turkistan that some conciliation to native sentiment
was necessary, and various local privileges and concessions were
granted. These were only palliatives, however, and the call for a
definite general policy soon became imperative.
The next move by the Moscow Government was the bold one of
posing as the champion of Eastern progress. By espousing the cause
of the discontented elements in Asia, Soviet Russia calculated on
achieving the twofold object of diverting native discontent and antagonism from herself by depicting Britain in Asia aa the real tyrant,
and of winning over to her side those new movements in India and
elsewhere which, if properly controlled, might be turned into powerful
weapons against British influence in Asia.
This new policy was inaugurated by the much-advertised Congress of
Eastern Peoples, which was held in Baku in the summer of 1920The main object of the Congress had been the bringing together of the
various Asiatic malcontents with a view to fusing them into one definite
movement. The Congress failed connpicuously in its main oi)jectJbut
proved of considerable instructive value in other directions.
Apart from serving a s a starting-offpoint for an extensive campaign
of anti-British propaganda in Asia, it showed the Soviets how little
they knew about the Eastern peoples living beyond their own frontier8,
and, more important still, it demonstrated clearly the impossibility
creating any combined Eastern movement. Indeed, on the contraryt
it showed how vary easy it would he to create and foster discord
among the different Oriental elements.
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The Soviet authorities took their lesson to heart, and while they
set to work to study ab initio the different revolutionary movements
and causes of Asiatic discontent, they also decided on a radical change
of general policy. They discarded their plans for creating a combined
ulovement, talked less of starting a n Asiatic conflagration, a n d embarked on a policy of political and racial disintegration on t h e principle
of dividere et inzpe~.ara.
In pursuance of this new policy they proceeded to split u p t h e
whole of Turkistan into snlall republics on a n ethnological basis.
Hence the appearance on the map of such newly-coined words a s
Turkmenia, Uzbekstan, Tajikstan, and many others.

The policy is certainly a most ingenious one, and although it is yet
early to judge of its efficacy in practice, it may, if carried out in a
liberal and broad-rainded spirit, prove a practical solution a9 far a9
soviet Russia's own Central Asian problems are concerned. HOWf a r
it meets with native approval is, of course, a different question, nor can
one suppose that it will necessarily prove a permanent solution ; but a s
we are primarily concerned with actualities, the fact has to be accepted
that the Soviet Government have satisfactorily consolidated their
position within their own fmntiers, and are now able to pay attention
to the neighbouring regions just beyond those frontiers.
0 1 these neighbouring regions recent events have shown that the
Russi~nsare paying particular attention to Afghanistan. They intend
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lollowing a progressive policy in that country on the bagis of gradual
penetration. This penetration is being carried out along simultaoeoua
and parallel lines. T h a t is t o say, the Soviets are endeavouriogto
obtain a footing in the country both politically and economically,
though the two questions are being kept carefully distinct.
Politically the idea is to coiltinue the policy 01 disintegration into
ethnological ~ ~ n i t s - i n other words, by means of agitation and propaganda among the different racial elements in Northern Afghanistan,
foster a number of local movements aiming a t autonomy and secession
from Afghan rule.
T h e Soviet Government of Russia is careful to conceal its connection with this campaign of agitation, which for convenience is being
organized by the Third International. And to cover the connection
still further, the agents and agitators actually employed in Afghan
territory purport t o be working on behalf of one or other of the neighbouring Soviet Republics.
The lines of their propaganda, are a s simple as they are attractive.
The local Turcomen inhabiting the district around Herat are reminded
of their close kinship with the Panjdeh and Merv Turcomen, who are
now enjoying complete independence, coupled with all the advnntagea
which the protection and progressive culture of Soviot Russia can give
them. The Afghan Turcomen, it is emphasized, are at present being
ruled by an alien and backward race, with whom they have no common
ties or interests. Not only racially, it is argued, but also geogra!phically,
t h e Herat district is rnuch nearer to Turcomenia than to the capital at
Kabul. T h e local inhabitants have only to rise and proclailn their
autonomy, and they could count on i~nrnediateassistance from Soviet
Turcomenia. These and similar arguments are being brought to bear
not only upou the Turcomen of H e r s t , but also upon their eastern
neighbours the Uxheks and the Tajilts of Badakhshnn.
None of these people have anything either racially, tribally, or
individunlly in common with the Durrani tribe who now sit on the
throne in J(abul. And while they likewipe have no sympathy for the
Russ, they cannot help being n ~ u c haffected by the propagandaof their
kinsmen on the other side of the frontier.
Now if Soviet Russia confined her activities to mere propagande,
the matter would not be such a serioug one. They are doing much
more, however. The Russians understand their Orientals well enough
by this time to know that nothing impresses the materialistic Afghan
so much a s concrete facts. I t is the sarne with the Pathan and with
the Indian of the north. So long a s the talk is one of tbeoretical
~dvnntagee,they will agree out of inere politeness, or because to agree
is the line of leaet resistance, but it requires some visible sign
practical profit to really convince them. Hence it ie that theR~fl0~'~'
are paging such great attention to cornnlercial and economio P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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tion into Afghanistan at the present moment, and they are making a
bid for the goodwill of the native population by encouraging and
facilitatiug local trade relations. I n this, as in their propaganda, their
to advertise the progressive and beneficial character
is
of the Pax Sovieticn.
Thus Herat has now been linked up with the Russian telegraph
system, and every effort is being made to promote the caravan trade
between that city and Merv and Panjdeh. Further east the Russians
are reconstructing the railway connecting up Bokhara with Terinez.
The latter is the most important point on this part of the Atnu
Darya, and lies on the main caravan route through Afghanistan,
which also happens to be the most direct route from Russia to India..
With the railhead at Termez, European merchandise can be
delivered at the Afghan frontier within little over a week after leaving
the factory. With the recovery of Russian industry and the arrangement for transit facilities for the manufactured goods of Central Europe,
Northern Afghanistan can become just as independent of Kabul and
India as the north of Persia was independent of tho Persian Gulf.
The ruins of ancient cities along the bed of the Amu Darya tell of the
greatness of this area before the hordes of barbarians swept over it.
The Russians have it in their hauds to restore wealth and prosperity
to the Oxus valley. The construction of the Termez railway is the firsb
step, and with the development of trade, and, above all, with the
improvement of transport', which must corne before anything else, the
centre of activity in Turkistan will quite probably shift down to the
/\mu Darya, and Terlnez will once again become a flourishing city.
The people of Afghanistan, on the other hand, will coule to look
lliore and more towards the north for their trade, and the success of
the Soviet policy will depend eutirely on the ability of the Russians to
show them practical econonlic advantages and conlmercial progress.
Should nothing occur to frustrate the Soviets' prosent scheme of
activities, one may expect to hear any day that Herat has proclaimed
itself an autonoinous Soviet republic, and t h ~ the
t neighbouring proiinces to the east have followed its example. Help in some form or
other would almost certainly be forthcoming fro111 across the border,
and the Afghan Government in Kabul may quite well awake one
morning to find their northern provinces gone, and tho Soviet frontier
a hundred miles nearor to the south.
One wonders what the feelings of the Amir would be if he suddenly
had to face a revolt in his northern provinces. The situation would be
an extrelnoly dificult one, nnd although it might turn the political
scales at J(abu1 definitely in favour of Great Britain, Kabul by that
might only be rnpresentiug the half of Afghanistan. Many new
factors would come iuto force, and it is inlpossible a t this stage to draw
any clear picture of what would happen.
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Nor is it necessary to draw pictures of the future when we are
alrendy face to face with serious actualities. Tho Russians have
definitely embarked on a determined pro,oressive policy, and in making
a bid for economic and comolercial supremacy in Afghanistan, they
make no secret of their intention of ultimately contesting British
cotnmercial, and with it, of course, political, supreu~scyin India.
Counter-measures must obviously begin somewhere. It may be
impossible to compete commrrcially with Russia in the areas adjoining
her territory, but there is every reason why a policy no less active and
penetrating than that of the Soviets should be applied to the areas
which lie nearer India, and whose commercial interests are naturally
bound up with Indie, rather than with the north. Thus the country
between Iiabul and the Khyber and districts of Ghazni and Kandahar
boasts a considerable trade with India. With the opening of the
Khyber railway, the main Indian railway system has been brought
into direct cotnmunication with the Kabul trade route. True, the
Khyber railway as it is a t present does not facilitate to any great
extent the main caravan traffic, since the distance from railhead to
Peshawur is too short to make it worth while for the carsvane to
abandon their camels and proceed by train. One naturally hopes,
however, that the present line is only the beginning of greater things.
Meanwhile, pending the continuation of the line, it will be a eimple
matter to organize a n eficient system of motor transport running
between railhsacl and Iiabul. Similarly a t Kandahar, where a very
short distance separates one of the main trade centres of Afghanistan
from railhead on our own frontier, efficient motor transport would play
a very importtaut rcile. Further west again, we have the continuation
of the Nushki railway a s far a s the Persian frontier. This line, which
was constructed for military reasons during the War, is important in
that it facilitates communications between India and the fertile
province of Sistan. Though sistan is mainly Persian territory, it is
ilnpossible to exclude it as a n important factor in the development of
Afghanistan.
With Russian inllueuce predominant in Herat, a city which, from
the time of Alexander the Great, has always been regarded a8 the
strategic and economic key to India, the consideration of Sistan in
relation to British-Indian interests becomes essential.
A glance a t the map will show the obvious importance of 8ist.n.
Itsell a plain, it comprises the drainage awe, of the IIelmand, which is
the largest river in Afghanistim, and a number of other rivers. Water
for irrigation purposes is therefore abundant, and the soil, which ie rich
in silt, is extremely fertile. Thore are large areas suitable for cultivation which are lying untouched. With very little developnlent, the
country could easily become the most productive ares in Persia, and
the msin distributing area for South-west Afghanistan,
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With a poteutially rich area such as Sistan, and a t least two of the
main Afghan trade routes within easy reach of our Indian frontier, not
to ~nentiouthe existing railway connections with that frontier, there is
no lack of scope for British or British-Indian enterprise. Only by
netting a sound commercial footing in the country-and this refers not
0
only to Afghanistan, but also to Eastern Persia-can Britain hope to
contest Russian progress towards India.
The whole quostion can be finally summarized in the fact that the
time is rapidly approaching when the primitive Afghan will learn to
discard his camels for mechanical transport. If we do not teach him
to do so, the Russians will, and, petty as it may seem, our reputation
as the most cultured power in Asia will sufler if we are not the
teachers.
Colonel LEWIS: Ladies and Gentlemen--The reasons I am now here
talking are, firstly, because I have been asked to do so by General
Thonlson, secondly, because I spent about six months in Kabul a s
military attachk, and, thirdly, because my ordinary line of business has
made me study the question very carefully at different times. First, I
should like to say, as regards the mention of Russian propaganda, I
am entirely in agreement ; I believe that there is a very considerable
danger which might in future threaten British India from the Russians
advancing from the north. I do not agree with the author as regards
the re~narkshe made about Herat, however : I think the real danger
does not lie in Herat. Herat is occupied by a population of which,
roughly, one-third are Afghan subjects ; the remaining two-thirds are
Bsluchis, Arabs, or, still more preponderating, Persian subjects. There
fore the population in the IIerat valley is not so likely to be affected as
people in Afghan Turlristan, Iiataghan, and Badakhshan. Secondly, I
do not see how nuy amount of commercial activity on our part will stop
the Russiaus taking their next step, whenever that may be. Something
more, I think, is required. I should like to say now that I am not a bit
of an alarmist-I think the idea of the Russians coming down with
great armies is absurd; but one cannot help fearing the Russian
propaganda, because it has proved its worth so many times in that
Part of the world. However, I consider that the menace is so real
that I want to telk-iu fact, to give my opinion-of what might happen
In Northern Afghanistan. I n 1885, as you have just heard, the Russians
cblne to n halt i n the north. They stopped because they ran up against
ib!,hanistan, backed by Great Britain, and when they stopped, I do not
agree that their frontier was a good strategic one ; for they stopped a t
river and a desert,, and a river and a desert are not a good strategic
frontier. Thc proper strategical boundary was the line of the Hindu
Iiu8hi.rga1.d~nn othoologieal boundary, it was a very bad one.

They stopped in the nliddle of a racial area-that is to say, Tureomans,
[Jabegs, and Tajiks live on both banks of the Oxug river, They might
)lave stayed there but for the revolotion, because before 1919 we paranteed the borders of Afghanistan. Aftcr the war with Afghallistan in
191'3 w0 lost that ~0nbr01,and are not now responsible for the borders,
The Russian Revolution came along, and Russia from the beginning
recognized in Great Britain, ae a great capitalist nation, the chiefenemy;
and she determined, if she could, to strike a blow at us in India. Russia
realized the supreme importance of India as a portion of the British
Empire, and the means ware a t hand. She formed these independent
republics of Turkmenistan, Uzbegstao, and Tajikstsn. At first sight
one might think she did it to stabilize conditions in her own borders,
but we know otherwise, because there is very definite evidence of the
secret propaganda which she carried out amongst the Turcomans,
IJzbegs, and Tajiks, south of the Oxus--that is to say, in Afghan
territory. So that, having established those republics, and having
worlred on those people by propaganda, it is quite true that one day
the Alnir in I(abu1 may wake up and find that he has lost the northern
part of his kingdon], and that these people-Tajiks, Uzbegs, and
Turcomans living in his territory-have decided to throw iu their lot
with their brothers north of the Oxus, and become amslgalnated with
the independent republics. That sort of thing has happened before,
and wheu things reach that stage, then the Soviet Government of
Russia steps in and takes the republics under her wing. Thnt would
suit Russia well, because from her present border she is too far away
from India. She can and does send agents into India itaelr, and aan
establish advanced centres such as she has at Iiabul and ~hamerklmd,
but she is too far off for the final stage--that is, the provision of arm0
for the people ahe has excited by propaganda. I t suits her book if she
can come a step nearer. I want you to picture a minute what it would
really mean if she carne nearer : it would mean to all intents and
purposes an Afghan-Russian frontier on the line of the Hindu 1{usb1
n Lich runs out almost to FIerat. Supposing she does step in and
occupy the northern part of i\fgbanistau, who is going to stop her?
We are not, certainly : it is far too far to nend any militsry expedition*
The Amir, can he stop them? I do not think he can. If YOU
remember the extraordinary difficulty he had in quelling the little
revolt that took place last year in lihost, and i f you think the soviet
brains behind it all would probably so time the risings in Northem
Afghanistan that they synchronized with one of those ever-recurring
revolts in Southern Afgllanistan, I do not believe the Amir would be
able to prevent those provinces shaking off his rule. The next step
would bo the gradual building of rot~dsand railways throughout
northern area, and there is nothing at all impossible as regarda
engineering for this railway from Termrn to be brought U P to the
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Andarab valley, which is about fifty miles from Icabul. That fifty
includes thirty very easy miles north of Kabul, through tho
I(oh-i.dall~an,through which there is a very good motor road. There
retnain twenty miles of very bad country, a d oven now Russian survey
arc working, with tho perlllission of the Amir, to site a road
over the Hindu Icush, and portions of t h a t road have already been
completed for motor trafic. That meann, if that should happen, that
the nest time we are tied up in some other part of the world, Russia
will have Kabul more or less a t her mercy. She will be fifty miles from
Knbul as against our railhead of about 180 miles, unless we do something about it ; and the question is, what are we to d o ? I t is a very
difficult problem. These aro entirely my own opinions. I think our
possible actious can be s u m n ~ e dup under two headings : the first is
1 L ~ ~ ~ n m ~ n i ~and
a t i the
~ n second
s , 1 7 is '' putting our own house in order."
I will show you what I mean in tuore dotnil. First, as regards c o l n
~nunicntions. Remenlber, sitting 011 t8he throne of Afghanistan is
young A l ~ ~ ifrankly
r,
n~nbitiousbut untritvclled-until the other day he
had nevor been to Icsndahsr ; tho furthest he had ever been was Jalalabsd-but nevert helsss push ful and go-ahead. Conditions in Kabul
have changed enormously. You now find electricity, public gardens,
and a band which, to the Western ear, discourses perfectly abonlinable
Afghan nlusic. (Lnughter.) They aro starting a new era with a number
of I<uropeans. Yon cfin lllovo about wit11 quite as ~ n n c hsefoty there as
in the city and plai~lsround Peshawal, itself. There are schools, Europenn legations, and good ~ ~ o t roads.
or
It1 the forefront of all his programme of progross, I tliinlt the ,411iir puts educnlion and communications. AR to co~nmunications,110 is vory lteen on developing roads
throughout his country. This is where we can help him. Wlienever tho
question of com~nunicationsnrises in the south arid east of Afghanistan,
we should help him as much as wa can, whether with money, technioal
advice, stores, or material. Tho chief obstacles which the Amir meets
are the Mullahs and the wild and warlike tribes who live on our northwest frontier. If-and he has tried more than once-he could calm
them down and disarnm them, 110 would have no difliculty a t all in
pushing on communications, which is what we want. We, on our side,
faced with the satno diflicultios.
That bringn mc to tho secolid way in which I think we could
PreParo to protect Afgl~anietani f the Russians advanced up to the
IIindu 1(119h t h t ~ ti ~ by
, scttiog our own house in order. Take a
"ncrete CRRO. I happerled to I,e in linbul about tho time whon nogot i ~ t i o nwore
~ ~ going on about tho lnurdcr of Mrs. ICllis and tho k i d n ~ p pins of Miss 1Cllia by Ajab l<han and his associates, so I can give YOU
this pictJuro f r o ~ nthe Afghan point of view. Do you remember ? Ajab
to Kohat and kidnapped Miss IGllie, altar killing her mother, and
her away t,o Tirali. Our rolntions with Tirah-that being the
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country where the Afridis live-are governed by treaties, and the
Afridi agrees not to harbour within his territory refugees from British
justice ; so that when Ajab went off with Miss Ellis and took her up into
the Tirah, the authorities on the North-West Frontier of India said
to the Afridis, ' I Fulfil your agreement and expel these murderers,"
The Afridis said, " Right-0," and expelled them, but not into anotller
portion of British territory or any other tribal territory. Other tribes.
men did not want to be involved in another's quarrel, and if they had
put them into British territory it would have been tantamount to
handing them over to us, a thing they will not do. They turned them
into Xfghauistan. The Government turned to Afghanistan and said :
" You are a civilized country and cannot harbour murderers." From
the Afghan point of view-although, of course, the Amir did not use
these words-the reply to this was, Why don't you do your own
dirty work ? I cannot catch these felIows on the frontier ; I am mixed
u p with tribal dificulties the same as you." We insisted. Nothing
happened. W e began to take off our coats. This consisted of certain
military preparations in Peshawar, and what impressed the An~irmore
than anything else was the evacuation of our ladies from Kabul. The
Amir said, '(Now they mean business." Very loth, he collected an army,
and sat down on the other side of the Afridi border. A deadlock
followed. The Afridis, still carrying out their obligations, sat on one
side of the frontier, and would not allow the criminals to re-enter Tirah,
and the Amir with his army sat on the other side, and there they
either. could not, or really dared not, arrest the criminals for fear of
letting loose a wasps' nest about their ears. We insisted, and at last,
luckily, FL solution was found by which the An~ir,by means of negotiations, persuaded Ajab and most of his gang to accept transportation
into Turkistan, where they are still living quite happily. TWOof the
gang refused to go, and are still in Tirah. The point is, What is going
to happen next time a similar murder takes place? Are we again
going to risk a war with the Amir, with whom it is of the utmoflt
importance from the point of view of the Russian menace that we
should remain a t peace ? Personally, as matters stand now, 1do not
sea that we can do anything else ; and it seeme to me, if for no other
reason, that we must get control over our own people. I do not mean
for a moment to say that we should declare a a r on the Afridis, and
march in and take their country; we cannot afford to do it ; but I say,
that just as in Waairistan we are gradually ~enetratingby making
roads, we should take every possible opportunity which may
in Tirah of doing the same, and in other portions, too, of independent
territory. If we do that, we may, in co-operation with the Amir,oo h"
side of the border, settle and disarm the people. Until they are
armed you will never have peace. Once you have got peace, communications will spring up easily ; there will be good motor roadg
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rsilways to Kabul. Peace will release the enormous force now employed as covering troops all along the border. With the covering
troops available, and the roads built, we should have no difficulty,
when occasion arose, of going up to Kabul and assisting the Amir
to prevent the Russians coming down any further and occupying
Iiabul. (Applause.)
EGERTON
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-My
Sir RALEIGH
own close touch with Afghan affairs finished about fifteen years ago,
but I have kept up a close study of them, and also have friends who
occasionally send me notes on the subject. The position of Afghanistan
uis-h-vds India and elsewhere has changed very much since I knew
more about it, in so far as Afghanistan is now independent of Indian
interference so far as foreign affairs go, has diplomatic representatives
all over the world, and accepts them from all over the world. I n thoso
days the Amir could do nothing except through the Government of
India. The Bolshevik propaganda, as we know and have heard to-day,
is going on on racial lines on the northern frontier of Afghanistan, but
I am not sure that it is making politically very great progress, because
I believe all those people-Uzbegs, Tajiks, and Afghan Turcomansare very proud of calling themselves Afghans. I do not think they
boast much of their Tajik or other nationality. The Afghan name
carries great force among all the people in that part of the world, and
they are very proud oE i t ; so I am not sure the Bolshevik Soviet
propaganda will have very much influence in calling them to desert
from their allegiance to the Atnir. They are very fond of their
country, too, and have always hated Russia ; thoy hated imperialist
Russia, anyhow, and I do not suppose the Bolshevik Russia looks very
different to thetn. Another thing is that when the Bolsheviks really
went into Turkistan they corbillitted a very grave error in the roughness of their methods, and among other things alienated both local
Afghan and Indian traders by confiscating all their goods. That produced a vory strong feeling against them, which they must find it hard
to allay. After a few years they did, under pressure, to some extent
compensate the Afghan traders; but because of their hostility to us,
and I suppose their desire to show our impotence, or something or
other, I believe they gave no oolnpensation to the Indian tradesmen,
and there is a very strong community of Indian traders up in Bokhara
and Turkigtan east and west. When the Russians rather treacherously
seized Hokhora, the Afghans saw their co-religionists who had to flee
the country, and they brought tales into Afghanistan of great hardship
and terrorism on the part of the Bdsheviks. Another thing, the Amir
is no fool. As we have heard, he is an intelligent young man, and
I think it very probable he puts very strong governors into those
northern provinces where Uzbegs and others are living. I should not
think he would send weak men there, and we know an Afghan governor
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Can keep order with a very stroug hand if necessity arisen, uZbeg8
and Tajiks are not very warlike ; they are paace-loving people, and
1 think that political propaganda, as against commercial penetration,
lnight not produce a very great effect. You see, in that part of the
world the Amir has not for a very long time had any rebellion; it
is only in the southern and more mountainous parts of Afghanistan
that rebellions break out. No doubt the Russians have paid great
attention to commercial penetration. There is no harm in that ; we
penetrate commercially all over the world. At the same tilne we know
that the Russian Government, under cover ol commercial penetration,
covers a good deal of other designs. Of course, they have th$ two
organizations in Soviet Russia : there is the Soviet Government of the
Soviet Federal Union, and then they have also got their Third International, which is really another form of government, which is administered by Russia. Certain individuals are members both of the Government and the Third International. The Third International is out
first of all to destroy Russia and break down all capitalist enterprise
all over the world and establish the government of the proletariat.
I n its efforts to do that it has indeed completely wrecked Russia. Thc
Russian Union of Soviet Rapublics wants to re-establish Russia to
a cortain extent, and attract foreign capital to re-estsbliah the country.
The Third International cannot atand seeing Russia really re-established, by capitalism a9 they think, because that would upset their
principles, so that these two are rather at loggerheads. That has been
seuu in several instances. Once in Germ~lny,when the Soviet Goverouient had practically established good trado relationv in that couutry
aud was in a fair way to attract German capital, the Ger!nans
discovered some Third Internatior~alemissaries hidden away in the
Ilussian Trade Embasey, plotting agaiust the German State. Of
course, tho Russiall Goverlimeot repudiate sucl~emissaries, but there
is no doubt they are closely iuived up together. Though their ailas
are the same, their 1ne1,hodsare diflcrent. Another point is, as Colonel
Lewis said, that the liussiatls do " propagrind " against US
a
capitalist state. They do that in other parts of the world, but I thiuk
thuy found that definitely they lnust modify that attitude when they
formulated their dosigns against India, because we cannot ba regarded
a9 a capitalist oppressor in Iudio. We arc an Imperialist, and it ra3
as an Imperialist ruler that they decry us in India-an lmperiallst
oppressor. If they had gone for the copitallst i n India. they would
have had to go for the Indians, the big cottou mercllanta of Dolnbq
and other big Iudian industrial centrus. They are the capitalists; wo
are not really the capitalists in India. I t is as an ~mperisl~
P
that they attack us there. Thuy do the same against us, I
in prectically every part of tho world, but espacinlly in the East.
When they gat a bit further east, they find theloselves up againat the

P
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diPoulty that they cannot talk about t h e Japanese a s capitalist
oppressors. The fact is that t h e Bolshevik methods are rather protean ; they alter methods t o suit local circumstances. As t h e Lecturer
and Colonel Lewis pointed out, they have gone in for establishing
small nntionalitiesl and basing t h e benefits they oBer t o these people
on establishing these nationalities, a n d I a m afraid we have got to go
back to someone now deceased, who talked about " self-determination
of the smaller nations." T h a t catchword has become t h e curse of t h e
world. That expression, when put into practice, has lost u s a good
deal and the Russians are playing t h a t catchword against us a s hard
as they can in Asia, and against other countries on their western
frontier in Europe.
In the paper which has been reed to-day the author advocates t h e
extension and irnprovelnent of communicstions and trade and t h e
developmenl of Afghau Seistan as t h e best methods by which we can
counteract Bolshevik intrigue in Afghanistan, which is really directod
agaicst our command of the situation by holding India, to which
country they hope to extend their subversive operations eventually.
These proposed methods have their merits, I admit, but in my opinion
they are inadequate, and ttlthough in following then1 we might claim t o
be acting disinterestedly, in practice they moulcl appear to be t h e exact
counterpart of those of our antagonists.
I believe that the King of Afghanistan, like t h e S h a h of Persia,
is really quite iucliued to accept or retain t h e frieudship of England.
But in both cases the dificulty of doing so openly is the same.
Through both countries Bolshevik Russia is working, lllostly underground, with the view to destroying our supl.emncy in India and over
the sea route conuectiug that c o l ~ n t r ywith E u r o ~ e . Towards this eud
they have no hesitation in stirring up rebellion among t h e subjects of
tbc two rulers I have 1 u e n t i o ~ ~ cand
d ~ i n both caws I feel pretty sure
that tho two astute personages llave realized that ally lriarked display of
friendship towards LIS and acceptance of our guidance would only intensify the activity of t'lle l3olr;hevik organiaatiou, whioli would fo~llunt
disturbances among t,he people against a n y reforms or improvemeuts
which the ruler might establish a t our instigatioll. I t is tllerefore uecesSarY that we should work u~iosteot~stiously.I n Afghanistan in particular
--and I must restrict m y remarks to t h a t country-it is necessary that
should, as Englishmen, win the respect and perhaps t h e affection of
the people as well as those of their ruler. I n his efforts a t reform he
has to overconre the narrow-minded opposition of the mullahs, so whatOver course we follow it is absolutely essential t h a t we should avoid
selnbl~nceof religious subversion, I t is
fir111 belief t h a t in
u r d ~ to
r attain the objects I have moutioued, tilo lliost powerful inatruwont we could t ~ k in
c our band is t h a t of hospititl work-not medical
"'iasion~. A t our Legation io Iiahul we should have a considerable
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medical staff, well equipped for both medical and surgical practice
I have no doubt that the King wollld provide or facilitate tho provision
of accommodation for this. The personnel would have to be carefully
selected, and a knowledge of modern colloquial Persian
be ro
essential qualification, for that is the language of the country-not
Pushtu, as usually supposed. I n addition to the requirements for
a stationary hospital, there should be provided equipment for travelling
dispensaries, which could be carried on mules, and sent periodicallyto
visit the villages up to forty of fifty miles from the capital ; I feel Nure
that the safety of such parties would be guaranteed by the King. B~
these means the good name of our race would gradually permeate the
minds of the people, and in a few years' time hospitals with similar
equipment might be established a t Kandahar, Herat, and perhaps also
in the very teeth of the Bolsheviks a t Balkh or Mazar-i-Sherif, and
extend our reputation even further afield. The cost of such organization would be insignificant when weighed against the advantages both
to the Afghans and ourselves that we may reasonably expect from them.
The personnel should be purely English in the higher grades, and
Anglo-Indian in the subordinate ranks. The menials could be obtained
locally in Afghanistan.
Major ROUTH: There are three small points. I was in Iiabul in
November. One of the points is the large amount of Soviet lnoney
which is being spent in Afghanistan in the spread of disaffection. It
does not mean much at present, but it is raising up a force which
may be a great danger in upsetting the present arrangement later on.
Another point which has not been touched upon ia the extraordinary
high prestige of the British in Kabul at present. That is due partly to
the policy of the British Government, but a good deal to the British
Minister, Sir Francis Humphrys. (Applause.) It in very notable as
compared with the other nations, the Germans, and ~articularlythe
Italians, and to some extent the Russians. There is one other point
which was mentioned-that is, the conimunications with India. There
is reason to believe that this matter is not being forgotten. I am not
in a position to say what arrangements have been made, but I think
both the Amir and the British Governtrlent do realize the import&nce
of communications between the North-West Frontier and Icabul~and
we may expect to sea something in the not very distant future(Applause.)
: Sir Edmund Barrow, Ladies and ~entlemen,--Ido
Colonel STOKES
not know who wrote this paper, but frorrl my own lcnowledge of the
correctnese of his account of the earlier effort lllade by tho ~o~~~~~~~~~
I am inclined to think that the second part is probably clual1y true'
The Bolsheviks started out at the hogioning wit11 the intontion
Bolshevining the Mohamnledans of Asia. That was due to their
ignorance of the Mohammedans of Asia ; because anybody who knew
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them at fill, knew that Bolshevism would not appeal to them, and was
bound to fail. They have seen it fail, and have started a far cleverer
and much more promising game. They are trying to disintegrate those
Mohammedan nations by the application of the Wilsonian policy of
It is a grave danger t o US, a n d a much more
difficultthing to meet. The writer of the paper seems t o me to suggest
that we should adopt the methods on our side which the Bolsheviks
are adopting on theirs, but that seems t o me to be merely playing their
game. We have got a wall between Russia and ourselves, and Russia
open and candid enemy. Nothing could be more ope11
is a
than the enmity of the Bolsheviks towards us, and if the Bolshevik
has taken a pickaxe to knock the wall down from his side, it seems
absurd to take another pickaxe and knock it down from ours. That
leaves the problem unsolved. The question is, what can be done t o
stop i t ? I do not believe any amount of roadmaking or colnmercial
penetration is going to help us. I think if you are going in for roadmaking in order to help the Amir, you are assuming in the first place
that the Amir wants your help, and you are taking the problem a
stage further than it has yet gone. I do not, think the problem is so
desperate as that. But the, question of Afghanistan is only one portion
of a, much bigger general problem which is threatening us, and which,
so far as I can see, no attempt is made to deal with. We have got
between Russia and ourselves Turkey, Persia, and Afghanistan. 111
the old days it mas considered that our policy was to keep those three
buffer states going, and if anybody lrnows a better policy they have not
yet produced it. Unfortunately, for the last twentv-five years not so
actively, but for the Inst ten or fifteen years very actively, we h a r e
been out apparently to destroy Turkey. At least we have conviuoed
tho Mohammedan world that such is our i n t e n t i o ~ and
~ , that is to-day
the root of the problem in Turkey. You would hove no Mosul question
if the Turk was not profouudly convinced t h a t Mr. Lloyd George's
policy and the policy of the British Government as carried on to-day is
the destruction of Turkey. If you cau remove that, you can have
everything you want, and no Mosul question. Why does Turkey want
AIosul? We have done exactly what Colonel Lewis doscribed tho
Ru8sians as doing in 1885, when thog sat down in the middle of a
racial area. IJTehave got half the Kurds in Iraq and half in Turkey,
and tho Turk says, 6'Tliat is the lever they want to hold in their
they want to inxlre trouble for a s whenever they like," and
Ohviously if we have half the liurds in our hands we cau always maLo
trouble for Turkey. I submit to you this prohleln is not to be treated
piecemeal. I t is a perfectly connected problem. Turkey, Persia, and
are the barrier between ua and 13ussia. Inlperialist
Russia was aggressive, we inada agreements which were not kept very
; but we kept the thing going. Bolshevik Russia is openly hostile
15
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and out to destroy the Indian Empire, which it believes to be our
Achilles heel. Meanwhile, what aro we doing? Nothing at all, The
British Ambassador to Turkey lives in Constantinople, D~ we
any other state like t h a t ? The British Ambassador to Francedoes
not live in CalaiS but Paris. The amenities of ICabul are probably not
much greater than those of Angora, but the policy of the British
Foreign Ofice appears to be to hold Turkey a t arm's length, not to be
friends with her, but wait and see. The situation, as described in this
paper we have heard read to us, is, to my mind, serious and not to be
neglected. To counteract-I do not think you can really counteract
the trouble by making roads and commercial penetration-that puts
you in a position to help Afghanistan if the next stage comes. But
surely we ought to prevent the next stage coming at all, and the
question is, how are we to do that ? What we want is a constructive
policy of friendship with these three Mohammedan countries. We do
not want one inch of their territory; we have got no conflict of
interests. I shall be told there is Mosul, but the Mosul question need
not exist if you hold out the hand oE friandship to these Mohammeden
peoples. R u t I doubt very much whether this problem has ever been
regraded as a whole in the Foreign Office. Although we have Sir
Austen Chamberlain saying we have every desire to live in peace and
amity with Turkey, our actions do not keep with our words. This ie a
very big and serious problem that faces us, if we are now to keep the
British Empire going and keep India. (Applause.)
N NChnirn~an,Ladies and GentleGeneral Sir GEORGE~ ~ A C M U: Mr.
men,--We have had some very interesting and informative remarks made
011 the lecture.
One thing I would like to point out, and that is if the
worst 'comes to the worst, and in the course of the next ten or twenty
years Soviet Russia insisls on croseiog the Iiabul frontier with the deaire
of adding to the factitious republics some of the Afghan territory, it will
no doubt be uecessa,ry for us to a s s i ~ the
t Iiing of Kabul against thelnn
A s has been mentioned, u p to tho time when the prosent Amir insisted
on invading India-entirely unprovoked, just after tho Great War ass
over-we had guaranteed his frontiers against Russia, and up to the
day of the Great War the whole energy of the tnilitary suthoritiea lo
India was devoted to preparing to carry out that obligation if neceaflarY;
and we were quite prepared, if need be, to send troops to ~ f g h b n i s ~ ~ ' ,
and generally to back up tho Afghan forces against Russia- We bre
better able to do it now than we were then, if we are compelled
do so. As Colonel Stokes has told you, it n ~ u s tbo our policy
support tllese Mohalnlnadan kingdo~os,so long as they are worthy of
it, that lie between us and Russia, whethor imperial or Soviet "
shall have to support Afghanistan, aud are now in a far better position
to do 80 than formerly. When wo guaranteed tho protection of Afghan.
istan by force of arms ageinst Hl-~ssiathelo was not nlotor-car prae
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tically, certainly not a motor-lorry, in the whole of India, and no
road in Afghanistan or on the frontier. Now not only is there
a considerableforce of motor transport of the Indian Government, but
industrial India has motor transport, and Great Britain has plenty to
scud. In addition to that we have motor works and repair shops
in India, and these must increase ; we havo doubled the railway froin
Peshawar to the frontier, and have very much improved the railway
line to the Quetta frontier, and very much improved the whole of our
railway reserves, Therefore, if the worst comes to the worst, we are
in a very much better position to support Afghanistan against ]lor
neighbours than formerly. No one wants more war, and certainly
neither this country nor India ; but we cannot allow a, scoop of
Afghanistan by Soviet Russia as part of their design to destroy India
by Soviet penetration. But a t the present period, just as the essential
demand is for economy here, so in India is the demand the same, and
I see no hope of the Indian Government being willing or able to adopt
any methods of pacification of the frontier such as Colonel Lewis would
wish to take. However urgent it may be to take over the tribal country,
you may be certain we shall not do it. I t is too costly, aud Government must adopt the policy of sitting tight and hoping for the best.
Such preparations for trouble a s are possible will no doubt be made,
and our own Foreign Ofice and the Indian Government are watching
closely what the Soviet people are doing. There is only one way to
meet propaganda-that is, by counter-propaganda ; you must spread
good a story as the other fellow if you would prevail. I think the
Indian Government understand that, and there is no better propaganda, as Colonel Stokes has said, than the extraordinary influence
which the British Minister in Kabul is ob~aining,and the general good
opinion of the English that is prevailing in public opinion there coolpared with tho attitude of other Europeans with whom the Afghans are
in touch. I t is s great source of strength to imperial Britain that even
if People do not like us, which I doubt, they trust us. (Applause.)
The C I L ~ I ~ ~: ~AS~ Ino
AN
one else will step in, I must suru up. I aln
sorry, because I did not come prepared to upoak on this occasion, but
have at the last ~nolnentbeen compelled to take the chair. The paper
"8% as I said, needlessly short ; we could have lietcned to a much
longer and fuller paper with advantage ; but, on tho othor hand, it has
loft us Inore time for discussiou, and wo havo had the advantage of
hearing speak~rswell acquainted with the sabject, two of whom have
rccentl~
come from Iiabul. The only point I might say so~netllingabout
is Colonel Stokes's remark that he relied on a combination of Turkey,
l'ersi% and Afghanistan to oppose the Soviet menace.
Colon01 S T O ~ ~: ENot
S exactly that. You have got to keep those
three countries independent. I do not say they would combine to resist
Ruesia; you have got to keep thein going bctaecn you and Russia.
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Tho CHAIRMAN
: That modifies the remarks I was going to
I t is true they could form a barrier which might be valuable, but
a t the same time I am not hopeful about such a barrier. I have
been all my life a Turkophile and Russophobe, but at the present
moment I feel that the conditions under which I was s, Turkophile
have completely changed, and what we may now have to meet is a
Russian and Turkish combination. Personally, I no longer believe
in the Russian menace. The whole situation is so changed. Modern
political progress-railways, steam communication, and such-like modifications-have put it out of the power of Russia to invade India
in the easy way that they so jauntily contemplated twenty, thirty, or
forty years ago. They seemed to think in the old days that the
invasion of India was a simple problem ; that they had only to enter
Afghanistan, march through it, rouse the border, and drive us awayfrom
the frontier. But I think that the Soviets, in ~ p i t of
e their general military ignorance, recognize that it is not a feasible proposition under present
circumstances, and that Afghanistan may be a barrier to themselves.
If, as Colonel Stokes said, we can get Afghan support, there need be no
fear of Russia. Those who have little acquaintance with the countries
mentioned may suppose, from the position they occupy on the map, that
invasion by them is quite a possible proposition. Afghanistan is, however, one of the most difficult countries in the world. It is seamed
with mountains in every direction, an& its tribes, though not autonomous, would all be united against a7zy invader. There are no people in
the world who would more readily rise to fight if their country were
invaded. I believe that as long as we can keep Afghanistan on our
side there is no fear of invasion by Russia.. The distances, the local
ditIiculties, and also the low organizing power of the Russians, will be1
I might say, always on our side. They are sure to cornrrlit ghastly
mistahes, and I hope we shall profit by them. I do not think I need
detain you 9.ny longer. I entirely agree with much of whnt ha8 beet1
said by the last npeaker, General Machilunn. I believe we are now
a very rnuch better position to resist Russia, and that the Russian
difficulties are probably far greater than they were even in Ts*rist
I am sure you will all support me in giving a hearty vote of tbnnks
to the speakers who have come here to-day, r s well as to ~~~~~~l
Sir WILLIADI
THOUSON,
Cho kindly read the paper which gave us tbc
substance on which to open a discussion. (Applause).

THE BAKHTIARIS "
BY SIR ARNOLD T. W I L S O ~ K.C.I.E.,
,
C.S.I., C.M.G., D.S.O.
No apology is needed for the following attempt to explain and elucidate the early origin of the Bakhtiari tribes and t o give some account
of their way of life, for this branch of the great L u r falnily has played
an important part in recent history. I t was their action in 1909 which
made the establishment of the present constitutional rBgilne in Persia
possible, but they have a greater title to our gratitude and to fame than
this. The greatest oil-field in the world-that of Masjid-i-Sulaimanis situated in their territory, and has been worked under the protection
of guards supplied by their chiefs and by labour drawn to a great
extent from their tribes for the best part of twenty years in a spirit
of entire amity and goodwill. The Bhkhtiari tribes occupy the large
tract of mountainous country in Southern Persia lying roughly between
longitude 48" 40' and 51°E., bounded on the south by the great plain
of Iihuzistan and on the north by the high-lyiug submontane districts
of Chahar Mahal, Faraidun, and Khunsar.
RACIALORIGIN.-" W h o the L u r s are," says Curzoa, writing in 1890,
"and whence they came is one of the unsolved and insoluble riddles
of history." I l e quotes Rich, who declared the Bakhtiaris to be Icurds,
and mentions the further speculation that the Bakhtiaris are the relics
of one of the Greek colonies left by Alexander in Asia, a hypothesis for
which the further support is claimed of the similarity of the Greek and
Bakhtiari national dances. It has also been suggested t h a t they are
Turks, Semites, and Kurds, and it has even been suggested that they
originate in Bactria owing to the sill~ilarityto European, but not to
Persian, ears of the words Bactria" and g L Bakhtiari." Recent research into Bakhtiari tradition suggests that none of theso assertions is
entirely correct, but that there is an element of truth in all of them.
The legend that tribesmen tell to explain their origin is connected
with the son of Mardas, Zuhaq, who, a t the invitation of the people
of Persia, invaded that country, overthrew Jamshid, the fourth of the
mythical kings of Persia, and reigned in his stead. Zuhaq, SO the
legend runs, was at first wise and virtuous like his father, but later he
was tempted by the devil to slay his father and seize the throne. A
victilli to ambition, 6 6 by which'sin the angels fell," he did so, and
became the tllave of the devil, who begged to he allowed t o kiss hi3
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shoulders ;md to touch them with his eyea. Flattered, zuhaq
and from each shoulder sprouted a black serpent. M~~~ remedies
were tl.ied, but without avail ; when cut off the reptiles grew
Again the devil ~ppeared,disguised as a physician, and prescribed as
a remedy that the serpents ahould be fed daily on the brains of men, a
diet that would ultimately prove fatal to them.
Daily two young men were slain to provide the serpents with t,]ieir
appointed food ; after a time, however, the servants of Zuhaq subntituted sheeps' brains, permitting the human victims who were brought
for execution to the palace to escape to the mountains on condition
that they never left their fastnesses, lest the trick be discovared.
Followed by their wives and families these young men fled to the hills,
where they lived, calling themselves Bakht Yari-the lucky ones.
According to another legend they are the descendants of a Moghul
named Bakhtyar, who came with the Turks OF Tiwan when Afrasiab
invaded Persia in the reigu of Gushasp. The descendants of this man
took to the ~nountainsand defied all comers-even the redoubtable
Parthians, till Ardeshir (Artaxerxes) the Sassanian subdued then] and
put over them rulers who lived in this mountain and carved the
monuments which may be seen to this day at Malamir and elsewhere.
A third legend claims that the Bakhtiari were town dwellers till the
time of Darius 111. (Codomarius), " Ditrya Valm," who was placed on
the throne of Persia about 336 u.c. by the eunuch Bagoas; at this time
oppression caused many to abandon their towns and fly t~ the hills,
where they became the progenitors of the Bakhtiari.
The Haft Lang branch of the Bakhtiari include under their mgis
tribes of widely different origin and characteristics. I n the warm
depths of the Iiarun valley are to be found several communities of
Arab origin, speaking a dialect which includes many ArJic ~ ~ r d f l .
These are the Arab Gao Mish, who, as their name implies, make their
livelihood by keeping herds of buffaloes. The buffalo has no place
among the stock of the true Bakhtiari nomad.
There are also several tribes of "Turks" who are in tributsr~
relation to the H a f t Lzng chiefs, and are probably of Qashqai origin.
These speak a dialect of Turkish idonticnl with that of their ~ a s h q a ~
forbears.
Mention must also be made of the Zangina, a tribal subdivision
who claim to have come from Kurdistan some ten generations back:
lhcre are also numerous other fragments of non-I3akhtiari origin*such
as the Shalu-i-Haidar Khani who live in Dizward, a district between
Dehdiz and Qel'ah hladrasah on the Sfahan road. This group are
Jagathnis who migrated from Shiraz 500 p a r s ago, and their
trace their descent from Changia Khan. Again, the ~ u h f ad aubdivi*
~
sion of the Diolirilni, who are
as Uliraki, are really of l(ilhkld
extraction, having come from T;ish6n in the ~ a h m a country
i
some
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ago. To this day they retain their predatory instincts and
have en unenviable reputation.
One of their chiefs traces his descent from Kaikubdd.
Another section of the Duraki, the 'Arab-i-Ali Beg, trace their
descent from the MahSwi, EL tribe of Arabs who in former times lived
in Bulaiti near Shiisht'ar, and are of Beni TuruE origin. Owing to
interllal dissensions a portion of them fled to the Bakhtiari country in
the days of J'afar Quli Khhn. They have prospered and own large
flocks of buffaloes.
The BAbAdi from time immemorial have been wild aud lawless, and
by successive governments have been driven out from various habitats
for this reason, till a t last they have coine to rest among the rugged
mountains of the Zardeh Icuh. Originally they were Arz:iqeh Arabs
living in Mesopotamia, migrating in the time of the 'Abbhsid Caliphate
to Basrah, where they remained six years. They moved thence to
Ahwaz, but their lawless habits secured thair expulsion to Andakiih,
whence they were again displaced, till they came to rest in their present
habitat. They defied Nddir Shah, who inflicted some punishmellt on
them ; the first Ilkhani to bring them under control was Rusaiu Quli
--he wa.s also the last-and they have an unenviable, or perhaps we
should say enviable, reputation for lawlessness.
Tribal legend and tribal tradition thus both indicate that the group
of hill tribes now collectively known as the Bakhtiari are, in point of
fact, refugees draw11from half a dozen different races, who have been
absorbed into the original Iranian stock.
GENERALCHARACTERISTICS.-The
ordinary tribesmen are destitute
of any bookish education or knowledge of the outer world, though
t,hey lnay visit the neighbouring towns as foreigners for commerce or
barter, but the exigencies of their active, roving life, ever confronting
them with the ~nmitigat~od
dangers of rugged mountains and swift
rivers, and exposing them to the vicissitudes of climate and weather,
keep their wits in a state of intelligent activity.
Pastoral people are not usually fools, and the ideal nomad grszier
should be a combination of Rob Roy and the Lowland Scottish
shepherd. The Bakhtiari has more of Rob Roy perhaps than of the
shepherd in him, and his natural pastimes, when left to pursue his
own courses, are rather raiding and robbery than poetic reflection or
philosophio meditation.
Considering his surroundings and his neighbours, it is not altogether
surprieing if the Bakhtiari is a man of violence and not unacquainted
with Bin. If under the discipline of relatively powerful chiefs his
quick temper may find satisfaction in belabouring a quarrelsome or
wife, or hurling hilnself on an annoying brother Bakhtiari, rather
in the cxciteluent and danger of an attack on a neighbouring
and if petty thieving and pilfering often take the place of robbery
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under arms and other high emyrise, it is by no means always so, At
least the manliness of the race has not a3 yet been assailed by the
debasing influences of law courts with their chicane and false swearing
to another's hurt. I t is perhaps unnecessary for me to add that the
average, Bnkhtiari tribesman is physically as fine a man as is to be
found iu any country, capable of extraordinary feats of enduranee,
wayward as a child and as lovable withal, a loyal friend and good
workman.
TRIBAL
DIVISIONS.-The Bakhtiari tribe is divided into two partg,
the Haft Lang and the Chahar Laug. Two reasons are given by
tribesmen for the division. According to one account, Bakhtyttr the
Rlughul had two wives from whom he had four and seven sons respectively ; from these eponymous heroes sprang the Chahar and the
Haft Lang .
Another tradition is that the tribe was originally undivided. One
day, however, they divided for the purposes of a raid into two parties,
and in the fightiug that ensued four from one party and seven from the
other were killed, taken captive, or left behind, from which circumstance the divisional names arose.
DESCRIPTION
OF THE HAFT
LANG.--T~~ large majority of the
Haft Lang are nomadic, and in the course of their seasonal migrations
cover all the central part of the tribal territory.
I n the winter they are found scattered among the low hills and
undulating valleys fringing the Arabistan plains ; but with the arrival
of the vernal equinox they begin to turn their faces northwards,snd
then gradually make tbeir way to the lofty central ranges and the
high-lying and hill-girt plains beyond, which border on and shelve
down to the central Iranian plateau. Autumn again sees them retracing their arduous steps along unmade tracka over the intervening
ranges to their winter haunts.
Though nomads whose principal interests centre in their flocks
and herds, they are not, like many of their cousins of Luristan, a
pastoral people of the straitest sect, for they also practise agriculture. Indeed, many tribes cultivato two sets of crops, sowing
wheat, barley, and other cereals in the uplands (yailaq) in autumn,
which they reap on their return in tho following summer, and again
wheat and barley in the garmsir (lowlands) in winter, to reap
and harvest which some of their numb& remain behind when the
general exodus takes place in spring.
The Haft Lang have absorbed, from time to time, many nonIranian elements : the Bebdarwand and the Bdbadi, for examplet both
claim to be of Arab descent, and Ranking* states that only the Durbki
arc of purely Lur descent (and even the Duraki includes many
Iranian sections).
AS a result of this varied composition, the component clan3 of the
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Haft Lang show much more illdependence thau those of the Chahar
Lang.
DESCRIPTION
OF THE CHAHARL A N G . - T ~ ~
Chahar Lang are now
numericallyinferior and confined principally to the south-east portion
of the country, where they live a more or less sedentary life, and to its
north and west frontiers, where they are nomadic. They are now
(1926) independent of the Haft Lang khans, and pay taxation and
receive orders from the Persian Government direct or through the local
representatives of the Central Government.
Like the Haft Lang, though predolninantly Iranian, they are of
lnixed race: the Makwandi, for example, who live round Jaru, came
from Mecca, perhaps in the fourth century, when the Persian king
Anushirwan conquered all Arabia.
Up till the middle of the last century the hegemony of the Balihtiari
tribe rested with the Chahar Lang, but with the fall of the family of
Muhaullnad Taqi Iihan Iciunarai his rival Jafar Quli Khan, pandfather
of the present ruling khans, took his place, and established the general
ascendancy of the Halt Lang, which was maintained until 1924, when
the Persian Government as a matter of policy decided to detach the
Chahar L ~ n gfrom the control of the Ilkhani and Ilbegi and to deal
with them direct, as they are now doing.
The experiment has on the whole been successful and is undoubtedly
popular with the Chahar Laug and with their chiefs, though the di&culties of the latter are augmented by the presence a t certain times of
the year of large numbers of nomadic Hait Lang tribesmen with their
flocks.
The Cbahar Lang may be divided geographically into two partsnamely, (I) the division living in the Junaqan Garmsir, known as the
Junaqan or sometimes by the family name of their chiefs, Chahar
1;sn.g-i-Iiiunarsi, or, as they more correctly should be called, the Chahar
Lang-i-Kiumars; and (2) the division which has its habitat in Faridun,
lrnown as the hlahtnud Salihi.
( ~ M H A
L .~I N c ~ ~ I - I ~ I u N A R s IThe
. - ( ~chiefs
)
of the Junaqan or Chaher
Lang-i-Iiiunarsi are :
( a ) Tho sons of Khuda Iiaram Khan,
(b) M ~ h m u dIihan of Dalun,
( c ) Muhammad IIusain Khan of hf unganun,
who are cousins.
IihudaKararn Khan was the grandson of Muhammad Taki Khan, who
is best known on account of his friendsbip with Sir H. Layard, G.C.B.,
who spent several years of his life (circa 1811) among the liakhtirris.
The foumlation of British friendship with the Bekhtiaris, which has
sincebecome traditional, were laid by him.
The geuealogy of the Khuda Karam Khan branch is as follows :
IChuda I(aram I(han, son of Ali Riaa Khan, son of Muhammad
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Taki Khan, son of Hassan Iihan, son of Fath Ali Khan, son of Hasea,,
Khan, son of Zaman Iihan, who had his habitat at a place called giars,
situated in the present Chehar Mahal.
The name Kiars may be traced in the name " Kiar," which is the
name of one of the four divisions which go to make up the Chehar Mahall
the four divisions of vhich are : Chehar Mahal, Mizdaj, Lar, and Kiar.
Family tradition makes Zaman Iihan descendant of the great
Djemsheed (Jamshid) who lost his kingdom of Persia to Zuhaq, the son
of Mardas, and who, a s I have mentioned elsewhere, figures largelyin
Bakht,iari legends and traditions.
The legends regarding the great Jamshid are too numerous, too
fantastic, and too varied for inclusion here ; suffice it to say that he is
credited with supernatural powers. Through Jamshid and his father,
Hushang, the son of Siamalr, who fought with the barbarians
called Deeves, assisted by lions and tigers," Zaman Khan's descent is
traced to Iiiumars, to whom is attributed the title of Gil Shah," or
" Icing of the World," who had his capital at Balkh and whose sovereign
sway was even acknowledged by the wild beasis of the forest.
I n bygone days the Iiiunarsi used to live in Faridun, with the
sister branch of the Chahar Lang, and having quarrelled and become
" Yaghi
(rebellious) they migrated to Malamir, where they settled
independent of the Haft Lang Bakhtiaris. I n the end of November,
1841, the Mutamid-ud-Dauleh, a t that time Governor of Isfaham
Lurietan, and Persian Arabia, demanded a sum of 10,000 tumans from
Muhammad Taki Iihan, a part of which, 3,000 tumans, was revenue to
the Royal Treasury. Muhammad Taki Khan not having the necesdary
sum, and being unwilling to extort it from the tribesmen under his rule
for fear of alienating their sympathies, had to procrastinate, till at last
the Mutamid-ud-Dauleh in desperation complained to Muhammad
Shah and accused Muhammad Taki Khan of iutriguing with exiled
princes in Bagdad, of dishonouring IZoyal drafts on him, and of refusing
to pay tribute. The result of which wan that the ~utamid-ud-Dauleh
was ordered to coerce this recalcitrant Chahar Lang chief in the following spring. The Mutamid-ud-Dauleh came, and with a large following
was the guest of Muhammad Tski Khan, after which he went to
Shushtar, but returned again to attack his former host in his fort at
Iialeh Tul. Muhammad Taki Khan fled and took refuge with shaikh
Thamir of the Ka'b in the Fallahieh marches, was treacherously take''
prisoner by the Mutamid-ud-Dauleb, and sent to Tehran, where he
died in 1851.
On his death the chieftainship of the Chahar Lang passed to four
men-namely,
Ali Riaa Iihan, Ali Muhammad Khan, Ali Mur8d
Khan, and Ali Quli Khan, the first of whom, however, appears
have been the only one of any account among them, and on his
in 1879, the chieftainship passed to his son, Mirza Agha Jan*
"
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The Chahar Lang were at the zenith of their power in the time of
Muhammad Taki Iihan, and after his death appear to have lost
cohesion and to have gradually fallen a prey to the ambition of the
Baft Lang chiefs, who, since that time, have been the ruling branch of
the Baklltiaris, and possessed theluselves of the territories occupied by
the Chahar Lang-namely, Junaki and Malemir.
THE RULINGCHIEFS.--T~~ present ruling chiefs trace their
descent from one Haidar-i-Iiur, the blind or, rather, o n e - e ~ e d
chief of the tribe of Papi, who inhabit the rocky fastnesses north of
Dizful, west of the Diz. This chief Haidar having quarrelled with his
own tribe in the reign of Fath Ali Shah, took refuge with the Khidhiri,
now known as the Khidhir Surkb subdivision of the Zaraswand. This
fiubdivision was at that time ruled over by one Khidhir, whose
shepherd and servant Haidar became. Tradition has it that after
llaidar had served Ichidhir for some tillle the other chiefs, relatives
and some say brothers of Haidar, came in search of him from Luristan,
and after much wandering came to Khidhir, who from them learnt of
the noble birth of his shepherd. Being ashamed of his churlish treatment of a man of high birth, Ichidhir sent out robes to the shepherd
and a party to bring him in from the mountains, where he was tending
his master's flocks. On his return, his brothers tried to persuade the
quondam shepherd to return with them and again take up the chieftainship of his tribe, but without success, and returned to their homes.
Haidar was now received into the family of Iihidhir, who gave him his
daughter in marriage, by whom Haidar had one son, Ghalib, whom he
taught to read and write. This man, when he grew up, became the
confidant and scribe of the chief of the Khidhiri, and so gradually
increased in power, and his sons after him, till their descendants
gradually ousted the rightful chiefs of the Zaraswand, and eventually
made themselves masters of the tribe. One of these, by name Ali
Salih Iihan, accompanied Nadir Shah, a t t h e head of Bakhtiari
sowars, on his expedition to India. Omitting a few generations, wo
cOlne to Jafar Quli Iihan, son of Asad Iihan, in whom the present
ruling chiefs have a common ancestor. Jafar Quli's competent sons,
IIussain Quli Ilkani and Imam Quli Haji Ilkani, each held the Ilkhsnon their father's death for varying periods, and each dying, left
him a large family. They were succeeded by Isfandiar I<hsn
and blohammad IIussain Ilhan, who worked together a s Ilkhani and
I1begi with wisdom and unanimity. They, like their respective fathers,
were recognized by the Persian Government as hereditary leaders of
the tribes and as governors of the province, for the revenue and
of which they were held directly responsible in virtue of
patents of governorship, which conferred on them the titles of Ilkhsni
and Ilbegi respectively, appointl~~ents
much coveted for the authority
the)' conferred,
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Isfandiar died in 1903, after thirteen years' unbroken tenure of
office, and Mohammad Hussain Khan in 1905. The subsequent history
of the ruling family is one of dissension and disunion, with the inevitable result.
A R ~ H E ~ L ~ G IRC~Ah ~L~ ~ ~ s . - - E v i d e nof
c e antiquity
s
iu the form of
ancient roads and the remains of ancient bridges and buildings are
to be found in almost every large valley, along every existing main road,
and in most of the larger cultivated plains, and it is quite clear that at
a, very early date in Persian history-probably
during the Achaemenian
Period-it was part of a settled policy of the rulers of Persia, to maintain good cominunications between north and south through the
Zagros Range. Some of the main trunk roads can be traced to-day:
one of them started from S h u s h ~ a rcrossed
,
the Diz, the Karkhah, and
the Icashgan, or was joined by subsidiary tracks crossing these rivers,
and went north through Khurramabad to Burujird, with a branch
to Iiermanshah through Tehran.
The Iiashgan River is crossed three times between Khurramabad
and its junction with the Karkhah by bridges of very great strength
and beauty, which are only partially ruined even now. Of these bridges,
two probably date from the Arab conquest ; they are ol similar construction to the great bridge a t Arrejan and Behbehan. They consist of
a series of eighteen or twenty piers of solid masonry, each pier (I speak
from memory) being some 15 by 1 2 feet in size, with oval ends faced with
cut limestone, the centre consisting of rough blocks of limestone set in a
very fine quality of lime, the strength oE which is such that, where the
piers have been undermined by the gradual cutting back of the river
and have fallen into the stream, instead of being disintegrated by the
water they have been slightly worn away, cut into pot-holes, scoured
and polished by gravel, as if they were a single boulder and not an
artificial conglomerate.
The third bridge, which is between the first two, is known as Puli-Kalhur and is probably of Sassanian or posaibly earlier date.
We have no certain knowledge of any arched bridges in Persia
previous to the Sassaninn Period, andonly of one in lraq-viz., atBabylon.
I t is a curious fact that the word bridge " occurs nowhere in the Old
or the New Testament. The idea of arched bridges is certainly n ~ c h
older than the Romans, and it is reasonable to suppose that it originatea
in Pereia, unless, as .in so many other things, China can clailn
priority.
The earlier roads of the Achmnenian Dynasty were probab1~
provided with rough timber bridges thrown across the rivers where
over poseible. The geological formation of tho Zagros makes this
comparatively easy. The Iiarkhah, which is about the Same size
as the Karun, flows at the Pul-i-Tang through a narrow rift not more
than 13 feet across at the top, and I have seen a Lur jump from
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side to the other without difficulty ; though had he missed his
footin% he would hnve fallen some 50 feet into the gorge. The
Ksghsan flows through a similar gorge a t Pul-i-Iialhur, and there
are similRrnarrow rifts on the Diz, the Z6rri, and several other rivers.
Every town of importance to-day seems to have been connected two
thousand years ago by a good paved road with every other place of any
Paved roads led from Persepolis to Shushan the palace, near
Dixful, through Behbehan; another road led from Bandar Rig and
Ganawah to Ram Hormuz.
Behbehan-Isfahan, Malamir-Isfahan
Malamir-Shushtar, were all connected, and a great caravan track led
from Shushtar, through Haft Shahidan, over the Karun by a bridge the
pillars of which can still be seen in the Landar gorge, northwards
through Shimbar, where it forks, one branch going to Kaleh Bitzuft and
Ardal, another going probably over the Charri pass. There was, of
course, a bridge across the Bard-i-Qarnchi, and I have traced a. welldefined caravan track from Gotwand through the Karun gorge on to
the Lali plain and thence to AndakBh. Wherever the traveller goes in
Persia-and more particularly in this district-if he keeps his eyes
open he can see the remains of these roads, and often, running right
across the existing track to-day, the foundations of early buildings consisting uniformly of large boulders laid on a rectangular plan ; all t h a t
it is necessary to do, in order to get some idea of the anliquity of
these ancient fouudations and of the ancient rough walls of stone
thrown across the passes and gorges all over the country, is to turn
over one of the large stones and observe, as I have often done, that
the surfaces which are buried are unweathered and are as fresh as
when they were originally placed in position, whilst the exposed
surfaces are heavily pitted and worn by centuries of exposure to the
olements.
I n the Farnun valley, north-east of the Malalnir plain, thero are
some fine sculptures of Sassnnian date, which are fully described Ly
l~ayc~rd
:
" In a small defilc o r gorge, called Hong, I discovered five figures,
gomewhat under life sizc, carved on a detached rock. They appeared
to represent, from their costumes, the meeting of a king of the Sassaniau
dynasty, followed by three attendants, with another king, perhaps
a k n a n emperor, on horseback. There was no inscription near them.
" 1 discovered another bas-relief near a ruined Imam-Zadeh known
as S h a h - ~ a w a r . * The fall of part of a cliff on a hill-side had left the
f~urfaceof the rock a s if artificially scarped. Upon it wru carved a
tablet containing six figures, which appeared to me to belong to a much
earlier period than the sculptures a t IIong. They represented a king,
probably of ancient Busiana or Elam, seated on a throne, receiving five
captives with their a r m s bound behind their backs. These figures were
* " Thc king on horse-back.''
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scarcely two feet in height. An inscription, probably in the cuneiform
character, which had once existed beneath them, had perished from the
effects of time and weather.
B u t the most remarkable remains that I discovered in Msl-Emir
were those in a ravine called Kul-Fara, or Faraoun. I counted no less
than three hundred and forty-one small figures sculptured in the rock,
They occupied five different tablets, and were accompanied by a long
and perfectly preserved inscription of twenty-four lines in the Susianian
cuneiform character. There were, moreover, short inscriptions carved
across some of the figures."
The largest tablet, which wau high up on the face of the rock, but
easily accessible, contained ten figures, and appeared to represent a
sacrifice. Men were seen in it bearing animals, and playing on instruments of music before an altar, near which stood a priest. The heads
of most of the figures had been purposely defaced, probably by the
early Musulman occupants of the country.
l L The three faces of a large triangular detached rock were covered
with similar figures, also represented as engaged in sacrifice or in some
religious ceremony. The same subject was repeated on a second
detached rock, and in a third tablet, with one hundred and thirteen
small figures, in a kind of recess in the hill-side. In another recess
was a bas-relief representing a king seated on his throne, with attendants, priests, s n d others worshipping before him. On a fallen rock at
the entrance to the gorge I found the figure of a man about seven feet
high-apparently a priest, as his hands were raised as if in prayer.
On one side of him were nine smaller figures, and four bdneath him.t
I n a cleft on the south-west side of the plain is the ~hikaft-iSalman, which contains auother remarkable picce of sculpture of the
same period.
These inscriptions, which have been published for the trustees of
the British Museum, relate to the restoration of certain temples and the
carving of the sculptures and inscriptions in this gorge by the king of
the period, approximately the eighth century u.c. Thero is no question
that the fertile plain of Malamir, near which these inscriptions stand,
muat a t one time have been thickly inhabited. I t was known, as l ~ t e
as the seventh century, as Idaj, and not one but halt a dozen anciellt
paved causeways of the Sassanian period converge on the plain, 0118
from the ancient bridge across the I(arun at Bard-i-Qamchi, one from
the ford a t Susan and over the I(uh-i-Gugird to the north-we~t,one
north-east, which is traverred by the present Ahwsz-Isfah~nroad and

* These inscriptions are inelnde(l in the iirst rolullle of the collection of
cuneifornl inscriptions published under s i r 11. Layard's auperintendcnco for the
trustees of t h e British Museum.
t All theso figures a r e fully described in Sir H. l i n p r d ' s xnenioir publi8lled
in the Jortrnal of the Il'opcrl Cfeog,.apI~icctlS o c i e t y for 1846.
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is in almost as good a condition now as it was fifteen or twenty
centuries ago. A fourth runs round a spur of the Mungasht, probably
to Bars. The whole Bakhtiari country is seamed with these relics of a
road system which for completeness has no parallel to-day.
There is also said to exist a sculptured tablet in the Shimbar gorge.
Sawyer is responsible for the statement that on the summit of one
of the Sabz-Kuh peaks is said to be the names inscribed in the rock by
( ( a mighty hunter king that came from the north" ; he climbed the
summit (11,110 feet) over snow and crystalline rock, but heavy snow
(in May) prevented him from seeing the inscription, if indeed it exists.
He also describes in some detail a pedestal and column-the whole
some six feet high, in a cave, the appearance of the whole suggesting
to his mind the remains of a cross in a ready-made catacomb,
10,000 feet above the sea, the chosen meeting place for rude but faithful
shepherds (and, after all, it was to shepherds that the angels first
chose to appear). Though persecuted through many centuries,
Christian (Armenian) communities still exist, and many are the stonebuilt villages which are attributed to former prosperous Christian communities that have been wiped out by past fanaticism.
Finally, the following tradition quoted by Sawyer concerning three
lime-cemented buildiugs on low mounds commanding the approaches
of the Gurab valley near Kaleh-Bazuft is worth quoting :
"Long before the days of the I<hosroes, when bows and arrows
were the only weapous and iron unkuown, there lived in this neighbourhood a Iring, Farukh Padshah (Pharoe ?), who had three sous-Salmon,
Tur, and Iraq. On the father'd death tho three sons, as in duty bound)
quarrelled, and each built himself an impregnable eyrie, the remains of
which atill exist, and, bearing their names, vouch for the accuracy of
the tradition. I n due course they separated, and each formsd a n
empire-the eldest, Salmon, went westwards to Rum ; the second, Tur,
to Turkestaa; and tho youugest, Iraq, became tho founder of tbe
Iranian Empire."
I~CEN
IIIsTo~~Y.--II~
T
the reign of Shah Xbbas (1586-1628) tllc
Bakhtiaris helped to cut through the hills of Sohrab, which divida tho
headwaters of the Iiarun and tho Zaindeh Rud, so that the waters of
the former would supplernont it1 summer the all too scanty supply
afforded to the fields of the Isfahan plaiu by the latter : to this cutting,
which was never finished, was given the name " I<arkanun," m abbreviation of " Iqar Iiardauun " (the place where they have worked). At
this tirue Jehangir Khan was chief of the Chahar Lang and lived a t the
lnouth of the Tang-i-Baba Ahmad.
When Nadir Shah captured Dalhi in March, 1739, he had with him
1000 Bakhtiari sowars under one Ali Salih Khan. On the ~cssassiuation of Nadir Shah, it1 1747, the Chahar Lang wcro under the powerful
rule of Ali M ~ r d a nIihan, who had welded thom into a homogeneous

whole and whose ambitions led him to seize Isfahan, declaring himself
Shah and exercising royal prerogatives. H e actually struck a
bearing his name ; he was attacked not long afterwards, defeated,
later killed by another adventurer of not inferior calibre, Kerim ~h~~
Zend, himself o, Lur, or rather a Lek, by descent.
As so often happens on the fall or death of a powerful chief, tribal
dissensions followed ; the Chahar Lang lost cohesion, the Kiunar8i
section went to Junaqan, with their headquarters at Malarnir,
the sister branch, the Mahmud Salihi, remained in Faridun, where in
1794 they came under the yoke of the Haft Lang, who were ruled by
Habibullah Khan; in the same reign (that of MuhammRd Shah
Iihwajeh) Qalb Ali Khan made bimself master of the Behdarwend:
the Kiunarsi later were brought under control by Husain Quli Khan of
the Haft Lang. The decline of the Chahar Lang dates from this
event.
SPORTAND ANIMALLIFE.-TO sportsmen these regions are highly
unsatisfactory. The lion, so common fifty years ago, is now extiuct.
The leopard and bear survive, but are now rare. The mountain goat
(ibex) and mountain sheep are commoner, but are restricted for the
most part to the most waterless and least attracted areas. The
francolin is met with in fair quantities, but it affords but; little sport, as
it refuses to rise. The inhabitants, hardy mountaineers and idle at all
times, are for ever scouring the hills in search of anything that will
give an excuse for a shot in season and out of season. Males, fe:nales,
and young, whatever has life is hunted down and shot. Stalked from
every side, and not recognizing the demarcation laid down by man,
wounded bird is frequently the cause of a hunter's quarrel, the corn.
mencement perhaps of a tribal feud.
The comparative paucity of bird life is a surprise to the traveller,
~ n his
d surprise is increased when he learns from the researchee of the
Russian Zarudny, and more recently of Woosnarn and Cheesman, that
tho number of species observed by these exports in the course of a few
months in the area runs into many hundreds.
ARTS AND CRAFTS.-AS is the case with other nomadic tribes, the
handiwork of the Bakhtiaris is restricted to their own requirementsThe women of the tribe weave coarse woollen carpets from the woo1
produced by their own flocks, the warp of which is usually of fivestrand cotton, obtained from either Isfahan while in the high country,
or Ramus, Shushtar, or Dizful while in the low country. The fivestrand cotton is imported from India, and is much preferred, though
country-woven two-strand or three-strand is also used. The wool also
is of similar material. The wool is dyed a t homo by the women
natural dyes, which are all, with the exception of the
crimson, and violet, obtained by then] locally from the various ~l~~~~
and coloured c ~ r t h e . The peculiar orange which is such a striking
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feature of Bakhtiari woven carpets is obtained by treating the ashes
The
colours with the exceptions mentioned above are obtained from the
same centres as the cotton, and happily for the industry the use of
aniline dyes, either alone or as an admixture with fast dyes, is practically unknown among the Bakhtiaris.
Besides carpets, the women weave a coarse woollen fabric, on the
outer side of which a nap of about 4 inch long is left, which is used
chiefly for sewing up into sacks for the transport of grain, etc. This
fabric is usually woven in lengths of about 9 feet 6 inches by 3 feet
broad, which, in the finished form, are known as a " khur." The black
goats1-haircloth, used exclusively in the construction of their tents, is
also woven by the women of the tribe, usually in lengths of about
20 by 3 feet. This is the " sack-cloth " of the Old Testament.
Crafts found among the tribes are few and of the most primitive
nature, the most common being blacksmiths and carpenters, with here
and there an armourer.
The national form of foot-gear, the l 6 giveh," is also made by the
tribesmen in its coarsest form, the soles by men called " giveh-kash,"
the uppers by those called "giveh-duz."
Each subdivision has its own " medicine-man "-it is impossible to
concede to them the title of 6 1 doctor," for their attainments in the art
of healing are as primitive as they themselves in appearance are
uncouth-who relies solely on simples and incantations, which are
looked upon as hereditary possessions. Such recoveries as are effected
are due, not to the skill of the "medical men," but to the robust
constitution with which the tribesmen and women are endowed. All
the above arts and crafts are found among the sedentary population
subject to Bakhtiari rule also, but, as is only to be expected in a higher
degree of development, with the additions of lnasons and " gilim"
weavers. The "gilim " is also woven, to some small extent, by the
tribes, and is a woollen floor covering, usually about 9 by 4 feet, with a
coloured pattern woven into it both sides alike, and has no pile.
Another woollen fabric is produced, called " fnrsani," which takes its
rime from the village Farsan, in Mizdaj, which is a variation of the
" dim." The " farsani " has a pattern in colours much resembling the
pittern for which the "Panj Deh" T u r k o m n carpets are famous,
is one-sided, and measures about 10 by 4 feet. I t is used for a
variety of purposes--floor and bed coverings, wrappings for other
fabrics, etc,
The actual method of weaving in vogue among the nomads is very
llluch the same as is met with in any other part of Persia, the setting
of the loom, the knotting, tying, and finishing, all being the same,
the only difference beiog that the looms, which are hand-looms, are
lnvaria1)ly horizontal among the Bakhtiaris, as opposed to the vertical
of a certain plant found in the mountains with the urine of oxen.
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horns met with in the Kashan, Sultanabad, and other districta To
describe it briefly the m o d z ~ soperand2 is as follows :
The loom, raised about 18 inches off the ground, is Ret up
horizontally in one of the black goatsJ-hair tents, and on it is strungthe
warp (Luri " farishdak "), which is sometimes of wool, more
of
cotton, for which the five-strand cotton, imported frool India, is proferred, though two- and three-strand oountry-woven is also used. Any
number of women and girls, from two to fifteen according to the size
of the carpet to be woven, sit on boards and set to work, each weaving
about a width of 2 feet. They have no small boys, as in India, or young
girls, as in other parts of Persia, to read out the number oE stitches of
each colour in the pattern, but trust to memory and a miniature design
or a carpet which they may be copying.
Each stitch (Luri "gireh ") is mada by tying the front and back
thread of the warp together with a piece of coloured wool in such a
manner that the ends are brought out together between the threads
tied together, with the wrap round" below the ends of the wool,
which are then cut off with a knife (Luri " kard "), leaving about 4 inch
of wool hanging from the knot.
This forms one stitch and the double ends constitute pile.
The process is repeated all along the line (Luri "chin") with tho
proper colours according to the pattern, and when a whole line itc
finished the shuttle (Luri " tap ") is run through by hand with a cotton
or woollen thread, according as the warp ie of cotton or wool, to form
tho weof (Luri " miun tap ") of the groundwork. Then the whole line
is beaten down with an instrument resembling a heavy fork (Luri
" harked" or [ ' tapkub"), with blunt steel prongs fixed close together
so as to insert themselves between the threads of the warp. Then the
hanging ends, thus heaten close to the line below, are sheared off with
a big scissors (Luri " qaiahi ") to an even length, so that the pile (Luri
" khawb ") may be even and compact, its length varying in direct ratio
to the fineness of the carpet, the finer the shorter. If the lines of
stitches are well and evenly beaten down the warp and woof should
contain exactly the same number of stitches, but this exactitude is
rarely met with, with a resulting slight elongation or contortion of the
pattern. After the shearing the beams (Luri pea ") are reversed, the
upper becoming the lower, and the warp-threads thus also reversed,the
front becoming the back.
The carpet is commenced and finished by either knotting or plaiting
the warp thread and weaving in a couple of strands of coloured cotton
or wool, according to the material of the woof, between the so knotted
or plaited threads and the first or last row of stitches. The edge.
binding is done in the process of weaving as each line of stitches Is
finished, aftor each beating by the firat and last girls of the workeral
who wrap some strands of coloured wool round the edge-string~; es the
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increases in size, it is rolled round the beam nearest the workers,
or in other cases the boards are shifted forward under the carpet, upon
the finished portion of which the workers sit.
The rate of work varies with the expertness of the workers and the
fineness of the carpet, but the average rate of work among the ~ a k h tiaris per girl working on a width of 2 feet is 3 inches length in 10 hours.
The size of Bakhtiari carpets varies from about 7 feet by 4 feet
G inches (over-all measurement) to 14 feet 3 inches by 7 feet 6 inches,
the latter being the more commou size among the nomads,
while the larger sizes are made on the chiefs' own looms for their
private use.
The quality also varies from 8 stitches (Luri "gireh") and 8 lines
(Luri " chin ") per inch (i.e., 64 stitches per square inch) to 16 stibches
and 14 lines per inch (i.c., 224 stitches per square inch).
This may be contrasted with a good Ferahani silk carpet, containing
19 stitches and 20 lines per inch ( i . ~ .380
, stitches per square inch), or
a good Kashani, containing 17 stitches and 16 lines per inch (i.e., 272
stitches per square inch), or a good Icirmani, containing 16 stitches and
15 lines per inch (LC., 240 stitches per square inch).
The value of Bakhtiari carpets varies according to quality, size, etc ,
but to quote an example we may say that a well-woven carpet of the
smaller size mentioned values about 15 tuinans, while the larger size
quoted values about 60 tumans. The wolllen employed on the chiefs'
looms are paid 2 ltrans and their food per diem plus 1 ~ n a u n dshah of
wheat per month, all materials being found; the Fomen and girls so
employed are usually the relatives of the chiefs' own retainers or
" amlajjat.')
Among the nomads the designs are iodigenous and are usually
broad, flowing floral designe in which animals sometiinos appear, with
broad borders, while the same holds good for the carpets woven on the
chiefs' own looms, on which also designs of carpots from other districts
aro copied.
The point from which Bakhtiari carpets gain their individuality is
their colouring, aud it may not be without interest briefly to describe
the lnethods employed by the nomads for producing those colours, and
their nlothod of productioil :
1 Royt~lblue (indigo-blue ; Luri abi ").
2. Crimson (Luri " surkh-i-yir ").
3. Violet (Luri " bunafsh ").
The above are bought in tho various trade marts, Isfahan, Rarnuz,
sllushtnr, or Llizful.
4. Dark blue (Luri l 1 sur~riai") is produced by an admixlure of a
greater I~ercentageof indigo to watcr and less washing.
6.' Black (Luri mishlci " ) is produced by boiling for a few hours a
nlixturo of pounded pomcgranato akins bud bluu vitriol ("saq-i-siah ")
l1
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and water, to which indigo is later added. This mixture is reboiled
and the dye produced.
6. Light green (Luri sauz-i-pistai ").
he leaves of the
tree, or for an olive green ( ' I sauz ") the leaves of the willow tree, are
pounded up with alum and boiled up for a few hours with water, into
which mixture wool which has already been dyed yellow is dipped.
7. Dark green (Luri " sauz-i-sir "). The leaves of a
called
" jaz," or of another plant " isfarak," are pounded up with alum and
boiled with water. The wool to be dyed is steeped /n the dye so
produced for twenty-four hours, washed in running water for twenty.
four hours, resteeped, rewashed, and put in the sun to dry.
8. Coffee colour (Luri " bukhur "). " Kela," which is the ashes of
Qzrel.cz~s ilex, is mixed with the urine of oxen, to which a small per.
centage of water is added and the whole boiled. Into this is dipped
wool which has already been dyed violet, and the depth of colour is
regulated by the number of dippings and washings.
Another method of producing a very dark coffee colour is to steep
the violet wool for three days, or longer if necessary, in stagnant water.
9. Buff. Camel's hair (" pashm " or " kirk-i-shutur") is used iu its
natural state.
10. Yellow (Luri " zard-i-limui "). The leaves of a plant called
" gandal " are pounded and heated to the boil with alum and water.
11. Bakhtiari orange or golden yellow (Luri zard-i-tilai "). The
leaves of a plant called " gandal," madder ((' runyas "), or, failing
this, turmeric ( I ' zarchuba ") , and pomegranate skins are pounded UP
with alum and well boiled with water, to which a large percentslge of
the urine of oxen has been added. The wool to be dyed is dipped in
this dye and then steeped in running water, and the longer the steepings the deeper the colour.
12. Scarlet (Luri surkh "), kala " (wood ash), madder, alum and
the juice of unripe grapes ("ab-i-ghura") are well mixed together and then
boiled in a mixture of water and urine of oxen. The various shades of
this colour are obtained by increasing or decreasing the amount of
grape juice. Shades of the colours are produced by increasing or
decreasing the length of time allotted to steeping.
The usual process of dyeing is to steep the wool in tho dye for
twenty-four hours, wash in running water for twenty-four hour4 re.
steep and rewash for a similar length of time, and dry in the sun, A
small quantity of bovine urine is added to the dye for the socond
dipping to ensure fastness of colouring.
This addition is regarded by the Lurs as a fixing agent, without
which the colour would be evanescent.
D r n ~ ~ c ~ . - T h Bakh
e
tiari dialect has been studied by several
European scholars, notably by Major (now ~ i e u t . - ~ o l o n eD.
l ) L. * '
Lorimer, C.I.B., whose valuable monograph on tho subject
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published by the Royal Asiatic Society. H e shows the Bakhtiari
dialect to be in the main distinctly Iranian, with many old Pehlevi
words omitted and with a few accretions from Arab, Turkish, and
Kurdish tribal sources.
The Bakhtiari is an out-door animal and a mountain dweller, and is
accustomedto exercising his lungs, if occasion require, across a valley
or down a hillside. The less sophisticated tribesman is, therefore, apt
to be a noisy companion in a drawing-room ; on the other hand, he
has, as a rule, the merit of articulating clearly, and the Bakhtiari
dialect is in consequence not unpleasing to the ear, and has a real
fascination for students of languages by the reason of its vividness and
the wealth of homely imagery which is employed in every-day speech.
We have seen that the typical Bakhtiari is a shepherd, cattleowner, and nomad ; we have seen that he is also an agriculturist, that
the country he inhabits is wild and savage, and that he is constantly
exposed to the severities of nature, to heat and cold, to rain and snow
md parching dryness. All these conditions postulate n, vocabulary
sufficiently variegated to deal with them, for they constitute the crude
material of necessary conversation.
BAICHTIARI
CUSTORIS.-It is much to be regretted that this most
interesting subject has not been more fully studied by those whom
good luck has enabled to spend some time amongst the tribes. The
Stick Dance is considered by some to be closely akin to ancient Greek
dances, though ik is more than doubtful whether any deductions can be
made from fancied resenlblances of this sort. I myself witnessed a
mourning ceremony for a warrior who had fallen some two years
previously. The men and women in their best clothes formed each two
groups. Two large black tabernacles stood side by side in line, one for
the women and one for the men, and a t each outer flank stood a group of
women and lnen respectively swinging their arms and bodies to the
rhythm of a melodious but sad dirge. The other groups were some
200 yards off, and soon began a, slow tnarch towards the tents, tho
women making straight for tho women standing near their tent, and
the men for the men's group near theirs. A s they camo near each
other, all the actors gave out signs of grief and woe, not discordantly,
end beat their breasts with both hands fisted. On the groups closing,
they disappeared into their respective tents, and began again their
doleful songs. The whole ceremony was quickly and systematically
performed without confusion. The proceedings, though perhaps more
ceremonious than real, were realistic, and the women, in their dark,
ne~rlyblack, clothes, unveiled as are all Bakhtiari women, standing
and marching shoulder to shoulder in an orderly group, bore a grave
and impressive appearance.
Other customs are referred to in some detail in that most intereeting book entitled Grass." Many of these observances are probably
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connected with pre-hluhammadan religious obserVance8, for Ialan
penetrated into these hills at a comparatively late date. I
have seen the eternal fire burning in the hills of Luristan. I hw
seen the women making their bows and saying their prayers to the high
places, lolty peaks such as those that were sacred when Baal was
powerful. I have seen great rocks in distant valleys red with the
blood of recent sacrifice, and it is probable that the beliefa underlying
these practices still linger on.
Of folk-lore there is much that might be written. Like all hill-men,
they are fond of stories of animals, some of them with a religious tinge,
but nearly all of them with a humorous touch. They have numerous
stories about bears, whom they believe to be endowed with an intelligeuce far superior to that of other animals, and to have almost human
feelings and habits. They claim that a bear will sometimes kill a man
to possess himself of fire-arms, which, however, the bear is unable to
use when he gets them. This is because bears were once human
beings, being, in fact, the progeny of a miserly, inhospitable man, who,
seeing a stranger coming and thinking to shirk the duties of hospitality,
hid himself under a heap of wool, for it was the time of sheep-shearing, and desired his wife to tell the traveller that her husband had gone
to the mountains and that, being a woman and alone, she could not
receive him as her guest. She did as she was bidden, but the stranger,
who was none other than Hazrat Ali, the son-in-law of the Prophet,
knew that her man had hidden himself. Addressing him, "Arise, 0
13ear," he exclaimed, and dwell henceforth in the woods,'' the
wool adhered to the inhospitable Lnr, he lost his speech, fled to the
~nountains,and became the first bear, being joined, we may suppose, by
his wife at some subsequent date.
Of the leopard they tell another story-that it will always scratch B
man's face,but mill never touch a woman, and the reason is this. A woman
once went to the Prophet Ali saying, I f Sir, I have no husband. Find me
" Certainly," said Ali, who found her one. A month
n husband."
later she came back. " 0 Ali," she said, "1 cannot live with such
a man ; he is too cruel, too hard, too unkind, too brutal. Find me
another husband." The Prophet complied. A month later she was
a t his door-step again. " 0 Ali, I cannot live with such a manH e is no man a t all. Whatever I ask for he gives me; whatever
I say, however unreasonable, he accepts. H e has nothing for me but
embraces and affection. H e is not the sort of man that 1 can admire
or live with." " Woman," said Ali, " you are hard to please, but I will
give you one more husband," and a, third was found. A month lder
she reappeared. " 0 Ali," she said, a I cannot live with this man He
is 80 calm and just, snd reasonable, and proper, and dull, that I would
sooner have my first husband back. H e was indeed a man." " Womanf"
said Ali, "you are incorrigible. Become a leopard," and ever
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then, whenever a leopard sees a woman, it passes her by, and when it
gees a man it scratches his face.
Of the cock and the hen, who cannot fly, they tell the story that
there was once a, time when the Almighty was giving wings to all the
I t was late in the day when the turn of the oock and hen
came, and of certain others too late to try their wings. Most of the
birds said, a Very well; God willing (Insha Allah), we will fly tomorrow." The cock and the hen did not say " God willing." They
just said, " We will fly to-marl-ow," and in revenge for their presumption
the Almighty deprived them of the power of flight, and that is why
every Persian prefac~san exprcssion of intention with the magic
words Insha Allah."
And they have stories, too, of frogs, to whom the Prophet gave
orders that they should sing the praises or' the Almighty a t night when
all other animals were silent ; of the camels, n h o were a race of Shaikhs
so proud that, instead of saying, " There is no God but God," they said
"There is no God." I n spite of warnings they persisted, and wore
turned into camels and became beasts of burden. That is why they
grumble when they are loaded and look so proud and supercilious
as they pass down the street, and that is why there is and never has
been any such thing as a wild camel, although all other domestic
beasts have their equivalent in the wild state.
The crane they call " Haji Laklalr," for he flies to aud from Mecca
every year, and has on his head a white turban as a sign of his wisdom,
lilro the priests.
The swallow, too, is a sacred bird who may by no ineans be killed
or ~nolested,however inconvenic!ntly he may build his nest in the
drawing-room or bedroom. On his head is the blue turban of a
descendant of the Prophets, and it was n, host of these birds that
destroyed the army of Abyssinia that was about to attack Mecca. And
I will conclude with tho proverb typical of many current in men's
mouths: 'IThree things there be that no man hath seen-the eye of an
ant, the foot of n, snake, and tho way that a, lnulla gets his living."
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ADEN*
BY R ~ A J O R H. WILBERFORCE-BELL
(Indian Political Service.)

I seLDoB1 think of Aden without remembering a certain servant whom
I engaged once in India in succession to another who had proved
unsatisfactory. The day I engaged him I noticed a little heap of dust
on the stairs. Two days passed and it still remained, so I thought it
time to point the heap out to my new acquisition. His answer left
me speechless. I f Oh yes," he said, '(I have seen it ; but it is not my
dust, it was there when I came I"
So was bhe Aden dust-heap there when we came on the scene
in 1839. But it is a permanent heap by the side of the great highway
of the Mediterranean, Red Sea, and Iudian Ocean, which forms the
backbone of our Imperial communications. Aden is the eastern
counterpart of Gibraltar.
I t is a slnall place in itself. If you look at the map you will realize
better its confined dimensions. Including the sandy isthmus connecting it with the mainland, it comprises only twenty-one square milee of
country, most of which is mountainous and uninhabitable. Sheikh
Othman, an adjunct village situated a t the neck of tho isthmus, has an
area of thirty-nine square miles, nearly all of which is desert. Further
along the coast and a t the opposite side of the harbour is Little Aden,
a volcanic peninsula similar to Aden, and which has an area of fifteen
square miles and s, population OF about 300 souls, all fishermen and
their families. Little Aden was acquired by purchase in 1869, and
possessiou of Sheikh Othman was similarly obtained in 1882, both as
defensive measures. Thus the total erea is about seventy-five square
miles, moet of which is uninhabited or uninhabitable. Sheikh Othman
has a population of about 8,000, so the great hulk of the total popul,
tion of about 56,000 lives in Aden.
When British troops entered Aden on ,January 19, 1839, the place
was little more than a, fishing
where a few hundred souls made
a livelihood from what the sea had to yield. Gone were the dayflwhen
Portuguese and Turk had striven for the mastery of a place which Was
itself of first-class strategic and commercial in~portancein the affairs

* Anniversary lecture given at the hall of the Royal United Service Instito
tion on June 10, 1926, the Right Hen. Sir Mo,llrice do Bunsen in the chair.
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tae world, Ruined were the formidable fortifications-sited both
attack from the mainland as well a s from the sea-which, for
centuries previously, had been the last thing in defensive works. I t
was over the almost flattened ruins of these works that the storming
of the Bombay European Regiment (which, after the Mutiny,
was brought on to the British establishment and was disbanded in
1922 as the 2nd Battalion Royal Dublin Pusiliers) and the 24th Bombay
Infantry (later the 124th Baluchistan Infantry and now the 1st Battalion
10th Baluch. Regiment) advanced. Dead was the harbour-due chiefly
to silt, and very largely also to an extravagant customs tariff designed
to satisfy the greed of a thoughtless Arab chief and his satellites-which
for many centuries had been the very centre of commerce between the
Eastern and Western worlds.
Ruin and desolation had succeeded prosperity and power, and after
providing for security from attack without and from treachery within,
the first important task of Aden's new masters was to make law and
order where none existed. Such in a few words was the condition of
Aden at the time of the British occupation, and I make no excuse for
referring to the written words, relative to things as he found them, of
Commander Haines of the Indian Navy, to whom was entrusted the
business of building anew after a successful entry. H e writes :
"The little village (formerly the great city) of Aden is now reduced
to the most exigent condition of poverty and neglect. I n the reign of
Constantine, this town possessed unrivalled celebrity for its irnpenetrable fortifications, its flourishing commerce, and the glorious haven it
offered to vessels from all quarters of the globe. But how lamentable
is the present condition ! With scarce a vestige of its foriner proud
superiority, the traveller sees and values it only for its capabilities, and
regrets the barbarous cupidity of the Government under whose injudicious management it has fallen so low."
I much regret that I am unable to show you a picture of Commander
Haitlee, although I believe that there is one in existence. Subsequent to
tho capture of Aden he was its first ruler, and his fate recalls that of
Warren Hastings. After some years' administration of his charge, he
was accused of peculation and imprisoned in Bombay. There he was
kept, even after a judicial trial had resulted in his aoquittal, until his
health completely gave way, and he was released from prison only to die.
He was buried in the Baok Bay Cemetery a t Bombay, and his name was
never officiallycleared of the slur upon it. His guilt was as doubtful as
was that of his greater predecessor, and the injustice of his treatment
was no less infamous.
Let us now turu for a few moments to earlier history. The Arabs
that Gain wae buried a t Aden, in a tomb which was elevated to an
inaccessible height by volcanic action. The picture shows the traditionfil spot, now high above the main pass connecting the old Aden
of
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with the new. The first authentic mention of Aden is in the twentythird verse of the twenty-seventh chapter of Ezekiel, where it is
described on equal terms with Sheba in its commercial relations with
Hiram, Icing of Tyre. Then there is a blank, and later the Amalekites
journeying southwards mixed with the Sabaans and formed the
Himyarites. There were Himyaritic rulers of Aden for several hundred
years before the birth of Christ, but the Himyaritic power disappeared
when, in about A.D. 110, the Emperor Augustus sent a Roman expedition to the Yemen under a l i u s Gallus. Before this Roman invasion,
however, we are told by the author of the " Periplus" that Aden htld
fairly recently been destroyed.
Then comes another blank until A.D. 342, when it ia known that the
Emperor Constantine sent an unfruitful Christian embassy to Aden.
But Christianity in the Yemen proper lasted longer than it did at Aden,
until, at the beginning of the sixth century, the Jews of the Yemen
massacred all the Christians except a few who fled to Abyssinia.
These survivors induced the Abyssinians to despatch an army to the
Yemen under one Aryat, who landed a t Aden, and proceeding inland
established an Abyssinian dominion. This invasion took place in
A.D. 525, and altogether four Abyssinian kings ruled. The last of them,
Masruk, was called upon to defend himself against Persian aggression,
for Seiph, a descendant of the Hirnyaritic kings, applied to I<osroes,
Icing of Persia, for aid in driving out the Abyssinians, which aid wee
granted. hilasruk was killed, and in about the year A.D. 575 a Persian
rule was established in Yemen and Aden with Seiph as Viceroy. I
think I am right in saying that from that time until 1928, when
Ras Tafari, heir-apparent of Abyssinia, visited Aden, no further
member of the Abyssinian ruling family had set foot in Yemen. The
last Persian viceroy died in A . D . 632, and the House of Umayyah then
ruled until A.D. 749, when Adon ~ a s s e dwith the Yemen beneath the
yoke of the A bbaside Caliphs.
I n 932, however, Aden became independent under its own Imam,
but 106 years later Ibn Omar of Lahej established his rule in Aden,
and this continued for 400 years, when the place was recaptured by
the Imam of Yemen. The map now shown on the screen is that of
the Yemen, of which Aden was anciently a part. The "Arabia
Felix of the Romans is still a smiling and fertile land, rich insoil and
in agricultural and mineral possibilities. But, generally speaingt it ia
term incognitn to us. Pew Europeans have ~enetratedto Sanebf
its capital, and the most recent Englishmen to have gone there
Colonel Jacob and Sir Gilbert Clayton. Some years before the war
George Wyman Bury, a comparatively unknown wanderer, lived an
adventurou~~
life in the Yemen a s chief of an Arab tribe, end hi0 knowledge of the country was peculiar and unique. He died & few Years
ago, but he left behind him no record worthy of his doing% though
'I
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two books The Land of Uz " and '' Arabia Infelix " are full of interesting information.
Between Sanaa and Aden is an expanse of country which is in
part fertile and in part a sandy waste. This country is occupied by a
nunlber of petty tribes, and it is not possible to consider Aden without
also considering them and the country to which it is contiguous. Our
sphere of protective influence in the Hinterland was settled in 1905, but
I will refer later on to this. Beyond our sphere lies that of the Imam of
Sanaa, the hereditary ruler of the Yemen, who still considers that Aden
is part of his inheritance. The petty tribes owe an allegiance, which
is nominal rather than actual, to either ourselves or to the Imam,
according to which side of the line of demarcation they belong.
In 1454, two brothers seized Aden, one of whom became its Imam, and
his line continued to hold the place until the Portuguese attacked it on
Easter Eve, 1512-13. D'Albuquerque, with instructions from the King
of Portugal, took an expedition from India, consisting of twenty ships
manned by 1,700 Portuguese and 800 Indian soldiers. On arrival they
proceeded to make a frontal attack. They carried by stor111 the island
of Seera, a commanding position of defence, and here they took thirtynine guns and killed most of the defenders. Then for four days they
attacked the great wall which ran along the front of the harbour, being
beaten off with heavy loss ; and they retired after burning all the
shipping they could get hold of. There was a Portuguese artist with
the fleet and he painted a picture of the action, and the picture now
on the screen is from that painting. I regret that I have been unable
to trace where the original now is. Seera Island is no longer, strictly
speaking, an island, for it is connected now with the mainland. But
when the Portuguese attacked it, it was not so connected. I t was a
very strong and well-defended out-work, and its capture by the
Portuguese was no mean feat. The island is of solid rock and lava,
with scarce an atom oE vegetation upon it. I n very ancient times the
Arabs said that if one wcre of pure mind and heart and ascended the
place exactly at midnight on the night of the full moon one would be
rewarded by the sight of a magic city far away in the desert.
Legend says that thie magic city has never yet been seen by eyes of
man. The island simply radiates heat, and in the hot weather it is
like a furnace. To the Arabs of our day it is shorn of all its magical
Properties and is known purely and sirnply as " Jehanum."
All that is left of the great wall which the Portuguese attacked
so disastrously now forins part of the foundation of the British
infantry barracks, and the remains are actually those of tho sallyljort. This photograph of Aden, taken from Seem Island, shows the
changes wrought in appearance and in fact since 1512.
It is now that tho Turks enter into the picture. About this time
tho Turks were dominant in Eastern Europe. They held the Mediter-
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ranean in thrall, anh under Suliman the Magnificent had taken E
~
Their principal antagonists in Europe were the Portuguese, who aloue
could meet them On equal terms a t sea. When, therefore, the ~~~k~
learned of the establishment of Portuguese power in the East and
their activities in the Red Sea, they feared being attacked in the flank,
A Turkish expedition was therefore sent to Aden, and in A.D. 1538 it
arrived in Aden Harbour. Warned by the unsuccess of the Portuguese
attack, the Turks obtained an entry into the town by stratagem,and
leaving a garriaon in Aden the fleet proceeded to India to attack the
Portuguese off Diu. This attack was unsuccessful, and on their return
journey a few months later they landed 100 pieces of artillery and a
further garrison of 500 men before returning to Egypt. One of the
guns which they left is now to be seen in the Tower of London. A
few years later the inhabitants rose against the Turks and handed the
place over to the Portuguese, but a Turkish fleet and army regained
possession of the fortress. So matters continued until 1630, when
Kassim, a descendant of the Prophet, proclaimed himself Imam of
Sanaa in the revolt against Turkish rule. The last Turks were driven
out of the Yemen twelve years later, and then early in the eighteenth
century the Governor of Lahej revolted and seized Aden. The first
English ship to visit Aden was the Ascensio~z in the seventeenth
century, and those who may be interested sufficiently will find en
account of this visit in the Journal of John Jourdain," which was
published by the Hakluyt Society some years ago. I t gives us an
interesting idea, of conditions at Aden a t that time. In 1839 we took
Aden for a variety of reasons. One of these was as a, punishment
for an attack on a British vessel. Another, and probably more
important reason, was the necessity for establishing a coaling stetion
for steamers somewhere between Suez and Bombay on the adoption
of the overland route in 1837. Negotiations were made to obtdn
Aden by purchase, and the Sultan of Lahej had agreed to cede the
peninsula for an annual sum of 8,700 dollars. He went back on t h i ~
agreement, however, and so Aden was not obtained by purchase*
The Turks returned to the Yemen, but not to Aden, iu 18711
and between then and 1901, when a boundary line wns more or lees
delineated, they once or twice attempted to question our right to hold
Aden separately. So matters remained until 1015, when they attacked
Aden. They were held, however, although they were not definitely
defeated until three years later, when they surrendered after the
Armistice.
We were not allowed to remain in entirely peaceful poseassion
Aden after we had occupied it. Several attacks of a minor ~laturewere
made by the Arabs from tho interior, who very much re8ented the
British occupation. Islam has a.lways had a strong and fanatical
was
on the Yemen, and apprehension mixed with religious
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instilled into them, hence a series of Arab attacks were made upon the
fortress,one of them in 1844 by a horde of unarmed fanatics who were
toid that the bullets of the infidels would not hurt them. All these
attacks were beaten off without much difficulty, and although vigilance
was necessary for some years to come, we were never till 1915 in any
danger of being seriously embarrassed. A few individual attacks were
made on officers, but these ceased after 1851, when an Arab who had
murdered an officer of the Cameron Highlanders was hung in chains
outside the barrier gate and his body left there pour e~zcouragerles
az'tres. When it had been up sufficiently long to serve its purpose, it
was taken down and walled up in a, recess in the rocks, which can be
seen to this day.
As years went on the fortifications of Aden were entirely remodelled
and strongly rebuilt. Modern armaments-quickly out of date, by the
way-were mounted a t what were considered vital spots, and the place
was made practically impregnable from attack on the landward side.
But the greatest change of all was the giving up of the old harbour of
Aden for the prosent one a t Steamer Point. This was necessary because
convenient anchorage was desired for coaling purposes as one of the first
results of substitution of steam for sails. Then, again, the old harbour
became silted up, and in the middle of the last century, where there had
been formerly 12 fathoms of water, ships of very small draught only
could ride. So the old harbour, which had been a harbour for at least
2,000 years, became deserted, and it is now used only by a few fishermen. Thus it is that Steamer Point-or Tawahi, as it is more correctly
named-began to supersede the ancient Crater a t Aden. I n 1839
Ttlwahi was a small fishing village, and so it remained for twenty or
thirty years. The principal Government offices and commercial houses
were in the Crater, and at Steamer Point were only a few houses erected,
to which those who could do so went to obtain some respite from the
long Crater hot weather. Steamer Point is considerably cooler than
the Crater, which is, as its name implies, the inside of an extinct
volcano. I t is also healthier, and is not built, like the town of Aden,
up011 the ruins and desolation of its predecessors. The migration was
therefore beneficial from almost every point of view. But the Arab
inhabitants did not abandon the Crater, which is still the centre
of trade. Hence the Treasury and Court were not affected by the move,
and the greater part of the British garrison are still located where tho
bulk of the population is situated. For soine years the garrison had
its barracks in what was known as the Isthinus position. This was to
the north of the Crater, but between the hills sod the high defensive
walls. But the place had subsequently to be abaudoned, both on
account of the heat and of tho prevalence of malaria. Generally
~ ~ e a k i ntho
g , climate of Adon is quito healthy for a short stay. I t is
hot, but 1)etweeu November and April not unpleasant. After a timu in
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Aden, however, the climate is very deleterious. Steamer Point ie far
more bearable than is the Crater.
I do not suppose that there is a single visitor to Aden who has not
heard of the Tanks. They are, indeed, world famed, being hero
of the solid rock. None knows now when or by whom they were coo.
structed, but it would appear that they date probably from the time of
the Persian occupation in the aixth and seventh centuries A.D. Some
authorities-notably Bury-have ascribed to them a much earlier date,
but it is doubtful whether there is sufficient justification for this. Like
the Pyramids, they have been fashioned with infinite labour, and are
so constructed that when the uppermost is full it overflows, and so on
until all are filled. The water pours into them through a rocky cleft
from the desolate tableland immediately above the Crater. The deepcut watercourse strongly resenlbles Dante's Inferno, as pictured by
m e d i ~ v a artists.
l
The capacity of the Tanks is 8,000,000 gallons, but
the water in them is never really fit to drink and is sold chiefly for
washing purposes. I n 1839 they were completely choked with sand and
rubbish, and even their site was not known. But seventeen years
later their re-excavation was undertaken, and they were restored
in time to be filled by a heavy fall of rain on October 23,1857. Besides
these Tanks are seven or eight isolated ones dotted about the Crater
hills. But they are unimportant and are now not even watertight.
The rainfall at Aden is extremely small, and most of the drinking
water is oblained by condensation. I t is only occasionally that adownpour occurs, and then only for a short time, and it is a rare thing for all
the Tanks to be properly filled. The mode of water supply in what I
might term the middle times is something of a mystery. Perhaps the
amount of rainfall has gradually lessened. The construction of the
Tanks would be scarcely worth while to retain a fall which occilrs only
about once a year, for such collected water could not supply a population
of 30,000 for more than a few months a t most. I n the sixteenth century
an aqueduct was constructed which led a certain amount of brackish
water into Aden froin the desert. Then again, there are still wells in
Aden itself, which are said to have contained sweet water until camparatively recent times. All those wells now contain brackish water,
and probably the brine of the sea has only lately completed its percolation below the Aden peninsula. The four pictures of the Tanks upon
the screeu give, I fear, but a poor idon of what they are or of the labour
expended upon them.
One of the primary results of stabilieod Dritiah rule ha9 been that
Aden has become an important cornmerciaI centre. Such c o ~ ~ e r i*c e
in fact, largely between tho countries exporting hides and coffee and
those importing theso articles, and Aden comes into the picture chiefly
a port of transhipment. Nevertheless its importance a0 such is
Po means small. I t is the most, important distributing centre both for
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European, American, and Indian ports as well as for those smaller porta
on the Red Sea and on the African coast which ere served principally
by means of dhows. With this increase of trade there is also an
increase of traders, for whereas Indian and Arabian merchants are concerned chiefly with the Red Sea ports, it is English, American, French,
Greek, and other European traders whose interests lie further afield.
Hence, as a port of call, the tonnage passing annually through Aden
reaches very formidable figures, even when vessels entering to coal or
replenish their oil tanks are excluded from the list. For example, in
October, 1923, the number of vessels of over 200 tons burthen which
used the port was eighty-three, the total tonnage of which was about
340,000. The total value of imports and exports for the month was
considerably over one crore of rupees. This included both coal and oil
fuel. But Aden is not a commercial outlet of the Yemen. That fertile
country is, to all intents and purposes, a sealed book to us, and its
commercial and mineral possibilities
have so far remained practically
untapped. The little conlmerce between Aden and the interior which
exists is local in character, for excepting for hides and skins the
exploitation of the products of the country, for which Aden is the
natural outlet, remains ona of the problems of the future.
The affairs of Yemen have always been closely connected with those
of Aden, although in recent years the political relationships have been
divorced. I n 1642 a resuscitated Illlam of Sanaa drove the Turks out of
the Yemen, where his line remained supreme until 1871, when a Turkish
army regained a control of the province, which was in many respects
only nominal. But in 1728 the Governor of Lahej-which
is the
largest Arab town in the vicinity of Aden and is situated in a smiling
oasis in the midst of apparently limitless sand and scrub-revolted and
set up a state independent of the Imams. Other tribes also, in what
is now called our ~rotectorate,gained a semblance, a t least, of independence, and the ruler of Lahej (which then included Aden) allied himself
with the Yaffai, Fadli, Haushabi, Amiri, Akrabi, Alawi, Subeihi, and
Aulaki tribes, as a measure of mutual defence in hase the Imams should
endeavour to reassert an overlordship. Thus it came about that when
the Turks returned to Yemen in 1871 they found a Yemen much
smaller in extent than that over which they had formerly ruled, for
our treaty with Lahoj after 1839 embraced also tho tribes i n alliance
with him. In typically Turhish fashion the Turks endeavoured to disregard things as they found them, and they proceeded to overrun the
Alniri and Haushabi territory, and to threaten Lahej itself. Diplomatic remonstrance led to the withdrawal of the Turks, and they
desisted from these methods until 1900, when a Turk constructed a fort
at Ad 1)arojo in Haushabi territory. I t was not until troops were sent
from Aden that the intruders were expelled, and after a certain amount
of parleying the Turks agreed to a boundary line being drawn which
-

-
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would mark the limits of the respective spheres of iojjuence of the two
Governments. Supplemented by troops, the Boundlry Commiaeion
got to work, and eventually, in 1905, the dispute was settled by
erection of a line of boundary pillars, which extend from a point on the
mainland near Perim for about 200 miles to Kataba on the Bans River,
Beyond Lak Mat-es-Shub the line was not definitely marked, but its
north-easterly direction only was agreed upon,
I n 1911 the Imam of Sanaa made a treaty with the Turks, to
he adhered during the war, and the Armistice left him the illheritorof
Turkish power in Yemen, since when he has declared that he does not
recognize the boundary fixed by the Commission in 1905 because he
was not a party to the agreement. H e considers that the Yemen and
Adcu are one and indivisible, and does not recognize the changes that
timo has wrought. H e affects to regard the Sultanate of Lahej as a
rev01Led governors hip, but nevertheless the Commission's boundary line
still exists generally, and the tribes on each side of it acknowledge
allegiance accordingly-eithor
vaguely or otherwise, as may suit
themselves.
E u t the Imam i~ a reactionary. H e represents " fanatical Islam,"
and does not desiro that his territory be exploited. It is said to be
rich in agricultural and mineral possibilities, and if ever it is opened up
Aden will he the country's most convenient outlet, particularly if the
railway, which now runs from Aden to Lahej, is continued up into the
interior. But there is a t present little hope of the realization of such
8 project, and Sanaa and its fertile surroundings are likely to remain
morc or less inaccessible. Even were the Imam ready to welcome the
railway, the commercial difficulty would not be settled. Trade will not
flourish where it is insecure, and the education of the tribesmen in the
arts of peace would be no light undertaking.
When the Turks were dominant in the Yemen, it is ssid that they
dared not move troops from IIodeida to Sanaa excepting in 8ub~t.ntiJ
numbers ; also, hut with what truth I do not know, that they were
practically confined to the vicinities of their barrmks. If this is 00, the
Turlrish control of Yemen was 0, threat rather than an sctuelity.
No lecture on Aden would be complete without mentionof herpooples
They are a mixed collection consisting of Arabs, Jews, Somalis, Sidia,
Jndians, and half-lxeods, besides the British garrison. Of all
peoples the Arall naturally comes first in in~portance. These Arabs are
very bigoted, and have retained many old traits which have died out, Or
are dying out, in othcr Moslem countries. Their very language is somewhat archaic, and the Arab camel-men and petty traders who Come
Adenare dressed in a loin cloth of indigo blue, just as were their ancestorg
in biblical days. The educated Arabs are not a progressive peOplet but
one or two of them have attained local importance and solne them
have become substantial traders. The Arab of the interior di'er8

a great deal from the Aden Arab. H e is independent and a t one and
the same time very democratic and very autocratic. The Arab chieftain
rules by the will of his people and only so long as that will is favourable
to himself. He has very definite ideas regarding his position as an autocrat, and as an illustration of this I know of no better than that afforded
me by an Arab chief who came into Aden with his son. The son died
while in Aden, and it became my duty to write to the father a letter
sympathizing with him in his loss. His reply was : " I hope that 'God
has given my son a seat in Paradise, but I hope that H e will give me a
better seat !" They have also a distinct though quaint sense of
humour. A year or two ago it became necessary for an aeroplane to
drop a few bombs on a neighbouring chieftain who was creating breaches
of the peace. This pleased immensely one of his enemies, who wished
that another chieftain could be similarly entertained. The asroplane
went, but did not bomb this gentleman, upon which the first Arab came
into Adell and said that he had no respect for aeroplanes any longer,
that they were like any other bird which did not lay eggs-they were
no good !
Next and most interesting OF the Arab people are the Jews. These
Jews are a marked feature of Aden life, and they look as though they
had stepped clean out of the Bible. They still retain all the reverence
for the letter of the law which their forefathers had, and for many
hndreds of years they have been in the Yemen a persecuted people.
In 1910 a French Syrian named Yomtob Semach went on a mission of
the " Alliance Israhlite " to the Yeulen. At the end of his mission he
wrote a very interesting book of hia experiences, from which I shall here
quote. He said that the Jewish population at the time iu Yemen numbored about 14,000, and he gave the following account of their origin :
" I n my conversation with the rabbis the same phrase always
recurs : Have we ever had the leisure to think of that which is past ?
The present is so hard, why dig into the past 1 We try even to forget
our dead, or~lyrarely do we celebrate the anniversary of a dead person.
We know by tradition that we came hero a t the time of Solomon. We
were for a time masters of the country, but afterwards what sufferings
have we not oxparienced, and what persecutions ! And that is all I '
" They know nothing else. I t is I who recounted to them that Ezra,
the Scribe, having invited their ttncestors to return with him to Jerusalem
they refused. The great Patriarch cursed them, since which time no
Jew of the Yomen has borne the name of Xzra." So much for thoir
history. Some of their present-day restrictions he lneutions as follows :
No Jew may1. Speak loudly before R Moslem.
2. Build houses higher than tho houses of the Moslelns.
3- Stare at a Moslem when passing him in the street.
4. p::ng~ge in tho same commerce a9 the Arsba.
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5. Say that the law of Islam can have any fault.
6. Insult the Prophets.
7. Discuss religion with a, Moslem.
8. Ride astride.
9. Shut his eyes when he sees a nude Moslem.
10. Have anything to do with Jewish law outside the temples,
11. Raise his voice during prayers.
12. Let out money a t interest.
Then among the things they must do is, they must always risebefore
h!loslems and honour them in every circumstance. Their distinctive
dress and ringlet curls mark their identity. I t is persecution which has
made the Jews in Aden, a s elsewhere, the unalterable people that
they are.
-4 Parsee friend of mine in Aden told me that one Sabbath day
(Saturday) he happened to be near a house out of the window of which
fell a Jewish child. I t was badly hurt, and the father who appeared
a t the balcony refused to do anything for the child because it was the
Sabbath day. It was the Parsee who picked it up and took it to
hospital. Several of the Jewa of Aden are very rich, and one of them,
Judah Messa, owns the whole of the front at Port Said, but refuses,
however, to put his money in a bank and keeps it in cellars beneath his
house stored in boxes. The story goes that when the Turks were on the
point of capturing Aden in 1915 his house was picketed by Arabs
sharpening their knives, and if the Turks had got in, there is little doubt
that tho wealth of the Mesea family would have disappeared for ever.
The Somalis in Aden are turbulent and vain specimens of humanity
from North Africa. Their customs are those of a brave and barbaric
people, and a s they are always looking for trouble they have to be
carefully watched. They wear a long white garment which resembles
a Roman " toga," and they usually cover their heads with lime SO as
to bleach their hair. They are not permitted to carry the spears and
other weapons which they would prefer to do, but they like to be Heen
with a useful-looking stick or with a short hide whip which is known
as a '(wife beater." They seek employment at all aorta of odd Jobs
where hard work is not insisted upon, and they ~articularlylike to own
a harbour boat, where the work is lucrative and not too severe. Year8
ago Somali boys used to disregard sharks and dive for coins. But that
occupation is now forbidden. People who know ~omalilandsay that
all Sotnalis are not like the Aden specimen, but that only the worst
cross over from Africa.
Finally, a number of Indiana who have served the admillistration Or
come as tradere since 1839 have intermarried with the Aden Arabs
and have formed.& community of half-Indian and half-Arab parentage*
These people are clever, and a number of them during the War served
as Erernen in British shipe, but tho mixture on the whole is not very
good one.
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Social Aden flourishes and apparently always has done so. The
English community, consisting of the Eastern Telegraph Companywho form almost a community in themselves-and a number of merchants and traders in addition to the troops, busies itself with all sorts
of games and other relaxation to drive away ennui and make for fitness. Golf, tennis, football, hockey and cricket, bathing and fishing,
furnish sufficient variety for the most exacting devotee of exercise, and
there is also a very flourishing polo club, for whose annual tournament His Majesty the King presented, in 1912, a very fine challenge
cup. The Union Club is allnost as well known as are the Tanks, and
some years ago an Historical Society was formed which unfortunately
suffers somewhat from lack of permanent support, consequent upon the
frequent changes of troops and individuals. Aden has now no newspaper. Some years ago the Aden Focz~swas published with unfailing
regularity ; but it suffered a decline owing to its principal feature becoming classed under the heading " Things we want to know." As
you may imagine, people wanted to know too much, with the result
that the Aden Focus was obliged to cease publication.
The Aden of the present day is a, very different Aden from that of
the past. The advent of the motor-car and the railway has given it
almost a "rushJJ appearance, while the introduction of electric light
makes the place almost modern. The future, who can foretell ? The
strategic points of the Empire have been materially affected by the
Great War and by the Washington Conferenco, and Aden, being situated as it is, cannot be ignored either strategically or commercially.
I will now close my lecture with a few pictures on the screen.
This picture and that which follows it depict the ancient road into
Aden. I t is, in fact, one of the most ancient highways in the world,
for it was used when Ezekiel lived. Certainly no road in Europe has
had so long a continued history. The gate a t the top of the hill is on
the eite of the '(Gate of the Water-carriers," mentioned by Abulfeda,
the Arab historian, who flourished in the fourteenth century and fought
under Saladin against the Crusaders.
The next picture shows the oldest building still extant in Aden. I t is
one of the minarets of a mosque, the ruins of which are apparently buried
beneath it. I t is usually ascribed to the Turks, but this is a mistake,
since the Portuguese artist, Correia, showed it on his picture of 1512,
which was before the Turks took Aden. I t is also depicted in this
view of Aden of the fifteenth century, which is, I understand-but for
which I cannot vouch-from an ancient woodcut found in Vienna
gome years ago. The Latin inscription in the corner is to the following
effect : " Aden, the emporium of renown of Arabia Felix, to which
come traders from India, Bthiopia, and Persia. The city is magnificent, well fortified by nature and by art, celebrated for the number and
crowding of it8 buildinge, for its wall, and for the high mountains
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above the town, on the summits of which burning beacons indicate the
port to navigators. I t formerly had the shape of a peninsula, but
now, by the industry of man, is surrounded on all sides by water,"
This last assertion is a glaring mistake. The sandy isthmus connect.
ing Aden with the mainland is about half a, mile across, and though
this may be a considerably greater distance than formerly, get the
lL
industry of man " very clearly never attempted physically to cut off
Aden from the Yemen.
The next three pictures show Aden Crater from different aspects.
Then we have the British infantry barracks, the road to the Crater,
and two views of the Main Pass hewn by us in the rocks to connect
the Crater with Steamer Point. Maala Wharf, near the Main Pass,
has for years been the haunt of the boat-builders. The frail craft they
build have the high poop and shallow draught of fifteenth-century
ships, and they still sail as intrepidly as sailed the ships of Columbus
-of not much greater burthen-across the Atlantic. Those picturesque survivals are doomed, alas ! to disappear. The coasting steamer
is driving them into a position of uneconomic production, and the boatbuilder by ancient descent is seeking other means of livelihood.
The next three pictures are of Steamer Point, and then we have
the " Gateway of Aden," which is also a war memorial. On one of its
sides is a list of all units which defended Aden between 1914 and 1918.
Finally, this is a very familiar Aden scene. (Applause.)

Mr. H. St. .J. PHILBY
: 1
afraid the time is rather short, ladies
and gentlemen, but if you will bear with a few words, I should rather
like to say them. I had hoped to hear rather more from Major
Wilberforce Bell about the modern state of affairs in alld about Adenthe present political situation and so forth. As you will have realized
from him, a great deal is known to us from various sources &boutAden
itself. IIe was, perhaps, inclined to talk about Aden and the Yemen
a s if they were a single ontity, and as if anyone who knew the one
necessarily knew the other. But that is not the case. Aden stands
next door and is easily accessible to the Yemen, which, as Major
Wilberforce Bell said, is practically a closed book. That is true to-day,
in spite of the fact that for nearly a century Aden has been in
British hands. Great Britain hss never been lacking in people with
the capacity to explore, people who do not mind roughing it a certain
amount or even risking it. But Aden is extraordinary in respect of the
authorities who have been thore since the beginning of our connection
with it. Perhaps they have always been frightened by the case 01 Cornmander Hainas, to whom reference has been made. He waecashiered
by the British Government and accused of embezzlement. He h a
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probably been guilty of rather too great keenness in the prosecution of
had gone further than he ought to have done according to
hig job,
the orders of the Government, and they chose that method of getting
rid of him. I think that must have had an influence on the subsequent
rulers of Aden : not only do they never go inside the Protectorate
themselves, but they never alloy anyone else to go. For that reason I
cannot claim any competence to talk about the Yemen. The last time
I went to Aden I did so with the express purpose of attempting the
exploration of the little known country of Hadramaut, next door to the
Yemen and a little further to the east. But I did not lose much time in
discovering that the British Government's sole interest in that part of
the world was to remain ignorant of it. I did not ask them to send me,
I wanted to go myself; but they would not allow me to. I was then
still in the service of the Government, and had to defer my project to a
future time. If that future time does come I shall not go in by Adon,
but by some back door and only finish a t Aden. My experience wag
after all only the same as that of others who have made the same
attempt. I was surprised a t Major Wilberforce Bell's modesl; estimate
of the work of Mr. Wyman Bury. I have always regarded him as one of
the brighter lights of the British regime in the Aden region, and I think
my opinion is probably shared by the great majority of people who are
numbered among those who know something about Arabia. I think
Mr. Wyman Bury stands in the very front rank of the people who
have dealt with Arabia, and contributed their quota to the common
stock of human knowledge of the country ; and it is a great pleasure to
me to be able to do him justice to that extent. I see here Admiral
Richmond, and I should like to point out that it was really the
Admiralty who ultimately before he died vindicated his reputation and
his work. He died a young m a n ; that is, perhaps, why he did not
laave the records that would have been worthy of his intimate study of
the country. H e died of consumption, and most of his work was done
under the grave disability of a raging consumption. I think that point
Should be brought out. I t was the Admiralty, the department which
ie concerned with the sea, which really discovered and vindicated
Mr. Wymon Bury's work on land. I believe the Admiralty attitude
during the war was that if there was anything far enough away froin
the sea to be invisible therefrom, that thing was ipso facto of interest to
it- I t was extraordinary the amount of work they did in areas with
which it might be thought they had nothing to do. They found out
that Mr. Wyman Bury was an expert on Arabia. H e had served in
and around Aden and done magnificent work. His reward waa to be
told thnt he must on no account return to Aden, and that, if he did so,
he ~ o u l dnot be allowed to land. It must have been rather gratifying
him and very embarrassing to the Aden authorities when he did
return and landed as a political offjcer from one of His Majesty's ships.
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That was sufficient vindication of him within a few years of his
unfortunate death. To quote another case : some of you may know
that during the war a regiment was raised called the Yemen Infantry.
I t was raised and trained by British officers for servico in the Protectorate, and did very good work. Those officers-every one of them,
or the great majority of them-were, not only amply qualified but
deadly keen to risk themselves, to go into the country and find out
something about it. They were stationed at Shaikh Othman, and
could come into the Aden club as often as they liked; but anyone who
suggested going out in the other direction was discouraged. He was
not allowed to go. If he had gone it would have been as much as his
job was worth. As a result none of the officers went. When the
Yemen Infantry was disbanded, all those officers who had some
experience cf Arabs and knowledge of Arabia-officers whom the
British Government, one would have thought, would use in aome
country within reasonable reach of Arabia-were scattered to all parts
of the earttl, to China and elsewhere; and I suppose the reason was
that it was feared they might contribute something to our knowledge of
Arabia. I t is true Colonel Lake, the Commanding Officer, was allowed
to go into the Yemen with General Clayton's mission, which went
there last winter. Now there was a man who knew the country inside
out from the outside-he
had never been allowed in-but he wag
allowed as a concession to accompany the mission, to which he proved
of very great service, I believe I am right in saying at his own expenee,
The circumstances in which that mission was sent and returned
stultified were sufficient to show how extraordinarily ignorant the British
Government was of the country and oE the condition. As a matter of
fact, when I heard it had been sent, I wrote a little article to a newspaper
pointing out how very silly it was. I did not think my view would be
vindicated so completely by the failure of the mission, because I thought
the Imam wanted a treaty, and we were going to give him one. But 1
have never understood why the Imam of the Yemen should have
hankered for so many years since the war for a treaty with Great
Britain. I have never understood what he hoped to get from it, and he
must realize by now that the price he would have to pay for the treaty
is the relinquishment of certain territory which he occupies absolutely
wrongly and unlawfully. Of course he haa no right to be there. The
boundary between Yemen and our Protectorate was laid down by a
diplomatic arrangement between Turkey and Great Britain. Neither
of those countries had the slightest right to dispose of one inch of that
territory, and that is why the Imam does not recognize that boundary
line. Major Wilberforce Bell has pointed out that Turkey had a very
shadowy and nebulous authority on one aide and we none on the
other side. That is why the Imam refuse8 to recognize it, and is sitting
on our side of the line to show his right to it. Do we want him to
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leave that territory? If so, it can only be to save our face, because it
is discreditable that he should be sitting on our boundary line and we
unable to turn him out. I s it good to think we have to beg him
to go out, and promise that, it he will go out, we will give him a treaty
in return-a treaty which would be worth nothing to him, because we
do nothing for the tribes on our side ? H a s the British lion fallen so
low that he canuot turn the fox out of his own d e n ? The whole truth
is that it is not worth while to turn the fox out. Leave him there to
look after the vermin-those truculent chieftains who subsist on the
doles received from the British Government. Why waste money on
them? Let the Imam look after them if he wants to. We derive no
benefit from them. So why all this talk of a treaty ? Let us
realize that the mainland of Arabia has no interest for us. Let us go
in there as explorers and merchants, but there is no need of British
political intrusion in the country. I t does no good, and it sets these
Arab chiefs against each other and against us. As regards the Imam,
he must realize some day that if he does not give up this hankering
for a treaty with Great Britain, and turn his attention to securing a
treaty with his powerful neighbour on the north, the new Wahabi
king, he will find that the whole sentiment of Arabia will be in favour
of that monarch, who has made good without any treaty with Great
Britein or British influence behind him. While the Imam hankers for
our treaty, he is challenging Ibn Saud by trying to nibble away a t the
southern part of the province of Asir and add it to his dominions. If
the Imam goes on in that way he will collapse before the ever-growing
might of the Wahabi, and while snatching a t the shadow he will lose
the substance. H e will lose his own territory and never get a bit of
British sympathy or support. We canuot sympathize with or support
him. Only in to-day's paper I saw the report that the Imam has
not seen fit to send a representative to the Moslem Conference, a t the
Present moment being held a t Mecca under the auspices of the new
Wahabi king. That is a very serious omission from the point of view
of the Illlam, and may land him in serious trouble. I should not be
surprised at all-it may seem strange to say so, but I feel encouraged
to say it--for Ibn Saud has risen from very small things to very great
things, and is now practically the only power that counts in the Arabian
world ; and I should not be surprised if in a very few weeks he emerges
Out of the Moslem Conference, and the pilgrimage which will succeed
as the Khalif of Islam. That may seem rather a surprising deduction from present events, but I think everything is shaping in that
direction ; and if that development takes place, I think the Imam will
find that he has made a very great mistake in not sending a representato take part in the election of the Khalif.
It is j ~ such
~ tfacts as these that make it essential that we should
think out and decide on a definite policy. I have indicated what I
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believe to be a right policy-namely, to have nothing to do with the
main land of Arabia. We have Aden, and nobody suggests we should
give it up. Aden and Perim are sufficient: the mainland we do
not want anything to do with. Let us give up the attempt to
petty sheikhs and petty chiefs one against the other, or we shall find
ourselves involved in a quarrel where the only result will be that we
shall have to admit that we cannot help our protkgbs. We
have
to retire and take all the discredit for the failure of our policy. Some
of us believe in the policy of dividing and ruling ; but that does not
apply to Arabia : it would be better to leave it under a single unified
control, as it will be in a short time. Ibn Saud is destined to rule the
whole of Arabia. Let him rule the whole of it, and let us cease to
divide these tribes one against another in our imaginary politicel
interests. But the essential thing is that we should not divide ourselves in dealing with places like Aden and the Yemen. Let us give up
the division of counsels which results from the present state of affairs.
Aden is administered by the India Office, but political questions
affecting the area are dealt with by the Colonial Office and military
questions by the War Office. How can you get a connected policy
arising out of the divided ambitions and counsels of those three Departments ? I should say : Let the Admiralty take over Aden and have done
with it, and leave tho politics of Arabia to look after themselves.
(Applause.)
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-Aden
Admiral RICHRIOND
is of very great importance to us from the sea point of view. You have
a great deal of the trade of Australia and New Zealand, not calling at,
but passing by, Aden when going through those Straits. You have the
whole trade of India, Burmah, Malaya, and Hong Kong, and the
developing trade of East Africa coming that way as well. To have a
secure harbour where your ships can work at that focal point of trade
route, which is the very point a t which the enemy would, if he could,
attack, is of the very greatest importance. The holding of Aden gives
the sea base we require. We should be in a parlous way if an enemy
maritime power had possession of Aden ; who could, if he continued to
hold it, worry all that vaet and important trade which passes in and
out of the Mediterranean by the Red Sea, So far as concerns the
Hinterland I know nothing about that at all. All that matters to us at
sea is to be able to hold the fortress. If anything to do with tho tribes
of the interior affects the holding of the fortress, I am glad we should
work with them as we are working. If it has no effect on holding the
fortress-on which I express no opinion-I agree with Mr. Philb~thst
we have no interest there so far as the sea is concerned.
: Mr. Philby has, I am afraid, rather misunderstood
The LECTURER
what I intended to say about Mr. Wyman Bury. I am sorry if I gave
the impression that I did not appreciate what he had done. I lhinkit

a,lmostcheek of me even to suggest that I should appreciate what he
did, because he did magnificent work. But what I do say, and what I
maintain,is that he has left nothing that is a t all worthy of his doings.
His books are almost gazetteers, and he knew the Yemen so well, and
had taken such an interesting part in its affairs for So many years, that
I still maintain it is the greatest pity that he was not able, before he
died, to give us something really valuable about his experiences in that
country. As regards the political question of our position in Aden and
tho Yemen, I am afraid that, being a serving officer, I am also debarred
from giving my opinion, and, anyhow, it really would not be worth very
much, But I can say this, that the present policy of doing nothing seems
to me to be about the very worst possible thing we could do. A policy
of inertia, has never paid, and yet we have adopted it in this extraordinarily interesting and valuable possession of ours for very nearly a
hundred years. I think we are extremely lucky to have been left there.
The circumstances have been, no doubt, that no other European foreign
power has considered it worth while challenging us in that part of the
world. But that point of view is entirely disappearing. Other nations
are challenging us in that part of the world, and for that reason alone I
think it is high time that we took into consideration the further
political status of Aden, with the idea of improving the situation there.
Aden's position, from the maritime point of view, is one on which I am
not competent to give an opinion. Admiral Richmond says how very
valuable a position it is to us, and that, I have no doubt, is the truth ;
but there is this which you must always take into considerat',ion in
considering Aden, and that is that the main harbour is not available for
ships of very great draught. I t is kept free for ordinary marine
merchant ships with great difficulty, and when the Re~~ozu~z
toolr the
Icing to India in 1911 she could not go into the harbour but had to
wait outside. I do not know whether the Renozv?~
is now to be classed
among our very big ships; perhaps Admiral Richmond could tell us
whether any substantially big ships of modern times could enter into
Aden Harbour. That point of view must, always be considered, There
is not a great depth of water iu the harbour. I do not think there is
anything more that I can llsefully say about this lecture, except to
thank you very much for your patience in listening to it. (Applause.)
The CHAIRMAN
: Ladies and Gentlemen,-It
is entirely beyond my
Powers to add anything at all useful to what has been said. I have
listened to tho lecture and the speeches subsequently made with the
greateat interest. We have all learned a great deal about Aden from
what Major Wilberlorce Bell has told us and from his admirable slides,
which have really given us a view of the whole place ; and we have been
givena, sketch of the history of the country, taking us through the ages
of Turks and Ahyssinians, up to the time when Aden became a British
Poseeaaion in 1839, end on. I think we must all wish that our knowledge
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of the Hinterland should be increased ; Mr. Philby, I have no doubt,
will some day get in by that back door and write a very interesting
book, which will tell us really what is the state of the country. I feel
that the power and greatness of our country is displayed more by these
great links that connect us with the rest of the world than in any other
way. T remember once a, foreign diplomatist saying to me that he had
never realized the power and influence and immense authority of the
British Empire until he had travelled out to the Far East a,nd
observed a t so many points of call the British flag. I t had deeply
impressed him ; and, although it may not be a very pleasant place
to live in, and although, perhaps, we may not feel it necessary to
extend our influence beyond the immediate Hinterland of Aden, it is
important that this link should be preserved to us. I only ask you now
to join me in a most hearty vote of thanks to Major Wilberforce Bell
for his admirable lecture. (Applause.)

ANNIVERSARY MEETING
THEAnniversary Meeting of the Central Asian Society was held at the
Royal United Service Institution, W hitehnll, London, S.W., on Thursday, June 10, 1926, the Right Hon. Sir Maurice de Runsen r re siding.
The CHAIRMAN
opened the proceedings, largely of a formal nature,
by asking the Honorary Secretary, Lieut.-General Sir Raleigh Egerton,
for his report on the year's work.
The HON.SECRETARY(Lieut.-General Sir Raleigh Egerton) : Mr.
Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,-In
February last occurred the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the first efforts taken to found this Society.
They were takon by the late Mr. A. Cotterell Tupp, forn-lerly of the Indian
Civil Service, and Colonel Sir Francis Younghusband, theu a Captain.
They met and formulated the idea of this Society, and in December of
thab year, 1901, the formal meeting was held which established this
Society as a working force. I hope, in an early number of our Journal,
we may be able to get somebody who has been a long time in the
Society to write a comprehensive account of its progress and
activities. You may be interested to know that of those who joined a t
the meeting in December, 1901, and during the following year, 1902, so
far as I can see from our Rules, there are still as many a s nineteen surviving and supporting the Society. I n January, 1902, there were only
30 members, and the rate of increase appears to have been some
what slow for a considerable number of years. I n 1918, when Sir
l3dward Penton made over the Hon. Secretaryship, which he had held
for sixteen years, taking it over shortly after the formation of the Society
from Sir Francis Younghusband, who was the first Honorary Secretary
but gave it up on returning to India, the war had left the Society with
only 130 members. Colonel Yate held office from then until 1923 with
Mr. Stephenson as his collaaguo, and during that time the membership
increased to well over 600. During the past year we have lost 5
members by death, and 24 have resigned. Against those 29 casualties
we have 81 members who have been elected, which gives us a net galin
of 52 members on tho year. (Applause.) Our present strength is 892
'"embers; we cannot reach that mystic 900. When we get to that we
shall want to get to the 1,000. During the past session there have been
eight lectures delivered ; the ninth lecture is to be delivered to-day ; and
the tenth lecture, which waa postponed owing to the strike, will be given
O n July 8 next. The last number of the Joz~rnal for this seaeon will
appear on the first of next month, &nd then we shall complete the full
series for the year. There are certain chsngee occurring in the Council
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and officers of the Society which, with your (jhairmsnpa
I
will read out, he will then put then1 to the lneeting for
Owing to the death of Lord Curzon the office of President became
vacant, and Lord Peel, who has been our Chairman up to now, has
kindly accepted nomination for it. I n his place as Chairman of the
Council, an invitation was sent to Lord Willingdon, who, as you know,
is absent in China. The invitation was sent some considerable timo
ago, and no answer has been received. Since sending the inlitation we
have heard rumours of his-appointment as Governor-Gonerd of Canada,
and these have only to-day been confirmed in the papor ; so the Coonoil
know now that the invitation to Lord Willingdon is not likely to be Mcepted, and they have to consider to whom they shall offer the post of
Chairman of Council. There is another change, for, I am sorry to say
other work claims so much of my time that I am not able to devote sufficient time to the affairs of the Society, so I must regretfully ask the
Society to accept my resignation. I n my place Major-General Sir
William Thomson has been invited, and has kindly accepted the office of
Honorary Secretary. You are going to be asked to re-elect Sir Edward
Penton a s our Honorary Treasurer ; Mrs. Frazer continues as
Illonorary Librarian. Two Vice-Presidents have resigned under the
Rules : Lord Ronaldshay and Lord Carnock. I n their place you will
be asked to elect Major-General Sir Neill Malcolm, and Major-General
Sir Webb Gillman. As to Sir Neill Malcolm, his appointment as VicePresident will make a vacancy among the Members of the Council, es
will the appointment of Sir Webb Gillman also. Sir John Maffeyend
Lieut.-Colonel Yate also disappear from the Members of the Council
under the Rules, and in the place of these four you will be asked to
elect the following-Lieut.-General Sir Wolseley Haig, ~ieut.-Colonel
Sir Cecil Kaye, and myself, leaving one vacancy
: I think we may as well put to the meeting now the
The CHAIRIVIAN
changes which have taken place and have been indicated by Sir Raleigh
Egerton. As regards the new President, Lord Peel, I am sure we are
looking forward to his being a most admirable President ; he has had
great experience, and a t a comparatively young age reached high
Cabinet rank. I think we are fortunate in having obtained his consent
to succeed the late Lord Curzon and be our president. The various
other names Sir Raleigh has mentioned I would also put to the vote,
and ask if the meeting agrees to those appointmentg and chaQle8.
Those who are iu favour kindly signify their assent.
The Resolution was carried unanimously.
: There is a new Rule proposed, and a few s'nall
The SECRETA~W
alterations in existing Rules, which I will now read to You: "The
following new Rule is proposed, and, if passed, will be
16j
a The Council may elect a t their discretion threo Honorary Vice-Prs01
dents of the Society from among ex-members of the counoil
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services to the Society are considered worthy of such recognition.'"
There are several members who have done notable work for the Society
over a considerable period of years, and soma recognition should be
made of the work they have done. They are no longer available for
activework on the Council, and it is felt that it would be the wish of tho
Society to offer them the post of Honorary Vice-President. They have
been active members of the Council, and we have asked them whether
they would accept the honour, and they have expressed their gratification at the suggestion. I will read out the names, and perhaps the
Chairman will put them. The Right Hon. Lord Carnock, G.c.B.,
G.C.M.G. (Chairman of Council 1919 to 1923), the Right Hon. the
Earl of Ronaldshay, G.c.s.I., c+,c.I.E,(Chairman of Council 1908 to
1914), and Lieut.-Colonel A. C. Yate, C.S.I. (Hon. Secretary 1918 to
1923). First of all, I think mo must ask if the now Rule be accepted
authorizing these appointments.
IS the meeting in agreement with that new Rule
The CHAIRMAN:
and the appointments made under i t ? May I ask you to signify in the
usual way ?
The Resolution was carried unanimously.
The SECRETARY:There is one miilor alteration in Rule 13, which
instead of " four years" is to read " not more than four years." The
Rule reads as far as I remewber that a member may serve on the
Council for four years, and then it goes on to say that every year two
senior members will retire. They mag have been on the Council only
one year, and it reads rather curiously to Ray they shall serve on the
Council for four years, and in the next line to say they may resign after
a year or so. Instead of " four years" we think it will be better to say
"not more than four years." Then the existing Rules Nos. 20 and 21,
which reforred to the formation and constitution of the Council, are
very far down in the Rules; aud it is proposed to put them further up
as the Council is so frequently alluded to, and instead of being Nos. 20
and 21 they shall become Rules Nos. 1 2 and 13; and the first sentence
of the existing Rule No. 13, which regards the appointment of the
President, shall be a rule by itself, and numbered 14 ; and the present
Rule 14, together with the present Rule 13, excepting the first sentence
which I have just mentioned, will becoine one Rule, No. 15. Rule 16
will be the new Rule regarding the Honorary Vice-Prcsidents, and the
8ubsequcnt Rules will be all ronumbercd consecutively in accordance
with these changes. 14ules Nos. 13a to 19 will be Rules 17 to 24, and
Rules 17 to 24 will be Rules 25 to 37. Those changes are necessary,
but wa have to get your sanction.
The C H A I R ~ ~ AI Nmay
:
say that all these changes have had the
careful consideration of the Council. They are purely formal, but it was
thought advisable to make them and to explain thcm. I take it that
nleets the approval oI the meeting 1
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The Resolution was unanimously agreed to,
The ~ H A I I ~ M A:N Ladies and Gentlemen,-I have really very little to
addl because I am not the proper occupant of the Chair. I am taking
it in the absence of Lord Peel, who has been Chairman until to-day;
and also in the absence of the new Chairman we are to have, but mhose
name we do not yet know, because of Lord Willingdonpsappointment
to Canada, which makes it impossible for us to look forward to having
him as our Chairman, which I feel sure would have been very welcome
to the Society. But he is called to very high Imperial ofice, and
therefore it is no use reckoning on him any more. We shall have to
elect a Chairman. I feel therefore I am not in my proper place, and
not very competent to review the work of the Society. But I have got
to do one or two things. One is to inform you about the accounts for
1925. I may say with regard to the accounts they seem to be satisfactory. They have been audited by Sir William Thomson and Major
Rynd, and they show a balauce of £55 on current account,'and £25 on
deposit account, and we have now got an investment of £250 in war
stock and war savings certificates, which shows the advance the
Society has made to be able to have such an investment. Although it
is a small one it is slowly growing. That is the condition of our
accounts, and a t all events it is a balance on the right side, which is not
always the case in accounts of this kind. I think Sir Raleigh Egerton
has already mentioned that the membership has got up to 892. That,
of course, is a quite satisfactory number, although we hope to get up to
a still higher membership. I hope that any members who have an
opportunity of inviting others to join the Society, who would be
competent and interested members, will do so in order that our
membership may be still further increased. The year has been a satisfactory one. The Joz~r?zalhas long since taken a recognized place among
publications of its kind. I think many of you have found on looking
into its pages that it contains useful information not to be found elsewhere, so that we may feel the Society is doing useful work in producing it. Our new President, Lord Peel, takes the place of Lord Curzoo,
whose death and whose great loss to the Society ham already been
alluded to. His was, of course, a great name to have as President, and
he took a real interest in the Society. I remember very well having to
write him and ask him if he would be the principal speaker at Our
dinner the year before last. 110 wroto a charming letter ill reply, lo
which he said he felt very much the honour of being president the
Contra1 Asian gociety, and certainly would not think of refusing
iuvitation to address the meeting once more. He bad his heart in
Society, and I believe we shall find ihe same with our new president!'
member of the Cabinet, who has been Secretary of State for India,
filled many other offices, and whom you already know as a very
competent speaker ; and I think we are fortunate in being able to look
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forwardto having him as our President. (Applause.) I do not like to
eit down without referring to the great loss the Society is incurring in
the resignation of the post of Honorary Secretary by Sir Raleigh
Egerton. Few members know better than I-though other members of
Council know equally well-how useful his services have been. He
has filled a place which perhaps was not easily to be filled, because
Colonel Yate had for a very long time conducted the work of Secretary
most admirably, and had been exceedingly helpful in promoting the
interests of the Society; in fact, I think we all know the name of
Colonel Yate is intimately connected with our Society from the very
early days. But since Sir Raleigh has filled the post he has shown a
very great interest in all its work, and has been unremitting in his
attention tlo i t ; and I think his loss will be a very great one. I am
sure you will all join with me in offering the thanks of the Society to
him for the services he has rendered, and which we hope he will go on
rendering although not in the position of Secretary. (Applause.)
Mr. E. R. P. MOON: May I be allowed to dot one " i " in your
valuable address, and that is in reference to the Joz~rizal. I should like
to mention to those who, perhaps, have not been at our dinners, how
our late President, Lord Curzon, always expressed his great appreciation and admiration for the Joz~~.~zal.
Teslilllony from a man like that
to the value of the Joz~wzal will, I am sure, make it more valued by
othcra. (Applause.)

THE KHAIBAR PASS AS THE INVADERS'
ROAD FOR INDIA.
ON various occasions provided by the affairs of the Khaibar, Western
writers have repeated the opinion, which seems to have originated well
back in the nineteenth century, that the seven Great Invaders of
India "-from Alexander in 327-26 ~ . c to
. Nadir Shah in 1738-39made their march eastward through that " narrow sword-cut in the
hills," and crossed the Indus a t Atbock."* The implications of a
single available route to a sole river-crossing, conveyed by the block of
coincident movements, being singular, now easily discredited, and
needing credentials of having ever been accepted, I quote the two
following exan~ples:" Beyond Jam-rud lies the mouth of the I<hyber, that flood-gate
through which the overflow of swarming horde or military monarchy
has again and again poured down into Hindustan."
" I t is certain that Atak has seen the passnge of every conqueror
who has invaded India from Alexander the Groat downwards."t
The belief dies hard, not unnaturally, since it had a respected
literary origin from which it has been handed down in successive
English writings, that origin being, I suggest, a tangle of matters concerning the Kabul River from which was drawn belief in a Greek
traverse of Khaibar.; However this may be, belief in the multiple
and exclusive invasion-uses of the Khaiber is noticeably vnal ci props
in the N.- W.F. Province, through which runs the ancient highway to
India down the Icurram Valley to the Indus-crossing for Dhank0t.g
One cannot but smile to think that the four invaders whose route
this was-Mahmud
of Ghaani, Muhaloolad of Gbor, Chingis Khan,
and 'I'imur Beg-could now entrain a t Thal.11
The Western belief would have died out long ago, no doubt, if
table of particulars of the names and routes of the Seven Invaders h d
been accessible for ready reference by those uofemilier with Indibn

* i . ~ .Atnk
.
Bennres, the ferry-stntion Akbar I'adshsh established, fortified!
n ~ l d~lnlllcdill 1581-83, at the N.\V. limit (ntnli) of his ernpirc.
t The ?'i,,trr, Fobrunry 24, 1924, rind I'vIllrmy'g Handbook of the panjsb,
lHH3, p. 269.
f Seu / " ) s t , the Xlcxander ,gochion.
illleert~~inty
as to tile position of ])hnllkot ( v n r . ) is re~olved
1)istrirt hInp. Sheet 15, 1H6(i, wllioh enters it on tho riser at the foot of DunkoteSir. Tllc town was destroyed by the flood of 1841.
11 llseful reference book, guiding to othcrg, is Elliot and Dowson's " HiatorJ'
of Intlirb ns told by its own Hi8torians."
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history. But to prepare such a useful table ab ilzitio must be laborious.
The period is 2,000 years ; the information is scattered through many
books; its road of research is beset with pitfalls ; no one seems to
have demanded to be told the routes until the activities of the N.-W.F.
Province urged it. I t is with pleasure that I proffer with these notes
a concise statement of dates and routes which has entailed the
less labour to me that my own book-work has enforced a delightful
acquaintance with the literature and survey maps of Babur Padshah's
territories, the north-western portion of which included the Kabul
Valley and a wide circle of adjacent lands.

THE SEVEN GREAT INVADERS O F INDIA.

I

I. Alexander of Mace- 327 B.C. : Charilrar to
don; b. 356 L C . ,
Charsadda, moving
d. 323.
between the eastern
i
Hindu-lroh and the
Kabul River.
1

I

'

11. S1. RIahlllud of Ghaani, Paiwar, K n r Gllazni, T u r k ;
rain Valley to boatI b. 967, d. 1030.
slation for Dhanlrot.

1

1'

None.

At or near Und,
1 5 miles above
silie of " Attocli " ,
(1583).

None.

I

Ghazni, Paiwar, Kurrun1 Valley to bontstation for Dhanliot.

None.

I IV. Timucin, Chingiz
/

1

I

!

1222 : Ballth, Hamian, !
Khan, Turk by
J3urwa11, Iqurrnin ,
f t r 111.il
y ; b. 1164,
Valley, Indus, KO'd. 1405.
hut, I'eshawar Plain,
Uajaur; returned by
salne route.

None.

1408: S a i n a r k n n d , '
A 11d a r-n b, B a d d t '
shan, l'ang-sher
Pnss, I h b u l , Pniwar,
Icurrarn Valley, Ia- ,
dus.

None.

T o nnd from
Dhanlrot.
I

Never crossed.

/
I

I

/
i

I

I

!

I
I

T o a n d froill
Dhanliot.

1
I

I

I

I

VI. Babur I ' a d s h ~ h , * 1619 : Bajnur to Char- S c v e r a I. F o u r tililes by the
171'1)1,11 r i, 1i T 11 T k ;
Thc Pass ford in Charb. 1.183, d. 1630.
1525 : I(abu1, I(11aibnr w a s a
sa d d a ; o n c e
t o N i l - n b, 1 5
l'nss, Indlls 15 inilcs r o a d in
below .' httook."
his own l llliles below the
1 territory. 1 site of Atalr.

1

I

1

!

1
I
, l - 1738.29: Rnbol, l<hni- Oncc, and T O n n d f r o l n !
sll(r1.T111.1i
; 1,. 1687,
b n r , I l ~ d u s returlied
;
on return
"Attoclc" (Atnk). j
(1. 1747.
b.y same route.
route.
.k

NO surlllise is entered as to routes followed in !cars
not survived.

of which record

THE KHAIBAR PASS AS THE
I. ALEXANDER'SKABULC A M P A ~ Q ~ ,
327-26 B.C.

" M a r k i n g a searcher's track, h.is dead ol,inions lie."
Amongst the curiosities of literature few can be more singularor
more entangled than the episode of the addition of the Khaiber pass
and the Atak Ferry-made in the thirties of the nineteenth century-to
a route-order issued by Alexander some 2,000 years earlier. That order
was that Hepbzstion and Perdiccas, commanders of the main army
(90,000), should go (from the Koh-danzan) into 61PeukelaotisJt
(th
nzodern Charsadda sz~bdivisionof the Pes hawar Dist~ict,lying along the
Landai between the Inclz~sand the Swat), end there make preparation
for crossing the Indus. I t s brevity pre-supposed acquaintance with
the road, but, in any case, whatever the Greeks had learned was supplemented by the expert guidance of Hindu allies who acco~npsnied
the entire march eastwards.
Peukelaotis " had marked advantages ;
it included the Hind Ferry (Und, Ohind, var.), to which goes the
ancient BaJkh-Labor trade road, precisely suiting Alexander's advance
for India, and it may have included the ford used by Babur Padshab,
below Topi (now the Pihur-Dal?lzohat-ferry ?).
What I shall say of the Greek routes to the Indus has been shown to
me by Babur-nama work that has enforced close attention to maps and
books concerning the Kabul Valley and its border-lands. Earlier commentators on Arrian's Anabasis are likely to have seen and said what
these notes contain, but before writing of the routes I shall give a few
examples of the intricacy inherent in the whole matter or imported by
the Khaibar-Attock theory, examples which, it may be said at once,
oppose its acceptance.
Obvious objections to accepting the modern additions are these :They seem to have no textual warrant. If the feat of getting 90,OoO
men, with the impodinrenta of 120,000, through the Khaibar and thrice
across the Kabul River in May (i.e., near Jalulabad, from Poshaluar
into Charsaclda, and thcsce back for Atak) had been achieved, it would
have been chronicled ; we hear even of the stony bed of ~anjkoraand of
difficulty in crossing the river (kho) of Alangar. The new route is the
longer from its ddtorir. I t withdraws a force of 90,000 behind difficult river and into a, pass-gully, and thus precludes co-operation with
hard-fighting force of 30,000. This cannot have been. ~lexander
ordered the main army to obtain submission from all towns on jta
road : immured for thirty-three milee in Iihaibhr, how obey? I PBe0
on to less obvious matters.
1. The earliest mention I have seen of l ' A t t ~ ~ k , " Ale*snder1s
crossing-place of Indus, is made by H. H. Wilson in the AriaM
ilntiqzca (Lond., 1841, pp. 137, 192). As being his, it would be acoepted
unhesitfitingly. Discussing the navigation value6 of the InduglDd
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the Kabul River, he says of the former, " I t s upper part was descended by
Alexander to Attock in boats, and, in fact, it is navigable for 40 m.
above that fortress" (Fort Atak Belzares) " to the vicinity of its ddbozbclze from the mountains." (N.B.-Amb is forty miles above Atak.)
Wilson will not have written this without warrant. The limit of
navigation on the Indus has been for many years fixed in
gazetteers at a little above Atak, higher than which are the rocks and
rapids of the tumultuous meeting of Indus and Landai. But may not
Wilson have been right? Though his book was published in 1841,
the statement quoted above seems to have been written earlier (?1833) ;
hence I suggest what may support Wilson's statement. The Hazara
Settlement Report (1876, Cap. E. G. Wace) says, perhaps commenting
on Wilson : " The Indus was not navigable above Dal Mohat Ferry in
1876, and boats did not ordinarily ply above Attock." But between
1833 and 1876 there occurred what may have left both the opposed
statements correct-namely, the Indus flood of June, 1841, in which
the river, flinging itself through its defile like a high wall oE rocks,
dQbris,and mud, held up the Kabul River (Landai) for twenty miles
to Nisatta during twelve hours. I s it not conjecturable that, as its
momentum lessened in its widened bed, the resolution of the forces
of its forward fling and of the side-thrust of the imprisoned Landai let
fall the Indus-burden of rocks near the confluence of the two rivers
where now stretches the bar to the upward navigation of the Indus?
May not Wilson have been right even in 1841 ?*
2. My second example is provided by Grote (H. of G., 1888,
x. 168) when he says : " I t is presumed, probably enough, that
Alexander crossed the Indus a t Attock, the passage now frequented."
It is true that the ferry was so in 1888, and was established in 1583,
but Babur's ferry was at Nil-ab, fifteen miles lower, in the Indus-Haro
duab, and once alone crossed (December 16, 1525).i What I have said
does not exhaust the opportunities for mistake about conditions existent
2,000 years earlier, since study of the Indus has taught us that it
has for ages pushed its course westwards across the Panjab ; it was
near Fort Atak in 1583-where was it some 2,000 years earlier ?
3. This entry is important, since it shows that the additions once
appeared justified, and at a later date were rejected ; they were admitted (one or both) to the Imperial Gazetteer of India in 1883,
and to the Encyclop~edia Britannica in 1902. Neither Rppears in
the most recent editions of these greet works, respectively in 1907
and 1910, where Ohind (the Hind Ferry of Charsadda) replaces Atak.
One would wish to learn the specific ground on which " Khaibar

"

For a graphic account of the ascent by boat of the Indus from Khairabad to
Marer eee the Report of the Isazai Campaign, 1893 (Cap. A. N. Mason).
t Changes in tho rivar are indicated by there having been an " Old Nil-ab "
( B . in B . , 8.n.).
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and Atak" were accepted as correct additions to an order which
needed none. Not to dwell, however, on matters so obvious as that
the early acceptors were pioneer observers of the Kabul Valley, or on
the prominence of both the additions on the Panjab-Kabul road,
I suggest a simple and covering explanation, having the double use of
disclosing both the origin of the unwanted additions, and the creation
since 327 B.G. of a modern Kabul River.
This explanation is one of mistake and confusion due to disparate
knowledge of the river of the Kabul Valley,':' possessed, on the one hand,
by Alexander, hie " literary Greeks " (Grote), the geographers Strabo
and Ptolemy, with other well-informed Greeks (mentioned in McCrindle's
volumes), and, on the other hand, by the group oE Western entrants
into the valley in the nineteenth century (and later). The disparity is
shown by the words and opinions of each group to be the result of the
circumstances that whereas the Greeks, entering the valley into the
Iiohietan, knew the Iiabul River whole, as Orientals know it, from its
source in the uttermost parts of Paropamisus (q~lzdert l ~ eKl~nwnk
Pass [11,640 feet] of H~~z~zL-JCOIL
[ ~ z L s ~ Lto] ) its
, ~ outfall in the Indus
(2,079 feet), the Western group, entrants for the most part from the
Panjab, appear to have known its lower course alone, from the Indus
to near Jalalabad, and this mistaken1y.f
Here and there question stirs about the composition of the new
river (cf. Prov. Gax. of Iinbul, s.9~.K a b d Rive?,),and even brief observation finds it misfitting that the " rivulet " which brings from the Unai
Pass all that the cultivators on its head waters do not use-it is fordable neer Kabul after a forty-mile run-should
be said to receive the
great and swilt Logar as its tributary ; moreover, the " hair-pin " curve
the Logar is supposed to tnake into l 6 P a n j ~ h e "r is a surprise.
Survey maps, ours not alone, delineating rivers whole, agree here
with Greek and Oriental opinion, and I have chanced on two cases of
repudia.tion of the new Kabul River, as being the river of the valley.$
The working-out of imperfect modern acquaintance with the I<ophen
seems to have been that the Western group, unaware that the Kophen
Arrian says the Greek army crossed, is the upper course of the Kabul
Rivpr and skirts Roh-daman,(l transferred the Greek main army some
-

'

-

* Not of Rnhul town. I t hns been known ns t h e Icubhn of n Vedic h y m n
(Mc.C., 1885, p. H8), Prrsinn Ao-i-Xrthq~Z(Greek, Rophcqz), Tirnlir and 13nbur's
naran, t,11c English Rnbul Ri\rer.
t For n limitation in the n w of h t s h see B. i n R., p. 486.
Its mnin lippcr course hns been snpposecl tributnry and named P ~ n j s h e ;r
to its thus truncntcd Lnndai-Ningnnhnr rcnchcs n new upper courRe hns hecn
given-viz., Lognr-cniii-affluents, nnd to the whole river n now sourcp, Rome 150
milcu south-west of its own nenr Iqhnwnlc (nnrl under the 7Jnni Pn.98 [8,000 feet]
of Koh-hnbn).
One WilRon mentions; the other is thnt of 8nyyicl CJ1lul:~m M u h n l ~ ~ ~ n n d ,
twicc Wnrren H n s t i n p ' envoy to the Court in TZnbul.
( 1 One writer, indeed, transferred Alexnndcr nnd his 30,000 n,l~o,who attackcd
the Aspii on Rnfed T<oh n,nd ronqncred tho wl~olerange.
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sixty miles to the south-west of Charikar, to the only " Kophen " of
which they had information, and there crossed the 90,000 men and
their belongings into Ningnahar, one writer fixing the crossing-place
a t the ford of our Hussars' disaster in 1879.
Contemporary writings reveal that anxious thought and ingenuity
were spent in trying to adjust Arrian's statement to imperfect modern
information about tho Kabul River. It would have been a labour worthy
of even Alexander to get those 90,000 men and their belongings across
into Ningnahar with the river in May flood. One is certain the escorting Hindu chiefs did not counsel the attempt. But if the tour de plume
were carried out and the crossing overcome, bhere would be no ihoice
-return being unthinkable-the Indus had to be reached, and how
except through the Khaibar, and how from Jamrud, but by what was
the ordinary ferry of the nineteenth century? Thus I suggest the
origin of the modern route as that also of the modern river.
There may be another explanation. We are not assured that 2,000
years ago there flowed a river to be crossed a t the later Fort Atak; are
we better assured that there existed a Khaibar gully through which
a great army could toil ? *
Arrian's well-authenticated narrative t of Alexander's Indian expedition, taken with its supplement of details from other Greek writers,
allows the following summary :
1. The entire campaign was waged within an irregular quadrilateral, bounded north by the foot-hills of Hindu-koh and its extensions towards the Indus; south by the Ning-nahar and Landai reaches
of the I h b u l River ; east by the Indus ; and west by tho Kophen (here
U ~ e Kabul
r
River, mod. Pnnjs her).
2. This quadrilateral was entered by the Greek army (120,000) in
two divisions, one under Alexander's own commsnd, and consisting of
30,000 picked, light-armed troops led by Craterus, the other of the
main army, some 90,000, under E1eph;estion and Perdiceaq. I t crossed
the Xophen eastwards, from its camp on the west bank of the river
to the road running along its eastern bank from the Panjsher Valley
southwards. This road Alexander seems to have left at once to attack
the Aapii, but H e p h ~ s t i o n ' sforce to have followed to near Mandrawar, and thence, I suggest, to have taken the Kunar road, and (as
it is known that the main army wag first in Peukelaotia) to have
turned off a t Kunar (town) or Pasbat, from either of which place8
Charsadda is ert~ilyreached.

*

I have not noticed refcrcnce in writing^ concerning the Ichoibnr road of

2,000 years back, to the Ab-Khano, the Mullo-gori, or the Karnpa roads
(Masson I., 147, 233).
t For list of Arrian's sources see McCrindlaln Ancient History of Indis''
1893, nnd new edition, 1896.
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in considering- the routes of the campaign it is useful to form an
opinion as to the position of the Greek camp, I enumerate various
matters which locate it as in the Koh-daman and near headquarters
(Alexandria) :-(I) The convenience of all concernad, for arrivals and
departures across the passes or to the Indus ; also for ease of access
to the Kohistan grazing-grounds, to the hunting, fishing, fowling, and
fertile villages none have described better thau Bebur ; (2) nearness
to the Trivium of trade roads near Charikar (forty miles north of
Kabul) ; (3) Alexander's rule to cross rivers high on their course ;
(4) that he seems to have gone a t once, after reaching the eastern
bank of the Kophen, into the high mountain tract in which rises the
Kho-es, which I take to be the Iiho(-asps)-i.e., river of the Aspii
(Bnbzbr's Kaz~,Mnsson's liow) he first attacked ; (5) on a differing ground,
as locating four places to the east of Charikar-(a) Alexandria, from
which, as headquarters, Alexander will have started to join his contingent, (b) N i k ~ a ,to which having come he sacrificed to Pallas
Athene, (c and d) the camp and the Kophen, to which latter he is said
to have proceeded."
The campaign opened with the well-known division of the army :(1) Alexander's contingent which attacked successive tribes of the
foot-hillsfrom Alaugar Valley to beyond Bajaur, whence he descended
(by Malakand ?) into Peukelaotis " (Charsadda) ; and (2) Hephaestion's
great force, with which went Taxiles and other Hindu chiefs, under
orders to go into Peukelaotis," and there to prepare for crossing the
Indus. - In the end his orders were carried out; the whole army
reassembled (after llluch fighting by both divisions) in Peukelaotis,
and all crossed, from a riverside town of the State (Stmbo), by the
Hind Ferry (Ol~iltd,Jiflee~tmiles above Akbar's Fort Atalc), the Indus
terminus of the through trade-route from Balkh to Lahore. This route
precisely suited an eastward march from near Charikar to Charsadda,
sinoe by it, from time immemorial, horse-dealers have brought Balkhi
horses into the Kohistan to get into condition for the Indian market;
on those same lands will the horses of the Greek army have
recuperated or their numbers have beeu brought up to due strength.
w e know Alexander's own route from his sucoeesive encounters
with the tribesmen of the foot-hills, for making which the road served
as a base-line for advance on position after position. This is the
ancient military road of invasion; it is, indeed, the frequented road
from the Hindu-Kush passes to the Indus.
That the Hindu allies would guide the Greek main army by this
road seems obvious ; Taxileg (ruler also of Amb) will have used it to
reach tho Groek camp on the Kophen, where he and his fellow-chiefs
AS

"

Arrian, Lib. IV. cnp. xx. and Raphellius, Gr.-Lat. p. 314; Rook@,1. 2029
266 ; Mccrindlo, new edition, 1896 ; Phillips' and other atlases ; Masson, 111.
~ i ifor
. vnlnnblc matter nbout Bigram.
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waited on Alexander. The brief royal order was sufficient for those
who knew the country. I t was Babur's road to Bajaur, thence to the
then desolate Charsadda, and thence to the ford in the same state he
used frequently.*
I now venture to suggest that for the main army to advance by the
same military r o ~ dwould have the advantage of explaining why
Alexander should have attacked the tribesmen, a matter I have not
chanced to find acceptably explained. H e is sometilnes said to have
done it and have placed garrisons in order to secure a road of retreat,
but he had no thought of return through Kabul; had he been compelled to retreat from Trans-Indus India, there were better ways out
into lands held by his own troops on the south, than the difficult Kabul
Valley. Moreover, his garrisons could hardly have held their own,
when his army had left them isolated. Nor does it seem reasonable
that-as might be surmised-the attacks on the tribes were made with
commissariat intentions ; Alexander had as close companions
men of
high rank; for him and them to raid personally for cattle and corn seems
misfitting. I have once seen it suggested that the main army took the
Iiunar road in order to protect the royal contingent. If one considers
the narrow horse and camel roads, and into what thin line the 90,000
of H e p h ~ s t i o n ' sforce would file on and on along the road, it seems not
unsuitable to explain
the action of the two divisions as co-operative,
Alexander protecting Hephzstion's force as it moved eastward, by
holding up the valiant, looting tribesmen, who, familiar with every
point of vantage, could have destroyed even a great army in detail.
The garrisons were temporary, one surmises, rejoining when the
advance of the whole force permitted. These suggestions of a lay
person about military matters are entirely diffident. What prompts
then1 in part is that the Hindu and Buddhist peoples of the V d e y
must have desired to speed the Greek army across the Indus a9
greatly a8 the Greeks must have done to leave Kabul for Hindustan.
The tribesmen were the common and perennial enemy from whom
attack would be expected. Alexander had crossed country and had
held up the Aspii from a long stretch of Rephsstion's road; the Process could be repeated and repeated. Hence, concerted protective action
on either side against the brave and stubborn tribesmen.
I n concluding these brief notea, I wish to express my regret that
in them episodes of the greatest interest couldnot be touched, ~.mong8~
them being thoae of Massaga, Nysa, and Aornos. These, however, are
all aside from the matter of routes.
ANNETTE Pi. BEVERIDOE.

(To be co?zt.in~tcrl.
)

t The routes h e t w c m Chnrilcnr and the Hind Fcrry are well shown on the
G. pf 1. allrvey mnps Naa. 38 and 43 (Kabul end Knshniir), reprinted lg2:',On
wlllch ~llaunlythe n ~ n paccompanying thesc notes is hnscd.

SIR AUREL STEIN'S IDENTIFICATION OF
AORNOS.
THE sudden appearance of the name Aornos in the headings of the
daily Press must have discouraged some readers, intrigued others, and
awakened in a select minority the delicate and soothing sensation of
superior knowledge. To the latter the name Aornos would possess all
the unction of that blessed word Mesopotamia." Still even for those
whose immediate mental reaction yielded, " A mountain stronghold in
the north-west of India captured with difliculty by Alexander," it is,
perha,ps, not without interest to refresh their knowledge.
The capture of Aornos was the last condition necessary to make
possible, or at least to justify, tho invasion of India east of the Indus.
I11 329 u.c. Alexander had established himself 011 the frontiers of
India at Kandahar, where he founded the city of ~lexandria-among-theArachosians. I n the winter of 329-328 n.c. he pushed north and possessed
himself of the upper Kabul Valley, where again, according to his
custom, he consolidated his position by establishing cities, Alexandriaunder-the-Caucasus and Nikaia. But before addressing himself to
India he thought it necessary to dispose of the last remains of the
Persian Empire lingering in Central Asia. An expedition to the
Jaxartes (Syr Daria) occupied him and his forces till May 327, when
hc arrived back a t the latest Alexandria. H e now called on the chiefs
of the lower Kabul Valley and the Raja of Taxila to come in to him.
They did so without demur and notified their submiseion, and the direct
route to India now lay open to him.
There remained, howover, tho independent tribes occupying the hill
country lying to the north of the Tiabul River, the inhabitants of the
Iiunnr, l'nnjkora and Swnt Valleys, who showed no signs of submission,
and unless disposctl of would constitute a serious danger in his rear
and to his line of co~nlnunicationswith Alexandria-uuder-the-Caucasus.
He accordingly dccided to deal with them in detail. IIe divided his
force into two divisionn.
One division he despatched under
E l i . ~ h d 8 t i ~and
n Perdilckas by the direct route to tho Indus, where
might make arrangements for the crossing of the river, while 110
11im501f with tho rclnainder of the troops took a more northerly route
through the hill country.
Scholars' e ~ t i m a t e sfroln tho available data of the strength of his
total forces at thin period vary froln 85,000 to a minimum of 25,000 or
30~000men. Tho strength of the force lny in its Tjluropean elements,
269
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first and forelnost the Macedonian regiments and then Greek and other
mercenaries, but these were re-enforced by native contingents who had
joined him a t the various stages of his march from Persia onwarda,
Alexander dealt successfully with a series of tribes and of towna or
" cities," which appear to have been numerous in a region where there
are now none. The sites of most of these " cities " cannot be identified
with any certainty, and the population, which was Indian," cannot
be regarded as the ancestors of the Afghan and Pathan tribes now
occupying this region. The existence of cities, or even towns, seems to
indicate a higher state of material and social organization, which must
have persisted into the days of Buddhism, till the state of thinga
described by the Chinese Pilgrims, the last and chief of whom'was
Riouen Tsang (A.D. 629-645), was reached.
Advancing apparently up the Kunar Valley and thence through
Bajaur, Alexander disposed of the Aspasians. Then crossing the Gouraios,
(Panjkora) he attacked the Assak~niansand captured their principal
city, Massaga, after a strenuous siege, in the course of which the
Assak~nianchief was killed. Massaga appears to have been in Swiit.
After this he invested and reduced two unidentified "cities," Bazira
and Ora.
These successful operations led up to the final episode of Aornos,
for, as Arrian says : " When the inhabitants of Bazira heard that Ora
had fallen, they regarded their case as desperate, and at the dead 01
night fled from their city to the Rock, as all the other Barbarians were
doing, for having left their cities they were fleeing to the rock in that
land called Aornos." I n the first place, however, he took up the
thread of things in the lower Kabul Valley, down which Hcphaistion
aud Perdikkas had advanced to the Indus, establishing on their way
a post a t Orobatis, probably near the nod ern Nowshera. Alexander
received the submission of Peukela~tis,identified with ~ushkelzvati
as the modern Chiraadda, and then occupied himself in reducing
other towns-some small ones-near the Indus." He is then reported
a8 " reaching Embolina, a city cloee adjoining the rock of Aornog."
The quotations are from Arrian, whose account of ~lexanderis "the
most complete and trustworthy that we possese."
Flavius Arrianus, of Nicomedia, in Bithynia, was born about *.D.96.
Ho was appointed Governor of Cappadocia by Hadrian, who held him
in high esteem. H e was a historian and philosopher of repute and a
military commander and a military writer of ability. His chief work
is the " Anabaais of Alexander," for which he claims as his principal
authorities Ptolerny, sou of Lagos, of Aornos fame and afterwards king
of Egypt, and Aristoboulos of Cassandreia who also a c c o m ~ e ~ ~ ~
Alexander.
We may follow Arrian through his account of Aornos and its
capture. After recording the flight of the ~ a r b a r i r n sto this place
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refuge,he re~uarksthat there was a report concerning it that it had
been found impregnable by Herakles. Sharing an old difficulty with
Herodotus (11.43), he does not know which Herakles was meant, the
Theban, tbe Tyrian, or the Egyptian. But he personally discredits the
whole story. He continues :
The rock is said to have a circuit of about 200 stadia, and a t its
lowest elevation a height of 11 stadia." (These figures represent about
23 miles and 6,700 feet respectively. Diodorus gives the measurements
as 100 stadia and 16 stadia). " I t was ascended by a single path cut
by the hand of man, yet difficult. On the summit of the rock there
was, it is also said, plenty of pure water which gushed out from a
copious spring. There was timber besides, and as much good arable
land as required for its cultivation the labour of a thousand men.
Alexander on learning these particulars was seized with an ardent
desire to capture this mountain also, the story current about Herakles
not being the least of the incentives. With this in view he made Ora
and Massaga strongholds for bridling the districts around thorn, and a t
the same time strengthened the defences of Bazira."
After this follows the expedition to the Lower I h b u l Valley
mentioned above. Then :
" On reaching Embolima, a city close adjoining the rock of Aoruos,
he there left Krateros with a part of the army to gather into the city
as much corn as possible and all other requisites for a long stay, that
the Macedonians having this place as the basis of their operations
might, during a protracted siege, wear out the defenders of the rock by
famino, should it fail to be captured a t the first assault. H e himself then advanced to the rock, taking with him the archers, the
Agrianians, the brigade of Koinos, the lightest and best-armed men
selected from the remainder of the phalanx, 200 of the colnpanion
cavalry, and 100 horse-archers. At the end of the day's march ho
encamped on what he took to be a convenient site. The next day he
advanced a little nearer to the rock, and again encamped.
" Some men thereupon who belonged to the neighbourhood came
to him, and after offering their submission undertook to guide him to
the most assailable part of the rock, that from which it would not be
dificult to capture the place. Wit11 these lnen he sent Ptolamy, the
001-1 of Lagos, a member of tho bodyguard, leading the Agrianians and
the other light-armed troops and the selected hypaspists, and directed
him, on securing the position, to hold it with a strong guard and to
signal to him when he had occupied it. Ptolemy, who followed arouto
which proved rough and otherwise dilEcult to traverse, succeeded in
Occupyi~gthe position without being perceived by the barbarians. The
whole circuit of this he fortified with a palisade and a trench, and then
raised a beacon on the mountain from which the flame Was likely to be
seen by Alexander. Alexander did eee it, and next day moved forward
of
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with his army, but as the barbarians obstructed his progress he
do nothing more on account of the difficult nature of the ground,
When the barbarians perceived that Alexander had found an attack to
be impracticable, they turned round, and in full force fell upon
Ptolemy's men. Between these and the &!laoedonians hard fighting
ensued, the Indians making strenuous efforts to destroy the palisade
by tearing up the stakes, and Ptolemy to guard and maintain his
position. The barbarians were worsted in the skirmish and when night
began to fall withdrew.
" From the Indian deserters Alexander selected one who knew the
country and could otherwise be trusted, and sent him by night to
Ptolemy with a letter importing that when he himself assailed the
rock, Ptolemy should no longer content himself with defending his
position but should fall upon the barbarians on the mountain, so that
the Indians, being attacked in front and rear, inight be perplexed how
to act. Alexander, starting a t daybreak from his camp, led his army
by the route followed by Ptolemy when he went up unobserved, being
convinced that if he forced a passage that way, and effected a junction
with Ptolemy's men, the work still before him would not then be
diflicult ; and so it turned out, for up to mid-day there continued to be
hard fighting between the Indians and the Macedonians-the latter
forcing their way up the ascent, while the former plied them with
missiles as they ascended. But as the Macedonians did not slacken
their efforts, ascending the one after the other, while those in advance
paused to rest, they gained with much pain and toil the summit of the
pass early in the afternoon, and joined Ptolelny's men. His troops
being now all united, Alexander put them again in motion and led
them against the rock itself; but to get close up to it was not yet
practicable. So came this day to its end.
" Next day a t dawn he ordered the soldiers to cut a hundred stake0
per man. When the stakes had been cut he began piling them up
towards the rock (beginning from the crown of the hill on which the
camp had been pitched) to form a great mound, whence he thought it
would be possible for arrows and missiles shot from engines to reach
the defenders. Everyone took part in the work, helping to advance the
mound. Alexander himself was present to superintend, colllmending
those that were intent on getting the work done, and chastising any one
that s t the moment was idling.
" The army by the first day's work extended the mound the length
of a stadium [circa 200 yards], and on the following day the slingera
slinging stones a t the Indians from the mound just constructedl and
boltn shot at them from the engines, drove then] back whenever
sallied out to attack the men engaged upon the mound. The work
piling it up thus went ou for three days, without intertniaaio~~
when On
the fourth day a few bIacedooirns forced their way to a small hi'1
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whichwas on a level with the rock, and occupied its crest. Alexander
without ever resting drove the mound towards the hill which the handful of men had occupied, his object being to join the two together.
But the Indians, terror-struck, both by the unheard-of audacity of
the Macedonians in forcing their way to the hill, and also by seeing that
this position was now connected with the mound, abstained from further
resistance, and, sending their herald to Alexander, professed they were
willing to surrender the rock if he granted them terms of capitulation.
But the purpose they had in view was to consume the day in spinning
out negotiations, and to disperse by night to their various homes.
When Alexander saw this he allowed them to start off as well as to
withdraw the sentinels from the whole circle of outposts. H e did not
himself stir until they began their retreat, but when they did so, he took
with him 700 of the bodyguards and the hypaspists and scaled the rock
at the point abandoned by the enemy. H e was himself the first to
reach the top, the Macedonians ascending after him pulling one another
up, some at one place and some a t another. Then a t a preconcerted
signal they turned upon the retreating barbarians and slew many of
them in the flight, besides so terrifying some others that in retreating they
flung themselves down the precipices, and were in consequence dashed
to death. Alexander thus became master of the rock which had baffled
Heraklas himself. H e sacrificed upon it and built a fort, giving the
command of its garrison to Sisikottos, who long before had in Baktra
deserted from the Indians to Bessos, but after Alexander had conquered
the Baktrian land served in his army, and showed himself a man worthy
of all confidence."
After the capture of Aornos and a few minor operations probably
to the north of it, Alexander returned to the Indus and then proceeded
by a difficult route to join Hliphaistion and Perdikkas, who had now
constructed a bridge over tho Indus, roba ably at Ohind, sixteen milee
north of Attock. According to Curtius the march from Embolima,
near Aornos, to the bridge occupied sixteen days. Progress was no
doubt slow owing to the nature of the country.
This is the story of Aornos, as we have received it, according to
the best authority, and it contains the principal data available to us
for the identification of Aornos on the ground. The story and the data
are given wit11 some variation by our other informants, Quiutus Curtius
Rufus and DiOdorus Siculus. One important feature of the site, which
is not mentioned by Arriao, is recorded by both these authorities.
They say that the base of tho Rock (according to Diudorua on its
southern side) was washed by tho Iliver Indus. This is further supPorted by Strabo S V . , (;r7 (cited by McCrindle).
The question of the identification of Aornos has occupied European
minds for the last ninety yeare. I n 183G General P. Court expressed
the opiuion that " it is prol,ably the castle which was opposite Attak,
11
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and the vestiges of which we see upon the summit of the mountain, lts
foundation is attributed to Raja Hodi." I n 1848 General A, cunningham advanced a claim for RBni-gat, sixteen miles north by west of
Ohind. This among other difficulties entailed reducing Aornog to a
height of 1,000 feet, " which is, however," General Cunningham
remarks, " a very great height for so large a fortress."
I n 1854 General Abbott discussed the question at length, and con.
cluded that MahZban Hill is the most probable site of Aornos. This
idea was combated in 1863 by Mr. Loewenthal, " a learned missionary,"
who pressed the case originated by General Court for Raja Hodi's fort
a t Attak. Abbott replied, reiterating his conviction that "the MahiIban
is the Aornos of history," though he thinks that the question is I( still
open to discussion." I n giving the above summary of claims and
counter-claims in his "Ancient Geography of India," published in
1871, Cunningham still pushes his own favourite, Riini-gat.
On the whole, however, Abbott's Mahzban held the field till 1904,
when Sir Aurel Stein was able to visit the mountain, and found it
quite unlike the classic descriptions of Aornos and quite unlike Abbott's
description of itself. I n his " Report of Archaeological Survey Work
in the North-West Frontier Province, etc.," for 1904-05, Stein excuse8
Abbott by remarking that he had only seen MahBban from a considerable distance and from the side of HazZra. I t appears to have been a
case of distance lending more than enchantment to the view as seen
by the eye of preconception and faitb.. Stein's report, in fact, killed
the MahZban theory. I t was apparently only in ignorance of it that
Mr. E. R. Bevan, in the " Encycloplndia Britannica (1910-11), i. 548,
wrote that "the best opinion now confirms Abbott's identification of
Aornos with MahZban." Later, in the " Cambridge History of India"
(1922), i. 356, he says: " Unfortuuately, it has so far been impossible
to fit the Greek description of Aornos to any rocky height noted in the
country to-day," and refers to Vincent Smith's "Early History of
India," 1914 edition. Vincent Smith had rejected Yah~bbanon Stein's
showing and also on other grounds, and said : " I agree with Sir Bindon
Blood that Aornos must be looked for on the Indue higher U P than
MahZban, and perhaps near Baio, which is above the sharp bend
above ICotkai." That would appear to bo somewhere in the neighbourhood of Sir Aurel Stein's present discovery.
Sir Aurel himself, in rejecting in 1905 tho attelnpted identification of
MahBban with Aornos, had said, prophetically as it would now appear :
" Considering how vague the geographical data are which our
sources furnish, and how little we know aa yet about the detailed
topography of the mountain tracts which lie along the Indug towerds
Uuner and Swat, there still remains a possibility of our having look
for Aornoe higher up the great river." Uut he wes prepared for
possible disappointment, and was ready in that case to fall baok On
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possible alternative discovery-that
the record of the Aornos episode
wag not of a truly historical character."
Now, twenty-one years later, he claims to have succeeded in the
realization of the first alternative. According to the Simla correspondent of The Times,Sir Aurel Stein, travelling in the mountain
tracts of the Ghorband, I(ana, and Chakesar between the Indus and
the Swat watershed," found that "the range trending eastwards from
the Swat-Indus watershed ends between the valleys of the Ghorband
and Chakesar in a high-detached spur. This overlooks a big bend of
the Indus, with a high peak above. The range is almost level for two
miles, and is now used as a summer grazing ground, with a space for
cultivation, known locally as Pirsar-that is, ' Holy Man's Height.'
Sir Aurel Stein is convinced that all the topographical features of this
plateau agree very closely with Greek accounts of Aornos, and that
the site has been found a t last. No genuine local tradition survives
of Alexander's conquest. The rugged peak immediately above still
bears the name Una."
This reference to the name Una seems to imply that Sir Aurel
Stein regards it as representing the original name of which Aornos
we9 the Greek rendering. That is a question for the philologists.
Arrian also gives Aornos as the name of a place in Baktria.
Scholars, with knowledge on which to base independent opinions
and reputations to lose, must perforce sit on the fence until full details
of his discovery are received from the explorer ; but such authorities
Dr. F. W. Thomas, Sir Denison Ross, Professor L. D. Barnett, and
the President of the Royal Geographical Society, Sir Franois Younghugband, kuowing Sir Aurel's qualifications ae a scholar and his record
as an arch~ologicalinvestigator, have giver1 his claiiil what amounts to
heir conditional blessing. However cautious, and rightly cautious,
they are in expressing any positive opinion, they have raised no point
against it. Meanwhile tho public, with no reputations a t stake, rnay
a~felyenjoy the luxury of uncritically accepting Sir Aurel Stein's discovery and regarding the Aornos controversy as settled, with little
fear of being subsequuntly called on to recant their faith and revise
their beliefs. And the writor a t least will tender his congratulations
to sir Aurol on thc latest addition to the rcll~arksblerecord of his
discoveries.
L). L. H. LORIMEIL.
1t
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THE ITALIAN
EXPEDITION
TO THE HIMALAYAS.
Spedizione Italians De Filippi
Nell' HimSlaia Caracorun~,e Turchesthn Cinese (1913-1914). Serie 11,
Sotto la Direzione Di Giotto Dainelli ; Vol. IS., I tipi umani : R. Biasutti
e G. Dainelli. (Bologna : Nicola Zanichelli.)
The Italian Expedition of 1913-1914 to the Kara-koraln Himalayas and
Central Asia under the leadership of Cavaliere Filippo De Filippi can be described
ils one of the greatest achievements in mountain exploration of recent times,
and it has added considerably to our knowledge of the Himalayas. Probably no
expedition to any part of the world has ever left its base so well staffed and
equipped with scientific instrulnents, and it appears to the reviewer to enter on
a new phase in the history of Hilllalayan exploration. I t had the support of
1-I.M. the King of Italy and the Hoyal Geographical Society besides other scientific institutions both in this country and Italy. De Filippi's programme
included not only the esploratiori of sorue of the unknown glaciers of the I(nra.
koraxn Himalayas from n, geographical standpoint, but investigations in all
branches of science. Specialists with the most elaborate equipment took observations concerning iiieteorology, terrestrial iuagnetism, gravity, solar radiation, anthropology, and geology-in fact, all brallches of physical geogrnphy
were investigated with equal thoroughness. I n addition, a snlall detachment
from the Survey of India accompanied the Expedition, and their work hss been
dericribed by Major Wood, R.E., in his most comprehensive report to the Survey
of India.*
Owing to the outbreak of the Great War the work of the Expedition had to
bc curtailed to a certain extent. The publications of the results have also been
delayed, but the v o l u ~ l ~ eofs this large e n ~ ; ~ c l o ~ ; ework
d i c are now being brought
out rapidly. The second Series is under the supervision of Dainelli, and Conl1)riscs ten volumes, dealing with the geological and geographical results in their
widest sense. The book under notice is the ninth volume of this Series, and
de:tls exclusively with the inhabitants of Ladakh and Baltistan. It makes glad
the heart of the reviewer, and we have nothing but praise for both the contents
ancl the iilanner in which it has been prodnced. I t is divided into two lllain
parts. The first half, written by L):\inelli, will interest the general reader,
t h ~ u g honly the specialist will be able to appreciate the illiiriense anlount of
labour and research entniled in the writing arid coll~pilationof R U C fin
~ exhaustive
trcotise on the various races, religions, etc. The second half has been written by
Eiasutti, and is devoted to a detailctl and invaluable report on the anthropological work done, which will doligllt the elpert. There is an ercellent
ography, which speaks for itself, a nunlbcr of maps, and good collection
photographs, which will be referred to later.
1)ainelli starts by giving us a clear and precise general r8sunl6 of the vorio"H

* "Explorations in the Easterll I(ara-korsm and the Upper Yarl{an(lV:111*~."
Narrative Report to the Survey of India Detachment with the 1)e i4'ilippiExpe.
dition, 1914. " Dehra D o n " : Printed at the oflice of the ~ri~onomelricfll
Survey of India, 1022.
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races inhabiting the I h a - l c o r a m region of the Himalayas7 this is followed by
a short description of the languages and dialects spoken, which should be read
in conjunction with the language map st the end of the book. Each race end
tribe is next described minutely, in particular the Brokpas, the Baltis, the
Ladakhis, and the inhabitants of Purig. ICargil is the capital of the Purig
district, which is chiefly inhabited by Ladakhis, who have become Mahomedans ;
owing to its topographical position it forms a kind of buffer state between
Ualtistan and Ladakh. I t was governed by a line of chiefs, now extinct, which,
liowe\rer, lasted down to the time of the Dogra war in the nineteenth century.
The origin of the people of Purig is carefully worked out, and Dainelli appears
to consider them as forming an ethnological group of their own, entirely distinct
and separate from both the Ladakhis and Baltis. The differences and the s i ~ n i larities of the various races in so far as their characters are concerned are dealt
with fully, likewise their distribution.
The earliest known religion in Baltistan and Ladakh is outlined,'and its history
traced until the introduction of 13uddhism ; we are then shown the subsequent
expansion of the latter religion. We have most interesting information concerning
tho religion of the Dards, who in some districts are neither Mohammedan nor
Buddhist in the pure sense of the word. I t is not uncolnnlon for one generation
of a D u d family to be D u d d h i ~ tand tjhe next to be Mohaillmedan. The Dardu
to this day have many peculiar custolns still surviving. The milk of cows is not
used, nor do they make butter, and the cow is held in abhorrence in much the
same way as a Mohammedan holds a pig. Sometimc, about the thirteenth
century, we have a wave of Mohamnledanism spreading chiefly over Baltistan, to
be followed latcr by inroads into Ladakh, all of which are clearly shown to us.
There are four types of architecture to be seen in the Western Himalayas,
three of which would appear to have threaded their way in from the ncighbouri11gcountries. We h a w architecture of Indian Buddhist, Tibetan Buddhist, and
hloha~n~nedan
origin, and, lastly, the original delllon architecture. The first of
these seems to have been introduced to soll~eestent by the emigration of lnonlcs
fro111 I(ashmir ; their monasteries are easily distinguished from others owing to
their typical Icashmir style. The Mohammedan architecture in this part of thc
world would seem to present no distinctive features ; the mosques in Baltistan
:ire frequently poorly built, being low in structure, with the usual ~liud-built
~valls. The last is particularly interesting, and Uainelli has been I L great
~
pains
to collect as much inforlnntion as possible. To the reviewer this appears to be
tho first real exhaustive attempt to grapple with the subject as a whole.
Lastly, Dainelli ends with several miscellnneous subjects. The castes are
briefly dealt with, and there are excelleilt dcscriptions of the Mons and Argoons.
In l ~ s villages
t
in Ladalih we find Mons, and they are treated by the remainder
of tho inhabitants as of nn infcrior class ; they are often musicians, and follow
the t r d c of either l~lacltsrnith or carpenter. Thc Argoons are the result of
n cross bctwccn n 'I'urki~tnnfather and a Ladalthi 111other ; this is, perhaps, the
only
we have of two of thc chief Asiatic religions interiiiarrying-that is,
tllo ~ o ~ ~ n i n i ~ l nnd
c d a the
n Ijuddhist. The Argoons possess a kind of n~onopoly
Ill the trnnsport of goods betweell Lell nnd Yarliand.
1)ainelli goes into tho
cluestion o f polyandry wit11 great thoroughness, nnd shows the gei~ertdetl'ect of
i t on the population. The historinri will not go uiis~tisfied,for there is an
n(llllirebleaccount of the lncnl legends and the history of the people. I t is, however~1)ainelli's part of thc book that will interest the gcneral reader, and one can
" ~ I Y say thnt no stone hng been left unturned to collect inforillation and facts,
at tlic same time one is struck with the remnrkably few words that have
used, nnd the prcoisc irlrinner in which it has been written.
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The anthropologiPa1 report, the second half of the boolr, has been compiled
by lliasutti, and is based on measurements of 408 Inales taken by Dainelli during
the expedition, mostly whilst i n the Skardu basin. These measurelnents follow
the lliethod laid down by the Anthropological Institute of Florence, and are of
all the types found in Baltistan and Ladakh, over a hundred, however, being
Ualtis. The origin of the Baltis has for many years past given rise to different
theories, but the general opinion among English writers ir in favour of a Mongol
origin. Vigne, one of the earliest writers, described them as a mixture of
Mongol and either Persian or Indian. Cunningham clearly stated that they are
a branch of the Mongol race, though somewhat modified by climatic conditions
and intermarriage with the Aryan races of India. We then have Biddulph,
who acknowledged a strong strain of Aryan blood, owing to mixture with the
Ililrds. Dr. Neve is of opinion that the Baltis are of Tibetan descent. In
the early eighties of last century the Hungarian anthropologist Ujfalvy took
allthroponletric measuremente, which appeared to support his theory that the
Zaltis are of Aryan stock, thus differing froni the writers mentioned. Biosutti
would now seem to settle finally the much-discussed question by agreeing with
Ujfalvy, Ijiasutti's opinion being amply supported and confirined by strict
anthropometrical measurements. There is also an interesting examination
of a Balti craniulli by Nello Puccioni following the table of mensuremente.
Travel books are occasionally open to criticism on account of their maps, but
Dienelli disarms us, there being no less than six, all of which are good. One
shows the distribution of the languages and dialects of the country, the Tibetan
language being shown divided up into two i ~ i a i ndialects-the Ladakhi and
Ualti. Deinelli does not stop here, but gives the minor dialects, and has
colonred each area where these dia.lects are spoken. Thcn we have a lnap
giving us the distribution of the costumes, defining the limits for the wearing of
the Tibetan leather boots, and also the pirak or the Tibetan wolnan's head-dress.
Besides these, there are others dealing with the distribution of religions, population, races, and, lastly, an anthropological map. The fine collection of photographs is placed a t the end of the book, and nothing seems to have escaped the
camera,, for we have pictures illustrating practically everything illentioned in the
text. The Expedition wintered in I<altista,n and Ladalth, and, consequently, wc
fin11 particularly interesting plates showing winter conditions in thesc countries ;
previous photographs would appear mostly to hnve been taken in the Yulnmer
uionths. One excellent full- late shows Buddhist relnains outside Drab robably early relics of the first Buddhist missionaries to Yarknnd. Coluin&! to
t ~ p c . ; ,we have a remarkable collection of ~ h o t o ~ r a p hofs individuals and a
firoup of each race. I n addition to full faces, Dainelli gives us side or profile
views-yet another example of the thoroughricss of his work. These fill0 photographs, apart fro111 their interesting subjects, are adlrlirably reproduced.
I t is to be hoped that a n English translation of this volul~lcwill be forthcoming, so as to appcal to u. wider circle as a boolr of reference. One lnight
w o n hope tliat, slloold it be ilecessu.ry, some of tho larger societies, Such Ba the
lloyal Geographical Society and othcra, would combine and undertake this work.
vio:tlly, both Dainelli, ullder whose .quperviniun this volume was writton, und
Liinsutti, for his cscellent detailed antilropological report, desorvo our
be
~:ongratulations. Tlie issuo of the reluainillg volurues of this series
looked forward to with interest if the Aamr standnrd of evcellencc
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INDIA. By Sir Valentine Chirol. Ernest Benn, 1926. 15s.
There are two classes of writers on India-those who have lived nnd worked
among its various peoples, and atteinpt to describe Indian life and problems
froill within, and those who have set themselves to acquire n knowledge of 'India
by study and tr8ve1, and write from the detached standpoint of outside critics.
The former are apt to lack perspective, the latter that intiinate and inner
l(nowledge essential to wise judgment. Of this latter class there is no niorc
competent authority than Sir Valentine Chirol. His present book is the last of
rt trilogy which began with the masterly exposition of
" Indian Unrest,''
published in 1910. That was followed by the vcry vivid, if somewhat hasty,
presentation of " India, Old and New," which appeared in 1921. At that tiinc
many well-wishers of India, who had not got down to the roots of its probleins,
were carried away by the prenlature enthusiasii~evolred by a well-menning but
ill-constructed scheme of reform which, evolvcd by idealists and theorists,
ignored the permanent, vital, indigenous forces that swny the minds of Indin's
various races, castes, and creeds. Five ycnrs' experience of the reforins hns
brought sad disill~isionment,even to such a n acute observer as Sir Vnlentinc
Chirol.
A comparison of his forecast, in 1921, of India's political future under the
reforins, with his vivid rdsunlk of the last five years, furnishes much ground for
rcllection and llluch cause for anxicty as long as the culllbrous and un-Indian
cxperiment of 1919 is continued on its present lines. Fortunately for India,
that experinlent is to come in 1929 under the review of the British Parliament,
which, after local administration in India, will hnvc to decide how far to " modify,
extend, or restrict" it. For those who have to inalre that momentous decision,
the present book will furnish valuable material. The book is described in nn
Introduction by Mr. H. A. L. Fisher as a " nlasterly survey of all tho factors
eesential to tho comprehension of modern India." The description may be
ncceptcd without tying the render to n general ncceptnncc of thc anthnr's conclusions. I n many plnccs thc limitations incvitable cven to thc 111o~tncute
ohserver, who is cut otT from communication with the 99 per cent. of the p o p lation that hnve no knowledge of Englisll, nre apparent. Froni the undue
1)roominence given to politics, nnd to the views of the Westernized a ~ l d
" politicnlly minded " Indians, one rcnlizes that thc nuthor's intercourse with the
people was necessarily restrictecl to these classes. Anyone who has lived long in
India knows how difficult it is lo get a t the back of a man's mind when hc is
talking to you in a-for hi~n-foreign medium, or through nn interpreter.
The book, therefore, often displays a marked, though unconscious, bins
njifiin~tthe British ndministration and the British official, who nre the f ~ v o u r i t e
targets for the criticism of the Indian intelligenteia, and not less so becuu~e,in
tho Past at least, thcy were striving rather for the benefit of the masses than to
satisfy the nspirations of the educfited classes. There is throughout a suggestion
tllfit for the lnst forty yews, or sincc tho National Congress has started, the
British authorities hnvc been clllpably lacking in politicnl acumen, and have
to see or to estimate the significance of the Congress ngitntion, the victory
of *Japanover Russia, of Tilnk's revolutionnry movement, etc.
llhero ie pcrhnps some foundation for these suggestions ; hut nnyono who wns
in touch with the nclministrntion of India from 1886 onwnrds ltnows with whfil
oach of these new developments was followed by all ranks of the
The writer of this review has a vivid recollection of freqllent!
dlOcnfmi~nsof the bcnring on Indin of ~ U S R ~defeat
~ L ' sin 1903, not only in high
adlninistrntive circlc~but in every frontier lnees froln Abhot,tabad to Dera Ismnil
l(llnn. Tho Indinn ('cl~trr~land l'rovillcinl Governmclits in prc-Rcf0l.m ( j n y ~ ,
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though mainly preoccupied with the urgent problems of everyday ad1ninistretion, were by no llleans the dullards living in a fool's paradise of easy
complacency that the author suggests. They certainly succeeded in the
priinary duties of maintaining internal peace and promoting progress, and even
contentment, to a n extent which must be the envy of the reformed and pseudo.
deillocratic administrations that now hold the field but have lost their grip on a
people accustonled to look to those in power-whether British or Indian-for a
definite policy and pronlpt decision. But though much of the book must excite
controversy-as is inevitable in a work covering such wide issues-the narrative
a s a whole is one of exceptional value and interest.
The chapter headed " The Tangle of Western Education " is a very lnasterl~
and convincing exposition of a complex problem. Of the vernacular prese in
Rengal
in 1907-9 the suthor writes : " The revolutionfirg
treated murder
- press
as a culture to be scientifically developed in a religious mediurn." Of the
educational institutions he says : ' I There were High Schools and Colleges which
had become forcing houses of conspiracy, where some of the teachers
systematically trained up their pupils to believe in murder as a patriotic duty."
Many of us know these facts ; but have they ever been so well expressed? The
author has also done a real public service in bringing out h& the various
attempts to spread primary education among the masses failed fro111 the days of
Sir Chnrles Wood and Lord Dnlhousie down to recent years, owing to the ehortsighted policy of a Government that feared to face the heavy financial cost, and
the apathy or hostility of the Indian intelligentsia-composed mninly of the
hereditary literate classes-who were indifferent to the needs of the masses as
long as they could secure such funds as were available for the higher education
of their own class.
The chapter on the partition of Bengal and its revocation indicates that the
.author is in closer :touch and syinpathy with Hindu thought and feeling than
with Muhnlllinednn. H e writes as if the only public opinion in Bengal and,
indeed, in India was Hindu opinion, and as if the Muhainrnedans in Bengal
before the partition were a negligible nlinority. Lord Curzon's separation
of Eastern Dengal was a genuine and generous attenlpt to meet the aspirations
of the backward Muhammedan inajority in that province-over twenty ~iiillionswho till then hnd notoriously been the helots of thc more advanced Hindus who
dominated not only Western but Eastern Bellgal through their monopoly of
public ofice, of the Bar, the Press, and educational institutions. I t was this
Hindu dominance, backed by the murder gangs and revolutionary organizations
of the schools and colleges, that led to the revocation of the partition a few years
lator. I t was long a moot question which course would have been the more
expedient in the long run-to face Hindu opposition in a good cause, or to undo
fin act which wa8 undoubtedly beneficial to, and popular with, the Muhamnlednns
in the hope of conciliating Hindu feeling. The result proves thnt the former
course would have been the wiser. By their success in revoking the partition,
the Hindu revolutionary movement was encouraged, while Muhanlmedan sentiment, not only in Bengal but all over India, mas inflamed against a Government that, as they put it, had betrayed thcm. To that policy we undoubtedl~
owe much of the aibsequcnt troubles with R section of the Indian Muhammed&ns
culminating in the IIijrnt Movement of 1921, the hlnplnh robellion of 1921-'22*
and the violent anti-British Khilafat agitation which fed both. The irony of tho
situstion is thnt the probleln which Lord Curzon tried to solve by partitinn
remnine, and is, in fact, now more acute than before. Mr. C. R- Das Yeera 'go
tried to 8olve it by the famous Bengal Pact,
the Muhan~medana,aa
price of their political slipport to his "anti-" Ijritia)l policy, n share in the lonreB
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fishes of Bengel proportionate to their numbers. But, as the author points
out, Hindu opposition was so violent that the project was still-born.
The rival religions, "hating one another for the love of God," have now-in
April last-tried to solve the problem in their own way by wholesale murder,
arson, desecration of inosques and temples ; and only the calling in of British
troops, after scores of people had been killed and hundreds wounded, arrested n,
general massacre. I s it unreasonable to belicve that if the hIuhammednn spherc
in Bengal had remained separate, as defined under the partition, these recurring
and sanguinary outbursts would have been avoided ?
The chapters dealing with the Reforms and their working are both accurate
and illuminating. Here the author, with his wide experience and his knowledge
of politics and politicians, is at his best. His matured view of the Indian
Legislature that "their record, for the first legislation period at any rate, was not
altogether discouraging " is equivalent to damning with faint praise. The author
puts his finger on the main reason for the failure of the All-India Assembly to
realize its incsperience-namcly, the desire of the Governnlent of India to flnttcr
its vanity by weakly yielding to its iillnlature pretensions when wise and firm
guidance was called for. The Govern~nent,1112 rightly says, " took the first stcp
down a very slippery plane when in spite of the definite promises of the
(Reform) Act of 1919 it acquiesced (after one session) in a n amendment
dcclrtring that India has already made sufficient progress in the path of sclfgovernillent to clainl an early revision of the Constitution without waiting for
1929, the date fixed in the Statute." Could official ineptitude go further 7 The
acceptance of that amendment marked the Nudig. of British administr at'1011
in India. Fortunately its action was promptly repudiated by the Honlc
Government.
The reference to recent adlninistrative matters are not always marked by
precision of thought and nccurncy in details. The statement on p. 156 that the ,
Norley Rcforms gave the new Councils no powers of control and carefully
mnintnilled an official lnnjority is not correct. Those Councils enjoyed control
over new Icgislntion, and, all the Provincinl Councils, had a majority of nonoflicinls, a majority of Indinas, and, in sonle cases, a lnnjority of elected
nlemberr. Lord Morley's reason for retaining 811 oflicial mnjority in the AllIlldin Council is quoted on p. 155 thus, "that in no circulnstanccs could he
envisage n parliainentary systenl for India." Was he far wrong 3
Again, on p. 254 the author justifies the action of the All-India Assemblj in
rejecting thc 1923 Budget on the ground that the enornlous military expenditure absorbed half the revenue of the state. This fallacy, which can only be
8uP~ortcdby separating provincial froin central finance, has been exposed over
and over again. As n matter of fact, the total expenditure on defence in India is
less than one-third of the revcnlles of the lllost lightly tascd country in the
world, and nmounte to less than half a crown per head of the population as Conlpared with
per hcnd in Great Britain. No great Enlpire was ever so c h e a p l ~
Protected as India to-day.
On P. 269 ih is said that Cfopi Nnth Sahai (whose murder of n British
I'lcrchant in Calcuttn in 1924 wag
by the late C. R. DRRas a patriotic
intended to n ~ u r d e rnn Illspector of Police. The assassin was after bigger
grnlc-no less than tho fenrless Comll-lissioner of Police,'Sir C h ~ r l c Togart,
s
wllo
done 80 much to stamp out the revolutionary conrpirncies in llengal.
The nccollnt of the A k d i Sikh movement in the Punjab (pp. 297-3001 is
lnnccurntei l l lnnny ~ ~ l a t c r i respects,
nl
but there is only spaco to notice one. The
talks of the short-lived trouble which broke out in the second Year of
wfir, with thc return of frw ]lundrrd Siltlls t1riyc.n nwny from Canada find
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bitterly estranged by the anti-Asiatic imniigration laws." Here he is confound.
ing the return in September, 1914, of 300 Sikhs in the s.s. Kontugntu Maru, who
were not allowed to land by the Canadian authorities, with the return between
October 1914 and 1916 of some 10,000 Sikhs settled along the Pacific coast, but
chiefly i n the U.S.A., who had been infected with anti British and revolutionary
propaganda by Hnr Diyal and others, acting under German influence. Most of
these men came back to India a t the end of 1914 and the first half of 1915, with
t h e declared intention of fomenting rebellion in the Punjab. Sonle hundreds of
the most dangerous were pro~uptlyinterned, and others were restricted. But
those who were left a t large succeeded for a space of nine months in spreading
campaign of murder and rebellion--combined with attacks on troops and police
and serious, and not unsuccessful, efforts to spread sedition in the Indian Armythrough the Central Punjab, which was only put down by special legislt~tionand
stern executive measures. Fifty-eight of the ringleaders were sentenced to
death and over il hundred to transportation. The history of this dangerous
conspiracy is fully described in the Rowlat Report of 1918. To write of it as
a " short-lived trouble " caused by a few hundred returned Sikhs shows a very
inadequate appreciation of the real facts.
But it is in dealing with the disturbances in Amritsar and elsewherein MarchApril, 1919, that the author shows a inore serious ignorance of facts broughtout
in ofKcial publications or established judicially in public proceedings before a
British judge and jury. I t would appear as-if the author, who visited Indin
(including Amritsnr) in 1820-21 and then met Gandhi and the leading Indian
politicians, hnd fnllen under their spell in echoing their parrot cry of the
" Punjab Massacres," and had never revised his first imprcssions in the light of
fncta subsequently established. Tlius he writes (pp. 206-7) that Gandhiproclnimed
Alwil 6, 1910, ns the date for u, colnplete Hartal, and that on that sanle dntc
occurred the first collisi on a t Delhi between Gandhi's followers and the police.
I n fact, Gandhi first fixed the I I a r t d for March 30, nnd it was on Mnrch 30thnt
the Hartnl a t Delhi led to an attack by the mob on the railwny station, which
nlone links the Punjab a n d North-Wrst Frontier with the rest of India, to repulse
which not only all the available police but the troops had to becallodout. They
had to charge the tnob several times and open fire more than once to foroe the111
back into the city. Eight of the rioter^ were killed and some forty or fifty were
wounded, as well as several of the police. Surely the author treats this very
lightly in saying " there were only a few casualties at Ilelhi."
The point to note is that Gandhi, though, nfter the events of March 30 at
Dclhi and elaew here, he realized that the Hartal must inevitably lead to bloodshed, decreed a second general Hartnl throughout India for April 6. I t was this
distinct challenge to Govornmcnt, enforced by wholesaleviolence and intinlidntioll,
thnt created the electric atmosphere charged with rebellion which precipitated
thc serious and simultaneous outbrcnlts at Arnritsar in the Punjab find
Ahmedabnd in Bombay (1,000 miles apart) on April 10. On April 14 Uandlli nt
.Ihmednbad, trying-ns usual-to quell the stori,l he hnd aroused, described tho
outbreolca as " having been dono in nn orgimized inanner." IIe was primarily
responsible for tllem ; but the nuthor, like ,go lllnny others who look to Ch~ndhi'~
lofty professiontl rather than to hiR crinlinal actiot~s,dcnla lightly wit11 fi Inn''
whoso ascetic pose has covered n multitude of sins.
But the autlior has no language too strong for the unhappy oficora Of
Government wlio had the ungrnteful task of reprcming tho rebellion ~ r 0 ~
by G ~ n d h i ' sagitation, rind here again many of his assertions nre incorrect.
Thus on p. 209 he snys : " Tit ,oag}rout / b e 1'1~njnbmartial law was anforced
with the utmost rigour," otc. Tllurc are t,Ivmty-llin~districts in Lila Purljnb,
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and only injfive of them was martial law proclaimed, and even in then1 it wae
enforcedonly in the towns where serious outbreaks had taken place, and to
Safeguard the railway coinnlunications with the N.W. Frontier. The above
statenlent would suggest that the (whole) Punjab was aflame, as indeed is
on p. 207. That is a libel on a province which, except for the town
or ten places, rcmained conspicuously loyal throughout the crisis
lllobs in
gallantly repelled the Afghnn aggression. Thc nuthor inight have notcil that
law was withdrawn in the Punjab afler two months, while in Egypt,
there was a silllultaneous silnilar outbreak, it remained in forcc for
over two years, and in the case of the Moplah rebellion of 1921-22 for over
six months.
The same inaccuracy characterizes the account of General Dyer's action at
Amritsar (pp. 207-210). Talte the stateilzents :
1. " Order had been restorcd hcforc General Dyer reached Amritsar."
2. "General Dyer with a pnvty of ,fifty G ~ ~ r k h reached
ns
the Bagh nnd saw
a dense crowd ; most of them engaged in listening to speeches. . . . H e
assuined rightly enough that this was a public meeting in contravention of his
orders and a seditious one."
3. " Without n ~ o o r d of t o a ~ n i n g he opened and kept up on thein n
fusillade," etc.
The report of the Hunter Committee, the Despatches of the Government of
India, and of the Secretary of State, and, above all, the summing up of Mr. Justice
McC~rdiein n well-lrnown libcl suit in which Dyer's action a t Ainritsnr was tho
chief issue, show that none of the stnte~nentsabove quoted can be accepted
without grave qualifications. To take them in order.
(1) It was because the Alnritsar rebels held undisputed possession of the city
after the general massacre of Europeans on April 10 that General Dyer was scnt
there with a considerable force on the night of the 11th to restore order. On the
12th and morning of the 13th, the rebels were able to derail trains along the
main line adjoining Ainritsar, thereby cutting his corninunications, nnd to send
ollt emiss~riesto foment the outbursts in &sur on the 12th-when two British
soldiers werc clubbed to death, and several Ijritish officers i~11dmen and an
Ellglish lady with llcr children nnrr01c.l~escaped the same fnte-to attack
Treasuries nnd wreck nlost of thc railway stations bctween Anlritsar nnd Knsur.
On April 13 the situation in nnd around Ainritsar was so nlnrllling that thc
Qoverilment of India declnred n state of open rebellion " and imposed m a r t i d
law, ~t the same tiilie c:~llingon all officers of Governme~ltto use the "most
drnstic action " in preventing the spread of the disorders and assuring them of
full snpport.
(2) and (3). The nuthor seems to have studied neither the Hunter Report nor
General Dyer's own report of April 14. H a d he done so, he would have seen thnt
Dyer with a strong force 11ad spent four hours on the morning of the 13th going
round Alllritsnr City with the District Mngistrnte and issuing proclamations, ornlly
and in writing at ninctcen different places, warning the people that gatherings
were prohibited nnd would be dispersed by hiin with armed force. His warnings
wore receivcd with defiance nnd n hostile gathering a t the Bagh was announcod
the extremists as n defiance. I t met a few hours Inter. Whilc that gathering
1h000 was being ~ddrr3ssedby the men who had taken a leading part in the
murders nnd rcbellion of the loth, Dyer came on the soene and dispersed it by
force he had given previous wnrning that he would. H a d ho failed to do 80,
s l u ~ l lforce would have boon annihilated by sheer weight of numbers, and
shudders to thinlt of the consequences in the Contra1 Punjab, for the aities
Of Lnhore, (hjrnnwnln,, and Lynllpur and nlany town8 along the railway were in
'tat0 of " open rebellion," but the news of tho crllfihing of tho rebollion a t its
'Ource in Alllritsnr 1 ) i oliiptly restored ordor.
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H i s small force wes not " 50 Gurkhas," but, as his report shows, 25 Rides
9th Gurkhas, 26 Rifles from 54th Silrhs F.F. and 59th Rifles F.F.,making a total
of 50 Rifles, and about 40 Gurkhas armed with kukris."
The author suggests that the meeting, though assembled in defiance of
military orders, was rather a harinless affair engaged either in listening to
speeches, or, as stated in the House of Lords by the Under Secretary of State in
1921, a prayer meeting. Dyer's view was that he had the rebel army in front
of him. The nature of the meeting was under investigation by a British judge
and jury for days. This is how the judge puts the matter in his published
summing up :
" w h a t was the meeting of men for 1" (There were no women and children
anlong the 15,000.)
" The question is, who were the:speakers 3 One of them turned King's evidence,
one wns prosecuted for inciting the crowd to nlurder Mr. Scott and Mr. Stewfirt
a t the bank on April 10. Another spealter had been a clerk in that bank; he
hnd led the murdering crowd t o the room of Mr. Scott. A third spealter mas
one of the murderers of Mr. Scott, who was beaten to a pulp ; a fourth speaker
WAS also implicated in the bank murders; a fifth spenlrer had absconded to
Kashmir.
" Another spenker was convicted of sedition and waging mar, and the bank
clerk hnd published a poem directly inciting to murder. This poem was being
recited to the crowd just before General Dyer arrived. .
" JVhnt were these people speaking o f ? The man who had led them to the
bank murders was there. General Dyer fired," etc.
Which account carries more conviction? Sir Valentine Chirol's, or
Mr. Justice McCardie's? Sir Valentine had the advantage of seeing the place,
but obviously received a garbled and one-sided account of what took place.
T h e judge and jury gave the best part of five weeks to a consideration of the
sworn evidence of over forty witnesses on both sides, who were most conlpetent
to speak and were able to depose to nlany facts which the Hunter Committee
had declined to hear.
There is an equal discrepancy between the author and the judge as to
the final judgment. The judge in su~llnlingup said :
" 1 express my view that General Dycr in the grave nnd exceptional circumstances acted rightly, and in my opinion, upon the evidence, he was wr0ngl.l'
punished by the Secretary of State for India. That is my view, and I wed
scarcely say that I have weighed every circumstance nnd cl-ery ncw detail that
was not before the Hunter Committee. "
T h e jury by n majority verdict of eleven to one readily accepted the Jud#!e'g
view. After referring to the above pnssnge, the author complncently adds On
p. 210 :
" R u t the Labour Government then in offlce a t home held thnt the lenrned
judge was not in full possession of the facts, and maintained and reite*sted
their predecessors' censure."
There the question rests and may be left to rest.
IVhoever is in possession of the facts, the author clearly is not. However it
may suit politicians to ignore the judicial decision on a mnin line direct issue,
one does not expect to find a writer of Sir Valentine's authority in that flflllrc,
nlaking an unjustified attack on an officer who, as the result of being " wmndJ'
punished," is unable to defend himself. What ground has he for traversing fi
judicial finding, and which was not appealed against and is therefore 16.1 1
doubt it is not easy to shed opinions prematurely formed on a one-sided Pre.
sentation of the case. The broader ieauc raiacd by the Labour Prime Mini9ter'l
Btatoment, behind which the author takes refuge, hns boen diacuased in Sir Linden
fifncassry's brilliant article '6 Executive v ,Judiciary," in the April number of the
National Herinu
I t is clpnr that the iluePtion will not be left to rest ; if not
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taken up by Parliament, it will certainly not be overlooked by those who value
historical truth and British justice. To call General Dyer's action, as he does,
11 preventive nlassacre" conflicts with both.
I t is a pity that a, book, in illany
so valuable, should be seriously inaccurate in several matters which
have been the subject of recent controversy.
There are many other assertions beside those noted which need correction,
but this review has already r u n to excessive length. Doubtless the author will
make the necessary corrections in any further issue, and thereby further enhance
M. I?. O'D.
the value of his work.

MESOPOTAMIACAMPAIGN,
1914-1918. Vol. 111. of Official History. By Brigadier-General F. J. Moberly, C.B., C.S.I., D.S.O. H.M. Stationery Oflice.
15s.
Tho first two volumes of the official history of this campaign having
established for the nnthor a high repute, the third might well leave a taste
of disappointment. But it is not so ; the early record of easy, perhaps too
easy, success in 1914-1915 mas followed by the tale of unrelieved gloom and
disnster which led up to the fall of Kut in April, 1916. The present \~olulne
denls with the triunlphant vindication of our arms under the late General Maude
-the busy five lnontlls fro111 December, 1916, which witnessed the wearing
down of the Turltish X V I I I t h Corps near I h t , the capture of Baghdad, and
the dispersal of the Turkish S I I I t h Corps hurrying too late back from Persia.
Although the destruction of the Sixth Turkish Army thus forms the theme of
General MoberlyVsvolume, the record is not one of snlooth successes. There
were many failures, and although a n official historian is ~ r e c l u d e dfroin critical.
comment, the facts are so cloarly set out and the relative values of events so
well maintained that this book is of far wider interest than just among those
who voluntnrily, or for exalnination purposes, are students of military history.
Indeed, it is safe to say, even a t this close distance of time, that this voluine
covers the zenith of the inodern Turlrish state ; subsequent events haye only
followed from decisions taken a t that time. For in 1916 Turkey, for the first
tiln~in her own sphere, held the initiative. I t is true that a t the beginning of
the war she had invaded Egypt as far as the Canal, but that was German not
Tllrkish strategy: she had achieved the easy success in the Caucasus which
forced llpon us the Dardanelles Expedition, that ngitin was fortuitous, and directly
to the weakness of her chief opponent, Russin, rnther than a deliberate plan.
So1 even though Erzerourn had fallen in February, 1916, the Russians could
surjio no further forward than Erzingan without delaying many months to build
8 rnilway ; the British werc at a standstill before Gaza in Palestine, and in
Me~opotnmin,if they still wanted Iiut, there were plenty of troops and to spare
defend it. Turkey could strike, and nt once the Pan-Turan idee bubbled to
the surface. Barntoffs army in Persia was the escuse to invade a neutral
cOulltr~l
and the fact that those particular Russian troops were ~eculiarlyaverse
to fighting wns an added incentive. An easy invasion as far as Hamadan
fOuOwed,but it is clanr frolu General hIobedy's narrative that the criticism
o f the Turkish historian, Muhninmad Amin, which he quotes, to the effect that
But
Baghdad were lost by the Persinn escapade, is well founded.
The any we entcred Baghdad, Mnrch 11. 1917, was also the dnte of the first
Rtrokeof the p~ralysisof the Russian revolution. A g ~ i nTurkey had the initiaagain the lure of Pan-Turan led her armies away, this time into the
C8ucfiflos1
where t81wonly resistance was to come froin their allies the Gerluana,
" l r c n a ~ ill occupation s t TiOis by special request of the Georgians, and the

hnndful of British under General Dunsterville, who made such a fine resistance
a t Baku. But ngain those easy political invasions were brought to naught;
Turkey suddeilly found that Allenhy had destroyed her main artny, our Salonica
army, on the collapse of Bulgaria, was free and on the point of moving on the
cnpital, which they could reach long before the scattered conquerors of the
Caucnsus could return to defend it. So an armistice, which was virtually
capitulation, became the inevitable outcome of the Pan-Turanian policy \vhen
put into practice.
Later, when fortune and the Greeks gave Turltey another chance, and she had ,
a virtually clean slate presented to her with the Treaty of Lausanne, again' the
political fever supervened, this time in the more acute form of a fierce nationalism, the spread-eagle imperialism of Pan-Islam and Pan-Turan developing into
a virulent and narrow tribalism. When the wiser clictator, hllussolini, fosters
both the monarchy and the Papacy, who in return give hiill p~werfulsupport,
the more elementary blustapha Kemal must needs destroy the machinery of
Church and State, arrogating to himself the ridiculous triple position of Head of
the State, President ,of Parliament, and leader of a political party. In the
religious sphere Young Turkey has deposed and deported the Caliph, dissolved
the monasteries, and disestablished Islam. The present state of affairsis well
described in a n article of especial interest in the April number of the Amy
Review, " A Republic in the Making," by Lieutenant-Colonel F. S. Thaclterny,
in which he says :

" For nationalism runs riot a t Angora. ' W e were but Mussalmans, now wc
are Turks.' ' Turkey for the Turks.' The war cry of the Turlzish Nationnl
Pnct was ' L'Empire Ottoman est mort. Vive la Turquie.' Pan-Islamism nnd
Pnn-Turnninnism have merely a moral value as stimulants. . . . With the
Mussalman States of Central Asia her relations are sentimental and religious
rather than political and economic."
Twenty years ago Lord Cromer in his great book " Modern Egypt" wrote :
'' Islam reformed is Islam no longer. I t has yet to be proved that Islam can
assimilate civilizntion without succumbing in the process." Modern Turkey has
yet to learn thnt the assimilation of alcohol and the wcaring of " billycocks" are
not progress. Recently Mustaphn I<ernal sanctioned the execution of se~ernl
Turks for refusing to obey tho " hats " order. An absurd incident, but it sgmPtolnizes war on Islam as a n established faith; Angora seems to t h o the view
th&t tho blight on her progress has been the Koran.
Pan-Islam and Pan-Turan have led to a morass, and just as Julian's doubtful
victory a t Ctesiphon marked the beginning of the decline and fail of the lbmfin
Empire, so can we see the beginning of the end of modern Turkey in the brid
period SO faithfully recordcd in General Moberly's Vol. 111. of trhe Mesopotamin
Campaign.
Syria, Iraq, Palestine, and Egypt are under the control of Western l'owers;
Mecoa is in the hands of the Wahabis, the most full-blooded of all the follower9
of the Prophet. Can Turkey without Islam survive? We have alwayfl, and
nccesaarily so, been aenaitive to Mosleln opinion in the East, and particulnrly
attentive to Turkey as the suzerain of Ialaln. We cap wonder whether we ahall
go far out of our way to help the new non-Moslem Turkey when Musaolini elect'
to recreate the Roman Elnpiro in Asia Minor. When R u ~ s i nnext besiegeaI(srsl
the key of the Southern Caucasus, for tho moment in Turkish koeping, will there
be another Williams and a British staff to organize and inspire the defence
in lEh56 7 Clearly Turkey cannot expect British friond~hipif she continues
prnctiao the time-honoured pastime of a twisting t,he Li0n.n tail." On Our
it is to fly in fnco of facts to colltend that our policy since the Arrniatice hafl be'"
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a source of national pride. The present attitude of both countries, as indicated
by the Mosul scttlemcnt, gives great hope for a better understanding in the
immediate future.
This is not the place for a military review, but it must be said that General
nl0berly1snarrative frohl that point of view is accurate and clear, and survives
all tests that memory and limited personal records can apply. The maps are
good, constant references to them, if annoying, cannot be avoided ; but the profusion of footnotes is very distracting, and it would seem that in many cases
tI1ey,could be woven into the text with great advantage. The nonlenclature of
regiments is soiuetimes given in strange forms ; perhaps it seemed to the author
too slangy to talk, as soldiers do, of the " East Lancs " and " North Staffs," but
the half-measure of leaving out the word Regiment, and saying "The East
Lancssbire had advanced," reads very awkwardly.
This voluine is, as lias been said, full of interest, and it is good news to know
that the last phases of tho campaign, including tho doings of the Eastern I'crsian
Cordon and of tlie lnysterious Ilunsterforce, are to be Bold in a fourth and final
volume, now nearing completioa.
-

.-

--

W. M. T.
.-
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Tue RISE OF THE I n l a ~ OF
s SANAA.Translibtion, with comments, by A. S. Tritton
of the Alignrh Musliin University. Hulllphrey Milford, Osford University
Press, 7s. 6d.
This in the main is a work compiled in the tenth century A . H . The latest
I ~ I I ~under
I U reference is Isinsil a1 Mutawalrlril (1055-1067 A.H.). The book
describes the " stealll-roller " warfare between Turks and Iinailis which ended
oldy in 1911-1912 A.D.,when the Illlam of to-day, Yahya a1 Mutawakkil, buried
the hatchet to throw in his lot with Islanl against the Italians in the ItaloTurkish cainpaign.
Mr. Tritton in his conlments relates the prophecy that " i n the latter days
one of the Prophet's falllily should possess Sllahara and destroy the power of
the Turks." Their power has been destro;yed by Britain, and the present ruler
lived mostly at Shaharn during the Great War, and also before 1911, when the
Turlrish and 1in:uilic forces alternately took, and were dispossessed of, San'a.
llgninst this place and the gnrden-city of Al Raudn-five miles to its norththe Turkish nttaclis were chiefly directed, and A1 lZauda to-day presents a very
battered appenrnnce. Mr. Tritton discnsses " the selfish intcrest and delight in
strife,rather than the love of religion, which iunde the Arabs under Turkish rule
hodate to join thc Illlaill." It is true that the Zaidi cwed is less bigotbd thall
lllc Shafubiin the l'elilen , but inany Arabs in the lntter-day warfare were well
awnre " on which sidc their bread WUA buttered," nnd ]lot of them could it
bc wid, ns of Cnto :

" Victris cnusn Deis placuit, sed victa Catoni."
It was not hypocriti~nl,'~as fiir. Trittoll rightly believes, that while the
Arabs refuscvl Tnrltisll rule "hecause the foreigners werc evil-doers," yet in
w'iling lo Turlrish I)asl,ns thc Illlnlll
God for Turkish victories which
tllc sultn~l-(:nli~h
uphold, an(1 glorified Tslnln. Thc Yclileni Arab has never
love(1 his Tnrkisll overlord, but, 1,cillg n Muslilu, lie would naturally exult over
Ifllnul'a defeat of tho infidel. This spirit continues to this day ; and yet the
Arab loves strife for strife's snke, a8 one of their poets hns said :
LL

"To

118 nwn

iu prescribed the fight; to you women the trailing of the skirt,."
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I t is a pity the translator writes " Yernen" instead of " The yemen," ,,The
transliteration of foreign names can hardly be called systomatic,o he says;but
his system is mostly satisfactory. Yet 1 dislike " Sanaa " and Beada even
in the text, for the double a's suggest to the European eye end ear no fittbg
~ronunciation. The index, of course, gives the correct transliteration, and yet
here I notice the slip of " Arhab " for " Arhab " (cf. Rechabites). so,too,
"La])]" (monosyllable) is the correct form. " Bir " is also a slip, and " Mokha"
is better than " Mocha "; and I note that Mr. Tritton uses elsewhere the kh to
represent this sound. H a s not the colllinercial coillmodity stereotyped theEh
The use of r for the letter " ghain " is confusing. This is the French device,
and with them is good, for their " r "-grnsse'yk closely represents ,he ghain,"
To English ears this sign can suggest r only. Many Englishmen cannot
pronounce & ("ghain") without coinbining the sound of r , and this inability
rnay be laid a t the door of a faulty transliteration.
It is refreshing to note that Mr. Tritton does not support the allnost universal
error of the double s in the word " Husain." " Dhimar " should be " l)hamar,"
and " Yafrus " is correct-not " Yafris." All this is, perhaps, captious criticism,
and yet the book is a n appeal to " scholars," chiefly.
The Arabs assert that Bait a1 Faqih a1 Zaidiyya, which lies on the outsliirttl
of the B. Sulail, on a level with the island of Kamaran, was the original town
of that naine, and that thereafter was founded the town further south, B. a1
Paclih, on the road between Hodeida and Zabid-and Allah best knows !
The tobacco plant, it is said, was tabooed by the I m a m ; and to day the
I ~ u a mneither smokes nor drinks coffee, though he eats moderately of the qatleaf (Catha etlulis), which his people, unfortunately, " ingorge without reetraint.
The " collective ownership of the clan " (" a1 qabyala") is stated ; but a clan
will, for filthy lucre, split up into two mutually hostile parts, for, as the I'rophet
said, " Everyone has his own pet calf, and the calf of my People ia the dirham."
l'roperly speaking, the ideal Arab unit is thc f a ~ ~ l i l y Hence
.
it was possible for
the Turlrs to keep the tribes in subjection by thc principle of divide and rule
Tacitus, in his Oerr)lanitc, wrote : " Long lnay it last, I pray, and persist among
the nations, this-if not love for us-at least hatred for each other. . . Fortune
can guarantee us nothing better than discord among our foes !"
I t is interesting to learn that L L the Jews, arrued with slings, fought for the
I~llam." Nowadays the Jew goes compulsorily llnarmed. I n our Aden I'mtectorate I know of just two wholly ,Jewish villages where the inhabitant8 have
peculiar prerogatives.
The punishment of harlotry is still exacted. I recall once in nala head.
cluarters a body of sheikhs conling to 111y camp to ask if certain wolnen were
countenanced by ine in n village near the soldiers' tenta. \Yhcn I rot^^^^^,
then, '' May we oust the111?" they risked. I consented, and the village wna
speedily cleared, and tile unfortunates put down across thc Turlcish border.
Mr. Tritton is not correct when he anyya t11at the narnc Zaidi is never given
to the I m m n His followers, too, glory in the term " Z i ~ i l d"; and to-(ln3"lC
I ~ n a r nleans chiefly to his Zaidis for support, and to the li. M;~!i&rof
in particular. When in h n ' n in 1924 I always nsked for on escort fro1'] thir
clan, and this pleased I I ~ IYahyn.
~II~
I must differ from him, too, when he 8aj.s that, rollghl~~
P the ~
appellation of Sharif is used " outside the Yemen." As a matter of fact,
distinction between Sharif and Sdyid, as descendants respectively of
and A1 Husain, is adhered to. Illla~lrYnhyn is descended from the former'
while urany of the Imalns have traced their descent from the younger '('"
of Ali. I admit, however, that thp present ruler is ~ ~ a u d styled
ly
Sdyid*

.

~
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Again, it is not correct to say that " in Zaidi belief any descendant of the
l'rophct who was a just man might become Imam." There are some twenty-one
qualificationsfor the Iinamate, and many of these are physical.
Dawil " in the
The word " dawil " is not surely referable to a " daula " ?
Yolnen means old-c,f. A1 Sheikh el Dawil, the old village of Sheikh Otbman,
by Aden.
The translator treats of "the casuistical treatment of an oath imposed by
force." This is true. Sitting in the Aden courts as a magistrate, I remeinber a
Eedouin witness who, when about to be put on solenln affirmation, said to me :
"Think you I shall lie if n o t put on oath ?" After this I never put his kind on
oath. Others have thought that an oath inlposed by an unbeliever may be
brolien with impunity. I t is true that an oath given in the name of the local
saint of Yafrus (near Ta'izz), one I b n 'AlwLn, is held to be most binding. I n
the Yemen, Ibn 'AlwZn is held in almost as high esteem as the Prophet.
The Zaidis, however, do not malre pilgrimages to the saints' tombs as thc
Shif'ais do.
The Yemenis to-day are not quite smooth-faced. Everyone keeps some hair
on the face to swear by-usually on the chin.
This work of Ahmed, "controlled by certain specified boobs now in the
Eritish Museuii~,"should be welcoilied by the scholar, and it is hoped that
hJr. Tritton may sce his way to continuing tho series. The worlr abounds in
e
is thickly populated. IVhitalrer's estimate of 700,000
place-names. T l ~ Yeillen
is B stereotyped error. The figure is nearer 6,500,000. A map would have
fitly crowned the volume, which iiiost surely was a labour of love.
H. F. J.
.-

THE ARAB

H O M E . Paul IV. Harrison.

.

London : Hutchinson and Co.
15s. net.
So~uefive hundrcd boolrs more or less directly connccted with the Persian
Gulf havc been writteii in English during thc past hundred years, and probably
about five tiilles as illany concerning the countries of the Bliddle East. Not
more than one-tenth of this nuiuber have that peculiar literary charill which is
thc hall-marlr of syiilpethetic observers who, by long residence and habit of mind,
haye not only nluch to tell, but lnuch to teach their readers, because they have
learnt much.
Alllollgst such boolrs Dr. Hnrrison's work will long hold a high place ;
indeed, we may well regarc1 it as the most infor~llingand lilost thoughtful
worlc that has npprnred on the l'ersinn Cfulf region (luring the past thirty years.
The author is describilig things lie hns seen, not once only as a chance traveller,
b u t on inally occasions during long yctlrs of work as a inedicd inissionary ; not
o l l l , ~in n consulting-rooni, blit as n travcllcr in regions where Europeans have
~el(lolu, nnd Europenn doctors scarcely ever, ~ e u e t r a t e d . Arabia, and
~ a r t i r u l s r lNola,
~
is a crlicible in which rnnnkind has been scorched and
bukted by sun a11;l wind and, tllough the process is not yet coiiiplete,
1)r. Ilarrison's disrer,~ingeyc has found gold, though he does not hesitate faithf(1ll.y lo describc tllc dross froill which the ,~rcciousiuctal lias emerged, and is
c111crgi11~.
I'erhnps the inost ili~portantparts of his boolc are the chapters in which he
describes t l ~ elifc nn(1 bonda,ge of the oasis-dwellers of Hasn and the pearl(livers of llnhrain an(1
neigllboilring coast. The foriller lie beyond the reach,
J P ~ ,of Europcnn ideas, but tile latter havc for the past fifty yeara lived, if not
under the Ijritish flag, in n, principality whose chief is verx directly under the
AT
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political influence of Great Britain. That such bondage slloultl
and should
have been,intonsified during the last twenty years is, atl Dr. Harrison perceivesand
is not afraid to record, not entirely creditable to this country. Dr. Harrison's
osti~nateofthe attitude of the average Arab towards British inerohants and
is not wholly flattering, but is probably as accurate as is possible amongst a
population whose views of the suzerain power are apt to vary according to the
character and reputation of the local representative of Government for the time
being.
As a disinterested physician and surgeon, without political afinities, the
author had opportunities of meeting and conversing freely and frankly with all
classes, not excluding women, and this circumstance invests his book with quite
exceptional value for those whose business brings them in contact with Arabs,
whether in Mesopotamia or the Persian Gulf. Like Doughty, he admires the
siniplicity of their life and aims, their passionate belief in the one God and,
through it, in the unity of the universe, in which they perceive more clearly,
perhaps, than Westerners, how small a part is played by puny man. He does
not attempt, however, to idealize tho subject of his work nor his environment.
H e a t and cold, hunger and thirst, vermin, sickness, and death are to his Arab
friends, as they were to us all in Europe not so very long ago and to very many
during the Great War, a necessary part of life, not things to fear or to avoid
contact with, but things to face stoically and even lightheartedly as the conlmon
lot of men. I t is a boak that should be often in the hand, and permenently on
the shelves, of all those who live between Suez and Karachi end of many others
who may see here, as in a glass, what our own enrly ancestors endured end what
they held dear. Those who have ears to llear will understand from this book why
it is that it is in the E a s t that great religions have becn born, and why it was
in Central Arabia that the Wehabis, the most militant sect of modern timcs,
were born in the eighteenth century and found fresh life in the twentieth.
A. T. W.
--
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IRAQ.By 8 . H. Slater, C.I.E., C.IV1.G. The Nineteenth Century
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April, 1926.
This article is a brilliant sulumary of events in Iraq during the last f ve years.
Nobody is better clualified to write their history than Colonel Slater, I.C.S., who,
until the end of 1934, was E'inancinl Adviser to the Government of Iraq. Whatever that countrg lnag have lost through his return to India, we iuaj congratulate ourselvc~on the liberty of speech which his withdrawal hns brought
to him.
The author begills his b tory with tho promises made to the -4rnbs during llle
Mesopotamian camp:bign. I I e poiuts out tlint, no undertelting was giving to set
up a natiorlal govern~uentiil~lncdiatcly. Any such pledge would not only have
interfered with the ~uilitnryad~ninistratioll,but would have o~nbnrrnsscd the
pcace negotintiona. I n referring to the lrlnc}r criticized r&gime of Sir Arnold
JVilson (1918-20), Colonrl Slater, with intimate knorvlcdgo, snya that tllc
c u ~ n t r y enjoyed good gorarnincnt (perhaps better tllan it has ever hnd
before or since), thnt tnration war lighter than it had been in Turkish tilllcs
or was to become later when
constitlltiorl was set up, and thnt lnedical
and utility scrviccs were introduce(i of a ,qtalldard of erccllerlce 1)cyonn
natural expectations." Nor can Sir Arnold Wilson bc blamed for the rifling
of 1920.
I n 1921 Mr. Willston Churchill held a conference in Cniro for the prillle
purpose of cutting down d r a e t i e ~ lljritieh
l~
expenditure in till hliddl~lTast.
fi

was ttchieved, 1n;linly by replacing regiments by aeroplanes. B u t it was
ill the hope of still further reductions, a n d of a n eventual cessation of British
expenditure in Iraq, that the conference also decided to hand over the administration of Iraq to a n Arab government, with Faisal as king, but with a British
High Comn~issionerand British administrative inspectors, who had '' numerous
definite functions but indefinite responsibility." Colonel Slater states incidentally
that the Middle East Depsrtnlent of the Colonial Office "entirely separated the
Iraq Government's British advisers f r o m the H i g h Commissioner." I n these
cir:urnstances, it is surprising t h a t British assistance has achieved so much.
One would have assunled t h a t t h e advisers would be required to subordinate to
the general policy of the H i g h Coirlnlissioner a n y advice which they give to their
ministers, and that the H i g h Comiilissioner would be instructed to consult the
advisers before initiating a.ny policy, not while interfering with them in matters
of detail.
The author pays a tribute to the dexterity with which the first High
Commissioner, Sir Perc)- Cox, " a Lnan with the sagacity of Ulysses and the
front of IVellington," set Faisal upon his throne and a n Arab ininistry upon its
feet. Then he passes on to the change of British policy in 1928. T h e reduction
in the inandatory period-from
twenty to four years-has been sometimes
attributed to Arab progress or Arab agitation. Colonel Slater rightly traces it to
the British Press cry for the evacuation of Iraq. T h e reduction wns ill-advised,
and seriously rctnrded the progress of I r a q .
" Was Iracl in the least lilre1,y t o be able to defend and support herself i n four
years? No ono could seriously answer that question in the afirinative. W h a t ,
then, would happen a t the end of the period 'i? Chaos 7 Turkish domination
revived, with its i n e ~ i t a b l ereprisals on those who had coquetted with the
infidel? or a plausible pretest for further a n d inore intcnsc British control? No
wonder t l ~ o t;L profound uneasiness possessed t h e ininds of nlen."

Littlc inore than two years later, the new ~ o l i c yhad to be reversed a t the
bidding of thc League of Nations Boundary Con~nlission,who cluiclrly rcalized
thnt nn Iraqi Iraq was utterly iiupossible without British protection for a
prolonged pcriod.
Colonel Slater givcs nn illuu~inatingaccount of the worlcing of the new
administration, and of the rcspollsibilities assumed by King, High Coiniliissioner,
Constitntionnl AsselublJ (now rcplaccd b , a~ two-house Pnrlinlllent) arid Cabinet.
It is fairly obvious thnt ill thc last resol-t the lnost iliiportant wheel in this solnewhat e1nbor:~te~ilncahincr~
is the High C:oiilmissioner, now Sir Henry Uobbs.
To the serviccs wliich Ilc nnr1 his staff (cspeci:~llyMiss C;crtrudo 13~11)and the
British xdviscrs 1i:tvc rclidcrecl tho author givcs gellerous praise.
11s to tlic futnrc, tllo :ruthor is aomc\vhat pesuilllistic :
by tho osiuting policy, and its
" A ri~pidi~~crc:rsa
ill t h c
arllly is
llltilllntc c-ost cnn~lotbo 1 ~ ) tllfill
~ s 1'1,500,000 a ycnr. Mr. Ainery is confident
that the full strength cnu bc nttnillcd, irnd its cost 111et fro111 Jrthcl revenues,
probably by 1112H. Thorc is no f0und:rtion for this optiniiulil. T h e finances of
Iracl cnnnot for I I I ~ I Iycrbrs
~
8ul)port a grentcr expenditure thnn the present.
Alld, even if tho fillnllcinl (litlicully did ]lot exist, n o one seriously believcs that a
country lilte Irncl, intcrnrrlly tllrbulc1~tfind externally subject to aggression along
an inln~onscopc11 fronbier, can ever provide for its own defence wit,h local forces
drawn fro111n totnl populrktioll of 3,000,000, of which thc tribal part (at least
two-thirds) is not n~liennblcto rccruitinent."
And ngnin, on the political outloolc :

" T h c r ~arc no signs that Fnisal's govcrnllicnt has j e t struck root in the soil

I t was thrust r e n d y . ~ n a d e
an inarticulate coullt,ry. I t has been neither strong nor beneficent. If the
20

of Irtrq. TIICconstitution has had no organic growth.
011

inllabitaots of I r a q enjoy an unusual tranquillity, they owe it to the foreign
Power which protects t h e ~ nby its forces. Not all the wizardry -or should we
say witcherg ?-of
Miss Gertrude Bell can prevail over the plain fact of the
ins~~fficiency
of the Paisa1 ki~ingdom. She has hypnotized the minds of many,
She has practised Cou6ism on King Faisal himself with such assiduity as to
make that susceptible monarcli actuallg begiri to believe in himself. But the
star of the IIedjax dynasty is not in the ascendant. The balance of power in
Arabia has recently changed against the Sherifian line. I n defending our new
protdgd we may soon find ours3lvcs fighting our old friends. Thereis little doubt
that, if we adhere to our present policy, Iraq will remain for many years
a n anxious charge and financial burden on future British Governments."
Perhaps Colonel Slater would have been rather more hopeful if he had
written after the execution of the new Anglo-Turkish-Iraqi treaty, which gives
I r a q a satisfactory northern frontier, a reasonable prospect of friendly relations
with her most powerful neigbbour, and fair security for British capita].
But there can be no doubt that the country's hopes must long continue to
depend on the presence of British aeroplanes, like guardian angels, above and
around her.
Everybody who wishes to know what is going on in the Middle East should
read this article. Nor should it be overlooked by students of political science.
Few more couTageous or interesting constitutional experinlents than the new
r6gime in Iraq have ever been given birth.
E. H. K.
EMPIRE. h Conference on Some Living Religions within the
Empire, held a t the Imperial Institute, London, September 22 to
October 3, 1924, under the auspices of the School of Oriental Studies
(University of London) and the Sociological Society. Edited by William
Lortus Hare, Joint Hon. Secretary to the Conference. With an Introduction by Sir E . Dcnison 1x0~3,C.I.E., Ph.D. Duckworth. 1925.
I n 1923 it was decided to hold a Conference of Living Religions within tho
Etllpire, in conjunction with the Wembley Exhibition. Although it wes
originally decided to hold the Conference a t Wembley, it finally took place at
the Imperial Institute fro111 Scpternber 22 to October 3, 1924. The papers read,
together with a n Introduction by Sir E. Derlison Ross and a Sketch of Modern
Religious Congresses by the Editor, have recently been published, and form a very
intere~tingand instructive volullle. The book is useful, not only as a record of
the proceedings of the Conference, but as a work on the religions of the Empire
of permanent value.
The record contains the work of some notable people. The Khalifnt.ulMagih, head of the Ahmidya sect, come to England especially to attend the
Conference, and contributed a paper on the sect he 1ead.r. Mr. N . ca Sen, son
of the falnous reforl~rer,Iieshub Chander Sen, dealt with the Brahlno SamaJ
religion. Mr. Ruhi Afnan, who contributed one of the papers on the h h a i
whollr that religion is namedcause, is n e n r l ~related to Ahdul Balls,
Sir Francis Youngllusband, Sir Patrick Fagan, Professor hlnrgoliooth, and
professor Cieddcs -to name only a few of the better known h a r e contributed
to the volu~lle. I n all, nome seventeen religions were dealt with. Chri*tianity
and Judaism were omitted. I t was felt the Conference would be unduly
oxtended if these rvvcre included, while they were probably too well known
need expounding to any audience meeting in J.ondon. Some religions of recent
origin, such as Christian Science, Theosophy, and the new ~ ~ i r i t u s l i s tChurch,
ic
were also on~itted.
Lack of space precludes any individ\llll review of the papers now P ~ ~
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Nearly all were written by adherents to the religion with which they dealt.
They are, therefore, descriptive r a t h e r t h a n analytical, and criticism and
are absent. B u t , on t h e whole, they each form a sincere and [air
summary of a religion a s seen from t h e standpoint of n, well-informed believer.
Tvritten entirely without a n y spirit of aggressiveness or controversy, collectively
they strike a note of strength combined with tolerance, a n d mutual trust without
surrender, in keeping with the highest ideals of the Empire, which all would like
to see perpetuated. Two papers were devoted to Hinduism, while two more
dealt with the Arya and the Brahmo Samajes, comparatively modern movements which sprang from it. T w o papers dealt with the general aspects of
Islam, while the Shiah sect,, t h e Ahmediya movement, and Sufism were
discussed separately. T h e Bahai cause, which originally sprarlg froin Islam, is
approprintely placed in a different section. Prilnitive religions were discussed in
four papers-namely, " Solnc Account of the Maori Beliefs "; " Beliefs of Some
East African Tribes "; " T h e B a n t u Religious Ideas," and Some Aspects of the
Religion of the West African Negro." These were, perhaps, in some ways the
least satisfactory of t h e collection, but it is, of course, inoro difficult to give
a satisfactory account of the beliefs of o prinlitive people within the limits of a,
paper, as the gulf between suo11 people and the reader is so nlnch greater and more
difficult, to bridge. Neither can the influence of cnvironment nor the embodiment of custolns required for tribal or iudiridual self-preservation, which are
i~nportantfactors in primitive religions, be sutliciently explained in a n y short
account, and knowledge of then1 cannot be assui~ledby tlle writers. Eight papers
dealt with the 1'~ycllology and Sociology of Religion, the side of religion of special
interest to the Sociological Society, which, with the School of Oriental Studies,
prolnoted the Conference -4gain a detailed review is impossible. B y agreclllent all politics and controversy wcre excluded whereby h a r n ~ o n ywas secured,
even if practical interest was curtailed. 13ut, in t'liese clays of acute antagonisln
conflicting racial and party intr-rests, none can doubt the wisdoln of the
liulitation. I'robnbly lnenllwrs of over a dozen raccs attended the Conference.
Finally, it can be mid that the prolnoter-: of the Confercnce succeeded in
a very difficult task.
Interest, 3s well as l~arlnoll.y,was achieved. Most
(livergent beliefs wcre stated and mutrlal nndelstanding \ras prolnoted. Sir
h:tncis I'oun~l~usbancl
certainly struclc tlie rigllt nole i n his opening address
when he urgcd lhat ('not even p a t r i o t i r , ~is el~o:lgl~,"
and thnt religion should
form the basin of inlprrial unity. The I";litor, i11 his Sketch of AIoderll Religious
Congre~seq,givcs a brief account of those wllicll t,oolc place up to the wnr (the
Report of the Confercncr of Pal-is in 1924 was not to hand when the present
volllllle was published). I t is said t,hat another JVorld C o n g r ~ a sis to be held in
R o ~ n ein 1927. B11t it is to he hopcd thnt tlie inlportnnce of follouring u p this
~ollfcre~ice
will not be lost night of. If t h e spirit t l ~ e n displnyed can bo
Pr('scr\-ed, it o1Te1.s a qreat asset to\\.nrcIs the nttaininent of imperial unity and
internntional nmity. T h e pr(1nent volulne dcserres to be widely lcnown and
stlldied. I t contains in onc v o l u n ~ e a lilass of information only previously
~ \ ~ n i l nin
b l nlnii,y
~
scattrrcd sources.
M. F. W.
('
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To ~n(h~hlbc.rq,
of the C,pntra] Asinn Socic~tyt,hin Life of one of our most distin-

,~uiqhfdPr~qi(lent4) I ~ SR special intprpxt, but Sir hlortilner Durand's carecr has
9 cl:tiln on tohe&t,tcl,tioll o f "11 ~ 1 1 0rlrc ill~c,~.ctqt,,tl
In our Imperinl history. H i s

record of thirty-one gears as an Indian civilian was followed by twelve
years in high diploinatic posts, and perhaps no other oflicer of his service,
except the first Sir Bartle Frere, has played so important a part in public affairs
unconnected with India. I n 1910 he contested a Parliamentary seat unsuccessfully, and mas possibly fortunate in escaping those disappointlllents which so
often befall men of great ability, trained in a school that is out of touch with
Home politics, when they enter the House of Coinmons late in life. But if Sir
Morti~nerfailed to become a Parliamentary figure, his pen added to his reputs.
tion. Possibly his friend and biographer is inclined to clainl somewhat too
much for his verses, soine of which are closely modelled on those of Sir Alfred
Lyall, but three well-written biographies, a regimental history, an historicnl
romance, and a novel of current Indian life, make up a remarkable literary
output for a lnan who was for more than forty years engaged in exacting otlicial
duties.
Durand, the son and brother of soldiers, would have chosen the Arlny as a
career, but his father's judgment directed him into the Indian Civil Service. He
was lucky in being selected for political einploynlent within two yenrs of his
return to the country of his birth, and his vcry brief apprenticeship as n junior
district officer in 13engnl was followed by continuous service for thirty years
under the Indian Foreign Oflice. I t is some\vhat tailtalizing that the exception.
nlly vivid and interesting diary in which he describes his boyhood and student
days breaks off when he was only twenty-three : the extracts printed in this boolc
ahow that it might have been an autobiography of high merit. The account of
a trip to Paris in 1877 to help a French aunt ainidst the Communist troubles,
and the descriptions of thc daily life of a newly joined Indian civilian in Calcutta
and the Bengal mofussil are most attractive. Once llurand had reached Simla
his persond record became closely intertwined with the history of Indian foreign
policy. Sir Percy Syltes has succeeded in his treatment of the problem that
presents great difficulty to all biographers of Inen engaged in public affairs, the
question how far it is necessary to attempt a history of the times in order to
write the life. For this book gives us a clearly cut portrait of the man, with just
enough description of the political affairs in which lle was engaged to make the
presentment of his worlc interesting to the gonerd reader. Uurnnd's officiallife
in India was passed allllost entirely as a secretariat Officer, cxcept for a short
her111 of work undcr Sir Alfred Lye11 in Rajputana, but he got away from headquarters far rnore oftell than has been possible For later generations of Indian Secrel~t
taries, and accluired a first hand ltnowledge of the most i ~ ~ i p o r t ainternational
and frontier questions that confront the Oovcrnulent of India. Sir Frederick
Roberts toolc him as Political OfIicer to Afghanistan in 1879, and fourteen Yenrs
later he revisited Iiabu], under very differellt conditions, to conduct the diflicult
negotiations which secured the fixing of a The n u r a n d Jrine." I n the inlerral
he had gone with 1,ord Dufferin to Upper I j ~ ~ r i nnnd
a , parleyed with tho Chineac
on the Tibet border. Sir hLortilner7sfather had been closely concerned in Afdlan
&flairs a t the time of our first Afghan War, and this voloine dves a usefulsk@tch
of Afghan history for half a century, which might, with advantage to
generb1
render, have been supplemented by a brief tal~leshowing the rnrnification~o~
Bnrukza's house. Durand saw four Viccroys i ~ tvery close qualtera-LOrd
Lytton, Lord Ripon, Lord Dufferin, and Lord ~nnsdowne---andthe book nddr
appreciab1.y to our knowledge of them. Lord Lytton would d a r t serious
with his lieutenant after midnight, devote two or three hours to sketching the
settlement of very important nlatters, and retire to rest in OI~~l1lpiaa
inaiRerenrP
to the fact that n u r a n d had to sit up all night in order to get thinla
for next day. Vicious selfishnpsa of this Linrl is far too ir~q1lrntin tllr 'lollPrr

of the highest offices, and is far too seldom revealed to tlie world. Lord Ripou's
defects were of a quite different order, and Lord Dufferin and Lord Lansdowne
won the affection and respect of their brilliant Foreign Secretary, for in 1885
Durand, with only twelve years' service, deservedly attained this coveted post.
In 1894 he left 1ndi; to become Minister a t Teheran, where it fell to him to
face the troubles that followed the iilurder of the Shah Nasr-ud-Din. I t need
hardly be said that Sir Percy Sykes's close knowledge of Persian affairs lends
special ralne to his record of this period. Durand maintained his habit of
getting away from capital cities and personally studying t l ~ eco~lditionsof a
country, and a difficult tour though Arabistan and Luristan had good results.
From Persia Durand, llom per~nanentlyestablished in the I)iplomatic Service,
migrated to Madrid and thence to Washington, where his experiences gave him
a peculiar and intimate insight into the character of President Roouevelt.
Sir Percy Sylres has done well in giving to the world the true story of the way
in mliich that eminent m a n succeeded in getting rid of a British Ambassador
wllotn he considered insufficiently accommodating, and one wonders what
Americans would say if our statesmen stooped to secret wire-pulling in
Washington in order to discredit a United States Ambassador in London. This
was the last public post filled by Sir ;\Iortiiiler Durand, and it is now made clear
that he filled it with credit, remote as his earlier experiences had been from the
peculiar conditions of American life.
It can be judged fro111 this brief summary what an interesting story Sir Percy
S ~ l i e shas to tell, and he must be cordially congratulated on the nianner of
telling it.
.
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APPENDIX
COUNTESS MALhl1GNATI1S TRAVELS I N ARABIA
READERSof this Jozir?~alwill welcome Countess Malmignati'e explanation of the various points raised in my review of her book, " Through
Inner Deserts to Medina," published in Vol. XIII., P a r t I., and I trust
that I may be permitted not only to offer some further comments on
the subject, but to assure her that, far from having any personal
quarrel with her, I cordially reciprocate her hope that we may some
day meet in the RubLal Khali, and shall a t any time be delighted to
provide her with letters of introduction to Ibn Satud should she
require them. I would only beg of her to realize that a reviewer's
duty to the public is to point out such shortcomings as he may
find in the works submitted to him for review, and in this particular
case I think I may fairly claim that 111y criticisms of the Countess's
book have been more than justified by her subsequent explanations.
To take first the question of dates, the Countess was so sparing of
chronological detail that one was a t least entitled to assume that the
very few dates she gave us were in accord with facts. As I assumed,
the year was 1914. I n her book Countess Malmignati tells us that
she spent a considerable part of that year's Ranrdhnlz a t Damascus,
and that she started on her great journey on June 5. I n my review I
stated : I t is quite obvious either that the Countess is romancing
abcut her R c m d h n ~experiences
~
a t Damascus, or that she did not
start on her great adventure on June 5." I n her explanation she
~dmitsthat she did 11ot stn7.t O I L JIIIZC
5, and tells us that she "did not
remember exactly the dates when writing the book." I n the circumstances I find no difficulty in believing that she did see the life of
Ramadan " a t Damascus and was there in July, 1914.
Now in 1914 the month of R r ~ ~ l ~ d l begnn
~ r n t on July 21, and we
know from the hook that the Countess spent the first two weeks of the
month-say till :Iu,oust 4-at Damascus while her camels were being
Purchased by Muhammad Rassarn. Incidentally, and with all due
deference to the Countess, the gentleman's name is Mcham~nadBassam
and not i l l n b ~ r ~Bassam,
~d
and I cannot accept her statement that
"eve~bodgthere called llim " by the latter name. She then started
and spent a few days-say till August 8-at Adra, whence it took her
five days to get to P a l m ~ r a - ~ aon
~ August 13. There she stayed four
and on or about August 18 the great march began. On
I'
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September 3 the Ruwalla tribe, with the Countess in their train,
arrived a t Zilfi-700
miles from Palmyra in a bee-line-having
covered the distance in sixteen days or, allowing for deviations from
the straight line, a t an average rate of some fifty llliles a day. Thereis
surely still something wrong with the Countess's dates, though she
expressly states on page 111 that they " covered sixty miles each day,"
Such a rate of travel is, to say the least, exceedingly improbable in the
case of a moving tribe of 400 tents, but on page 126 the CounteRsgoes
out of her may to tell us that she had been with the tribe Inore than
two months " before the idea of visiting Zilfi occurred to the Ruwalla,
Sziltalz. If, therefore, the Countess left Damascus in the middle 01
Ra?~zdhn~z,
it is improbable that she arrived at Zilfi on September 3.
As regards Zilfi itself, I ventured iu my review to remark : The
Countess here presents us with an initialled sketch of the mosque of
Zilfi, which, tmosay the least', is a pure fiction of her imagination. Zilfi
is entirely innocent of anything so beautiful as the dome and minaret
of the sketch." This thrust she has no difficulty in parrying, thus:
" But who says that the picture of the mosque ou page 134 is that of
Zilfi ! I t only says beneath, ' and the muezzin's cry was heard from
the tower of the minaret' . . . E u t there is no pretence that the
picture presents the nlosque of Zilfi. It was just put there to fill out
the empty spaces marked through the loss of the photos." Unfortunately it also " says beneath " (p. 134),' and on reference to that
page, which the picture faces, I find the following remarks: " We
arrived a t an inhabited place. I t was Zilfi. It consisted of e, lot of
low, square houses made of dried earth, with a ~nosquein the centre.
We stopped a t some distance i r o ~ nit. . . Suddenly the ~nuezzi?z's
cry loas hec~rclfrom the tozoer of tjic ~rlijzaretand all dispersed .
I t was surely not unreasonable to assume that the picture wae intended
to be an illustration of the text!, but the point is that Zilfi has no
mznarets, though the Counteas returns to the charge on page 141, where
she says : I got a shock when I could still recognize the minaret8 of
Zilfi."
As regards the misprints which figure so ~rominentlyin the book, I
should be grateful if the Countess would provide me with a clue to the
identification of the El Faidassi," the Ruwalla Sultan's enemy. And
I must confess my inability to understand her grievance with the
Turka, to whom she s e e ~ n sto attribute her treatment at eilfi and
elsewhere. The Turks in 1914 had no authority of any kind in thht
part of the world-much less any officials-and it is far from easy
believe that the Governor (Kaimakam) of Buraida at that time was
dressed in Europearl clothes ! But it is yet more difficult to believe
that the worst traublee of the Countess should have occurred in the
very district of Arabia-the
Qaeim-~f which ~ u h a m m a dBassam
himself was no mean citizen. s h e scarcely seems to re81izet

.

.

-"

that the Bassam family is one of t h e leading families of 'Anaiza, t h e
near neighbour of Buraida.
I still find it difficult to accept Countess Malmignati's book and her
present explauation a s constituting a satisfactory account of what must
have been a very remarkable journey, a n d she is surely mistaken in
persisting that (' before accornplishing m y journey I was taken prisoner
by the Turks, who confiscated all m y photos, notes, and sketches." If
she was captured, it was by Arabs, and t h e Turks a t Madina more than
compensated her for her hardships by allowing her, a Christian woman,
to visit the tomb of t h e Prophet-surely an unique experience. Aud in
view of her statement about t h e loss of her photos, notes, and sketches,
does she wish us to regard her photo of " Arabs from Zll6" (p. 142)
and her sketches of (1) " A t t h e house of t h e T(aimakam " (p. 144),
presumably of 13uraida, (2) A street scene, hfedina" (11. 182), s u d
(3) " The railway station, Medina " (p. 18G) as serious representations
of local scenes or merely a s " tail-pieces " ?
But after all, in view of t h e Countess's adinission abotzt J u n e 5 a n d
her claim to have spent a good part of t h e montli of I:n.rit(llrn~~,
at
Damascus before starting on her journey, t l ~ equestion of dates becomes
all-important, and perhaps the Countess will be good enough to throw
R. ST. ,T. B. PHILHT.
further light on the matter.
( (

I should be grateful if you would insert this note in t h e next issue
of the Jou~.~tnl. Mr. Vanderplas, t h e Dotah Consul a t Jidda, has
pointed out to me t h a t in my Burton Memorial Lecture I was in error
i n stating that the non-Muslim celnetory a t didda is maintained
exclusively by tho British, French and Italian Consulates a t t h a t place.
I take this opportunity of admitting and apologizing for lily 0 1 l l i ~ ~ i o n
of the fact (of which I was uufortunately ignoraut) that t h e Dutch
Consulate shares equally with those mentioned by me in the upkeep of
tile cemetery, and that t h e Ilutch firm of Messrs. Van der Poll and
Co. contributes to the work a sum equal to that of the four Consulates
put together. Mr. Vanderplas hitnself was the rtdininistrstor or the
Cemetery for two and a half years during 1921-23, and writes : " I
found the cemetery in a sad state, t h e graves having been plundered by
thieves and Bedouin. The ~ y s t e mof drainage, the rebuilding of t h e
walls with glass on top which proved eficacioos against the
marauders, the registering of whatever tomljs could ho identified,
Were all my work,"
It is as well t h a t these facts nhould be placed on record, and I
wollld cmvf: a low Inore lines of your space to tender my apologies to
allotller eminent J)utcllnl.n lor my omission to inentior1 his ~ o r kin

what was a very cursory survey of the sources to which we owe our
knowledge of the Hijaz. Dr. Snouck Hurgroaje is, I believe-now
that Charles Doughty is no more-the surviving doyen of Arabian
explorers, and the greater part of his active work was done in the Hijaz.
I n his case I cannot plead ignorance, but merely the limitation of time
imposed on the lecturer, and perhaps the fact that his work lay rather
in the realm of the scientific study of Islam at its sources than in that
of general exploration, with which I was more particularly concerned in
my address. Nevertheless I should have included mention of him in
the small and distingvlished category of explorers of the Bijaz, and I
should like to take this opportunity of stating my conviction that his
labours have contributed as largely as any other man's to Europe's
knowledge of Islam and its birthplace. I t is a thousand pities that his
publications are not inore readily accessible to the English reader.
H. ST. JOHN
PHILBY.
18, ACOLROAD,N.W. 6,
,June 9, 1926.

OBITUARY
MAPTOR G U Y Y ERB URGH, O.B.E., IRISHGUARDFI.

THE Central Asian Society has lost a popular and aeeomplished member
in Major Guy Yerhurgb, O.E.W., of the Irish Guards, who died on
March 13 a t Bramehott Court, Liphook, at the early age of thirty-three.
Passing straight from Cambridge University into his regimrnt in 1914.
he served with distinction throughout the war. IIe wag a noted golfer
and a keen shot and fieherman. Jle married, in 1021, Hilda, eldest
daughter of the Rt'. ITon. Sir Maurice de Bunsen, Bart., Chairman and
Vice-President of the Society, who, with two infant snna, survives him.
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NOTICES
The following books have been received for review :
LL

t1

Religion and Folklore of Northern India," by William Crooke,
C.I.E. Prepared for the Press by R. E. Enthoven, C.I.E.
9" x 6". Pp. 471. (Oxford University Press : Humphrey
Milford. 21s.)
Life of the Right Hon. Sir Mortimer nurand, G.C.M.G.,
K.C.S.I.," by Brig.-General Sir Percy M. Sykes, I<.C.I.E.,
C.B., C.M.G. (Messrs. Cassell and Co. 25s.)
The India Office," by Sir Malcolm Seton, K.C.B. 73" x 52".
Pp. 299. (Messrs. G. P. Putnam's Sons, Ltd. 7s. 6d.)

Journals and cards have been returned through the post addressed
t o : Captain S. G. Bennett, Rear-Admiral P. hl. Royds, C.B.,
Captain V. G. Robert, and Bassett Digby, Esq. The Secretary
would be grateful if a n y member knowing the address of any of the
above, would send it to the office.
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NOTICES
MEMBERS
are aslred to inform the Secretary of any change of address,
and when home on leave to send the address to which lecture cards
and Joz~wznlsshould be sent. Also to notify the office at once if cards
and Joz~rnalsare not received.
Joz~~nnls
have been returned by the Post Office for Bassett Digby,
Esq., P. H. Tozer, Esq., and Miss Nina Mplne. The Secretary would
be glad of their new addresses.

Attention is drawn to the notice of the second edition of Major
Soane's book, " To Mesopotanlia and Kurdistan in Disguise." T l ~ e
book llas long been out of print, and the new editiou with a Memoir of
tho author by Sir Arnold Wilson will be very welcome.

Mr. Roy Chapman Andrbws, whose book On the Trail of Ancient
Man," a very vivid and readable account of his great discoveries and
journeys in Mongolia, was receivtd too late for an adequate review in
this number of the Jozwnal, has promised to lecture to the Central
Asian Society on November 10.

Members only are responsible for their statements in the Jou~?caE.
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THE TRIUMPH OF THE WAHHABTS*
BY H. STJ. B. PHILBY

THE title which I have chosen for my address to you this afternoon is
"The Triumph of the Wahhabis," though I notice t h a t on the
invitation cards sent out for this meeting your smretary has seen fit to
use the singular of the lust word instead of the plilraJ. She has
doubtless been influenced in doing so by her sense of t t ~ edramatic, and
I may perhaps be allowed to congratulate her also on being actuated by
the prophetic instinct characteristic of her sex. When I communicated
the proposed title of my address to her I had every intention of talking

* A meeting of the Central Asian Society was held on Thursday, July 131
1926, at the Royal United Service Institution, IVhitehall, S.IV., Sir Michael
O'Dwyer, I.C.S., presiding. Mr. H . S t J . Pllilby delivered a lecture on " T h e
Triumph of the JVahhabis," which was to have been delivered i n May last. but
postponed owing to the general strike.
The Chairman, when illtroducing the lecturer, said : Lndies nnd Gentlemen,
-1 do not suppose there is anyone, outside Arabia a t all events, who linows more
about the Wahhabis than Mr. P h i l b , ~a, n d very few who know a s lnuch about
Arabia. Ho has acquired his kllowludgc by close personal intercourse with all
tile leaders of Arabia, and by travelling in t h c country ; h e has, moreover, the
advmtage of being n personal friend of I b n Sti6ud, the falllous Wahhabi leader.
We all know that fro111 the first I I r , Pllilby toolr t h e long view with regard to
Arabian politic^, nnd that view appears to have been renlized. At the same
tilllche has scen Arabian politics fro111 t l l other
~
side, because h e has had t h e advant%c of close ~cclunintnnceshipwit11 the great Shereefinn fanlily, Icing Huseein
"ld his sons, Ali, who is a t t,hc lllolllcnl Ecgc'nt ill IIngl~daJ,liiug Feisnl, alld
the Emir Abdullnh of Trihnsjordsn. At o ~ l vt i u o Mr. Philby was personal
adviser of the E m i r Abdulln]~. He
also ill the IIejnz a t tho time when
llostiiitics were still going o a between the JV~llliabia and the Hcjuzi. H e is
therefore llrore con~pctentthan ang(lne in Engirnd to discuss this ( l u e ~ t i o n Of
cours9tllere are u ~ i o ysides to tile discussion, a u d no doubt solnc hcre will put
[ o r ~ ' ~viewy
l d not cloitu in agreuluhllt wit11 t l l o ~ eof Dlr. l>llilby. Tlrc WaLhabiy
Ore triumphant at tho inolucnt. ; it rclllnins to be seen whothcr t h a t triumph is
going to
short-lived, or llfive a perm;lneut ~ l l ddominating e&ct on the future
Arabia find the futurc of Islaln.
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about the Wahhabis, but she apparently foresaw-and foresaw rightly
-that, when it came to the point, I should be forced to descend from
the general to the particular, and to use the stage crowd merely as a
background for a hero. That hero is, as she has told YOU, the
Wabhabi, the grcat Wahhabi, 'Abdul 'Aziz ibn Sa'ud, who a quarter of
a century ago was an exile in an obscure seaport of the Persian Gulf
coast and to-day is Icing of the Hijaz and Sultan of Najd and its
dependencies-the undisputed ruler of the great bulk of the Arabian
peninsula, as his great-great-great-grandfatherwas more than a century
ago.
The history of the triumph of tho Wahhabis is, as you will see in
the course of my address if you do not know it already, the history of
the triumph of this man, and the secret of his triumph lies in his singleminded and unswerving adherence to an ideal based not on considerations of personal profit or aggrandisement, but on his own conceptionof
his duty to his people and to his God. I t lies also largely in his
pursuit of that ideal by the purely practical methods dictated from
time to time by the actual circumstances in which he found himself,
and by a careful study of the reasons of the failure of his predecessors
in the same or similar circumstances. That his predecessors-notably
his own ancestors a t the beginning of last century and the great
Muhammad ibn Rashid of the rival Shammar dynasty towards the end
of the century-failed on the very threshold df success adrnita of no
dispute. And I shall be told, no doubt-and with much show of reason
-that it is yet too early to acclaim as final or lasting the triumph
which has crowned the career of Ibn Sa'ud. Dr. Hogarth, speaking at
our annual dinner only ten clays ago, warned you of that, and it may be
so. Nothing is really fiual or lasting in this world. The world itself,
as the Arab proverb says, is transitory, or, if I may quote from the
Observe? of only last Sunday, d 6 the globe, like those who inhabit it, ig
an unrestful and catastrophic stuff." But we are concerned here lese
with philosophical ideas than with the practical politice of a few puny
generations, and, judging from that standpoint, I make bold to believe
that there has arisen in Arabia a dispenllation which, for reasons which
can be specified, may be regarded as permanent for all practic~l
purposes-as permanent, for instance, as the Turkish Empire which
endured for some four or five centuries into our own times, or at least
as permanent--let us not ho too ambitious in such matters-a8 the
German Empire which has callapserl no receutly after an even shorter
career.
I have often stated tht: reasons which hnve imbued nlo with
conviction of the pernlanence of the new rkgime of the Wahhabia in
Arabia. I t is, I think, well worth our while to have them restatedand
to ponder over them, and I ask your indulgence to that extent before I
enter upon the real theme of rn y address, but I sl~ouldlike YOU to
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two points in mind. The death of Ibn Sa'ud a t the present juncture
would,as Dr. Hogarth pointed out on the occasion I have referred to,
seriouslyimperil the stability of the structure he has built up, but that
with which I do not reckon. H e is a conlparatively
is a
young man. He is a normal life in every sense of the term in the
ordinary way of actuarial calculation. And his father is still alive and
hale and hearty, as may be judged from the fact that he has recently
made the arduous journey of 600 miles from Riyadh to Mecca to
attend the great pilgrimage. The other point is that, given a normal
span of life, Ibn Sa'ud is by no means a t the end of his expansionist
tether. The new dispensation will yet extend over a greater area than
it covers at present, and the unification of Arabia in the wider sense of
the term will increase rather than decrease its prospects of permanence
under the changed conditions of the modern world.
What, then, are the essential points of difference between Ibn Sa6ud
and his predecessors which seem to assure him of success where they
failed? Arabia is, as you know, a country of shifting nomad populations eking out a precarious existence in a constant struggle with
Nature, and organized for that struggle in a tribal system which more
often results in fratricidal struggles between the tribes themselves,
than in their combination against the common enemy, who has nothing
good to offer them this side of the grave, but holds out to them
extravagant promises of the luxury awaiting them in the hereafter as
the reward of a, lifetime spent with the maximum of resignation in the
endurance of various forms of asceticism from which there is no escape
in any case. Such a people naturally develops a simple, direct, and
purely materialistic philosophy of life, accepting with unquestioning
faith the existence of a Supreme Being made in its own shape and
blessed with nothing else to do than to shape and direct the destinies
of the universe and its denizens. Belief in him is the sole touchstone
of human virtue, as disbelief is the one unforgivable sin. However
dieagreeable his circumstances may be, the will to live is sufficiently
strong in unsophisticated mankind to make the preaching of pessimistic
doctrines about the future exceedingly unpopular. The trials of the
Present are but by way of preparation for joys to come. Belief in the
future is therefore t,he common heritago of all Arabian hulnanity as a
shield and buckler against Nature, who by the parsimony of her gifts
has turned man's hand against the whole of the animal kingdom,
including man.
The history of Arabia aptly illustrates tho results which one would
naturally expect from such conditions. The normal condition of Arabia
or has been, one of constant fratricidal warfare-man against man,
family against family, tribe against tribe, or principality against
principality, n u t ever aud anon across this lurid baclrground of
warring elements there flashes an illuminating streak as of lightning-a
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sparlr of the divine quality in man, which for a moment, longer or
shorter, stays the sorry pageant oE human strife or directs it into more
profitable channels, and seems to galvanize the striving factions into
union for the purpose of a common onslaught on richer pastures where
all can browse a t the expense of others. Then slowly but surely the
fire begins to glow less brightly and the common harmony fades away,
Arabia lapses into the barbarism of tribal conflict to which until
modern times-these times of our own-it might have seemed to be
eternally and inevitably predestined.
Of the great movement of this kind--the great movement which
gave Islam to a great part of the world-I need hardly speak on this
occasion. Arabia inspired that movement, but soon ceased to play any
effective part in its development, and relapsed into its old anarchy with
nothing changed except, of course, that it had permanently replaced its
ancient paganism and polytheism with a simple monotheistic creed
which it was dostined to retain through all the centuries in its simplest
form. But the inspiration to unity had disappeared with the exhaustion
of the original fire, which could not be kept at white heat without a
constant supply of fresh fuel in the form of new provinces to conquer.
From tirne to time thereafter the old spark reappeared only to die down
again, but I will pass on to the middle of the eighteenth century, when
it flashed forth once more to kindle a fire whose embers, though
frequently damped down by the vicissitudes of fortune, have never lost
their glow. That was when the Wahhabi movement took shape under
a cornbination of religious and political forces. The appearance of
a prophet happened to coincide with the accession of an ambitious and
able chieftaiu to an obncure throne in the middle of Arabia. The
tribes were onco more galvanized into union by the preacher harping
alwa,ys on the old motif of the one inexorable God of the hereafter, and
their united forces were directed into the channel of a worldly crusade
by the ternporal chief. Within half a contury Arabia was a single state
under one ruler with a state religion as its backbone. That religion
had to be maintained at white heat to perpetuate the unnatural
harmony of the tribal forces on which the state depended, but the
incentive of f r e ~ hlands to conquer wag no longer there and thealluring
prospect of conquest faded into the dull monotony of defence. And
what is more, there was an enemy a t the gates, a powerful and relentless enemy, no less an enemy than the Ottoman Empire, the prenlier
~nilitarystate of IsIaol, T h o mighty atom of the ~ e h h a h iEmpire
slilwly but surcly disintegrated under external pressure into its original
el*n~outs,and by the second decade of tho nineteenth century Arabia
was back again in its old anarchy.
The lessou culled by Ibn Sa'ud from the history of this old move*
Inout was that the full pressure of s, religious motive cbnnot be
~ll~intnined
i n r l e f i n i t ~ lin~ a, community incapable of further growth by
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cooqueet,and that, in the absence of such a rnotivj for union, Arabia is
destined by its
and tribal organization to anarchy. These
drawbackswere enhanced by the existence outside Arabia of a strong
hostile state capable and desirous of invading it.
That lesson had not, however, been fully appreciated by the next
to the hegemony of Arabia. I n spite of an attempt to
resuscitate the Wahhabi power about the middle of last century by
Faisal ibn Safud,the dynasty of Ibn SaLudcollapsed incontinently under
an onslaught of one who must be reckoned among the greatest men
who have ruled in Arabia. Muhammad ibn Rsshid of Hail had the
initial advantage of being the undisputed chief of the largest, strongest,
and most homogeneous tribe in Arabia before he began to lo3k further
afield. Perhaps on this account he did not attach much importance to
the need of a religious inspiration for the movement he contemplated.
The fact remains that his movement was of a wholly political character
and aimed no further than the hegemony of desert Arabia, leaving the
Turks in possession of what ithey held on the coasts. Largely on
account of the dissensions prevailing in the Wahhabi country he
succeeded in his object, and died the ruler of all desert Arabia. But
again the factor of the absence of fresh fields to conquer came into
play. The Shammar tribe soon wearied of garrison duty in the lands
conquered by them and returned to their homes. The tribes they had
conquered and ruled reverted to their original independence, and not
mauy years after Muhammad ibn Rashid's death the empire he had
left to his successors had ceased to exist.
Here again was a lesson to be learned by Ibn Sa'ud. A powerful,
holnogeneous tribe can play the part, of conqueror without the inspiration
of a religious motive just as a group of tribes united by a religious
lnotive may do. I n such a case patriotism takes the place of religion,
but, under Arabian conditions, is no more lasting as a driving force.
Patriotism can be rnailrtained a t
heat by an irnperialiem promising ever greater conquests and riches, but,, when the end of the tether
is reached, the tribesman has no desire but to return to his homelands,
which are spacious enough for his cattle. H e leaves his conquests to
take care of themselves. The outstanding shortcoming of Arabia is
its tribal organization, its pastorel character, and the instability
lnevitably arising froin the colnplete dependenco of its population on
the vagaries of its clirnste.
Now I hope that by this preliminary discourse on the character of
and its inhabitants I have succeeded in convincing you, as 1 feel
sure Ibn sa'ud has long since convinced himself, that no ruler can
to establish a permanent ri.ginle of any kind in Arabit~unless he
himeelf deliberately and energetically to tackle the chief enemy,
the only serious enemy of the country-namely, Nature herself. This
seem a large ordor. One is apt to dismiss Arabia, summarily as a
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hopelossly barren desert country doomed for ever to the precarious
pastoral existence, accompanied by anarchy, which has been its lot since
patriarchal times. But it is really not such an impossible task as it
may seem. Of that, I am convinced, and in that conviction 1 think I
can claiin to be in full agreement and sympathy with Ibn SaIud himself,
whose progress up to date in that seemingly impossible task and whose
triumph over the preliminary obstacles in his path I propose to sketch
as briefly as possible.
I n 1901, a t the age of twenty, 'Abdul 'Aziz ibn Sa'ud, who had
spent his boyhood imbibing the eloments of political wisdom at thefeet
of Shaikh Mubarak of Kuwait-a good friend of Great Britain and one
of the outstanding figures of his generation in Arabia-launched out
into the Arabian desert with a small following on a mad adventure
which was justified by success. H e captured Riyadh from the Hail
dynasty and spent the next eleven or twelve years in recovering the
rest of his ancestral domain, in consolidating his position, and in
thinking out his plans for the future.
He had paid one debt to his ancestors by recovering the territory
which should never have been lost, and he unquestionably aimed
a t paying another debt-a debt of revenge-by wearing down and
defeating the rival dynaety of Hall. But whether at this time he looked
further back into history or further forward into the unknown-whether
he dreamed of the greater possibility of restoring the empire which had
been won and lost a century before-it is impossible to say and idle to
conjecture. As I have already said, he was intensely practical, and
whether he harboured such dreams in the inner recesses of his mind or
not, he can scarcely have regarded the accomplishment of such
ambitions as being within the range of practical politics. Turkey wa8
still a military Power to be reckoned with in those days, and Turkey
was in secure possession of the coast-lands of Arabia-the Hasa on the
east and the Hijao, 'Aair, and Yaman on the west. She also held
Mesopotamia and Syria, and the Great War was yet to come. Let Us
be content, then, to suppose that Ibn Salud went to the wicket with
every intention of making a century if he could, but determined to
deal with each ball faithfully on its merits. At the beginning of his
innings the bowling was too good to be trifled with and he was content
to play himself in and lay the foundations of a great score. Evan he
could scarcely have foreseen how had tho bowling would yet become or
that he would reach the coveted century with a perfect orgy of raids
on the boundary.
Be that as it may, Ibn Sa'ud contented himself at the outset with
attending to the foundations of his state, so often wrecked in the paat
by earthquakes owing to radical defects of structure. The old cement
OE religious or sectarian fanaticism mas good enough for him andl
indeed, could scarcely have heen ilnproved on, bnt the old bricks made
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straw were rejected as lacking in the essential quality of
durability, The tribal organization of the Arabs had to be broken up
before the virile qualities of the Badawin could be used effectively in
the building up of s homogeneous and powerful ~ t a t e and
,
Ibn Sa'ud
saw from the beginning that a policy of agricultural settlement afforded
the only hope of success. The only difficulty was to find suitable or
land for the purpose, for we have only to look to the borderlands of Mesopotamia and Syria to realize that, if land is available, the
natural tendency of the nomad is to settle on it. So Ibn Salud set
himself to look for land for the permanent acconlmodation of the
military contingents which, a t first on a small scale and later on an
ever-increasing scale, he called to the colours in the name of the old
religion.
His first experiment was made in 1912 a t the desert wells of
Artawiya, which are now the site of a flourishing town of some 5,000
or 6,000 inhabitants-the pattern or prototype of some fifty or sixty
Ikhwan colonies which have grown up during the last twelve or thirteen
years in different parts of the Arabian desert. The scheme was simple
in the extreme, and has been faithfully followed without variation from
that day to this. The ignorant Badawin were easily aroused to a sense
of their backsliding from the principles of the true faith. They were
equally easily roused to fight for that faith in a crusade which promised
immediate Paradise to the killed and substantial booty to the victor.
Necessarily, however, in the absence of external enemies whom it was
possible or wise to attack, the victims of the faithful were their own
brethren or cousins who still preferred to remain in darkness. Tribe
Was used against tribe with merciless genius, but the political genius of
Ibn Sa'ud never showed to greater advantage than in the reconciliation
of the victors and the vanquished. That reconciliation was effected in
the name of God, and it was a t this stage that Ibn Safud's scheme of
agricultural settlement came in.
That scheme primarily served a military purpose, for every colony
that was created became in effect a cantonment of a contingent of his
standing army ; and more than that, it served the greater political
Purpose of breaking up the old tribal system which was the basis of his
policy. Tho motto of each colony was the service of God as the flag
of each was the greeu flag of the one true faith ; and the swearing of
to illat flag and that God involved the severauce of all earthly
ties. The colonists adopted the style and title of I k l ~ w a ?or
~ , brethren
the faith, and the new tie superseded all the old ties of tribal
and loyalty. hlen of different tribes were drafted into the
~ ~ r i c u l t u r acolonies,
l
whose nucleus was always a mosque built
Out of fund3 provided by Ibn Sa'ud. They were armed by Ibn Sa1ud
On the condition that they should bo ever nt his bsck and call. Further,
received nnsistnnce to dig wolln, to build houses to dwell in, and
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to make fields out of the desert. I n return, they forswore the practice
of tribal raiding and the rights of revenge. They would fight
at
the call of Ibn Sa'ud in the service of God, and at that call and in that
service they would not scruple to attack tribes to which they themselves
helonged by birth. The white heat of fanaticism
only have to
be maintained for a short time, perhaps a generation, to allow the new
system of amalgamations to bear fruit through the operation of mined
marriages. If that could be done, the military strength of the atate
would be enormously and permanently increased ; for we should always
remember that the backbone of the Badawin armies of the past has
been the contingents drawn from the heterogeneous oasis settlements
whose inhabitants have lost their tribal sense. The true Badawin
tribe is not and never can be a reliable fighting unit. I t has no stake
in the land, and its motto is to run away in order to live to fight
another day." That spirit never made conquerors.
Such, then, was Ibn SaLud's scheme. I t was sound in conception,
and circumstances have favoured its development according to programme. Wars of conquest have been the order of the day since ite
inception, and that factor has facilitated recruitment, which has also
been speeded up by the methods employed by Ibn Sa'ud against
hesitant or recalcitrant tribes to encourage the others." Arabian
conditions place a natural limitation on the size of armies operating
in the country, but the recent Eijaz campaign, to say nothing of the
expoditions which knocked a t the gates of Transjordan and 'Iraq
simultaneously with its inception, provides proof enough, i f proof be
needed, that Ibn Sa'ud has so arranged matters as to have a constant
supply of fresh military matorial ready to his hand to obviate any
epidemic of war-weariness. Very few of the troops which attacked
TlLif in September, 1924, and captured Mecca the following month took
part in the capture of Jidda and Madina at the end of 1925. That
not due to casualties, for, amazing as it may eeem, the officialWahhabi
return of casualties admits to losses of less than 100 men in fifteen
months. That estimate is certainly not far short of the truth, though
the Jidda newspaper published during the siege claimed to have inflicted
oomething liko 50,000 casualties on the besiegers, and in doing So it
gave circumstantial details of the deaths and burials of various
Wahhabi generals who were certainly alive and vigorous at the
moment of the final triumph. The credulity of people who resd
newapapers and hear reports in the East is strange enough but
altogether surprising, seeing that it is ~aralleledby that of the luore
sophisticated West. I remember, for instance, that in 1923 His
i\[ajestyPs Government circularized their various ofhcers in the Middle
East-myself among the number-for an expreseion of their opinions
on the probable trend of events in Arabia in view of tho death Ibn
Sa'ud, which had been reported on unimpeachable authority from
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Dagbdd. I replied that it was somewhat premature to consider such
e problem,as Ibn Sa'ud was not dead, and I think I can claim without
undue immodesty that subsequent events have fully justified my confidencein the star of the Wahhabi monarch. We were also told in
those days that Najd was suffering so severely from famine that its
tribes were migrating e n bloc to bask in the sunlight of Mesopotamia,
and that financial stringency was tending to impair Ibn Sa'ud's control
of his people and the authority of his government. A good many quite
intelligent people believed such tales, and nobody ever thought of
sending any reliable person to find out if they were true or not. That
fact, perhaps, explains his success a t least in part. H e had the
advantage of developing his designs behind a smoke-screen of ignorance
with which Europs, and particularly Great Britain, obligingly shut
themselves off from a knowledge of unpalatable facts; and when in
due course he burst through that screen, it was too late for anybody
to intervene.
I must get back to my record of Ibn Sa'ud's progress. I have shown
how in 1912 he had initiated his scheme of militant agricultural coloniee.
At first progress was necessarily slow though steady. H e was hemmed
in between Ibn Rashid on the north and the Turks in the east and
west-a dangerous combination. H e made tentative advances to Great
Britain with a view to an alliance against the latter, whose philandering
with Germany in the matter of the Berlin-Baghdad railway distinctly
threatened British security in the E a s t ; but the British Foreign Office
maintained a correct " diplomatic attitude, and Ibn Sacud was told
that he could expect no assistance from us against Turkey. I n these
circumstances he had to fend for himself, and he decided to take a risk.
It was a big risk, and perhaps the only serious risk he has ever taken.
He attacked the Turks in the Hasa province, and fortune favoured him
doubly. His sudden onslaught met with complete success. The
Turkish garrisons surrendered and left the country, and before Turkey
could organize its revenge she was busy with other things. The Great
War began and Turkey disappeared from the Arabian scene.
At the same time Ibn Sa'ud had an opportunity of playing e part
in the game of world politics. H e was now assured of British material
and moral support in the campaign against Hail, to which he had been
committed from the beginning of his reign. That chance passed away
from him almost at once through no fault of his own. The British
Captain Shakespear, was killed in the first skirmish,
and the Indian Government, responsible for the Mesopotamian campaign, became rattled and passed tho ball to the British authorities in
who had the advantage of acting under the vigorous inspiration
Lord I(itc11ener. Tile Sharifian campaign was the result. Ibn
Sa'ud wag immobilized by the skilful diplorn~cyof Sir Percy Cox,
who forced an unfavourable treaty on him in December, 1915, and
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extracted from him some months later a fornlal expression of friendly
sentiments towards Sharif Husain of the Hijaz, the leader of the Arab
rebellion. And throughout the war period the Wahhabi monarch had
to put up with the mortification of seeing himself unable to
any
headway against one rival, who enjoyed the full support of Turkey,
and of watching the other steadily and lavishly supported by Great
Britain in a manner calculated to place him on an unassailable pinnacle.
He had the sense to face the facts of the situation and remdn quiet
in spite of a certain amount of mild provocation from the ambitious
Ilusain, with the result that, a t the end of 1918, his position was intact
and consolidated, but not in any way advanced, while his rival, hailed
by the whole world a s one of the victorious Allies, aspired to rule the
whole peninsula.
The scene was then already set for the inevitable conflict, with the
omene distinctly against Ibn Ss'ud. During the last year or so of the
War an increasingly noticeable exacerbation of feelings between
Ibn SaLudand Husain had compelled Great Britain to resume contact
with the former, if only to divert his attention from his grievances
against Husain and thus to secure for the latter the complete freedom
from other preoccupations necessary for the whole-hearted prosecution of the Hijaz and Syrian campaigns. Husain himself and, more
particularly, his son 'Abdullah were more anxious at this period to
counter the growing power of Najd than to worry about the Turks,
who could be safely left to the attentions of General Allenby. There
was no difficulty about finding a reasonable ground of quarrel, and when
I went to Arabia, in October, 1917, I realized that one had already been
found. The border oasis of Khurma, which like other communities of
Najd had supplied a contingent to the Sharifan armies in return for a
share in the golden stream of sovereigns let loose by the British
Treasury, had withdrawn its contingent on account of a stupid slight
inflicted on their leader by the king and his son. Husain, enraged by this
action, determined to punish the oasis, whose people, being 'AhI~habis~
appealed to Ibn Sa'ud and were taken under hie wing. Such was the
fons et origo mnli of a modern siege of Troy, full worthy of the heroics
of a modern Iliad, if there were but a Homer in modern Arabia.
While I was a t Riyadh Khalid ibn Luwai, the outraged chief of
Khurma and the future conqueror of Taif and Mecca, arrived there to
visit Ibn Sa'ud. When I passed through Khurma a few weeks later
there was already a stirring of the leaves presaging the storm to come.
Six months later, when I was back at Riyadh in June, 1916 I heard,
as it were, the first shot in a war that wan destined to drag On for
nearly eight years and to end in the collappse of the Hashilnitekingdom
of the Hijrz. King Husein had carried out his threat to send
punitive expedition against Iihurma, and the villa!ge folk had routed
Shsrifian army, capturing all its guns and machino-guns. 'I'he glad
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tidings were immediately sent to Riyadh, where the news of the first
Wahhabi victory over the forces of the Hijaz was received with great
enthusiasm. My main function a t that time was to persuade Ibn Saiud
to maintain friendly relations with King Husain, and you may imagine
my dismay as I listened to the volley of rifle shots which heralded the
pssage of the Khurma messengers through the streets of Riyadh to
the Wahhabi palace. Ibn Saiud warned me very frankly that he could
not maintain friendly relations with a monarch who insisted on fighting,
and all I could do was to persuade him to be patient and to leave His
Majesty's Government to call off Husain while he himself turned
his attention to an attack on Ibn Rashid in the north. But he had
no sooner agreed to do this than news came in of a second attack
on Khurma by the Sharifian forces, who had fortunately been defeated
as on the firat occasion.
The position had now become really serious. The people of Khurma
threatened that if Ibn Sa'ud declined his duty of protecting them they
would send forth their women to rouse the tribes, and Ibn Sa'ud had
no alternative but to pronlise that if they were at tacked again he would
go to their rescue. The British Government was forced to intervene to
keep the peace, and both sides were warned of their responsibilities on
the understanding that Great Britain would in due course arbitrate on
the dispute between them. At the same time efforts were made to
induce each of the parties to adopt a more friendly attitude towards
the other. I t was obvious that really cordial relations were out of the
question, but Ibn Saiud, who was anxious to stand well with the British
Government in the hope of securing substantial assistance in his
campaign against Hail, agreed somewhat grudgingly and unwillingly to
write a friendly letter to Husain. The letter was dictated in my
presence and duly despatched, but Husain was in no mood for reconciliation after the decisive defeats which his punitive expedition had
suffered. He returned the letter unopened to Ibn Saiud and apparently
issued orders to his son, 'Abdullah, to reduce Khurma a t all costs.
Meanwhile I had given my word to Ibn Sa'ud that Khurma would not
be attacked again, and t,he British Government had begun to weigh tho
Pros and cons of t i dispute which was likely to precipitate a conflict a t
a moment when, from the point of view of operations in the Hijaz and
Syria, a conflict was most undesirable. Cairo and Baghdad, supporting
their respective protbgi.3, adopted different views of the proble~uand put
forward irreconcilable proposals for its solution. The British Governlnent was too puzzled to do anything but hope for the best. I t
would undoubtedly have adopted tho Cairo solution if it had not been
that Ibn Sa'ud was do facto in possession of the disputed oasis and King
Husain had already twice shown his inability to dislodge him. As it
was, it sat on the fence and did nothing to prevent Husain once
more trying conclusions with Providence. Ibn Sa'ud was beginning to
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get busy against Hail when the news of Rusain's third attack on
K h ~ r m aarrived a t his camp. The Sharifian forces had again been
decisively defeated, but Ibn Sa'ud was now definitely committed by his
promises to taking up the cudgels for the people of I(hurma, who had
hitherto looked after themselves. A direct conflict between the two
parties had now become inevitable, but the sudden and successful
termination of the war in these parts by the armistice with Turkey
served to allay the alarm with which such a prospect had hitherto been
regarded in official circles. The war had indeed left an almost ideal
balance of power in Arabia. Ibn SaLud stood where he was at the
beginning, while Hail had come through the ordeal practicallv
unscathed. Husain alone had prospered and triumphed, but there was
every prospect of his being kept so busy by his neighbours that he
would have to leave his Allies to divide up the spoils of war between
them in Syria, Palestine and Mesopotamia.
The shock of the sudden cessation of the World War caused a
temporary lull in the activities of Arabia, and it was not till February
or March, 1919, that King Husain remembered he had still to deal
with Khurma. H e had established a friendly understandiog with Ibn
Rashid and now thought himself strong enough to tacklo Ibn Se'ud,
while the prospect of an immediate outbreak of hostilities forced the
British Government to take notice of the problems still outstanding for
settlement in Arabia. I t s policy was to maintain Husain as the pivot
of Arabia with a view to using his narrle and dynasty iu the furtherance
of the arrangements it con templated in its newly won sphore of politicel
influence. The mandatory system had not yet been invented and the
French had not yet been admitted to Syria, where Faisal, if properly
humoured, promiaed to bua convenient and effective instrument in British
hands. To humour him it was obviously essential to support his father
in any reasonable pretension which he could maintain without active
support from ourselves. That, then, was the attitude-on the whole
quite a reasonable attitude in view of all that had already happenedof our Government when matters became critical in Arabia and Lord
Curzon, then in charge a t the Foreign Office, surnuloned an interdepartmental conference to considor what should be done. That was
on March 10, 1919, and I had the good fortune to be asked to attendit.
Mr. Montagu represented the India Oflice, while the War Ofice, the
Admiralty and the Treasury sent worthy chatupions of their respeotive
points of view. I n all there were sorne fourteen or fifteen persons
present, and when after a long discussion a vote was taken I found
myself in a minority of one voting aglinat a policy uneninlously endorsed
by the reat.
Our policy is a Husain policy," said Lord Curzonp in
summing up the decisions arrived at. The question of right wse a
diajcult one to decide, but the benefit of the doubt had to be given
our special protkgk, and tho collforcnoe decided in Husnin's favour
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confidence in view of tho considered verdict of the War
the
officeon the probable results of a clash of arms between the rivals.
In view of his armament and financial resources the War Oflice had no
doubt whatever that Husain would beat Ibn Sa'ud if it came to war,
and it was therefore decided1. That Husain and Ibn Sa6udshould be informed that His Majesty's
Government had been pleased to adjudicate Khurula to Husain, who
was to be authorized to occupy it.
2. That Ibn Sa'ud should be warned to relinquish the oasis on pain
of incurring the displeasure of the British Government and losing his
subsidy of £5,000 monthly.
As I have said, I voted against that decision, and I may add that I
left that conference convinced that my Arabian career was over. I had
been given every opportunity of proving my case and had failed to do
so. But Lord Curzon very generously gave me the further opportunity
of expressing my opinion ou the probable results of the action decided
on, and I stated my conviction that Ibn Sa'ud would not only ignore
the order to relinquish Khurma, but would defend it to the last if
Husain attempted to occupy it. And I added, with all deference to the
opinion of the War Office, that I had no doubt as to the results of an
encounter-Ibn Sa'ud would yin. With that, I left the conference to
prepare for illy return to India a t the end of my leave. So far as I was
concerned the Arabian grapes mere sour, and I was content to leave His
lfajesty's Government to have its fill of them, always assuming that,
having so definitely decided on its policy, it would see it through. I n
May Ibn Satud was reported to have taken the field in person, and
King Husain threatened to resign his kingdom if the British Government did not give him active support. The threat was effective, and I
was present at another conference a t the end of the month, a t which
it was decided-qoite logically-to bring pressure on Ibn Sa'ud by
reducing his subsidy by one-half. I then left London for the seaside
without considering it necessary to inform the Foreign Office of my
change of address, and on Friday, June 13, the following telegram was
handed in at my London home : " Urgent Eastern Committee lnnnling
seven this evening. Lord Curzon wishes you to attend." A stupid
servant put that telegram into an envelope and posted it on to me, with
the result that I otlly received it on the following llonday. hly apology
for failur~to attend the meeting elicited a reply that it had been
Postpoued till I could attend, and on the following day I arrived a t the
Foreign Ojlice to hear the news. 'Abdullah had ontrenched himself
with a large arllly and soma thirty guns and rnachitle-guns at Turaba,
a
ularoh distant from I<hurma. I n the night the Wahhabis had
fsllen upon tho sleeping host and practically annihilated it. I have
ofton since heard vivid aceouuts of that scene of carnage and pende"~nium from 'Abdullah hin~selfand others of the small band who
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escaped from it with him by headlong flight. The Wahhabi victory
was complete and decisive, and the Hijaz lay at the mercy of Ibn
Sa'ud. Lord Curzon had summoned the conference to consider what
should be done, and now in his own inimitable way he painted in the
most lurid colours the picture of the situation resulting from the earlier
and deliberate decisions of that same conference. The British consul
a t Jidda had reported that Ibn Sa'ud ma8 marching on Mecca and that
some 10,000 or 11,000 terrified refugees-mostly British-Indian subjects
-were hastening to the coast to embark on such ships as could be sent
to the rescue. The Admiralty had been asked to provide the ships, but
in those days of shipping stringency had resolutely declined to divert a
single vessel to Jidda. The War Office, having wrongly estimated the
relative strength of Ibn SaLud and Husain, declined to embark on a,
military expedition to extricate the latter from his difficulties. There
was indeed nothing to be done, and I was asked if I had any suggestions to make. I replied that I saw no reason for panic as I thought
i t exceedingly unlikely that Ibn Sa'ud would march on Mecca. I was
asked almost testily whether I realized that the British agent had
reported that Ibn Sa'ud was actually on the way, and I could only
reply that still I did riot believe it, and I added that, if he were, he
could be stopped if the British Government agreed to reconsider the
whole mattler on its merits. " But," said Lord Curzon, " there is no
How can any messenger arrive there in time?" I
time to stop
- him.
suggested that an aeroplane could probably get there in a day, and
Lord Curzon, snatching a t the straw, asked me if I would go. I
accepted without hesitation, and three days later I left England by air
for Cairo, where we arrived in just over five days-a record for the trip
which, to the best of my knowledge, has only been lowered within the
laat fortnight, when Colonel Minchin appears to have done it in leas
than three days. I had not reached Cairo quite as quickly as I had
expected, but I was greeted on arrival by the news that Ibn Sa'ud,
apparently content with his victory, had withdrawn into the desert,
leaving King Husain to ruminate on the error of his ways and His
Majesty's Government to reconsider its ~ o l i c y . I t was still coneidered
advisable for me to continue my jourlley with a view to getting into
touch with Ibn SaLud, but, when I arrived by ship at Jidda, I was
forbidden by King Husain to land. Ho had recovered from his fright,
and, though he had lost Turaba instead of recapturing Kllurma, ho
maintained a truculent attitude and insisted that the British Government should help hiin to establieh a clailn the justice of which it had
already recognized. But for the moment tho British Government had
no intention of burning its fingers any more for (he beaux W X of
Huaain. The arbitranlent of force had decided the Iihurma que8tion,
and one might have thought that it would never again be revived. It
did, however, reappear a t B later and critical stage of the drsma*
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For the time being- Ibn Satud, having tasted blood, as it were, and
added a strip of Hijaz territory to his realm, turned his attention to
other matters than the idle menaces of King Husain. From May, 1919,
to August, 1922, he was busily engaged in extending his boundaries in
every direction. I t would be tedious to recite the details of all the
operations involved in this process, and I will content myself with
siating that without any great difficulty he reduced the mountain
districts of the 'Asir province to submission in 1920, fulfilled one of the
great ambitions of his life by capturing Hall in 1921, and in the following year annexed the northernmost principality of desert Arabia-the
district of Jauf-besides capturing a number of border oases of the
Hijaz, such as Khaibar and Taima. By the end of 1922 he was master of
desert Arabia up to the nebulous boundaries of the mandated territories
of 'Iraq and Transjordan and of the Hijax itself; and a t this period
he found himself surrounded on the east, north and west by a chain
of Sharifian dynasties all more or less under British protection. From
time to time his tribesmen made incursions, not specifically authorized
by himself, across those undelimited frontiers, only to find themselves
confronted by the British Air Force acting a s guardians of the marches.
And all this time Ibn Sa6ud himself not only maintained a perfectly
correct attitude towards the British Government, but was drawing a
substantial subsidy from the British Treasury, for the orders issued for
the reduction of the subsidy in May, 1919, had somehow miscarried.
His hostility was directed only against the Sharifian princes, who fully
reciprocated it, but that did not make the situation less intolerable from
the point of view of the British Government.
recognized
During the autumn of 1923 the Middle East Department
the necessity of trying to arrange a inodus vivencli between Ibn Sa6ud
and his neighbours as a step towards terminating the subsidy paid to
the former av a sort of blackmail insurance premium. I n pursuance of
this aim it invited the various potentates to a round-table conferellce a t
Kuwait in November of that year, and by a lump-sum payment to Ibn
h'ud liquidated its obligations to him up to the end of March, 1924.
British official, Colonel liuox, wag nominated to preside over the
conference, to which representatives were sent by Ibn Se'ud, King
Faiaal of 'Iraq, and the Amir 'Abdullah of Transjordan. I t had been
hoped that King Husain would follow suit, but for the time being he
declined to do so unless Ibn SaLudrelinquiehed Icbur~naand the other
HiJaz Oases in his possession and restored the Hail principality to the
Ibn Hashid dynasty. The conference therefore opened without Huaain's
representatives, and the ullderlying idea of it was that the various
chiefs should be left so far a s possible to arrive a t any agreement
sbtisfactory to themselves. The principle of a round-table conference
Was sound, and, if the policy of leaving the cHiefs to work out their
Own salvation had been followed out, I am convinced that a satis22
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factory arrangement would have been arrived at. But the Middle
East Department could not leave well alone, and it was at this stage
that the old Khurma nxotif reappeared with disastrous effect. Colonel
Knox received instructions which doomed the conference to futility
from the beginning. I b n Sacud was actually to be pressed to give up
Khurma, and he mas even to be offered the bribe of compensation
elsewhere a s an inducement to that end. One might have thought
that the British Government was not desirous oE a settlement. and I
think I can best sum up the history of the conference by quoting
passages from two letters 1 wrote a t this time-one at the beginning
and the other towards the end of the proceedings, which I naturally
followed with the closest interest from my distant watch-tower at
'Amman.
" I fear," I wrote in the first of these letters, "that the indefinite
postponement qf a settlement of the Arabian problem on lines acceptable to Ibn Sa'ud will result . . in gradual encroachments by him on
the territories of his neighbours, and eventually in the occupation of the
Hijaz. Such a consummation . . . will certainly redound greatly to
the discredit of British policy in the eyes of the Muslim world, which
will direct its criticism . . to the fact that His Majesty's Government
have placed the custody of the vital interests of Islam in the hands of
a dynasty unequal to such a charge." And a few months later I wrote
again in the following terms : " This may be my last opportunity of
attempting to influence the counsels of His Majesty's Government. I
do so . . out of my deep conviction that the failure of the past few
years has been directly traceable to grave mistakes of policy based on
a misunderstanding of the psychology of Central Arabia, and that a
continuance of that policy must result in chaos end disaster." But I
was a mere voice crying in the wilderness and none would listen. In
1918 I had urged that by leaving the supremely unimportant oasis of
Khurma to Ibn Sa'ud we might save the Hijaz and put a reaeonable limit to the expansion of the Wahhabi power. My advice
disregarded, and Ibn Sa'ud had within five years extended his sway to
a degree scarcely conceived then a s possible. And here we were again
in 1924 back a t the old game of demanding the relinquishment of a
village which had already wrought so much woe. At this stage Only
one policy was possible-namely, to leave to Ibn Sa'ud what he held
and to save the rest. But that policy Was not good enough for Our
expert Arabian department, which, not content with the substance,
must needs gmsp at the shadow. And in the end they lost all1 for the
end envisaged by British policy and the intransigeance of King
resulted in the breakdown of the Kuwait conference in April1 1924.
And only five months later-in September-the curtain was rung
up on the final act of t6e tragedy, and the first scene of that &ot
its
the sudden Wahhabi onslaught on Taif and the massacre
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inhabitants. And this time Ibn Sa'ud, having no British subsidy to
him and no hope of a reasonable settlement to induce him to
be patient, meant business. The sudden fall of Taif, owing to the
paralysisof the Hijaz army, had exceeded the wildest hopes with which
he had launched the campaign, but the atrocities which attended its
capture served rather to delay than to advance his operations. As
soon as he received the news he dispatched orders to his lieutenant, the
same Khalid ibn Lumai who has already figured in the Khurma affair,
to approach Mecca more circumspectly and a t all costs to avoid
atrocities. But the warning was unnecessary. 'Ali, King Husain's
eldest son, made a feeble effort to stem the Wahhahi advance with the
remnant of his troops s t Hadda in the Talf mountains, but was defeated
end fled to Jidda to avoid both the pursuit of the pursuers and the
wrath of his enraged father. Husain's cup was now full, and it was
euggested to him over the telephone by the notables of Jidda that the
only hope of saving the Hijaz, which his folly and obstinacy had
brought to the verge of disaster, lay in his abdication in favour of his
son, 'Ali. The old tyrant yielded with a bad enough grace, but yielded
end left the Hijaz, while 'Ali replaced him on the throne, and, having
evacuated Mecca to avoid bloodshed in the holy city, threw himself
anconditionally on the mercy of Great Britain. But Great Britain
wae merciless, for it was too late to intervene, and 'Ali was left to his
own resources. The Wahhabis entered Mecca unopposed, but under
explicit instructions from Ibn Sa'ud delayed their further advance, and
when Ibn Sacud himself arrived a t Mecca on December 5, 1924, he
found Jidda too strongly entrenched and fortified to be carried by
assault without risk of the repetition of the atrocities which had marked
the capture of Ta'if. A month later he inaugurated the siege of Jidda,
and meanwhile set himself to organize the administration of the territories which had fallen into his bends.
I do not propose to weary you with the details of the operations
which dragged on for nearly a year. There was never a t any time the
slightest doubt as to the ultimate result, though, so long as 'Ali'e funds
lasted, he made a gallant show of resistance in the hope that the
European Powers interested in Arabia might intervene to save him. But
those Powers, following the lead of Great Britain, had proclaimed their
neutrality in the conflict, and that neutrality was maintained to the end
with only two exceptions. The British Government had long had
it8 eyes on the Madan-'Aqaba district a t the northern extremity of the
Hijaz, and proposed to King 'Ali a t an early stage of the conflict that
ho ~houldhand it over to its keeping for its greater security from the
Wahhabis. But 'Ali replied somewhat grimly that he was 80 busy
losing hie territories in the south to his enemies that he had no time to
spare for loeing his northern territories to his friends. Unfortunately
for him, however, his father had taken up his residenoe a t 'Aqaba, and
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the British Government was able to trump up the excuse that the
temptation afforded to the Wahhabis by his presence there adversely
affected the security of Palestine. And so in due course a, British warship was sent to 'Aqaba t~ deport Husain to Cyprus, and British
armoured cars were sent down with the local forces of Transjordan to
annex the district to the area of the Palestine mandate. I t would be
difficult to imagine a more barefaced act of spoliation or a more senseless violation of our traditional reputation for fair play. I t will at any
rate be interesting to see what the League of Nations will make of
the business when some day it is called upon to adjudicate on a claim
which Ibn SaLudwill certainly be justified in making for the restoration
of what is indubitably Hijaz territory to the Hijae.
The second case of breach of neutrality was not so much a breach
of neutrality as an injudicious and untimely attempt to intervene
between Ibn Sa'ud and his legitimate prey a t a moment when an offer of
intervention could only meet with a rebuff. I t will be fresh in your
memories that in October of last year a British mission, under Sir
Gilbert Clayton, was sent to visit Ibn Sacud in the Hijaz with aview to
negotiating an agreement on the vexed question of the boundariea
between Ibn Sa'ud's territories and Transjordan, and on various
matters arising between Ibn Sa6udand 'Iraq. I would like to take this
opportunity of congratulating Sir Gilbert Clayton on the tact which he
displayed in tackling the main objects of his mission and on the results
which he achieved-most satisfactory results, both from the point of
view of Ibn Sa'ud and from that of British interests. For the first time on
record the British Government faced the obvious fact that the de fact0
boundaries of Ibn Saiud's influence must be recognized, and it was the
practical recognition of that fact which resulted in agreement on
very satisfactory boundary. At the same time it was scarcely necessary
to suggest, even if it was only a feeler, as it probably was, that the
British Government was prepared to mediate between the combatants
if both should express a desire to that effect. That was too obviously
an attempt to cheat Ibn Saiud of the results of his well-earned victory,
and it is only fair to add that his decisive deprecation of such an offer
was met in the proper spirit by a reaffirmation of complete neutrality.
I t was still less necessary, in my opinion, that the Clayton mission
should pass from its negotiations with Ibn Sa6ud to negotiations with
the Imam Yahya of the Yarnan. Such action was bound to create
misunderstanding in the mind of Ibn Ss6ud,and the best that Can be
said for the policy of H i s Majesty's Government is that the failure of
the Yaman mission has left things where they were and done no Particular harm. If, on the other hand, the mission had succeeded
negotiating s treaty with the Imam and war had subsequently broken
out between him and Ibn Sa6ud-as it may yet do if the Imam
tinuee in his present humour-we should once more find ourselves in
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almostas uncomfortable a position between the two as that in which
we have been for the last eight years between Ibn Sa'ud and the
Hashimite dynasty.
It only remains for me now to record the final issue of this longdrawn-out struggle. I n November of last year I had the pleasure of
visiting Ibn Sa'ud and observing from his angle of vision the concluding
operations of the campaign. I had arrived a t Jidda in October, only to
be confronted with the orders of the British Government forbidding me
to go inland. I suppose there is in principle no reason why the Rritish
Government should not issue such orders as it thinks fit to do, but I
suppose there is equally no reason why anybody should obey such
orders if he can disobey them with impunity. Be that as it may, I did
go inland, though by a more devious route than I had intended, with
the result that I nearly perished in one of those horrible storms that
periodically visit the Red Sea coast, and only escaped it to be nearly
blown to bits by a bomb dropped from a Hashimite aeroplane. I did,
however, have the satisfaction of seeing the Wahhabi army on its
march to the capture of Madina and, further, of meeting Ibn Sa'ud
himself when he was making his dispositions for a renewal of the
attack on Jidda. But I was not destined to be present a t the final
triumph, for, not thinking it to be so near a t hand, I took boat to Port
Sudan from Rabigh. The very day after my departure the news
arrived of the surrender of Madina, and a fortnight or so later, King
'Ali having departed for 'Iraq, Jidda opened its gates to Ibn Sa'ud,
who was acclaimed as King of the Hijaz in the Great Mosque of Mecca
on January 8 of this year.
The new dispensation had begun in Arabia and the striving of the
chieftains had been stilled by the final triumph of one. Arabia
suddenly found itself united and a t peace for the first time since the
ideal of an united Arabia had been mooted in the counsels of Whitehall,
Cairo, and Mecca. The outsider had beaten the favourite, and I had
at least the satisfaction of knowing that my money had always been on
the winner-and not only that, but that I had predicted the fence at
which the favourite would come down. That fence was Ichurma, and I
cannot in the hour of triumph refrain from quoting to you the passage
in which I envisaged the ultimate success of Ibn Sa'ud as far back as
1919, when I was writing the record of my Arabian experiences. "The
events of the following year," I wrote, "made me regret bitterly that
circumstances had not perinitted of a longer sojourn at, and closer
in0pection of, a locality destined, for all its seeming insignificance, to 8
fatefulshare in the making of history, perhaps indeed to be the earthly
grave of the IJtopian ideal of Arab unity, perhaps-who ltnows ?--to be
the anvil on which that ideal may yet be hammered into reality."
Arabian unity has been achieved on the anvil of Khurma in a
manner very different from that envisaged by the originators of the
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Sharifian policy. Primarily, of course, that policy aimed at the utilialtion of Arabia for the furtherance of the war-purposes of the Allies, but
it went a good deal further than that. Arabia was to serve a British
imperial purpose in due course with a descendant of the Prophet to
sing our praises in the sanctuary of Mecca-like a linnet in a gilded
cage, as Lord Curzon once called King Husain. I t was no less a person
than Lord Kitchener who had first hailed Husain as the Calif to be,
and the famous NcMahon correspondence of 1915 definitely engaged
the British Government to support the creation of an Arabian Califate
with our protkgk presumably in the chief r8le. But those dreams,
which should never have tempted u s from the path of reason, have
passed away mainly because we mistook our man. We played for a
temporary gain on the lute of his personal ambitions, only to find in the
end that he insisted on his pound of flesh. And so step by step we
deserted him and left him " naked to his enemies." His own unworthiness completed the disaster. Never at any moment did he look
like uniting Arabia under his sway, but it may be said without hesitatation that, had he been less unwise, less tyrannical, less avaricious,
and less reactionary, he could a t least have perpetuated s balance of
power in Arabia which would have made unity impossible. His vices
have served to unite Arabia in despair, and now that it ie united-for
the moment I leave the province of Yaman out of consideration, though
I do not see how it can long remain in detachment from the new union
-I return to the problem with which I started. Will it, can it be
permanent? To that I answer fl Yes " without hesitation. I have
already explained to you the modification of the character of Arabian
society to which Ibn Saiud has devoted his efforts, not without ~uccess.
That modification will make Arabia easier to rule than it ever has been
before. Rut there is another reason why I believe in its permanence.
There is no longer an enemy a t her gates-the Ottoman Empire
has ceased to be a World Power, and there is no state among the
IIuslims capable, or ever likely to be capable, of playing the part she
once played successfully-capable, that is, of invading Arabia. Indeed,
Arabia herself is now in the f ~ r e f r oof~ tthe Muslim Powers, and I do
U O see
~
what can prevent her from becoming the ~rotagonistof Islam
against the reviving aesault of the West. Ibn Saiud is already do fact0
the leading independent representative of orthodox Islam, and it is to
my mind only a question of time when he becomes its recognized leader
with the actual title of Calif.
And there is yet a third reason for my belief in the pernlnnence of
the new rhgimc. Arabia has ceased quite definitely to be the
patriarchal institution it has been hitherto. The avarice and reactionary tendencies of Husain delayed the inrueh of modern m&terial
developments presaged by the Great Wer. Wireless communication
was established, it is true, but only for the use of the tyranny--for
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rest only destructive engines of war were admitted. Even motor-cars
were restricted solely to royal and military uses. But now all that ie
changed. Ibn SaLud'sfirst step was to open his gates to the motor-car
for the benefit of public and pilgrims. I n six months a hundred
cars have entered the country, and in a year or two there will be a
thousend. And the RSuslim Congress a t Mecca has only recently
a resolution in favour of the building of a railway to Mecca.
And soon Ibn Sa'ud will have his wireless station a t Riyadh, as he
already has at Abha, the capital of 'Asir. Those who have seen the
modern Sudan may readily picture to themselves what Arabia will
become in a generation of modern development, and that change will in
itself be a factor of stability. The omens are now a s much in hie
favour as they were against him eight or ten years ago, when the
fanatical, reactionary Wahhabi was cursed as a clog on the wheels of
progress. But reaction has brought the motor-car to Arabia, and
fanaticism has brought in its train orderly government and peace and
security for the weary pilgrim. The Wahhabi has triumphed, and
British policy, which has ever run counter to the grain of facts in
Arabia, has failed to stay the evolution of a natural process. I t is never
too late to repent of past follies, aud I would like to close this address
with an appeal. Ibn Satud has from the beginning of his great career
never made any secret of his desire for a friendly understanding and
cordial relations with Great Britain. I t is high time for us to
reciprocate that sentiment, and we have nothing to lose by so doing.
All we have to do is to refrain from interfering with the internal
affairs of Arabia, and we have in all conscience had lessons enough in
the last few years to teach us that we can interfere neither successfully
nor with advantage to ourselves. So far as Arabia is concerned the
capitulations are dead and we need shed no tears over their funeral
Pyre, while, if our concern for the stoppage of slavery and the efficiency of
quarantine arrangements is genuine and not dictated by purely political
motives, let us realize once and for all that the good-will of Ibn Sa'ud is
worth more than the activities of a thousand cansuls.
Dr. HOQARTH
: Sir Michael O'Dwyer, Ladies and Gentlemen,-I
think the hour is rather too late for me to attempt any detailed
criticism. Indeed, I did not come here to criticize or speak, but in the
hope of hearing from Mr. Philby, who knows internal Arabia better
than anybody living, something of its actual state; and I cannot help
regretting that he devoted so much of his time to going beck over past
history, which he has gone over before, and with which, as he will
admit, it is quite impossible to deal in the time. Moreover, I have really
nothing to criticize in his history. H e gave a very fair account of
things as they happened, and some of it which ie not publicly known,
like the history of Inter-departmental Conferences a t the Foreign Ofice,
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Was particularly interesting. The only things with which I venture to
disagree-and he will not be surprised, or even put out when I say so
--are
hie views and prophecies about the future. I cannot regard the
word permanent " as having much meaning in Arabian politics, ~tis
almost a contradiction in terms, and particularly so in this case,
The two points that interested me most in what Mr. Philby said were
the two factors on which, according to him, the permanence of Ibn
SaLud's empire depends. Oue of these was the settlement of the
Bedouins upon the land. Well, on that I should like more information, and it is just on that point that I had hoped to get more
information from Mr. Philby to-day. H e has told us about Artawiyah
with its 4,000 people. But exactly how much arable land have they,
and how much water have they got to put upon their land? How far
is the settlement really agricultural ? That is the 'kind of thing
one wants to know before one can credit so tremendous a social revolution in central Arabia. So also in those other fifty or sixty settlements
scattered up and down Nejd-how much arable land and how much
water have they got ? How many of their people are really cultivators?
How many are really settled upon the land? I should have been glad
if Mr. Philby had brought some photographs. I t would have been
difficult, I know, to get them ; a photographer would very probablyget
shot if he attempted photographing in a place like Artlawiyah. The
other point is an interesting one. I very largely agree about it. No one
can establish permanent empire in Arabia except on a religious basis,
and the religious feeling in virtue of which you conquer must be lcept
a t white heat, though it is extraordinarily difficult to keep any people
a t white heat very long. The only positive suggestion that I caught
from Mr. Philby was that Ibn Sagudwould perpetually find new lands
to conquer-the method pursued in the beginning of Islam. Mr.
Philby, however, said also that it was extremely improbable that the
Arabs ever again would overflow their northern borders. A parallel
between what happened under the immediate successors of ~ohammed
and what happened in 1919 has often been drawn. The extreme
weakness of the Byzantine Empire, due to its conflict with Persia, was
reproduced in 1919 by the exhauetion of the Allies, and the fact
that, whereas they had suffered heavily by the war, the Arabs had
gained money, arms, experience, and a knowledge of the Weat which
they had not before. This situation made it seem possible there might
be another outbreak from Arabia into Western lande. But, of course^
there was really an enormous difference in the relative situations,
consisting eimply in this, that whereas the Arabs are pretty well where
they were in the seventh century-even Ibn Sa'ud with motor-care and
machine-guns is not much ahead of the early ~ o h a m r n e d a nconquerors
-the West has transformed itself. W e have weapons and organizations that are too greatly euperior, a s wag shown by the latest wahbabi
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,&ids on ~ ~ ~ n s j o r d a nwhich
i a , melted like snow under rain before a
couple of armoured cars and a couple of aeroplanes. If,then, the Arabs
cannot overflow their northern borders, what are they to do? I
suppose they must mop up the countries of southern Arabia-Yemen,
Hadrrtmaut, and Oman. These they have not got under them at
preeent. But it is extremely difficult to believe that a Literalist creed,
such as that professed by the Wahhabis, will ever lnake any way in a
country like the Yemen, among a people with the spirit, courage, and
general tradition of the Yemenites. But even supposing Ibn Salud,
by virtue of his 30,000 zealots-he has no more, and it is almost
impossible to see how he can ever get more-should ~ n o pup the Yemen,
Hadramaut, and Oman, what is to happen after t h a t ? If he could do
it at all it would not take very long to do. Two or three years would
see the whole of southern Arabia taken if he could take it at all.
After, where would there be any more lands to conquer, and how would
the white heat be kept u p ? Therefore I do not foresee perrnanence for
the Wahhabi empire. There are great difficulties ahead of Ibn Sacud
now-difficulties on which he appears to be only just entering. One
of these is the difliculty of the pilgrimage, and the other is the difficulty
of money. His predecessor in the Hejaz quarrelled with Egypt in the
most foolish and gratuitous manner; for the whole history of Hejaz
shows that it cannot depend only on itself. I t must look to solile
richer country, and that richer country has always been outside Arabia.
Now tho position seems to be that since no such relations subsist with
Egypt a9 will lead to Egypt paying bills for Hejez, the latter must rely
on a country even poorer than itself-viz., Nejd. There does uot seem
to be a penny in Arabia ; yet without actual ready-money the modern
implements of war, which will be necessary if any very great extension
of Ibn Sa'ud's empire is to take place, cannot be prooured. There are,
of course, other difficulties too. I t is all very well to try and settle the
Bedouin on the land, but iu so trying you run counter to the traditiou
of countless generations, and deprive him of what has always been his
chief interest in life. To have an empire in Arabia you must prevent
intertribal raiding, which is the Bedouin's one amusement. As was
once said to me by an old General in Egypt : "When you interfere
with a national sport you are up against more than you know." A
further difficulty consists in the fact that nowhere in the coastal lands,
not even in Hasa, are the settled people Wahhabites. They have
nowhere really thrown in their lot with I b n Sa'ud, but are merely kept
down for the time partly by their own inertia, but more by that armed
force of 30,000 zealots. The root difficulty, however, is the extreme
Poverty of resources, both of material and men, which characterizes
Nejd. The country is so poor and its population is so small that it is
IrnPo9sible to believe in it standing for any long time what is known a6
" waste of empire."
For these and other reasons I am afraid I do not
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agree with Mr. Philby that the triumph of the Wahhabi is complete or
likely to prove more " permanent " than previous political dominations
in Arabia.
Commander CRAUFURD
: Mr. Chairman, Ladies end Gentlemen,-I
have merely come up to say that I really think I had better leave any
further discussion alone. Dr. Hogarth has given us a very competent
comment, Mr. Philby has given us a long lecture, so we have plenty to
carry away with us.
Beyond expressing my own opinion that any hope of Arabian unity
is a dream, I have little to add. I t is a dream that many of us have held
for years-personally, 1 held that dream for ten years and awoke in the
desert with my mouth full of sand. I do not see any more solid
substance in it, but 1 will not go further into the matter than to
suggest that for Arabian unity you must have, as Mr. Philby has
pointedout, some unity of aim. What unityis thereamongstallthese
various rulers? You have a Southern ruler who does not wish to join
up with the Wahhabis, and does not wish to join up with Ibn Setud,
the Northern ruler. You have various smaller potentates.
The other aim we might hope for is a religious aim. Islam has not
yet come to its own, and until we see Jezirat ul Arab-that is, aninner
Arabia with an exterior Arabian Tihama-until we set: that Jezirat ul
Arab forming there is little hope of Arabian unity. I do not think I
should go further, when we have had such a complete discussion for
nearly an hour and a half.
The CHAIRMAN
: W e should like to hear something from the point
of view of the Moslems. I see some eminent members of that
community present, and would like to hear from them what effect8
it is likely to produce.
MAULVIEA. R. DARD (Imam of the London llosque) : Ladies and
Gentlemen,--I must first of all thank God, as is usual with Moslems, for
the opportunity which I have had to-day of listening to so learned and
important a lecture. And after that I thank the Chairo~anfor giving
me the privilege of expressing m y feelings on the subject, and, as well,
my deep pleasure and satisfaction a t what I have heard this afternoon.
I think the account of Mr. Philby, and the criticism that
been
passed upon it, appear to us Moslems, being essentially religious
people, to be based too much on material considerations. What
Noslema would really think on the present situation would be
absolutely not from the political or material, or temporal side of
the question, but from the spiritual point of view. I t may ultimately
lend some support to Mr. Philby's aseurances, but I should not
commit myself to anything like that. I think material c o ~ s i d e r s t i o ~ ~ ,
especially a s regards the future and the making of propheoieaj do
go very far. I t is God alone who knows the future. w e find Jesus
Christ lived in very humble circumstances, and at that time when He
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was being crucified nobody could imagine that His worshippers would
hold the reins of the government of the whole world, as Britain practicallydoes ; and we also find from the Scriptures that Moses defeated
the kings that were against him in spite of all his material shortcomings.
In the same way we look upon the founder of Islam as essentially a
religious and spiritual being, and I can safely say that it was the same
Arabia that Mr. Philby and the other critics have said is hopeless that
he once aroused and united. I do not, however, mean-and I think
the Chairman knows the views of our community very well-that Arabia
will ever achieve under the present circumstances any political importance. These are my personal views, and I am not speaking from the
political or material point of view. But I must say that the reasons
that have been put forward this afternoon against the future of Arabia
cannot carry weight with the &loslems. Personally, I believe that the
future of Islam, whatever it may be, does not rest in politics. Moslems
have left their religion, it may be Christians have done so also, but I
think if Mosle~nsa.chieve anything it will not be iu the political world.
We are essentially a religious people, and we believe that through a
special messenger of His own, God has revealed this fact to us and H e
alone is the Being that can tell us anything about the future. I further
think that the interests of Islam and those of the British people are
intertwined. They will go together. I believe the British people will
one day become RIoslems and the expectations of Mr. Philby and those
of his critics mill both fall to the ground. These are purely religioue
and spiritual considerations. I t may be they are not matter for any
serious consideration now, but they are our views. Apart from that I
mu8t say, if I am not boring you-it may be extraordinary listening to
an Oriental, but excuse me a few moments-as to Ibn Sa6ud,I have a
deeper and a greater respect for him now after listening to the learned
di8course of Mr. Philby. But it does not alter the fact that fanaticism
cannot last long. If the Wahhabis do not leave their fanaticism and
follow experience they cannot stay for long. Honest orthodox Moslems,
like all other people, I am certain cannot stand compulsion in religious
matters. Be it any Government, French, German, Afghan, Egyptian
--any ruler that forces human beings to believe in a certain way will
not succeed in this era of enlightenment ; and that makes me think
that it is only the British people who can help Moslems. If the
keep friendly with Ibn Sacud,or, better, if Ibn Salud maintains
lriendly relations with the British Government, he will succeed, but
within his own sphere-not to become a world power. There is
few at all from the political or temporal point of view from Arabia
I n this respect. That is what I believe.
I must also thank the whole
t,he audience, as well as the Lecturer and the Chairman, because it
Is a great pleasure and satiefaction to me to see so many British
people thinking upon and listening to a question which does not
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directly concern their own country. The conviction and sincere
enthusiasm with which Mr. Philby has delivered his lecture
that he wants to take us above material things and lower motives in
our dealings with the Arabs and the world. Thet is a matter which
has delighted me very much. 1 think it well behoves the British
people to think about and study Islam from all points of view, because,
after all, the British Empire is, numerically speaking, a Moslem Empire,
and I think Mr. Philby's example will inspire other British people to
study Islam from his point of view, and other points of view as well;
and I pray that just a s the physical sun never sets on the British
Empire, ao the spiritual sun rnay shine for ever and ever upon us all,
(Applause.)
Mr. G. 11. LEES: Sir Michael O'Dwyer, Ladies and Gentlemen,Dr. Hogarth said that there are no more lands for the Wahhabis to
conquer, but I think Ibn Sa'ud could absorb most of the south of
Arabia without much fighting. But the crucial case is that of the
Persian Gulf. There the people are Wahhabi in sentiment, but they do
not want Ibn Satud. About two million pounds' worth of pearls are
raised from that coast every year, and I think there is no question that
when Ibn SaLud has straightened out affairs in central Arabia he will
turn his eyes in that direction. I do not know to what extent the
British Government is involved by treaties with various independent
chiefs along that coast. But that is a possible source of revenue for
Ibn SaLud, and I do not think he will disregard it. As I said, the
people are Wahhabi, but do not want Ibn SaLud,because they mill have
to share some of their wealth with him. The rest of Oman is partly
Wahhabi and partly belongs to the Ibadhi sect of Islam. They might
oppose him, but I doubt if they would be strong enough or suffici~ntly
well armed to resist effectually if he advanced in force. with the
exception of Dhofar, Hadhramaut, and Makalla, which receive moosoon rains, the remainder of South Arabia is absolute desert. ~lthough
Ibn SaLud could easily conquer it, it would be of no advantage to him
for revenue purposes. Mr. Philhy mentioned the use of motor-cars in
the Hejaz. I t might interest him to know that last year four motorcars were hauled across the desert from Qatif, a port on the persiho
Gulf, up to Riyadh, the capital of central Arabia and the great
Wahhabi stronghold. I t was the enterprise of a merchant from
Bahrein. The journey from the port to Riyadh was about 400 miles,
large parts of it are sandy desert, where the cars had to be hauled
camels ; but they got to Riyadh, and I believe are running there
to-day. Incidentally, the first car to arrive was a ~ o r r i s - ~ r f ~ ~ ~ m
For the rest I congratulate Mr. Philby on a very interesting lecture
indeed. (Applause.)
Another Mohammedan gentleman also gave an account of his recent
experiences in Mecca, and the conclusions he had drawn therefrom.
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The CHAIRMAN
: I intend to say little, ladies and gentlemen,
exceptto thank the lecturer very heartily and the other speakers for
the admirable discourses we have had the great pleasure of listening to.
Almost everybody who took part in the discussion to-day was one with
specialand particular knowledge of the subject. I t was particularly
to have the different Islamic points of view by the two Indian
gentlelnenwho were good enough to speak. I think we have all learned
a great deal about Ibn SaLud. We have heard a good many pleasant,
and some unpleesant, things about him. There is one thing to
be said in his favour, that all who have met him agree that he has
impressed them as a man of great sincerity and singleness of purpose,
and as au absolutely staunch friend. The personality of the man must
make a magnetic appeal not only to his own followere, but to those
who come in contact with him. I will not venture into prophecy, we
have been told how dangerous it is. Whether his rule is to be
permanent, as Mr. Philby hopes, or whether it is to be transitory-as
Dr. Hogarth has told us, only the future can tell ; but we all hope with
Mr. Philby that the British Government should realize that it has not
e very satisfactory record as regards its past dealings with Ibn Sa'ud,
and should set itself to arrange matters for the benefit of the world at
lerge, and especially for its Islamic subjects who have to make the
pilgrimage to Mecca. I t should endeavour to arrive a t a good understanding with him in the interests of the Islamic world and our
hundred millions of Islamic fellow-subjects. I think that is a prayer
in which we can all join, and it is a very good note on which Mr.
Philby finished up his admirable lecture, for which again I am sure you
would all wish to pass a unanimous vote of thanks. (Applause.)

ANNUAL DINNER
LORD PEEL ON TWENTY-FIVE YEARS' WORK

THE annual dinner of the Central Asian Society was held at the
Edward VII. Rooms, Hotel Victoria, on June 29, with the President,
Viscount Peel, in the chair. The company numbered more than 200,
and included specially invited representatives of the Royal Geographical
Society and the Royal Asiatic Society.
P.c., M.P., proposed the toast of the Society, coupled
Captain EDEN,
with the name of Viscount Peel. H e said that when he first received
their invitation he was somewhat puzzled as to the motive that could
have led to so distinguished a privilege being conferred upon so insignificant an individual as himself. H e could only surmise that
having had the temerity on one or two occasions to speak in the Houee
of Commons as an amateur on mattera connected with Central Asia,
they took pity upon him and invited him there, so that he might in the
course of the evening garner some grains of the harvest which other
speakers would provide in rich abundance. That at least would be his
endeavour, and he would do hie utmost to make use, as a pupil, of the
opportunities which were his on that occasion.
I n these days when the number and complexity of ieeues before the
public, national and imperial, was so great, it was a matter of the greatest
difficultyfor the public to form a just judgment in every instance. Even
those who were most anxious to arrive a t a fair and equitable conclu8ion,
and who devoted time and study to investigation and research, did not
find the task an easy one. Those who were not experts must draw
inspiration from wells of mature information and of ripened judgment.
Thus could a Society such a s this render service of the first value to the
Government and to the nation. They were acknowledged authorities,
and to them ultimately must the nation reaort for guidance and
advice in this sphere. The list of their members revealed names
which were known to them all for the service which their bearer8 had
rendered-many of them life-long service-in every field of activity in
Central Asia. The deliberations and the educative work of their
Society had therefore an unparalleled value ; it wae the fountain-head
sf knowledge of Central Asia.
One recant event of the first importance in the Middle Enat Was
such a nature as to give real sati~factionand relief to each one present.
He referred to the agreement which had been reached between Hi'
320
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llajesty's Government, on the part of the Government of Iraq, and
the Turkish Republic on the final delimitation of Iraq's northern
boundary. They must all welcome the happy issue of this controversy,
and the Government was to be congratulated upon the firmness and
fortitudewith which it had upheld the rights of its youthful ward Iraq.
(Cheers.) There might be -there could well be-a difference of opinion
as to whether we should ever have gone into Iraq and accepted a
mandatory responsibility for its future. That was arguable ; but
having accepted such responsibility, there could be no question but
that we were in honour bound fully and to the last comma to
discharge it. The British Empire was not built up on a policy of
scuttle. Its future would be jeopardized if such a policy were ever
accepted as a full discharge of imperial responsibilities. To abrogate
those responsibilities would be to abdicate our imperial heritage. There
could be no British Empire unless we were prepared to shoulder the
responsibilities of our own actions. Let it be added that the Government'e firmness was the more commendable in that it was maintained
in the face of a violent and tireless propaganda by a section of the
Press more notable for its achievements in circulation than for the
clarity of its judgment or the calm of its reasoning in matters of national
importance. I n passing he could not refrain from throwing a cap into
the air in jubilation that the flagrant extent of the error in statesmanship of the monarchs of circulation had been made abundantly clear to
their fellow-citizens.
He did not think that any citizen of this country, however unimaginative, could travel for however brief a span in the lands of the
Middle East without feeling a seme of pride in the achievements of
hi3 fello~-countr~men
in that area. I t was a tonic to any who felt
that his or her faith in the future of tho British race was in need of
strengthening. I n these days we were apt occasionally, and p e r h ~ p s
inevitably, to suffer our periods of depression, to wonder whether the
Powers of our race were as great, a s elastic, as vigorous as once they
were. TO visit any part of Central Asia, was to dispel t h o ~ doubts.
If
e
was, he thought, Hafiz who said that a there is no pain that has not
its physician." Certainly no physician could as effectively cure the
disease of despondency and pessimism as a view of the work done by
the British race overseas-in the Dominions, in India, in the Crown
Colonies, and in the Mandated Territories. The more people took this
tonic, the better would it be for the future of the Empire of which they
formed s part. The Society was the epitome of our race in Central
I t might well feel pride both in these achievements as a Society
and in the achievements of its individual members in their respective
Garlands of public favour and of popular applause might
not be round a11 their necks ; but those flowers withered. The Central
society and its Inembers were Inore eecure in the knowledge that
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they had served and were serving this country and their fellowcountrymen in a manner most worthily to uphold the traditions of
our race. This was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Society,
The original members could look back upon a proud record of work
and achievements. H e hoped and believed that the fiftieth year
would see the Society as strong, a s fresh, as vigorous, and with yet
further achievements inscribed upon its record of service to mankind,
(Cheers.)
There was not a member of the Society who did not feel it a source
of pleasure and pride that Lord Peel was the Chairman of its Council,
I n many respects he typified the Society. H e had spent many years
in the service of the State ; he had held some of the highest offices and
discharged some of the weightiest responsibilities which it was in the
power of the Sovereign to bestow. His vigorous tenure of office as
Secretary of State for India was fresh in the minds of each present.
They could offer him no higher praise than to say that in that officeas
in others which he had held, or still held, he had added yet further
lustre to a great name in the history of a great people. (Loud cheers.)
So aptly, and with pride, they coupled his name with that of the Central
Asian Society.
Viscount PEEL,who was received with applause, said that for a
young Member of Parliament Captain Eden had shown himself both
eloquent and modest. H e trusted that his modesty was genuine,
(Laughter.) When his father was in the House of Commons he told
him that perhaps thirty years might elapse before a new Member made
his maiden speech. When he (Lord Peel) entered the House twentyfive years ago, new Members allowed two or three months to elapse
before they enlightened the House; but in the last few yeare a new
Member thought himself aggrieved if he did not deliver his maiden
speech in the first week or two after taking his seat. (Laughter.)
Captain Eden sat for a constituency which was in the very heart of this
country, and that might be regarded as ono high qualification at least
to propose the toast of the Society dealing with Central Asia. That
term applied to their work, had given some mental disturbance even to
intelligent persons. His distinguished friend Dr. Hogarth had said to
him that night : " I am supposed to speak about Arabia, and Sir Ernest
Wilton about China : where does Central Asia come in?" (Laughter.)
There was therefore scepticism a s to the limitations implied by the
name even in the highest circles-a scepticism which he believed in the
case of Dr. Hogarth to be more than nominal.
On this occasion the Society might he said to celebrate its silver
wedding. They had not been overwhelmed with presents (laughter),
though he ventured to suggest to those who were their guests that they
might very gracefully follow the ancient and reputable habit Of this
form of commemorstion. (Renewed laughter.) H e believed that when
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the Society began its work early in the present century the Roysl
Asiatic Society held the field for exclusive attention to Asia.
Thay had with them to-night the learned Secretary of that Society,
Dr. Thomas, and wished to convey to him their thanks that all through
these years the Royal Asiatic Society had been more than kind to the
Central Asian Society. But he believed one reason why the latter was
started was that some earnest spirits found the Royal Asiatic Society
rather too learned. I t entirely cut it~lelfoff not only from politics, but
from modern religious developments, and many of those who were
deeply interested in Asia felt that their field of enquiry should not be
so restricted. That was how they came into being. There mas also
the Royal Geographical Society, upon whose arena they were to some
extent trespassers. But right through the history of the Central Asian
Society they had received nothing but the kindliest consideration,
untouched by any tiresome dissatisfaction, on the part both of the
Royal Asiatic Society and the Royal Geographical Society.
It was rather difficult to say what the arena was that they covered,
because, after all, their papers were read upon almost every subject
that affected the whole of Asia. A friend with whom he discussed the
matter that afternoon had suggested that their field was almost conterminous with the Moslem world, and he thought that that was not
an unfair description. They did not limit themselves absolutely to
Asia, for they regarded the Red Sea, as a, very unnecessary geographical
limit to their studies. Papers had been read to them, for instance, on
the Egyptian Constitution. H e wns told, however, that wheu a paper
was proffered on tho subject of Tanganyika, it was suggested that they
Rere straying rather too Ear from their ancestral home. (Laughter).
He must, on this occasion, give one or two domestic details. Just
recently they had ma.de a new departure by the election of three
honorary Vice-Presidents, Lord Garnock, Lord Ronaldshay, and
Colonel Yate, whoso devotion to the Socioty and whose contributions
to it were too well known to need recapitulation. They bad on their
list of Chairmen of Council such celebrated names as those of
Sir Alfred Lyall, Sir Morti~ner Dorand, Sir Thomas Holditch, Sir
valentine Chirol, Lord Ronnldshay, Lord Carnock, and Sir Maurice do
Bunsen, and the present Chairlunu was Sir Michael O'Dwyer. The
first Preaideut of the Society was Lord Curzou, whose deep interest in
tho East was so widely known. The great variety of subjects they
discussed was indicated by a lllere list of the payers read during the
Paat session. The Society had considered oxtrpterritoriality in China,;
recent Persian history ; Intlia's defence as an imperial problem ;
Captain Iiiogdon Ward's account of his discovery of the hitherto
unknown gorge of the Tyangpo River; the Anglo-Persian oilfields;
the probleln of Afghanistau; snd Mr. Philby had still to give his
lecture on the triulllpll of the Wahhabi, which was postponed owing to
23
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the General Strike. The Dinner Club had had some excellent discossions under the chairmanship of Sir Neil1 Malcolm, unhampered by the
Presence of that Press on which Captain Eden had animadverted so
severely.
The Society had almost all knowledge for its province, They were
deeply interested in religion, for they were dealing with countries
where the first question a man was asked was not ('where do you
live 1" or " What is your race?" but ('What do you believe Nor did
the Society neglect the antiquities in those corners of the world where
ancient buildings had been preserved by deaert sands for so many
thousands of years, in contrast to the disintegration which our moist
climate wrought upon great buildings, as, for instance, the Palace of
Westminster, the stones of which, after an existence of only sixty or
seventy years, were beginning to crumble. The Society was also
interested in the history of the past as revealed by ancient monuments and inscriptions. They also had their lighter side, and he had
noticed that although severe thoughtfulness dominated the majority
of their members, when they had lantern slides at their travel lectures
the attendance was f a r greater than when they were dealing with
more fascinating, but perhaps more arid, subjects. (Laughter.) Their
methods were those of Herodotus. They were ready to listen to
the stories of the traveller, the soldier, the peasant, the priest, or the
fakir, indeed, anyone who could give them first-hand information ; but
they tempered it with the severer and more scientific method of
Aristotle to such an extent indeed that occasionally they earned even
the plaudits of the Royal Asiatic Society. (Laughter.) They went
further and studied manners and movements, politicaI and sociel;
they discussed trade and commerce ; and went rather profoundly into
the subject of the reaction of the Western world upon the East, and
the equal effect which Eaatern thought was having and would have
upon the West. They were not only travellers and observers, but they
professed also to be profound philosophers. This was a happy combination, even for such a Society as theirs. They had long ego discovered
the complete fallaciousness of the old doctrine of the Unchanging East,
If another Rip Van Winkle went to sleep in these times, he would not
need to slumber for several hundred yesrs. A year or two would! in
many cases, suffice to transform tho vision he had seen before taking
his repose. Many members of thc Society had passed the best Years
of their lives in the East as soldiers, administrators, and travellers, and
therefore the papers read by those who were following in their
steps were presented to well-stored minds. Men who had spent thirty
or forty years in the East were well able to t e ~ the
t travellers'
which they were told.
Captain Eden had talked about the fortitude of Governrnent I"
respect to the treaty ooncludcd on behalf of Iraq. These observations
ifl
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came like balm in Gilead to his soul (laughter), for so rarely did a
member of the Government hear such pleasant panegyrics. H e had
told them that they had in their Society the fountain-head of wisdom
on Central Asian affairs. H e did not know whether Captain Eden
used these words in an after-dinner sense (laughter), but he was afraid
for the moment that the eulogy might arouse euspicion and even,
possibly, jealousy on the part of the representatives of the learned
Societies who were with them that night. As to Mosul, he rejoiced
that it had been possible to conclude a t last a treaty on behalf of the
Iraq Government with Turkey. H e could not help admiring the way
in which after raising agitation in the whole country and vehetllently
asserting that not one single inch of what was claimed to be Turkish
soil could ever be given up, and arguing that Mosul, although inhabited
almost entirely by Arabs, was really a Turkish town-that after all
this tremendous agitatiou the Turlrs had coucluded a satisfactory
treaty with us. H e could not help reflecting how unfortunate it was
that there were people in this country who seorned unable to modify
other slogans which were bringing upon us so great a handicap in the
industrial world. (Cheers.) Captain Eden spoke of the open diplolnacy
of the Press. Rluch hatd been said in tho past of the evils of secret
diplomacy, but it mas evident, from the agitations of the sections of our
Press to which Captain Eden had referred, that there were weaknesses
in open diplomacy. Certain newspapers had discussed the question of
Mosul with a measure of accuracy which reflected great credit upon
the imagination of the writers of those articles. (Laughter.) H e had
always had a friendly feeling for the Turks, and had no doubt that it
wag shared by Sir Charles Eliot, who had just come back from
representing this country in Japan. I t was profoundly interesting to
watch the Western orientation of Turkey, which seemed to have a
great affection for Western ideas, but not the same affection for
Western persons. The Turks were far more ready to carry out
Western ideas on their own system than to seek the help of those
who were probably more competent than themselves to extend their
application.
While they were watching the tremendous transformation going on
in Asia, they heard a t the same time of discouragement which was
being given to young men seeking occupations in that continent, whether
in India or elsewhere, whether as soldiers or civil servants or travellers,
Or a8 business men.
H e seldom used a Latin quotation, largely because
hi8 unfamiliarity with the modern way of ~ronouncing Latin
--(laughter)-but there was a saying in t l ~ a ttongue which he lniglli
translate for the benefit of young men, as follows : " Don't care
a straw what your uncle8 or your fathers say about the East."
(Laughter.) There was a tendency on the part of some older men to
Yearn for conditions which had passed away. Whatever Our future
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duties and respo~~sibilities
in the East might be, he hoped that re
mver send
but Our best men into those regions. In the rapid
changes which were taking placo there in tho habits, thought, and ideaR
of the people, our best brains and our strongest characters would be of
the utmost value. (Cheers.)
110 MraS much gratified by the warm advocacy of their Societywhich
they had heard from Captain Eden. He believed they did play a very
useful part in the study of Asia, because they were always ready to
form a centre and focus for a general cluaring house of idoas sod
information on the changing panoramas of the East. They were
illcreasing in numbers, aud their roll now had upon it so~nethin~
like
thous:~nd names. I t was no sinall rnattor that in London, with a
rnultitude of claims upon their tirno and attention, there should be one
great contrc like the Central Asinn Society to keep alive an interest in
the East and its affairs, subjocts to which it behoved us to pay attention ne lovers of the Empire. Whatever might be our future relations
with Asia, it was of immense iu~portancethat wo should be propared to
dcal with oach situation as it aroso in the light of full lrnowledge and
understanding. I n particular young men sllould be prepared by such
studies for dsaling justly, fairly, nobly, aud honourably with the great
tasks that would lio before them whon they went out to the East. In
that hope he looked forward to tho time when the Society would
celebrate its golden and its diamond wedding with a8 good a, record as
that which had marked its first twenty-five yoars of existence, end he
cherished the confident belief that those older Societies which had
watched tilo growth and dovolopluent of the Central Asian Society
would feel that it had mado a substantial contribution to our knowledge
of and intimacy with tho Jllast. (Cheers.)
O'IIWYEIG
proposed the toast of the "Guests" in a
Sir MIUIAIGL
witty and n ~ u c happreciated spoecb, doscribing various niauifestatious
of the proverbial hospitality of tho Xast. IIe said all of them had
experienced in one forlu or anotbur, aud sollietimes in rether
embarrassing forms, tho overllowing character of Oriental hospit~lit~,
and proceeded to describe the delicaciea " olfored to visitors in various
parts of Asia.
Dr. I I o o ~ a ~ nwho
, first replied, said he could fully endorae the
remarks which tlad beon tl~adeas to tho happy rulatious between the
Central Asian Socioty arld the Itoyal Ooographical Society. 110 could
see no cot~caiveblurunean for nny t~,~ology
boing needud for the existence
of a uun~berof sociutios iuterestod i n Asia. I t wns tho tnostintorestiug
contiuunt ill tho worl~l. In Ilia ~ o u t bLord Uurson, writing frolll the
deck of n vessel in the Red Sea, said that there loolned before bill1
vast, innorutable, in~lnernoril~l
land of Asia ; and it still rOmsined
iusorutablo. Tho Secretary ]lad waruod him that be was expected to
speak about the Near East, end Sir Michael O'Dwyer had 8uk!gested
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that he would " sing them fiongs of Araby." His heart wee by no
means so much in Arabia as Sir Michael seemed to think. H e remembered one distinguished desert traveller, Miss Gertrude Bell, saying to
him on one occasion : " W e all say we love the desert ; I hate it."
(Laughter.) When he was a very young man the newspapers devoted
good deal of space to what was called the "Eastern Question."
Though it had had many manifestations, it was always in the minds of
our fathers one question ; there was a unity about it in its relation to
our Empire. I t was now no longer one question, but four or five or six
or even more questions. This was what made it so interesting and so
perplexing at the present time. Rudyard Kipling was rosponsible for
the slogan--a word which our enlightened Press had taught us-that
liEast is East and West is West, and never the twain hall meet." If
he meant by that a certain inco~npatibilitybetween East and West, he
was right; but if he meant the phrase in any other sense, it was
not st all the fact. East and West now met constantly, and we had
the dificulty of adjusting our relatious in the twentieth century to
regions which were living in effect in the fifteenth or eixteenth centuries,
and yet were accepting nominally a t leaet the ideas of the twentieth
century. This was an extraordinary position of extraordinary danger.
Some ideas in particular were dangerous, and two of the most dangerous
idem in the circumstances were those of nationality end of parliamentary
institutions. Nationality was capable of very great things in good
hands, but it was a question whether it could bo effective in a country
where it meaut free licence to the privileged classes, or a t any rate the
division of the loaves and fishes among them. As to parliamentary
institutions, he did not think they were the panacea for all evils of the
Stbte in countries other than those where they had originated. H e
doubted whether they had been completely successful anywhere on the
other side of the English Channel. I n the East they rnesnt very little
more than Ali Pasha meant when he sent to Vienlla to buy a Consbitutione The difficulty in the Near East in relation to uationalism and
porliamentary institutions was that the really vital thing now as alwnys
was religion. I t wns this which divided the people on non-political
lines. Therefore, though various Parties might exiet, they really had
no political basis nt all. They were very much as Parties were in our
country who11Tories and Whigs were only nominally divided on politioal
iesuos and really divided on the upholding of an old creed as against a
new. In the Near East it might be said that there wore four principal
questions at issue, with many minor ones, and that in each case present
conditions wero txansitory. IIe did not moo11 expect that he would live
to see tllese questions pnse out of their present stages, but a great many
who were present would live to see everyone in n different stage from that
inwhich it was to-day. H e found it impossible to believe, for iustance,
that the religious peasantry of Anbtolia would continue to eocept the
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existing state of afkirs, or that Angora, one of the least desirable plnceB
he knew upon the face of the earth, could permanently take the place of
Constantinople a s a capital. There was no real democracy in Turkey,
and such attempts as had been made to set it up had been tempered by
successful efforts a t political assassination. I n Syria they saw a centre
of nationalist ferment and apparent solidarity, but there was diversity
below. Once the existing foreign power there was withdrawn, that
diversity would again be manifested. If there was one part of the
world more than another that was permeated by religion, it was Syria,
and he could not believe that religious differences would fail to control
the actual state of society in the future. I n Egypt nationalism was
more deeply rooted and more widely spread because civilization was
more widely spread. But the question was only not acute because
nationalism had something to bite upon in the existence of the foreign
element in political control. I t was to be remembered that Egypt was
probably the strongest natural fortress in the world, and anyone could
prove to detnonstration that it could never be invaded. Yet it had been
invaded by almost everybody, and that fact cast an unfavourable
reflection upon the social character of the inhabitants themselves. He
could not think the present situation was likely to be more permanent
there than in any other region of the Near East. I n Arabia the situation
was one not so much of nationality as of religion and individualism, It
was a country in which the strong man armed had always taken and
kept the authority. H e believed that even in Arabia the existing state of
things was transitory. There had been currents of change through the
centuries in Arabia, but they had seldom held the popular mind for
long. I t was diflicult to indulge in any confident prophecy as to the
future of these countries. They could only hope that all that made for
progress in the long run would be maintained. Progress had been
likened to a very impetuous river which a t times seemed to be working
back upon itself, but which was really making progress all the time.
H e could see the eddies : he could see the broken waters also in various
parts of the Near East ; but he believed that the river of progress wag
flowing on. (Cheers.)
Sir ERNEST
WILTONalso replied and said that he would respond to
the suggestion which had been made that he should discuss the situation in China. I n 1923 he was seconded by tho Foreign Ofice for
a three yeara' term of service with the Chinese Government as Chief
Foreign Inspector of the Salt Gabelle. The work had been strenuou8,
and, moreover, he had to face powerful attacks upon tho Salt Revenue
and interference with the administration on the part of the provincial
Tuchuns (or war lords) in defiance of the Central Government rt
Pekin, which was quite lacking in authority to restrain them. The
position of the Foreign Chief Inspeetor might be described as that of a
trustee for tho joint interests of the foreign bondholders of the loans
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upon the Salt Revenue and also of tho Chinese Government, to
whom the surplus revenue is handed over for general purposes. During
the three years of his Cerm, the Salt Gabelle collected a, net revenue
of ,$225,000,000, dut of which more than $100,000,000 was handed
over to the Chinese Minister of Finance for the general purposes of the
Chinese Government. I n addition, the obligations on foreign loans
were fully met.
The decadent Manchu Dynasty expired in 1912 and was succeeded
by a Republic, with Yuan Shih-Kai a s President. For the next five
or six years the Central Government a t Peking carried authority in
the provinces, but already a year before Yuan's death in 1919 signs
were not wanting of very strong movements towards provincial
autonomy. I t was difficult to say how many Cabinets had functioned
since that date, but certainly over a score. The country, speaking in
a general 'way, might be described as divided into five more or less
autonomous provincial zones, each controlled-at any rate nominallyby a military governor or war lord. The latter was not necessarily
autocratic, but was often obliged to defer to the wishes of his subordinate generals, who were not infrequently his rivals. The amount
of deference varied with tho prestige of the war lord, coupled also with
the size of his war-chest. Scant respect had been paid by the chiefa of
the .zones to the Government a t Peking.
The two best-known men in China to-day were Chang Tso-lin and
Wu Pei-fu. The former was, to all intents and purposes, the independent Governor of the Fengtien zone, which comprised the three
Manchurian provinces together with those of Shantung and Chi-li : the
total population was rather less than 100,000,000. Wu Pei-fu was in
nominal control of several provinces along the Middle and Upper
Yangtse together with the province of Hona,n, through which ran the
trunk-line from Peking to Hankow. H e was, perhaps, more of a
dreamer than Chang, but, navertholess, his name had a great hold
upon his countrymen north and even in many regions south of the
Yangtse, and he was generally regarded by his aoldiers as a second
Napoleon. A loyal and lasting alliance betweon these two was not an
easy matter, and there wore almost insuperable difficulties in the way,
but this co-operation would go far indeed to bring about a temporary
subsidence of the prevailing Chinese unrest. A meeting between these
two powerful men had taken place within the last few days a t Peking,
and at any rate on the surface all appeared to be going well. However,
the difficulties ahead of both of them were very great and very
complicated.
Sir Ernest proceeded to discuss the present-day relations of China
with Central Asia. Last year the provinces to the north-weat of China,
lying&longthe frontiers of Mongolia, were ~ortionedto Peng Yu-heiang,
styled the Christian Gonerfil." The latter abandoned his
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zone about April last, and had sought the hospitality of the Sovietsat
Moscow, where he was much interested in the workings of the Arsenal,
For more than a year before his departure he initiated schemes for
the extension of the present railway, Peking-Kalgau-Siuyuan-Paotou,
towards the western frontier of China, and he planned to revive
Chinese influence again in Mongolia, Tibet, and Turkistan. I t was an
open secret that he received Soviet assistance in the shape of arms and
munitions, and some of his (Sir Ernest's) Chinese friends believed in
the existence of a secret treaty of alliance between him and Moscow.
One of the clauses was said to be an undertaking for joint action
against British influence in Central Asia. Personally, ho rather doubted
the existence of such a document, although there might be a fairly
complete understanding in this direction.
The Christian General " had been notoriously anti-British in his
public utterances, and in this respect stood almost alone among the
prominent political and military leaders of China. However, General
Feng had now left China, and any aggressive action against our
interests in Central Asia was not likely. Neither Wu Pei-fu nor
Chang Tso-lin could be described as, in any way, anti-British, nor
were they prone to frontier adventures in that direction. For the
moment, therefore, there need be no apprehension that the peace of
Central Asia was likely to be disturbed by China, the more so as the
past history of two centuriee had shown that China has not undertaken any wars of aggression.
'(

THE OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAINS.
BY H. C. LUKE, C.M.G.

WHENthe Arabs, in the first flush of their determination to convert the
world to Islam, welled out of the Arabian peninsula, spreading fan-wise
in conquest froin the " 'Aqsa al-Maghreb," the " uttermost west " of the
Mediterranean, to the confines of Central Asia, it was soon evident that
the Mohammedanization of these vast territories, thus forcibly effected,
was to all intents and purposes complete and final. More especially
did this appear to be the case in the Empire of Persia, whose provinces
were now an integral part of the Eastern Khalifate and whose national
fnith, the ancient Iranian fire-worship as reformed by Zoroaster, had
given way, almost without a struggle, before the new dispensation. I t
is one of the curiosities of history that the worship of Ahura Mazda,
once so tenacious that it was able to hold together the Persian people
during the five centuries of alien domination that elapsed between the
overthrow of the Achaelnenid Empire by Alexander and its revival
under the dynasty of the Sassanids, so powerful that it kept a t bay the
heroic onslaughts of Nestorian Christianity, ehould have capitulated so
rapidly to the untried revelation of the Prophet of Mecca. True, the
form of Mohammedanism that ultimately prevailed in Persia was not
that of the Sunni Arabs : the marriage of the daughter of the last
sassanid to (Ali's younger son Husein led the Persians to identify
themselves, in the civil war that ensued between the fourth Khalif and
his opponeds, with the 'Alid faction and thus to beaome in due course
the mainspring of the Shiah branch of Islam. But the collapfle of the
Magian religion was almost instantaneous and almost universd : very
soon after the overthrow of the Sassanid Stato those who remained
faithful to the old beliefs had become a despised handful of O U ~ C B S ~ ~ ,
principally confined to the remote oasis of Yezd.
Yet here and there in the provinces of Iran there smouldered the
embers of resentment a t the destruction of the national religion by the
foreign conqueror ; here and there were to be found those who feared
the invasion of the religion of the Arabs more than they feared that of
their soldiery. The oonquest of their land was, they did not doubt, a
purol~passing misfortune, whereas the conquest of the mind would
disintegrate, as they believed, the very essence of Persian national
cOn$ciousness. Realizing that physical resistance was out of the
381
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question, they therefore sought about for some other means of combating
the danger to their continued existence as a separate people, and found
one that was typical of the subtle Persian mind.
Islam,
it had been forcibly imposed upon the Persians, was held by them for
the first few centuries in hut a superficial form, and this
appeared to render feasible the scheme which these men devised, ~h~
scheme was a s simple as it was ingenious : it aimed at the destruction
of the Arab power, not by a resort to force, which at the time was
clearly impracticable, but by the undermining of Islam, its motive
spring and its raiso~zdl&tre.
The initiator of this move~nentwas one 'Abdallah ibn-Maimon,
the descendant of a Magian family of Ahwss in the Persian province
of Arabistan, over against Basra. 'Abdallah lived in the ninth century
A.D. and, with the wealth placed a t his disposal by a rich adherent,
Mohammed ibn-Husein Zeidan, set about to found a secret society for
the accomplishment of his purpose. Very cleverly, 'Abdallah and his
friends based their machinery on the esoteric sect of the Isma'ilieh, the
most unorthodox and eccentric of the divisions of Islam in that it
found room among its doctrines for odd survivals and fragments of a11
sorts of older and contemporary non-Moslem beliefs and superstitions,
reflected sidelights of Greek philosophy, Judaism and Christianity
a s well a s of Gnosticism and the teachings of Zoroaster. The more
surely to attract the unsuspecting IsmaLilian, to win the confidence
of the entire sect, 'Abdallah proceeded to claim descent from 'Ali, thus
mixing in his spiritual prescription all the most active ingredients, all
the ingredients likely to make the widest appeal. These he proceeded to
diepense with infinite caution, using the curiosity inherent in human
nature a s the magnet wherewith to draw his disciples, by slow but
regular steps, away from the ostensible tenets of his society towards its
true aims. The steps were the degrees of the society, at firat seven in
number after the fashion of the Pythagorean and Indian philosophies
and with a special allusion to Isma'il, the seventh Imam of the
Iama'ilieh sect, but subsequently increased to nine. I n the first degree,
the longest and the most difficult of all (for it was necessary at the
very outset to instil into the neophyte implicit confidence in his
instructors, so that he might be inclined to take the necessary oath Of
secrecy and of complete submission to the rule of the 0ociety)t the
pupil's attention was drawn to various obscurities and inconsifltencies
in the Qoren. H e was taught, by insidious questions and by various
doubt8 suggested to his mind, the need for an authoritative teacher to
expound its interpretation, without which the actual text of the
had neither meaning nor value. On taking the oath he wag
admitted to the second degree, which inculcated belief in divinely
appointed Imame, who were the source of all knowledge- The third
degree taught their number, which could not exceed the mystic
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for, as God had created seven heavens, seven earths, seven seas, seven

seven colours, seven musical sounds and seven metals, so had
H~ appointed seven of the most excellent of His creatures as revealed
Imams,of whom Ismacilwas the seventh and last. I n the fourth degree
the disciple learned that since the beginning of the world there had been
seven inspired Prophets or law-givers, each of whom had altered
the doctrine of his predecessor. H e was thus subtly given to understand that Islam was not necessarily the final, the immutable revelation
of the divine truth; while in the fifth degree the innuendo became
explicit and the temporary nature of Mohammed's doctrine and precepts
and the uselessness of tradition were definitely made clear. I n the
sixth degree, which subordinated positive religious legislation to the
general and the philosophical, those disciples, who by their intelligence
and steadfastness had advanced to this stage, were absolved from the
observance of the practices of Islam, such as prayer, fasting and the
pilgrimage; in the seventh, having ceased by now to be Moslems
except to the outer world, they passed from philosophy to a mysticism
which believed anything or nothing. I n the eighth and ninth degrees,
which were elaborated a t a later date a t the Court of the Fatimite
Khalifs in Egypt, the positive precepts of religion generally were
demolished in the light of the knowledge gained in the previous stages ;
and the initiate, now emancipated from the trammels of doctrine and
observance, was at last enlightened as to the superfluity of prophets and
apostles, was free to believe nothing and encouraged to dare all.
This, then, was the instrument which 'Abdallah ibn-Maimun, the
Persian patriot, forged for the overthrow of his country's oppressors.
Compelled after a while to leave Persia, he established himself in
Syria, in the neighbourhood of Hama, whence he sent forth his daLis,
his missionaries and emissaries, to propagate his designs throughout the
Moslem world. By degrees he, his sons and his grandsons contrived
to found a vast and widely ramified association which, while nominally
Isma1ilian and Shibh, had no other object but the overthrow of the
'Abbasid Iihalifate and the extermination of Islam. Its manifestations
and activities were diverse. As Bathinians 'Abdallah's sectaries in
Persia conceutrated on the speculative side of their programme. As
Qarmathians (so called from one Hamdan Qarmat, a follower of
'Abdallah's soil Ahmed), another branch of his political and spiritual
offspringat a lnter data took up arms against the 'Abbasids, established
an independent State in the Arabian province of Bahrein, detached for
awhile the whole of Arabia from its allegiance to the Khalifete of
Baghdad and actually carriod off from Mecoa, which they plundered,
the black stone of the IC1aba.* And another spiritual (and, according
to some, also lineal) descendant of 'Abdallah, the Mnhdi (Obeidallah,

* It was returned twcnty-three years Inter, in
Fntilnite I(linl~f Mnnsur.

A.D.

950, nt the instance of the
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brought the society to the height of its temporal power by establishing
the Fatimite Khalifate, which ultimately extended its sway from Tonia
to Cairo and maintained itself in Egypt for the space of two hundred
years.

Some two and a half centuries have elapsed since the apostolstheof
ibn-Maimun, and the face of the Mohammedan world has undergone
certain important changes. I n Egypt 'Abdallah's great conspiracyis
enthroned under the Fatimite Khaliis and, having now the responeibilities of territorial sovereignty, has diverted a part of ita energies,
originally confined to the emancipation of Persia from Arab rule, into
other channels. I n Baghdad the 'Abbasid Khalifate still maintains
a nominal and precarious existence, but the de facto authority over its
extensive provinces is exercised, theoretically in the name of the poaerless Ichalif, by virtually independent Sultans and Emirs, leaders of
invading tribes from Central Asia, who have carved for themselves
principalities and kingdoms, and even empires, out of the crumbling
dominions of the Commander of the Faithful. Foremost among these
invading dynasties is that of the Seljuqs, who, at the moment of which
I am about to speak, have made themselves the rulers of a vast territory which includes, but is not confined to, the whole of Persia.
At this point I will quote from one of the best-known passages
in the records of medizval Asia, from a, passage that gives to this
terrible etory of the Assassins one of its few human touches. The
words are those of Nizam al-Mulk, the Vizier of two successive Seljuq
princes, Alp Arslan and his son Malik Shah, a man who must be
ranked among the great statesmen of all time.
" One of the most eminent," writes Nizam al-Mulk-the quotation
the wise men ol
is from his wassiyet, his political testament-'(of
Iihorassan was the Imam Mowaffaq of Naishapur, a msn highly
honoured and reverenced, may God rejoice his soul; his illustrioos
years exceeded eighty-fivo, and it was the universal belief that every boy
who read the Qoran, or studied the Traditions in his presence, would
assuredly attain to honour and happiness. For this cause did mY
father send me from Tus to Naishapur with 'Abd-u-samad, the doctor
of law, that I might omploy myself in study and learning under the
guidance of that illustrious teacher. Towarda me he ever turned an
oye of favour and kindness, and, as his pupil, I felt for him extreme
affection and devotion, so that I pasgod four years in his service. When
1 first came there, I found two other pupila of mine Own age newly
arrived, Hakim (Omar Khayysm and the fateful Ben S&b&hl
were endowed with sharpness of wit and the highest natural powersl
and we three formed a cloee friendship together. When the ImRm
rose from his lecturcn, they used to join me, ~ n we
d repeated to each
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other the lessons we had heard. Now 'Ornar was a native of N a i s h a ~ u r ,
while Hasan Ben Sabah's father was one 'Ali, a man of austere life
and practice, but heretical in his creed and doctrine. One day Hasan
said to me and Khayyam, ' I t is a universal belief that the ~ u p i l s
of the Imam Mowaffaq will attain to fortune. Now, if we all do not
attain thereto, without doubt one of us will ; what then shall be our
lnutual pledge and bond ?' W e answered : ' Be it what you please.'
Well,' he said, ' let us make a vow, that to whomsoe;er this fortune
fall^, he shall share it equally with the rest, and reserve no preeminence for himself.' ' Be it so,' we both replied ; and on these
terms we mutually pledged our words."
With this characteristic act, already showing promise of that ruthless ambition and fixity of purpose which was the motive power of his
astonishing career, does the sinister figure of Hasan Sabah first present itself to our notice.
"Years rolled on," continues the Vizier, " and I went from
Iihorassan to Tran~oxiana~,
and wandered to Ghazni and Cabul ; and,
when I returned, I was invested with otlice, and rose to be administrator of affairs during tho Sultanate of Sultan Alp Arslan. There now
came to me Hakim 'Omar I<hayyam, and I acquitted myself towards
him of all the obligations of the pact, of all the pledges of our undertaking. I received him with honour and distinction, and I said to
him: I t is only right that one of your talents should be in the
Sultan's service ; and since, by reason of .the engagement we made
while we were pupils of the Imam Mowaffaq, I undertook to share
with you such fortune as I lnigbt achieve, I will tell the Sultan of your
att~inrnentsand of the knowledge you have amassed, and will see to it
that you are given a post of honour about his person.' But Ichnyyam
answered me as follows: ' The greatest boon you can confer on nlo is to
let me live in a corner under the shadow of your fortune, to spread
wide the advantages of science, and pray for your long life and prosperity.' And he remained firm in his resolution. When I perceived
that he spoke with sincerity, that his answer was not the empty form
of politeness, I caused him to bo granted a yearly pension of 1,200
~ ~ ~ ~ t kofq agold,
l s drawn on tho Treasury of Naishapur."
At Naishapur thus lived and died 'Omar I<hayyaru, " busied,'' adds
the Vizier, in winning knowledge of overy kind, especially in astronomy,
whero ho attained to a very high pre-eminence."
And what of the third party to the bond? Little is heard of Hasan
Sabah during the reign of Alp Arslan, but, on the accession of Malik
Shah in 1072, he, too, preclents himself before his schoolfellow aud,
with harsh words from tho Qornn directed against the breakers of
Promises, reminds the Vizier of the obligation of his early days.
Nizam nl-Mulk is faithful to his word and procures for him a post a t
Court; and it is not long before Hasau has established over the Sulten
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an ascendancy which menaces the authority of the Vizier.
Hasan
labours with zeal to accomplish the downfall of his benefactor, and
is within an ace of achieving his purpose when the tables are tuned
and he is driven from Court in disgrace. H e then retires to hi8
native town of Ray, the precursor of the modern Tehran (then only
one of Ray's villages), and here, for the ensuing five years, he steep8
himself in the doctrines which are to bear such terrible fruits under the
impulse of his strong and evil will.
Why, it will be asked, did Hasan, brought up in the orthodox Sunni
school of the Imam Mowaffaq, generously befriended by the Vizier, well
placed a t the Court of the most powerful ruler in Sunni Islam, deliberately precipitate a conflict between himself and the established order?
Why was he not content to enjoy the good fortune which his own
youthful prescience and the loyalty of his friend had placed in his way?
The answer is that Hasan was not only by race a Persian and, despite
his Sunni schooling, by birth and sympathies a Shi'ah, but was by
instinct and temperament a revolutionary, a destroyer, a Nihilist. "If
I had had a t my bidding," he once declared, speaking of his sojournat
the Court of Malik Shah, " but two devoted friends, I would soon have
overturned the power of the Turk and the Peasant," "the Turk" and
" the Peasant " being his contemptuous designations of the Sultau and
the Vizier. Now Hasan had originally belonged to the Imarnieh sect of
the Shi'ah branch of Islam, to the sect which recoguizee the succession
of the twelve Imams from 'Ali to Mohammed Abu '1 Qasim ; but it we3
not long after his disappearance from Court and his return to Ray that
he attached himself to the Isma'ilieh, and to that inner caterie of the
Isma'ilieh' which held the secret principles of ibn-Maimun. It will be
remembered that this element was now all-powerful iu Egypt, from
which vantage-ground ib distributed its agents throughout the Moslem
world; so that even in Ray there were to be found the da'is ol the
Fatimite Khalif, despatched by the central Lodge of the Order, which
the Fatimites had set up in Cairo. These saw to it that the initiation
of SO suitable a candidate, of so valuable a recruit to tho csuee, wag not
unduly prolonged. That after which he had been groping, unconsciously perhaps, during his sojourn a t the Court of tho Seljuq, that,
they told him, had been the very aim of two noble compatriots of hi0 two
hundred and fifty years previously. They now expounded to him the
mission and life-work of 'Abdallah ibn-Maimun and Mohammed Zeidanl
and urged him to assume their mantle, to be one oi the kader8 of the
~onspiracy-now more vigorous than ever-which these men had set ln
motion so long ago. Hasan, nothing loth, accepted the ofice of
and was then advised to leave Pereia, the birthplace of the I8ms'ilion
theories, for Egypt, where those theories were being translated
practice. 6 6 You must go," said his mentors, " to the land of Egypt,
to enjoy the happiness of serving the Imam Mostsosir."
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Imam Mostansir was the reigning Fatimite Khalif, the grandson of that Khalif Hakim who had founded and become the deity of the
religionof the Druses ; and to Mostansir's Court in Cairo Hasan now
betook himself, Yet even here his intractable spirit led him into
violent oppoeition to the State. Almost a t once he embarked upon an
intrigue to support the claims of Nizar, one of Mostansir's sons, to the
ultimate succ&sion in opposition to those of Mosta'li, the heir-designate,
and was banished, albeit reluctantly, by the Khalif. Within eighteen
months of his arrival in Egypt he had left the country for ever, taking
with him the little son of Nizar.
Now begins the stage in the career of this extraordinary man, in
which he is to see the fruition of his nefarious labours. First in Aleppo,
then in Baghdad, finally in Persia once again, he preaches his secret
doctrines with indefatigable perseverance ; and a t last he proceeds to
reap in tangible form what he and eight generations of his precursors
have been sowing. By an ingenious ruse he possesses himself of the
stronghold of Alamut, the Vulture's Nest," a castle perched in the
mountains of Rudbar eighteen miles north-west of Kazvin and not far
from the shores of the Caspian, in what is now the Persian province of
Gilan ; and this, his first territorial acquisition, becomes the base for the
consolidation of his domain. By degrees neighbouring castles fall into
his hands, and his growing power arouses the apprehensions of Malik
Shahand thevizier Nizam al-Mulk. An expedition is sent against Alamut
but fails to take i t ; and Sultan and Vizier, by this time genuinely
alarmed, determined to spare no effort to extirpate the Vulture's Nest
and its poisol~ousbrood. And now we see the material resources of
the strongest kingdom in Asia arrested by a force new in history,
namely, by the spiritual impulses of man directed scientifically and with
consummate method into criminal channels. Hasan, having no armies
to range against the troops of the Sultan, devises another weapon of
defence and offence, a weapon which becomes in his hands one of tragic
and dranlatic efficacy. Its first victim is none other than Hasan's old
school-friend and benefactor, Nizam-al-Mulk, who falls by the dagger
in 1092. Forty days later Sultan Malik Shah succumbs to a sudden
and mysterious illness. Quicltly there follows the Vizier's elder son
Ahmed, who is stabbed in Baghdad; then tho second son, Fakhr alMulk, who is accosted a t Naishapur by a beggar with the words : " The
true Moslems are no tllore; there are none left to take the hand of the
afflicted." Touched by the man's n~iserableaspect, Falthr nl-Mulk
approaches him kindly, aud receives a knife in his heart. And when
the murderer is tried and is asked for the uarnes of his accomplices, a t
one stroke he multiplies the number of his victims and deals the
Government a redoubled blow by denouncing falsely, and sending to the
schffold, several loyal servants of the Seljuq State.
With these crimes do the Assassine, whom we may now call by that
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name, inaugurate under the direction of their ruler Hasan the series 01
murders with which their Order will ever be associated in history,

W e must now go back a little in order to consider how Hagancame
to forge this singular instrument of his power. His main preoccupation,
after he had established himself on his own territory, was to
the political system of that Brotherhood within the fold of the
Isma'ilieh, of which he was a t once the founder, militant chief and
Grand Master. There was to be established a body politic, for which
he had not only to legislate ; it was a body politic in which the absence
of troops and treasure, essential to the existence of the ordinary State,
had to be replaced by some equivalent. Hasan's own experience had
taught him, by the slender results that had attended until now the
efforts of the Isma'ilian rr~issionsin Asia., how hopeless would be the
attempt lo impose his rule and his principles unless the leader had not
only heads, but also hands, a t his command.
Hitherto the Order of which, subject to its allegiance to the Fatimite
Icfialif, Hasan had constituted himself the ruler, had possessed the
former but not the latter. I t had consisted only of the da'is, of those
missionaries to whom, as initiates into all the degrees of the secret
doctrine, nothing was true and all was allowed, and of rcjiqs, who were
uudergoing the process of initiation. I t was now manifest to Hasan's
practical and enterprising mind that for the furthering of his designs e
third class was requisite, not a class whose mission it would be to convert and to com.mand, but a class whose sole function would be
unque~tioningobedience. This class would not be initiated into the
mysteries and true aims of the Order ; it would provide the blind and
willing tools for the execution of the leaders' behests. So, while the
da'is worked with their heads, with tho full knowledge of what they
were about, the fedatis, the devoted ones," were to work with their
hands, in complete ignorance of tho significance of their labours.
Thero are few more striking phenomena in the history of the
Middle Ages than the fedaiis of the Assassins. Drawn from divers
countries and composed of adventurers, of men in search of excitement,
of men with a love of fighting for its own sake, of desperate men
with nothing to lose, they were in some respects the precursors of the
Foreign Legion of our own day. Like the members of the Forei~o
Legion, they were required to possess great ~hysicalvigour, resolution
and endurance ; like t h e ~ n ,they were subjected to the most rigid
discipline. But not discipline alone, not alone the love of danger and adventure, were sufficient to make of the fedn' is the fanatical instruments
their sovereign's wil1,which under the skilful direction of I I a s ~ nand his
successors they became. To this training and to these qualilies wra
added eomothing else, that something being t ~bland
,
of supreme
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exaltation with the most callous fatalism, which was only possible in
the soul of an Oriental. How can we explain otherwise the unflinohing devotion of these people, which recoiled before no task, however
appalling, which enabled them to carry out, not only without hesitation
but with positive enthusiasm, murders of the most fantastic audacity
that meant swift and inevitable retribution? I will cite three episodes
in the annals of the Assassins to illustrate the spirit of the fedn'is, not
because these episodes are exceptional, but because, on the contrary,
they are typical of this amazing organization. The Seljuq Sultan
having sent an envoy to Hgsan to demand his submission, the son
of Sebah called into his presence certain of his fedatis. Beckoning to
one of them, he said : " Kill thyself," and instantly the man stabbed
himself. To another he said : "Throw thyself down from the rampart,"
and the next moment tho feda'i lay a mutilated corpse in the moat.
Thereupon Hasan Sabah turned to the envoy, who was unnerved
by terror, and said : " I n this way I am obeyed by seventy thousand
faithful subjects. Be that my answer to your master."
About a century later, during the Third Crusade, Henry II., Count of
Champagne, who was to become j w e uxoris Latin Icing of Jerusalem,
found himself in the neighbourhood of the Syrian territory of the
Assassins. The Grand Prior, successor of the celebrated Rashid
al-Din Sinan, of whom more anon, sent messengers to welcome him
and to invite him to visit his fortresses. Henry accepted the invitation,
and came ; the Grand Prior hastened to meet him, and received him
with great honour. H e took him to several castles and brought hiin a t
last to one having very lofty turrets. On each look-out stood two
feda'is, and the Grand Prior, pointing to them, told the Count that
the86 men obeyed him better than the Christians obeyed their princes.
He then gave a signal, and two of them hurled themselves from the top
of the tower and were dashed to pieces a t its foot. " If you desire it,''
said the Grand Prior to the astonished Count, '( all my fedatis shall
throw thernselves from the battlements in the same wsy." Henry
declined, nnd confessed that he could not reckon on such obedience
from his servants.
To offer up his life in an act of devotion to his duty was, as I have
indicated, a joy and an honour for the fcrln'i, end this joy was shared
by his relatives. A mother learned that her son, one of the ".devoted
ones," had been killed, together with several of his companions, in
the execution of his orders, and manifested her gladuess by putting
on festal array. Shortly afterwards the son returned unharmed,
having in some retnarkablo way escaped hurt. The mother blackened
her face, cut off her hair, and abandoned herself to the profouudest
griof.
Now by what means was there created that blend, as I have called
24
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it, of fatalism and religious exaltation which could make these things
possible, and not only possible but habitual? I n the answer to this
question lies the essential characteristic of this strange body of men,
the characteristic whence the Order derives that glamour, terrible but
not without a n element of romance, which has surrounded it ever since
the Crusaders made the West aware of its existence. I will allow an
Occidental, who first entered Persia only fifteen years after the fall of
the last Grand Master, who was thus almost an eye-witness of what
he relates, to give the story in his own words :
I n % beautiful valley between two lofty mountains,19says Marco
Polo, speaking of the Grand Master of the Assassins, " he had forlneda
luxurious garden, stored with every delicious fruit and every fragrant
shrub that could be procured. Palaces of various sizes and formswere
erected in different parts of the grounds, ornamented with works in
gold, with paintings, and with furniture of rich silks. By means of
small conduits contrived in these buildings, streams of wine, milk,
honey, and some pure water were seen to flow in every direction. The
inhabitants of these palaces were elegant and beautiful damsels,
accomplished in the arts of singing, playing upon all sorts of musical
instruments, dancing, and especially those of dalliance and amorous
allurement. Clothed in rich dresses, they were seen continually
sporting and amusing themselves in the garden and pavilions, their
female guardians being confined within doors and never suffered to
appear. The object which the chief had in view in forming a gerden of
this fascinating kind was this: that Mahomet having promiaed to
those who should obey his will the enjoyments of Paradise, where every
species of sensual gratification should be found, in the society of
beautiful nymphs, he was desirious of its being understood by his
followers that he also was a prophet and the compeer of Mahomet, and
had the power of admitting to Paradise such as he should ~hooseto
favour. I n order that none without his licence might find their way
into this delicioua valley, he caused a strong and inexpugnable castle to
be erected a t the opening of it, through which the entry was by
secret passage. At his court, likewise, this chief entertained 8 number
of youths, from the age of twelve to twenty years, selected from the
inhabitants of tbe surrounding mountains, who showed a, disposition
for martial exercises, and appeared to possess the quality of daring
courage. To them he was in the daily practice of discoursing on the
subject of the Paradise announced by the Prophet, and of his own power
of granting admission ; and a t certain times he caused opium to be
administered to ten or a dozen of the youths ; and when half dead with
sleep he had them conveyed to the several apartments of the pal&ceEin
the garden. Upon awakening from this state of lethargy, their
"
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were Btruckwith all the delightful objects that have been described, and
eachperceived himself surrounded by lovely damsels, singing, playing,
and attracting his regards by the most fascinating caresses, serving
him also with delicate viands and exquisite wines ; until intoxicated with excess of enjoyment amidst actual rivulets of milk and
wine, he believed himself assuredly in Paradise, and felt an unwillingness to relinquish its delights. When four or five days had
thus been passed, they were thrown once more into a state of
somnolency, and carried out of the garden. Upon being iutroduced
to his presence, and questioned by him as to where thoy had
been, their answer was : I n Paradise, through the favour of your
highness ;' and then before the whole court, who listened to them with
eager curiosity and astonishment, they gave a circumstantial account of
the scenes to which they had been witnesses. The chief. thereupon
addressing them said : ' W e have the assurances of our Prophet that
lie who defends his lord shall inherit Paradise, and if you show yourselves devoted to the obedience of my orders, that happy lot awaits
you.' Animated to euthusiasm by words of this nature, all deemed
themselves happy to receive the commands of their master, and nere
forward to die in his service. The consequence of this system was,
that when any of the neighbouring princes, or others, gave umbrage to
hia chief,they were put to death by these his disciplined assassins ; none
of whon~felt terror a t the risk of losing their own lives, which they
held in little estimation, provided they could execute their master's
will."
Thus Ear from Marco Polo, whose narrative requires only one small
correction. His " opium " was really a decoction of lzashish, the Arabic
name for Indian hemp (Calzlzdis i7zdica), whence the feda'i came to be
known among Arabic-speaking peoples as hashishi, " the hemp-taker."
From the plural of this word, hashishin, is derived not only the
appellation of the entire Order in history, but the term which has
perpetuated in half the languages of Europe the sinister associations
of its name.

From the fact that Alamut and the neighbouring fortresses acquired
by Hasau ' were situated in a highly mountainous region, a region that
adjoins the great range of Elburet with its culminating peak of
ueuiavcnd, the Grand Master of the Assassins was lrnown in Arabicspeaking countries as Sl~cikll01-Jcbal-that
is to say, as the chief or
"

TIICPcrsinn gtogrnpl~erX f n s t ~ w f igives n list of fifty of these csstles.

t Not to be confusecl with the peak df the same nalne, but generally spelled
and pronomccd Elbrui.., in the Callcasus range.
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ruler of the mountains or mountainous district. ~~d as the primary
meaning of the word Sheikh is " old man," it was this version, albeit
the inappropriate one, which was adopted in the Weat and gave to
Hasan and his successors in Occidental literature the misleading it
picturesque title of " Old &!Ian of the Mountains." As vetus
de Monte
and Senex de Monta~zisthe Grand Master of the Assassins and his
Grand Prior in Syria figure prominently in the chronicles of the Crusades,
and obtained a celebrity in Europe that fell not far short, although
it was of a less edifying nature, of that enjoyed by Prester John.
Now Hasan, despite the material delights that he prepared for his
feda'is, himself led a life of grim austerity. Night and day he shut
himself up in his library a t Alamut, engaged in the composition of
treatises concerning the domination of the human mind and the
scientific corruption of consciences, which he compiled for the benefit
of those who had the wit to make use of his subtle prescriptions. From
his library he ruled his Order and his territorial dominions; and he,
who had travelled so incessantly in the years of his preparation, now,
during the whole of his long reign a t Alamut, only issued twice, so
says the historian Hamd-Allah, from his own apartments, only ascended
to his terrace on a single occasion.
Hasan died in his bed a t Alamut on the 12th June, 1124, aged more
than ninety years. Ruthless no less to his own kin than to his foee,he
had, shortly before his death, slain his two sons because he considered
them incapable of profiting by his teaching and unfit to govern the Order.
Declaring that capacity alone should qualify for rule, he chose as
successor a Ja'i of obscure origin named Kia ~uzurg-'Urnid: in
the words of a n Oriental chronicler " Hasan, when his end was near,
brought out a young man who was concealed in his establishment, and
handed over to him all his fortresses."
Buzurg-'Urnid reigned for fourteen years; his son, ~ohammed
(for Buaurg-'Umid turned from the elective to the hereditaryprinciple)f
for twenty-five. During this period many of the most ~owerfulprince0
of the East fell under the daggers of the fcda6is ; two Khalifs, a Sultan
of I<horasaan, an Atabeg of Mosul and sundry Seljuq Emirs head the
long tale of their Eastern victims. And the Order now became, if we
are to believe the mediaeval historians, not only a religious sect that
assassinated its own enemies but an organization of hired murderers
ready to undertake, for o consideration, commissions to despatch
against whom they had no cause for enrnity. The most @ O n s ~ i ~ ~
Western chief to suffer from this aspect of the Order's activities w'e
two
to be the Marquis Conrad of Montferret, who was stabbed
" devotcd ones" in 1192-the centenary of the deaths of *isam 'lMulk end Malik Shah-just after he had beeu recognized as King
Jerusalem. But with tlie death of Mohammed 1. anothergaud more
1 0
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fundamentalchange takes place in the principles of the Assassins,
and there comes into prominence one of the most outstanding figures
in their history, that of the Sheikh Rashid al-Din Sinan.
One day in the year 1150 a youth, slightly built and lame, limped
up to Alamut, seeking admittance. The lad was a stranger from Syria,
of Nosairieh parentage, and he had come, he said, from 'Iraq with the
intention of entering the Order of the Assassins. Young Rashid a1-Din
Sinan soon attracted, by his mental gifts, the favour of the Grand
Master Mohammed, who caused him to share the studies of his son
Hasan; and an intimate friendship grew up between the two youths,
who proceeded to apply themselves with zeal to the writings of Hasan
Sabah. Young Hasan, afterwards the Grand Master Hasan II., who
was possessed of great intelligence and was well versed in history and
philosophy, rejoiced a t the companionship of one who shared so fully
his interest in the mysteries and secret doctrines of the Order he was
to rule. What stimulated Hasan's imagination above all else was the
presence at Alamut of the mysterious Egyptian, the son of Nizar
and the grandson of the Fstimite Rhalif Mostansir, whom Hasan
Sabah had, it will be remembered, carried away with him on his expulsion from the Cairene Court. I n due course this interest assumed
B concrete shape, and young Hasan began-perhaps
with the encouragement of Rashid Sinan-to put about the belief that he was the
son, not of tho Grand Master Mohammed, but of this son of Nizar, and
that thus there ran in his veins the sacred blood of the Khalifs. I t
was not long before the affections of the wilder spirits among the
Assassins began to turn uuder this stimulu's from Mohammed to his
infinitely more brilliant but less stable sou, with the result that the
Grand Master, becoming aware of his loss of popularity and of Hasan's
growing ascendancy, put 250 of the latter's adherents to death. I-Iasan
was compelled, therefore, for the remainder of Mohammed's life to
abjure his friends and his heresies ; but when, in 1164, Mohammed
died and he succeeded to the Grandmastership, he lost no time in
putting his peculiar views into execution. Summoning, on the seventeenth day of the first Ramadan of his reign, the entire population of
the neighbourhood of Alamut, he caused an open-air pulpit to be erected
at the foot of the castle, and from it he proclaimed urbi e t orbi the
doctrine that had hitherto been confined to the initiates of the Order
only and had been jealously concealed from the masses, the doctrine
that all men were freed from the obligations of the law, were released
from obedience to the commands and prohibitions of roligion and were
at liberty to do aa they liked. H e then descended from the pulpit,
caused tables to be covered, and commanded the people-at the height
of the Ramadan fast-to give themselves up to eating, drinking and
merrymaking. His next step was to revive, but this time with greater
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precision, the fiction of his descent from Nizar, and formally to proclaim
himself the Khalif. This assumption of the highest office in Islam by
the man who had just released his people from obedience to the injuno.
tions of Islam, the consummation of this paradox, was made easy by
conditions in Egypt, where the Fatimite Khalifate was tottering to its
fall, having only a few years to live before it received its coup L g ~ d ~ e
from Saladin, the arch-enemy of the Assassins, in 1171. Hasan having
now assumed the dignity of the Khalif, took the additiona,l name of
~Ala-zikrihi-al-selam ("Peace to his glorious memory"), and the
historian Mirkhond records t h a t the following inscription was set up in
Alamut to commemorate the events of the 17th of Ramadan :
"With the help of God
Were loosened the fetters of the law
By the Ruler of the World
Peace t,o his glorious memory."

After four years of blood-stained rule, Hasan 11. died at the
hand of one of his brothers-in-law, and was succeeded by his son
Mohammed 11. This prince, throughout a long reign of forty-six
years, followed in his father's footsteps and multiplied the crimes
whereon his Order throve. Dying, it is believed, by poison administered by his son, he was followed in the Grandmastership by this son,
who reigned a s Haean 111. Jelal al-Din, the last of the princes of
Alamut whose career presents any feature of interest, any variation
from the monotonous shedding of blood that marked the reigns of his
predecessors and of his two successors. Hasan 111. inetigated his
father's death only to save himself from a similar fate, which WRE
threatening him s t the hands of his parent ; but this was the first and
the last murder of his twelve years of rule. Nob only in this respect
did he reverse the policy of preceding reigns ; he came forward, flays
Hammer in his " History of the Assassins," as the restorer of the true
religion according to the strictest principles of Islam. He prohibited
everything that his father and grandfather had declared to be allowed;
commanded the erection of mosques, the re-establishment of the call
to prayers, and the solemn assembly on Fridays. He called round him
Imams, readers of the Qoran, preachers, scribes, and professors, whom
he loaded with presents and favours, and appointed to the newly built
mosques, oonvents and schools." What is more, he sent his wife and
his mother with great pomp on the pilgrimage to Mecca ; md, 80 cornplete was his repudiation of the impious policy of his grandbtherp
Haean II., that he was universally acclaimed by his coutemporaries
as '' The New Muaaulman." How far this ostentatious return to the
obeervance of the forms of religion was genuine, how far it was a stroke
of polioy, it is difficult to judge, for the " New Mussulman " perished
from the effects of poison a t the early age of thirty-seven. Hi@eon
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Mohammed 111. 'Ala al-Din, who succeeded a s a boy of nine, reverted
at once, despite his tender age, to the criminal traditions of the Order.
After a sanguinary reign of thirty years he, too, died in the manner
usual among the rulers of the Assassins, a t the hand of a murderer
instigated by his sou Rukn al-Din, who became in 1255 the last Grand
Master of Alamut. The life of the Order in Persia had now run its
evil course, for in the following year the Mongols under Hulagu, who
had destroyed and were to destroy so much that was good, wiped out
the nefarious principality of Alamut and thus exterminated a t least one
thing that was bad. Yet one of their acts on this occasion must, in the
interests of science, be ever deplored, namely, that in sacking the
castle of Alalnut they burned the famous library of Hasan Sabah,
including the only copies which existed of the writings of that singular
man.
Let us go back for a moment to follow the fortunes of Rashid
al-Din Sinan. While Hasan 11. was yet a t the height of his activity
eg the emancipator of mankind from the bonds of religion, Rashid
sought the leave of his schoolfellow, now his sovereign, to withdraw
into Syria in order to organize the energies of the Assassins in their
Western sphere of influence. Himself a Syrian, he was peculiarly
fitted for this task. Around the walled towns of Masyad and Qadmus
in his native Nosairieh mountains he, too, built up a principality, which
he ruled, theoretically as the Grand Prior of the Grand Master in
Persia, in practice as an independent prince. Here Rashid became t o
the Crusaders, who knew little of his distant overlord, the Old Man of
the Mountains par cxcellcnce, and from his Syrian fastnesses revived,
in the camps of Christians and Saracens alike, the awe-inspiring traditions of Hasan Sabah.

The western offshoot of the Assassins survived its eastern parent by
fourteen years. In 1270 Bibars, the Mameluke Sultan of Egypt, who
brought practically all Syria and Palestine under his sway, included in
his Syrian conquests the prinoipality established by Rashid al-Din
Sinan; and the te~nporalpower of the Assassins came finally to an
end. The Fatimite Kbalifate having disappeared a century earlier,
there now existed no State where the Isma'ilieh exercised political
Power ; and, although the sect survived, its adherents were dispersed
among the various territories of Western Asia, in India, the Arabian
peninsula, North and East Africa and even in Zanzibar. In these
several lands they pursued their existence a s religious sectaries,
having no political organisation or centre and little spiritual cohesion.
The latter was to be restored to them in the ninetoenth century in an
entirely unforeseen manner.
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The fall of the Fatimite Khalifate, whose sovereigns were regarded
a s the senior representatives of the descendants of the ImamIsmrill
did not involve the extinction of the family of hiln whom theIsmeqieh
revere a s their seventh Imam. Shorn of their temporal power, the
family withdrew to Persia, where they maintained their existence in an
obscurity mitigated only by the fact that the scattered Isma'ilieh
(including, after the suppression of the eastern and western States of
the Order, those who remainod of the Assassins) continued to look
upon them as the heads and quasi-deities of the sect. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century the head of the family was a certain Hasan
'Ali Shah, better known as the Aga Khan, who, born in 1800, became
Governor-General of the Province of Kerman under Fath ' Ali Shah, the
Persian sovereign immortalized by Morier in " Hajji Baba." In 1838,
after Fath 'Ali Shah's death, the Aga Khan became involved in a
rising against his grandson and successor Mohammed Shah, and was
compelled to leave Persia. H e took refuge in India, where his influence
over his spiritual subjects on the Frontier enabled him to render
material aid to the British forces during the first Afghan War and
subsequently in the Sind campaign. For these services he was rewarded
by the Indian Government with the hereditary title of Highness, and
he remained to the end of his days a firm friend of the British. He
settled in Bombay, where he died a t a ripe old age in 1881, being
succeeded in his dignities, spiritual and temporal, by his son, the
second Aga Khan, who was followed in his turn by the present
Aga Khan, Sultan Mohammed Shah. The present Aga Khann,well
known not only by his influence in Moslem politics in and beyond
India, but also by his successes on the turf, has done much through his
personal prestige to raise the condition of his scattered flock 01
Ismarilieh. H e has travelled widely to visit and to receive the homage
of his followers ; and even the poor remnant of the Assassine, still
lurking impoverished and almost forgotten around the crumbling
fortreases of Masyad and Qadmus, is at pains to send annually one-fifth
of its scanty revenues to its pontiff in Bombay. When I visited ~ a s y a d
early in 1908, in the last months of the personal rule of 'Abdul Hamid 11.1
the unhappy Assassins were in difficulties with the Government on tbi0
very account. On the day of our arrival at Masyad the Qaimaqam
the district, a, Syrian Moslem, ~ i s i t e dus in our camp and lost no time
in acquainting us with his opinion of his charges.
" When first I came to Maayad," he related, " I summoned their
Sheikhs. I said to them : The Moslems have mosques, and a muezzin
to call them to prayers, the Christians have churches and bells- But
what have ye for a place of worship ?' And they could not t ~ n a wme.~ ~
So I said : ' I t is a bad thing for men to hide their religion, and ye
cannot be good people.' And as they still answered nothing, I had
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them arrested ; and the Mutesarrif has granted my request that they
should be sent away.''
It did not require the Qaimaqam's deprecating smile, when he said
as they still answered nothing," to make it quite clear that the answer
he had expected was the oiling of his palm. The regular tribute of a
fifth of the Assassins' income (they are miserably poor, but there are
about twenty thousand of them in the eighteen Isma'ilieh villages about
Masyad and Qadmus) paid to a wealthy and distant potentate, and
above all to one living in British territory a s the subject of a foreign and
infidel monarch, was evidently most galling to this underpaid Ottoman
official, who could have found such infinitely better use nearer home
for these Moslem Peter's Pence. I n the event, however, the Assassins
were not deported but have survived, by the turn of fortune's wheel, to
live under the rule of the French, political descendants of those performers of gesta dei per fra~zcos,whom their ancestors fought and
assassinated eight centuries ago.
Masyad is interesting architecturally, being entirely enclosed by thin
crenellated walls and surmounted by a castle which is a strange jumble
of Gr~co-Roman,Byzantine and Saracenic fragments. Four or five
families of Assassins (they allude to themselves, of course, not by this
name but as Isma'ilieh) still inhabit its sombre, vaulted recesses:
and over castle, town and district there yet broods the spirit and
memory of Rashid al-Din Sinan. A little outside the walls is a pool of
water, which the heavy rains a t the time of our visit had enlarged to
the dimensions of a small lake; and it is related by the people of
Masyad that the supernatural powers of Rashid Sinan were first
recognized at this pool. Shortly after his arrival from Alamut, Rashid
was walking beside it with a man of Masyad, when the latter suddenly
noticed that his image alone was reflected by the waters. Terrified,
the man prostrated himself s t the Sheikh's feet, and was commanded
to keep secret what he had seen. Maurice Barrks, who was here in
1914, tells another story of Rashid Sinan, related to him by Isma'ilians
at Qadmus.* One day Rashid encountered a vagabond with a performing monkey. He gave the monkey a coin, whereupon the animal
spun round rapidly, then lay down and died. "The monkey,"
explained Rasbid, " was once a king, and that coin bore his superscription. At the sight of it, the Almighty caused him to remember
his paat glory and his present degradation. The violence of his grief a t
the recollection killed him,"
The modern Asfiassins live on bad terms with their Nosairieh
"%hbours. These, by a stratagem, seized Masyad in 1809, bnt were
by the Turks to restore it to its owners; and ever sinoe they
have pursued the Assassins with their ill-will although they have

* " Une Enqubtc aux Paye du Levant," Parie, 1924.
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borrowed certain of their beliafs. Hence the accusation, spread by the
Nosairieh, that the Syrian Isma'ilieh indulge in the course of their rites
in obscene and bacchanalian orgies, centring around the person of
girl known a8 the rodha. Some trace of the old Phaenician nature-worship
does indeed seem to have found its way hither from that ardent Valey
of the Adonis, that hot-bed of Asiatic gods which runs down to the
Mediterranean between Beirut and Jebeil, and to have lingered, the
shadow of its former self, in these remote and unvisited fastnesses.
As to the facts, so difficult to establish, I will quote Dr. Bliss,* who is
satisfied that a girl figures in the worship of the Assassins of to-dav
but rejects the interpretation placed upon the circumstance by ill.
disposed neighbours. '' This girl," he says, " is called the rodhah,
which may be translated a greensward or pleasaunce. As long as she
remains a virgin she is regarded as sacred, and the IsmaLilisnswear
bits of her clothing or hair from her person in their turbans, ~~t
should she marry-and she may do so honourably-search is made for
a successor, who must be a girl born on a certain day in the year, end
who should conform to certain characteristics regarding her height
and the colour of her hair and eyes. At least two persons have surprised the Isma'iliyeh a t a service of adoration of the rodhah. One,
a Government official, who broke in forcibly, found the girl seated on a
high chair dressed in a white robe, with a wreath of fresh flowers on
her head. The worshippers were kneeling before her chanting sacred
songs. According to the testimony of the other witness, e simple
Syrian Christian, whom I questioned some ten years after his sdventure, his observations were confined to the brief period between his
acoidental stumbling into a secret assembly and his rough ejection by
one of the worshippers, who told him that anyone else would have
been promptly butchered I H e happened to be on friendly terms with
the prominent sheikhs. H e remembers seeing a circle of some twenty
or thirty initiates, seated on the floor, in an attitude of adoration of a
girl of about sixteen years of age, dressed in a black robe that entirely
covered her person, with her hair hanging down on either side of her
face, which was left exposed. Someone held a book, but he was not
sure whether it was the girl or her father, a prominent religious sheikhI n fact, the witness was evidently conscious in discriminating betweon
what he remembered clearly and what he was hazy aboutout. This girl
has since been married and her place taken by another."
I have never ceased to regret that my only visit to the Persian
province of Gilan, a hasty journey made on war service from Baku
across the Caspian to Enreli in the disturbed epring of 1920, allowed
me neither the time nor the facilities to penetrate to the ruins of the
Vulture's Nest." I t was tantalizing to be so near to Alamut and to
'(
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to reach it, for not many travellers of iuodern times can have
both the western and the eastern principalities of the Assassins.
~ uwhat
t
I have seen of their survivor^ within the crumbling walls of
Magyad is sufficient to prove that these cowed and rather pathetic
pople, who abstain wholly from drink and almost wholly froin tobacco,
who deny the~uselvesthat they may have the more to send to their
amiable divinity in distant Bombay, are indeed far removed from those
drugged and ruthless feda'is, who carried the fear of the Old Man
of tho Mountains into the heart of the mediaval East.
be

REFLECTIONS ON THE MOSUL PROBLEM
THE general significance of the Mosul problem is adequately shown in
the cogent sentences respectively of Sir Thomas Holdich and the late
Lord Curzon. t t Of all sources of international irritation, boundaries
seem to be most prolific ; and of all countries in the world, England hae
probably suffered the most from them," says the former; the letter:
4 t Frontiers are indeed the razor's edge on which hang suspended the
modern issues of war or peace, of life or death to nations." The truth
of those statements emerges clearly when we consider how often since
the Armistice the Mosul question has brought us to the brink of war
with Turkey, and in what expenditure, financial and military, it htle
involved us. The settlement of the problem was an imperial necessity,
and after a long struggle against the bluff, bluster, and traditional contumacy of the Turks, a settlement has been finally effected. It would,
however, be political folly to look on the recent agreement with Turkey
a s the final or best solution of the Mosul problem. Equally foolish
would it be to assert that the Treaty of Angora had either dispelled the
misgivings of the British public on the score of expenditure, or satisfied
its humanitarian desire of safeguarding the destinies of certain
Christian minorities in Anatolia. Hereunder it is proposed to set
down some reflections on the frontier as delineated in the recent negotiations a t Angora, in so far as it concerns British policy, the legitimate
aspirations of certain oriental peoples, and the generally accepted
conditions of a sound frontier.

The issues of the Mosul problem have been almost universally mieunderstood in England through a failure to grasp the real, conostant,
and ultimate object of British policy. That object has scarcely ever
emerged from a welter of discussion on the parochial politics of 'Irq,
of sentimental outburets on the woes of Christian minorities, and of
nebulous dissertations on oil and oil-fields. I t is well to be clear on
this, that the founding of an Arab state, the support of an ArJ renfiiasauce, the search for oil, and the protection of Christian and Kurd sn
subsidiary to the main object of British policy-how best to maintain
and guarantee the security of the British Empire. Although the
implications of our policy in the Middle East have developed with
events, bhst policy has never become, except for s short time, merely
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opportunist,nor changed in essentials. Neither Britain nor any other
is, or can afford to be, in the world a s it exists, altruistic in its
policy or sentiment. We have been concerned, and must be concerned,
primarily with our own existence and the preservation of what we consider requisite to that existence. With this principle in mind, it is
proposed to consider briefly the operation of British policy in the
events which constitute the Mosul problem.
Before the Great War the axiom of our Eastern policy was t o
nurture buffer states on tho way to India, in order to prevent the
inroads of Germany and Russia against our communications to the
East. By the " partition " of Persia into spheres of influence in 1908,
we postponed for a time the inevitable clash with Russia, the Power
which to-day, despite the change in her admiuistrative machinery, is
lnore frankly imperialistic than she ever was in the days of the Tzar.
As a result of the Great War we eliminated the German threat to our
Eastern Empire and found ourselves firmly established on the Persian
Gulf and in 'Iraq. With the Armistice arose the problems of deciding
on the exact relationship of 'Iraq to the security of the British Empire,
and of disposing of 'Iraq in such a way as to maintain our fundamental
policy in the Middle East.
The British Government decided that the retention of 'Iraq within
the orbit of the British Empire was essential to our security, and that
the best mode of assuring its retention was by establishing in it an
independent Arab state. But if the decision were correct, it is not
easy to find that its implications were either visualized aright or that
any steps were taken to give it immediate and permanent effect. As
far back as May, 1915, we had given a definite pledge to the Arabs to
establish and uphold an independent state in 'Iraq, and, unless we were
to practice the same gross political immorality as the Germans in their
repudiation of Belgian neutrality, there was every reason why we
should honour and redeem our pledge. Ib has been stated that in
making such a promise, and thereby adopting a pro-Arab rather than a
Pro-Turk policy, we acted against our own interests by ranging on the
side of our traditional enemy, Russia, the might of the Turkish Empire.
This is a fallacy, born of a sentimental and outworn evaluation of AngloTurkish friendship. During the war the Turk was our bitter foe. The
Arab was our friend. I t is time that we disabused ourselves of illusione
regarding Turkish friendship and the danger of Turkish enmity. We
are, and should bo, strong enough to help our friends, and, if need be,
to defeat our enemies. The fact must not be lost sight of that Turkey,
spent and helpless, her finances in chaos, and her armies beaten and
surrendered unconditionally. Our great blunder and the
cause of our later troubles with that decivilizing power was that we
allowed our preoccupation with European affairs to cloud our Eastern
policy, aud to postpone fur nearly two years negotiations for a final
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settlement with Turkey. W e pandered to the innate habit of the
Turks for procrastination, forgetting that a decision, to be effective
among orientals, must be clear cut and put into immediate and forceful
.
execution.
Meanwhile, while negotiations with Turkey lapsed, the General s~~~
of the Mesopotamian Expeditionary Force, in furtherance of the
to establish a kingdom of 'Iraq, chose what they, in conjunctionWith
the political authorities in 'Iraq, considered to be the best strategic,
political and economic frontier for the new state. This frontier did not
include within 'Iraq the terrain inhabited by the Nestorian Christiaus
in Assyria. Nor can it be found that the authorities, when the line
was selected, ever contemplated the inclusion of these Christians Within
the state of 'Iraq. Promises may have been given that Assyrian
destinies would be safeguarded, but such promises cannot be interpreted either a s meaning the establishment of an autonomous Christian
state or the inclusion of the Assyrian home in 'Iraq. At the same time
it must be recognized that policy is never a product of pure reason and
that, selfish as we must be where our interests are concerned, a Great
Power can never afford to neglect the humanitarian aspect of a political
question, and that to some extent we undertook the responsibility for
the welfare of the Assyrian Christians.
Following the Armistice, Turkey was wracked with the travail of a
genuine movement for reform that took the shape of a fervent
nationalism. I n 1919 Mustapha Kemal and Kiazim Kara Bekr (in
later days a bitter opponent of the Ghazi) recognized at the Erzeroum
Conference that Syria, 'Iraq, and Arabia were finally lost to the Turkish
Empire. Again in 1920 the Turkish National Pact was framed in such
elastic terms that, had we seized the opportunity it resented of e final
settlement with Turkey, it is conceivable that the Turks would h w
accepted the establishment of a frontier that would have provided for
the security of 'Iraq, and the inclusion of the Nestorian home in 'Iraq.
Had we acted theo, before our military forces had dwindled from five
to two divisions, Turkey would have bowed inevitably to our will. It
cannot be too sufficiently emphasized that policy ultimately depends on
force, that either our military forces must be kept commensurate
with our policy or our political commitments must be reduced to our
military capacity.
I n 1920 was signed the Treaty of Sbvros, wherein was laid down the
boundaries of the 'Iraq state, and definite assurancos were exacted
from the Turkish Government for the hurnone treatment of the
Nestorian Christians. The Treaty, however, succeeded only in indaming the patriotic zeal of the new Turkish Nationalist Party, and in
hastening the overthrow of the Sultanate in ~ o n s t a n t i n o ~ l e
settlement it accomplished nothing. During tho succeeding years
Turkey achieved a remarkable military and political ren~isaance,
.
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her traditional form of Government and advancing her
banners once more to the gates of Europe. She asserted
herself,at the expense of Italy and France, recovering her lost provinces
of Adalia and Cilicia ; she expelled the rabble soldiery of Greece beyond
the Hellespont ; in time she that had lain like a whipped cur a t the
feet of the Allies so waxed in prestige that she found friends in Paris,
New York, and Moscow. She was thus free to consider again the fate
of her other lost provinces, aud, in her new-found arrogance, to demand
their return. As she had made such a successful use of propaganda
against Italy and France, she turned this weapon against the British in
(Iraq. Trade embargo, political intrigue, the encouragement of unrest
and sedition, concentrations of troops on the frontier-she tried them
all, and forced us once more to assure 'Iraq that we would not desert
her. In 1922 the Anglo-'Iraq Treaty was signed whereiu wo promised
(a) to establish a stable government in 'Iraq, and (b) to delimit its
frontiers. About this time the neighbourhood of the frontier was in CL
continual state of troublous effervescence from Sulaimaniyah to the
Jabal Sinjar. Eventually the territory formerly inhabited by the
Nestorian Christians-i.e.,
territory beyond the boundary fixed by
the Treaty of SBvres-was left by the Turks to wallow in utter lawlessness, and in order to prevent this lawlessness from infecting the
territory under our mandate, we were coinpelled to extend our
administration to include Southern Hakkiari in 'Iraq. No one will
doubt the wisdom of such a step, or demand further justification for the
step than that of imposing law and order.
The events of this period cast a n interesting light on Turkish
methods of provocation and bluff. I n 1923, she saturated the frontier
tribes with anti-British propaganda ; she aided and abetted the
notorious Shaikh Mahmud, a half-civilized barbarian, who, after being
condemned to death for an insurrection against British authority in
1919, is, thanks to an unwarranted piece of political leniency, still the
ringleader of a revolt in South I<urdistan ; she sent a Turkish adventurer Euz Demir to stir up the tribes, and finally she concentrated part
of her forces in the Nisibin-Mardin area ostensibly for the invasion of
'Iraq- The Air OWcer commsnding 'Iraq, Sir John Salmond, realizing
the Turkish concentration was nothing else but bluff, called it by the
despatch of air and military forces to Mosul, and the annexationist
designs of the so-called Jarireh army simply faded away. The
inference is obvious. The Turk will bow inevitably to the strong hand.
After some obstinacy on the part of Turkey, an effort was made to
solve tho Mosul problem a t Lausanne. The proceedings of the Conference were almost wrecked by what can only be described as the
~igheadcdnossof the Turkish delegate. A statesman has well described
the Turkish sttitudo : Negotiating with the Turks is like sitting down
to play bridge with a, lueu who insists on the right to revoke, and who, if
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refused, will kick over the table." Britain based her claims on its
duty to protect the populations of the disputed area, on the necessity
of that area to the economic, strategic, and political existence of t ~ r a q ,
and on the desirability of safeguarding the interests of the ~~~~~i~~
Christians. Turkey opposed these claims ostensibly on the grounds
that ethnologically, geographically, and legally the ~ 0 vilayet
~ ~
formed part of Anatolia. There seems little doubt, however, that her
opposition was chiefly excited by her natural nervousness of a Kurdish
separatist movement, by the secret support of certain interested parties
in Paris and New York, and by the active advice of Moscow. Eventu.
ally it was agreed that the delimitation of the Turkish frontier be left
to the mutual arrangement of Turkey and Great Britain, and, it these
Powers failed to come to any agreement, the decision should be left to
the Council of the League of Nations. Turkey and Britain failed to
agree. Now in any negotiations with a nation of such perverse
mentality as the Turks, there is only one sure mode of successful action
-to offer it a piece of sugar from one hand, to have a stick in the other,
and if the sugar is refused, to use the stick. We offered the sugar, but
forgot the stick. Moral suasion, mild reproof, and concessions are poor
weapons with which to tilt against the obstinacy, intrigue, and habitual
procrastination of the Turk.
Negotiations having broken down, the decision was referred to
the Council of the League, which instituted a commission to examine
the question on the spot and to set out its opinion on the respective
claims. Seldom has an international commission performed its mission
with more zeal and less effectiveness. What the situation demanded
wtte a report which would enable the League of Nations to give an
immediate clear-cut and binding decision. The report, unfortunately,
avoided imperatives and dealt in conditionals. The issues were clear.
Either the Turkish claim was valid on ethnological grounds, or because
the Mosul vilayet wished to be incorporated in Turkey, or, on the other
hand, the claim of 'Iraq was economically, geographically, and
strategically sound. Briefly the report came to the conclusion that
legally the vilayet belonged to Turkey, economically and
to 'Iraq. I t then went on to suggest that if Mosul became an integral
part of .Iraq, there should be no question of Great Britain abandoning
the mandate a t the end of four years. If, however, Great Britain were
to surrender her place in 'Iraq after four years, it would be better
'Iraq to revert to Turkey. The frontier should follow the Lesser
Mosul and Arbil being handed over to Turkey. The Assyrians
return to their former homes under a complete amnesty and local
autonomy. The report appears to be a pathetic effort to hunt with the
hounds and run with the hare, and certainly in its Asflyrian
betrays a childlike faith in the ability of the Turkish leopard to change
its spots.
Zabl

1
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In October, 1924, the League of Nations had fixed a provisional
boundaryknown as the Brussels Line, the line of the status quo to be
observed by both parties pending the final decision of the League.
While the League were trying to find in the monumental, if futile,
report of its Commission some basis of permanent settlement, the
Turks attempted to solve the Assyrian problem by a wholesale deportation of Christians settled in the region between the Brussels Line and
the frontier claimed by Great Britain. When questioned on this point,
the Turks at first denied that any deportation had taken place, but
later, doubtless at the instigation of Soviet Russia, declared that, if
Christians had been removed from the area concerned, it was their
business and theirs alone. I s other testimony required of the Turk's
peculiar power of provocation and his dog-in-the-manger mentality ?
In December, 1925, the Council of the League of Nations recorded
its decision that the frontier between 'Iraq and Turkey should be the
Brussels Line as laid down in 1924. On June 5, 1926, this Line was
agreed to by Britain, 'Iraq, and Turkey, in a treaty signed a t Angora.
To-day the problem of 'Iraq has to be contemplated not only
vis-ic-vis Turkey, but, perllaps, even more in relation to Soviet Russia.
The critical problem now is not the possibility of a conflict with Turkey,
but the probability of a clash between our civilization and the
anathema-that is, Bolshevism. Turkey has few ambitions beyond her
pre-war empire. The energies of Russia are turned to world domination to which Britain is the chief obstacle. The Soviet has emasculated Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan ; it has lately tried to creep
into Afghanistan ; it exercises no little power in the councils of Turkey,
and in Persia, despite a loss of ground with the advent of Riza Iihan,
it is still an influence for evil. B y remaining in 'Iraq we will do much
to prevent the southern encroachment of Soviet propaganda and the
ultimate and apparently inevitable march of Soviet armed forces
townrds India.

So far an attempt has been made to indicate the 'Iraq boundary
demanded by British policy. I t is proposed now to set down what the
functions and conditions of a good frontier are, and thereafter to
examine how far the Brussels Line satisfies these conditions.
A frontier is, and must always be, so long as nationalism persists, an
area, of separation between contiguous states, a barrier whose effectiveness is largely relative to its physical character. A froatier is not, as
some have stated, an area of assimilation or a means for facilitating
intercourse. I t is an obstacle whose chief function is to provide for the
states concerned the strongest possible measure of protection against
attack. Its main effect is to maintain peace by placing upon adjacent
peoples a definite limit to the national horizon, a restraint upon man's
25
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predilection for unauthorized trespass. A frontier, however strong a
barrier it provides, will never save from conquest and ruin a corrupt
and decadent people. I t depends in the last resort on the might of
a nation. I t s strength is to be measured only by the swords of that
nation's citizens.
What conditions should a sound frontier satisfy ? Briefly a frontier
should satisfy, but never does nor ever will satisfy, the often conflicting
and mutually exclusive claims of strategy, economics, ethnology,
religion, language, and policy. A frontier should provide an adequate
physical boundary which is strategically defensible, and should embrace
an economic, ethnological, religious, linguistic, and political unit. How
far does the Brussels Line meet these conditions ?

The strategic problem of Great Britain was to select a frontier
which would a t once ensure the security and development of 'Iraq, be
easily defensible by local 'Iraq forces, and thus least likely to necessitate
the withdrawal of British troops from more vital strategic points elsewhere.
Between Kurdistan and the sea two general types of frontier were
available-a mountain barrier or an open plain that forms no obstacle
whatever. The selection of the latter would have entailed the lengthy
location in 'Iraq of large British military forces, or, failing these, have
led ultimately to the total evacuation of 'Iraq with a resultant increaee
of our Indian establishment to counter the increased menace to India.
A mountain barrier alone satisfied strategic necessities. Though such
a barrier has never stemmed the tide of a determined invasion, it at
least limits the avenues of approach, perplexes an enemy, and especially
where communications are difficult, embarrasses his power of supply
and movement. The extent to which it is an obstacle varies inversely
with the ease with which it can be crossed.
Once it was recognized that a mountain barrier formed the likeliest
and best frontier, the question arose of its actual location. Now in the
area with which we are dealing, the obvious strategic centre is Mosul,
from which irradiate all communications to Kurdistan and to which the
produce of the neighbouring country is brought. The lines of approach
to the Mosul plain are west of the Tigris from Nisibin via Tal 'Afer and
Sinjar, east of the Tigris from Van via Neri and Rowenduz, from VanBitlis area via Aqra, from Jazirat-Ibn-Omar via Zakho and the Tigris.
The obvious centres in front of which the frontier should run were
R ~ ~ a n d ~ z - N e r i - A ~ r a - Z I L k h o - ~ a l - ' ~and
l ~ rthe
- ~ iBritish
~ j r , line was
accordingly selected to include those localities. Such a line gave cornrnand of the main Turkish lines of advance. I n addition the barrier
was of such depth as to cause considerable delay to a hostile advance,
enough to give ample time for the concentration in Mosul of forces from
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Baghdad and Southern 'Iraq. Incidentally it included the homes of
Assyrian Christians, whose country would have formed an excellent
bastion of defence against invasion. The Brussels Line not only
deprived 'Iraq of some 1,400 square miles of territory, mostly inhabited
by Christians, but cut in two, in the eastern section about Neri, tribes
that are only likely to become amenable to law and order, if under the
'Iraq Government.
There has been ample, if somewhat ill-argued, criticisnl of the
strategic feasibility of the mountain frontier. Such criticism mostly
rests on misconceptions born of an inadequate knowledge of the region,
of the difficulty of communication, of the anti-Turk character of the
people, and of the Turkish capacity to supply and maintain any
army capable of taking and holding Mosul. Critics of the strategio
position in 'Iraq have generally spoiled their case by indulging in
picturesque but unconvincing hyperbole after the following style. 'Iraq
is an alluvial basin surrounded by high plateaus and desert. I t has been
invaded more often than any other country in Europe or Asia. I t is a
perpetual magnet for invaders from Persia, Arabia, Syria, and Anatolia.
The Akkadians, Sumerians, Kassites, Persians, Parthians, Arabs,
Seljuks, Greeks, Romans, Mongols, and Turks have all held it a t one
time or other and lost it. I t has persisted for any period ae a political
entity, only when it was bounded by the Oxus, Caucasus, and Mediterranean. Such was the view of that eminent soldier, Sir Henry
Wilson. Lord Kitchener believed otherwise.
The question of defence, however, must be considered not in reference
to non-existent British troops, but in reference to the forces which the
'Iraq Government can and is prepared to employ, the efficacy of the
Royal Air Force, and the probable forces which the Turks can send and
maintain over the frontier. I t hag been stated on the authority of a
high official in the 'Iraq Government that it is ready to fight the
Turkish menace tooth and nail, and it is because this menace is the
real problem of 'Iraq foreign policy, that conscription will be introduced
into 'Iraq at a very early date. I t was suggested by the same official
that it might be advisable, in order to guarantee 'Iraq's existence as a
nation, to negotiate an offensive and defensive alliance with Turkey's
chief enemy in Europe-Greece.
The point is : 'Iraq is prepared to
fight Turkey, and 'Iraq a t the present time is worth one division to the
British Empire, and in twenty years' time will be worth six.
Little need be said on the air aspect of the case, as that is adequately
and clearly set out in Sir John tialmond's report on the ' Iraq Command.
One quotation will suffice : The ground north of Mosul is favourable
for defence, especially for delaying and harassing action by air forces
. . possible lines of approach lie through country particularly suitable
for the employment of aircraft in direct attack upon ground targets."
The chief bogey of military critics has been the size of the Turkish
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forces that can intervene in 'Iraq. A concentration 60,000 to 80,000
strong was, it is reported, causing alarm and despondency in certain
military hearts. Now the Ottoman forces that can be brought into action
immediately against 'Iraq must be drawn from roughly three divisions
that are scattered in the area Mardin-Nisibin-Diarbekr-Bitlis-vanJazirat-Ibn-Omar. The units of these divisions lie at six to fifteen
days' march from l\liIosul, and except for the Nisibin-Mosul route, west
of the Tigris, can utilize no road fit for wheeled transport. Even this
road passes through a waterless stretch of some forty miles, and along
it there is not a vestige of cover from the air. The Turkish Air Force
is negligible. That being so, it is not difficult to imagine how any
force using this route would suffer in its six days' march from Nisibin
to Mosul. East of the Tigris the maintenance of more than two
brigades on a pack scale of transport is beyond the wit or contrivance
of the most ingenious " Q " staff. I t took Turkey three months to
concentrate and prepare a punitive expedition against Shaikh Said in
the recent Kurdish rebellion. I s it likely to take less to prepare an
expedition, not against a thousand ill-armed brigands, but against
an 'Iraq division supported by several squadrons of aeroplanes and a
host of Kurdish, Arab, and Yezidi irregulars ? I t has been calculated
that the Turks could make available for the invasion of 'Iraq in seven
days 4,000, in five weeks 10,000, in eight weeks-the maximum that
can be released without prejudicing the defence of the 'I'urkish Empire
-30,000 rifles. The problem of supplying and maintaining these
forces without extending the railway from Nisibin to Mosul and in
face of a growing opposition in 'Iraq, and attack elsewhere, is not one
that need cause the British Army many restless nights.

Much need not be eaid on the economic aspect of the frontier, as
the economic argument for the allocation of the Mosul vilayet to either
Turkey or 'Iraq does not carry any conviction. The fact that one portion
of the world is economically essential to another, or forms an economic
unit with another, has little influence on the political destiny of either.
Because the oil of Mexico and the silk of China are necessary to the
existence of Great Britain, the latter has no claim to draw them within
its political orbit. And because Canada and the United States cornprise an economic unit, do they for that reason form a political unit?
The l\!osul vilayet, however, does have a complete economic a f i n i t ~
with the rest of 'Iraq and little commercial intercourse with Anatolia.
Zakho, A m a d i y ~ h Aqra,
,
and Rowanduz, also, are oriented economically
to Mosul. The trend of communications by river and road is to the
south, along the valley of the Tigris, not northward across the
Anatolian mountains or northewestward to the unfinished ~ a g h d a d
railway. The latter railway is never likely to be 0.f commercial use
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Mogul or 'Iraq. The actual wealth of Mosul is grain, which finds a
market in Baghdad ; the potential wealth is oil, which must find its way
to the Mediterranean via Hit. Obviously, in the Middle East where
oil fuel is consumed by locomotives, the way of the railway must be that
I t is,"
of the oil pipe. Finally, Mosul is the granary of the south.
as a prominent Arab said, " the head of 'Iraq. Cut it off and we
perish."
RACIAL,POLITICAL,
AND RELIGIOUSASPECTS.*
Racially the Movul vilayet comprises elements of the following races
-Arabs, Kurds, Nestorians, Chaldzans, Yezidis, Turcomans, Bajwans,
Chabaks, Jews, and Sarlis. How does the Brussels Line affect thesetheir religion, their language, and their political desires ?
Consideration of the problem is made difficult by the interlacing of
this motley of races, interlacing of such extent that it is practically
impossible to lay down ethnical, linguistic or religious boundaries. I n
one small glen you will find Jew, Kurd, Christian, and Arab, never
intermarrying and often unmistakably differentiated in dress and
custom. The dissemination and intermixture of population, especially
in the vicinity of the Brussels Line, naturally makes the political
problem of satisfying the particular desires of the various communities
almost impossible of solution. I t has been stated that the great
principle to be taken into account in the partition of territories is the
satisfaction of the desires of the people concerned. The Arab, the
Kurd, the Christian, and the Yezidi have each of them a racial individuality as strong as our own, and the expression of this individuality has
of late taken on the garb of nationalism. While we admit all this, and
that nationalism will spread with every extension of road, rail and
telegraph in these parts, we still hold that there must be a sound basis
for nationalism. Not only must a race have the wish for autonomy.
It must have the physical, moral, and mental power to carry its wish
into practice. The Yezidis, Bajwans, Chabaks, Sarlis, Jews and
Christians of Mosul town have not the physical power, and few of
them the political intelligence to stand alone. Moreover, their political
aEnity and disposition make them contented members of the new 'Iraq
etate. The chse of the Arab, the Kurd, the Nestorian and Turcoman
cannot be so summarily dismissed.
The Arab belongs to an old race, a proud race, a race that has
known the glory and responsibility of empire. I n late years he has
developed a political consciousness that has helped to found Arab states
in 'Iraq, Transjordania, Syria, and the Hedjaz. His political horizon
extends to a self-supporting Arab empire that will include the Arabian
peninsula, Iraq, Syria, Transjordanis, and Palestine. The nucleus of
this empire is 'Iraq, where political intelligence and administrative
yearly increase under the guiding hand of Britain. SO far ae
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'Iraq is concerned, the Brussels Line east of the Tigris is satisfactory,
but would be sounder strategically, if it were carried north to include the
Assyrian enclave. With the Assyrians 'Iraq has no quarrel, and is only
too willing to incorporate them as potential wardens of the northern
marches. West of the Tigris she still sees in the Nisibin-Mardin ares,
tepitory that is essentially Arab in race aud strategically desirable.
The Kurd was the crux of the Mosul problem, and will continue the
chief menace to the stability of the new frontier. He belongs to an old
race, conscious of its individuality, but politically inept and split into
warring factions. N w e r in history has Kurdistan formed a political
entity, nor, having regard to its incoherence and size, is it likely to
become a state in the near future. Scattered in tribal groups, often
nomadic, in Persia, 'Iraq and Anatolia, from Hamadan to Cilicia, the
Kurds can only achieve autonomy after long years of political education
and the production of a personality, Napoleonic in personal power and
capacity for government. Latterly as their more enlightened chiefs
imbibed the political wisdom of Europe, there has arisen a half-hearted
desire for independence without any definite conception of what such
independence means or entails. We experimented with Shaikh
Mahmud in Sulai~naniyah and found his ideas of government 80
destructive and insensate that we had to depose him. Simco in the
Urumia district, Shaikh Mahmud in Sulaimaniyah, tbe Amadiyah
pashas, Shaikh Said in Kharput, have all acquired hazy ideas on
autonomy and each has endeavoured to establish a, Kurdish state thst
was little else than a collection of brigands and an excuse for brigandage. I t cannot be too deeply impressed that the Iiurd is at the beck
and call of his Agha, who is a non-moral creature, an Ishmael with his
hand against every man. Only in the Kurdish fringe under 'Iraq
jurisdiction has the acclimatization to British administration made the
Iiurd amenable to law and order. The spread of law and order
amongst the Kurds, with its political consequence, a separatist movement from Turkey, is the bogey of Angora, and has ~robahlybeen the
chief cause of Turkish obstinacy over the Mosul settlement. The
Kurdish question admits of three solutions, all of which are temporsril~
impossible :

( a ) Kurdish autonomy under the ~ g i of
s Turkey or Britain.
(b) Turkification of Kurdistan north of the Brussels Line.
( c ) Kurdish immigration into 'Iraq.

If we are to support nationalism through thick and tbin, we are
theoretically bound to support the claims of the Kurds to self-government. This will involve us in Persia, Anatolia, and 'Iraq, an extension
of our political commitments that is beyond our military capacity and
might even involve the loss of our own security. Life is a balancing of
evils to achieve existence. As regards Kurdistan it ia common sense
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to stop fishing in troubled waters. It might be diflerent if there were
a more virile temper in England, were imperial adventure still the spice
of youtth,were our young men still ready to roam the world free and
masterful, instead of rotting in domesticity about tennis courts and
night clubs. We may sum up the Kurdish aspect as follows: The
Kurd racially and linguistically has no relation with Turkey or 'Iraq;
religiouely he is a t one with either ; politically he favours neither, and
is yet incapable of working out his own political destiny. The Brussels
Line only affects him in affording to his lawless Aghas the prospect of
a safe refuge from Turkish and British law a s occasion may require.
The Turcoman element in the population was the basis of Turkey's
ethnological claim to Mosul, and as such was a sorry quicksand. From
Kifri through Kirkuk and Arbil to Tal 'Afer there lie scattered
Turcoman colonies, holding a quiet agricultural population which has
no other political desire than a government capable of guaranteeing the
security of its crops and homes. The Turcoman has become largely
Arabicized, and displays no aversion from 'Iraq nor desire for Turkish
rule. His racial affinity with the Turk is analogous to that bettween
the Highland Celt and the modern Frenchman. I t cannot by any
stretch of the historic sense support the annexationist claims of modern
Turkey. To the Turcomau the Erussels Line is a protaction against the
inherent rapacity of the Turkish administration.
The Christian tribes of Tiari, Tkhuma, Baz, Jilu, and Diz, some
100,000 souls, inhabited before the war the southern highlands of
Hsklriari from Smadiyah to Nurduz, Urumia, and Salmas. These
Assyrian mountaineers have been Anglophil since the Canterbury
mission mas first established among them in 1886. Always maltreated
and occasionrtlly massacred by the Turks, they g ~ l l a n t l ythrew in their
lot with the Allies in 1916. For two years they resisted the punitive
expeditions of their Turkish taskmasters, but were finally uprooted from
their immemorial mountains and driven forth-the
remnant that
remained-to find a haven of refuge in 'Iraq, Persia, and Caucasia.
With the final overthrow of Turkey they prepared to reoccupy their
old homes, but every attempt a t repatriation was frustrated by Kurdish
brigands, instigated by Turkish money and agents. Their habitat
originally lay beyond the boundary fixed by the Treaty of Shvres, but the
civil administration of 'Iraq was extended to include it, when it became
a centre of Kurdish dissension and brigandage. Part of the refugees
from 'Iraq drifted back to the ~nountains,relying on the permanence of
British administration and unofficial promises that Britain would safeguard its interests. The men joined our levies, playing a notable part
in clefending the Mosul frontier against Kurdish and Turkish incursions.
Their solo wish is to return to their ancestral lands, and there live
under the protection of Britain. They are not averse to incorporation
with 'Iraq-even desire it, if we are to believe Arab reports. The
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Brussels Line has placed their homes in the tender keeping ol a
malignant and cruel foe.
Four solutions of the Nestorian problem present themselves :
(a) Repatriation of Assyrians to their homes under a guarantee of
security from the Turks.
(b) The incorporation of the Nestorian habitat in 'Iraq.
(c) The setting up of a Nestorian home in 'Iraq-i.e., south of the
Brussels Line.
( d ) The settlement of the Assyrian people in Australia or Canadaor
South America.
On the grounds of humanity and the moral obligation of protecting
from the Turk the Christian tribes who served us so loyally during and
after the war, we should have held out for the extension of the Brussels
Line t o include Southern Hakkiari. As it is, we have deliberately
abandoned the Assyrian countryside to the Turk, relying on his
promises to mete out justice and some measure of freedom to the few
Christians that now reside there. H a s not the Turk made such
promises before and broken them with that persistent guile which is the
hallmark of his mentality ? I s he likely to be any more tender towards
the Nestorians than he was to the Cilician Christians? Cannot me
learn from experience that the Turk, despite the adoption of Panama,
hats and European
clothes, remains the bond-slave of cruelty, corruption, and oppression? Repatriation would merely be an invitation or
prelude to massacre. Nor is the incorporation of Southern Hakkiari
in 'Iraq within the realm of practical politics. I t may, however, prove
to be a basis for future bargain with a Turkey that is almost now
bankrupt, and whose political background is that of the bazaar.
Of the solutions set out above only (c) and (d) seem at the molveut
feasible. I t is impossible to say how far Britain is prepared to support
the'latter, but it would seem when so much is written about the empty
spaces of tropical Australia and the difficulty of getting settlers of a
right type, that here is an unique opportunity to people these areas
with an industrious, self-reliant, law-abiding, and agricultural population. But so long as any hope remains that Hakkiari may become once
more the home of this down-trodden people, ( c ) offers the best means 01
satisfying Assyrian aspirations. 'Iraq is willing to give them home
and to look after them. She is quite prepared to treat national
questions on their merits, a s witness her treatment of the Kurdish
population within her borders. I t is well to remember also that whatever
atrocities the Arab has been guilty of in the past, he has never
nlassacred or e~nasculatedthe Christian minoritiee in his midst.

SUMRIARY.
I t now becomes possible to summarize our conclusions on the
Bruseels Line :
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( a ) It does not fulfil the object of British policy completely in that

it surrenders to Turkey the control of Assyrian destiuies. It does,
however, provide for the establishment and security of an 'Iraq state
sufficientto assure our own security.
(b) The frontier does not, and cannot, satisfy the linguistic, racial,
and religious requirements of a good frontier owing to the chaotic
intermixture of these elements in its vicinity.
(c) It is not strategically the best frontier for 'Iraq, but it is
sufficiently defensible to guarantee the security of the 'Iraq state. I t
is economically sound.
(a) It satisfies the political desires of the minorities concerned,
except those of the Kurd and Assyrian.

A note of warning. There has been a tendency to dissociate consideration of the Nosul problem from the larger issues of cirilization,
and the existence of the British Empire. The Middle East has
become politically conscious, is casting from it a nightmare of tyranny
and acquiring for its peoples and individuals a measure of freedom
largely by the force, equity, a r d efficiency of British administration.
For tribal and internecine feud we have substituted the lam of orderly
government; we have given justice in place of corruption ; we have
driven out universal ignorance and superstition and replaced them with
education and knowledge. I t is because we are the prop and the
mainstay of struggling humanity, that, if we withdraw frol.1 the
Middle East, if we should bow before the will of an intransigeant
Turkey, then 'Iraq, Syria, Palestine, Transjordania-the
ne= Arab
world-will collapse and drag with it India and maybe the Enlpire :
While stands the Coliseum, Rolue shell stand,
When falls the Coliseum, Rome shall fall,
And when Rome falls, the world.
Finally, in any colnlnerce with Turkey weight should be given to
the pregnant words of Glemenceau : History tells us of many Turkish
successes and many Turkish defeats, of nations conquered and nations
freed. . . Yet in all these changes there is no case to be found either
in Europe, or Asia, or Africa, in which the establishment of Turkish
rule in any country has not been followed by a diminution of its
material prosperity and a fall in the level of culture. Nor is there any
case to be found in which the withdrawal of Turkish rule has not been
followed by a growth in national prosperity, and a rise in the level of
culture. Neither amongst the Christians of Europe nor among the
Moslems of Syria, Arabia, and Africa has the Turk done other than
destroy wherever he has conquered. Never has he shown himself able
SEASI.
to develop in peace what he has won in war. . . ."

.

APPENDIX
TABLE SHOWING 'ACES,

1

I Numbers.

Race.

--

--

ARABS
.- -

...

----

KURDS

I

...

-

I

/

30,000 North-east of Mosul and in Kurdish, some Arabic.
Sinjar district.

1 1F

!

I

Vague aspirations for autonomy ;
no coherent political thought or
desires.

Protection of Great Britain ; incorporation in 'Iraq, failing
autonomy ih Hakkiari.

Devil - worshippers,"
type of Manichreism.

--

Protection of Great Britain ; not
averse to incorporation in 'Iraq.

-

-

Incorporation in 'Iraq.

Judaism.

Arabic.

I
Independent 'Iraq and founding 1
of Arab empire.

Incorporation in 'Iraq.
50,000 Kirkuk, Arbil, Altun-Kupri, T u r k i s h d i a1 e c t ; bloslem (Sunni).
Tal 'Afer towns.
nearly all speak
Arabic.
I
5,000 Villages in Mosul district.
Akin to Ali-Allahi sect Incorporation in 'Iraq.
Arabic.
of Islam.

1 - CEIABAKS,
I SARLIS,
BWWANS
Toru

Mosul and other towns.

"

...

I

569,000

I

-

-

-

-

N o l ~ . - T h e figures are only approximate, as no proper census has been carried out.

--

-

- -.--

II

Political Wishes.
-- -

-

-

...
TURCOMANS
...

JEWS

---

Moslem (Sunni).

150,000 Mosul and Jazireh up to Arabic.
Nisibin and Mardin.

1

- --

60,000 Chaldeans inKirkuk, hlosul, Chddeans, Arabic ; Christian.
and blosul district ; NesNestoriane, Assytorians in Hakkiari, but
rian.
now mostly in 'Iraq.

.

-

Religion.

Language.

Habitat

260,000 Hirkuk and Arbil districts, Kurdish; a few tribes hloslem (Sunni).
Rowanduz, Aqra, Amadispeak Arabic.
yah, Zakho, West of
Tigris from Hogena to
Jazirat, Ibn-Omar.

CBRISTIAKS
...

YEZIDI~

-

T H E I R DISTRIBUTION, RELIGION, ETC., I N MOSUL VILAYET

-
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THE DEVELOPMENT AN11 WANING OF
( b ) No. 14 Squadron R.A.F. a t Ramleh, with a flight at Amman,
and two R.A.F. Armoured Car Companies.
(G) A force known a s the p a l e s h e Gendarmerie was in process of
formation, recruits from the inhabitants of the country, organized into
squadrons of fifty men, each under a British officer; the whole under
Lieut.-Colonel F. W. Bewsher, D.S.O., O.B.E., M.C.
( d ) The Palestine Police, then about 700 strong, raised and organized
by the late Colonel Bramley, O.B.E.
Mr. Winston Churchill, who a t this time was Colonial Secretary,
*.
decided to replace the army units by a force to be raised from
ex-members of the R.I.C., who were theh in course of disbandment.
I n March of this year, Colonel A. J. McNeill, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O.,
was given command and ordered to raise 750 men, to be known as the
British Gendarmerie of Palestine ; they were recruited aud equipped
-in England and arrived in Palestine in May.
This force was organized into six companies, each of four officers
and one hundred men and a mounted squadron. The companies were
equipped with Ford tenders and touring cars and were very mobile.
On the arrival of the British Gendarmerie most of the army units
were withdrawn, and by the end of the year only one Indian Cavalry
Regiment and one Indian Infantry Battalion were left at Sarafand
(nine miles from J a f i ) .
The British Gendarmerie were stationed as follows : two companies
at Nazareth, one company a t Nablus, one company at Jerusalem,
headquarters, two companies and the squadron at Sarafand. In 1924
one company was withdrawn from Nazareth and stationed at Hebron.
The Palestine Gendarmerie squadrons were stationed at Roeh Pine,
Semakh, Beisan, Tul Keram, with a camel squadron
at Beersheba.
I n 1924 a squadron was sent to Metullah and another to Jericho.
Early in 1923 all the remaining army units were withdrawn
from Palestine. But in the spring of 1924 the 9th Lancers were
transferred from Egypt and stationed a t Sarefand ; this unit returned
to Egypt early this year (1926).
In the spring of 1925 Mr. Amery, the present Colonial Secretary,
paid a visit to Palestine, and as a result it was decided that the forces
in Palestine should be reorganized, and in the spring of this year the
following changes have taken place :
-

-

I. The British Gendarmerie have been disbanded.
2. The Palestine Gendarmerie have been increased in strength and
reorganized, and are now known as the Transjordan Frontier Force.
3. The police have been increased to 2,000 men, with a British
section of 200 men in course of formation,
Since the war the River Jordan has always been considered the
defensive frontier for the protection of Palestine, the main body
being stationed along the central range of the Galilee and Judzan
hills, with an outpost zone along the west bank of the river.

THE FORCES IN PALESTINE, 1922-1 926
This arrangement has undergone a radical alteration. The whole of
palestine west of the Jordan has now been handed over to the Palestine
The Transjordan Frontier Force will eventually be stationed
oU the eastern border of Transjordania.
Squadrons of the force are
already at Amman and Maan.
In the period under review the state of public security in P ~ ~ l e s t i n e
has undergone a remarkable change. Four years ago armed raids and
hold-ups were of frequent occurrence. Though the incursions of Arab
tribes in strength from the east of the Jordan had ceased, raiding
bands from that side were a perpetual source of trouble to the
gendarmerie and police.
As a result of the war there was a large store of arms and
ammunition hidden in the country. When the crops had been
gathered and time hung rather heavily on their hands, it was a
favourite form of amusement for pillagers to go out with a gun and
hold up travellers on the roads.
An intensive campaign of confiscation of arms, besides the gradual
weeding out of the criminal classes and their incarceration in gaol, has
transformed the country and raids and hold-ups are now of very
infrequent occurrence.
That this satisfactory state of affairs is largely due to the presence
in the country of a well-armed and mobile force such as the British
Gendarmerie there can be no question. Their duties have been many,
but mainly as a readily available and mobile reserve to the police;
their duties have carried them into every district, and their presence
has undoubtedly had a most tranquillizing effect on the unruly elements
in the country. For the work they have done and their excellent
organization and discipliue the entire credit is due to Colonel A. J.
McNeill. In fact, the reasou for the disbandment of this force is that
they have done their work so well that, in the opinion of the powers
that be, there is no longer any need for them in the country.
To the constant watch on the border maintained by the Palestine
Gendarmerie is largely due the decline of armed raids. Often stationed
in unhealthy districts and in tumble-down old canlps their training
and discipline was excellent. Recruited as they were from every race
and sect in Palestine, the welding together into a whole of these often
opposing elements is a matter of great credit to the officers concerned.
On the formation of the Transjordan Frontier Force the majority of
the Jewish gendarmes were transferred to the police, and only the
.Arabs. Circassians, and JJrugee were incorporated into the new force.
This discrimination has caused rather an outcry on the part of the
aeaish Press and people in Palestine.
The Palestine Police Force is now well organiz2d and is a reliable
and eefficientbody of men.

THE KHAIBAR PASS AS THE INVADERS'
ROAD FOR INDIA.-11.
(Cmtinued

jro71~ J.C.A.S.

111.) 1926.)

HEREand there one finds an English writer saying that Sultan
Mahmud passed through the Iihaibar when making his first expedition
into India. If one understands by "India" the country of which the
Indue ( s i j l c e A.D. 1215) has been the western limit, this is a manifest
mistake, because Mahmud's first expedition into Trans-Indus India was
made (for Mliltnn), down the Kurram Valley and across the Iiala-baghDhankot Ferry (A.D. 1005).
Some historians say, however, that in this same (A.D. 1005) campaign
he had already defeated a Hindu confederacy (Anand-pal's) near Waihind l' (i.e., the 1;Tim-l Ferry), and they surmise him to have reached
Peshawar and '' Waihind " by the Khaibar route. This surmise overlooks the ancient Ghazni-Peshawar route, which takes off the Kurram
road near Kirman and comes through the Kohat Pass down into the
Peshawar Plain. I t was used by Chingiz Khan and Babur (reversed),
amongst others entered in those notes, and ie by far the better and
better-warranted route than the Iihaibar one. If blahmud dealt first
with the Hindu assailant, and then marched south for the Dhankot
Ferry and Multan, he would take the same road in reverse order.
One of two pitfalls history has prepared for the rapid writer has
been referred to already-viz., that in l\IZehmudlsday (d. A.D. 1030),aud
before and after it, India, extended westward beyond the Indus. Alexander, in 327 B.c., fixed the upper Kabul River (mod. Panjeher) as his
dividing-line between lands conquered already snd,India.* In Mahmud's
day it seems to have included Kabul town, which was in the territory
of Raja Jai-pal, whose eastero territorial limits were Trans-Indus Labor
and Sirhind-the whole being in t t India."
A second pitfall is made an easy one by the modern notion of the
general and long-standing uses of the Khaihar Pass as a military road.
Against this I find Ptolemy testifying (McCrindle, y . 141), when he
writee of Bannu as lying " on the line of ~ommunicatioubetween Kabul
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. .

and the Indus . distant from Larnghan a fifteen days' journey
southwards" (cf. Chingiz Khan and Timzcr Sectio?ts).
Oriental history abundantly exemplifies the ancient fact that the
highway to the Indus took off the Balkh-Kandahar trade road near the
li divide " between Ghazni and the Logar Valley, and served, not Ghazni
elone, but the wide region through which runs that '' road without a
paes" (Babzw). Roads from all sides were commanded by the Fort oE
the Iri-ab; one of them goes on into the Kurram Valley to Kirman,
near which it divides north-east for Kohat and Peshawar, south-east
for Bannu and the Kala-bagh-Dhankot Ferry across into Hindustan.
An important factor in the long popularity of this ferry will have
been that it is open all the year round, is safe, rapid, and easy, and is
coustant in its position (Bnnnu Settlement Report, 1879, 9. S. Thorburn).

111. SULTAN
MUHAMMAD
GHURI.
Nothing need be added here to what has been said of Sultan
Mshmud's routes for the Indue except that Sultan Muhammad used to
halt each year in Kirmau on his gl~azijourneys to and from India.

IV. TIMUCIN,
CHINGIZKHAN.
Chingiz Khan's routes are entered here, though he did not go through
the Khaibar, or, in person, cross the Indus, because they are such as,
if not clearly stated, might be mistaken to show thst he did both.
He wintered in Bactria in A.D. 1221-1222 ('A.H. 617-618), and in
April of the latter year started relie!s by the Balkh-Kandahar road to
various Ichurasan garrisons. These reliefs were succetlsively attacked
and worsted on their way by troops from Ghazni, where Sultan Jalalu'ddin Jfankbu~~zi
of Khwarizm had assembled 130,000 horsemen, good
soldiers, and kern to destroy infidel Mughul tribesmen. The defeats
becoming known, stirred risings in subjected towns and murder of
garrisons. Angered particularly by a, reveree a t Burwan (near the
source of the Logar), in which a thousand of his men were killed,
Chingiz Khan set his face for Ghazni, snd led his whole army towards
Burwan.
Meantime .Tala1 Sultan's power to oppose such strength had weakened
through the desertion of his Ajamis (Pe~sians)
and his Ighraqie* (Khibi
Tfa'ks),20,000 of each, who had squabbled over tbe booty of Burwan,
and deserted by night, no
given. Prudence diotating, the
Sultan hurried down for the Dhankot Ferry, hoping to put the Indus
' I h i t a t e to accept a courteou~suggestion that " Iraqi " should here replace
rc

Igllrnqi ' on the grouncl that the ]fitter is archaic for the former ; ( I ) because I
have no RRRurRnce that these Ighraqis belonged to 'Iriiq (Mesopotsmia), and
(2) because of several distinguislled Oriental hietorians who write of the
J n l a l u ' d - d i n - ~ h i nKhan
~i~
each uses both 'Iraq and Ighraqi. Cf.E.and
IT., App. Note 2, p. 662, and l{sverty'sJtranslation of the T n b a q ~ t - i - N ~ s i r i ,
Tndcr, p. 43, 3.n. i!ghrriq ( r f . Bib. Ind. Pera. Text also).
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between him and his pursuers. Boats had to be waited for; the
Mughuls overtook and hemmed his force between the river and curved
rank behind curved rank of foes, resting on the river. To penetrate
these ranks or defeat them was impossible. Oriental historians describe
as heroic the Musalman attempt to make a stand ; it could have but one
end. Friends led the Sultan's horse to his tents ; he bade his family
farewell, cast off his mail, called for his favourite horse, seized his royal
umbrella, rode a t and scattered a press of Yughuls, drew rein sharply
to the left, came to where Indus rushed past thirty feet below, and leapt
his horse down into it.
Chingiz Khan looked on, saw horse and man fight their way across
to the desert-known thereafter a s Chul-jalali-watched the Sultan off.
saddle, spread housing, tunic, and arrows to dry, empty his scabbard of
water, fix his umbrella on the head of a spear, and sit down in its
shadow. I t is recorded that Jalalu'd-din then vowed never again to
risk that horse's life in battle-and that he kept the vow.* No pursuit
was permitted.
The Khaqan is said to have declared to his own sons that such as
was the Sultan should a man's sons be ; and that to no other father than
his had such a son been vouchsafed, nor ever would be. Moreover, he
did the rare thing by restoring to his beaten foe, wife, family, and
possessions, safe and unplundered.
H e left the battlefield without delay-but after despatching a force
to ruin Ghazni-and moved up the Bannu-Kohat road in pursuit of
the Ighraqi who had helped to defeat his men at Burwan-vengeance
being, perhaps, tinged with contempt for soldiers who, squabbling over
booty, had deserted such a leader.
The Ighraqi had gone a s far as Shinuoan, where a few turned off
for their homes in Ningnahar ; the rest went on into the Peshawar
Plain, whither the Ichaqan, following, annihilated them.
H e himself went on up to Bajaur, and there destroyed the various
forts succeseive armed visitors are recorded as having destroyed.
Thence he sent an envoy to 6 L Altemsh " in Dehli to announce hie intention of going through Himalayan passes in order to shorten his return
journey to Chin and Kashgbar. Meantime he stayed near Chitrd a
sojourn which may be the basin of a, tradition about him mentioned in
the Imperial Gazetteer of India " concerning Chitral ((l.~.).He left
in the early spring of 1222, while snow still had to be cleared from his
path, and went down to the Indus. No reply came from Dehli; fitfairs
of Chin eased off; repeated divination gave no good omen for crossing
the Indus ; he decided to return as he came-i.e., by Peshcwar, KOhat
Pass, Kurram Valley, the now devastated Ghazni, Burwan, Barnian,
and (here turning east), took Kabul passes " into Badakhshsn, whence
on to Lob, Tibbut (Tangut)and Kashghar.

' Elliot and Dowson's " History of India,"

II., 389, 543.
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Timur Beg will have known the route he took to the Indus before
he resolved to make holy war in India, because he had already
possessed himself of the country it traverses-Ghazni
and Kabul.*
He lefb Samarkand in Rfarch, 1398 (Rajab, 800 H.) ; on reaching
Andar-ab was petitioned by Badakhshis to punish neighbouring Kafirs
for oppression, left the direct road for Kabul a t the Khawak Pass,
rebuilt Khawak Fort, and spent eighteen days of adventure and hardship through snow in the roadless mountain-tangle of Kafiristan. H e
. went down
emerged by the Panjsher Pass, worn out by fatigue ( ~ t62),
to a camp in the Baran Plain, and whilst resting there had Baran
water conveyed to near Kabul by a canal named the hfahi-giri (perhaps
to supply a stocked fish-pond).
From the Baran Plain he moved to near Kabul, the seat of the
Governor in his Cis-Indus territory-his grandson Pir-i-Muhammad.
Here he received complaint from the Ghazni border that an Afghan
adherent of his own, Malik Musa, had demolished the Fort of Iri-ab.
This news angered him greatly 'because, as he said, the fort had the
importance of safeguarding communications, and ae standing a t the
head of the southern road to the 1ndus.l. H e sent an order for its
immediate rebuilding, and remained near Kabul until assured of the
completion of the work. H e gave other administrative orders alsoviz., that an officer, Amir Sulaiman, should go forward to the Fort of
Naghr (near the co~z$z~enceof the Karram and tho Tochi) to strengthen
and repair it as a protection for ktusalmans against the Parni Afghans.
On hearing that the Iri-ab Fort had been rebuilt, Timur marched up
the Logar, and on August 18, 1398 (Zu'l-hijja 4, 800)) inspected the
place-not without risk, for he was shot a t within its walls. On
September 1 (Zu'l-hijja 18) he left it for Shinuzan and the Fort
of Naghr ; from the first place he sent off his baggage for Bannu (by
way of Q : b : ch : ghai), and rode light and fast with some few
thousand horsemen for the Fort of Naghr, where he found Amir
Sulaiman's work finished. H e then made a three days' detour up the
Tochi to punish Parni Afghans who had looted a convoy on its way
from the south for Kabul ; returned, and left a garrison of 5,000 men
with Aluir Sulaiman in Nnghr, left one also in Bannu, and rode on for
the Indue. On September 20 (Muharram 8, 801) he WAS " at the very

* His route is fully described in the " Zafar-name," thence translated by PBtis
de
Crois, largely quoted in Price's " Retrospect," and by Elliot and Dowson's
" Ilistory of India," vols. iii. and iv.
t The Iri-nb F o r t ( ~ ( ~I-Iari-ob,
r .
etc.) wae in Khost ; it commanded roads
from all sides. T i ~ ~ l description
u ~ ' ~
of the I<urrnin Valley road as " the
southern9' one for the Indus sllggests that the counterpart " northern road "
Was current in his day to disti~1guish the Hnlkh-Kunar-Hind Ferry road for
Lnhor.
26
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spot where Sultan Jalalu'd-din Elma?-izmi, fleeing from Chingiz Khan,
had swum the Indus. On September 24 he and his whole army crossed
the river to Dhankot by a trestle-bridge.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Kl~qbtbnwas read in Timur's name in Dehli on December 17,
1398 (Rabii 11, 8, 801).

*

*

*

*

*

*

H e returned to Dhankot after five months and seventeen days
(Pj-ice)spent east of the Indus, and on March 8, 1399 (Rajab, 801 H.),
encamped on the Chul-jalali after a sixty-mile ride. On the following
day he and his whole army recrossed the river by the same treetlebridge which his Bannu and Naghr garrisons had kept in order. At
midday he went to Bannu, left it on the l l t h , and was in Naghr on
the 12th. After delaying there to see a desirable spring of water
enclosed within the fort walls he rode up the Kurram Valley, twice
halting, passed the defile of Araumek to a place said to be within
a nine-hour ride of Kabul, and did the distance.
From Kabul he hurried forward to inspect his Mahi-giri Canal,
and thence passed by Shibertu and Ab-dara, Tirmiz and Kesh, to
Samarkand.
Western advocates of the Khaibar-Attock theory of Indian invasion
routes appear to take Babur Padshah as one of its main props. It is
true, a s they say, that even his mutilated book records several instances
of his use of the Pass, and when uninjured may have contained others.
But this is a commonplace result of the fact that for him the Khaibar
was just a road-a bad and robber-infested road in his own territory.
H e used it on oue of his five expeditions into Hind (December 6,1525)viz., on the fifth and last which he made with resolve to meet Sultan
Ibrahim Lzi,di in battle.* The remaining and earlier four crossed the
Indue by his usual Char-sadda ford, which they will have approached
from Kabul by crossing the Kabul River near Mandrawar and taking
the Kunar road. On this fifth occasion the river-crossing place was
to Nil-ab (in the dzinb of I?zdzrs and Hayo), and this though the season
was one in which the ford was serviceable; some special reeson for
crossing by boat will have dictated the use of the Khaibar. Such
reason may well have been that the army was to be numbered and
the men's names entered in a list ; such work would be better effected
as man after man was going into a ferry-boat than if they were riding
or walking through a ford.
This suggestion brings me to the mar1;od difference between Babur's
position and that of the commanders of large armies with whom he is
arbitrarily grouped-ris.,
that the others had tens of thousands of
" Cf. " Rabur-nema in English," p. 478f.
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soldiers, while his was a modest-and
in 1525 his maximum-force,
good and bad, of 12,000 men.
A second marked difference is that Babur's military action, though
taken willingly, as in accord with his own desire for rule in Hindustan,
was invited, and his strength augmented by Trans-Indus co-operation.
His 12,000 men were greatly outnumbered a t Panipat; he could
hardly have won there but for the stalwart reinforcement by Turks,
who recognized him-the
sole regnant Timurid-as
their rightful
suzerain; and, secondly, the help given by Afghans malcontent with
Ludi government.
A third difference is that a t Panipat he was not opposed by Indian
Hindus, but by a family foreign to India, Muhammadan and with little
rooting in the soil. This difference appears to me an interesting
matter oE consideration.
A fourth difference resides in Babur's personality and in his method
of approach to his aim of refounding Timurid greatness. H e had deep
family devotion, and that Timur Beg's name had once been read in
Dehli in the public prayer for the ruler of Hindustan fixed a goal
towards which he moved, not tumultuously as loosing an overwhelming
flood of men on the peoples, but with long, slow steps, one of the first
of which took him to Kandahar, while later ones were planted in
Bhira and thence spread south and east-all taken with an eye on
political chances, with caution and weighing of facts perceived. Over
and above what catches the eye in his diary, he had the statesman's
quality and the scholar's patience with detail. I t is worth while to
make one's way to the fibrous roots of his character, a matter made the
more difficult by the lamentable mutilation of his book.
VII. NADIRSHAH.
In Nadir Shah we find the military monarch and leader of a horde
estimated variously a t 80,000 and 130,000 men, who, of the seven
great invaders, chose the Ichaibar-Attock route into India rather than
the better ancient roads to the Hind or Dhaukot Ferry. One cannot
but surmise some odd reason why he did so. H e suffered great
anxieties in coming through the Pass (110 had started for Hind in
March, 1738), and great terror from thieves in returning through it
with his Dehli loot (he started from Dehli on April 14, 1739). Akbar
had made the Pass-road ~racticablefor wheeled traffic (query bullockcarts); Nadir is said to have widened it so that forty horsemen could
ride abreast through it, and eo well to have cleared it that " nor stone,
nor thorn " caused inconvenience. How long his amenities survived
him the makers of the Pass railway may be able to reveal to a
labouring historian.
None the less for his great army and his precaution, Nadir found
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the eastern gate of Khaibar closed by Iiabul troops and kept closed
against the advance of his long file of soldiers until he had sent for
part of his rearguard, who turned the Pass (by the Mullagori road 1) and
attacked the Iiabul soldiers, who, taken front and rear, were cut to
pieces. These various details of invasion through Khaibar do not
recommend Nadir's choice of route.
Nadir is not the invader one cares to think of. H e claimed ancient
kinship with Timur in speaking to the decadent RIuhammad Shah
Niriinshnhi and he shared the Dehli palace. But there exists a story
for which I have no better warrant than the vraisemblance which has
given it currency. As is well known, Hindustan had no organized
defence against the incursion of Nadir Shah. H e came, collected his
loot, and left, having replaced Muhammad Shah on the degraded
throne of Dehli." I t was little to pay for being classed as a " great"
invader. But he gave us this anecdote.
H e was, as has been said, on friendly terms with Muhammad Shah.
The latter went, on due occasion, to pay respects and convey gifts to
his conqueror. The gifts should have numbered nine, by immemorial
Turki usage. They were eight, and being so, attracted criticism
perhaps from their recipient. The donor explained by, " I am the
ninth."
ANNETTE 9. BEVERIDGE.

COR,RIGENDA I N PART I.
Page 351 : Trnnspose ~nisplnced dates of death of the Invaders' Liet-viz.,
NO. IV. Tilnucin, chingiz Khan, died 1227, and No. V. Timur Beg, died 1405.
Page 256, line 9 from foot : Read Perdiccas for Perdiceas.
Page 268, line 5 from foot : Separnte could not.

THE HADENDOWA TRIBE OF THE ANGLOEGYPTIAN SUDAN
" I n a maze of nlental obfuscation this B e o t i a ~ tribe
l
seems to imagine itself
(as far as we can follow such mentality) a race wholly independent of Turk,
Egyptian, and British rule alike."-ABEL CHAPMAN.
" The Hadeudoma are an e s t r e ~ ~ ~bad
e l y tribe."-SIR SAMUELBAKER.

THE above opinions of such trained observers a s Mr. Abel Chapman and
Sir Samuel Baker are entitled to respect, and it is difficult even with a
closer acquaintance of the Hadendowa than either of these travellers
possessed not to agree in some measure with their sentiments. I t is
in fact only too painfully true that the Hadendawi does, on first
acquaintance, make a thoroughly bad impression, and the epithet
B~otianchurl summarizes most of his qualities then apparent. H e
does, however, improve to some extent as one gets more in touch with
his life and history and, whilst it would be too much to say that in his
casu "tout comprendre c'est tout pardonner," a closer acquaintance
explains much that is unpleasant in his manners snd makes one hopeful of latent possibilities. For many years, thanks to Mr. Kipling, his
fame as the redoubtable Fuzzy Wuzzy was widespread, but apart from
his fighting qualities little is known of him or his tribe in England. I t
true that Professor Seligman published an article in the AIZ~~I.OPOlogical Jou~.~ml
on the Hamitic problem in the Sudan,' but this ie
rather for specialized than popular reading. I t maytherefore be of interest
to readers of the C E N T ~ ~ASIAN
A L JOURNAL
to know more of the tribe
and to learn how they have farod since the reoccupation of the Sudan.
Geogrl~phicall~
it is located in an area bounded roughly on the
north by the Port Sudan-Atb~raRailway (though a few sections are to
north of this), on the eaet by the Eritrean frontier, on the south by
the Atbara River, and on the west by the 35" 30" degree of longitude.
The cot~ntryis one of hills to the north, grassy rolling plains in the
centre, dotted here and there by isolated mountains of a dome-like
ahape, and towards Iiassala town itself is situated the fertile Gash
I)elta with its rich vegetation, its wells, end good grazing. Nowhere
can water be said to be very scarce, unless in exceptionally bad years,
and the many khors which traverse the country, running both east and
west from the watershed, provide wells with water a t no great depth.
This accounts for the fact that the Hadendowa as a tribe are not renlly
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very nomadic, for in normal years water and grazing are adequate and
it is unnecessary to move from place to place in search of either. For
this reason also, a s we shall see, the tribal organization is exceedingly loose, each little family group staying near its own well ; and the
different kinds of country, varying from hill to plain, have produced a
variety of types within the tribe, some approximating to the almost
sedentary Arabs round Kassala, others who live in the mountains being
still as wild as hawks.
I n climate the Hadendowa country is also varied, the Red Sea hills
in the winter affording a climate not unlike that of England, with miste
and a cold north wind, the southern half being more tropical.
Administratively about one-third of the tribe is found in the Red Sea
Province and two-thirds in Kassala. Until the construction of the
Icassala Railway this administrative split militated against a uniform
administration over the whole tribe, but communications are now rapid
from north to south and many of the old difficulties are passing.
If a Hadendowa Sheikh is agked the origin of his tribe he will
probably reply that he does not know, but if he is one of the better
educated he will say " from the Abbasiyin."':' Very little is known
indeed, of their origins, but the claim to a noble Arabian ancestry can be
considered more a pious hope than an historical fact. Professor Seligman
gives as his opinion that the Hadendowa, with the other Hamitic or
Beja tribes, are essentially similar to pre-dynastic Egyptians, and that
the rise in head breadth is probably due to the influence of some roundheaded race, a fact which may also account for their greater stature.
H e suggests also that these modifications may be due in part to negro
(nilotic) influence. We will not, however, waste time discussing a
problem on which even the experts are not agreed, but it is importsnt
to stress the point that the Hadendowa are Hamitic and not Semitic,
a fact which accounts for the difference in temperament and characteristics between them and the other largely Semitic tribes of the
Northern 8udan. I n appearance they are a t once distinguishable from
the Semitic Arabs by their L'hay-rick head of hair, " and from theother
Hamitic tribes by a larger physique and more truculent bearing. The
origin of the custom of wearing their hair like gollywoga is buried in
antiquity. If pressed for a reason they will tell you that this coiffure
acts as a head protection against the sun, and also that the mutton fat
with which it is dressed percolates into the skull and makes the eyeeight
keen. The first reason is by no means fantastic, for apart from the big
tuft on the head the little plaits hanging over the nape of the neck do
literally afford considerable protection. I t should be noted, however1

* It is said that the Hadendow* ere descended from one Hadat, whose 13rEve
on the bank of the Khor Amet is still recognized. Her husband was One
Muhammad Barakwin, from the other side of the Red flea, and a descendant
Abbas, Muhammad's uncle.
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that the tiffa," as this is called, is generally discarded in middle age
or when a youngish man attains the position of Sheikh.
So much for appearance. I n temperament they are sullen and
guepicious. This suspicion is most noticeable when tcuring amongst them,
and is due largely to a keen desire to be left alone and the fear that
one's arrival has something to do with the payment of taxes. For this
latter reason the Hadendawi is extremely unwilling for one to see his
flocks,and the memory of past Governments does not encourage him to
appear more wealthy than necessary. This taxpayer relationship which
is inevitable with Government oflicials has militated against a more
cordial feeling, but the tribe is gradually realizing that tax payment is
only an unpleasant necessity and that the Government can and will
provide certain benefits in return.
Another difficulty to a closer contact is the fact that the tribal
language is ToBedawi and not Arabic. This language is spoken by
about half of the Hamitic tribes, whilst others like the Beni Amer
speak another, called Tigre or Khasa. As, however, the tribes are
gradually establishing closer relation with traders and Government, a
large number can now talk Arabic sufficiently well to maintain a simple
conversation. Many more talk and understand Arabic than is at first
apparent, as their suspicious temperament encourages them to pretend
they do not understand when spoken to, and even now it can be said
that unless they want something very badly, they will prefer to talk
through an Arabic-ToBedawi speaking interpreter instead of direct.
On the other hand, should they come to market with animals to sell,
it is remarkable how much Arabic they cau produce if by lengthy
bargaining in that tongue they can get a slightly higher price. These
9ame tribesmen, if called as witnesses in a case or any other Government work, will look blankly and answer all questions in ToBedawi
" Iktein I(iki," I don't know." Their everyday life is bound up with
the care of their animals, and it is the greatest mistake to think that
the native of Africa leads a lazy existence. On the contrary, the herding and provision of water and grazing for large flocks necessitate
Constant activity and labour, and a
to a well-centre soon disabuses
01.10 of any misconceptions on this point. There will be found early in
the morning the men of the tribe diligently drawing water, chanting the
while, and it takes many hours9 hard work to fill the large basins from
which the animals drink. By ten o'clock these well-centres are an
animated scene, swarnls of women and children arriving on donkeys
with water-skins to fill, and by noon the area is covered with herds of
camels, cows, and sheep watering. I t is truly a grand sight--the
thirsty cattle swarming round the troughs in the middle of which
a llerdsman controlling the animals with shouts and blows, whilst
to keep the troughs filled. These
another draws water to a
chant8 are of interest and go somewhat as follows : " Come and drink, my
((
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dear ones ; Oh, yellow COWS, are you thir~ty?-here is good cool water ;
0 Mohammed, 0 Prophet of God," and so on, till by two olclock all
t h e animals have watered and are resting under the shady trees near
by. About four o'clock the return to the pasturage takes place, the
animals being Slowly driven off, whilst women and children mount their
donkeys and return heavily laden with water to their encampments,
leaving some of their men-folk behind to start filling the troughs for the
morrow. At eventide the animals, except possibly the camels, are
driven into enclosures adjoining the encampments where they are safe
from the depredations of hyenas. On the return to the huts the women
and children off-load their water, the children start to play about or
adjourn to the local fiki or teacher, where they intone the Koran in a
sing-song voice, and the women prepare the evening meal and exchange
gossip collected a t the well. The Hadendowa housewives, whilst
bearing a considerable burden of work, exercise a great influence in
tribal affairs, and their shrill voices a t night, haranguing their swains,
recall to mind Iiim's Lama friend with his prophecy that the husbands
of the talkative will have a great reward hereafter.
I t will be seen, therefore, that this pastoral life is arduous, and all
the work has to be done by the herd-owner himself and his family. This
fact is of considerable importance administratively, as it means that about
ninety per cent. of the tribe are bound closely to their animals, an
arrangement which tends to keep them out of mischief. I t is the
remaining ten per cent., consisting mainly of youths without animal
property and professional brigands, who cause all the trouble, and it is
one of the Government's aims to find for these occupations, animal theft
being the greatest curse of the dietrict. Except for this and occasional
intersectional fights in which a few persons get wounded, the tribesmen are not really lawless, and the reputation for fanaticism they have
acquired is due largely to the memory of their fighting qualities in the
old days. I n fact, it can, I think, be fairly said that they are definitely
less susceptible to fanaticism than the Baggara Arabs of Fhdofan
and Darfur. As well as their pastoral interests, the tribesmen cultivate
during the rainy season considerable areas of durra (millet sorghum).
and in the Gash Delta had evolved a simple but effective sclleme of
basin irrigation. I t is this area which has been taken over as a cotton
field, and the Fuzzy is now turning his attention in that direction.
The tribe, therefore, has for the future the prospect of a nicely balanced
pastoral and agricultural life, and if this balance can be maintained,
very healthy development can be hoped for, as the two interests can be
made complementary and not antagonistic. I t is this state of affairs
which the Government is now trying to bring about, and there are
grounds for some optimism as to the result.
Such is the life of the tribe to-day, and before finishing it may
be of interest to note briefly its history for the last few centuries down
to the present.

THE APU'GLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN
All local pundits agree that the first records start with a certain
Wail Ali and forty ruffians who lived in a mountain in the Sinkat direction. They appear to have been doughty fighters, and by raids and
inter-marriage gradually established a wide sphere of influence. This
leader Wail Ali is the founder of the Wailaliab section from which the
Nazir or leading Sheikh is invariably chosen." They claim never to have
been subdued by the Fung Kings ( c i ~ c A.D.
n 1750), but were eventually
brought into some sort of control by the old Egyptian-Turkish Government which dealt with them spasmodically but ruthlessly. On the
'other hand, they were never more than temporarily cowed, and nothing
in the shape of closs administration was ever attempted. For purposes
of taxes the tribe was divided into five divisions, each under an Omda
Iihut, and were assessed a t 22,000 riyals each--viz,, £E11,000 per
annum for the whole tribe. When this was not forthcoming a posse of
Bashi-Bazuks was quartered on the Ferik or village of the Omda and
the tax forcibly extracted. The appointment of Omda, strange as it
may seem at first, was one sought after, for the simple reason that it
affordedample opportunities for the holder of the post to extract large
for himself whilst backed by troops. These and other appointments were very often made from Egypt itself, and the most notorious
case was that of Nazir Muss Ibrahim, who, having been forced to flee
the country for ambushing a party of soldiers, was able after a lapse of
Years to get himself reinstated by bribing the authorities in Cairo. I t
may, therefore, be imagined that very much more thau the actual
tribute paid into the Government chest was extracted from the reluctant
tribesmen, and some Sheikhs still alive say that about three times the
Proper amount was taken in one way and another. There was little
justice, and the Egyptian Government did practically nothing to provide
public security outside the towns, intertribal fights being left unpunished,
and the profession of robber was the only one open to an enterprising man.
it was not surprising that
Such being the state of the
the Hadendows were some of the first to revolt in sympathy with the
Ifahdi under the leaderahip of the redoubtable Osman Digna. The
immediate cause of the revolt appears to have been s supposed breach
of agreement by the Government over a camel contract, and in General
Gordon's despatch No. 117 from Assuan, dated February 1, 1884, the
paragraph appears : I
" As for the Radendowa revolt, it would appear to have been caused
by the robbery of Reghid Pasha and Ibrahim Bey. These official8
to p ~ ythis tribe seven dollars per camel to transport the
troops to Berber. Instead of paying them the sum ~romised,
h v e v e r , only paid them at the rate of one dollar per camel.
The lose to the tribe was considerable, for a t leaet 10,000 troops marched
Over the road."

*

t

Thr present Nnzir is fifth in direct descent from Wail Ali.
This gtory is confirlned by the present Nsxir, Shcikli Ibralli~nIfusa.
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These troops, it is interesting to note, were the reinforcements for
ill-fated Hicks Pasha's Expedition.
This revolt was of great importance, as it completely closed the
Berber-Suakin road and was a vital factor in the subsequent disasters
to the Egyptian Government. By the end of 1885 only the coast round
Suakin remained in the Government's possession, and for the next few
years the Hadendowa, under Osman Digna, kept the Government forces
closely invested there.. During these early operations the Hadendowa
displayed the most remarkable tenacity and an absolute fearlessness,
and the names oi E l Teb and nIacneil's Zariba are still remembered
to their credit. However, years of famine and the extortions of the
Baggara, Dervishes sent from Khartoum to garrison Kassala and to
strengthen Osman Digna's hand gradually lessened their ardour, and
many tribesmen escaped from the Dervish army and took to the hills.
Tokar was recaptured by Government troops in 1891, and Kassala was
occupied by the Italians in 1894. Osman Digna withdrew to Adarama,
taking a certain number of the reluctant Hadendowa Sheikhs with him,
but by this time the tribe as a whole had had enough and as an active
danger had ceased to exist. Thousands had been killed and many
more died of famine ; their flocks and herds had been almost completely
destroyed and the tribal units scattered. Kassala was taken over by
the Anglo-Egyptian Governrnent in 1898, and since that date to the
present day the task of the Sudan Government has been to pull the
tribe together again and repair the havoc of the years of rebellion.
This has been no easy task, as in the first place tbe damage was so
great as to be almost irreparable, whilst the characteristics of the
tribesmen made close contact difficult and administrative exigencies
necessitated the division of the tribe between two provinces. A11 these
factors have made for very slow progress, but the great benefit which
the Sudan Government has been able to give them has been "the
King's peace over all," and natural increase under peaceable conditions
has replaced in some measure the loss of their wealth. Their numbers
have increased, although slowly, and they are now fairly wealthy in
animals. For taxes they are assessed a t a tribute of some bE5,000,
and except for certain sections thie can be and is paid without greet
trouble.
The greatest diEculty, however, has been the r e ~ r ~ a u i z a t i oofn the
tribe and its sub-sections under the rightful Sheikhs, and the tribesmen
in their proper family groups. As has been seen, during the l\.lahdia
the tribal organization was completely shattered, and even down to the
present there are still sections who have not yet found their proper niche
in the tribal pattern. Until this hag been attained and the whole
frnmervork has settled down, the machinery for carrying out the normal
administration of the tribe works but creakingly, as it is only through
a properly working orgarlization that the tribute can be properly aPPor-
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tioned and promptly paid, that o£fenders against public security can be
brought to book, and a sense of leadership instilled into the Sheikhs.
Progress is, however, being made on these lines, and since the war the
Sudan Government has had more staff and time to devote to this
problem. I n fact, the danger n o v is that the progress may be too fast,
as the construction of Iiassala Railway and the intensive development
of the Gash Delta a s a cotton field has created certain problenls which
the tribe was not quite ready to face. These are, however, in course
of solution, and whilst the railway has provided rapid communication
and markets for their animals, the attraction of agricultural profits is
tending to draw the tribesmen down fronl the hills mith considerable
educative effect. I n addition to this development, the railway has
afforded an opportunity for the economic exploitation of Ihe dom-palm
nut,* which is to be found in large quantities in their country, the
collection and marlreting of which provide a profitable occupation in
keeping with the natural course of their lives. The Fuzzy is learniug
rapidly that by coming into line and bringing what he can to market,
he can provide himself and his family with little luxuries, such as sugar,
rice, and tea, never dreamed of before, and he is showing considerable
initiative in taking of the advantage of the opportunity now opened
to him.
Politically, therefore, the baroineter may be regarded as set fair
for the Hadendowa, and the peace and security which the Sudan
Government has been able to give them for the past twenty-five years
is now beginning to bear fruit.
To many of their District Commissiouers they have been the cause
of much depression mingled at times with despair, so little has been
their responss in the past to efforts made on their behalf. That these
efforts have not been in vain the stirring now apparent is the answer.

" "Vegetable ivory," fro111 which butt,ons are made.

REVIEWS
THE CHRONICLES
OF T H E HONOURABLE
EASTINDIA
COMPANY'S
TRADEWITH
CHINA. Four volumes. B y H. B. Morse. Oxford University Press.
23 10s.
The origin of the Honourable E a s t India Company is described by Mr. Morse
in a few terse sentences in the introductory chapter of his book :
" I n 1596 a company, with Sir Robert Dudley at its head, sent out three
ships [to China], taking a letter fro111 the Queen [Elizabeth] to the Emperor: the
ships were never again heard from ; nnd as there is no record of tribute having
been received fro111 England during the reign of Wanli (1573-1620), they must
have been wrecked on the outward journey. On the last day of the century,
December 31, 1600, letters patent were issued by Elizabeth incorporating a
company under the title of ' T h e Governor and Merchants of London Trading
into the East Indies,' nnd granting to it a monopoly for fifteen years of trading
between the Cape of Good Hope and the Straits of Magellan. The monopoly
was made perpetual by a charter of James I . issued in 1609, was strengthened
by another of the Lord Protector Cromwell in 1657, and again by another of
Charles 11. in 1661. I n 1698, under the sanction of an Act of Parliament, the
Government of William 111. chartered a rival company-'The
English
Company Trading to the East Indies.' I n 1702 it was agreed to amalgamate
the old and the new Companies, and the amalgamation was carried into effect
in 1709."
After the amalgaination the official title of the new Company was the
United Company of Merchants of England Trading t o the East Indies, but this
was shortened in practice to " The Honourable East India Company," or simply
" The Company."
Though the trading lnonopoly thus granted by successive charters only
finally came to a n end in 1834, the Company during the whole of its existence
never succeeded in opening up a trade a t any other port in China escept
Canton. Mr. Morse has searched the old Canton records, now stored at the
India Ofice, and has methodically transcribed everything that could interest a
student of Chinese affairs. Every fact of economic or historic value has been
carefully estracted and set forth dispassionately, though necessarily somewhat
disconnectedly, in these four volumes.
This method of writing history makes excellent browsing, but not very easy
rending. I t s value, however, is inlillense, for the student will find ready to
hand in convenient form a lllass of material unspoiled by any attempt to throw
it into shape or make it fit into any preconceived thesis of the author. The
conclusions that take shape in the reader's mind are the natural result of the
facts themselves and not of any conscious artistry of the author ; and the
student is likely to find that the mere bare record of a series of discollnected
facts can be more overwhelming than the most skilful of arguments.
The burning questions of the present day nll have their roots in the past, and
every problem which we are studying to.day-from
the obscure origi11~of
extraterritoriality to the sordid hietory of the unsecured debt-is illuminated by
the flood of light which RIr. Morse's patient labours have thrown on the events
of 200 years ago. Prior to 1700 the Chronicles merely consist of scanty ~ - e c o ~ ~ ~
of isolated attempts to force e way past the jealous and obstructive Portugueeev
who held the gateway a t Macao, into some share in the trade with China.
" The English had now, at the opening of the eighteenth century, thrust their
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feet over the threshold of the China trade, but had not yet obtained a seat a t the
table." These early adventures were mostly made a t Amoy or Chusan, but from
&bout 1710 onwards the Company gained a regular footing a t Canton, to which
port for the nest 130 years the Chinese succeeded in rigorously confining the
whole foreign trade. On the English side this trade was conducted by that once
important, but now extinct, person, the supercargo.
Two hundred years ago a trading ship went exploring to new countries.
Each voyage was an odyssey, full of romance and high adventure. The supercargo must not only have the commercial skill to dispose of the " stock" end
make a good return "investment," he must also have diplomatic abilities of no
mean order, for he might have to deal with kings and princes, with admirals
and generals, with emperor's merchants or great inandarin's merchants
(monopolists, that is t o say, with influential backing) as well ae with common
traders. I n the early years the Company had no permanent establishment a t
Canton; each voyage was a separate venture, the supercargo went out and
returned with the ship, and we even find " supercrtrgoes of five English ships (all
Company's ships) scrambling for a cargo, competing with each other and sending prices up, concealing their transactions, and all working to get the earliest
despatch for their own ships." Something of the sort occasionally occurred even
after 1716, when the Company ordered that the supercargoes on arrival i n
Canton should form a council, consult together, and act in all matters jointly for
the general interests of the Company. I t was not till 1731 that one of the
supercargoes for the first time stopped over between seasons in Canton. I n
1779 the affairs of the Company were placed under the control of the Select
Committee, consisting of a President and a varying number of senior supercargoes. This plan was made permanent in 1786, and the Select Committee
was only finally dissolved when the monopoly of the East India Company came
to an end in 1834.
These early supercargoes and presidents of committee were men of character,
but they were handicapped by having to fill the dual rble of merchant and
diplomatist, and they were still further handicapped by being under the necessity
of taking their orders f r o m a Court of Directors in England, whose sole objective
was the profit to be derived from the trade with China.
I n the early years the supercargoes successfully asserted the personel
8uperiority of the Englishman over the Asiatic ; they were received on terms of
e(luality by the highest officials in Canton, to whom they presented ennually
before commencing the trade of the year lists of demands which bear a strange
embryonic resemblance t o the stipula~ionsof the unequal treaties of to-day. I t
is by no means pleasant, however, to note how, as time went on end the trade
became more valuable, the Englieh in Canton gradually sank froin their high
estate and submitted to every species of humiliation rather thnn risk losing the
profits of this lucrative trade. I t is easy to see now that tho conduct of the
relations between England and c h i n a and the protection of British interests in
China should not have been entrusted to the merchants themselves.
Apart from the fact that much technical lrnowledge and special experience is
refluired for the successful conduct of relations with the Chinese, it was not fair
to the supercargoes of those days to expect thein to fill the dual rBle of merchant
rind official as well. I t requires no great insight to see that as soon as regular
intercourse had been established special officers should have been appointed
wit11 full powers over J<ing7s ships, Company's ships, country ships, and 811
1jritish nationals in China. For a hundred odd years the supercargoes
blundered along, conlplaining to the Court at home and to the Chinese officials
in canton that they were only Company's servants ~ n had
d no authority over

Iiing's ships or country ships; but nothing was done, and every mistake that
should have been avoided was committed. The supercargoes o c c a ~ i o n a ~ ~ y
blustered and threatened when they were in the wrong, but ruore often-ill fact,
generally-they tamely submitted to every species of wrong and humiliation in
the inistaken belief that this was the best way to preserve the trade that had
grown so valuable. Naturally their treatment grew worse and worse until war
provided the only means of escape from a n intolerable position. This leason,
when to use force and when to be patient and conciliator^, is one which we are still
paillfully learning to-day, and we must not therefore be too hard upon the Court 01
Directors a n d their much harassed agents in Canton. I t is possible, however, to
lay down the simple rule that in dealing with Chinese, however tortuous their
conduct may be, the Englishman must be absolutely straight and above-boardi
he nlust never make any demand that is not just and honourable, and he must
be prepared to back any such demand by force, but only in the last resort; and,
however great the apparent odds may be, he must always be ready to resist by
force the wrongs and humiliations which the Chinese in their ignorance and
arrogance are ever ready to inflict upon him. The failure of the supercargoes to
act upon these principles inay be illustrated by two notable instances which have
their bearing upon the problems of to-day.
The first is the famous case of the Lady Ht~glbesin 1784. The facts are well
known to all students of Chinese history, though Mr. Morse's chronicle brings
out some poignant detnils not hitherto available to the historian. The Lady
H?cgl~cs,a country ship from Bombay, fired a salute, as was customary, on arrival
a t T\rhampoa, and, unfortunately, a Chinese chop-boat (licensed lighter), lying
alongside apparently without the knowledge of the gunner, was damaged by the
discharge and two Chinese on board her were killed. Only four years previously
a Frenchman who had killed a Portuguese, under circumstances which amounted
a t the most to manslaughter, had been decoyed out of the factory under the
pretence that a n esauination was necessary, and had been immediately publicly
strangled without any forin of trial whatever. I t was not therefore surprising
that the unfortunate gunner, though entirely blameless, should have absconded
and concealed himself. At first all went well : the accident happened on
November 24. By eleven p.m. on the 26th the Chineso had given an assurance
that the exnmination of the gunner would be conducted in the factory by the
District ilLsgistrate " accompanied only by his ordinary retinue, without soldiers,
and that no force whatever should be used." Next morning, however, she
committee learned, to their dismay, that Mr. Smith, the supercargo of the Lady
Huglte.9, had been " decoyed from his factory by a ret tended message fro*
Puankhequa, seized and conveyed into the city under a guard of soldiers with
drawn swords." Encouraged by their success in thus securing a hostage, the
Chinese inlmediately stiffened their attitude. Co~llrnunicationbetween Canto*
and Whampoa was cut off, the factories were beset with soldiers, and the venues
leading to the quay were barricaded. " T h e French, Dutch, Danish, and
Americans rallierl to the support of the English" (this was in the eighteenth
century, not the twentieth), and the pinnaces of a11 the hips at w h a m ~ o awere
eent up to Canton manned and armed. The boats were fired at on their way UP,
but pushed through without returning the fire. Late that evening (the 27th)
the supercargoes 'I met a petty mandarin strolling nlong the quay, and he gave
them a copy of s mandate of the Viceroy addressed to themselves." This
mandate was filled with dire threats of what the Viceroy would do wit1' his
" troops with muaquets and artillery " if the supercargoes " dared in our country
in
to disobey and infringe the laws." The courage both of Mr. Smith
custody) and of the English Council now rapidly oozed away, and, in resPonse to
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their commands, the captain of the L a d y Hughes sent the unfortunate gunner
to Canton with the following letter :
6 ' 1 now send this chit by the poor gunner ; I hope you will leave a meintenante if he is detained ; pray, dear Smith, take care of the old man, you had better
leave something with Munqua for the old man's maintenance, -1 hope the
Chinese will not do harm t o the poor old man as it was only a misfortune."
Nothing more is heard of the proposal that the trial should take place in the
factory. The Council feared that " the safety of all the English may be
endangered by a refusal," and the gunner was accordingly handed over to the
tender mercies of the Chinese with no greater protection than a plea for clemency.
The accident occurred on November 24, the gunner was surrendered on November 30, the embargo on trade was removed on December 6, and the gunner was
strangled on January 8 without, so far a s is ltnown, any form of trial whatever.
Had the protection of British interests in Canton been entrusted to duly appointed
officialsbacked by the armed forces of the Crown instead of being placed in the
hands of merchants with inadequate powers and a dual r61e to fill, this
humiliating tragedy could never have talten place. The case of the L a d y Hugl~es
is worth studying also as one of a long sequence of holnicide cases nrhich show
that extraterritoriality was never imposed upon the Chinese as one of the articles
of an unequal treaty, but grew naturally out of their own doctrine of responsibility behind the shelter of which they consistently shirked the duty of governing,
and administering justice to, the strangers within their gates.
The second case we shall quote of a tame sublnission to gross and humiliating
illjustice is that of Mr. Flint. James Flint, who, from the fleeting glimpses that we
get of him in these Chronicles, appears to have been a Illan of the authentic breed
of Warren Hastings and Raffles, in 1736 was a young lad who had been left in
China to learn the language. W e hear of him later as being appointed linguist and
acting as interpreter. I n 1759 he was sent to Ningpo to put into execution a plan
uhich he himself had pressed upon the Company-nanlelg, to endeavour to open
UP a trade at that port and thus break through the irritating restriction which
strictly confined all foreign trade to C,anton. H e found, ho~verer,that the
Viceroy of the place, who had previously been a t Canton, had received large
bribes from the Hong merchants to exert every influence which he possessed in
excluding Europenns from the other ports of the Empire. Finding hinlself
conlpletely baffled a t Ningpo, 6 ' Mr. Flint, with that decision which forll~eda
striking part of his character, immediately proceeded to Tientsin " and succeeded
ill getting conveyed to the Court of Peking a lnemorial setting forth the intolerable grievances and humiliations which the British at Cnnton suffered a t the
hands of the Hoppo. The results were certainly surprising. The Peking
Government scnt Mr. Flint back to Canton in the suite of an Imperial High
Colnmissioner, with whom he established the friendliest rclntions, actually
residing as his guest for a fortnight in Canton city, a privilege quite unprecedented
both then and long after\vardg. Tile IIoppo was suspended, and later foulld
guilty by a co~ilrnissionof high officials specially constituted to enquire into hi8
crimes. Vnrious exactiolls on trade were nbolished, and the bnrolileter seemed
set fair. The Canton officials, however, came to the conclusion that it, would be
far too dangerous to allow foreigners to make direct representations to the
Throne ; and thoy secretly deterlnined to make an example of Mr. Flint. The
Viceroy desired to see RIr. Flint, and he nttended the Yamen accompallied by
the lncmbers of the Select Committee.
After they had been thrown to the ground in an attempt by the attendants to
force them to perform the kowtow, tho Viceroy " gave orders to Mr. Flint to
advance to him. H e pointed to an order which he said was the Emperor's edict
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for llis banishment to Macao for three years, and then t o return to ~
~
~
never more to come to China." Dlr. Flint was ilnprisoned a t a villye near
1Iaca0 " locked up in rooms with bars like a cage," and all communication with
his fellow-countrymen was forbidden. After three years of solitary kllprisonment
he was a t length released and allowed to return to England, where no doubt he
died of a broken heart like so lnany gallant coinrades of the Lost Legion who
spent themselves-but not in vain--in the service of the British Empire, After
the visit to the Viceroy's Yamen " the French, Swedes, Danes, and ~
~ met t
~
a t our factory when we agreed one and all to tell the Hong ~ l l e r c h ~ ~who
t s ,were
then present, that we protested against the proceedings of the Viceroy.fl ~~t
this, as the Select Con~mitteeof 1831, seventy years latter, bitterly remark, 6' was
merc declamation employed t o the Hong merchants, who seem to have been
aware that any degradation would be submitted to for the preservation of
trade."
I n circumstances such as these there is only one argument that will prevail
with the Chinese-the argument of force, and there is little doubt that even the
small alllount of force a t the disposal of the Select Committee would have
sufficed for the purpose. The failure of the supercargoes adequately to defend
their own and the national honour, and their willingness to submit to any
degradation for the preservation of trade, accounts for the unsatisfactory and
humiliating conditions under which that trade was so long with dificulty
carried on. The story of Flint should not be forgotten, partly because his
memory should be honoured by all Englishmen in China, and partly because the
sordid sequel to his high adventure marks the parting of the ways. The course
we embarked on then was only finally closed with the war of 1840, eighty years
later.
Another topic of absorbing interest which there is only space to touch on very
briefly is that of opium. An enemy would find ample justification in these
chronicles for the charge of hypocrisy so frequently levelled against the English.
The Company grew the opium in India, sent vast quantities to China, and relied
on the proceeds of the sale of opium to finance their trade, but not an ounce of
opium was ever carried on a Company's ship, and the Company's agents in
China never had dealt in the drug. On one occasion, however, in 1792, Mr.
Warren Hastings, the Governor-General of India, " initiated a commercial
transaction which created some degree of embarrassinent for the China Council."
H e shipped some 3,000 chests of opium to China on the sloop Betsy and on
" Lieut.-Colonel Henry Watson's private ship of war, Nonatcclt," and the good
supercargoes were put to considerable straits to maintain their virtuousaloofne~s
from all dealings in the drugs. W e must not, however, judge those days by the
m o r ~ standards
l
of the present, and, in any case, should any American missionary
read these lines it will be as well to state that the Chronicles show that the most
eager competitors with the British were the Americans, who turned lnanY
a n honest penny by i111porting Turkish opium from Snlyrna. The present
reviewer is firmly convinced that opium in China is an unmitigated curse, and
that the trade has wrought as ir~uchharni to those who shipped it to China as to
the besotted people who clamoured for it. I t is therefore a curious reflection that
opium was probably the chief instrument by which China was opened to fore@
trade. For 200 years ignorant and corrupt officials succeeded in rigorousl~
confining the whole foreign trade to Canton, and they were able to do this and
to dictnte their own terms as to the way in which the trade was to be carried On$
because Europe supplied nothing which the Chinese wanted. The c ~ ~ P ~ ~ J ' ' '
of which 98 per cent. was
ships trading to Canton brought out a ~~tock,"
and 2 per cent. woollens, and the woollens were only brought m d sold at a 10es
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to reluctant Hong merchants because the law coinpelled English ships to carry a
proportion of English manufactures. So impossible was it for ships to find a
cargo that they regularly carried to Canton as ballast hundreds of tons of flints
which were sold at Tls. 1.50 to Tls. 2.00 per picael ! ( I s this why Celtic flint
implements are so rarely found by English antiquarians ?) But when towards the
end of the eighteenth century opium began to find its way in large quantities to
China the opium ships congregated a t Lintin, and thence, with the connivance of
the Chinese ofticials, conducted a roaring cont,raband trade, not only in Canton
but a11 up and down the China coast. The foreign ships which were forinerly
vigorously excluded now found a n eager welcome, and the modern trade with
China began.
The connection between the Cohong and the Tariff Conference now sitting in
Peking at first sight seems somewhat remote, but the connecting link is to be
found in the question of debts. I t m a y well turn out that the most valuable
service Mr. Morse's book has performed is the light which it has thrown on the
way this question of debts was handled i n the eighteenth century, for it seems
that in the usual course of human nature the mistakes and follies of 150 years
ago are about to be repeated in Peking to-day.
Monopolies are dear to the Chinese mind, and the supercargoes had great
difficultyin staving off the establishment of a Cohong, or merchant guild, to
engross the foreign trade. The danger hung over them like a nightmare during
the whole of the eighteenth century, and it was their well-founded fear of what
actually did happen that made them reluctant to champion the cause of the
epeculative moneylender. This gentleman makes his first appearance in the
Chronicles in 1716, when " m a n y of the Europeans and others left their money
behind at interest rather than risk it at sea." Sixty years later, in 1777, " the
Presidency of Madras wrote asking the good offices of the Council in collecting
certain sums of money due from sundry Chine merchants to Mr. George
Stratton." The Council shied off, but in 1779 the Court of Directors in London,
having received a memorial from several persons with regard to debts due froin
Chinese amounting to nearly one lnillion sterling, directed the Select Com~nittee
-now in charge of the Company's affairs in Canton-" to lend their aid and
exert their utmost influence to obtnin satisfaction for all the just denlands of
British subjects in China." None of these debts were due to the Company, who
lnonopolized the whole trade between England and China, but who conducted
their business on sound lines. The debts were owing to private merchants, and
lnostly to people who " made a trade of taking up money a t low interest from
the different Settlements in India and placing i t in the hands of t,he Chinese a t
a high interest." Two of the debts of which Mr. Rlorse gives details nre
calclllatcd to excite the envy even of Mr. Kishihara hilnself :
Interest. Principal.

t

T o Mr. George Suzith ..,
... ...
Interest at 20 per cent, for nine years
Pamid ...
... ... ... ...

...
...

180,694
131,925

To Messr8. H I It ton and G o r d o ~
...
Interest nt 20 per cent. for nine years

41,594
38,323

Paid

...

...

...

Amount of clniin in 1779

...

...

..

...
...
...

...

...

...

$

103,681
4<,769

24,569
3,271
27,840

27
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The debts due to Mr. George Sinith amounted to $789,379 and to Mesera.
Hutton and Gordon $1,776,638, while the total of all debts was $4,347,300.
While the Select Committee were struggling to unravel the whole sordid tangle
the Royal Navy-of ell people !-decided to take a hand in the game. " RearAdmiral Sir Edward Vernon had received a memorial from the creditor8 at
Madras, and conceived it to be his duty to take steps to enforce their claims and
secure the111 justice. H e thereupon dispatched the frigate Sea Horse,Captain
J o h n Alexander Panton, to Canton with ' addresses ' which the captain was
positively instructed to deliver i n person to the Viceroy and Hoppo." The
Select Committee protested in vain. The debts, they pointed out, arose from
"accumulating interest, bribing the Mandareens, and probably their own
extravagance." The merchants had not the assets to answer the demands, and
the only result of official Chinese intervention would be the establishment of the
Cohong, against which the supercargoes had struggled for so Inany years : " The
most likely way of raising the money will be to form a company of ~ucrchants
a t Canton, who alone will be suffered t o trade with Europeans; and who by
exacting what prices they please may be enabled to fund annually so much as
will in time liquidate the sums ordered to be paid. Should this be the case the
E a s t India Company, by means of Captain Panton's representation, will be
obliged to pay the debts of private people, many of whom have remained here
against the repeated remonstrances of the Honourable Court of Directors, and
this we conceive will probably be done by changing the present mode of trade to
a pernicious monopoly." Captain Panton, gallant sailor that he was, " was not
to be dissuaded from his purpose." H e duly delivered his letters, and the reeult
answered exactly the Committee's gloo~niestanticipations. " The Cohong was
firmly established with all its privileges, and was made the instrument for
extracting a great revenue from the foreign trade, for the benefit primarily of
the Hoppo, and, indirectly through him, of the Canton officials and the Court
of Peking." The moneylenders were paid a t the expense of fresh burdens laid
on legitimate trade, and the shackles of the "pernicious monopoly" then
established were only finally shaken off by the war of 1840. The parallel with
the events preoccupying the attention of the Tariff Conference of 1925.26 is very
close, but the present reviewer will refrain from dotting the i's and crossing the
t's except to ask why it is that the speculative moneylender, instead of being
treated as the bane and the incubus that he really is, should be able to swing
so much influence that every legitimate interest-150 years ago as llluch as
to-dey-is sacrificed in order to secure for him his pol~ndof flesh.
There are m a n y other topics of absorbing interest which this review, if it ifl
to remain within reasonable limits, can hardly inention : the glirnpees of a China
seething with rebellion aud piracy even in the palmiest days of the Manchu
Dynasty ; the troubles of Mr. Catchpoole, the first c o n s u l - ~ e n e r a in
l China, the
authenticity of whose commission as Consul-General was doubted by a certain
Captain Roberts, who declared that " he could not be a Consul, since he would
not protect anybody from the natives " (Foreign Office please note); the
germs of extraterritorial jurisdiction ; the French nlissionnries and their friendly
relations with the Company ; the work of Dr. Morrison, the first of a Ion!? line of
distinguished British missionaries ; the baneful influence of clocks and toys On
Sino-British relations-for all these and many other rnntter. of ab30rbing
interest the reader must browse for himself in Mr. M o r s e ' ~fascinating Pnges*
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Sir Malcolm C . C. Seton, 1L.C.B. hlessrs. G. P. Putnam, London. 7s. 6d.
The desire to " see wheels go round" is a childish instinct that deserves
every encouragement as a preparation for the time when the grown man may
himself have wheels t o control. I t is all to the good, therefore, that a number of
distinguished servants of the State h a ~ e ' c o m b i n e dto enlighten the members of
a democracy, that is yearly growing more democratic, as to the character of the
machinery by which it governs itself a n d its dependencies ; and the appearance
of a series of monographs dealing with the inner working of the great oftices of
government is to be welcomed. T h e writers are masters of their subjects; they
u~iteas highly competent operators themselves, and they know by intuition
exactly how far it is right and proper to admit the public to the arcana in2peri.i.
There is a difficulty in making any account of the processes of government
as vivid as the public would like, because the description must necessarily be
static rather than dynamic. T h e machinery and the material with which it
deals lend theinselves to minute and detailed exposition ; but to show the
machine at work, to explain how the nlaterial is pounded and combed and
teased in the course of the operations so as t o produce the finished product, that
is a more difficult art, and one for which a n official training is not necessarily
the best qualification. W e must not expect in these serious manuals the vividness of description that comparatively irresponsible observers were able to
schieve in their revelations of the ?nodz~soperandi of certain great offices in
war time.
In dealing with the India Office Sir Malcolm Seton has had to face this
difficultyin e n exaggerated form. I t was necessary for him, as he says, " m
to
trace briefly the earlier history of the connection between Britain and India, and
to give some account of the framework of Indian administration." Now to
make either of those two subjects interesting and intelligible in a small book of
less than 300 pages would in itself be no mean feat. To attempt then1 both is
to run the risk of packing the work so closely with facts as to make the wood
invisible for the trees, and me can only congratulate the author on the deftness
with which he has handled his mass of material so as to avoid this danger as far
possible. H e has not only included all essential facts, but has contrived to
intersperse them with scraps of quaint information of historical or personal
interest, and with occasional anecdotes that lighten the grnvity of the official
record and give a huinan touch to the account.
A distinguished Viceroy, equally distinguished as an orator, once colnplai~led
of the il~lpossibilit~
of m a k i ~ l ginteresting speeches in India, because of the effort
involved in being lllillutely accurate. To jest was dangerous. A nlixture of
a lie may add pleasure, as Bacon says, but this resort is barred to the official
dealing with India, whose first care must be scrupulous accuracy; and it was
doubtless for this reason that the East India Company impressed on its servants
the virtue of n " humdrum " style. Sir Malcolm, as we h a r e indicated, has
striven with considerable euccess to avoid this I n d i ~ ndulness, but the influence
of o%cialdom is sometimes too etrol~gfor him, as for example when he loses the
flavour of the old story of the stationmaster and the tiger by eubstituting a
characterless ofticin1 llessage for the lively " Tiger 111aking havoc on platform ;
elease arrange."
Space does not permit of any attempt to follow the closely condensed account
of the evolution of the India Office from the establishlllent of the Board of
('ontrol in 1784, when there was, as the author points out, a " dyarchy " in the
administration of Indian
in this country, to the final transfer of poffer to
B. Secretnry of Sttate in Council in 1858. How the composition of this Council
TEE: INDIA
OFFICE.By
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was originally determined, how it was changed from time to time, what powers
the Council had, and to what limitations it was subject-all this is describedat
some length, while the bearing on its procedure of the signification attached to
various technical terms such a s b L secret," I ' urgent," 6 t direct correspondence,.^
and " private telegrams " is explained. Theoretically the Council might so
exercise its powers as to produce a deadlock : but the impression is left that in
practice i t had less influence t h a n was originally intended.
Those whose interests have lain in the East will, we imagine, turn to this
monograph chiefly from a curiosity t o see what light it throws on the influence
of the home authorities on the actual administration of India ; but the rnriter,
while suggesting trains of thought that whet that curiosity, is necessarily too
discreet to gratify it. A distinction must be drawn between the India Ofice
and the Honle Government or the Secretary of State as its mouthpiece; otherwise some of the reinarks might convey a n exaggerated idea of autagonism.
To the great majority of those concerned in the actual administration of affairs
in India, the India Office is too remote to excite much interest of any kind.
I t settles the terms of their service ; it pays their pensions (or used to do so) ; it
has a n appellate authority to which they can resort when suffering real or
supposed injustice in India. They may on occasion talk of it irreverently, ae
t h e regimental officer does of the " Staff"; but on the whole it is a protective
institution towards which they have a kindly if patronizing feeling, such es
children might have to a grandparent. I t is only in the higher strata of
administration that a certain want of conformability, to use a geological term,
occasionally produces a, sense of discomfort and even of irritation. We are
(luite prepared to accept the author's conclusion regarding the India Officethat
" The Government of India can hardly know how often either the rejection
of doubtful advice by the Secretary of State himself, or his willingness to listen
to expert opinion on his own ideas, may have prevented the issue of instructions
which Simla could not have accepted without a struggle,"
The interference of the Secretary of State on his own account or as mouthpiece of the H o i i ~ eGovernment stands on quite a different plane. At times it
has taken the form of encouraging the Government of India in a more
enlightened and liberal course than that Governinent might otherwise have
pursued. At other times it has forced on that Government a policy contrarY
the interests of India as locally understood. Sir JIalcolm refers to the case of
the cotton duties in 1875 ; he might also have instanced the subsequent
imposition of nn excise duty on cotton goods manufactured in India. 1x1the
forlner case the Viceroy was obliged to overrule his Executive Council : in both
cases the Governinent of India was forced to adopt a policy condemned by
public opinion in India. Indians felt, not without some show of reason, that
their interests weighed less with the goverlling authority than those of the
voters of Lancashire. A sense of injustice and of helplessness was created
long rankled, and that we beliere had a large share in stimulating the politica'
discontents of recent years.
For nction of this description, whether its results are good or bad, the
responsibility rests on the Home Cfovernillent as a whole, but much depend' On
the manner in which the policy of that Government is communicated
enforced by the Secretary of State. That high officer may, in exerting his
indefinite power of control, adopt a n attitude that belittles the Government of
India-a course which is open, though in a much higher degree, to the same
objection as the public depreciation of
lnanager of a business concern by it'
directors. Such was the attitude, or such a t least it appeared in Indian
be, of the late Lord Morley, who in his love of power contrived to Pose
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the public as the real ruler of India, with such success that a frontier dispute in
which the Government of India insisted 011 military action was popularly known
as " Morley's week-end war." Whether the initiation of the reforms of those
days came from Simla or from TqThitehall,it was Lord Morley who dominated
their elaboration and appropriated the greater part of such credit as their short
life justified. To him the Viceroy and Government of India were mere agents,
and it was believed that in a n unguarded moment he said so publicly. The
damage done by such an attitude does not lend itself to proof, but it is a t least
an interesting speculation whether, had the home authorities allowed a greater
degree of independence to the Government of India, and left it to settle its
differences face to face with its critics in India, a system of rule might not
gradually have been evolved, not less liberal, but better adapted to Oriental
conditions and traditions t h a n that which has been imposed in slavish imitation
of Western institutions. W e are glad t,o find our author protesting rigorously
against the attitude criticized above.
" Much harm has been caused by wrong-headed or ill-informed utterances
suggesting that the control of t h e Home Government does, or ought to, reduce
to the position of a Inere subordinate agency the authority charged with the
actual government of three hundred millions of the human race."
The shrewdness of Lord Morley found in the systenl of " private telegrams "
an instrument admirably adapted to facilitate the treatment of the Viceroy as
an agent. As the system has since been criticized by a Royal Commission, we
Illay express our conlplete agreement in all that Sir Malcolm says in defence of
it. The practice is inevitable, and to object to it would be futile. But, like all
good systems, it may be abused, as happened in war-time, and as may a t any
time happen when adroitness at one end of the wire communicates with
ingenuousness a t the other. The only guarantee against misuse is that both
correspondents should have a clear idea of the limitations of this mode of communication, and that it should never be used with a view to evading any of the
checks that the constitution il~lposeson official action.
JVe cannot deal further with the great variety of useful information compressed into this monograpll, but attention may be called to the excellent
accounts of the Indian Exchange and Currency proble~lzs,and of the Railway
policy in the chapters contributed by Mr. F. S. Stewart.
" The main purpose of the currency policy," he tells us, " has been to
stabilize the rupee." I t is interesting, therefore, to note that, during the years
of inflation, the currency of India was Inore stable than those of other countries
-that is, " the rise in prices in India was much less than the rise elsewhere."
London : Faber and
THE:EDUCATION
OF INDIA. By Arthur Mayhew, C.I.E.
Gwyer. 1926. 10s. Gd. net.
It is somewhat pnradoxical that books 011 such a subject as education bhould
be gmerally considered as dull. For, after nll, education is a process through
which, in some form or other, we have all passed, though so much lnodern
journnlis~nnnd political debate lnnke this ditticult t o believe. And one would
suppose that n riintter of universal experience ought to be a matter of unirersnl
interest. Yet it is n~toriousl~y
not so. The only explanation that seems to fit
the facts is that lnost books about educntion really are dull-terribly dull. Nor,
for light reading, does the ordinary man or wotnan rush to obtain serious studies
of thc nlore technical aspects of Indian ~ o l i t i c aand
l social problems. Rlr. Mayhew,
then, shows courage, when (like the gelltle~nanin Dickens who wrote on Chinese
Metaphysics after " combining the information " on China and Metaphysics to be

found in an encyclopaedia) h e publishes a study of the Education of India.
~~t
h e is abundantly justified by the result. Already known to n circle of fiends as
a brilliant writer, he has had exceptional opportunities of studying our Indian
educational system from inside, having served in hladras and Hyderabad State,
as well as in the Central Provinces, where he was Director of Public Inetruction
and took part in the transfer of educational affairs to the control of a Minister
under the dyarchic system. " Emotion recolleoted in tranquillity," a famous
definition of poetry, is not a bad recipe for the discussion of controversial questions, and this book gains from its composition in the study of an Eton master a
certain detachment which could hardly have been attained amid the worries of
a n Indian Educational Service officer's labours. Further, to have come from
educational administration in India to the work of teaching in an English public
school enables the author to consider how far a n official in the East may insensibly
acquire a way of looking a t things that diverges from the point of view of educational experts in this country, and Mr. Blayhew is thus furnished with a broadness of outlook necessarily rare amongst writers on such subjects. He pO68e88e8
another uncommon quality : he is a n enthusiast for educational ideals without
illusion as t o educational realities. There is much salutary plain speaking in
his book, and, as we know, anyone who speaks plainly about India is liable to be
charged with racial prejudice. B u t Mr. Mayhew cot only sees the faults of our
educational policy in India, but has the sympathy and insight to perceive how
their results strike the Indian student. " To the system he attributes unjustly
m a n y of the defects in his training- which are ultilnately due to circumstances
beyond the educationalist's control and to India's social and economic past and
present condition. W h a t he realizes is the unpleasant fact that he is being
swept along a channel that leads the more fortunate only to Government service,
condemned by patriots as soul-killing servitude, and the less fortunate to a few
overstocked professions.'' For our system, so often criticized as purely literary,
has, in fact, been unduly vocational : it has equipped young Indians to be Ia~vyere
or clerks, and not taught them to care for literature. The dual life that the
ordinary Indian pupil leads has never before been so plainly presented as in this
book : the youth devotes his school-hours to acquiring knowledge as directed by
Western canons, and returns home to the absolutely different atmosphere of
Hindu or Muslim falllily life. H i s brain is trained to one set of values, but his
life is regulated hy a very different code.
A sysfeinatic study of British educational policy in India has long been
needed, not only by thoae practically concerned with Indian affairs, but by all
serious students of the interaction between Europe and Asia, and here at last we
have a comprehensive survey by a man who has read widely, and combines the
results of practical experience with the fruits of study. From the first rather
drowsy awakening of the East Indin Company to the claims of education Mr.
Mayhew traces the story, not overloading his study with detail, but alway~with
a n eye to the original authorities and to the mass of information buried in official
reports. The early battle of the Anglicieers and the Orientalists is ably described,
and while 31acaulay meets with due recompense for his ignorant and cocksure
superficiality, it is shown that we did not so much force English teachina on
India as meet a growing demand for it among Hindus. The hollowness of the
" permeation '' doctrine is emphasized, and it is redly astonishing t h ~ teven
politicians should have supposed that the instruction of the litererg cafltes in
Engliah would lead automatically to the education of the massea in Weatern
learning. Female education-" the response to a demand that does not exid"receives special attention in these pages. Mr. Mayhew explains the difficultie'1
hat stresees the lesson that nations do not absorb the benefits of education unlee'
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both sexes can share them. H e is very conscious of the inadequacy of any
system that, debarred from trenching on religion, leaves untouched the deepest
influences on human character. He recognizes the inevitability of State control
in the conditions of nineteenth-century India, but points out that the blend of
bureaucracy with teaching is utterly uncongenial to the English character, and
was bound to produce unforseen results when introduced by us to India. While
not altogether despondent as to the future-in fact, he thinks that English
teachers will be more welcome when invited by Indian authorities then they
have been as the nominees of a purely British Government-he sees the dangers
that may arise in a country habituated to Government control as political and
communal factors enter more largely into the machinery of the State. The book
is clear without dryness, to adopt a taste for metaphor which occasionally runs
away with the author, and in one place commits him (after playing with the
notion of masons working on a n educational citadel) to the novel doctrine that
bees may produce not only sweetness, but light.
M. C. S.

AN I N D I A N CIVILIAN'S M E M O R I E S

LIFEIN

T H E INDIAN
CIVIL SERVICE. By Sir Evan RIaconochie, K.C.I.E., C.S.I.
London : Chapman and Hall. 1926. 18s. net.
A novel and unexpected objection to a career in India was lately advanced by
a small boy, asked whether he wished to follow a distinguished father into one
of the Services. " No I" he said. *'If I went into the I.C.S. I should have to
associate with Governors and Viceroys, and that sort of riff-raff I" Sir Evan
Maconochie is more tolerant, and, indeed, in his estiniate of Lord Curzon, whom
he Sum6 up as " the greatest Indian Viceroy of our times-possibly of all timefearless, creative, ardent, human," contributes a note to history which should be
of lasting value. But the attractiveness of his book rests largely on the fact that
it describes, cheerfully and vividly, the life of a district oficer who enjoyed his
work, knew and liked the people committed to his charge, and preserves a
healthy detachment as to the ways of Secretariats. The author dedicates the
book to " the undergraduates and schoolboys of this country," and if the pedagogues of to-day have courage enough to discard the old convention that a school
prize should be unreadable, they ought to put this book on their lists. Sir Evan
is not of those who talk as if service in India under the new conditions were as
enjoyable ns in the old paternal days : I ' No official appreciates political agitation,
least of all when it is directed against his own existence, and I cannot pretend to
have enjoyed the atmosphere of 1921. But political agitation has come to stay,
and the Indian civilian of the future must accept the fact." Yet he does not let
the consideration that his own last year in India coincided with the most
uncomfortable epoch of oficinl life discolour his recollections of happier times, or
darken his estimate of the permanent factors of Indian administration. Clearly
he thinks that India is still a good country for the Englishnlan who is prepared
to make friends among Indians, to shed insular ~ r e j u d i c e sagainst unfamiliar
WRJ'R,and to realize that " a rough and overbearing manner and temper, or
swaggering assumption of racial superiority simply stamp you with all classes 0s
not R gentleman." And, indeed, when full weight is allowed to all the wellknown drawbacks, is there any profession other than the Indian Services (apart
fronl the Army and Navy) which offers greater premiums to the combination of
mentnl and physical fitness, which gives a better chance of really absorbing
~rofessionnl work, or which allowe a man with out-of-doors " tastes equal
opportunities of sport in its best forms 7
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But this book is not written to maintain a thesis, or to discuss political
problems : its object is to describe a career of thirty-two years in India from the
point of view of a man who enjoyed it. And few books of the kind are so cornpletely devoid of egoism and so free from every kind of uncharitableness. There
are good stories in it, and if the author is never malicious, he shows clearly enough
that he possesses a soundly critical spirit. His service was spent mainly in the
Bombay Presidency, but he had a spell as a n under-secretary with the Govern.
ment of India (consule Curzon) and an interlude as private secretary to the
Maharaja of Mysore. Some of the most interefiting chapters are devoted to the
Iiathinwar States, a region about which not very much has been written of
recent years. The book contains excellent illustrations, ranging from spirited
photographs of elephants rampaging about a kheddah to admirable coloured
drawings of Indian insects from the brush of Lady Maconochie.
M. C . S.
RELIGIONA N D FOLKLORE
OF NORTHERN
INDIA.
By William Crooke, C.I.E.
Prepared for the Press by R. E. Enthoven, C.I.E. Milford : Oxford
University Press, 1926. 21s.
A difficult book to review thoroughly in a short notice, but one to which it is
easy to give the complimentary notice which it so well deserves. I t is fortunate
that Dr. Crooke's work should have had as editor a rcan so competent and with
such a keen love of the subject as Mr. Enthoren. There is little in the book on
the subject of the really great religions of Northern India ; but then they appeal
little to the masses, and are practised only by the small proportion of learned,
philosophical, or truly pious folk who might be said to have religious convictions
in the ordinary acceptance of the word religion. These 439 pages are full of
examples of the grossly absurd superstitions connected with the grotesque and
petty deities of the lriass of the people.
Would not " Superstitions and Folklore " have perhaps been a more
descriptive title ?
Although a wide field has been covered in the research, " Northern India" is
rather a vague definition. The book is most carefully arranged, with copious
references to authorities and a good index. Only one printing error was
discovered, on p. 403, where Iris is evidently a mistake for her in the penultimate line.
One is rather bewildered by the extraordinary mixture of polytheism,
anthropomorphism, animism, and ancestor worship, all of which seen1 to find a
place in this quaint conglomerate of beliefs. Fear is the outstanding feature of
all, and fear is, of course, essentially irreligious. Symbols of the godlings are
not in every case considered by the people as the godlings themselves ; but the
concept of a supreme deity, although it may be making some headway in the
urban areaa, is as yet too high an ideal for the intelligence of the ordinary
peasant. The feeling uppermost in one's mind on finishing the book was one of
greet pity.
Enthoven in his book on Bombay Folklore " says : " Fear of the numerous
hostile powers by which the Hindu feels himself to be surrounded-a fear
fostered by natural timidity due to poor physique . . ." But this fear permeatea
as well much of the lives of the virile and warlike nations of 1ndin-perhaps not
so much physical fear as the dread of ill-fortune from all the forces of evil. and
which loads in both Hindu and Muha~nmadanto the universal practice of
chnr~ns. Ruskin said : " Superstition, in all time8 and among all nations, is the
fear of a spirit whose passions tire those of a man, whose acts are the acts of a
man ; who is present in some places snd not in others ; who makes some places
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holy and not others; who is kind to one person and not to another; who is
or angry according to the degree of attention you pay him or praise you
refuse to him ; who is hostile generally to human pleasure, but nlay be bribed
by sacrifice of a part of t h a t pleasure into permitting the rest. This, whatever
form of faith it colours, is the essence of superstition."
Imagine the life of a peasant girl brought up in a remote village in the
foothills of the Himalayas, subject to terror from all the manifold hill godlings,
jinns, bhfits, witches, and ghosts, as well as from those of the plains. The
incessant watchfulness not to offend, the necessity of continuous propitiatory
offerings to ward off possible evil, added to the awful possibility of widowhood
or barrenness ; throughout her life dread of superstitious evils in addition to all
the cruelties of caste oppression. What wonder that they are old in youth, and
overcome with apathy and fatalism. There is, however, another side to the
shield-all the bright, amusing folklore connected with good fairies and lrindly
sprites, the village games and dances, when for a space fear is forgotten.
I t has been the same through all the ages and all over the world until the
light slowly breaks in upon the mist of ignorance. I n 1716 Mrs. H u n t and her
daughter of nine years of age mere hung as witches in England I Only sisteen
years since the writer witnessed and took photos of a dell~onutrationby one
of the last of the witches of Nagar. I t is, by the way, the pungent fumes of the
burning juniper, and not the deodar, which are usually employed to bring
on the trance.
There is a great similarity in the village, of the ideas of both Hindu and blussalman, the first having a n absolute faith in his local godling for all family and
agricultural troubles, as the latter has in the village shrine, ziarat, and priest.
Both will go on long pilgrimages to places where the greater gods or saints
d
have been or have blessed, but will always h a r e a more secure a ~ comfortable
association with their own godling or saint, who knows so intimately all about
them and their relations. The Mussallnan tribesman under an autocratic ruler
holds in veneration the supposed liliraculous powers of his chief, in the same
way that a Hindu does the divine authority of his Raja. The Thum of Nagar
with his miraculous drum has power over the forces of nature I The chief of
the Marri Balucli can cure lnost diseases I Folk-tales even of the higher sort
" are not told to amuse children in the nursery, but are narratives of the truth,
which the peasant illlplicitly belieyes."
On p. 261 it is said that the ceremonies at the beginning of plougl~iaga t Gilgit, are done by members of a clan
believed to be specially lucky; but it wns the R ~ j of
a Gilgit who had to plough
the first furrow, scatter some gold dust over the ground, and supply the first
h ~ l f u l of
s seed-grain as well as the feast. The head of the sacrificial goat was
dragged by a horseman about the polo-ground a ~ n i dgreat excitement. I t was at
one time attenlptcd to re~.ivethe custonl of the wonlen nt this festival lining the
villn,oe road with lollg rods in their hands with which to belabour those who
were unpopular ; but the Iiasllmiri officinl did not dare face the ordeal !
We are apt to forget what a large part superstition plays in the lives of the
populntion of the \Vestern as well as the Eastern hemispheres. This book,
thougl~t,should be studied by all who have
colnpiled with such care
interest in India, and certaillly ought to be a compulsory subject for all recruits
to the I.C.S., as well as Secrrtaries of State for India nnd nll their staff. A
sound tonic for the statesman a t honie, who meets only the suave, ingmtiating,
alld educated Swarajist to learn what is the nientality of the indi~idunlswho go
t c ) mske up a mob either ill the towns or country districts. We should never
forget that the Brahman
lligll-caste man control the masses through this
greatest of all power in India-fpnl..
One fact atnnds out clear-that unless
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there is a strong rule during the spread of enlightened civilization, the ignorant
would soon fall back to the original lnotives underlying most of these practicesnamely, cruelty and human sacrifice.
I s it not possible that all these weird ceremonies and rites will be slowly
purified and become simple, helpful, and consoling ritual as in the Western
Churches, and no longer terrifying and full of the prospects of ghastly horrors.
" And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have familiar apirite,
and unto wizards that peep and mutter : should not a people seek unto their
God ? for the living to the dead ?" (Isa. viii. 19). I t is so neceseary to be
sjmpathetic to those oppressed by the importance of rites and ritual of all sorts;
and we can but hope there are not many to-day in the Western world like that
terrible American tourist, who blew out the lamp lighted by Francis of Aesiei
and kept burning in a small chapel in Italy for nearly 700 years.
No colnpliruent that can be paid to a European in India by the people is so
valuable as "Sahib, you understand "; and it is only by a careful study of the
people, either through books like this under review, or at first hand oneeelf, thrtt
it can be earned.
There is a nameless grave of a European in a little village far from the
railway in the Icalat State, in the corner of a pleasant Eastern garden, amidst
shady trees m d rose-bushes ; it is carefully tended, and on f&tedays garlanded
and little lamps lighted at the head. Nobody knows who was the "Sahib."
buried there, but doubtless somebody in the first advance in 1838. The Hindu
bunniah to whom the garden belongs simply knows that hie grandfather and
father tended the grave, and that they attributed all their luck and good-fortune
to its being on their property. So an English subaltern may some day, according
to Dr. Crooke, be promoted by a Brahman, to be a doorkeeper to one of the
greater gods. Surely it is a most engrossing study, and one the Government
might do more to help in co-ordinating and publishing in popular editions.
I t was a careful study of religion and folklore which enabled Alfred Lyall to
understand the psychology of the people as he did :

" I am the God of the sensuous fire
That moulds all Nature in forms divine ;
The symbols of death and of man's desire,
The springs of change in the world, are mine ;
The organs of birth and the circlet of bones,
And the light loves carved on the temple stones.

" I am the lord of

delights and pain,
Of the pest that killeth, of fruitful joye ;
1 rule the currents of heart and vein ;
A touch gives passion, a look destroys ;
I n the heat and cold of my lightest breath
I s the might incarnate of Lust and Death.

" Let my te~rlplesfall, they are dark with age,
Let my idols break, they have stood their day;
On their deep-hewn stones the primeval sage
Has figured the epelle that endure alway;
My presence may vanish from river and grove,
But I rule for ever in Death end Love."
ALIF SHABNAM.
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THE MOSUL QUESTION. By V. F. M. Reference Service on International
Afairs of the American L i b r a r y i n Paris, Inc. With 2 maps, 1 dollar.
April 15, 1926.
This is a painstaking and scrupulously documented summary of published
documents relating to a question which has now, fortunately for the peace of the
Middle East, been definitely settled, in accordance with the best traditions of
European diplomacy, by a tripartite agreement between Turkey, Iraq, and Great
Britain. I t has the defects of its qualities. The writer, like nlost of his countrymen who write or speak on diplomatic problems, emphasizes, in his efforts to be
impartial, the legalistic aspects of the problem ; the views of individual and
irresponsible private members of the House of Commons are set forth a t some
length in large print, whilst facts and diplomatic documents of great importance
are merely cited in footnotes. The political advantages accruing to Great Britain
through the award of Mosul to Iraq are strongly emphasized : it is claimed that
" by removing the frontier far to the north of the Mesopotamirtn plains, Great
Britain obtains more security for the imperial communications which may eventually be developed between the shores of the Mediterranean . . and India."
In support of this statement, a n article by PBre Poidebard, a learned Jesuit
priest, is cited in a footnote ; the views of the late Field Marshal Sir Henry
Wilson on the subject are not mentioned !
"The Mosul settlement," says the author, 'I completes the encirclement of
Persia by zones of British influence," a statement which carries its own refutation,
and would cause amusement in Russia I
Rawanduz, it seems, is important to Iraq " only on account of its situation a t
the head of several tracks leading into Azarbaijan," and which before 1917 was
"the stronghold of Russian influence." If such were the case, strategical
prudence would surely demand that Rawanduz be awarded to Turkey, so as to
prevent Russian penetration into Iraq if and when Azarbaijan once more becomes
the stronghold of Russian influence. As a matter of fact the Ramanduz-Sauj
Bulaq track is, as the Russians found to their cost during the war, exceedingly
difficult; the IVazneh Pass, fifty miles to the south, is more promising.
JIaking allowance, however, for the natural bias of the compiler, the pamphlet
is a masterpiece of the art of prbcis-writing, and, read in conjunction with the
terms of settlement, will serve to emphasize to the student of affairs that the
solution of con~plicatedinternational ~ r o b l e r n sis to be reached, less by the painstaking study of public documents than by the friendly personal interchange of
views between nccredited diplomatists. I n fact, the diplomatist has coine into
his own again, and the efficacy of old-fashioned diplomatic methods has been
signally vindicated in the statesmanlilte settlement of this thorny question.

.

A. T. W.
GRASS. By Merian C. Cooper. G. Putnam's Sons, Knickerbocker Press, London
and New York. 1925.
Mr. Cooper went to Baghdad, in company with Mrs. Harrison and Mr. E.B.
Schoedsack, to take cine~natographpictures of the Kurds, but political trouble
prevented that, so they visited instead the Baba Ahmedi tribe of the
Rakhtiari, in south-west I'ereia. (The author adopts the spelling " Baktyari "
on the somewhat cryptic plea that it will simplify the reader's task). This book
is the story of the resulting film, ~ r o d u c e din London some months ago, and
exhibited by Sir Arnold Wilson to a, joint meeting of the Royal Asiatic,
Central Asian, and Pereia Societies. Those who saw the film will be glad to
have the book, with its sixty-four full-page photographs, as a permanent
memento of one of the finest cinematograph records of actual life-unrehearsed
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nnd esactly as it had been lived for centuries-ever u a d e or likely to be 1nade,
Those who did not see the film will perhaps never get another chance, and the
b001i will arouse r a i n regrets.
Fifty thousand people-men,
women, and children, with their flocks and
herds a n 3 all their other possessions (except their tents, which they leave behind)inove from their winter grazing grounds in the neighbourhood of Shushtar to
suulrner pasture on higher ground, more than a hundred miles to the east,
There is a wide a n d swift river t o be crossed by swimming or on rough rafts,
rocky cliffs to be climbed, snow-covered mountain ranges to be scaled. This
colossal task is accou~plishedevery year, across a roadless wilderness, where no
supplies cnn be obtained, and no shelter froin rain or storm. The tribes live on
whaterer they can carry with thein ; the animals on the country. I t is spring,
and there are " baby sheep, baby cows, baby horses, baby goats, baby donkeys,
not to speak of any quantity of human babies." All this the author describes
with a fine sense of adventure, romance, and beauty. But you should have seen
the film.
E. H. K.
-- T H E AMERICANTASK IN PERSIA.B y Arthur C. hlillspaugh, AdministratorGeneral of the Finances of Persia. 8 x 5 8 . 322 pp., illustrated. Messrs.
T. Werner Laurie, Ltd. 1926. 15s.
This book gives a n account of tho work of the American Financial Mission to
Persia, written by its chief. I t is a record of honest, hard work, and although
not written from a n entirely impartial point of view, it is, generally speaking,
reliable. T h e Americans, who had no knowledge of the East, were at first
much troubled by intrigues, and the corrupt state of affairs might well have
daunted them, but they showed steady determination a n d settled down to fight
the good fight for financial reform. At the end of four years they have evidently
won over the Persians to accept their views, and, although there is still rnuch to
do, there is hope that Persia will not only produce a budget that balances, but
will gradually improve her cominunications and develop her resources. The book
is not well written, and is in one important respect misleading, for it does not
clearly show the rise to the throne of Reza Khan and the overthrow of the Kajar
dynasty. This is an event of the greatest inlportance for Persia, and if the life
of the new Shah be spared for twenty years he should be able to leave Persia in
a far better condition than he found it, for he evidently understands the fundamental facts of the situation, and is a strong supporter of the American Mission.
Already he has restored order and disarmed the turbulent non~ads.
Another criticism is the very careless manner in which the book is written.
For example, Qarun or Koralr, the typically rich man of the East, is confused
with the Kornn, which surely is a mistake that any Persian me~nberof Dr.
hIillspaugh's staff would have corrected. The spelling, too, is partly American,
and altogether the book wants " pulling together."
Apnrt from these errors, which are due to lack of knowledge of the lnngusge
and to haste, the book is one that merits careful study by members of the
Central Asian Society, who will be gratified to realize that historical Persia Is
setting her house in order under a strong monarch, and that there
greeter
hopes of progress than nt any time during the present generation.
p, M. SYKRS.
SYRIA.B y Leonard Stein. Ernest Benn. 3s. Gd.
The object of this book, as stated in its preface, is to proride the general
r e ~ d e rwith an historical background which might help him to a better appreciation of the present situation in Syria. As Mr. Stein says, tliere is no book in
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English to which the student can turn for a concise and objective account of the
course of events in Syria from the Arnlistice down to the outbreak of the Druse
rebellion in July, 1925 ; and this volume represents the author's endeavour to
supply the want. The result is somewhat disappointing. Mr. Stein, who as
political secretary of the Zionist organization in London is in close touch with
Near Eastern affairs, might have given us, even within the limited coinpass of
this slight volume, a work of real value. As it is, and for all the lucidity and the
studied detachment of its style, his essay will not help the general reader to a
better appreciation of the Syrian problem. For the picture he has drawn, and
drawn so skilfully, is essentially one-sided and incomplete, and therefore misleading.
The key to the present situation in Syria lies in the universal feeling of disappointment and distrust which the post-war settlement engendered among all
classes of the Syrian population. The national awakening in Syria and in other
Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire had begun long before the war, and had
secured for those provinces a substantial measure of local autonomy-the presage
of the political liberation for which they strove. But it was only two
years after the outbreak of the war that Arab nationalism found its opportunity
and made its vital effort. Of this effort the mainspring was the pledge given
by Great Britain in 1915 to the Arabs through the intermediary of Sherif
Hussein. The pledge was, in effect, a definite promise to recognize and support
an Arab independent state in Syria, nnd its fulfilment was conditional upon the
military co-operation of the Arabs against their Turkish masters and coreligionists. That the Arabs adequately performed their share of the mutual
obligation no one in authority has yet denied. As for the British side of the
bargain, its esecution was left to the chances and changes of post-war Allied
diplomacy.
The hopes of Syrian Nationalists were still further raised when the AngloFrench declaration of November, 1918, was issued. I n that declaration Great
Britain and France stated that their aim in pursuing the war in the East was the
establishment in Syria and hlesopotamia of national governments " deriving
their authority from the initiative and the free choice of the native populations."
Moreover, these were the terms of Article 22 of t h e Covenant of the League of
Nations, which makes provision for the tutelage, t o be exercised by luandatory
powers, of certain corninunities forinerly under Ottoman rule, and in whioh it is
stated that " the wishes of these coinil~unitiesnlust be n principal consideration
in the selection of the mandatory."
I t is a lnntter of coinlllon knowledge that those promises were left virtually
unfulfilled, and no impartial student can o~erlooltthe harm that Great Britain
and France did to their own interests as well as to their good name when they
forced the astonishing frnits of SAvrcs and Snn Rein0 upon an unwilling
population. The promises lnade to the Arabs in 1916 were treated ns a dead
letter ; Sgrir~was partitioned :and her unity destroyed; and an unwelcome
mandatory wns iinposed upon the country in the naine of thnt very League of
Nations which busily prcaches tlhe Covenant.
The discontent which this set,tleillci~tengendered lies ~t the root of the Syrian
problein, ns everyone knows who is in direct touch with Syrian opinion. I t is
idlc, therefore, to &hateand worse still to iinply thnt the troubles of France in
Syrin arc of her own making, or thnt they are due to the fact that the Moslem
Arab " resents the intrusion of Christian Europe, no matter what form it inay
take." Those who were there a t the time reinember that the Allied armies when
they occupied Syria were received with striking dernonstrntions of friendliness by
Moslems and Christians alike, and thnt the desire for European tutelage was

ulliversal and profound. When the King-Crane Commission toured the country
in 1919, an overwhelming majority of Moslems and Christians declared themselves-as Mr. Stein ought to know since he is aware of the contents of the
Comlnission's Report-in favour of a mandate being entrusted to a Western
Christian Power.
I t may be that the author has not had an opportunity of travelling in Syria
and obtaining his information at first hand ; and that he has had, for his study
of the problem, to rely on documentary sources alone. If that is so, the
inaccuracy of his account is still further explained by a glance at the Libliographical list on p. 91 nnd at the other references mentioned, as they occur, in
the footnotes. Of these, only two are Syrian sources ; andof those two, one was
published in 1916 and the other is the work of an author who admittedly represents the point of view of a Christian minority. The remaining sources are
French, English, Italian, American, or Russian. To Syrian Arab sources there
is not a single reference. Mr. Stein's thesis is set forth with admirable lucidity
and with a moderation which cannot fail to appeal. But he has been unhappy
i n the choice of his sources, and he omits facts which are material to the story
and which, had they come to his knowledge, might have rendered the elaboration
oi his thesis in its present form impossible.
G.

ISRAEL. By Ludwig Levisohn. Messrs. Benn Ltd.
Zionism has now become one of the prominent queetions of the day since the
Balfour Declaration changed what was an aspiration of enthusiasm into some
measure of practical politics. I t s advantages, its possibilities, and its objections
are now the theme of every Jewish paper, as well as of the Press of the
world. " IOraeln is a fervent appeal for Zionism on psychological grounds, and
passionate refutation of the placid satisfaction of those Jews who contend that
assimilation is their proper future. The author declares that in no country in
the world, even in tolernnt England, are the Jews assimilated. Jews of England
may declare that they are more English than the English, but do the English
accept t h e m ? I n America, the land of the free, where no tradition of the
Ghetto exists, where disabilities are unknown, are the Jews, he asks, assimilated?
He tells of 8 small dinner party in an American club, of a distinguished Jewish
surgeon, ' broad, blond, sagacious, blue-eyed,' bursting out : " We are not wanted
anywhere I I hate the Jews, I hate myself." H e tells how in America the
situation in a generation has changed, and while the old folk believe they are
accepted, the Joung folk know they are not. How Jews press zealously in all
the profeseions, eager to lead, eager to reform, eager to use their brains for Inankind, in art, in mueic, in literature, in politics, only to find that eternal bar
.sinister. Nobody wants their help, nobody wants their brains, nobody
welcomes their sympathy ; and he treats powerfully of the psychological despair of
the raoe that is often unrealized even when felt, as well as the horrors of the past.
Never, he declares, can this race be a race till it has a locus and a temporal
power of its own. With that they can be men once again. And it ie all very
convincing and very l o g i d , and very spiritual, too. H e talks of the Jewish
mystery-that remarkable belief in the Mastere of the Name," which hw been
the eource of so much m e d i ~ v alegend.
l
What was it on Aaron's rod that the 008
saw and tled ? The Shem Hamphoresh ? The writer of " Israel " knows and
feel8 it all. Then he turns in colnfort to the sights he has seen in Palestinethe lire wiree in the new settlements, the energy and resource with whicll the
lost race returns to agriculture, the orchards and vineyards of the ~ o t h s c h i l d a n ~
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Monteiiore settlements, the new villages of Esdraelon, and the deepening of
Jezred, and talies heart of grace.
I t is a powerful book, and it aims a t converting not the Gentile, but the
placid, comfortable Jews who regard assimilation as their future and the mixing
of oil and water.
The writer does not touch on the real practical problem of the mandate and
how to blend the interests of what Disraeli very properly termed the Mosaic
Arab with the Arabs of the desert, and the dilution of the Arabs of Palestine.
It is no more possible to evict them because of earlier rights than it is to restore
the Celtic inhabitants of Britain to the lands that the Saxon and the Norman have
taken, and yet eviction by purchase or by pressure will be inevitable if Zionism
is to rise to where the enthusiasts would have it. The problem is difficult, yet,
the British hope, not insoluble. Mr. Levisohn aims s t stirring the Jews of the
world to make use of their imperisbnble race consciousness for some more definite
purpose than to apologize for thenlselves and the abject past that fate has put on
them. I t is a strange story from the wars of " them old McCabes," as the
Ulster farmer has it, to the laying out of Esdraelon as the result of Lord
Allenby's victories.
To those in England, and there are many, who hold Zionist convictions, even
the enthusiasts of the British-Israel cult, Mr. Levisohn's book will make a considerable appeal, and some there be who want to know what was the train of
thought that made the colnpilers take the Epistle for the last Sunday in the year
from Jeremiah instead of from the New Testament, and why the passage containing that reinarkable prophecy about the gathering from the North country.

TURKEY.(" Modern TTrorld" Series.) B y Arnold J. Toynbee and Iienneth P.
Icirkwood. Ernest Bena, Ltd. 15s. net.
Frankly, this book, or a t least the greater part of it, is a, disappointment.
Where we espected history we find propaganda, and unstinted panegyric is often
served up to the reader in place of sober criticism. The faults of repetition,
overlapping, and even occasional contradictions, to which the system of joint
authorship itl peculiarly liable, might have been n~iniillizedby more careful
CO-ordination; while the desire to show the Turkish nation in a favourable light
need not have entailed the avoidance of facts telling against it.
If we may hnznrd a guess as to the parts taken respectively by the joint
autliors in compiling the book we should say that, roughly spealting, Professor
Toynbee is more directly responsible for the earlier portion and his collaborntor
for the later. When t,he progress nctually made by the Turkish Republic comes
to be dealt with towards the end of the work lntent pessiinism is in strong
contrast with the exubern,nt optimisin of earlier passages.
The sketch of Turkish history prior to the Armistice of October, 1918, with
which the volunle appropriately begins, is remarkable for one unaccountable
omission. The terrible series of Armenian lnassncres which disgraced the last
fifteen yenrs or so of Abdul Halllid's autocracy, were continued on a lesser scale
by the Young Turks, and culnlinated in the holocausts of the Great Vrar, are
entirely ignored. And yet it is these massacres, which incidentally freed Turkey
from the einbarrassing Armenian question by the elimination of all but a poor
remnant of the Arinelliall nation, as well as the atrocious treatment meted out
to the unfortunate British captirev from Iiut, that have cost Turkey the
sylllp~thyof 80 many erstwhile well-wishers in this country and render it difficult
to share Profeesor Toynbee9s enthusiasm for the Turkish race.
Chapters V. nnd VI., he:sded respectively L ' M ~ ~ t aKemal
fa
" and " The
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Grleco-Turkish War (1919-22)," cover a period of extraordinary interest, though
far from grateful to British nn?ourpropre, and it is a pity that the writer was
unable to deal with it in a more convincing manner. But passionate admiration
of the Ghazi Pnshn tends to obscure his judgment. That Mustafa Kernel is
gallant and able soldier who, when the Turkish nation seemed utterly prostrate
after the Armistice, by his courage and driving power raised it to its feet and
led it to victory over the Greelr invaders ; who was quick to detect the weakness
of the allied position, and could call the bluff of others while concealing his own,
are facts that few would wish to deny. Between that, however, and the pedestal
on which Professor Toynbee would place him, there is a considerable gap ; and
it is at least premature to assert that the President of the Turkish Republic has
made a unique place for himself in the annals of history . . as the builder of
a new Western State out of an Oriental people." This appreciation seems to be
based rather on what one hopes that the Turkish Republic may eventually
become than on what it actually is to-day, and more convincing proof than bare
assertion is required before me can agree that by a mere change of label Turkey
has wiped out a sombre record and raised herself within three or four years to
the level of the civilized states of Europe. The leopard does not change his
spots by the simple process of calling himself a white lamb. Nor has Mustafa
liemal Pnsha, though agile enough in overturning existing institutions, yet given
~ n u c hproof thnt he possesses the quality of constructive statesmanship.
The account of the Grzco-Turkish War and the vain efforts of Great Britain,
unscrupulously deserted by Allies with axes of their own to grind, to carry out
the original intentions of the Coalition with regard to Turkey, is vividly written,
though the narrative is marred as 111uch by anti-Greek bias as by the almost
doting atl'ection for the Turkish Nationalist party, which leads the writer to
regard with manifest coinplacency the successive failures of his own country's
policy. I t is interesting to note the manner in which misconduct on the part
of the Greeks (who were unfortunately guilty of unexcusable excesses, both on
the occasion of their first landing at Smyrna and in their final retreat to the
coast) is treated as compared with the indulgence shown to the Turks, though in
such matters the Greeks are but bungling amateurs by the side of the experienced
Turkish professionals. .' Ruthless warfare against the Turkish population,"
'. the commission of atrocities in the worst Near-Eastern manner," " a reign of
terror which shocked the whole world," is what the Greeks did. For the Turks
quite nlild chiding suffices, not unmixed with adnliration. "Order was only
partially maintained." . . . " I n the nest few days of disorder there burst out
the terrible fire thnt swept half the city away, burned for a week, and destroyed
the richest section of Smyrna. I t was the pyre of the unfaithful city, ' Gyau*
Izmir,' and it was the symbol of the final purging of Turkey. The Nationalist0
had won in the ordeal by combat ; they were tested in the ordeal by fire,
which burned the European quarter and left the inflammable Turkish quarter
scathlees."
What does Professor Toynbee exactly mean by this last sentence? To the
ordinary mRn it would appear that the people " tested in the ordeal by fire " were
not so much the Turks, who escaped, as the Europeans and native Christians,
whose quarter mas burned down ; and it is a ground for regarding the origin of
the conflagration with the gravest suspicion that it should not have started
until the direction of the wind ensured the safety of the Turkish pert of
the town.
The slaughter of many thousands of Armenians by Nationalist troops in
Cilicia after the French withdrawal in 1921-22, which left a nasty stain On
Nuetafa Kernel's halo, is not even referred to.

.
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Space ~ e r m i t sof only the bare mention of chapters concerning the LauslLnne
Conference and Treaty, the " Ideas of 1789," and the abolition of the Capituletions, the Sultanate, and the Caliphate. Then come chapters dealing with "The
New Turkey," it,s administrative and economical situation, population, agriculture, railways, commerce, industry, and finance. This, the most valuable
portion of the ,book, we conjecture to be the work of Mr. Kirkwood, who, as we
learn from the preface, has resided for some time in Turkey since the war and
can therefore write with knowledge of his subject.
While a sympathetic attitude towa.rds the Nationalists is still manifest, the
early optimism has somewhat waned, and there is no tendency to gloss over or
ignore the facts of the situation. I t is not a very encouraging picture that ie
presented to the reader. The Turkish Republic, the new Western State, appears
in fact as " a despotic oligarchy dressed in the garb of constitutionalism "; or, as
an alternative, " an autocratic duumvirate," composed of Mustafa Kemal and
his henchman, Izmet Pasha. While the constitution of the Republic assures
" freedom of thought, of speech, of Press" for every Turk, nothing of the sort is
allowed in practice. The newspapers are muzzled or suppressed ; and the
editor of the Tanin was even prosecuted, not for criticizing the Government's
policy, but " for the tacit criticism implied in the editor's prolonged abstention
from discussing politics at all !"
Side by side with the adoption of new codes of law adapted from those
existing in Italy, Switzerland, and Germany, and the inauguration of a Faculty
of Law at Angora to train qualified judges for a reformed judiciary. we are told
of the establishment of " Tribunals of Independence" to dispose arbitrarily of
political opponents after the most approved Cheka methods.
The extravagant chauvinism of Nationalist policy towards every institution
and enterprise not purely Turkish, its irritating and obstructive interference
with the working of foreign educational establishments, the hampering of foreign
t,rade, and the financial bad faith of the Angora Government, receive due
mention. The policy hitherto followed by the Turkish Nationalists in the
matter of State obligations, approximating as it does to the principle enunciated
by Major Pawkins in " Martin Chuzzlemit," "Run a moist pen slick through
everything and start fresh," inspires the writer with natural apprehensions
regerding the future supply of foreign capital, without which the resources
of Turkey can hardly be developed.
In sum, a record of much promise, but so far of little pcrformance, affording
~ n ~ a ,justification
ll
for the contention that s new Western State haa arisen
in Asia Minor.
The Turks may yet succeed in rising on stepping-stones of their dead selves
to higher things, but the process of regeneration must inevitably be a long and a
difficult one. I t is too much to expect that men brought up in traditions of
secular venality and misgovernment should suddenly be trsnsformed into
upright, capable, and disinterested administrators ; indeed, there is little
ground for believing that the officials of the Republic have attained a much
higher ~ t s n d a r dof honesty and eficiency than was usual under the sultanate.
Only a bold man would venture to make any prediction regarding the
~ t ~ b i lofi tthe
~ ~present rdgime in Turkey. Recent trials before the Tribunals of
Independence indicate t11a.t the unanimity of the Republic's earlier days can no
longer be reckoned on, and it remains to be seen whether reprcsaive measures
will suffice to stamp out all opposition. The conciliation of political opponents
doe8 not seem to enter into Mustafa I(ema1's methods. For the time being he
continues to enjoy popularity with the army, which is the main thing ; but
there are reports that he i~ not the Inan he WRR, and that self-indulgence and
28
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the exercise of unlimited power have had a baneful effeot on his character,
The outlook for Turkey remains on the whole obscure.
A. C.
- .-. ---- - -- --

w.

THE PILGRIMAGE
OF 1926. By Colonel E. J. King, C.M.G., F.S.A., Knight of
Justice of the Order ; with an Introduction by Major-General the Earl of
Scarbrough, G.B.E., K.C.B., F.S.A., Knight of Justice and Sub-Prior.
London : St. John's Gate. 1926.
I t is a pleasure to note that the members of the Grand Priory of England
maintain their reputation as students of the history of their Order. Colonel
King, Mr. Pirie-Gordon, and Mr. Fincham, all of whom went on " The Pilgrimage," have proved themselves competent and, on occasion, brilliant writers on
Hospitaller history and traditions. I n my earlier days in the Order Colonel
Gould Hunter-JVeston and the Rev. W. K. Riland Bedford were best known to
me as students of history, and tempted me to compile the lecture which I
delivered at the Royal United Service Institution in 1900. Earl Egerton of
Tatton, the Chancellor of the Order, took the chair at that lecture, which was
afterwards developed by the genealogist (Mr. Bedford) and the librarian
(Colonel Holbeche) into the " History" of 1902 which bears their names. I am
personally always attracted by Colonel E. J. King's atgle, and his faculty for
introducing the reader to subjects new or set in a new light is always attractive
and refreshing.
The Sub-prior, the Earl of Scarbrough, in the very first sentence of his
Introduction, sums up the significance of " The Pilgrimage of 1926" in the
words : " I t is the first occasion of an official visit of one of the Tongues of the
Order to the scenes of its activities since its evacuation, firstly of glestine in
1291, secondly df Rhodes in 1523, and thirdly of Malta in 1798."
Colonel King takes his readers first of all for a most fascinating visit to the
Grand Priory of Venice, and thence almost in the footsteps of the famous
itinerary of the Dean of Rlainz, Bernhard von Breydenbach, to Corfu, Modon,
Coron, Candia, and past Rhodes and Cyprus to Jerusalem. I n February, 1914,
I succeeded in finding in a dark corner of the Dom of Mainz the monument and
effigy of this Dean, dated 1497. H e made his journey to the Holy Land and
Egypt in 1483-4. I note that Colonel King, in passing the islands of Sapienaa
and Cnbrera, refers to their cession by the Greeks in 1823 to the Capitular
Commission of the Order at Paris. Any who would desire fuller information
about this League of Hospitaller and Greek against their hereditary foe the Turk
I would refer to L'Ordre de Malte," par le 13aron Olivier de Lavigerie (Paris,
1889), chap. xii.
When the British nation heard that on December 11, 1917, General Allenby
had made his formal entry into Jerusalem, and, after a Moslem tenure of 730
gears, received its surrender, it could not but be that such intelligence turned
our thoughts for at least some minutes into a channel of solemn reflection.
Home of my readers must know an attractive little book by Major Vivian
Gilbert, entitled "The Romance of the Last Crusade," and if they know it they
cannot but have read with amusement the eleventh chapter, entitled '&The
Surrender of Jerusalem." The epirit that inspires that chapter is not one of
" eolemn reflection," but, putting that aside, the humour of it is irresistible, and
the progreee of the Keys frorn the Cook to the G.O.C. is entertainingly told.
The reversion of Rhodes from the Turk to the Christian after a l a p ~ eof close
on 400 yeers recalls to the memories of those who know eomethillg of late
mediteval history the gallantry with which the Knights Hospitsllers held Rhodeg
in the very teeth of the Turks from 1310 to 1523, and the enterprise and ability

with which they used it alike as a centre of commerce and a base for naval
operations against Turkish fleets and Turkish trade. I t was some time before I
got into touch with Italian action in Rhodes, after that nation had reoccupied
the island during the Italo-Turliish W a r of 1911-12. But the action 'of
M. Bornpard, the French Ambassador a t Constantinople, could not escape m y
attention. For, on March 27, 1914, the special correspondent of The Tinzes
at Paris telegraphed, "The French Government has just accepted ~fronl
M. Bompard, its Ambassador in Constantinople, the gift of the historic house in
the island of Rliodes ltnown as the ' Auberge de France.'" I drew attention to
this then and there (in a letter t o The Tivzes, as far as I remember), and
suggested that England should follow this example and acquire the "Auberge
d18ngleterre." However, the authorities most interested would not move in the
matter, and, as f a r as I remember, the only person who showed any sylnpathy
with my aims was Rfr. (now Lieut.-Colonel) E . V. Gabriel, of whose eminent
services in connection with the Auberge of England a t Rhodes and as a channel
of communication with the Italian officials of the island, Colonel King speaks
with just appreciation. I t was Mr. Gabriel who, in June, 1914, wrote to me
from Mount Abu, in India, expressing his concurrence in m y views, and it was
he also who, when attached towards the end of the War to the B g e a n Squadron,
seized his opportunity, visited Rhodes, purchased all he could of the Auberge of
England, and arranged with the Italians for its restoration. I may further just
mention, in connection with Cyprus and Budrum, both of which "The Pilgrimage'
proposed to visit, that Mr. George Jeffery, O.B.E., F.S.A., Curator of Antient
hfonuments in Cyprus, and a member of this Society, using his influence with
the High Commissioner, had the Castle of I<olossi placed under protection au an
ancient monument, and that it was the lecture delivered to this Society
shortly after the W a r by Signor Gilbert Bagnani which reawakened in the
precincts of Clerkenwell a sense of what Budrum lind meant to Rhodes and to
Christendom from 1403 to 1523. The English tower of the Castle of Budrum
is a most interesting rllonuinent of English c h i ~ a l r i cdevotion in the fifteenth
century, and has been a subject of close study to the late Lord Amherst of
Hackney and Admiral Sir Albert Marlcham. An endeavour was made, when
Signor Bagnani lectured on Budrum to the C.A.S., to initiate a nlovelnent for
the reconstruction of that tower, which had been bombarded and damaged
during the War, but nothing came of it. That is greatly to be regretted.
I desire to draw special attention to the cerelnonies of investiture which took
place a t Jerusalenl (pp. 53-56), a t Rhodes (pp. 88-90), and at Malta (pp. 111-114).
At the Jerusalen~ceren1ony * the Right Rev. Rennie MacInnes, D.D., Bishop in
Jerusalem, was invested as Chaplain and Sub Prelate; a t that of Rhodes, His
Excellency Signor Mario Lago, Governor and ~ommander-in-Chiefof the
mgean Islands, and Signor Riliotti, Mayor of Rhodes, respectively, as Honorary
Knights of Grace, and Honorary Associate ; and ~t that of Malta, His Excellency General Sir W, N. Congreve, V.C., K.C.B., Go~wrnorand Commander-inChief, as Knight of Grace. The scenes of these investitures were, severally, the
High Commissioner's residence in the Holy City, the Hall of the ancient Hospital
of the Knights a t Rhodes, and the Throne Boom of the &end-Master's Palace
at Malta. As the author adds : " The Pilgrinlage of 1926 must stand out for all
time as one of the greatest and inoat significant events in the nlodern history of
the Order of St. John of .Terusnlem in England.

* The Diocesan Mngnzinr of the Anglican Church in Jernsalem for April,
1926, gives a very interesting and appreciative account of the visit of "The
pilgriinage " to Jerusalem in that gear.

I will in conclusio~lsay a word or two on a subject to which the author in
his book twice (pp. 27 and 102) alludes-viz., the Relics of the Order, to wit the
right hand of St. John the Baptist, the Icon of Notre Dame de Philermo, and a
fragment of the Holy Cross. I t was known that these relics were preserved up
to the War at Gatchina, but after the Revolution of 1917 and the introduction
of Bolshevist Government, they were lost sight of. They had been in Russia
since 1798, when the Knights of St. John, ejected from Malta, sought refuge
with Paul I. of Russia, and took their most valued treasures with them. When
there was much talk in our Press about the sale of art treasures in Russia, it
occurred to me to try and ascertain what had become of the Hospitdler Relics.
I commenced my enquiries in October, 1924, and aided by a French diplomatist,
a Russian historian and art critic, and a British Consul-General, I ascertained
that when General Yudenitch with his White Army retired from the neighbourhood of Gatchina in 1919, the Orthodox clergy of the Cathedral retired with
him, taking the Relics with them to Reval. I t interested me to ascertain, after
I leernt this, that Mr. Pirie-Gordon of The Timer, a Knight of Grace of the
Order, had been in Reval in 1919 and frequently met General Yudenitch. What
beca~neof the Helics after Reval is unknown. A complete copy of the correspondence connected with this enquiry has been handed over by me to
Colonel E. J. King for record at St. John's Gate.
I t remains to correct the inscriptions on pp. 91 and 119. P. 91 : For "Podatus
Aglie" read " Prioratus Anglie." P. 119 : Sir Oliver Starkey's epitaph is correctly given in de Villeneuve-Bargemont's " Monuments des Grand Maitrea,"
Vol. I1., p. 102, and Porter's " History of the Knights of Malta " (Edition 1858),
Vol. II., p. 333. I n " The Pilgrimage of 1926" five words must be thus corrected : Libyteque, edomitis, Getis, condidit, sepultus. I wish to draw special
attention to the excellent and appropriate illustrations.
A. C. YATE.

1. SOMESAYINGS
OF THE BUDDHA,
ACCORDING TO THE P;~LICANON.Translated
by F. L. Woodward, M.A. (Cantab.). 6 x 33. Pp. 356. Oxford University
Press, 1925. Cloth, 5s.
2. THEETHICSO F BUDDHISM.By S. Tachibana. Royal 8vo. Pp. 288. Oxford
University Press, 1926. Cloth, 15s.
1. The translations are of selected passages from the Vinaya., the Four
Great NikByas, and parts of the Short NikBya (including the whole of the
Khuddaka-P~tha). To add anything to our translations of the PLli Scriptures
is a worthy deed in itself ; and Mr. Woodward's abilities as a translator are so
well recognized that it is scarcely necessary to praise the pleasant and simple
style he has adopted in his rendering. The P6li text when translated ia only
with difficulty prevented from being wearisome to a reader, the original having
been con~tructedfor mnemonic rether than literary purposes. Of a handy size,
this well-printed little book should be especially welcome to those who have
taken up the study of Buddhism (end there must be many such nowadays), for
here they will find at low cost some of the sayings cherished as the actual words
of the Buddha, and which, therefore, may be looked upon as containing mnny of
the original doctrines of the religion, 6 b which objectively is a religion of truth,
subjectively is a religion of knowledge." I t is thought i~npos~ible
to assign the
K h u d d a k a - P ~ t h (probably
a
the most recent of these here translated) to a later
date than 100 B.C. according to Professor T. W. Rhya Davids. AS to which
eayings are and which are not authentic that must, perhaps, alwaye be a moot
question. Though some seem to strike a genuine note, others, such
"Progress in the Heaven World," have the ring of at least a subsequent

elaboration. Incidentally, p. 5 contains no saying of the Buddha. Buddhism
depends on authority less than other religions for the value of ita teachings,
any doctrine taught must be substantiated by itself, and this is manifested in
the sections given us under " The Test of True Doctrine " and " Use Your Own
Judgement." Mr. Woodward's selection is a good one, bringing out as it does
various phases of the teachings. The Khuddaka-YBtha, the whole of rnhich
is translated, is thought to have been a sort of first lesson book for young
neophytes when they joined the Order. I t is noticed that &'
Trance " is made
use of to render " J h a n a " ; but is not this latter one of those terms, such as
Sati, Pztimokkha, Uposatha, Asavas, KBrnmB, NibbZna, Arahant, and
Bhikku, which are better left untranslated ? Would that there was a recommended list of these t e n n s drawn u p by those in authority !
An index to the passages would have been useful.
2. Professor S. Tachibana tells us that the difference is so little between the
ethical systems of the two echools of Buddhism-Hina~iina and Miihayiinathat he has changed the original title, " Ethics of PZli Buddhism." Does he
consider Lamaism as a branch of the northern school or a distinct cult ? One
hopes the latter. H e is Professor of Pgli and Primitive Buddhism a t the
Komazawa-Daigaku of Tokyo, and this volume is a n estension of the thesis he
successfully presented to the University of Oxford in 1922, where he was sent to
prosecute his studies by the late Abbot of the SGjiji institution near Tokyo. The
hook is divided into two parts, the first treating of thought and conditions
previous to and during the Buddha's lifetime, and also a short, si~npleaccount
of his life ; and, finally, a classification and a n explanation of the chief
characteristics of Buddhist morality. One would like to have seen in the
chapter devoted to the characteristics inore stress laid on the fact that the
Euddhist's idea is that the practical conduct of life successfully begins only
when the delusions about a n inimortal self-owned soul have been coillpletely
abandoned. The second part deals, under fourteen heads, of the virtues
specially valued by Buddhists, in the last of which (on Righteousness) we are
told that the highest attainment, the 13uddhist goal, is reached by refilling away
all aon-righteous taints, so that L'his whole being is righteousness itself-he
is all righteousness " ; " has absorbed himself into righteousness " ; " makes
righteousness his wllole body "; or, as Professor Laksini Narasu puts it, " he has
become one with those eternal verities of which he was a n embodiment in life."
Any student of Buddhism soon realizes the very great value of its system of
~ c t i v eethics, and this work, being by n, Buddhist authority of the oldest forill
of tho religion, should have a good reception; moreover, it is the first work
specinlly devoted to the study of the subject. I t is not without significance that
the80 moral teachings have guided n large section of the human race for over
2,000 ycnrs, and neither a god nor a soul, as we understand them, has any part
therein. There is also a sentilnental attraction for us, for was not its founder
of the same racial origin as ourselves? Then, again, does llot our great
nuthority on the religion, Professor T. I\'. Rhys Davids, say "the study of
fiuddhisrn should be considered a necessary part of any ethical course " ? The
whole system is based on the Buddha's realization of the universality of natural
c n l l ~ genesis.
~l
I n ~ p i t eof an occasional tendency to repetition (perhaps a legacy of lifelong reading of the 13uddllist s ~ c r e dbooks), and written in an &lien tongue,
this volume of Professor T a c h i b ~ n adeserves the greatest credit. His whole
treatlnent of the subject is honest, clear, and masterly. Throughout the book
one is impressed by the dignified seriousness of R member of the southern
school, and yet there in no lack of enthusias~u. Onc feels the nttraction of the
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author's personality, whose task has been a labour of lore. I t is
to note how the writer has taken pains to emphasize the almost complete
disconnection between the Buddhist and Hindu conceptions of such terms a g
Karma, Nirvana, Brahman, Vedagu, and the Heavens with their gods, for only
when the exclusively Buddhist significance of such terms is applied can the Pzli
Scriptures be properly interpreted. On the other hand, it is unfortunate the use
of the word " rnonk " far Bkikku has been adopted throughout the book.
Each chapter of the second part of the book is of high ethical value, and
especially those on Self-restraint, Benevolence, Veracity, and Righteousness;
but that on Humility does not seem up to the standard of the rest. Perhaps
Western ideas are too strong to permit its appreciation. The one which
perhaps will have least attraction for the West is that on Contentment, the
closing paragraph of which is written not without a pathetical note. The one
on Celibacy incidentally contains one of the beautiful tales of Buddhist literature.
Obedience, it should be noted, though included in the other-regarding virtues
on p. 95, is not further considered. Professor Rhys Davids says it is most
worthy of notice that " obedience " does not occur in Buddhist ethics.
On p. 143, lines 19 onwards are not clear; the stages in destroying the Bonds
on the Four Paths seem to overlap. We learn on p. 205 that the practice
of regarding the Bhikkz~aas the recipients par excellence of gifts " seems to be
more often mentioned in later than earlier PBli literature," which is as one
would expect. This acceptance of valuable gifts was not in accordance with the
Buddha's original teaching. The point was largely responsible for the first
serious schism, and it is probable that its subsequent indulgence, followed by the
accumulation of wealth, had much to do with the persecution and wholesale
destruction of the Brotherhood in India. I n the chapter on Reverence it is
explained that any feelings of this sort for parents are given up after they have
departed from this world. This is puzzling, as we know, according to the
Buddha's reputed sayings, how much in debt is the offspring to his parents.
Then, again, great stress is laid on the reverence due to the Buddha; and
further it is said, on p. 228, that grateful minds will remember that they owe
some benefits to those who now inhabit far distant regions of the world or
to those who lived in a time of antiquity. I s no regard or reverence to be
shown to their memory ? Perhaps the Tiro-Kudda-Sutta of the Kuddaka F ~ t h a
may be understood as a plea for the honouring and keeping in memory of the
departed. Numerous extracts from the P5li Scriptures are usefully quoted by
Professor S. Tachibana. One of the best is : " Let a wise man," says the
Buddha, " blow off the impurities of his self as a smith blows off the impurities
of silver, one by one, little by little, and from time to time."
I b would seem that "from covetousness " should be deleted from lines 16 and
H. V. N.
17 on p. 76.
- -

CAMBRIDGE
ANCIENTHISTORY.
Vo1. IV. : The Persian Empire and the West.
The fourth volume of " The Cambridge Ancient History " is entitled " The
Persian Empire and the West," and is therefore of particular interest to the
Central Asian Society. Chapters are devoted to the rise of the Persian Empire,
to the reign of Darius, to Marathon, to the invasion of Greece by Xerxes, and
to the repulse of the Persian invaders. The first chapter gives a good account of
Cyrus, and of his conquest of Lydia, which brought the Persian Empire to the
Mediterranean See and included the w]lole of Asia JIinor. The subsequent
conquest of Babylon and of Egypt created an empire that far exceeded the
ancient monarchies of Babylonia and Aseyrie. The reign of Darius is also
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described, the organization of the empire into satrapies, the improvement of
communications and the laying-out of postal stations being based on the pages
of Herodotus.
The Persian invasions are less successfully handled. The information is, of
course, mainly derived from Greek historians, but there is a distinct lack of
lucidity in dealing with the campaigns and of realization of the Persian point of
view. This is, of course, due to the fact that probably none of the writers hae
ever visited Persia or studied its ancient monuments, whereas a visit to Greece
is nowadays undertaken by most Professors of that language.
There is also an incomplete realization of the military problems in the various
campaigns. The chapters relating to Persia are supplemented by others dealing
in great detail with politics at Athens, the outer Greelr world, Carthage and
Sicily, and Italy. There is a masterly chapter on Coinage. The volume suffers
from the number of contributors, and, to quote one example, the date of the
battle of Marathon differs in chapters written by two of the contributors ; but,
taken as a whole, it is essential to the student of ancient history, and contains
stores of learning. But 1 would repeat that Persia is viewed through Greek
spectacles.
P. M. S
-

OBITUARY
G E R T R U D E MARGARET LOWTHIAN BELL,
C.B.E., F.R.G.S., F.S.A.
Born July 14, 1868.
Died July 12, 1926.

GERTRUDEBELLwas, perhaps, the most distinguished woman of our
,
literature : in
day in the field of Oriental exploration, a r c h ~ o l o g yand
Iraq she made for herself, and retained to the day of her death, a position which was as unique a s it was useful alike to the British Empire
and to the budding state over whose destinies she had watched so long
and so anxiously, and for whose creation she, jointly with the late
Sir Mark Sykes, was as much responsible as anyone. The eldest
daughter of Sir Hugh Bell, well known a s a formidable critic of political
follies in the economic sphere, and a lucid exponent of the inexorable
laws by which men and nations live and trade, she inherited from
him gifts of insight and of self-expression which enabled her to
impress her personality a s few women have done on affairs as well as
on men. After winning academic distinction a t Oxford in 1887 she
went to Persia on a visit to the British Minister, the late Sir Frank
Lascelles. But it was not in Persia, or amongst Persians that she
was destined to develop her natural bent. Her travels thereafter
lay "between the desert and the sown," in Syria, Palestine, and
Arabia: and to these early journeyings we owe her first book and
" Safer Namah," published anonymously by Bentley and Co.
I t was
followed four years later by " Amurath to Amurath," published in 1910,
which displays an increasing knowledge and appreciation of matters
archteological, and a breadth of judgment in the political field which
was perhaps, in subsequent years, obscured to aome extent by a newfound enthusiasm for self-determination in its protean local development. I n 1913 she accomplished a remarkable journey to Hayil in
Central Arabia, which increased her already great reputation and wag
destined to qualify her in a special degree for the work that fell to her
lot during the Great War. After brief periods of somewhat infructuoua
work in France and Egypt under military auspices she was temporarily
traneferred to G.H.Q. Busrah ostensibly to undertake liaison work
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connected with Arabian tribes. G.H.Q. Busrah found it no more easy
then had their colleagues in Egypt to "place " Miss Bell, and she was
taken over by the Civil Administration which was then beginning to
take shape under Sir Percy Cox. I n her new position she found
ample scope for her abilities, and a measure of freedom both in writing
and in council, the absence of which she had found so irksome whilst
in the military departments, and she proved a most loyal and devoted
colleague. Not that her zeal did not sometimes outrun her discretion,
for she had in this respect on occasion the defect-albeit a trifling one
of her high qualities.
To quote the writer's tribute to her in The Times of July 1 5 :
Her first care was to synthesize and systematize the mass of detail
regarding Arab personalities and tribes that poured into civil administrative headquarters from every part of Iraq. With unwearying
diligence she indexed and cross-indexed, collated and checked, whereever possible by personal interviews, every scrap of available information, making the dry bones live by her enthusiasm and the charm of
her literary style. H e r "office-notes" were vivid, accurate, but
feminine withal. H e r sympathy with the victims of "military
exigencies " was tempered by common sense-her righteous wrath was
mingled with a sense of humour which never deserted her. I t was in
these years that she laid the foundations of the influence which she
deservedly acquired latterly in high counsels. Those in authority from
1917 to 1920, unable to obtain a decision a s to the future of the country
from the Home Government "pending the conclusion of peace with
Turkey," had perforce to adopt as their motto, "Video meliora proboque,
deteriora sequor "; the weary months and, indeed, years of temporizing
snd of expensive improvisations were a s repellent to her as they were
irksome, but she loyally accepted them a s inevitable and necessary, and
the writer will always cherish the remembrance of her unwearying
industry and her indomitable cheerfulness, a t a time when the work of
years and the hopes of a great race seemed likely to be swept away in
the destructive confusion of religious and racial excitement.
The younger generation of civil administrators who came under her
influence will recall gratefully her readiness to help and her willingness
to listen and to learn, as well as to teach; for she was bjg-minded
enough to modify her views in the light of experience and was not
ashamed to confess it. The elder will remember, not less affectionately,
her facile pen, her fund of accurate knowledge, and the human sympathy
that informed her daily life.
interests, to which reference has already bcen
Her ar~hzcolo~ical
made, found full scope in her appointment in 1921 as honorary Director
of Antiquities. To quote Mr. C . L. Woolley : " She brought to her task
the enthusiasm and the untiring energy which characterized all that
she did ; she started single-handed, with no antiquities and no funds,
and if she received the willing help of other departments it was due to
the infectious quality of her zeal. The excavations at U r and Kish
provided the nucleus of a fine collection such as justified the creation
of National Museum. This spring Miss Bell secured a large building
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really suitable for the purpose, together with a grant for its conversion
and for the installation of the antiquities, and to the laborious work of
its arrangement she has sacrificed herself.
" I n these last years nothing was nearer to her heart than this
museum. She initiated it and she was ready to do all the spade-work
of its creating,
but she looked forward to the time when that should be
done and the Government of Iraq should see its way to the appointment of a scientific director with a proper staff for the institution which
she had built up out of nothing. H e r ambition was to make the
museum worthy of the great history of Iraq and essential to the study
of its past, and the fulfilment of that ambition would be the best
material monument to her memory."
H e r last published work on Mesopotamia is her contribution to the
latest volumes of the " Encyclopaedia Britaunica," but she will be
better known, amongst experts, as the author of the " Review of the
Civil Administration of Mesopotamia," published oficially as a Blue
Book in 1920, in which the public were for the first time given a glimpse
of the herculean efforts made during and after the Armistice to weld
together the dissonant elements of the three provinces into a
homogeneous state, efforts the success of which made possible subsequent political development, as, in later years, she recognized and
generously admitted.
She scorned publicity, and disliked the numerous journalistic
tributes to her influence and skill: creative achievement, literary,
cultural, and political, meant everything to her.
AS wrote Virgil ( 1 i.) : The cause was Freedom ; she, though
late, did yet a t length regard her tardy follower
. and after long
time came." She lived to see her hopes substantially accomplished.
Many of those who listened to the anthem a t the Memorial Service
must have wished that the last sentence of the text of Ecclesiastes had
not been omitted by Goss, when he set it to music. "And their work8
do follow them " may as truly be said of her as of any of those who
" rest from their labours."
A. T. WILGON.

..

H I S HIGHNESS SIR TJGYEN WANGCHUK, G.C.I.E., K.C.S.I.,
MAHARAJA
OF BHUTAN.

THE first hereditary Maharaja of Bhutan, Sir Ugyen Wangchuk, Cf.c.1.E.~
K.C.S.I., died in Bhutan in August at the age of 65. There must be few, if anyl
rulers at the present day who have carved their way to power literally with the
sword. In his young days Bhutan was given up to internal strife, and the
late Maharaja, who succeeded his father as Tongsa Penlop when quite a young
lllnn, on several occasions displayed great personal valour in rallyins hi9
followers and leading them to victory sword in hand.
In the sixteenth century one Ngawang Namgyal came from Tibet to Bhutan
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established order in the country and ruled with great success. H e is linown
Shaptrung Rimpoche, and his white-bearded image is a familiar sight in
Bhutanese temples. I n a manner not uncommon in this part of Asia, on his
death he was believed to have been reincarnated ; this reincarnation was known
in India as the Dharma Raja, and exists to the present day. The Dharma Raja
was gradually deprived of temporal power and became a purely religious head of
the state, and alongside appeared the true ruler of the country, known in India
ss the Deb Raja. I n 1774, when Bogle was sent by Warren Hastings on a
lllission to Bhutan, he reported that the Deb Raja was appointed by election.
In the course of time the Deb R$ajaalso gradually lost his power, and the feudal
barons were practically independent. There is little doubt that the repeated
aggressions by the Bhutanese which led to our troubles with thein and which
culminated in the war of 1864 were directly the result of the independence of the
s~nallerchiefs. Requests sent by the authorities in India to the Deb Raja were
not complied with, chiefly because the Deb Raja himself had no power to
enforce his desires ; it is probable that in many cases communications sent from
India were never forwarded to the Deb Raja by the smaller, irresponsible chiefs
who lived between the capital and the frontier.
The Deb Rajas, who appears to have been powerful in Bogle's time, gradually
diminished in importailce and influence, and Peinberton in 1837 witnessed a
rebellion against the Deb Raja of that time, and his attempts to conclude a treaty
with Bhutan were frustrated by the Tongsa Penlop. Later, in 1863, the
opposition to Sir Ashley Eden's lllission was caused by the quarrels and
rebellions of subordinate chiefs. The two chieftains of greatest importance
were the Penlops of Paro in the West and of Tongsa in the East.
The late Maharaja Sir Ugyen, during the many years that he was Penlop of
Tongsa, adopted a policy of friendliness towards the British Government, and,
in 1904, at the time of Sir Francis Younghusband's mission in Lhasa, he was
far-sighted enough to visit Sir Francis and to give him great assistance by acting
as a go-between with the Tibetans, who were prepared to meet their powerful
co-religionist. As a reward for this assistance, which was continued in the
subsequent negotiations with the Tibetans, he was created a 1c.C.I.E. No doubt
all this increased his prestige in his own country, and at Punaka on December 17,
1907, he was elected first hereditary Maharaja of the country by the chiefs and
notables, who affised their seals to the oath of allegiance. A translation of
this is given in " Siltkim and Bhutan," by Mr. Claude White. Thus for the first
time for nlany years Hhutall had n powerful and responsible ruler.
Having consolidated his position, the new Maharaja's nest step was to place the
foreign relations of his State under the Government of Indirt by a treaty signed
b j himself and Sir Charles Bell on January 8, 1910. The country continued to
progress peacefully under his rule up to the time of his death.
Sir Ugyen visited India on two occasions-in 1906, on the occasion of His
hlajesty's visit to India when he was Prince of Wales, and again in 2911, when
Iiing George visited India for the coronation Durbar. During the war
the Xlnharaja offered the whole resources of hiu state to the Government
besides presenting a large sum to war funds and encouraging recruiting in his
hitherto closed land. By an early marriage His Highness had no son, and at one
time it was thought probable that he would be succeeded by the I~usbandof one
of his daughters, nnd later by a grandson ; by rt later n~erriage,however, he had
two sons, the eldest of whonl, Jigmed Wangchuk, should now succeed him.
During his lifetime Sir Ugyen gradually appointed his own near reltttives to the
important posts in nhutan, and nt the ti111eof his death his son and heir wae
Tongsrt Penlop, the son of his daughter, Paro Penlop.
as
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\JTithout the support of the prestige of a long line of rulers the young
Maharaja will have to show strength of character and powers of determination
to fill the gap left by such a remarkable man as his father, and his task
the
first to sucoeed to the position of Maharaja will not be an easy one. The new
bIaharaja has learnt a little English and Hindustani at a school started by Sir
Ugyen at Bumtang, but he has never left the hilL of his native land.
Formerly Bhutan had a summer capital at Punaka and a winter ct~pitalat
Tashi-chii-dzong, but for the last few years the late Maharaja has lived at
Burntang, about twenty miles east of his former official residence at Tongsa;
consequently Punaka and Taehi-cho-dzong have dwindled in importance. At
the former place is a large and magnificent but empty fort, and at Tashi-chi)dzong a large and influential monastery.

RECENT EVENTS IN CHINESE TURKISTAN
THE most important political event in the New Dominion during the
past year has been the establishment of Soviet Consulates at Urumchi
and Kashgar.
The new Consuls-General arrived a t their posts in September of
last year, each accompanied by staffs of secretaries, commercial
couneellors, diplomatic couriers, etc., which have varied from eight to
ten persons in number, and which still show a tendency to increase.
As the U. S. S.R. have abandoned all rights of extraterritoriality with
their consequent judicial and other functions, and as no agreement has
pet been reached for the resumption of normal trade relations between
the New Dominion and Soviet territory, it can readily be understood
that this plethora of officials is far in excess of any legitimate needs.
They have not, however, remained idle.
The Chinese authorities, who were a t first anxious to welcome the
Soviet representatives, have not been long in showing suspicion of their
ultimate aims-a suspicion which has been acerbated by pronounced
dislike of an overbearing and truculent attitude which, though apparently
characteristic, is nevertheless ill-suited to the "friends of China,"'
whose loudly-declared policy it is to uphold her sovereign rights against
the domineering and grasping capitalistic powers.
Chinese Consulates have been established a t Tashkent, Andijan,
and Semipolatinsk, the new Consuls being selected from officials
serving in this province, and therefore nominees of Governor Yang.
Governor Yang, the Civil and Military Governor of the New
Dominion, still remains in power a s the semi-independent ruler of the
province, a position which he has held unshaken since 1912. This
remarkable old man shows no falling-off in those qualities of energy and
determination which have enabled him, with no real force a t his
disposal, to maintain peace and good order throughout the country.
There was a possibility a t one time that he would be supplanted by
some nominee of Marshal Feng's, but there eeelns to be no longer any
present fear of such an eventuality. As His Excellency not only
governs with an ef3ciency and success which seem in marked contrast
with the efforts of other provincial Governors, but is very much alive
to outside dangers and unusurtlly capable of dealing with them, it is to
be hoped for the sake of his province that he will long continue to
remain in power.
He is no lover of foreigners of whatever nationality, but recent
events have led him to adopt a decidedly friendly attitude towarde the
British Government and their representatives, and this attitude has
416
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naturally been reflected in the conduct of his subordinates. There
have been no signs anywhere in the province of those anti-British
tendencies which have been so marked and unfortunate a feature in the
recent history of China Proper. Bashgar itself has been fortunate in
having a t the head of its administration E r h Taoyin, a capable and
conscientious official who assumed charge of his present office two years
ago, after his successful appearance as G.O.C. the force despatched by
the Governor to suppress the outrageous Ma Titai, the provincial
Commander-in-Chief, who had established himself as the unofficial but
excessively tyrannical ruler of this part of the province.
Yarkand has been less fortunate in its recent administrators, but
the Governor is carrying out changes amongst the officials which should
lead to improvement.
The Afghan trade agent in Yarkand continues to style himself as
Consul-General for Afghanistan, but has failed to obtain recognition as
such from the Chinese authorities, and finds himself in frequent difficulties with the latter.
The long-established and lucrative opium trade from Afghanistan
and Semirechensk has been meeting with genuine opposition from the
provincial authorities, who have captured and burnt several consign-,
ments, sentencing the smugglers concerned to lengthy terms of"
imprisonment and removed officials who had been taking part in the
traffic. I t is, however, too much to hope that a trade which holds out
such large profits and which can be carried with comparativo immunity
through almost uninhabited country, can be stopped under present
circumstances. There is no poppy cultivation anywhere in the province
itself.
Though not yet finally reopened and liable to frequent interruptions,
a certain amount of trade is being carried on with Russian territory,
where there is a constant demand for raw cotton and wool. The chief
imports are kerosene, sugar, and coloured cotton fabrics. The British
Indian traders who have to carry their goods over the ~eh-Karakorum
route naturally do not look forward to competing with a trade which
possesses a, railhead only some ten marchs distant and with only one
comparatively low pass to negotiate, but the resumption of full, normal
trade with Russia remains indefinite ; disturbed conditions in China
Proper also continue to afford a similar unnatural stimulus to the
Indian trade.

APPENDIX
NOTE ON T H E PLAN P U B L I S H E D I N BRIGADIER-GENEHAL SIR
PERCY SYKES'S BIOGRAPHY O F S I R MORTIMER DURAND,
SHOWING T H E APPROXIMATE RU8SIAN AND AFGHAN POSITIONS AT P A N J D E H ON MARCH 30, 1885.

THE Plan, as it appears in Sir Percy Sykes's Biography, purports to be " From a
Sketch by Charles E. P a t e (Captain), Political Officer, Afghan Boundary Commission." As this is incorrect, I intend to explain exactly the origin of the Plan.
On October 21, 1925, I received from Sir P. Sykes's publishers, Messrs.
Cassell and Co., a letter saying : " General Sir Percy Sykes is writing for us a
life of Sir H. Ifortimer Durand, in which h e wishes to include the plan of
Panjdeh, showing the approximate Russian and Afghan Positions on March 30,
1885, which appeared in your ' Travels with the Afghan Boundary Commission,'
published in 1887."
On receipt of this letter I looked into the two or three copies of m y book
which I have kept for myself, and I found in one of then1 an annotated tracing
of the scene of the engagement which afforded information of value which finds
no place in the Plan which appears in m y " Trarels " of 1887. I could not
remember after a lapse of forty years where this tracing originated, but I saw
that it reproduced on a slightly enlarged scale the Survey by Sergeant Galindo
which, dated " Tirpul, 15th April, 1885," accompanied Captain C. E. Yate's
Report on the Yanjdeh conflict, which General Sir Peter Lumsden forwarded to
the Government of India, and doubtless also to the Foreign Office in London.
To Sergeant Galindo's Survey, Captain C. E . Yate had, from his own personal
knowledge, added the positions of the Russian and Afghan troops, but m y
annotated tracing gave.much additional information. Accordingly I sent it to
Messrs. Cassell and Co., and gave them permission to make use of it. I should
add that I recognized all the notes, etc., on it as being in m y own handwriting.
hfessrs. Cassell and Co. acknowledged it and said they would lay it before Sir
Percy Sykes.
On December 8, 1925, I received from Messrs. Cassell and Co. the following
letter, dated December 7 : I a m sending you herewith the plan of the Panjdeh
position which we have had drawn froill your rough sketch (which I a m enclosing). You will see that they have incorporated one or two things from
Sergeant Galindo's plan, which I also sent to the map-makers ns a guide for the
redrawing of your sketch. JVill you bc good enough to see if this meets with
your approval, or whether you would prefer that your plnil should be strictly
ndhered to ?"
To this I replied that I was perfectly satisfied with the Plan of the Panjdeh
position which they had had drawn from m y rough sketch, and incorporating
f it11 it one or two things from Sergeant Galindo's plan, and that it therefore had
my npproral. I returned to them their drawing, and thst, I presume, is what
1 1 0 ~appears in Sir Xlortimer Durand's Biography. The Russian lines of
attack and their composition, and the "Details of the Afghan position,
hfarcli 30," as well as one or two other notes, are taken from the tracing which
has been so long in m y possession. There is no one, of course, who has, from
per.sollal experience, such a n intimate knowledge of the scene of the Panjdeh
engagement ns Colonel Sir Charles E. Yate, but it will be noted that the Plan
which appear? in Sir Percy Sykes's " Riography" is not " F r o m a Sketch by
Charles l3. Ynte."
A. C . TATE.
I publish this " Note" with Sir Percy Sykes's consent.
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BOOK NOTICES
THECouncil wish to express their thanks to Mr. Kenneth Mackenzie
for his valuable gift, I' A Journey from London to Prrsepolis, including
Wanderings in Daghestan, Georgia, Armenia, Kurdistan, Mesopotamia,
and Persia," by John Ussher, F.R.G.S. (1865.)
Booke received for review :
"Turkey," by A. J. Toynbee and K. P. Kirkwood. (Modern
World Series, No. VI.) 9" x 5%". Pp. xi +329. Map.
(Ernest Benn, Ltd. 1926. 15s.)
1t Israel," by Leonard
Stein. 74" x 5". Pp. vii + 94. (Ernest
Benn, Ltd. 1926. 3s. 6d.)
" The Smerican Task in Persia," by Arthur C. Millspaugh.
8" x 54". Pp. 322. Illustrations. (London and New York :
Meears. T. Werner Laurie, Ltd. 1926. 15s.)
6'Grass," by C. Merion Cooper. Pp. 362. Illustrations and
map. (London and New York : Messrs. G. Putnam's Sons,
Knickerbocker Press. 10s. 6d.)
I t On the Trail of Ancient Man," by Roy Chapman Andrews,
Sc.D. 94" x 64". Illustrated. (London and New York :
Messrs. G. Putnam's Sons, Knickerbocker Preee.)
The Pilgrimage of 1926," by Colonel E. J . King, C.M.G.
54" x 8q". Pp. 144. Map and illuatrations. (St. John's
Gate.)
" TO MESOPOTAMIA AND KURDISTAN IN DISGUISE "

With Historical Notices of the Kurdish Tribe0 and the Chaldeans of
Kurdistan. By E . B. Soane. Second Edition, with a Memoir of the
Author by Sir Arnold T. Wilson, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., etc. With additional
illustrations. Demy 8vo. (Publiehed by Mr. John Murray. 18s. net.)
One of the most interesting of travel booke, which deecribes the euthor'e
adventures during a journey from Beyrut to Bagdad, disguised as a native. He
was successful owing to his wonderful knowledge of dialects-which knowledge
enabled him to write this graphic record.
" His additions to our knowledge of Kurdish history and of Cheldean history
are as important ae they are interesting."-lllrlstrnted London Neloa.

THE BAAGHDAD BOOK SHOP
IFone day gou were to find the Magic Carpet a t your door ready to fly with you
to Baghdad, you would expect to see-many things. And you would rlot see
them ; for the simple reason that old Baghdad, the " dim moonlit city of
delight'' of the Thousand Nights and a Night, has gone for ever-has disappeared fer more completely even than its predecessor, old Babylon the
mighty. B u t one thing you n i g h t not expect to see ; but, strange to say, you
would see it (which is, after all, quite characteristic in the city of Aladdin and
his wonderful lamp). And the thing in the case is a n up-to-date modern bookshop, equal in its appointments to any in London or New York, but stocking
a variety of general Oriental literature such as possibly cannot be found to-day in
any other one spot in the world.
Modern life being what it is, one need scarcely add that Aladdin in this case
is a Scotsruan. All modern magicians are Scotsmen, for the simple reason that
they are the orlly huinan beings who combine the romantic and enterprising
spirit of the English with the financial genius of the Jew. An Englishman who
will build R great business is forced to employ Jews, to help him keep a check on
his own extravagance ; a Jewish m a n of ideas is bound to employ Englishmen,
to teach him to expand his range of vision over the top of the counting-house
door ; but the Scotsmen needs no one but himself. I n one frame he combines
brillii~ntinitiative with thnt sound caution which has made Scotland the only
country where the moneylender can gain no footing. H e is entirely selfsufficient. That is why he stands out in the world to-day as the only complete
business man-with the possible exception of the Chinaman.
But the particular Scotsman, let us hasten to add, who owns and runs the
Baghdad Book Shop, is 110 ordinary type ; he is not the half-Anglicized denizen
of the Glasgow streets, or the gallant Tube-riding Highlander of the northern
London suburbs. I<enneth nfacltenzie-no mistake about country or clan there
-is R Inan hailing really and truly frolrl the north of nowhere. H e can (if you care
to listen to him) give you the time of day in genuine Gaelic, and it is whispered
that in the seclusion of his own Baghdad home (or should it be harim ?) no other
langunge is heard ; for Mrs. Mackenzie also hails from the north of nowhere-to
be precise, the same village- and is also a proficient scholar in the one and only
true language. " How terribly provincial," you will a d d ; but no, for Mr.
hiacltenzie is an Edinburgh University man, and before the war owned a book
shop familiar to many discriminating Londoners-especially the boys and masters
of St. Paul's School.
CJorue to think of it, it is not after all so strange that Baghdad should prove
so suitable a locale for an cxperirnent in bookselling. Time was when the city
could boast the best book shops in the world. Readers of Le Strange will
reinember thnt under the early Abbassids there wore over one hundred bookl
was perhaps the
sellers in the Suq al-FV\rnrrakin alone, and ~ n e d i ~ v aBaghdad
only city of its age that could boast of an entirely literate population. Indeed,
it would hardly be untrue to say that it is doubtful if any other city in history,
except ancient Athcns has ever produced such a flood of brilliant writers, orators,
preachers, philosophers, poets, and artistic dilettanti-to
say nothing of
~nathelnaticians,doctors, and musicians-in so short a space of time. I n the
turmoil of the later Middle age^, Baghdad's intellectual glory departed from her,
and a hundred yoars ago the English traveller, Buckingham, found literature " a t
so low an ebb thnt thcre is no one known collection of good books or mnnuscript^ in the whole city, nor any individual Mullah distinguished above his
contemporaries by his proficienoy in the learning of his country." Fortunately,
in the last fifty years things have improved somewhat, and there are now among
the citizens of Baghdad many cultivnted and intellectual men, and a t leaut two
notable private collections of books.
The quick RUCceSS of the Book Shop presupposed, of course, the existence of
fruitful gronnd, ready for the sowing. No nmount of enterprise-even Scottish
enterprise-could build up n high-class bookselling business in the face of a n
ignorant or indifferent public. Not that the entire clientele of the shop could
be clailrlcd truthfully as of Baghdad. Rfany of the best customers are drawn
fro111the ranks of the nulnerollu British residents, the frequent visitors, and the
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ofticcrs and lllell of the Air Force and Arlny, deprived of thontros and other
\Vestern a ~ n u s e ~ u e n tnnd
s , thrown back lnrgely upon literature for lnental entertnin~nent. Nor does the noolr Sllop cater alone for Baghdad or for Iraq. l t s
l'cr~iannlnil is R heavy one, it has regular customers in America,
has been
known to deliver books in Japan. Regarding as its daily job the retailing of
current English literature to the local Baghdad public, it is becoming increasingly
well known in the West as a likely centre for rare Eastern works. Its stoclc if
books on I s l a ~ l ~subjects
ic
is probably unique ; its colleotion of technical, scientific,
I I I C ~ ~nnd
C Ahistorical
~,
works is very wide ; and you can find on its shelves
lllorca cntllolic and varied selection of modern literature than can probably be
found in ally one book shop in the \Vest.
Like li~ostgood things, tho Book Shop canlo about by accident. After the
..\rmistice a new civil administration was organized in Iraq by Sir A. T.Wilson,
then ('ivil Com~uissioner,and enrly in 1920 the Director of Education, Major
I3owmnll, wns sent to London with a fairly free hand to recruit suitable
personnel and material for the new schools which were springing up on every
hand. The poverty of the local booksellers' resources led the Major to consider
the engaging of a technical inan to organize the importation and sale of schoolbooks and material. To cut a long st.ory short, the job was offered to Icenneth
IIackenzie, who, on arriving in Baghdad, immediately saw the chance offered for
the sale of ordinary general literature, and suggested that the school book shop
might be mnde to pay for itself in this way. After some deliberation, he was told
to go nhead, and was given a small Government grant as capital. That grant
was never touched ; the business was started with the aid of the wholesalers'
three months' credit, and it has never looked back since ! Let it be added that
the authorities, having ruade sure that they had got a good mRn, were content to
leave him alone ; from the first the " Controller " had a free hand, and he wae
never handicapped by those petty restrictions or vexatious regulations which so
often hamper Government enterprise in the East. I n 1925, however, the Iraq
Council of Ministers (the Iraq Government having previously taken over the
Book Shop from the British authorities) came to the conclusion that the shop
" did not form a proper ~ p h e r cfor Government activity," and they accordingly
decided to put it on sale. As was only right and proper, the tender of the
'' Controller" was accepted, and Aladdin entered into full possession of the
fnscioating business which his lamp of Scottish penetration had built up.
And fascinating it is. The Baghdad Book Shop has on atmosphere of itsown
- a trite eaying, but in this case a true one. Suppose you could number among
your business cuetoiners for the dug picturesque figures of Arabs, chaflyah, aga,l,
and well-trimmed beard complete; native dignitaries from Kurdistan; white
robed Snbaans; romantic-looking feminine forms, modestly swathed from
head to foot in dark garments that, as a visiting journalist from India so aptly
suggested, i n e v i t ~ b bring
l~
to mind the Ku Klux Klan ; etout effendis, some of
them Inore conversant with current English literature than the English themselves; youthful Jewish-loolting studente, their pale faces gazing at some
financially unobtainable work with that ardent look of book-lovers the world
over; Air Force officers, with their breezy air of combining the gossip of
Beghded, Cairo, and London in one morning's work ; smartly-dressed Englieh
ladies of the modern type, looking self-possessed and masculine when seen in
Oriental background ; American visitors, full of incorrect information about every
city from Tokio to Tripoli ; earnest-looking Indians, obviously bent on following
the difficult road (80 popular nowadays) of self-culture-at-home-in-your-sp~rehours-all the varied types of a city which, even in its decay, still has about
much right to the much-abused term " cosmopolitan" as has any city in the
world. Suppose you had a clientele of this sort, would you not be tempted to feel
that, after all, business mas B very pleasant way of spending the time. Add to
this the attraction of boolts in theruselves as articlee of commerce, and you
why Mr. Kenneth Mackenzie, as he steps out of his nrczbnnnh a t the Book Shop
door in the morning and beems a t you through his gold-rimmed glaeses, a l w s ~ a
atrikes you as one of the happiefit men in the Eafit.
RICHARDCOKE.

